
100213

Record: 2286 * Plant status nothing remarkable difference. Japan briefing report.
101(b)(5)
o 2nd priority is the stability document. Not sure how many people have vetted the
document. Stability document was issued but treat it as draft. Spoke with someone from
naval reactors use as re-entry criteria.
o 3rd revision to re-assessing
o 4 spent fuel pool assessment. Waiting for team comments. In stand by pending team

* review
, Slurry document provided to the team. Considered close till the team reviews
F Tasking list for the teams low power criticality in the spent pool fuel. Unit 4 spent fuel

Facility:; Ipool
I Been sending the HOO updates to the States
o Jim - naval reactors
, Hearing Cong. Markey controversy material in the core escape the vessel.,,
* Protection of information. RST assessment that was handed in the NY Times. Plans to
cover the TA brief. ILTAB invited to the meetings.
, Please do not put OUO in the recycle bin.

Source:.ET _

AddresLocation: _
Atahentt__•__ ____.....

This information is •Offi&4ce, 9•, ..... •'9 " fl•t"f""3! ..

DatelTime: 04/08/2011 10:26:26 (El) I_@8am
Position: EST Chronology Officer Events in Japan; telecom w. site team in Japan

Name: Stella Opara I° Operations officer -unusual event at Columbia Generating Station hydrogen burn.
Record: 2289 Heightened awareness. Region 4 OPA,

1o Several discussions with site team in Japan. Response to the conditions in Japan.
(b)(5)

For the near term NRC will be the lead role in the reactor event in Japan. Expansion of
the site team to an 11 person team. Team members will serve for 3 weeks each. Looking
for replacement for Elmo and current team members in Japan. Looking for Div.
Directors to replace Elmo. Need to have the broad prospective and technical skill; as

(b)(5) 83W707
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well can deal with the public.
o Developing a document for the Chairman to sign today, from him to Bill and Bill to him.
° Staffing of the Ops Center. 18 people per day assigned to the Ops Center. Go down to
a minimum set in the Ops Center. I SES. Need to get a signature on the document.
Spoke with the Chairman and he agrees with the approach.
, Influence agenda for Deputy meeting on Monday. Agreeing to what stable conditions
at the site. Defning stable. #1 Ready to implement protective action, #2 Criteria to relax
50 miles EPZ

Facility: (b)(5)

I/

Slurry mix in the spent fuel pool.
I. (b)(5)
, Fukishima ACRS meeting. Follow up. Develop talking points to support the Chairman.
Foia and congressional letters are increasing. Meeting setup to discuss FOIA process.
Tuesday at 10:30a. Email from Dave Decker organizing a staff briefing with the senate.
Where are we going giving the Japan event? Need alignment on what and why we are

1doing in Japan.
, Shutdown - pulling several triggers today and tomorrow. Concerning travel ....if it's not
essential to the mission not going. As of Monday will start deciding who is essential.
Waiting for Monday for risk and Monday for essential personnel. Need to be clear in the
edo update what travel is essential.

Source: Er -

AddreWLocation:r _

Attachment!
This informaioni. t . ,, , i, .

DatelTime: 040812011 05:51:47 (ET) RST waiting for NRC Site Team comments on Stable Condition paper. RST has received
NamE:T -Chronologh oc NR comments. After receiving Site Team comments, RST will send for Consortium

Name: Thomas carbrough review.
Record: 2284 RST reports that TEPCO official position is that RPVs are intact.

IRST has prepared list of its current actions.

t ~(b)(5)1 84WM7
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Facility:

i RST does not have further action on slurry issue. RST reports that Japan does not plan
to proceed with slurry effort.
PMT sent Q/A paper to Elliot and Trish.
PMT has draft Summary of Rad Hazards in Japan. PMT will send to Site Team for
comment. PMT considers Site Team and Chairman will use the summary for general
information.
PMT not currently interacting with NOAA on ocean plume modeling.
I i

(b)(5)

Sandia is running a separate source term for the federal family.
PMT checking on whether we have received 6-page questions from PACOM.
ET asks PMT to check with Trish on her document to clarify plant status.
ET also asks that wording on 2 SFPs cooling status be clear.

Source: ET Briefing

AddreWLocafion: I ________

Aftachment _____--------.w--.-

This informafion is o- ;ý ý- s1 ;:u:~ nomf

Date/Time: 104/0812011 00:00:39 (ET) Earthquake 7.1 in Japan. Lost offsite power at some plants, but no station blackouts.
Minimal impact.Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: i Thomas Scarbrough
Record:1 2283 Chairman is in town. Chairman call planned for Friday at 7:15 am canceled.

PMT working on one pager due at 0600 today: Summary of Rad Hazards in Japan.

PMT working on QIA from Kyota News on NRC 50 mile evac vs. DOE SITREP with no
rad concerns beyond 25 miles. PMT will provide to OPA.

j/'

~(b)(5)

r
I.

1l (D)(5) Wou
t
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RST issue summary:
1. RST Assessment Document Rev 1 issued (not working on Rev 2 at this time). Ditra
might request copy of most recent version from RST. LT will check with partners.
2. Vince said no 6-pages of questions from PACOM. ET asks PMT to e-mail questions to
Vince for his evaluation.

Facility:,i
Telecon with Roy to discuss papers due for Deputies Meeting.

ET lists papers being prepared:
1. Stable condition paper (RST)
2. Current rad conditions paper (PMT)
i3. Tokyo retur perwtAmas dorad P MT okcoIee

(b)(5)

Ops Teams will work on these papers tonight and decide which papers to combine
tomorrow.

LT: Transitioning to Embassy for preparation of agenda and summaries for 8 p.m. daily
Consortium call.

Source:! Er Briefing _

Address/Location:
Attachment:

This informauon i .... i..! U. ,kt -y. hený ii; ,• ;1 c,....n.

Date/Time:, 0410712011 23:01:27 (ET) Discussion of DOD request for Vince to extend his tour. Vince willing to support
Potion:' EST Chronology Officer mission for additional time.

Name: ThomasScarbrough Vince not aware of any Pacom questions reported to ET.
Record: 2282 - Vince will refer any requests for Assessment Document to RST.
Facility:

Source: I Telecon with Vince - -_

Addre ssLocaUon:

Attachment:
This informaton is Ofie~b y-

(b)(5) 0 o 18 77
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Date/Time:'04I0712011 22:13:18 (ET) Vince called in - he got request from NISA that they want the stability document, Told
Posion: EST Chronology Officer . him still working the document. Question is at what point it would be ready for NISA.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 2281
Facility:
Source: RST

AddressLocaton:_

Attachment:!.
This informa•on 9s 6ff•i^1 L•. 4yn^y s t. _ r_,r .

Date/Tim.e' 04/0712011 19:57:55(ET) I'Want to be able to merge the various lists. Blarney -Embassy would really like to have I
Position:! EST Chronology Officer list.

Name: Rebecca Karas__
Record:'2280 Evap technologies- 21 -new item -has come up in regular meetings with GOJ -believe

this is related to DOEs processes for reducing large volumes of water down to smaller
ones. DOE- have not heard discussions on this item, Need to better organize and
prioritize the various items under #21. Next step is to clarify these items with GOJ and
DOE HQ.

Water tanks -in telecon wit (b)(6) hey want to go by sea. Will have quote tomorrow am.
May need to truck across country and ship out of LA if want in I wk-10d. Waiting on if
GOJITEPCO want urgently, but not commercially, then could talk about military air, It
does not appear to be urgent, Blarney - having another meeting on Tuesday with sub-

;group on this. Hoping to get technical contacts.

'20 -heat exchanger for sfp- placed design order with Toshiba -Blarney -going to talk to
INPO, and they will forward info to NISA -believe commercial contracts have been let on
this. TEPCO apparently have subcontract with Shaw via Toshiba. Just passing the info
to NISA,

4 - Germanium semiconductor detectors - loaned 2 high purity, and have 4 more coming
from Naval Res Labs to Yokoda on Apr 11. Cherry- DOE AMS team at embassy was
asked to help break down the section, as different detectors going to different
ministeries.

(b)(5) 87/707
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113A - dosimetry, iodine masks, etc (b)(5)
'Everyone going back into area is supposed to get dosimeter. Have to see what is
manageable on our side. Also need to know what kind they need. Had provided info on
dosimetry nd iodine masks regarding commercial availability, and had no response
from GOJ.

Aerial survey measurement data sharinglanalysis ongoing with no problems.- should
be closed? -do have joint aerial monitoring mission taking place over next couple of
weeks, After that, US and Japanese analysts will get together and create joint product
on results. Outstanding action to complete product, But can close. Process is working.

Ground monitoring devices, mobile and stationary - DOE has operating air samplers at
several locations, working to install 8 infield detectors from 10-35 miles out. MEXT has
approved, and waiting for coordination with police to implement.

i Bruce has not yet shipped. Need approval of cost at Bruce to ship. No update yet. Still
also need to work with GOJ to free up receipt of low level contamination. Have POC with:2 people at NISA.- will email them and let them know what is coming.F (b)(5)

I ~(b)(5)

(b)(5) lItems coming from Bruce do not have contamination.

'Rad diffusion/SPEEDI models sharing going fine.

Robotic monitoring devices -update says waiting on GOJ to decide if they want experts
to come over.

15A, 5B- under control.
Facility:

5C -W working on UAV request and coordination with expert. UAV onsite and Texas
A&amp; M expert has been coordinating. Not aware of any other UAV requests, Close

'item.

((b)(5) 00
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Unmanned helicopter- closed.

Withdrawn items are being removed from list, closed items being indicated closed,

16 - materials for masks -redundant to 13A- close.

(b)(5)

Extinguishant coolant - forwarding to NISA POC -was not priority yesterday. Not sure
what item is.

26 - PNL -crsis management dialogue - PNL in Japan. Will raise tomorrow with Ron.

27- (b)(S),(b)(6) -will revisit
tomorrow.

29- assessment of sfp structural stability -have to get input from GOJ- did assessment,
but not sure if they need more specific calcs. Not on their priority list yesterday.

NISA was really only worried about water control- not sure when lower priority items

Iwill be focused on.

29b. (b)(5)

31 - SAMG tech document - guidance sent to INPO contacts in Japan - they already
provided to TEPCO. Close item.

* 32 - GEH following up on N2 purge analysis - going to review this item and move to
TEPCOINISA.

(b)(5)
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33 - indications to assess rpv integrity and location of core - ongoing

34 -alt flowpaths for purging -Blarney -believe was provided. Will look.

35 -confirm RST rec -ongoing.

Other items all closed.

Item 12 Casto asked item be added on titanium body armor - believe INPO already
provided that -keep closed. Hochevar did provide info,

Combination filters and demin -2 in stock, TEPCO committed to purchase and ship -
close as is not on embassy list., being handled commercially by TEPCO

Source:'Consotum Call _

AddresLocation:
Attachment ______________

This idnforaton i • ..... U ,n ............... ' ........

Date1Time: 0410712011 19:46:32 (ET) The sample taken from U4 TB was March 24.
L Poson: EST Chronology Officer

Name:i Rebecca Karas

Record: 2279
Facility:

Source: RST

AddressLocation: _

Attachment
This informar on i -Of "^- " U ,, o. ,,,,.,,.,. , ,., .....

Date/Time: 0410712011 19:08:27 (ET) 2 hour half-life in U4 TB. 1.132? U4 SFP is non-borated racks. U3 and U4 TBs are
Position:' EST Chronology Officer I connected also. Could be minor criticalities going on in cores, salt-encrusted. Maybe

-Name:; Rebecca Karas j should have someone run SCALE and KENO to see if you can have criticality. Generally
Record: 2278 _ hard with geometry. If go to chemical slurry, will it take any boron out that they had in

Ithere?

Marty - in prep for 11th deputies meeting, Chairman wants phase 1 to be adjusted. Also
need to combine that document with the return guidance document from PMT. Also

(b)(5) ) 9707
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Facility:

Source: RST

need Melcor run. PMT - should do projected doses based on actual monitoring
conditions. And know actual plant conditions. If plant unstable, then should not back off
on PAR. Roy -really need to get in with robots and figure out how sound the structures
are. Roy -need to figure outwhere go and grab reentry guidance is. Embassy keeps
asking for. PMT -do not believe we need Melcor run - have good sampling data, etc.
RST -havent done assessment on whether they are stable or not. Marty - good to have
that assessed by Monday meeting. Roy - maybe put this back in line? Marty -yes, OK

,with that. They would have to work the weekend.

Address/Location:,i

Attachment: .
This informaion iy -;fficl Oulyý ; ,-

DatelTime: 04/0712011 18:59:32 (ET) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer huck -they are training on it now with 30 SDF troops. Rather get status

Name: Rebecca Karas with cameras, etc. Structural integrity issue worries people with sand, as well as
Record:i 2277 coolingiheat transfer. Should have dialogue on this. Chuck -not sure of motivations -

imaybe limiting water put in, or if there is other issue. Brian H.- Blarney showed data in
170p document that showed 1-132 out of U4 TB- they may have questions about fuel

Facility: configuration. Chuck - also heard. They are worried they are pushing source term
aroubd the building. Chuck -downside is more source term throughout plant, but
temperature is probably overriding consideration.

Source: Chuck I

AddressLocation:_
Attachment:. _,_

This infrrnaony

DatelTime:104/0712011 18:31:02 (El) - -Marty -want to make sure we are aligned on staffing for Japan Team and also
Piofn: EST Chronology Officer Iheadquarters. Chuck - N2 injected. FW inlet temp went up immediately when injected -

Name:I Rebecca Karas I not sure why. Earthquake does not appear to have caused problems at Daiichi. Roy -
Record: 2276 several other sites lost offsite power due to quake. Chairman - ongoing issue of

rcalcs/Melcor runs. Chuck -trying to emulate what happened so we can determine
amount of energy left in reactors and SFPs. (b)(5)

(b)(5) IThink can make argument on needing to look at reactors, not
dose. Chuck - looking at how much source term is remaining so we can give

Fperspective of what energy might be eft and how hazardous it might be. ET -trying to
(b)(5)]) 919707
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Facility:

lunderstand status of PMT in looking at issue. Chuck -what we need to know from
Melcor is how much U1 energy is left - need to push on flooding stil ? Also, SFP4
information will help them decide how to approach -water or slurry" ~(b)(5)

iGetting discussed on 11th meeting. Chairman -need to stop MACCS runs -rely on DOE
for that Melcor work is fine, we need that to give tech recommendations on reactors.

.IChuck

(b)(5)

•hairman. -work on agenda,

1 reentry, criteria for relaxation of 50 miles, and mention'it will include additional dose

modeling.Trish -working with EPA as they were tasked with long-term reentry
guidance. Worked to get document we are pretty comfortable with. Chairman, OK, then

:just turn off MACCS piece for now. Chuck -drew down to 9 people. Yesterday and day
before, very strapped. Noone to cover office. Yesterday asked by Japanese to include

(b)(5) . With INPO team standing up, has
led to more dialogue. 11 is probably right number. A good PM to work with DART on
equipment. Blarney trying to run RST and equipment -too much. 3 week rotations
would be best, not 2 weeks. 11th person should be either PMT or RST type person.
Marty -would rather keep more PMT functions out of HQ. Chuck - RST type is fine.
Chairman -will get 2 more people, use 3 week rotations, and focus PMT more here and
see if it works. Chuck -Embassy is doing lots of briefings, like forAmerican Club, so we
get many taskings for that. Marty - maybe someone with HP/Health Effects background.
Add 1 PM and I HP/Health Effects/Communicator. PM with strong BWR nuclear
background would be helpful.

Source: ChairmanlChuck ___

AddreulLocaton: i
Attachment: Ti u

This nformaTion i 4 U: ' y- ..... . ... . ..

Date/Time: 04/0712011 18:30:22 (ET) Paper is with the Chairman for comments/concurrence on collapsing down into I team
Position:; EST Chronology Officer for response.

Name: Rebecca Karas
(

I (b)(5) v 92g07
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Record: 12275

Facility:
Source:ET

Addres/Location:
Attachment _ _

This information is ffi - .

Date/Time: 041071201116:54:29 (ET) 1 Discusses slurry document edits by Roy.

Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name:' ;Rebecca Karas i

Record: 12274
Faciliy:V
Source: RST -_ _ _ _ _ _

AddresLocation:
Attachment: _

This informabon is .ffieia! -on!yS ,,,lo.,d Iu IuO.

Date/Time: 104/07/2011 16:05:33 (ET) Got email from press shop in Tokyo. Mentions 30 experts in Tokyo over the period. Roy
Position: EST Chronology Officer "sounds about right. Brian Holian to give Eliot a call back.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 2273
Facility: _

Source: Brenner ______ _

AddreWLocation: I
Attachment 7

This information is dfical 1k bely SniU~Itrsnformatonr

Date/rime:J04/0712011 15:4:19 (ET) Agreement with NR last night is to treat what we sent to Japan as draft, and then
Position: EST Chronology Officer incorporate their commentsý (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas I (b)(5)I

Record: I2272Fac~i :iV
Source: RST _ _ __ _

AddresLocation:
A ttachm ent i . . .............

This information is .t O y-3,ib,;u•lh[,t•.

Date/Time: 0410712011 15:30:35(ET) Large aftershock-evacuated site, then went back onsite, no impact on facility based on
:: : A

(b)(5) 93/707
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Position: EST Chronology Officer rad levels. At Onagawa, 2-3 lines were impacted. Work with high-level briefing Chuck is
Name: Rebecca Karas _1 providing on 17th -we have an outline and work to support his brief. Site team needs

Record: 12271 help from RST, PMT, LT. They are continuing to inert UI drywell, but as pressure

increases, they are cutting back. Still dont know U4 SFP status. RST is looking at slurry
mixture. RST sent draft to RES for comment. Still looking for list from RST of all papers
working on and status. PACOM question answers due by 6pm. Trying to get rad maps
from EPA on Japan. NYT article there is now a FOIA on the assessment. There will be a

Facility: I F itemplate/sheet on the top of any OUO document sent outside government. Embassy in
Japan wants re-entry criteria. Needs to go to 11 Ith meeting.

Source: ET _,

AddresLocafion:

Attachment _

This information is O .i U2 O,!y Son.itiv.i Inte.nal ..f c. ".

Date/Time: 104/0712011 14:47:15 (ET) i Turnover in progress.
Position: EST Chronology Officer.1

Name:j Jesca Kratchman i
Record: 12270
Facility: ___

Source:! _ _

AddresdLocation: _I
Attachment T

This informaton isC',i! ..... .... .t.- ,h^,nal ,fr^ b.

DatelTime: 04/0712011 14:39:51 (ET) By 5pm toda
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:i Jessca Kratchman
Record:f2269 _

Facility: _

Source:PACOM T _ _

AddreslLocaUon: l
Attachment:'

This information is ,fic al .u Only- O fVU- nt,9rni hif,"r•,,'n.

-- - -- -#
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DatelTime: 0410712011 14:32:56 (ET) RST spoke with GE senior VP.

Posiion EST Chronology OfficerY
Name:! Jessica Kratchma n (b)(5)

Record: 2268

Facility:: .RST will email partner groups and recommend revisiting and making a Rev2.

Source:!RST

Addre /Location:
Attachment:

This informiaUon is lia! Lo .- u hi•i•d: inokmeaon.

Date/Time: 04I0712011 13:37:21 (ET) Daily sitrep ready- Bruce going to safeguards room to review.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:J esdca Kratchman
Record: 2267
Facility:_.__..
Source: _ _ _

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: __ L
This information is ;i!a.! LIn On sfl, S•, ,.e•,. t .......

Datelrime: 041071201113:22:40 (EM) NRC Japan Team Briefing Report: -provided by Michael Hay.
Position:I EST Chronology Officer -Some clarification and additional items were added.

Name:r Jessica Kratchman -RST tasked with providing a summary of "Consortium Activities."
Record: 2266 i

Facility: .RST, LT and PMT help will be needed,

Source: Mike Weber - _

AddreWLocation: -

Attachment:___
This information i h,. Sensiti•o Internl Infnsti,.

Date/Time: 0410712011 13:09:59 (M (b)(5)

Postion: ,EST Chronology Officer i

Name:iJesicaKratchman
Record: 2265
Facility:

Source: Jeff Temple

(b)(5) I7
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AddresLocation:i
Attachment

This informad'on is - ' .

Date/Time: 04/07/201112:34:38 lET) Jeff Temple was sent updated information from Emche (Japan Team) on current status
Positon: EST Chronology Officer !after plant pot-7.5 aftershock. He is passing this information to ET, who will in turn get

Name:! Jesica Kratchman ] b5
Record: 2264

Facility:_

Source:_

AddresslLocaUon: I
Attachment T

This inkormation i.•'• , ,i, nii, ,•,

Date/Time: 007/2011 12:04:41 (EM) Tsunami warning lifted,

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:j Jessca Kratchman
Record: 2263

Facility: _

Source:! CNN

AddresULocation:,' __

Attachment: __

This information i . .ffi-a bs Home. , ff .... neuenfm..-

DatefTime:d04/0712011 11:45:50 (l) ET briefs the Chairman on 7.4 earthquake/ tsunami warning.
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

NaRc•: Jessica tchman -There is still off site power.
Record:[ 2262 -There has been some site abandonment (most likely related to tsunami warning).

-Chairman wants to make sure we have a plan to confirm conditions at the site.

Facility: -ET indicated that they will have a Japan Team member try to reach out to TEPCO for
information.

Source: ET to Chairman

AddreWLocaton:
Attachment:! ____

This information is rffil , , U .O, u O ..... , ,.

Date/Time: 04÷071201111:28:051(Er) Breaking news- no damage to Fukushima plant from the 7.4 aftershock.

Positon: EST Chronology Officer

y(b)(5) .)
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Name: JeWca Kratchman

Record: 12261
Facility: [._

Source: CNN _-__............................ .........

Address/Location: _

Attachment_ _

This information is Of fGcil IA nl &n, i ,, t^ l . . .-

Date/Time:U04/0712011 11:26:28 (El) INPO is going to step down their 24-7 approach.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer i

Name: JeWca Kratchman

Record: 12260
Facility: _---

Source: u__

[AddresWLocation: _

Attachment;:
This informafionis f.i,, a!ULe On/y.P.nn4ifi• 'ntern.! lngformc,. _

DatelTime: 04/07/2011 11:07:54 (El) (Chuck Casto called into ET:
P-on: I EST Chronology Officer j-Checking to make sure ET is aware of the 7.4 aftershock.

Name: Jesita Kratchman i-Tsunami warning; 0.5m expected in Fukushima; 2m expected elsewhere in Japan.
Record: 12259 -ET asked if there is any indication that UNits 2 or 3 has gone ex-vessel. Chuck said that
Facility: is something they will not know for a long time.

Source: Chuck Casto

Add ressl~ocaflon:______ ____ __

Attachment ___

This information is .ffi ..! . ...n .... .... ,,,,,,l ,,,,a .......

DatelTime: 0410712011 10:52:24 (E') 7.5 Earthquake just hit Japan. Tsunami warning.
Posi'on: EST Chronology Officer

Name:. Jessica Kratchman

Record: 12258
Faci l i y 1  _-.y:-..--...•..--

Source:_

Address/Location:
Attachment

This information is Offici. l Use OGnly- BnitiV,, h d W9110 M IdIIufI& .
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DatelTime: 10410712011 10:42:10 (ET) I RST dicussion with ET Director regarding SFP (end state) assessment and RST (all unit)
Position: EST Chronology Officer assessment. Awaiting input on SFP assessment from stakeholders, Naval Reactors is

Name:I Jessica Kratchman recommending that both assessments be combined. RST intends to keep assessments
Record: 2257 separate and focus on SFPs.
Facility: .....

Source:

Address/Location:
AttachmentJ

This information is ,,,c , , ,.,y- ,• i•,, ,,,,=,,4, , .,o Uon.

DatelTime: 041071201110:02:23 (ET) CA conference call in progress.
Position: !EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 2256
Facility:_ _

Source:! ET !

AddresdLocation:
Attachment:

This information is •Off;^o •o 44 'n 4 "ritiw !nernal infrmaon.

DateiTime: O4/0712011 09:29:08 (ET) Discussion of leaked RST document
Position: EST Chronology Officer *Concerns of whether there is proprietary information involved.

Name:! Jessca Kratchman_

Record: i2255
¥ I (b)(5)

Facility:i

Source: i ET Meeting
I

AddresdLocation: I _

Attachment: __ _

This information is ' -- real InformaUon.

Date/Time: 0410712011_08:07:11 (ET) Priorities for the day:
Position: EST Chronology Officer i RST- Has a tasker from Chuck to consider the "slurry" issue and get him a one-pager

Name: JeWca Kratchman 'by 5pm. RST concerned with this deadline because they have to consult with
Record: 2254 i consortium and this typically takes time to come to a consensus. ET- get what you can

to Chuck by 5pm.
-RST- Unit1 is putting hydrogen in containment.
RST- Markey continues to challenge NRC on status of Unitl core; ask site team if they

I
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Facility:j __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ _

Source: 1 I
I

AddreWILocaflon:
Attachment:_

This information is• , Of l W Cbo lnh - -Sensito Intan.al !nAfw g^c

Date/Time: 04/0712011 06:42:37 (ET) ET turnover begun.

Pos on: EST Chronology Officer
Name:I Carolyn Faria

Record: 2250
Facility: I
Source:! ET

AddredILocation: _

Attachment: i
This informaion isOfficl -3 .,nly ful ,lf! ,,,&tC-I.

Datelrime: 04107/2011 06:27:32 (ET) 'Chuck Casto calls for Site Team:
Positon: EST Chronology Officer - Have some needs:

Name: Carolyn Faria Site Team RST safety team is talking to OPS RST
Record: 2249 _-Spent fuel pools 3 &amp; 4, if there were a proposal to put a "slurry mix" that uses a

cement mixer in there, there are concerns of weight heat transfer, and moderator...
-There is an assessment paper from last week about putting sand in the Spent fuel
pool/ is there a substance that someone in industry has/ knows about?
If we don't know the exact material, we should let know about the concerns, and

something like" this is the max. amount of weight"

Have asked INPO about this; Japan has asked about titanium protective wear (vests)
Facility: as individual protective gear; INPO has already provided this information, and they will

re-provide the information to Site Team.
- There is more to talk about, it will be discussed later on:

(b)(5)
"o Seems Japan is going to be plugged in with AREVA
o Need to see how to plug in international entities into the consortium.

Source: Site Team

AddreW/Location::
Attachment \

(b)(5) 1O0707
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This information is 4fcial Use Only. - n.Anih' IntArn•, I'frmption

DatelTime: 0410712011 04:01:36 (El) 14am Problem Solving section
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1 Recap on shift between ET, RST, PMT, LT

Name: Carolyn Faria -tasks closed
Record: 2247 -draft documents being issued

I-call summaries

Facility:: -went thru guidancelrecommended template- tweaking amongst RST, PMT, ET, and LT.

PMT- discussed 3rd run that was sent up to the Commission
Source: ET

AddressLocation:__
Attachment:

This informatonis OfthI ,,, ,.,o - S,.=,i,,; Mnt,,a, .. f. , thn.

Date/Time: 0410712011 04:01:36 (El) 4am Problem Solving section
Postion: EST Chronology Officer Recap on shift between ET, RST, PMT, LT

Name: Carolyn Faria A-tasks closed
Record:' 2248 -draft documents being issued

-call summaries
J!

Facility: -went thru guidancelrecommended template- tweaking amongst RST, PMT, ET, and LT.

Source:. ET

AddressLocation:

Attachment: _

This information is Us , O n- iU• Int rnal nf.rmatioL

Daterrime:1 040712011 03:52:17 (ET) 3am call brief:
Position: I EST Chronology Officer ]. (b)(5)

Name:!CarolynFaria -Need to establish who is doing what for wom e.ite eam ava eac or-NRC.

Record:--2245 INPO

Facility: i-draft guidanceltemplate for OPS center documents being shared and commented on

(headers, purpose, rev...)
(b)(5) 6101/727
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Source: RST _

Address/Locaton: 
___

Attachment: i
This information is-O,,,•,,i,! ...l.. -I, .;.... ar.lf•.• n ,

DatelTime: I410712011 03:52:17 (ET) !3am call bref:

Pogion: IEST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Named Carolyn Fara 'Need to establish who is doing what for whom? e.i. -Site Team-Naval Reactor-NRC.
Record: 2246 INPO

Facility: -draft guidanceltemplate for OPS center documents being shared and commented on
(headers, purpose, rev...)

Source: RST

AddresLocaUon:__

Attachment. 
_

This information is.Ogelh' - ' inwmui iunta

DatelTime: 10410712011 03:41:41 (ET) i-Received a call from Admiral John Haley, wants NRC to share a contaminated water
Position: EST Chronology Officer plan. (TEPCOs plan) if known

Name: Carolyn Faria -wants additional information
Record: 2244 _Faciliy: i

Source: LT _ _

Address/Location: I

Attachment:
This information iM OUM.-:, - sii ;. , ;,,,, inforu.

Date/Time: 0410712011 01:56:20 (ET Scott clarifies that initiative for the "re entry" document, according to past email was
Position: EST Chronology Officer about American "re entry" to Japan.

Name: Carolyn Faria

Record:12243
Facility:

Source: ET
Add re•ILocati on:

Attachment. -

This inform ation i s . . . . .. .. .. . . ... ..... . .. . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . ... . . .

Datellme: Turnover debriefings:

(b)(5) . 10M2707
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10410712011 00:01:47 (El) RST: tasker #4131 update spent fuel pool (criticality, structure) document sent to the

....Poon EST Chronology Officer Iconsortium on 416; #4212 talks about PACON commenting on this document and ET

Name: Carolyn Faria agreeing, but these are not tasked for this shift. 2 tasks have been completed by the

Record: 2242 earlier shifts: 1. INPO one pager 2. "goop", synthetic document. Two tasks that were
.opened last night shift 1. Spent fuel pool structure document 2. Site team time line
request is still open, but progress has occurred. New task: list of RST documents
(what? Where? Who?). Task#4207-Stable condition document

ET- discussion over document quality control (markings, dates, purpose, recipients,
revisions)

IPMT "guidance for return""re-entry document"- being put together outside of the OPS

Scenter
(b)(5)

ýtill working with site team on meteorology data.

Facility:

i PACON call did not occur, pending connectivity success to secured line.

1.

(b)(5) I
LT- call w/ industry occurred at 8pm. Discussion on embassy taking over the
,Ianagement of matrix; still pending. OMP meeting will occur tomorrow, set up is done.

(b)(5)

ET- Task #4181-leaking documents task

Source: 1 ET

AddressLocaton:

Attachment:
This information is O9 d 9 Ufliy , . . , lp,,,,.

I- ~(b)(5) 103/707
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-DatelTime: 0410612011_23:34:02 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Carolyn Faria

Record:t 2241

(b)(5)

Facility:

Source: Site Team/ ET call _________________________________________

AddreWLocaflon:_______

Attachment __

This informaUon i2 Offiiaw usee Q0 4 g~u~~fr1f ~onin

Date/Time:] 04106/2011 22:35:53 (ET) Begins turnover.
Position:~ EST Chronology Officer!

Name:1 Rebecca Karas
Record: 12240 _ ___

Facility: ________ __

Source:'ET

AddreWILocabon:;
Attachment:

(b)(5)(5)~

EJdr621oof 1218
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This informaton is Off ..a U On" r et,, ',,,, nai .. t ,

Date/Time: 0410612011 22:20:39 (ET)

Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Rebecca Karas

Record: 2239
alt(b)(5)

Facility:

Source:-PMT _

AddressLocation:i_"
Attachment: _

This informaton is H,,,e•, L: ."!; Seriitive lerna( Information.

Date/Time: 04/06/2011 21:27:37 (ET) 1 Roy -certain documents we put out as agency documents, and they go through the
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1 teams, and are coordinated with other entities. Couple times they have bounced back.

Name: Rebecca Karas Lot of documents are not ones that ET director or ET sees. Need to discuss with
Record: 2238 incoming shifts. If leads to major decisions, or policy document, then should come to

ET.

Look for opportunities to share with others the need to respect the OUO markings on
I documents. Many are predecisional, many may not yet be 100% accurate. May need to
remind partners about honoring OUO,.

PMT - shift has been quiet. Had phone call with Vince -he asked for us to share info with
Ihim about background info, such as reentr criteria - told him its in process. Not sure
that all comments have been incorporated

RST -think most of products could be done on day shift in line organization. Should be
team devoted to this in the line organization.

Should finish reentry document, incorporate comments, and send back out as draft that
would go to 4111 deputys meeting.

A

V (b)(5)
105707
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Facility:

PMT -also want to confirm which scenarios Sandia is working on- going to talk to site

team.

RST - assigned a tasker to RST to determine number of documents in works and in
what state. 1-pagers had been sent out earlier on containment fill and injection. Gotten
comments, and updated and sent to site team. Had call with site team -they wanted to
have assessment of goop - we had except without DOE comments. Team decided that it
should go to site team and DOE can catch up with comments. Been sent out. Awaiting
update of GEH H2 assumptions. No update on SFP structural assessment. With Syed
and Abdul to do. Steam cooling question -Chuck thinks that this type of cooling may be
good enough. Clear there is boiling in the SP. Shouldnt impede flooding up. Have not
found out if anyone did criticality anlaysis at any point - line organization may be able to
do.

LT -turned over OMB meeting - NSIR is taking. LT doesnt fit into line organization

model. Some parts do, but not all.

Source: ET

Addre/Location:__

Attachment: I__
This infortauon is eOfie ' Sen.ite lnteil nt ion.w

Datellime: 04/0612011 21:16:13 (ET) Discusses with CDC rep the answers the RST provided to CDOCs questions. The

Posilon: EST Chronology Officer answers will be marked OUO,
Name: i Rebecca Karas

Record:,2237

Facility: _

Source: ET,___

AddresLocation: " ; - -T--., - - - -..................-- . - - - - -

Attachment_ i -. . .... ...........
This information is Ofi,. ........ '...

Date/Time:'04/061201l1 20:o1:OO(ET) Roy -Consortium making good progress.

Postion:' EST Chronology Officer
Name:! Rebecca Karas Roles and responsibilities

b)(5) 106707
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Record: 2236 until we hear from DOE ontir aceptance of that role. Tilden/DOEINNSA - comfortable
!with how NRC is doing thatt

I Nielsen- San Onofre has shipped items, may have already landed in Japan -Radiacs
are targeted to TEPCO receipt. We will make sure it arrived OK. STP had 2 parcels, I
contaminated and told by POC that they couldnt receive it. Believe they have shipped
other one, but dont have confirmation. STP still trying to work with POC on
contaminated item. Bruce has either shipped a small number (3-4) of hand and frisk
monitors by air -would have left by now, but havent confirmed. Monitors going to GOJ.

I3- conduct of simulation by rad diffusion model -Tilden- no update, ongoing-will close
since is ongoing.

14 -germanium semiconductor detectors- 2 units loaned to GOJ today -another 2 being
shipped (maybe 4)- next increment already on its way.

12a -use of rad monitorng devices - stationary -on the ground - waiting on GOJ to say
what they want us to do. Equipment is there, and we are ready to go. Blamey -will

discuss in meeting this afternoon. Ron Cherry has details.

15 -Westinghouse has separately contracted -they have other robotic devices they are
using -close to being deployed. Blarney - need to know holistic approach -some is
industry to industry, some govt to govt, etc. Embassy -will combine lists and fold
together updates, and then send out and have everyone add in industry to industry
information. Nielsen -Hochevar knows industry to industry efforts. Also want to check

Facility: !what other countries are fulfilling. Hochevar is being relieved by Lee Gard this week.
Have tech experts available to travel -need to know if GOJ wants this. Robot arrived
Friday. 1 robot, 5 cameras, 1 gamma cam, detectors. DOE paying for all.

((b)(5)
107/707
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27 -extinguishant coolant- do we understand request? awaiting clarification.

Concept for disposing of TB water- updated paper to be released tomorrow. comments
mentions need to develop single water management team- not sure how that got
added? Blamey - thought there should be one water management item with sub-items
under it. Should get more details on this item at cabinet meeting.

31 -temp holding tanks/trucks -still open, being worked, Said need to know priority of
this. These are large, and heavy lift aircraft is only way to get fast. Willing to give items
over if TEPCO/GOJ pays for freight. Need to know sea/air. Being worked now.

Roy - should capture "next steps" better in document.

33 -shielding expertise on whether buildings strong enough to hold up under additional
i pressure- is industry expertise that was provided to GOJ.

!iodine masks, dosimeters, etc - in holding pattern - keep open until Friday, and if no
I response or interest from GOJ, will close out We provided catalog for GOJ/TEPCO to
select from. Blarney - have some feedback - GOJ already lined out some of items. Need
to confirm - looks like they lined out redundant ones.

Robot devices for rubble removal - They retracted equipment request, just need advice
Ion shielding. Open.

i DOE -question on item 30 - is task tracker number still valid? Unknown, will strike out.

Source: Consortium Call

AddresWLocation:,

Attachment: ___

This informa~on is ffi " "

DatelTime: J04061201119:37:59 (ET) (b)(5)
Positon: IEST Chronology Officer

Name:: Rebecca Karas Discusses DOE taking lead.
Record: 2235

.1
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Facility: II Roy -On IPC call next week, they want lessons learned and corrective actions on NYT
'leak.

Source: ET ___

AddressLocation: _

Attachment:-
This information " ,;; L• o1;y. S nsiii , ,u,,iliu,.

DatelTime: 10410612011 19:32:36 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name:I Rebecca Karas
Record: 12234
Facility: iT

Source:! ETIeber

AddressLocation:

Attachm ent __. .................
This informaton is .... .. .. L , O , ,, . ,,, .

"atel me:ý04061201119:17:26() !On call with NR (Tom Vivoso). NR had heard our team would be scaling down thought
Positon: EST Chronology Officer I people with reactor expertise would be scaled back, We pointed out there were people

Name:!I Rebecca Karas who had that expertise, including Elmo and Chuck. NR is realizing that it would help
Record: 2233 i them to know more specifically when we are seeking their concurrence. Discussed

1 stability definition. They are concerned that multiple audiences will use the document
I for multiple different decisions. Also discussed industry interface with TEPCO -seems

Facility: i promising. They perceive tempo of response has reduced, and perhaps can be worked
on day shift. Would also help with continuity, and enable products to be worked in
parallel.

Source:jWeber _ _ _

AddresLocaUon: i

Attachment: _ __

This informaton is Ofcial L 'nly. Swennitivsnm Intorn iatio,•.

Date/Time: 04/0612011 19:08:04 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas (b)(5)
Record: 2232

(b)(5) 66o 12 1 07
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Facility:[

Source: NHK TVINSC

(b)(5)

AddrerJLocabon:!L . ..---.

This information is Offie~id WeG N.y ".8"i~v htnlhbfl

Date/Time: 04/061201118:51:02 (ET)

Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas (b)(5)

Record: 2231

Facility:

Source: El
I IAddress/Location: _______ ____________ _________

Attachment:!
This information is ¶, 0, '• -' S"nith . .. . ""-":^n

Date/Time' 04/06/2011 18:20:50 (ET) i CDC rep here asked RST several questions - RST has answers. ET will review and
Position: EST Chronology Officer discuss with CDC rep.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record:j 2230
Facility: _

Source: ET

AddreWsLocaflon:
Attachment: . i

This information is-a Qnty. aeni ma,/•rtrn

Date/Time: 04/061201118:12:11 (El)I Discusses criticality -was questioned over the weekend- PMT reported seeing
Position: EST Chronology Officer I increasing isotopics in some shod-lived. Possibly should have RST look at -possibly

Name: Rebecca Karas do criticality calculation?

Record: 2229

Facility: _i

Source: _ ET__

AddreWLocalon:'
Attachment: . . . . .... ....

This informaion is vff .... !...se ,n' -._n_ itinv ! ... . n..
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Date/Time:! 0410612011 17:41:56 (ET)

Positon: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 2228

(b)(5)

Facility:

(b)(5)

Source: RST I !

AddressLocaton: _

Attachment:
This informaton i s. Lity.vr e Internal lfn io

Date/rime: 0410612011 17:25:37 (ET)i No change in plant status, but appears they started N2 injection at 8:30 EST yesterday?
Posiion'EST ChronologyOfficer 'We have not been able to independently verify. Going to followup and see where

Name: I Rebecca Karas consortium is on need to inert.

Record: 12227

Facility:

Source:TRST _

AddressLocation: _

Attachment:1 _

This informaton is Offi" &n• Sensi"- Inerna, If,.- .,

Date/Time: 04/0612011 17:13:31 (ET) DOE mentioned they were working with the Russians on water treatment options.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I Apparently have ship with ion exchange. Another concrete pump truck is en route to

Name: Rebecca Karas site -from Hanford. Still working on cargo ships. They have 0.4 -4 Bq limit. Spain is
Record: 2226 _looking on enforcing with ships. India banning food imports. OMB issue on resource

mgt. Phone call tomorrow is 34pm. Dyer needs to be aware. They want list of
reimbursible items from each agency. Not much criteria. They are interested in things
already done and planned in future. Japanese want to know about how much spent.

(b)(5) 111107
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(b)(5)

Facility:

)OE said expect requests for Japan will probably

Icnange irom now on -more tecnnoiogical help where they have contractors giving

recommendations to them - independent verification of engineering work. Travel
I restrictions document will be put together by end of week. Also generic document on
rad health effects for embassy. Embassy wants the reentry status we have been
working on -thought was done and sent to team? Embassy doesnt have and wants. On
this shift, want to understand status of reentry criteria we sent out.

ETlsummary of phone iSource: .call i

AddreWsLocation:_
Attachment:

This informaton is O ....... O,,y - , !,t~rn, ! ... o. .

OateTTime_: 0410612011 17:09:26 (ET) 'Roy -will need to let people who are attending that we have a tasking to preclude this
Position:'; EST Chronology Officer from happening in the future.

Name:! Rebecca Karas

Record:, 2225
Facility:J

Source:IETr

AddressLocation: I
Attachment:

This informaton is.O•h , Uo v,,, - ,,,ti, ,,,,,, ........

Date--me:• 041061201117:02:4 (ET) Joe: Meeting scheduled for tomorrow to provide NYT assessment document -we think
Position: EST Chronology Officer I they got rev. 0. RST thinks they were different versions, NYT got wrong rev. Mat Wall did

Name: Rebecca Karas not write. James Glance or Will Ward wrote. Benefit by what is our statement. Will
Record: 2224 i respond to inquiries, Has OPA responded to NYT? Previous shift talked to OPA about

I response. We wil get you a copy. Not sure if we will provide statement or respond to
queries. Will discuss about providing rev. 1. Joe -hearing on the hill -Markey had email
generated from RST to OCA that sugggested there could be a breach in reactor vessel.

(b(5 112907
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Facility:

(b)(5)

/
1- -~--~------ __________________-

_1

Source:IEImo

[AddreW/Locaqon- ______

Attachment: ~~~~~This information is Offcia IA@ Onp'- Si rt!iIlL~

DateTie:04/06/2011_16:36:25 (ET) Stable conditions sent to site team in final form. NR believed it was still open for
Position: EST Chronology Officer comment and had issues with longer-term piece. They are requesting their input be sent

Name: Rebecca Karas in.
*1

Record: 2223 (b)(5)
Facility:
Source:! RST

[AddressLocation:

LAttachment: _ I
This information is -fficA! use OQly- 5V~t~ !ntmc !fcr. ton

Date/Time: 040612011 16:18:57 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: I 2222

Facility:

(b)(5)

/I
Source: 1 RST I

AddresLocation:
Attachment:

This information is ~/U (y iv nm!nfratn

(1 (b)(5) ) 113/707
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Date/Time: 04/0612011 16:02:31 (ET) OMB meeting is top priority. Going to talk to Dyer about it. USAID had sent over
Position: EST Chronology Officer I Q&amp;As for Ambassador. Sent to OPA, and they were OK with them except for a few

Name: Rebecca Karas comments. Questions are related to event-what his thoughts are on visits to
Record:. 12221 Prefectures -what response has been, etc, Very high level,
Facility:_

Source: LT _

Address/Location.

Attachment:' _

This informafon i,-On ui; U.i, .... ont:, n !,forraeor,

Date/Time: 04/06/201115:23:04(ET) Discusses leak being plugged by TEPCO. Discusses that water may just be going

Position: EST Chronology Officer somewhere else now - acknowledges TEPCO has said same thing on news,
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 2220

Facility: _

Source: ET"

Address/Location: ,
A tta c h m e n t ... . .. . ......._--_

This informaton is 3 iy- Snsiive interai inrormauon.

Date/Time: 04/06/2011 15:17:00 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 2219

Facility:

AddreWLocation:

Attachment:_
This informakon is • .eii - ,.e Son* * l..... :n lo MI 0..

Date/Time: 04/06/2011 14:2:14 (ET) ET turnover begins. JI Wiggins providing status updates to R. Zimmerman,
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:IStella Opara

Record: 2218
Facility:'.

Source:iET

Address/Location:-
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I
Attachment:

This informaton i fiZ~.~Od tmiI!crair

DatelTime: 10410612011 12:16:46 (ET) 'Call with Marty Virgilio. On his way over to HQ Ops Center to debrief on hearing.
Positon: lEST Chronology Officer i Returning from Capitol Hill hearing.

Name: Stella Opara 'Congressman Markey released email from NRC staff regarding NRC speculation that
Record: 2217 part of the Unit 2 core may be out of the reactor vessel. Group discussed that it can get

core material in the drywell without losing the vessel. OCA included and suggests that
there was a vessel failure depending on how data is interpreted and descriptions

Facility: formulated. Agreement that conclusions are speculation at this point. Its factual that
people have speculated that there is leakage in Unit 2.
, RST assessment obtained by NY Times. Meeting tomorrow morning on next steps.

Source: ET

AddresLocation:_
Attachment I _

1M14%IJt rtl~tlUIJll• 7 UOt# UI/ly" Ot•ll•lYV•f III1•[//•1 IIIIUIII•I#t•W.

DatelTime:104106i2011 10:35:26 (Ep) Marty Virgilio on the Hill. Viewing the hearing. Sorca discussion,
Poton: EST Chronology Officer

Name:IStella Opara
Record: 2216 TA Briefing @ 1Oam

,Inert drywell with nitrogen. Staff focused on Unit I to reduce possibility of lower head
failure. Licensee intentionally releasing lower level rad waste to make room for higher
levels rad waste. Work on suitable definition for stable conditions. Should be complete
during day shift. Site fuel pool assessment paper out for comment,
, IPC call with the national security staff at the White House today at 1500. Will go over
I high level status of activities. A technical phone call with PACOM at 5p tonight. Site team
is getting a lot of technical questions from PACOM that we in HQ and Naval Reactors
I can hopefully alleviate load on the site team.
I, NY Times article. RST assessment was the basis. Discussed different potential
Iactions.

Facility: , FOIA requests - Receiving a myriad of FOIA requests. Saving all documents.
Documents currently exist in file folders, drives, and/or emails. Have to figure a way to
deal with the FOIAs. Meeting with OIS to make an efficient process. Thinking of doing a

F, .1

I

(b)(5) 115/707
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Record: to take the lead,
.RST - stability document out for comments (memo on the stability of the plant) from
the team due back at midnight. Spent fuel pool document out for comments. Site team
putting a time-line together. Mike Johnson passed document around. Need alignment.
John Thorpe/Don Marksberry has been tasked in the line organizations to help out on
the time-line. Plan to inject nitrogen inert the Unit I drywell.
- Two people in Japan from SANDIA. Developing a source term. SANDIA would run
MELCOR assessments for periods between 1 month to 290 days. Will use MAX to figure
out what the issue is. Working with NOAA. PACOM (Hawaii) call at 5:00p (1700) today.
Naval reactors will take the lead for DoD. Accumulate a list of questions prior to the call.
(Priority) Site team has yet to receive trigger letter document from Department of State.
Relates to protective actions. Evacuation document, not trigger document sent to the
Commission. State Department has the lead for sending the trigger letter document.
. USAID asking the roles and cost of supporting our teams over in Japan. Talk to CFO

Fiabout possible funding issue supporting the site team in Japan. USAID does not wantFacility:'

to diminish the role of the site team, but want to get an understanding of their role out
there. USAID is currently paying for it. Need an update on who is in the country,
- Send Japan event related emails to the FOIA email box. Electronically search for
duplicates. Emails cannot be deleted. Looking for specific dates. Records retention.
Make sure all relevant information is retained. A team later will figure out what
information is relevant. Do not delete anything.

.Phone calls today:
o TA brief @ 10a.

o PACOm call @ 5p.
o Consortium call @ 8p.

Source:TET -7

AddresdLocation: I

Attachment -
This infonmafion is-e,,,,,,o, 6*,.,' - ,.,,,,on ,,,, ........

DateTime:0410612011"06:30:31_(E) ET turnover has begun.

(b)(5) )117(G77
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Position: EST ChronologyOfficer

Name: 1 Carolyn Faria
Record: 2212

Facility: ___

Source: ET
Adcdress/Location: ____ __ __ ___

Attachment: __....

This informationis.. fc0' L .. . .. ' "

DatelTime:! 041061201106:13:44 (ET) RST debrief:
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer -0300 call has been status.

Name: ! Carolyn Faria -2 new tasks were formed from site team's requests: 1. Timeline 2. Task #4146: Unit 4
Record: 2211 analysis with TEPCO

Facility:!

Source: RST

AddresdLocation:......__
Attachment: .....

This informaton is-Oci:I L o , ,i,- ,., ... ra',,~ n

Date/Time:_04/06/2011 06:04:19 (ET) PMT 6am Debrief
Position:1 EST Chronology Officer .PMT is proposing to go down to only day shift full team and 2nd and 3rd shift reduced

Name: Carolyn Faria to 2 people.
Record: 2210

Facility:' _________ ___

Source:I PMT _

Address/Location:__
Attachment: .. ...... ..

This information is.Offi ' , ,.,-,,,4-. i n[ernai into,,.-,.

Date/Time: 04/06/2011 00:35:37 (Ep) Brief on

Position: EST Chronology Officer -Sandia.

Name: Carolyn Farla I-Trigger level document, PMT has to confirm whether or not we have closed this task.
Record: 2204 (have we seen it?)

Other low level issues:

-CdC liason contact.

(b)(5) i 1182707
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Facility:i

NIO '0 •, ^e e ,.. .k....

-PACON wants a call with RST and PMT: with regards to get fastidirect communications.
I They want to set-up a communication pathway to get the information on real-time
status.
-What are the expectations on roles and responsibilities as priorities have shifted?
Task-4126 will include this topic.

-Rascal runs attached to press release with their explanation for the evacuation miles.
!Third run questioning

Source:I'PMT i__
Address/Location: __I__

Attachment: __1

This infbrm inaon is Offlci -U . . ^.:y ti •^n-m f- ,

Date/Time: 04/0612011 04:39:41 (ET) QRST and PMT briefed on 3am calls.
Position: EST Chronology Officer J RST had discussion on stability document.

Name: Carolyn Fara PMT had contact with Sandia team.
Record: 2207

'-discussed weather historical information from NOAA and *****

-Embassy accepted PMT comments on memo (returning people).
I -PMT content to talk with PACON,

Facility, .-Trigger level document has not made its way to NRC yet, NRC will get it and work on it.:

'-PMT staffing needs were discussed,

Source: 1 ET _

AddressLocation:---------------------

Attachment: __

This iforma~on is .ffi9. ..! L • e O ,,; ' S:n.i t ' na' !nf om .

Date-Time: 04/0612011 04:39:41 (ET) !RST and PMT befed on 3am calls.
-Potion: EST Chronology Officer R, ST had discussion on stability document.

Name:! Carolyn Fa ria •PMT had contact with Sandia team.
Record: 2208
Facility:; i-dscussed weather historical information from NOAA and

119/707
I. /h 9
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Source:IET

AddresLocaton:
Attachment: ;

This information i 'Q* So • i", !'tern;' ,, o , a,,p,

Date/Time: 10410612011 02:46:57 (ET) Status update sheet had/has a Global Assessment in it. After a call with Elmo: GA is
Postion: EST Chronology Officer expected to be a snapshot assessment about where are they; where do they see the

Name: Carolyn Faria Istatus of plant moving forward.
Record: 12206 11. Result of the core melt information that the Sandia group is working on it.

'This outline was sent out to M. Weber. There is a question about our groups having to

look at this or not.

Facility: Discussion on PACON questions to be shared with OPS team.

Discussion on guidance that we can give the Team(??) on FOIA.

Source. ET

AddreWLocaton!:
Attachment: .

This information i ' - " .

Da--/Tiime, 0410612011 01:02:23 (ET) Brief about various calls

Postion: EST Chronology Officer -ICOMM: who's going to pay what?
Name:! Carolyn Faria -statement about technical lead

Record: 2205 -IAEA 3 man-team should be at the site (Japan) today's afternoon 4/6

Facility:1 I-Clarification about roles and responsiblities

Source:iLT_
Addre sdLocafion: I

Attachment:'i
This information is4 Ony. ,Snsithý Internal

Date/Time:'0410612011 00:35:37 (ET) !Brief on

Position: EST Chronology Officer '-Sandia.
. Name: ICarolyn Faria _ -Trigger level document, PMT has to confirm whether or not we have closed this task,

Record:' 2209 (have we seen it?)

iOther low level issues:

(b)(5) 120i707
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Facility:

. . ... ..O,, So iti U ) ~Irzn I I iBUT •

CdC liason contact.
ICOM wants a call with RST and PMT: with regards to get fast/direct communications.
They wantto set-up a communication pathway to get the information on real-time
status.
-What are the expectations on roles and responsibilities as priorities have shifted?
Task,4126 will include this topic.

i-Rascal runs attached tp press release with their explanation for the evacuation miles.
(b)(5)

Source P-M-T -_____________ __________

AddresslLocation: ___ ___ ___ _ _

Attachment ___ __ __

This information i fi'ts nySniheMea nomhn

DatelTime: 04/0512011 23:58:42 (ET) Briefing on:
PotUon: EST Chronology Officer 1. "Goop"

Name: Carolyn Faria 3am call, INPO was going to send their assessment of the "Goop" to TEMPCO.
Record: 12203 , There is a technical name for this goop, described in INPO's one pager with the

chemical composition of it.

2. Communication path of a Site Team, and our Consortium distribution. From there on,
the industry will communicate with industry/TEMPO.

Additional call measures. Task has been closed, however 2 one pager industry

Facility: consortium 1. Containment and 2.RPV injection. RST will be working on the review of
the one pagers for consistency.

-stability documents are still being worked on.

I M. Johnson asks for clarification of the white paper.
Task 4040 will be closed; task 4131 will be reference4- ______ ______

4.

Source: RST
________ L __________________ -

AddresLocation:
Attachment:

This information is c nl- Sensil've Interal lnfnrmatipn

(b)(5) ) 1211707
JI
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Date/Time: [0410512011 22:28:57 (ET) In process of asking GEH if Unit I is steam blanketed and possibly only cooling via

Position: i EST Chronology Officer radiative heat transfer. Trying to close out Goop paper.
Name:,Rebecca Karas

Record: 2202
F a c i l i t y : .•. . .. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . .

Source: IRST ___

AddresLocation: _

Attachment _

This informaUon /isaw. Onp I -nt,,_ . ;, mc Ig! A -,Omh, n

Date/Time: 04• 2011 22:07:29 (ET) Water has been stopped as of this morning. Source still not known, and needs to be
Position: EST Chronology Officer ' identified to be certain will not leak elsewhere.

Name:I Rebecca Karas

Record: 2201

Facility: T

I NHK TV -Chief Cab.
Source:

S ecy

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: ___

This informafon is O_.cia £!•o M nW , W •,,•,,i,,non Ifrmtin

Date/lime: [04/0512011 21:28:16 (El)

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:' Rebecca Karas

Record: 2200 (b)(5)

Facility:

Source:t Elmo ___

Address/Location: 
_

Attachment: _ _ __

This information isOfci:! s , n,, Sc ........ , o,,, .

Date/Time: 104105/2011 21:13:57 (ET)
Position:' EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Rebecca Karas (b)(5)
Record: 2199
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(b)(5)

AddresLocation: _

Attachment:i _

i This information is .... ..nffi, .L4••;, 0,•,,,•J,{,,,o,,

Date/Time: 04/051201121:02:56 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:lRebecca Karas
Record:12198

(b)(5)

Facility: I

Source: PMT _.--

AddreWsLocation: i

Attachment::
This information is G&Wio 64 nýl, S o•n,• li 4 , *ntr ...........

DatelTime: 0410512011 19:56:51 (EE) Roles and responsibilities -any updates? Lombard- roles and leads still being
Position: EST Chronology Officerj discussed at high levels. Hopefully in next couple days will have decision and process

Name: Rebecca Karas for validating funding sources and needs. Reaffirmed that DOE is tech lead. In earlier
Record: 2197 1-phone call, their understanding was that Roos, NRC and DOE are clearinghouse for

Japan. Will have process for funding sources next couple days, OMB helping. DOS,
NSS, WH tasked with pulling process together. NRC should take consortium and
embassy lists to compile. Only a few items not consistent between lists. Not sure if

'future calls like one earlier today will continue to be held.

Item 1 -rad monitors -STP had 2 parcels, one contaminated and one not. Japanese did
not accept contaminated shipment. Bruce hand and foot friskers - severals will be
shipped by air, 3 or 4. Lombard -could friskers be sent along with concrete pumping
truck from GA? INPO - could do if can coordinate. DOE -we are not coordinating that -

(b)(5) 123(707
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that was direct pact between TEPCO and truck owner. Also believe it already departed
Atlanta. Dont know arrival time.

2 - simulation -understand this is ongoing

3 -Germanium semiconductor detectors -DOE -status as stated. Should have arrived
today, and no update on how many also shipped.

4- use of rad monitoring devices on ground -we have equipment in-country, awaiting
GOJ approval if they want it deployed. We would have to man equipment, but waiting on
GOJ decision.

Use of robotic devices -DOEIDOD -Talon robot and equipment set should arrive on
Friday, shipped today. Still going back and forth if need to send experts once it arrives.

Use of extiinguishant coolant -NRC -Site team not on call.

Treating and storing rad water - DOEIDOD - no update, will try for tomorrows meeting.
We are working it - gone through export controls issues.

I Temp holding tanks/trucks: Trying to figure out if GOJ wants tanks and a trailer, and
how quick. Trying to find out if GOJ wants to pay air freight. All coming from Savannah
River. Maybe can combine with hand and foot monitors on shipment if GOJ wants.

FacilIity: Is Flt33 closed

34 -rad survey meters/dosimetry/iodine masks - Provided preliminary list to see if
catalog is what they want. Havent gotten any indication that it has even been looked at.
Would like feedback before continue further. RADIAC stocks have been bought up by
opportunists shortly after accident. Blamey -other donor nations have had requests for
dosimeters also - have not heard from GOJ the specific numbers requested. They were

, trying to set up additional discussions with GOJ -another cabinet meeting tonight -will
try and get clarity. INPO -will wait for feedback before taking additional action. Request
might be old - was from right after accident.

(f 124/707
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Use of robotic devices for rubble removal - DOE -Understand GOJ has withdrawn
request for any equipment, but they want to be advised on shielding. Will send updated
information after call for all DOE items. Who in GOJ withdrew request? DOE -remote-

controlled project team. Is interagency group with NEXT, METI, NISA, MOFA, MOD,
TEPCO, KOMATSU, etc. They decided that Thurs pm or Fri. We are trying to gather
documentation on shielding. Problem is dont have good rad map of site.

20 -use of extinguishant coolant - Blarney -no update. Will have to come back through
Japanese and they will have to request actionable item.

Other new actionslitems? INPO - we got phone call from BP saying they have lots of
shoe coversirubber booties, 14 warehouses left over from Ilf Oil spill. Blarney -
requests contact namelphone number. Will pass to BerqeJ (b)(5)

(b)(5)
(b)(5)

Blarney -we are trying to keep list in embassy updated. Embassy appreciates NRCs
work, but we need to coordinate activities so the work is currently being done and
updating NRCs list -where that can be electronically transmitted to embassy so their list
can be updated. Longer term, would move function to embassy. Still trying to finalize
process. Embassys list is official list. NRC can then transmit embassys list for these
meetings. Embassy POC will email LT.

Source: Consortium Call

AddressWLocafion: I_
Attachment:

This informnaUon is.3f'et'U Only- Sensiuv• interal inFu

DatelTime: 0410512011 19:28:08 (ET) TEPCO has said that leakage from concrete pit into ocean has stopped.
Poton: EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Rebecca Karas
Record: 2196
Facility: 1

Source: NHK TV

AddresdLocafion:

S(b)(5) 12
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Attachment:'
This information is Ofcial Use only. Sensitive Internal normation.

DatelTime: 04/0512011 19:19:16 (ET) States are interested in us providing monitoring data from Japan so they can
Posiion: EST Chronology Officer understand what may be coming. They also want our assessment/whether or not we

Name: Rebecca Karas ican say the lants are in a stable condition or not. CDC led the call. Referred them to
Record: 2195 METI site,

EVd uld point them to DOEs publically available
ion. is sharing AMS data with Japan and getting SPEEDI data from them.Facility:

For now, point them to DOEs publically available information, and have DOE participate
I in next call. PMT - made that request.

S ource: PM T . ....... __ _ _ _-__ _-_..... ..... ......... .

AddressLocation:
Attachment: ;

This information is 0&4il Lýj, O . ., - . ..... r .

DatelTime: i 041051201117:43:53 (ET) i Report on phone call- IPC call: NRC and Roos are clearinghouse for all requests from
Positon:'EST Chronology Officer i GOJ. Talked about consortium call we have every day. Dont think DOE was in on call.

Name: Rebecca Karas i LT mentioned DOE has lead for all tech support in Japan. Everyone on phone call
Record:' 2194 agreed we were clearinghouse with embassy staff for all requests, though. Admiral

Swift said his staff was not tied into consortium call, but he was going to check if they
should be tied in. They need to have cross-talk with embassy. Mentioned vetting
process. Unclearwho would approve the vetting, and how would interface with DOS

-and WH. They need a lead agency. DOE, NRC and USAID are coordinating body in
!Japan. Next 45 minutes was iscussing funding sources. 20MB people on call,
!including Kristine McDonald

(b)(5)

( it
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(b)(5)
alking about common spreadsheet by Friday. Received email with 2

spreadsheets: LT going to look at deltas between spreadsheets we got and consortium
one. One has entire spreadsheet on NRC. A bunch of the consortium stuff shows up
under NRC on their list. NSS said top levels in govt very supportive. Have ability to get
urgent reserve funds. OMB asked about process/timing for reimbursements. LT asked
who would maintain lists? How integrated with consortium? Also asked what
communication strategy would be going forward? No real answers to questions posed.
They just said NRC and USAID would still vet requests. As process is developed, will
decide who owns. We are supposed to develop our list and get up to DOS to
disseminate. Call ended,

They are talking about April 11 ending to all humanitarian assistance to Japan. LT will
i analyze spreadsheets.

Source: iLT _
Addre/Location: _

Attachment: ___

This information is ofiaciI w,, n, , Sons;vo- ,e n ,itr! n•(• .

DatelTime:!A4/0512011 16:11:53 (ET) Working on 2 one pagers to be provided to technical consortium by 1700 today, 1-
Poston:j ST Chronology Officer 'injection rate, 2 -venting. These papers are condensations of papers working on for

Name: Rebecca Karas I Elmo questions. Tech consortium will get back by 0400 with comments so we can get to
Record: 12193 INPO by 0500 to feed Hochivar. Additional considerations doc essentially complete,

cleaning up. 1-pagers will be consistent. Going to send considerations doc to site team
for their use. Goal is to do this evening/

(b)(5)

Facility:

GE doing calcs and revising them on H2/02 concentrations in UI cont based on

(b)(5) 127/707
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This inforrnaton is Official Use Only- Sensiive Internal Information.

Date/Time: 4/05/2011 10:00:40 (ET) ET/TA Phone Call Discussion
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: T we Plant status unchanged, remains the same. Unit I has a decreased feed rate.
Recrd: 2190

Spent Fuel Pool Assessment Paper will not have a Rev 2 version it is being used for a
future thought paper due by April 6, 2011.

Stuck SRV indication for Unit 1, and overall plant status.

(b)(5)

Discussion of staffing --NRC staff in Japan is returning while there will be at least 6
Facility:'! people in the future. NRC Ops Center has had decreases on the LT and PMT.

Discussed IAEA documentand how to make available due to sensitivity.

(b)(5)

Also discussed making a daily report from IAEA available on the NRR SharePoint site,
and potentially for sharing with the CA's.

Source: El/TA Call ___

AddresLocation: i

Attachment: __ __

This information is 05,..w use Qo a- S,. oith, !,te.,,! !fcroio,ý.

Date/Time: 04/0512011 08:31:49 (ET) Team Meeting Summary
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: T Rowe RST
iA

(b)(5) 4) 129W707
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Record: 2188 PLANT STATUS DISCUSSION

The Site Team "stoplight" summary, which has been used by the Site team to the
Ambassador, discussed the reasons why sharing it with the ET and RST could be
beneficial. Stuck SRV indication for Unit 1, and overall plant status. OEDO request to
evaluate daily information available via ENAC by IAEA as a SITREP replacement.

Facility.:

(b)(5)

"Additional Measures in light of TEPCO's Feed and Bleed Approach", paper has been
shared with the Site team for use with TEPCO, if desired. No specific comments have
been received. Plans are to make it final at the 1100 EDT call with the technical contacts
today. INPO's effectiveness with TEPCO is significantly improving, via interactions
inside the ERC, according to recent technical exchange meetings.

Spent Fuel Pool Assessment Paper - advice for when we can stop worrying about the
SFP's. We are still not sure if they are hold water. Basically keep filled, establish cooling.
Will also be discussed with the Consortium today at 1100.

Another paper being worked, "Stable state" paper. When can we say that the likelihood
of an energetic event is slow (Phase I), and Phase 2 is on long term cooling, This has
also been shared with the technical consortium for comment and will be discussed at
1100 aswell.

\wI'~'

PMT

(b)(5)

Chairman asked for the "runs" which justified the 50 mile EPZ a few weeks ago, and has

(b)(5) b 130/707
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been shared.

EPA has asked for information on iodine releases and cesium to iodine ratios, which we
discussed and turned off.

PMT confirmed that no new source terms are being developed by NRC.

LT

PMT RASCAL runs were delivered to OCA this morning.

Consortium call at 2000 EDT, significant updates not occurring often in advance. NRC
role as primarily facilitation, and may not be need much longer. VTC at 1600 with DOD,
pulling the string on what that will entail. New daily call with NEI on air monitoring data
from U.S. plants and other sources, and shared with EPA.

Also discussed making a daily report from IAEA available on the NRR SharePoint site,
and potentially for sharing with the CA's.

AddreWILocation: _ _ ___ _ _

Aftachment ~
This infonvnaton is Offi4 Lt Gni- Inee no'to.

Date/Time: 04/05/2011 08:31:49 (ET) Team Meeting Summary
Poston: EST Chronology Officer

Name: T Rowe RST
Record: 2189

PLANT STATUS DISCUSSION

The Site Team "spotlight" summary, which has been used by the Site team to the
Ambassador, discussed the reasons why sharing it with the ET and RST could be
beneficial. Stuck SRV indication for Unit 1, and overall plant status. OEDO request to
evaluate daily information available via ENAC by IAEA as a SITREP replacement.

(b)(5) 131/707
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Recommendation likely to keep SITREP in place while staffing the center, perhaps in the
future if NRC stands down.

"Additional Measures in light of TEPCO's Feed and Bleed Approach", paper has been
shared with the Site team for use with TEPCO, if desired. No specific comments have
been received. Plans are to make it final at the 1100 EDT call with the technical contacts
today. INPO's effectiveness with TEPCO is significantly improving, via interactions
ninside the ERC, according to recent technical exchange meetings.

Spent Fuel Pool Assessment Paper - advice for when we can stop worrying about the
SFP's. We are still not sure if they are hold water. Basically keep filled, establish cooling.
Will also be discussed with the Consortium today at 1100.

,Another paper being worked, "Stable state" paper. When can we say that the likelihood
of an energetic event is slow (Phase I), and Phase 2 is on long term cooling. This has
also been shared with the technical consortium for comment and will be discussed at! L1100 as well.[

Facility:' PMT

(b)(5)

Chairman asked for the "runs" which justified the 50 mile EPZ a few weeks ago, and has
been shared,

EPA has asked for information on iodine releases and cesium to iodine ratios, which we
discussed and turned off.

PMT confirmed that no new source terms are being developed by NRC.

(b)(5) 132o07
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LT

PMT RASCAL runs were delivered to OCA this morning.

.Consortium call at 2000 EDT, significant updates not occurring often in advance, NRC
i role as primarily facilitation, and may not be need much longer. VTC at 1600 with DOD,
pulling the string on what that will entail. New daily call with NEI on air monitoring data
from U.S. plants and other sources, and shared with EPA.

Also discussed making a daily report from IAEA available on the NRR SharePoint site,
and potentially for sharing with the CA's,

Source: ET _

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: _

This informnauon is Ofical IA@ Only swimU~ Ak!ntsra!

Date/Time: 104105/2011 04:53:59 (ET' PMT discussed current tasks with NRC Site Team:
Position: EST Chronology Officer PMT provided comments to NRC Site Team on draft memo from US Ambassador in

Name:IThomas Scarbrough Japan to DOS regarding the return of dependents to Tokyo.
Record: 2187 NRC Site Team will check with State Dept on trigger request

NRC Site Team does not have any new information on radioactive release into ocean.

a :NRC Site Team checking on this issue.Facility:
PMT checking trends of dose rates around site and finding spikes with wind shifts,

Source: PMT _
AddreW/Location: _

Attachment!; m- .............
r-" -- i-, -info"mau" is...........

Date/Time: 0410512011 03:03:19 (ET) Discussion of document on Additional Measures in response to TEPCO activities. INPO
Posiion:_ EST Chronology Officer i working with TEPCO on this issue. Site team preparng comments on document, This is

Name: Thomas Scarbrough Site Team action item.
Record: 2186

Discussion of GEH and TEPCO calcs on hydrogen concentration in drywell. GEH will
(b)(5) .33/707
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reperform calc based on new leakage assumption to determine if consistent with
TEPCO calc, GEH does not consider significant water on drywell floor (so assume full
volume for hydrogen calc). TEPCO does not believe unit in flammability range.
Consortium viewpoint has been to maximize flow and flood drywell. Site Team indicates
calc needs to be completed. After calc completed, Consortium will re-evaluate position
with new calc results.

'TEPCO has connected nitrogen and finalizing procedure. TEPCO plans to complete
procedure later today or tomorrow morning and then initiate nitrogen injection.

ITEPCO believes Unit I had partially open safety relief valve.

Fac~ity. 'Item 1: Waiting for GEH hydrogen caic.

Item 2: Site Team will provide comments.
'Item 3: RST working on SFP document. Site Team suggests Thursday Japan time for
completion (48 hours from now).

'Item 4: Waiting for comments from Consortium. NISA requested this document.
Item 5: Site Team determined issue can be dropped.
Item 6: INPO says TEPCO should not use goop as leak sealant inside pool, but small
amount not an issue, RST checking with RES for confirmation, Site Team will provide
INPO conclusion to NISA tomorrow.
Item 7: Site Team aware of NR document on leakage into ocean. RST will provide to

'Consortium for review.

Site Team needs timeline by later this week.

Source:, 0300 Call Highlights ,

AddresiLocation:_
Attachment:l A

This informafon is offlea ... ... -... ...... .

DatelTime:i 0410512011 02:43:30 (El PMT received for comment the draft paper on provisions for allowing military
P•iUon:! EST Chronology Officer dependents to return to Tokyo. PMT preparing comments for fast turnaround.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 2185
Facility:

(b)(5) 2)) 1:34(707
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Source: PMT

Address/Location:
Attachment'i

This information is O.; . " .

Date/Time: 0412011 23:52:02 (ET) I RST: Updating 6 items from Laura Dudes e-mail and will include items on Task Tracker.
Posidon: EST Chronology Officer 1. Hydrogen concentration analysis issued to Japan on day shift.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough '2. "Additional measures in light of TEPCO strategy" document being prepared. Hope to
Record::2184 close this shift.

3. SFP White Paper is on action list. RST will follow-up with site team at 0300 call.
4. "Stable plant conditions" document being prepared. NR, DOE, and GEH comments
received. Document near completion.
5. Site Team requested clarification from GEH on flooding and building seismic
capability. RST will clarify during 0300 call.

16. Checking on question on impact of Goop.
Another RST item: GEH requested that NRC emphasize Consortium team in products.
PMT priorities tonight:
I1. Review of DOE sitrep on data.
I2 Work with Site Team on State Dept effort on trigger system.
PMT updating meteorology data and exposure data, Dose rates trending down. E.g.,

Facility: factor of 3 reduction over I week.
PMT checking on request from DOD for DOE source term runs. Sandia is performing
source term runs. PMT will follow-up. Sandia will be on 0300 call. NOAA is performing
ocean plume run.

!PMT will review white paper on returning military dependents to Tokyo when provided
[by Site Team.
Plant visit being considered in Japan.
i PMT supporting Site Team as needed.
jLT: Operating in Admin support mode during night shift (b)(5)

CDC will embed with LT starting tomorrow (probably day shift). LT supporting
* team in Japan as needed. Running table tops to help with logistics planning.
ET: Take opportunity to update Tasker and briefing sheet

Source: ET Brefing

AddressLocation:
At.tachment ' .......... ......... ....I

(b)(5) 135707
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This information is Official Use Only- Sensitive Internal Information.

DatelTime: 04104/2011 21:48:22 (ET) Think now they can operate vent valves from control room- so plan to inert today.
Position: EST Chronology Officer TEPCO plans by April 11 to plant probe with level indication ability in Unit 4 SFP. Mike

Name:l Rebecca Karas i Scott returning tomorrow. Blarney will take over Mikes duties. (b)(5)
Record: 2183 ___ _ (b)(5)

Facility: (b)(5) _

Source:jRST

AddresWLocation:__
Attachment: ____,

This informaton is-O ... . .. U , O , ..... ,,,,o lnf¢,,,,urT.

Datellime:. 040412011 21:01:34 (ET)
Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas (b)(5)
Record: 2182 .......

I RST -focus is on 6 items of Laura Dudes email. Waiting from feedback from our

Facility: i partners on several of them. On call, talked about DOE putting together process for
'technical questions -we have the draft of the process. Not sure if they will be
gatekeeper from now on. Gitter -probably when get past possibility of energetic release,

'when moves to cleanup, DOE will probably take lead. Still issues with Unit 1, Hydrogen,
cont. integrity.

Source: ET _,

Add resLocation:, _

Attachment: _ __ _

This informaton is ....... o ,,,, ,,,i.. ....... ,

DatelTime: 094102011 20:00:57 (El)
Position: EST Chronology Office

Name:I Rebecca Karas

Record: 12181

Roles and responsibilities: anything additional? Was meeting with Japanese, and

understand DOE will take lead for technical support for Japan efforts. Can try and get
name of person who has lead at DOE. DOE -as followon from last night on action
assigned at principles meeting -DOE will lead coordination of establishing database of
capabilities. Clarification today is that DOE would develop process for vetting requests
from GOJ, setup to ensure interagency coordination and that requests are properly
validated. DOE agreed to manage process for vetting -draft process in concurrence at

(b)(5) 13
/
I--
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,DOE, will go out for interagency comment -probably tomorrow. Tilden -was in deputies
meeting -this is not trying to upturn what is going on. NRC, all people at crisis team will

)still gather actions, and try and make sure GOJ wants actions. Then, DOE will develop
.process by which it takes those actions, goes through interagency process to make
sure makes sense. Not a dramatic change. Its not really that DOEs taking the lead. DOE
does have lead for validating the technical requirements, though.

Item I- rad monitorslsurvey meters - Nielsen - some progress. All 3 utilities agreed to
pay for expense of shipping on their own. San Onofre first that will ship. Need help with
duty that would be imposed by Japan on shipment, since relief effort -asking if they
can get waiver. Requesting diplomatic assistance for that INPO requests POC on duty.
'Is Berger contact? Site Team- yes start there. Also STP is in need of a certificate from
Japan because one shipment is radioactive,

Next item -conduct of simulation -Cherry - holdup with respect to simulation - DOE is
lead, working with Nucl. Saf. Cmsn., we are providing data on a daily basis from our
aerial monitoring and ground measurements. Japanese are sharing info and data from

'many monitoring stations maintained by several ministeries. Had good meeting with
NSC yesterday and ministeres to establish process where well use Japanese data in
NARAC runs and the Japanese will use our data in SPEEDI simulations. Collaboration
going well -this is not dealing with hypothetical models. This is using real data to
compare how simulations would look. Spreadsheet embassy is developing on status
has most up to date info. Goal is to merge spreadsheets.

Use of Germanium detectors- understanding status still correct- handcarrying 2

tomorrow, 24 will be shipped this week.

Use of rad monitoring devices on ground -no update. Still evaluating options.

Robotics for monitoring -Have been videotaping each piece of equipment for when
V they receive it. Supposed to be getting pdfs of instructions. Have not arrived at decision
ion sending experts. If GOJ needs, we will send. After cabinet meeting, talked to METI,
who said TEPCO was in touch with Kinetic Japan regarding training. They are awaiting
shipment.
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Use of extinguishant coolant- nothing new. At cabinet meeting, provided list to GOJ,
i and everyone agreed should scrub list. Working through that review process.

Facility:
Temp holding tanks - part I is study of options on water treatment, part 2 is delivery of
equipment. Propose splitting item. Delivered white paper March 31. Requests for
specific equipment followed. Study of options continuing. DOE developing paper and
will submit to embassy.

Tanks and tankers -very heavy items. talking to Savannah River on how to deliver. At
meeting last night, GOJ did confirm request made by TEPCO for tanks and trailer. Each

'tank is 18,500 lbs. Truck is 78,000 lbs. What funding would cover shipping? DOE/Lyons
will figure out how to cover that.

32 -delete

33- expertise on temp shielding options- Blarney- need further discussions with NISA
on list. Dont have expertise to do additional calcs - not sure where they want to put
shielding need more data to do detailed calcs.

Survey meters/dosimetry- Provided prelim list, but items like Radiac are having
difficulty sourcing, so will look for substitutes. Iodine masks not available in US, so will
substitute with charcoal. Berger -on HHS team, they were able to source masks-
company that has Japanese outlet. Govt could purchase in Japan. Have surplus
Radiacs here, but need relief on duty charges. Berger -team can help with duty
charges. Going to meet with cabinet today.

Remote devices for rubble removal - have not had followup meeting - ready to advise on
Itopics - suspect commercial suppliers will be source. Cherry - Japanese withdrew
request for equipment, indicating they want our advice on shielding. TEPCO said they
have additional info on details that they will give soon that our experts can use in
formulating advice.

New actions/issues? Cherry pumper truck from Savannah River - was TEPCO request

(b)(5) 1N707
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to construction company- how are we treating those requests? Will work to understand
better, because being asked questions. They went through Putzmeister. 2 of the largest
pumps were released. Understanding is that since DOE was leasing, and either
Ashmoor or Putzmeister are arranging. Was supposed to have left today.

'PACOM -for item 1, NRC is working with USAID on shipment? Still accurate? No,
utilities are paying for shipment. Bruce shipment -ready to ship Thursday, delivery 20-
25 days by sea. Will see if timeframe is acceptable. Can get shipping estimate via
another route? Was $10,000 by sea. About $50,000 by other route. Is 1.5 containers of
equipment. INPO to get estimate of cost to Berger and Blamey.

Source: i Consortium call

AddresdLocation:
Attachment~

This information is M4iilLoOI ~su~ilfiiJijuaj,

Date/Time: 104/I2011 19:27:35 (ET) TEPCO has announced there are believed to be multiple cracks in the tunnel leading to
Position: EST Chronology Officer the pit. They will inject a chemical into the adjoining sand to attempt to stop the leak.

Rame: Rebecca Karas The work is scheduled for Tuesday. They are also considering setting up silt barriers in
Record: 12180 _ the sea adjoining the intake structures for the units.
Facilty i T
Source:I NHK TV

Addres/Location:

Attachment: _

This informaion is " - .

DatelTime: 04104I2011 19:25:31 (E') Announces company started releasing 10,000 tons contaminated water from the
Position: EST Chronology Officer wastewater treatment facility, and also contaminated water from Units 5 and 6. Release

Name: Rebecca Karas of this water into the sea is necessary to make room for more highly contaminated water
Record: 12179 from Unit 2.
Facility: y
Source:_NHK TVITEPCO _

AddressLocation:
Attachment:

This informaion is Offiu & L•,ia Ol " .& , .itr , !ntc ,-ci1 .....

Date/Time:; 04104/2011 19:07:02 (ET) Indicates intent today is to inject "liquid glass" to stop leak from pit.

Position: EST Chronology Officer

ii I,
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Name:: Rebecca Karas
Record:, 2178
Facility:;

Source:: NHK TV

Address/Locaton:
Attachment: _.

This information c Or, - , ........... .

DatelTime: 0410412011 19:01:42 (ET)' Discussed with site team -document emailed by Weber was requested by Casto. This is
Po- on: EST Chronology Officer for Chairman, EDO, DEDOs. Document not coordinated with RST. Asked site team to

-- Name: Rebecca Karas send RST a copy when it is transmitted. For example, the document says U4 SFP failed,
Record: 2177 I so we discussed on call with site team. Decided noone really knows if its leaking, or

failed. Probably not catastrophically failed. Site team appears to have developedFacility:!,
Fidocument for ease of communication.

Source: RST . . . . .. . . . ... .. . ._-_

Address/Location:_

Attachment _

This information is ' n I

Date/Time: 0410412011 18:29:j7lET) RST concerned that throttling back water for cooling is threatening decay heat removal.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 2176
Facility: _

Source:; ErT
Address/Location:

Attachment:
This information i s O S ntrel tnfr.isan:'oo.

Date/lime: U04104/2011_17:04:38 (EM) Talking with GEH -the offices in Japan want to join in on the call.
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name:1 Rebecca Karas
Record: 2175

Faciity:c _ _

Source:! RST i

AddresLocation:

Attachment

(b)(5) 6 1 187
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This information is Offieiý 6ý@ 90ly ~ ~ no~

DatelTime: i040412011 16:48:39 (EP) We do have people with ocean plume modeling expertise -decision just needs to be
Position: EST Chronology Officer Imade. We have 3 points of contact to get back to with a name. PMT recommends to

Name: 1 Rebecca Karas have someone participate
Record:, 2174 (b)(5)

Facilty: 'Working on input for RASCAL runs- also included info on the assumptions. Also

'looking at trigger levels.
Source: PMT i

AddressLocaton: _

Attachment: i _

This information i ........ L!.o O w .,,lvQ , ......... oor.

Date[Time:A04/2011115:36:02( 'Will look at trigger points. Looking at options paper- out for comment. Working on SFP
Positon: IEST Chronology Officer assessment.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 12173
Facility:___

Source:, RST _

AddreWlLocation:_
Attachment__

This informaton is tffical & O.. 4 . n l. . mal 44f'nUo90n.

DateMme: 041041201115:07:09 (E Deputies call feedback:
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: i Rebecca Karas
iRecord: ,2172

iPrimary focus was action items from Fridays meeeting. Meteorology -no changes. DOE
provided snapshot of plants. Interest in hydrogen issue in U1 and connections between
vessels and water leaking to ocean, Also interested in arrival of remote handling
equipment. People were interested if they have to evac site, would pumper trucks still
be injecting? DOE said shipment leaving tomorrow, arriving Friday - not remote
handling equipment for injecting into SFPs, though. Not sure if French shipment of
robotics got there. Not sure what DOE is shipping. Update on ocean plume modeling:

:NOAA standing up group to do that, we are not on that group.
DOEIEPAIDODIOSTPINSFIDOS were agencies involv d on ac..n nh me modeling. If we
want someone involved, should identify the persont (b)(6) Jeff Rayner, Need

!~ ~I

.A
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Facility

Sto send name by tomorrow. Getting group together Thursday or Frid•
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(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Source: Weber

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: - T
This informabonis ,• • y.•.;w i• ;;..,a,.

Date/Time:i 104042011 14:03:08 (_T) Accomplishments &amp; Comments for the Day
Poston: I EST Chronology Officer

Name: T Rowe RST
Record: j2171

iUpdated 3 Documents

Option B Paper - sent out about an hour ago comments needed by 2000. Team will give
have comments by 2100. -. Chuck can use paper in draft

One Page (Stable Plant Conditions - out for comment by 2100
-Phase 1 - stable conditions recommendation for containment event (6)

(-1I 143/07

.
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1- st draft- what conditions are required for Phase I Stable

Phase Il- Stable conditions Units for cold shutdown

(Spent Fuel Pool Paper) Latest guidance for criticality and structure (sent out today) still
iaccumulating comments

Additionally, TEPCO document was sent in response to question on low level release.

PMT

Facility: Continuing to update meteorological data and exposure data in and around Fukushima

environs.

Tasked by the Chairman's office to provide the input for the RASCAL runs that
supported the PMT evacuationslsheltering recommendation on March 16th.

Evaluating Cs to I ratios around the site based on monitoring data (deposition and air
monitoring)

Work8ing on a formal request to research for assistance with developing a source term
based on MELCOR modeling to support a DoD request for long-term planning (e.g.,
personnel evacuation and monitoring locations).

ILT

Sent out Materials List Matrix Update - received no updates today

iSent Region I information concerning status on Japanese Cask Storage and provided
web link to Region I for their review.

Source:

AddressWLocation: .

((b)(5) )17
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Attachment
This infornaton is OfficLa 6h .. •.- ro-- ;*"- , fl.. ...........

Date/Time:!104104/2011 11:51:05 (EM ET Summary to Chairman Jaczko

Positon: I EST Chronology Officer
Name: T Rowe Areas that are being discussed:

Record: 2170

1. Unit I Containment (signs of hydrogen leaking)

2. NRC vs TEPCO regarding the right approach whether to increase water input

13. NRC vs TEPCO view of Hydrogen generation rate

Chairman Jaczko Question:
IWhy Hydrogen less incline to fill?

1ET Answer:
It is complicated do not want Hydrogen explosion. They now have open space, There
is a lot of pressure. There is extensive use of saltwater with aggressive corrosion rate.
There is more quenching vs energetic.

Chairman Jaczko Question:
Is there more information on feed and bleed?

ET Answer:
Paper being worked on.

Chuck (on phone):
1. Need Hydrogen calculations to determine how much leakage.

2. Getting inquiries about flooding.
Facility: a3 Possibility of Nitrogen injection tomorrow.

4. Getting inquiries from NISA - what does safe look like?

(b)(5) 145(7/07
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ET Comments
What does stable look like?

Chairman Jaczko Question:
.Are there any nontechnical coordination issues/concerns.

ET Answer:
CDC Personnel to arrive tomorrow (will determine role and responsibility once the
staffer arrives).

'Chairman Jaczko's Comment:

It is serves as good coordination from the CDC.

Going to DGs Meeting

Requested 90 Task Force Charter be sent (ET sent Charter)

S Chairman Jaczkos CallSourcwith Er _

Addres/Location:'_

Attachment: I _

This information is .-ensive intemal li,,a#on.

DatelTime: 0410412011 10:02:05(ET) TA Briefing - 16 Attendees on Phone
Posflon: EST Chronology Officer-

Name: TRowe _Focus appears to be on Unit
Record: 2169 _ Signs of containment pressures decreasing (self-venting)

NRC would like to expedite flooding containment.

(b)(5)14W&70
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NRC Response Team was recently joined by two Sandia staffers. Chuck was able to
define roles and responsibilities for Sandia staffers.

Liaison team is expecting CDC staffer tomorrow and will define role and responsibilities

as well as expectations.

Question still remains when individuals will reenter Tokyo and the basis for their return.

Questions on Phone

What is CDC's role? Has not been defined as of yet will find out tomorrow once the CDC
Facility: staffer arrives

'Answer

Looking for other government agency to take overall response effort to reduce NRC's

footprint.

Question on Phone

Is there any sense any progress correlating contamination or radiation through models

being run?

Answer

Source: IET/1O:OOam TA Brefing _i_

AddrerJLocafion:__
Attachment 1

This informationi ... -,dy - t.s ̂-i J In •o) ,,.

Date/Time: 040412011 07:33:58 (ETn RST

(b)(5) .) 
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Positon EST Chronology Officer

Name: IT Rowe _ Unit I Containment - Pressure 7.8 pounds and decreasing (self-venting)
Record: 2168 _

IOption B Paper near finalization, being reviewed by GE &amp; INPO

iSpent Fuel Pool Paper - looking at mitigating options (prevent criticality/and ensure
structurally sound),

Application of polymer sealant being evaluated to fix loose surface contamination.

Working a single sheet of paper - what is quasi stable reactor condition (conditions that
should ensure no further energetic events or major RAD releases)

Salt accumulation in reactor vessels - U.S. would recommend higher fresh water feed
rates

, ) (b)(5)

Inerting may start sooner than expected

NRC would like better definition of water levels in Unit I (vessel and dry well)

PMT

(b)(5)

Facility: Japan lifted restrictions on drinking water all but one city.

Two Sandia staff are with Japan Team and working on source terms.

(b)(5) 147)07
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DOE is Japan is working with Military to begin field measurement initiative to map out a
I warm zone (100 mrem/y) and a hot zone (300 mrem/y

LT

IContinue to facilitate Materials Support Consortium

Sending out a draft Matrix for additional updates for tonight's meeting - eventually
transition it to Embassy to facilitate.

Establish contact with NOAA to find out - (a) Specific currents on the eastern coast of
Japan, (b) What is its plume tracking capabilities, if any?

Expecting CDC representative to sit in today.

ET Environmental Events &amp; Comments

TA Call @ 10:00am today

Chairman Jaczko call today@ 11:30am or 11:45am

Turnover form is important - Use WebEOC to annotate staffing

Source'. El'

AddreWILocation: I
Attachment, __

This informauon is efiefai 6 ,. e -99 11otve om, , iburmaton.

Date/Time:1 04/04/2011 07:04:21 (EM) lET Turnover in progress
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: T Rowe
Record- 2167
Facility:

(b)(5) j14907
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Source:IET

Addres/Location:
Attachment: .-.

This informaton is O'"G"W Uso Q4,' Soasi•**ma; r,,. ,.n,.to,

Date/Time: 04/04/2011 06:33:33 (ET) IStaff Turnover Briefing in process.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam

Record: 2166

Facility: i

Source: ET _

Addres/Location: _ _

Attachmen......
This informaton ion fici, 1 Only- Sn~Vh Intrnnl Infnrintinn

Date/Time: 04/04/2011 06:08:34 (EM) Everything RST completes is getting attached into the Chron. Storing things in the M
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1 drive. It would be ideal to put them into WebEOC (that is backed up).

Name: Nick Ballam

Record: 2165 3 bullets:
FI - RST working on Hydrogen question for TEPCO. Need to talk about level of

concurrence on this item. Clarification to the document that had a high level
F concurrence.
2 -Draft document on "Option B". Also need to consider concurrence here.

Facility: •3 - Spent Fuel question.

Started working on High Level Strategy. We will work with consortium on it and then
come back for concurrence.

Source: RST _

Address/Location: i

Attachment .. ...
This information is Of.i;a, U0 On', , bt•la .. ato.

Dae/Time: 04/0412011 04:26:56 (ET)
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer, (b)(5)

Name:' Nick Ballam

Record:: 2162

!
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(b)(5)

Facility:

Source: RST

AddresILocation:

Attachment: _

This informreon is-OffiW . . e ly,- s ,,t 1 .9......

Date/Time: M 40412011 04:45:30 (ET)

Poiin STCrnlg Officer
Name: Nick Ballam.

.. Record: 2163 (b)(5)

(b)(5)

Facility::

L

(b)(5)

Source:; PMT

AddresslLocation:_ 
_

Attachment:•
This informabon is- ; .. " - ... .v- .

; DatelTime;: ;ET needs to talk about this request from the site team and Japanese: "What conditions

(b)(5) )o7
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10410412011 04:26:56 (ET) in containment/ reactors I spent fuel pools are required to consider the site "stable"?"

Position: EST Chronology Officer Phase 1 = No Major Events, and no major releases. Phase 2 Long Term Cooling, Cold
Name: Nick Ballam Shut Down.

Record: 2164
r-

(b)(5)

Facility: 9000 Rem per hour (Subject to verification) on Unit 2.

(b)(5)

Source: RST - . . ... . ........

Address/Location:I

Attachment
This information is ' L ...,- ....... !,ter..! Info .

DatelTime: 04/0412011 04:10:28(Er) Four ongoing activities.
Positon:l EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam
Record: 2161

wo questions:

Facility: (b)(4)

_ _ TEPCO is on track to begin nitrogen inerting the morning of April 5 (Japan time).

Source: RST , _

Address/Location:
Attachment:

This information is " - • '
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DatelTime:t 04/0412011 03:04:22 (ET) i Lstening in on RST 03:00 call with site team and consortium.

PowIto EST Chronology Officer i
Name:i Nick Ballam i3 pending products:

Record: 12160 1 -Questions regarding the Hydrogen from TEPCO.
2 -"Option B" (Elmo) Additonal Considerations,
3- Spent Fuel Pool Recovery (Tuesday)

1 Plant Status- Unit 1, they are decreasing the rate of
liters/minute.

Meeting with NISA &amp; TEPCO on the assumptio
They believe that the assessment done by TEPCO s
page document with a framework that they want to
nitrogen into the containment starting tomorrow. Th
up by filling the containment. Theyre talking about a
will provide. Level of concurrence still TBD. Will sho

Facility :T TEPCO wants an answer by 08:00 on the 5th Japan
RST sent the "additional considerations" document
consortium for comments.

Prognosis on spent fuel pool 4 assessment. We wei
tA^A•^ A,.Tk;,.; . #k^ 1:. L%^.•^•^ 51 .

injection of water. Now down to 100

ns. (b)(5)

eems reasonable. They gave us a 3-
discuss. They will start putting
eir top priority is inerting followed
written product response that we
ot for 10:00 a.m. as due date.
time.
updated with NR comments out to

re looking for Tuesday or
9,.,, ^1, $',,.T , A,,

Source:I ET

"VtUIIM udy. I IIb I III til: "U VI9dIII LdLI U II. t! l U1ldt,,5 WI I UU•u•dy.

Looking for the US Government decision on what would lead to stability where there are
no major events and no major release potential.

RST- Sent suggestions for securing pool leaks to site team. They havent reviewed it
yet.

Address/Location:_

Attachment ___

This informabon is ,,6&0, We . ... - . "-""aInf^n:^n

(P
DatelTime_ 04/031201123:55:18_(ET)_ Midnight briefing.

Positon:; EST Chronology Officer
.\

k (b)(5) ) 1530707
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Name: Nick Ballam RST -Havent been many changes in plant status. Primary focus is this "additional
Record: 2159 i considerations" document. Recommendations from RST and industry consortium. The

document went out to site team and consortium. We got questions on flow rates and
venting from Elmo, questions from Albert from INPO and write ups from NR as well.
Tonight we will combine all of these into one document. Aiming for 02:00 for completion
to send it out before our 03:00 call.
Will close 3979 question from the chairman "What is the source of the water in the

Itrench that has been leaking into the ocean?" PMT did a writeup that explains this.
Brian -Flow rate out is about the same as the flow rate in,
Our team composition in Japan is changing. We need to start thinking about roles and
responsibilities. We are down to only two reactor people.

We were hoping that some logistics people from State department would coordinate
everything over in Japan. Technical questions would be routed to NRC for our
consideration. We would help prioritize requests.

IN.R. came up with a document to help stop the trench leak to the ocean, Sent it out to
!the consortium and site team for comments. Have we considered looking outside of the
nuclear industry on some of these items?

PMT- Talked to Vince, The prime minister and minister of defense from Japan will be
I visiting the Ronald Reagan today. Will visit a base in Sendai on the 11th. They are
thanking us for the support. By April 6th we will get a copy of a paper concerning the
return of military personnel to Japan.

Facility:

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5) )154/707/
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(b)(5)

RST- Venting containment question: We are going to focus more on what Japan has
chosen to do, and what recommendations we would have if they continue to follow this
route. We have concerns about asking them to open a valve if they wont be able to
close it again. The new question is: "Is there a way to install another valve on this?" But

Igiven the condition reports that we are getting it appears that they are still OK without
venting right now.

Fred Brown generated two tasks last night. NRR and Research are working on them. I -
_What can create an energetic release? 2- Fault trees.

Source:'ET - !

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: -...

This information is o ^meie we^ o Sns!U.1 , It,,MnAl InfnrMnt .on

Date/Time: 0410312011 22:38:46 (Efl ET turnover in processPosition: EST Chronology Officer

Name:'Carolyn Faria
Record: 2158 i

- Facility:. ------_

Source: ET

AddressLocation: .

Attachment: i _
This information is"Off',,; U'u Ouy - ,Siti-v, ,d,;•,, ( I;.;,,,,auvr.

Date/Time: 0410312011 22:26:55 (ET) J ust learned from GE:
Podtion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Carolyn Fa da To manually vent the unit: the valve has to be literally manually opened and then left
Record::: 2157 open.

....... . . .. They won't be able to close it because of the heat, therefore failing containment, not
A
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Facility:

venting containment,
-postulated question: can a valve be installed far out enough to control it remotely?

Question about where is the energy going comes up; for example: If there is steam
i -Aminn Alif AffhO thrnra wuharn, k if nin 9

Unit I core is probably the only core uncovered.
Source:,'RST __ - _'________________________________

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment:'
This informaton i= ' -S "

DatelTime: 0410312011 21:44:21 (ET) Elmo questions discussion:
Position: EST Chronology Officer -Industry has said that they have already made recommendations to Japan

Name: Carolyn Faria - Rev.#1 RST
Record: 2155

Facility:.

* J's strategy Feed and Bleed enough to balance the explosion mixture (steam, ox
hydrogen).
-. We've already told them how to avoid energetic releases
-RST is putting together a response with the use of old documentaton, and new
documentation. It diverts a bit from the original direction.
.GPM curves (decay heat curve) discussion (WITT standard or not?)

i This is RST's priority right now.

:ygen,

Source:I RST

AddreW1Locaflon: ______ ______ _________

This information is Me* 6ý9 emir. ssnsi i nternl hf'a;

Datelme: 04103)2011 21:44:21 (ET) Elmo questions discussion:
Positon: EST Chronology Officer -Industry has said that they have already made recommendations to Japan

Name:' Carolyn Fada - Rev.#1 RSTf"
I -*

/1 (b)(5) 15W77
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Record: 2156

Facility:

Source: RST

Io Here is what we recommend based on what we think you are doing.
J's strategy Feed and Bleed enough to balance the explosion mixture (steam, oxygen,

hydrogen).
- We've already told them how to avoid energetic releases
-RST is putting together a respond with the use of old documentation, and new

documentation. It diverts from the original direction.
- GPM curves (decay heat curve) discussion (WITT standard or not?)

This is RST's priority right now.

.--- --.- ..-.-- ~ -... -.-- -~-

AddreWsLocabon: I_______

- Affachment ___

This dnfrmabon sfiw fls os-& 3
,)~ it~Id lu~it~l

__-__--~-~----.

Datefrime: 0410312011 21:00:46 (Eq) Consortium Call 8pm
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Carolyn Faria ET Director: was at call with consortium on Thursday night. Asks if everyone has
Record: 2154 received an updated list of action items? That is where he will be working from.

Proposes

Item 1: survey meters, friskers: Japan asked for these. NRC is working with.. activity

awaiting authorization. Process for approving for transportation is tentative

INPO: it is still current information

Rick Nealson: Songs has 2 parcels.. 1 has internal contamination. Going to have to
I backfit some things. South Texas incurring on the costs, we don't have a clear answer
Ito that yet. This may take a couple of days. (bear this in mind since South Texas is an
operating unit)

'Alan @ Japan: INPO will be receiving a call soon to work out logistics thru DART team?

Next Item Conduct of simulation: Action with DOE
I
1.

(b)(5) 1571707
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(b)(5)

Use of Germanium conductor to see the: DOE is delivering 2 detectors April 5 and other
later
DOE: Still current status

Use of monitoring equipment: ground monitor devices
DOE: DOE and DOD is looking to see if this is what is needed,
Tokyo: additional point DOE MMS team having discussion of the ground monitoring

'devices; and discussion of having EPA's RADNET type equipment installed. EPA and
I food agency

Should we get EPA on the calls? Tokyo: # of EPA players in the embassy that should be
in the call, Interagency discussion will occur @ Tokyo @ 11:15.
Bigger question should be brought up about the rest of the players should be included.

!Issue before was participants working on other initiatives of the DART teams was a
concern, Dynamics may change as we move for next week and the one after.

Item #21 Use of robotic devices: DOE and DOD lead; there will be conversations on
whether or not to send experts

Hand held monitoring devices'requests
If Japan wants additional devices, it is understood that INPO has already canvas the

Facility: !nuclear industry. Suggestion about removing hand held monitoring devices' request
from the actions plan. The only part that would stay are UAV and the robotics.

i Item: Bectel Pumps: one train that is installed, and no need for further trains.

(b)(5)) 158o707
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Rick Nealson: verified that the other trains are not necessary. Don't see any further
!actions.
ET will mark it closed on our list

Item: use of an extinguisher/ coolant: NRC's action
Alan: in the process to have a government to government meeting to gain insight and
understand what exactly is Japan asking for.

'Item: Temporary holding Tanks: DOE &amp; DOD (developing recommendations and
proposals for removal of water; obtaining storage devices after water is removed)
Still open and still waiting for an agreement on where to move the water to.
One of the options being evaluated is use Unit 4 drywell, if it is intact.

DOE- There is a paper that was provided last week with what we could provide. This is
where the 6 tanks requested from TEPCO came from, but this request has not been
validated by the Japan government. Water management issue is a large issue.

I

17pm meeting tonight would be the perfect time to ask the L(b)(5)
TEPCO's request. Then, have we thought thru the mechanics of actually being able to
deliver the equipment?

J

Item #33: Japan asked NRC expertise on temporary shielding options.
Alan needs to get more details as to what Japan needs./ can't be closed out

Item: requests of 2100 rad meters, personal dosimeters, iodide shielding masks
INPO: missing some costs line items
Item: use robotic devices to remove rubble. DOE &amp; DOD (remote control project
team)
Thought is the commercial side has this figured out and will carry on.

ET: On April 1, a deputies meeting with situation room. Wondering whether we need to
incorporate this actions into our actions list?
There is an agreement that DOE will maintain a list of private industry requests and
actions. Want to avoid duplication of information and initiative. DOE commits to look

(b)(5) ) 159707
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into it.

Next call is tomorrow night at 8pm.

Source: ET. call

Adddress/Location•-
Attachment:' _

This information is -ffi ;•ief .. ............................

Date/Time: 040312011 19:55:34 (ET) 'DOE will list and maintain a list of the monitoring and stabilizing status of private plants.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Carolyn Faria
Record: 2153 !

Facilhty:

Source:i LT

AddresdLocation:
Aftachment _______________ ____

This information iR OfficWl fA, 4 ., 0 .en ,i, , ,-, .

Date/Time: 04/0312011 15:21:52 (El) IM Virgiiio here for Chairman call. M Weber on the bridge line.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Chairman is not answering the phone numbers, assuming he is already at the airport.

Name: Carolyn Faria
Record: 12146 Global Assessmentdiscussion.

T'he compartment above the drywall of Unit I is said to have water.

(b)(5)

DOE science council, NRC is participating in every phone call.

Facility: Need clarity on pressure discussion

I (b)(5) 1) 16WG7
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Unit I has safety related equipment in the turbine building, which means lots of
penetrations from reactor building to the turbine building.

Need to continue to work: where is the water issue? Where is it coming from? And

where is it going?

i Question for PMT about NOA...

Source: ET
Add ress/Location:

Attachment:
This information is Oi 0ý,r ' . - •,,,v ,to mafnrntion,.

Date/Time: 104103/2011 15:21:52 (ET) Marty here for Chairman call. Michael on the bridge line.
Position: iEST Chronology Officer Chairman is not answering the phone numbers, assuming he is already at the airport.

Name: Carolyn Faria
Record: 2152 Global Assessment.discussion.

The compartment above the drywall of Unit 1 is said to have water.

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

DOE science council, NRC is participating in every phone call.

Facility: Need clarity on pressure discussion

Unit I has safety related equipment in the turbine building, which means lots of
penetrations from reactor building to the turbine building.

'Need to continue to work: where is the water issue? Where is it coming from? And
where is it going?

(b)(5) 1621 707
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Question for PMT about NOA...

Source: ET

AddreW1Locflon: 1
Attachment:_,_

This information is . . .i.a .U ....'se r.............! ! .

Date/Time:]04/0312011 15:21:52 (ET) Marty here for Chairman call. Michael on the bridge line.
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer Chairman is not answering the phone numbers, assuming he is already at the airport.

Name: Carolyn Faria
Record: 2151

[
Facility:

Source: ET

Global Assessment.discussion.

ill of Unit I is said to have water,

DOE science council, NRC is participating in every phone call.

AddresWLocatlon:
Attachment: T

This in0410120n i15:37:19•n(ET lnCrimntirn

Date/Time:10410312011 15:37:19 (ET 'Charimans brief

Position:I EST Chronology Officer

Name: 11Carolyn Fa da
Record: 2147

Unit I Containment Pressure going down. Speculation of 0 ring maybe leaking.

Team is looking at alternative means to introduce Nitrogen for Unit 1.

'Working with industry on Elmos questions.

-Japanese news talk about their perspective on finding what amount of water injection
is just riqht-

I(b)(5) 1620707
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TEPCO trying to use polymer absorber...

Facility:
Jaczko asks about the source of water in turbine: Tsunami water vs not... please clarify.

-no worker had received more than25rem.
only restriction on water consumption is for children in Litate

Jaczko asks if general levels are decreasing or not?- downward trend verified

Source: ET

AddressWLocation: _

Attachment: _

This informaion is G&4 e OR "

Date/Time: 0410312011 15:37:19 (El) Charimans brief

Poston:! EST Chronology Officer
Name: I Carolyn Faria Unit I Containment Pressure going down. Speculation of 0 ring maybe leaking.

Record: 2149

'Team is looking at alternative means to introduce Nitrogen for Unit 1.

Working with industry on Elmos questions.
-Japanese news talk about their perspective on finding what amount of water injection
'is just right-

TEPCO trying to use polymer absorber...

Facility: Jaczko asks about the source of water in turbine: Tsunami water vs not... please clarify.

-no worker had received more than25rem.
-only restriction on water consumption is for children in Litate

Jaczko asks if general levels are decresing or not?- downward trend verified

(b)(5) ) 16707
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Source: IET ___

AddreWsLocation:i

Attachment:
This information is 0fi I k1 Only- Sensitve Int~mIlfr•.(j.

DatelTime: 0410312011 15:37:19 (ET) Charimans brief

PostMlon: nEST Chronology Officer
Name: Ca riyn Fa ria IUnit 1 Containment Pressure going down. Speculation of 0 ring maybe leaking.

Record: 2148

I Team is looking at alternative means to introduce Nitrogen for Unit 1.

Working with industry on Elmos questions.
-Japanese news talk about their perspective on finding what amount of water injection
is just right-

TEPCO trying to use polymer absorber...

Facility: FJaczko asks about the source of water: Tsunami water vs not... please clarify,

-no worker had received more than25rem,
-only restriction on water consumption

Jaczko asks if general levels are decresing or not?- downward trend verified

Source: ET _

AddreWLocaUon: i

Attachment: I
This informauon iQ 3.,&Cl bC On.y.. -,.o,,,,,, -I -a -9 - ncman.,

Daterrime: 10410312011 15:21:52 (ET) f Marty here for Chairman call. Michael on the bridge line.
Position:EST Chronology Officer Chairman is not answering the phone numbers, assuming he is already at the airport,

Name:' Carolyn Faria
Record:. 2150

'-I
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Facility: [

Source:, ET
AddressLocation:

Attachment:
This inform aion isWlm,! ,; O,., S%',,, , , to,.,l /A 869P.

Datellime: 04/03/2011 14:52:18 ElE) RST

Positon: IEST Chronology Officer I
Name: T Rowe New input from INPO representative at the TEPCO ERC,they believe the source of the

Record: 2144 _ leak may be the Unit I drywell O.Ring

IResponse to Elmo Questions:

IThe Team is working on alternate methods for introducing Nitrogen into the system
1 based on requests for assessment by TEPCO.

PMT

TEPCO confirmed dose rates of 10 R/hr from cable storage pit located next to Unit 2
!discharge point, with a crack of approximately 20 cm on the sidewall and leaking
directly to the sea. News reports indicate the flow of this water is approximately 2 Llsec.
News reports indicated TEPCO used a polymer absorbent high pressure inject that was
not successful for 106,095 people at Fukushima prefecture; among them 102 people
indicated levels above 100,000 values went down to a level lower than 100,000 cpm,

I there were no cases that may influence health.

On March 31, NISA also reported that among the workers at the Fukushima Daiichi
I plant, 21 workers have received doses exceeding 100mSv (10 rem). No worker has
!received a dose above Japan's guidance value of 250 mSv (25 rem) for restricting the

Facility: 'exposure of emergency workers.

As of April 1st, all restrictions on the consumption of drinking water by adults in the
Fukushima prefecture have been lifted. The only remaining restriction on water
consumption is for children in Litate.

(b)(5) 1M 7
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LT

'All meeting participants will receive matrix.

Matrix sent to IAEA

Embassy added column to Matrix that will be used to cross reference NRC with
Embassy List.

Source: Er
AddreWILocaton: _

Aftachment: _ __

This information is 1U,,,, vo nl ,,,,,• lnto^3! ,,f,,,.

DatelTime:104/031201114:52:18(ET) RST
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: T Rowe 1 New input from INPO representative at the TEPCO ERC, they believe the source of the
Record: 121455 leak may be the Unit 1 drywell O-Ring

Response to Elmo Questions:

The Team is working on alternate methods for introducing Nitrogen into the system
based on requests for assessment by TEPCO.

PMT

TEPCO confirmed dose rates of 10 R/hr from cable storage pit located next to Unit 2
discharge point, with a crack of approximately 20 cm on the sidewall and leaking
directly to the sea. News reports indicate the flow of this water is approximately 2 Llsec.
News reports indicated TEPCO used a polymer absorbent high pressure inject that was
not successful for 106,095 people at Fukushima prefecture; among them 102 people

-a (b)(5) ) 15707
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indicated levels above 100,000 values went down to a level lower than 100,000 cpm,
there were no cases that may influence health.

On March 31, NISA also reported that among the workers at the Fukushima Daiichi
plant, 21 workers have received doses exceeding 100mSv (10 rem). No worker has

Facility: ireceived a dose above Japan's guidance value of 250 mSv (25 rem) for restricting the
!exposure of emergency workers.

As of April 1st, all restrictions on the consumption of drinking water by adults in the
Fukushima prefecture have been lifted. The only remaining restriction on water
consumption is for children in Litate.

(b)(5)

IT

All meeting participants will receive matrix.

Matrix sent to IAEA

Embassy added column to Matrix that will be used to cross reference NRC with
Embassy List.

Source: IET

Address/Location:
Attachment:

This informn•on i-,f ictf U, Ol,. ,6, • img ,re,,1, ,ormaton.

DatelTime: 0410312011 08:45:32 (El) TA Phone Call - 22 participants on Phone.
Poition: EST Chronology Officer

Name: T Rowe ET: Michele Evans facilitated meeting
Record: 2140

. No changes in Plant status in last 24 hours.

(b)(5) "1671707
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. Continue to work on activities coming into Ops Center

Next call 10am Tomorrow

!MT

i- Deployment of certain EPA RADNET Monitors will be discussed on Monday, April 4,
2011 at Deputies/principals meeting

RST
(-Working spentfuel pool assessment paper on Monday

The supplemental paper on venting was provided to the site team, to discuss with the
I Japanese, within the last 24 hours

l- We are looking at questions from the site team, regarding other options and
considerations if the operators continue to use feed and bleed

•LT
- Will continue to facilitate daily consortium calls each evening

'Questions &amp; Comments:

PHONE:

(b)(5) IW073
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Why is TEPCO using April 9th for the earliest they would be able to inert with Nitrogen?

IANSWER:
RST: More time to figure out how to introduce Nitrogen into the system. Note that
pressure has decreased in containmentfor Unit 1, however, the hydrogen and oxygen
mixture is still a concern as part of NRCs recommendations.

PHONE COMMENT:

- Heard 2 bodies were found from News source

ANSWER:
1 ET - Killed from Tsunami (missing since March 11)

Source: I
AddrekIocation:______________ _______

Attachment:
This intorraUon j fis-*#I W O!;Sns~ nral lnfbrnnaon.

Date/Time: 04/0312011 08:45:32 (ET) TA Phone Call --22 participants on Phone.
Poftion:' EST Chronology Officer

Name: T Rowe ET: Michele Evans facilitated meeting
Record: 2143

-No changes in Plant status in last 24 hou

Quiet weekend continuum of work on act

Next call 1Oam Tomorrow

rs,

ivities coming into Ops Center

PMT

Deployment of certain EPA RADNET Monitors will be discussed on Monday, April 4,
2011

(L (b)(5) 1) 1691707
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RST
- Status Paper - Rev I - Reference document (Flood Containment/ Vent to Unit 1)

- 5-6 paper (Venting supplemental paper) (send out for concurrence) Drywall pressure
8psi - HydrolOxygen (primary containment, control concentrations)

-Sandia is in Japan

Facility: •LT

--Two Concrete trucks going to Japan from U.S. by way of Russian transport planes

-Japan is pursuing Pacific Northwest Labs additional information

Will still facilitate meeting for Consortium @ 2100

-Minutes from last meeting matrix comments sent out

Questions &amp; Comments:

PHONE:
I Why is TEPCO using April 9th for the venting?

ANSWER:
RST: More time to figure out Nitrogen system (27r/per hour). Not quick to vent &amp;
use NRC containment recommendations

PHONE COMMENT:

- Heard 2 bodies were found from News source

b)(5) 17070
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SANSWER:
IET .- Killed from Tsunami (missing since March 11)

Source:
Address/Location:~

Attachment: . . . . . . . .. ... .. .
This information i.. I "se ,Ty- .nsiflv Int.rn !nfn~r~itin

DatelTime:i 04/0312011 08:45:32 (ET) TA Phone Call -. 22 participants on Phone.
PosiWon: EST Chronology Officer j

Name: T Rowe .i ET: Michele Evans facilitated meeting
Record: 2142

--No changes in Plant status in last 24 hours.

Quiet weekend continuum of work on activities coming into Ops Center

.--Next call 10am Tomorrow

IP/MOT

--Deployment of certain EPA RADNET Monitors will be discussed on Monday, April 4,
2011

(b)(5)

RST
- Status Paper - Rev 1 - Reference document (Flood Containment/ Vent to Unit 1)

- 5-6 paper (Venting supplemental paper) (send out for concurrence) Drywall pressure
'8psi - Hydro/Oxygen (primary containment, control concentrations)

--Sandia is in Japan

(b) (5) 1701 7
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LT
Facility: T

-Two Concrete trucks going to Japan from U.S. by way of Russian transport planes

-Japan is pursuing Pacific Northwest Labs additional information

Will still facilitate meeting for Consortium @ 2100

- Minutes from last meeting matrix comments sent out

Questions &amp; Comments:

PHONE:
Why is TEPCO using April 9th for the venting?

ANSWER:
RST: More time to figure out Nitrogen system (27r/per hour)- Not quick to vent &amp;
use NRC containment recommendations

PHONE COMMENT:
- Heard 2 bodies were found from News source

ANSWER:
ET -- Killed from Tsunami (missing since March 11)

Source: _

Address/Location:!

Attachment: _--

This informaUon i " O "

DatelTime: 10410312011 08:45:32 (ET) ITA Phone Call -- 22 participants on Phone.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: T Rowe - ET: Michele Evans facilitated meeting

(b)(5) 1•72fO
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Record? 2141

Facility:

L

f'

ap8 -Sffet* htefI mH9Wx

.-No changes in Plant status in last 24 hours.

--Quiet weekend continuum of work on activities coming into Ops Center

-Next call IOam Tomorrow

RST
Status Paper - Rev I - Reference document (Flood Containment Vent to Unit 1)

--56 paper (Venting supplemental paper) (send out for concurrence) Drywall pressure

8psi - Hydro/Oxygen (primary containment, control concentrations)

--Sandia is in Japan

LT

- Two Concrete trucks going to Japan from U.S. by way of Russian transport planes

--Japan is pursuing Pacific Northwest Labs additional information

-Will still facilitate meeting for Consortium @ 2100

--Minutes from last meeting matrix comments sent out

(b)(5) 2 173(707

k
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Questions &amp; Comments:

PHONE:
Why is TEPCO using April 9th for the venting?

ANSWER:
RST: More time to figure out Nitrogen system (27riper hour). Not quick to vent &amp;
use NRC containment recommendations

PHONE COMMENT:
- Heard 2 bodies were found from News source

ANSWER:
ET --Killed from Tsunami (missing since March 11)

Source:______

AddressLocation: i
Attachment

This information is cQu a -v •a v ;U'• iii ,fu it•orm u.."-

Date/Time:10410312011 07:17:58 (EM) Chairman Jaczko will be briefed by ET Director @ 3:15pm today.
Posiion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: T Rowe !While Chairman Jaczko is on travel in Vienna there will be be Briefings, Monday.
Record: 2139 - ,Wednesday @ 8:00am
Facility: _

Source: ET

AddreW/LocaUon: I
Attachment:, _ _

This informationiy O,,,L.,=, Lo O,,,- "111681" ... ... ,

Datemme: 0410312011 06:03:10 (ET) 106:00 Briefing
Poston: EST Chronology Officer i

Name: Nick Ballam RST -Quiet shift. No status update from Japan team, They didnt meet with the
Record: 2138 Japanese. They were promised some readings, but didnt receive them. Focused on the

i (b)(5) 1741707
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"Option B" question which is what we will be calling the Elmo question. We had 3 sets
I of comments that we put into the new consolidated document and left it with industry.
i Due date is 10:00 today. The site team gave us comments as well.
I The spent fuel pool analysis is outwith the industry consortium to work. The swing shift
put together a straw man for them to work with.
Navy PACOM folks sent an email to Mike Scott with some questions. After Mike
responded, he got a page and a half of questions. Mike sent it to RST, we forwarded it to
NR. Need some filtering with all these questions. We ought to let Vince Holohan interact
with them to help with this.
Cleaned up some of the minor tasker items.
Question on the possibility of an "Energetic Release"... was this given to RES to work
on? We need to follow up with the status on this. If these other three items are
important, we need to separate them and give them each their own task. They want this
Elmo Question (Option B) to go through full concurrence.

Need clarification on these other three items that have been asked. We arent working on
them yet but need to know if they are really important or where they came from.

Facility:Y

(b)(5)

Trying to build continuity in the major players by using the turnover logs. These can be
customized as needed.

The site team is gathering available computational information and fuel monitoring
information in order to produce an integrated document. They are including previous

Si(b)(5) 177O7
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assessments in this analysis as well. This will produce a document to support high level
briefings.

Source: ET

Addre/Location:__
A ttachm ent: i i ......................

This information - ,,,,.,, ,, - ,,,,,,,,,... .. ,,,,...

Date/Time:'0410312011 05:30:35 (Er) Mike presents update in paper-form. They are really working on item #1, the Elmo
Position: I EST Chronology Officer question. Nobody is working on items 24. The site team is not asking for items 24. We

Name: Nick Ballam need to pass this information on to the next shift(s).
Record: !2137
Facility:i.. .

Source:IRST _

Address/Location: __

Attachment:! _

This infomion is mffi8J -L 1 II), S•en•siv i -ntrnl l IfniI on.

Date/Time: 04/03/2011 04:04:31 (E•) Protective action: The military evacuation is still out to 20km. Before it was voluntary
Position: EST Chronology Officer between 20-30km. They have not changed this recommendation, but they are now

Name: Nick Ballam "encouraging" the residents in those 10km to evacuate with shelter in place. Our
Record: 2136 recommendation is to evacuate out to 80km (50 miles).

Facility: The site team is having problems opening PDF files, especially ones coming from
_ _ _ TEPCO. Coordinate with Eric Stahl to resolve this issue.

Sourced PMT,_ _ _...._ _

AddreWLocation:-
Attachment I............. ....

This informaton is Off;Olud1 iiduem ui.

Date/Time: 04/0212011 23:57:23 (ET) Midnight Briefing
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam i RST -Status is virtually the same as when we left it. Big accomplishment is the venting
Record: {2135 document has officially made it out as Rev. 6. Dont have a lot of uraent tasks. Goinq to

focus on the Spent Fuel Pool analysis. Two questions from site team: 1 -The Elmo
Question, 2 - "When will there be no chance of an energetic release?". There is a draft
out to the site team. We will try to make a revision by the time of the site team call to
present to them. Second priority is to try to clean up all of the tasking mechanisms.

(b)(5)176/70 I'I
(b)(5) 176Eo07
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I PMT - Transitioning to fuel monitoring information. Expanding from land out into
waterway information. The contact has been made with EPA. We are trying to find out if

'there is a need to send any more resources. Why is EPA involved instead of just DOE?
Not exactly sure at this point, but it was brought up earlier thi week. Monday meetin

ill helD decide if these additional resources will be needed.

(b)(5)

We will have a 0300 call with the site team to determine next steps.
Facility:

Japan team has asked us to start working with NOAA to start looking at the oceanic
status. We need to find a contact there to help with this. There is a need to do plume
modeling for the oceanic pathway. We have done several different runs. Now we are
flocusing on monitoring the dose levels.b)5

1Any analysis on why Unit I has been decreasing in pressure? One possibility is that the
pump seals are leaking water, reducing the pressure, or that the water is cooling things
and reducing pressure.

1Oregon and Washington have detected iodine in the milk. EPA is doing a lot of work on
Sthis front, but has shown that we should not be concerned about what is being
detected.

Lessons learned should be entered into the "Comments and Issues" board.

Source: ET _

AddreWLocaton: _

Attachment:- - .

This information is " I ' .

Datelime:i041021201 22:03:17 (E) 'Ready to send document to site team, Bulk of info came from NRC. Industry didnt have
(b)(5) 17fAF 17
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Posi~on: EST Chronology Officer much input. Some saw it -feedback gotten is not much more input from them. Will send
Name:! Rebecca Karas to site team as draft, then get their feedback.

Record: 2134 I
Fncililv.'

Source: RST i _

AddreWLocaUon:;_
Attachment IT

This informaion is e.ie ... at -Su.iiivr intierna iuiormatlo,.

Date/lTime: 104/0212011 21:36:56 (ET) I Have embassy hydrogeologist working on groundwater at the site. They already looked
Position: jEST Chronology Officer at the site - they are pulling something together on that. Were also going to look at the

Name:': Rebecca Karas ocean plume, even though not in our zone, but to make document on the current and
Record: 2133 future state comprehensive (Navy is interested in parti ular. Understand NOAA might

be able to help with ocean plume, they have models
~(b)(5)

Facility: f Made contact with EPA on Radnet also. Elmo -think there is a
need here for a principal Federal official -probably DOE. If not DOE, then NR. Lyons
coming out next week, will talk with him.

I

Source: Chuck/EImo _

AddresLocation: 
_-

Attachment 1__
This information ia G,&Wcic! 6be -ny C.onsitho ,,,,a . ..

Date/Time: 04/02/2011 21:22:46 (ET) RST has prepared document under discussion with Mike Scott. Document lays out

PWtion: EST Chronology Officer supplement on what we previously provided on merits of venting, concentrating on
Name: Rebecca Karas assumptions made by GE on what combustible gases would look like in containment.

Record: 12132 Then proceeds with what to take into consideration in preparation for venting. However,
indications are that! (b)(5) Thought we were
working on other strategies - if feed and bleed - are there other mitigating strategies.etc.
Chuck- Hydrogen part especially would be helpful. We heard yesterday for first time
that their calculations relative to Unit I dw pressure - leaking 10-30% of volume per day
out. Hiland -we have that info. Consortium was working on document of assumptions
made by GEH on hydrogen generation per day. They assumed a certain leak rate also-

Facility: basically intact containment. Thought Japan team could show to TEPCO and they could
both look at assumptions and see what is reasonable and what is not. Consortium has
worked on hydrogen paper, and other was lower priority. Well work on that next with

(
178/707
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help of consortium. Elmo. (b)(5) Since dw
lis now leaking, they are already effectively venting....Question is is feed and bleed a
viable strategy if they wont vent and flood? How do we anticipate situation playing out?

4 I
Source: ChuckiElmo

Add reWLocation: ____ ___ _____

Afta-chment ____ ____ _____

This informaon is OfficsiaL~ es~oftr~ grr~p

Date/Time: 10410212011 20:00:24 (ET)

Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Name:1"Rebecca Karas

Record: 2131

Weber- understanding is work continues towards identifying another lead other than
1NRC -in interim, NRC continues to lead.

US Industry support structure and roles -no update.

INPO report on status of requests:

Item 1: Bruce will be ready to ship on Thursday. 20 hand and foot monitors. STP and
San Onofre are ready to ship at any point. San Onofres items not contaminated. STP
has 2 parcels- I cleared, other has low-level contan' ation. Bruce -some of shipment
iis pressurized bottles, and possible contamination.I

. = I

(b)(5)

lamey -embassy in transition -trying to get logistics people
here - will go a lot smoother then, not sure on ETA for those people. Mercer - embassy
working to consolidate a master list that will be presented at 1900 tomorrow to Japan by
Mr. Howard - he will validate requests. If non-military transport, will be handled by USAID
- DART, otherwise by Mr. Howard for military transport.

12 - PACOM transport - is this an item? No, is general guidance. Commercial is preferred.
Military is a backup transport

(b)(5)

(b)(5) 2 /°
179[707
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#20 4 22: Rad monitoring devices on ground: Mobile ground monitoring occurring.
Stationary monitoring devices still open.

18- conduct of simulation -have we shared NARAC runs with GOJ? On April 4 technical
cooperation will be discussed. Still open.

i19 - Germanium semiconductor detectors- DOE -NNSA hand-carrying 2 to Japan and
.they will arrive April 5. 2-4 more shipped same week. Open.

i Use of robotic devices -21- DOE has lead on ground robotics and hardened cameras.
DOD and USFJ working on others. Talon robot and cameras sched to ship 5th. DOE

Ilooking into sending robotics expert and expert for cameras. That is to be finalized. On
Dr. Murphy - sent note and havent received response. INEL has also been in contact

j with Dr. Murphy. Hochivar - Dr. Murphy contracted with Westinghouse on UAV effort
here. Can close Dr. Murphy aspect.

I UAVs -Blarney - KMAX -23 - NRC team does not see need for KMAX but want to validate
with embassy on Monday.

22 - item is vague.- Blarney -NISA requested meeting to go over in more detail. Need to
'firm up if item needed. Leave open.

124 -Bechtel trains - based on discussion yesterday with RST, view is to continue with
planned course - GOJ did not request additional trains, believe DOD is in process of
deobligating some of the pumps. INPO will follow up with Bechtel on this. Based of
discussions with RST, GOJ using fire trucks as backup, so no reason to change

Facility:

I (b)(5) 180f707
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direction laid out last week was that military was moving to deobligate additoinal trains
land keep the one train and 2 barges in place,

25-cutout

27 -KI -closed

128 - Blarney -nitrogen item -meeting with GOJ/NISA to understand if more needs to be
done,

i29 -closed

30 - temporary holding tanks -DOE- think status is current -believe Sal attempted to
contact Admiral Gregory, need better contact info for her. Info to be emailed. Weber -
any rad effects to bladder? Believe white paper will describe use, not intended for long-
term storage.

31/30 -Hochivar- industry team working on this. #30-32 status will be provided offline.

#33: temporary shielding options - NRC completed our analysis, but not sufficiently
detailed to hang shielding. NRC plans no more action, but want to confirm with NISA
before closing.

34- rad survey meters!. Nielsen shortly after tsunami, request came to INPO -think
1 through RST -broke down each thing, and sourced them, and provided list with prices
i to GOJ. Didnt hear back from them. Didnt include lead time, though, so we are
determining that now and will resubmit list. Should have tomorrow. Will work back
I through Hochivar. Will need authentication if they want to do anything with list. Blarney
will bring up in discussion to find out what equipment and how many.

Rest of items closed

Ron Cherry -on robotics for debris removal, at meeting last week, Japanese indicated
that at time being, withdrawing request for equipment - now just want to know how to

(b)(5) I) 181/707
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shield heavy equipment that the Japanese would provide themselves.

Weber -press reporting on concrete pumper trucks -understand worked directly
'between GOJ to manufacturer, and NNSA consented to release of pumper from
:Savannah River site.

32 - GOJ reps requested info on treatment equip at Savannah River -have team looking
at possible delivery of some equipment.

34- need to do whatever we can to have lots of info to support meeting on Monday -

these are small and they are clearly needed.

Ron Cherry -we were checking in embassy, and got info yesterday that indicates that
DART and OPTA? working dosimeter issues, and have found donor to cover cost of
shipping 2000 from Berkeley nucleonics, and they are following up with NISA to confirm

!the official request

Should have someone from USAID/DART on this call. Blarney - will try and talk to DART
today.

123-US Military has taken KMAX off the table -told through our channels it is not
needed. Close item.

Source: r Consortium call

Addres/Locafion:I
Attachment: _i,_,

This informauon isy- es, 4,emaI af~waJon,

DateTime:104/02/2011 19:56:16 (ET) ';Discusses Rev 6. We believe assumptions are reasonable. Idea is for TEPCO to
Position: EST Chronology Officer compare GE analysis to theirs. When GE did analysis, thought there was no

Name: 1Rebecca Karas i containment leakage - now with that possible, TEPCO can compare to their analysis.
Record: 12130 _ Weber will review prior to sending to site team.
Facility:i -

Source: RST

Addrem/Locabon: _

Attachment:

(b)(5) 182/707
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Datelrime:! 4022011 18:33:38 (ET)7Chuck -Unit 1 containment, TEPCO believes they have a 20% air leak. losininre..,ur.
Posion: EST Chronology Officer last heard at 9#. TEPC believes they have 1-9% hydrogen in containment (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas (b)(5) . •oal today is to give GE analysis to TEPCO. Many vendors here

Record: 2129 - now. Not clear who is working on what. Going to try and have meeting with all vendors
Sand corporations. Chm: any indication of releases from UI? Chuck: not that we know
of. Have been asking questions. Everything trending down (rad, temperature, etc). They
are effectively continuously venting. They were trying to reduce injection to increase

Ftreactor pressure and temperature to try and see if there is really a leak. Other thought isFacility:
they are losing decay heat, condensing steam, etc. Thought is we have enough NARAC
runs to bound various situations, Weber -Feed and bleed analysis -think we have all
concurrences on -RST should brief soon, and then we can send over. This is mitigating

-strategies document.

Source: ChucklChairman call _

AddressLocation:i

Attachment: _

This information is fffarf'•U Only- Sensitive Inernal .

DateITime:142/201118:28:26(ET1'1 BlameylScott were given status of Rev. 6 (just got NR concurrence) of hydrogen control
Position: I EST Chronology Officer document. Sent out redline/strikeout cleaning up now and then will run it through ET

Name: a Rebecca Karas prior to emailing out. Elmo had question he sent over on what to do to minimize
Record: 2128 energetic release if they dont follow our suggestions- also asked what defn of good

,stable condition is. Working those 2 questions. Working on second question first, then
Facility: on the alternatives question. Also working on SFP writeup. Focus was on Rev. 6, so not

as much progress on SFP writeup yet.

Source: aRST__________________________________
Addres/Locaton:

Attachment: .. .. . .3 _... .. ....

This information is ,f,,,- ,,o v,,,r, ............ .

DatelTime:0N-02/2011 15:17:59 (ET') Weber - Unit 1 containment pressure appears to be decreasing from 25-9psig in last 2

Position:JEST Chronology Officer days. Speculation could be minor venting, but not really sure. Dont think its
Name: RebeccaKaras .... catastrophic. Continue to get rad readings, but keep declining. Havent seen anything

Record: 2127 confirming large release. Had discussions with Chuck and Elmo - they were helpful
sharing context in Japan and challenges they face. Looking at if you had to discharge,
could do in controlled way that would result in near-field effects instead of transport? If

(b)(5) )UP370
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continue with Feed and Bleed w/o flooding, how can cope with best? What are
repurcussions and what actions should be taken to mitigate large.scale releases?
chuck and mo will send back questions. Have worked on Pros and Cons for different

approach

Facility:
•hm: We might want to focus on assisting

with rad monitoring. Weber: working on updating RST consensus rev I to reflect spent
fuel strategies. StructuL integrity ofSFP 4 continues as a concern. PMT- working with
EPA on erad monitors. (b)(5)

(b)(5) Been media reporting on concrete pumpers from US- 1 in CA, one at
Savannah River. Pursuing on consortium call. Chm: interested to know any more info

Aon Ul pressure drop. We r: call at 1800 with Chuck. Will send update at 2200. Chm:IiFrom priicil~e meetina'()5

Source: Chairman call ___

Addre lLocation:_
Attachment: _

This informauon i. Of ,i ,.t . ,, ........ t rmqtinn

Date/Time: 04502/2011 13:47:02 (ET) Prep for shift turnover:
Postion: EST Chronology Officer I RST- Brian H. working the paper on venting for a 1430 hr. EST conference call to

Name: Mark Resner finalize and get concurrence with GE, Naval Reactors, and INPO.
Record: 12126,_

SFP assessment paper is underway and will be a mult-day effort. Additional
considerations in light of TEPCOs reliance on feed and bleed.

(b)(5)

Unit I dry well has 3820 rem per hour but it may be 4850 per hour according to reading

(b)(5) 1847
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from DOE. Need to determine what would cause this change.

The call with the Site Team has been moved from 1800 hours to 1700 hrs.

PMT -Randy Sullivan

Facility:
(b)(5)

Source terms are no longer being developed by NARAC.

ILT -John Adams:
Matrix for incoming team being developed.
There are three items -2 medium and I low priority for discussion with consortium.
Item I - DOE deployment of in-field monitors. Item 2 -transportation of concrete trucks
to Japan. This is being done outside the consortium. Item 3- e-mail from Navy Lt.
Commander Mercer concerning logistics of incoming materials for use by Japanese.
This needs to be cleared through the Embassy.

Source: i

Addres1Location: I
Attachment: 1_________... ......

This information is-Offi" Use On!;' itnt'•_ !nfoncU^n.

DatetTime: 1041021201108:31:81(l
Poson:I EST Chronology Officer

Name:iMark Resner
Record: 2125

Conference call with Commissioner Assistants.
ET - Unit I inerting effort postponed and it may not happen at all. Radiation levels

!causing delay.
j Pressure in Unit 1 decreasing. One Bechtel pumping train at site along with fresh water
barges.
RST overview -3 items, Supplemental paper on venting, Working on SFP assessment
paper - it is a companion paper to yesterdays paper. Last item is what are the marginal

'differences between long-term feed and bleed vs. flooding and venting of unit 1.

( (b)(5)

(b)(5) 185W07
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Liaison Team -continues to coordinate daily consortium meeting and will send notes to
all pariticpants for the 4 p.m call. Continues to coordinate with other federal partners.

'Question from Pat Castleman about source term:
Randy Sullivan responded that the current source term at NARAC is a looking forward
source term for Ambassadors information. ET advised that Commission will be
provided with information on source term.

Question: How many NRC team members in Japan, and how are they holding up?
Response that everyone seems to be ok.

Mike Franovich question:

Facility:
(b)(5)

Mike F. asked about whether ET knows about concrete trucks coming from Savannah
River. ET response was that they had nothing other than the media reports,

Pat C -Are we leading the consortium? Eric L. responded that we are not leading the
consortium. We are anxious to have NRR or another entity do that. ET wants to remain

Ifocused on its duties.

i Mike M.- Do we have any estimate of the water levels in Units I and 3? Brian H.- RST
responded that we do get some information from Japanese, .We have tried to estimate
levels but have no instrumentation in place for verification,

Pat Castleman -Do we know if the pressure on Unit I is controlled? Brian H.- RST

responded that it appears to be uncontrolled.

(b)(5) 186/07
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'Eric Leeds summarized call stating that the take away for ET is letting the Commission
know about source terms.

Call ended - 0900 EST.
Source: _

AddresdLocation: I

Attachm ent: __........

This informauon is....i... We go .y ,.

02/2011 08:11:32 (El') ET discussion to prioritize action items based on bridge call with C. Casto as well as
Positlon: EST Chronology Officer I items for discussion on 0830 EST call later this morning.

Name: Mark Resner
Record: 2124 _

Facility:1  _

Source:

AddressdLocaton:i

Attachment: _ _

This informaUon ihmSQoXi2I 9 4y -sons, . v 0 n tg,,,l n•.f-o.,.

Date/Time:j 04/022011 07:40:08 (En) Chuck Casto on bridge call with ET. Mentions 3 ELMO questions. One question is what
Position: EST Chronology Officer I is the marginal difference between feed and bleed and flooding? What do those trends

Name: iMark Resner look like with the feed and bleed and do those ever intersect? RST discussed fact that
Record: 12123 _ pressure on Unit I is dropping and is there self-venting. RST is working a separate

[venting paper expected to be completed for 10 a.m. Chuck Casto asked when is the
release measured in meters and not kilometers? Big picture in summary, is what effect
will feed and bleed have over the coming days? ET asked whether they have any
information on air or water sampling. Casto said not at the moment. Randy Sullivan

!offered that we think 50 miles away fro stie is adequate protection from radiation. Were
ci are now asking EPA to deploy rad netFaciflity:!

~(b)(5)

,l •Casto would like both qualitative and quantitative

assessment from PMT and RST by end of this week regarding feed and bleed and what
protective measures are needed, i.e. extending or relaxing the 50 mile zone. Eric Leeds
summarized what Casto was requesited. Call ended -8:07 a.m. EST.

(b)(5) )187/707r
I
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I source:~
OUO - Sen~iti's Ir~.ern~ nforn~c~

AddreWILocation:
Attachment:,

Thsifmaon -i, T? - eOl fl~I~~Ih~t

Date/Time: 0410212011 05:57:23 (ET) 06:00 Briefing.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: I Nick Ballam 'I Passing on the message of appreciation from Ambassador Roos.
Record: 2122 I

Facility:

LT Chairman briefing will be Mon, Tues, Wed at 8:00 a.m. Eastern Time. Closed task
tracker on request from Richard Green. How would we respond to a similar event in this
country? We sent the SRM, press release and charter for the task force,

PMT. Worked with RST on the venting document. Added some clarifications. It seems
like it is pretty quiet over in Japan as well. They will have a skeleton crew over the

Sweekend. Staffing just one or two people, but will be available via blackberry.

RST- Update from Japan team. Throttled unit 1 injection flow from 133 liters per minute
to 117 LPM. Cooling is causing dry well pressure to decrease. They reported the 10-30%
volume decrease in unit 1 per day. They think its leaking penetrations from being above

1design pressure. TEPCO believes oxygen levels are 1-3%. Hydrogen is 1.12%. They
dont see as large of a hydrogen problem as we do. We think its up around 30%
hydrogen. Added 180 tons of water to the unit 4 spent fuel pool. They didnt see any
change in skimmer tank. The team doesnt seem to believe that they ever had unit 4 full.
Most of the partners are OK with the venting paper. The team has seen drafts of it and

!they like it. They want us to use a more formal concurrence process. We are shooting
for day shift today for completion.
I Spent fuel pool assessment. Worked a little on that, but it needs some work still,
Did a little bit of work on the Elmo question. Given the path that Japan is currently
following, what suggestions could we give them to give them a good chance of
success. Get it back by 18:00 today with feedback from the partners. One train pump is

jIon site. The other three trains are not needed.

0ourue;: tI

AddressLocation:
Attachment::

I
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This informafion WwQpi LoC'Snj~htrn!i~raghpa.-

Date/Time: 04/02/2011 05:22:26 (ET) RST trying to engage the Consortium. Theyve formulated the Elmo Collins question.
Position: EST Chronology Officer "Under what conditions can the units be considered stable?"

Name: 1 Nick Ballam
Record:1 2121
Facility:

Source: RST

AddressLocation:11

Attachment 11_
This infornafion l .............. - m , ,fvmU~n.

Date/Time: 04102/2011 05:02:25 (E'r) Chuck Casto on the call.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name: Nick Ballam . Passing on a message from Ambassador Roos to the whole team. He thinks we are
Record:t 2119 doing a wonderful job, Hes gotten feedback from credible sources that believe that it

has been the American Embassys finest hour since theyve been here. Hes very happy
with the NRC, Should be conveyed in the status report, the SITREP. Maybe Bill
Borchardt could do an update to the NRC with this information, Could get a quote from
the Ambassador and send that to Borchardt.

Facility:1  Chuck is not going to Vienna to give any sort of presentation.

Conveyed information to Chuck about the daily phone call with the ET and Chairman.

Chuck requests to shift the meeting to 8:00a.m. Eastern lime (9:00p.m. Japan Time),

Printer problems... Chuck thinks that Marco is fixing it, No need as of right now.
Source:1 Phone Call __m

AddresLocation: i
Attachment:

This informaion is Oftlci.'. : ' L Oý" " t" n*6*c'-" fnf,•,,o÷rn.

Date/Time:104/0212011 05:02:25(ET) t Chuck Casto on the call.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam . Passing on a message from Ambassador Ruse to the whole team. He thinks we are
Record: 2120 doing a wonderful job. Hes gotten feedback from credible sources that believe that it

has been the American Embassys finest hour since theyve been here. Hes very happy
\

(b)(5) P 18W/707
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with the NRC. Should be conveyed in the status report, the SITREP. Maybe Bill
Borchardt could do an update to the NRC with this information. Could get a quote from
the Ambassador and send that to Borchardt.

Facility: Chuck is not going to Vienna to give any sort of presentation.

Conveyed information to Chuck about the daily phone call with the ET and Chairman.

Chuck requests to shift the meeting to 8:00a.m. Eastern Time (9:00p.m. Japan Time).

_ _'Printer problems... Chuck thinks that Marco is fixing it. No need as of right now.

Source:': Phone Call _

Addre/Location:
Attachment '

This informaton i snsiive inGemnel Informutd ).

DateiTime:'04/02/2011 04:50:07 (ET) Unit I is losing between 10% and 30% of its volume of water per day.
Poson: EST Chronology Officer

Name: I Nick Ballam
Record: 2118 "__

Facdlity: _

Source: ET

AddreWLocatlon:
Attachment: _

This informaion is . .i. .s.. e

Date/Time: 04102/2011 04:38:08 (EM) Mr. Bonai with NISA sent an email about Chuck Casto making a presentation to IAEA. ??
Poition:, EST Chronology Officer The Chairman and Bill Borchardt are both going, but we havent heard anything about

Name:INick Ballam Chuck leaving Japan.
Record:22117
Facility:!
Source:ILT _

AddressWLocation: _

Attachment ___

This informaton i O,,,,,,l Qidy. ,nilve iniemai inwomadon.

DatelTime: 041021201103:48:53 (ET) The chairman was looking to have calls with staff while in Vienna. Since weve already

Poition: EST Chronology Officer been having a 7:15 a.m. briefing, we were thinking that would be a good time. Itwould

(b)(5) 10/707
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.Name: i Nick Ballam ,be 1:15 p.m. for the chairman, It would be 8:15 p.m. Japan time,
Record: 12116
Facility:!___

Source: LT

AddresILocation:

Attachment: I.__
This informaion is.Of.i- l Ii- r Only. S-lý iiv- IntArnpl Infnrrntinn

DatelTime: 04/0212011 03:20:42 (ET) IWashington State detected trace amounts of Xenon 133, A fission product gas.

Positon: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Nick Ballam

Record: 2115
Facili :f
Source: IET

AddressLocation:_

Attachment: i ei
This information is~fea #týýnsltive Inena Infrmaio.-

Date/Time: 0410212011 03:15:44 (E') Scott listened in on a call with Japan Site Team: Hydrogen concentrations are about

Pofton: EST Chronology Officer 12%. They think the oxygen level is below 4%, Theyre still pushing for venting and also

Name: Nick Ballam _ inerting.
Record: 12114

FaciityW: _

Source:ET Er_

AddresLocation: 1,

Attachment: _ _....._ _

This informaion i. Qffi•,i •l, O,,' Se+nitium lnt~rn;l InfWerhniQti

Date/Time: 002/2011 02:19:25 (ET) ,,

Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: INick Ballam (b)(5)
Record: 2113 _

Facility: _

Source:' PMT ___

AddressLocation:7

A tta ch m e nt ; . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
This informaUon is ..... ! 64 -n' 6"Ovaev ,.mat hmatm.
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DatelTime: 0410112011 23:58:28 (ET) Midnight Briefing.
-GOUO 6eikItIMR~tIOi

Position:
Name

Record

Facility

EST Chronology Officer
Nick Ballam RST- Nothing very different in plant status from last night. Priorities: 1- Spent fuel pool

:j2112 analysis. There are still some holes in this analysis. Its a request from the site team. We
havent identified a structural person to work on that yet. Abdul Shiek is a good contact
for this and he is in Japan.
2 -Venting assessment. The team wanted additional information to help them interact
with the Japanese on our assessment. Bruce said that the Japanese made a decision
that venting will not take place.
3 - If they dont vent, what are the next steps? The Elmo Collins question. What can we
recommend that will help them along the path that Japan has chosen to avoid venting
and slowly feed water into the buildings. This priority is still in its infancy.
Got a strange request from Elmo. The Sandia people have arrived. They want us to help
them integrate the Sandia folks into the process. They had their phone call with
PACCOM. We have follow up items with that.

:i

may just be entry errors.

LT - PMT has a daily call with NEI. (b)(5) 1alk to
Randy Sullivan and find out who was in that call and follow up with them to see what

'the issue is.
Chairman is heading to Vienna. He wants to have daily calls with the ET and Chuck
Casto while he is there. Our international folks will be setting this up in the next day. He

1 wants Chuck involved if possible, so we will see what we can do. Wants the calls on
Mon, Tues, Wed. Chairman should get briefed by the ET is first priority, and he wants
Casto as well if possible. We will mention it to Chuck if he calls.
List of recurring meetings is updated. Weekend update: 8:30 instead of 10:00 for

.11*

I(b)(5)
192/707
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'briefings.
Beth Hayden sent an email today with a lot of emails from the public with ideas on how
to help in Japan. They wanted to send them all to us. We responded that we are focused
on the reactors. We may have time to review some of them, but not all. We

F (b)(5) RST says that working on
ithis off-line would be advisable. Not here in the Ops Center.

Source: jET
Addres/Location:

Attachment: ___

This informaion is Official Use Only- Sensitive Intemal InformraUon.

Date/Time: 10410112011 19:46:42 (ET) Went through Action List. Item 1 - INPO arranging logistics through USAID to move
Position: EST Chronology Officer friskers from Canada to Japan. Commercial transport appears most likely, weight (850

Name:' Margie Kotzalas Ibs) and dimensions (26"x56"x29") of cargo (20 each hand and foot friskers). Military will
Record:12111 take action to prepare step by step guide for doing this kind of thing going forward.

INPO will take action to ID POCs at utilities (STP and SONGS) for paying for shipment of
cargo from sites. NRC-Japan will work on getting cargo from Ontario to J~an. Item 15-
Ambassador looking for source term. NRC provided source term to DOE OE says

(b)(5) OE will follow up. Item

'20 will get more info on what the actionable request is. Item 18 sharing raw data and
results of AMS runs. engage Japanese modelers and begin process of comparing
models. hasnt been any NARAC models shared yet Item 19 Germanium detector loaned
to Japanese and they are being trained. Request from 3 Japanese ministries for
detectors for screening drinking water (MHLW) and soil samples (agriculture dept).
TEPCO requested detectors but declined because not sure where will be used. Samples
sent out of Japan for Sr-90 analysis. Item 21 - Robotic devices for monitoring shipment
to go out on April 5. Have destination and which ministry will take title. Item 22 there is
I ongoing discussion on UAV support and specific need (i.e., ability to determine status
of SFP). Need list from US technical side on what their needs are. Japanese want visual
surveillance of SFP and looking at multiple pathways to do that. Next step belongs to
DOE, NRC at Embassy. Item 23 KMAX no longer needed (but need to verify with

Facility: Embassy). Westinghouse is trying to bring in some unmanned vehicles to provide
visual observation capabilities. Item 24 first train is installed (pump and piping) Japan
does not see need for additional pumps. Military deobligating pumps slated for

__ redundancy. Bechtel has second train of pump in Australia. Will confirm whether its

( (b)(5) 19370
I
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needed or not. Item 25- covered by Item 1. Item 27 Request for KI. Industry had tablets
available. US Health and Human Services had liquid form in surplus and will provide it.
In logistics chain now. Will close this item. Item 28 not sure what request is. Will discuss
this further with Japan to determine actionable request NRC Japan will follow up. Item
29 being tracked through Embassy so will close item. Item 30, 31, 32 provided white
paper outlining strategy. Japanese are interested in system available at Savannah River
Site. Looking at logistics for shipment. Item 33 Do not have sufficient info to determine if
SFP can handle significant shielding loads. Do not plan on doing detailed evaluation of
providing shielding. Item 34 trying to run down resolution, have source for 2000
dosimeters, need to identify US source for other equipment. will get info to USAID to
move forward on next step.
Plan to have next call tomorrow at same time.

Source: Consortium Call

AddressLocation:!
Attachment::

This informaiaon sffiaIt Oy Sn:vItmlnrti.

Date/Time: 04/0112011 18:34:10 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Margie Kotzalas

Record: 2110

Facilty:, ... . .. ...
Source: LT

AddreWiLocation: i
Attachment: .--...-......

This information io W^ n S^ • i1,, ^ nternl Informalioy

DatelTime: 04/0112011 16:55:32 (ET) Will sit in on call with Governors and consortium call at 8:00.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:; Margie Koizalas
Record: 2109
Facility:__

Source: LT _

AddressLocation:
Attachment.

This infomalion is O , , , ,,: We...ly S"o ...... i,,

(b)5) /- 194/707

/
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DatelTime: 041011201116:49:35 (ET) !,Continuing to update trending on data sets. Have on-the-ground data from DO
Positon: 1 EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name:IMargie Kotzalas
Record: 2i2108 ill participate in PAYCOM call and the

Facility: call with the Japan team. Activity is continuing to trend downward.

Source: PMT I

AddresULocation: _

Attachment

This information i OffiW_! Use OQay.- Swnsi /nt.mal Informtinn.

Date/rime: 04101I201116:46:25(ET) New tasker -each team to look at"draft accident management strategies" document
Postion: EST Chronology Officer and identify comments. Look for fatal flaws, contrary statements. Mark Thaggard to pull

Name: I Margie Kotzalas comments together. Timeframe -comments by end of shift, 10pm.
Record: 2107 _

Facility: _

Source:' _ET__

Addres/Location: _

Attachment _

This information is •O4 ,;4 , We gon;' Semt..v. ....... •fna .....

Date/rime: 041011201116:22:45 (ET) 'Had call with (technical) Consortium to bolster justification for actions for TEPCO to do
Position:' EST Chronology Officer containment venting. April 5 or 7 is earliest they would have N2 on site to vent UI

Name: Margie Kotzalas containment Consensus position is better to vent without N2 than to not vent at all.
Record: i 2106 TEPCO is not convinced. Also working on SFP assessment. Three areas: structural,

thermal, and criticality. Generally staff view that having a criticality in the SFP is not that

F : big a deal. Most important is keeping it cool. Have call with PACCOM at 1700. Trying to
reschedule site team call. INPO and staff looking at effects of adding "goop" on outside
areas. Working on energetic release question.

Source: RST briefing 1
AddrerdLocaUon: I

Attachment _

This information is O..y- Sen i Intmrna tbntn-tipn

DatelTime: i 04/0112011 12:50:36 (ErT) RST is developing additional technical information to support their drywell flooding
oT ChronES ology Officer recommendation. There were some discussions regarding flammable substances that

Name:: Sandra Valencia might be in the containments. The RST is thinking to suggest TEPCO to look for other
... . .options that may be available. RST is also reviewing a CMG document that was created

(b)(5) 707
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Record: 2101 many years ago by NRC staff. This document contains tabulation tables showing the
damage that can be caused depending on the radiation level. The table starts by using

,50% of radiation level. RST needs current units' structural allocation. An assessment of
the units' structural integrity is necessary to perform a more accurate assessment andF

Facility:' consider other alternatives. There were also some assumptions that if the units are
abandoned right now, there will be a failure to all units. RST believes that the
containments are already punctured
EST Chronology Officer -Margie Kotzalas at 16:03:59 on 4/11/2011

Source::: RST Briefing'_ _

AddresWLocation:

Attachment: _

This information is Offticl We On , 2e ,.iU ., ! °m ,,,1un...

DatelTime: 04/0112011 12:50:36 (Er) 1 RST is developing additional technical information to support their drywell flooding

Position: EST Chronology Officer I recommendation, There were some discussions regarding flammable substances that
Name: Sandra Valencia ] might be in the containments. The RST is thinking to suggest TEPCO to look for other

Record:: 2105 . options that may be available. RST is also reviewing a CMG documentthat was created
many years ago by NRC staff. This document contains tabulation tables showing the
damage that can be caused depending on the radiation level. The table starts by using

150%/ of radiation level. RST needs current units' structural allocation. An assessment of
Facility:. the units' structural integrity is necessary to perform a more accurate assessment and

I consider other alternatives. There were also some assumptions that if the units are
abandoned right now, there will be a failure to all units. RST believes that the

containments are already punctured
Source: RST Briefina -- I

AddressLocation:!
Attachment!

This information i, o .,, n oi.'. ,no^. , .

Date/Time: 10410112011 14:57:08 (ET) Margie Kotzalas relieves Sandra Valencia as EST Chronology Officer.
Posilion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Margie Kotzalas

Record:I 2103
Facility: l. .

Source: F

(b)(5) 196f707
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Address/Location:'.
Attachment

This information iS O•fa!• ' OL !',- .Sons f!a'. It• rhmimm

Date/Time: 04101/2011 14:26:25 (ET) LT continues to incorporate comments from the consortiums
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Sandra Valencia
Record: 2102
Facility:'
Source:: LT Briefing ___

Address/Location:
Attachme~nt:!

This informabon officiail We Onýy- Senthi ntemP' tnfnrm,,l',.

Date/Time: 04/011201112:50:36 (ET) RST is developing additional technical information to support their dry wall flooded
Position: EST Chronology Officer recommendation. There were some discussions regarding flammable substances that

Name:! Sandra Valencia might be in the containments. The RST is thinking to suggest TEPCO to look for other
Record:.2104 options that may be available. RST is also reviewing a CMG document that was created

many years ago by NRC staff. This document contains tabulation tables showing the
damage that can be caused depending on the radiation level. The table starts by using
50% of radiation level. RST needs current units' structural allocation. An assessment of

Facility: the units' structural integrity is necessary to perform a more accurate assessment and
consider other alternatives. There were also some assumptions that if the units are
abandoned right now, there will be a failure to all units. RST believes that the
containments are already punctured

Source:, RST Briefing -
AddressdLocation:;

Attachment:' . . . .. ...... -.-

This in!ormation iq ial U m Seit* - ,, t ,,,,,,1, n, - 1&1. , ..

Date/Time: 041011201111:40:28 (ET) Mike Weber led the Commissioner Assistant Call. Commissioner is looking for high
Position:! EST Chronology Officer quality information of what NRC is doing rather than focusing too much on status or

Name:i Sandra Valencia planning activities. The PMT is reviewing their recommendation document to ensure
Record: 2097 there are no discrepancies. RST completed their work with all agency partners. A final

i deliverable of this join effort is the "Coordinated Recommendation Document." RST
also developed an Investigation Strategy Document and have made updates. RST is
also working in a similar document that focuses on Fuel spend pools. These two

(b)(5) 197Ro7
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documents will be combined, The result will be Reg 2.
DOE sent NRC collective data about the surrounded area that is contaminated, They
i suggest that the contamination is within 50 miles of the plants, NRC uses RASCAL to
capture radiation at the beginning of the radiation exposure. RASCAL can no longer
represent good data therefore NRC will be using other tools, U.S Ambassador in Japan
would like to know the situation before the end of April. NRC HOC continues to staff.
Other government agencies continue to send staff member to support event. On April
Ist, an email was received from Naval Reactors. Schaefer, havina a differenttake ofthe

I power plants statusl (b)(5)
(b)(5) Department of State is coordinating efforts in providing awareness of all

'the assistance that have been provided worldwide. The brief ended and participants
shared the following, There was an article regarding a past event that happened
between 1981-1982. This scenario will be reviewed to learn whether or not this can
provide any valuable information that can be used as lessons learned for the current
event in Japan. There was a question about energetic explosion. NRC RES is evaluating
energetic explosion to determine what will be the expected results. There was a press
release from Department of State discussing certain contamination levels on the
grounds, They suggest relocation of that area if appropriate. It was suggested to find
out what criteria are they using for containment integrity. Learn about a better definition
or level of nitrogen level. The strategy was to add nitrogen to a point and then release
pressure until the concentration reach an acceptable level.

Commissioner
Soure a: AsL nnce Call

AddreslLocafion,

Attachment:! I

This informaton is . A s GA. W"... In9M.I n... rMa.io.

Datellime: ,040112011 11:50:31 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: ISandra Valencia
Record:!2099 (b)(5)

(b)(5) 19 07
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Facility:

(b)(5)

Source: Call with DOD, Mr. -

Schieffer.

AddressLocation:

Attachment: _

This informaton is Offi,,, Use ... S- M , , ,iLui.. .

DatelTime: 04/01/2011 11:40:28 (ET) I Mike Weber led the Commissioner Assistant Call. Commissioner is looking for high
Position: IEST Chronology Officer jquality information of what NRC is doing rather than focusing too much on status or

Name: !Sandra Valencia - planning activities. The PMT is reviewing their recommendation document to ensure
Record: 2100 there are no discrepancies. RST completed their work with all agency partners. A final

deliverable of this join effort is the "Coordinated Recommendation Document." RST
1 also developed an Investigation Strategy Document and have made updates. RST is
also working in a similar documentthat focuses on Fuel spend pools. These two

!documents will be combined. The result will be Reg 2.
DOE sent NRC collective data about the surrounded area that is contaminated. They
suggest that the contamination is within 50 miles of the plants. NRC uses RASCO to
capture radiation at the beginning of the radiation exposure. RASCO can no longer
represent good data therefore NRC will be using other tools. U.S Ambassador in Japan
would like to know the situation before the end of April. NRC HOC continues to staff,
I Other government agencies continue to send staff member to support event. On April
1st, an email was received from Naval Reactors, Schaefer, having a different take of the
'power plants status. His email states that the Japanese decided not to flood the

Facility: containments. Department of State is coordinating efforts in providing awareness of all
the assistance that have been provided worldwide. The brief ended and participants

i shared the following. There was an article regarding a past event that happened
between 1981-1982. This scenario will be reviewed to learn whether or not this can

I provide any valuable information that can be used as lessons learned for the current
event in Japan, There was a question about energetic explosion. NRC RES is evaluating
energetic explosion to determine what will be the expected results. There was a press

71f(b)(5)-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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release from Department of State discussing certain contamination levels on the
grounds. They suggest relocation of that area if appropriate. It was suggested to find
out what criteria are they using for containment integrity. Learn about a better definition
or level of nitrogen level. The strategy was to add nitrogen to a point and then release
pressure until the concentration reach an acceptable level.

SourcI Commissioner
Source: . . .!

Assistance Call l

Addres1Location:1
Attachment: ___

This information Of.... Uo , Ins, a ....... .

DatelTime: 0410112011 11:40:28 (ET) ike Weber led the Commissioner Assistant Call. Commissioner is looking for high
Postion: IEST Chronology Officer quality information of what NRC is doing rather than focusing too much on status or

Name: Sandra Valencia planning activities. The PMT is reviewing their recommendation document to ensure
Record:,, 2098 there are no discrepancies. RST completed their work with all agency partners. A final

deliverable of this join effort is the "Coordinated Recommendation Document." RST
also developed an Investigation Strategy Document and have made updates. RST is
also working in a similar document that focuses on Fuel spend pools. These two
documents will be combined. The result will be Reg 2.

i DOE sent NRC collective data about the surrounded area that is contaminated. They
suggest that the contamination is within 50 miles of the plants. DOE has a web site
where their post JAPAN reactors related information and this will be sent to the ET so
that it can be share with all the interested parties. NRC uses RASCO to capture radiation

i at the beginning of the radiation exposure. RASCO can no longer represent good data
therefore NRC will be using other tools. U.S Ambassador in Japan would like to know

,the situation before the end of April. NRC HOC continues to staff. Other government
agencies continue to send staff member to support event. On April 1st, an email was
received from Naval Reactors, Schaefer, having a different take of the power plants

Facility: !status. His email states that the Japanese decided not to flood the containments.
Department of State is coordinating efforts in providing awareness of all the assistance
that have been provided worldwide. The brief ended and participants shared the
following. There was an article regarding a past event that happened between 1981.
1982. This scenario will be reviewed to learn whether or not this can provide any
valuable information that can be used as lessons learned for the current event in Japan.

(b)(5) 2V57
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There was a question about energetic explosion. NRC RES is evaluating energetic
explosion to determine what will be the expected results. There was a press release
from Department of State discussing certain contamination levels on the grounds. They
suggest relocation of that area if appropriate. It was suggested to find out what criteria
are they using for containment integrity. Learn about a better definition or level of
nitrogen level. The strategy was to add nitrogen to a point and then release pressure
I until the concentration reach an acceptable level.

Source: Commissioner
Assistance Call _

AddressfLocation: _

Attachment:_
This informaon is Qffieie! I~e Ory0;1*s/I 1f~t3l

Daterime:, 04/0112011 07:27:29 (EM)
Position:l EST Chronology Officer

Name: ISandra Valencia
Record: 12095

(b)(5)

Facility:I

Source:lTom Vovosa

AddressiLocation:
Attachment: _

This inbfornmaon I Offici,! 4•Lt , .n•n Internal labuuonfnr

Date/Time: 10410112011 07:27:29 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Sandra Valencia

Record: 2096 (b)(5)

(b)(5) 2018707
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Facility:
(b)(5)

Source: I Tom Vovosa

AddresLocaton:

Attachment: _

This informaton is lffi1in We .1, -n So~sUiis Wf;la i•fN-n.-

Date/Time: 0410112011 07:02:46 (EM) No basis for deviating from our regulation requirements for bringing materials into the

Position: EST Chronology Officer united states. We are in line with DOT on this issue. Should arm the chairman with
Name: Nick Ballam talking points on why we would not recommend waivering from our regulations.

Record: 12094
Facility:,

Source:jET ____

Addres/Locatlon: ..... . ......

Attachment: ___

This inforrnaton iSnciaýs2iy vInm- S Lýufswwa on

Date/Time: 1 04/012011 06:38:41 (EP)-7 John Monninger in Japan on phone. Gentle reminderwith regards to the RST flooding
Position: EST Chronology Officer !up memo. Reminder to let the chairman know. Mike informs John about the straw man.

Name: Nick Ballam _ The chairman appears to be content with the way things are for now. Sending out 4
Record:; 2093 more people on Saturday. There will be some overlap. Marie Miller and Todd Jackson

may stay longer. We will defer to Johns judgment in Japan to create a possible straw

man. Gave the chairman 3 options for near-term options for the site team and there are
also longer term options in the paper Michelle prepared. Elmo has been an integral part
of the team. Has been heavily involved in the meetings thus far. John thinks that the

Facility: team mainly feels that 2 and 3 are ex-vessel, but that theres a chance that 1 is not yet.

One question: "What are the long term implications for a feed and bleed strategy". They
are focusing on unit I inerting. April 5th will be the earliest date for that to happen.

Trying to balance the pros and cons of inerting vs other options. They have our "rev 1"
document and have discussed it with them.

Source: Phone -

AddressLocation:. - -

Attachment: T
This information "v gea use:^ , * g^,.,.o.^..,.. . _i• ,^ ,. .. . .

(b)(5) 
P

202107
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DatelTime: 0410112011 06:36:03 (Er) Turnover briefing:

_QWQ4wA*htm*HwffiWR--

Position: _ EST Chronology Officer
Name: i Nick Ballamr Mike Webber says that Michelle has already completed a strawman for the future of the

Record: 12092 site team in Japan. He believes this has already been communicated directly with
Chuck.

Facility: i US AID will no longer be working 24x7.

Source:ET _ Er

AddresLocation:
Attachment

This informadon is*f~3 ~ n ~~a 1 ft,1U~.

Date/Time: 0410112011 05:59:17 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Nick Ballam

Record: 12091

PMT -Waiting for additional guidance from Mike on talking points document. Chairman
recommended that we engage EPA to employ rednet monitors. PMT will follow up with
the EPA contact to ensure that the data is monitored overseas. Got a request from
Lieutenant Commander in Japan. She was informed that all source terms were coming
from NRC. She was interested in getting data to help an oceanographer. We informed
her that we produce source term for air release, but dont do anything for what she was
looking for. Referred her to IAEA reports and a website with more information.
Significant level of interest on the NARAC calculations in Japan. RES has returned the
pessimistic source term, and we turned it over to NARAC. Also shared it with Marie in
Japan. The realistic plausible scenario request is not completed yet. Probably wont get
to that until early next wee (b)(5)

(b)(5) IIAEA sent us a draft report on the sample they
have collected. They have not specified which material led to the conclusion. Still
reviewing the documentation that they sent us.
RST -Japan Team reports no change in injection flow rates for 1,2, or 3. Added water to
unit 3 spent fuel. Plan to add 210 tons of water to Unit 4 spent fill. Got an interesting
graph from the site team plotting all the adds to the unit 4 spent fuel pool. It showed that
they had received indication that the spent fuel pool was full. We are still monitoring
th is.,, there are concerns about the structural conditions of the spent fuel pool. Mike
reported that they handed off the RST assessment to NISA. They understand our
recommendation to flood up the containment. They have concerns about further

(b)(5)2B7
/

tl
11
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releases to the public, and this is why they are going at a lower rate than we
recommend. We received some feedback from TEPCO concerning the minimum fill

Facility: rates. They would like to know why the numbers are different. We would like to use this

as an opportunity to reassert some reasons on why we feel they should fill the
containment. The "goop" wont be used until mid April. We owe them information on
understanding how this goop might react in the spent fuel pools. The inerting effort on
Unit was was delayed due to high RAD level readings. They expect to do testing on the
nitrogen addition station on April 5th. Bechtel pumping device -status... one unit is on
site. Dont know the status of the other three units. Spent fuel pool assessment is the #1
priority for the team. Minimum flow rates is next priority.

(b)(5)
Check back with the site team to

ask this of PEPCO.

~(b)(5)

LT -Was able to track down the subject of how a CDC addition was entertained. They
approached us twice on this issue, and so the second time we agreed to it. Jeff will
follow up with Jeff Temple on this issue. We dont know what role this CDC person will
_ _ have.

Source: ET

Address/Location:

Attachment: ;
This information is-O,,eial Use O,,y- %m;;, hd i Inirmauon.

Date/Time: 0410112011 05:16:40 (ET) Mike Webber reviewed talking point document (bullets). Wants to cut back on the
Position: EST Chronology Officer .background text and focus on the issues. Also address our relationship with Japan.

Name: Nick Ballam - Cindy will work to modify the document.
Record: 2090
Facility:
Source: Email

Addre"Loca i.on:.
Attachment:

(b)(5) I 204W707
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Date/Time: 04/0112011 04:37:19 (El) Reviewing new Sit Rep Document... Rad Levels in Unit 4 Torus are much higher than in
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'the other 3 Units... Scott says it looks good and lets Jim know.

Name: Nick Ballam
Record: 2089

Facility:_

Source: iET .

AddresWLocation: 1
Attachment: _

This informahon is .............. O7 - , da, , ,ii -•tOlt.

Date/Time: 04/01/2011 04:27:08 (ET) Tried to make the chairman notes short and sweet. Looks good, we are forwarding it on
Position: EST Chronology Officer to Mike Webber.

Name: Nick Ballam
Record: 2088
Facility:!
Source:IPM

Addres/Location:'I
Attachment:l !

This in!orrnaton is .... Ici! ,,, n o,.,, ,,,, hii~maiun.

DAM= 04/01/2011 00:56:46 (ET) !Spent fuel pool 4 - TEPCO sent a packet of informatoin through our Japan team Chart
Position: EST Chronology Officer shows water adds. 70 ton per day need to meet the heat removal goal. Reviewing the

Name: Nick Ballam chart... At times water is getting into the skimmer (change of levels in skimmer) showing
Record: 2087 that the pool has been full in the past two days. Typically 23 feet of water over the top of

the snent fuel. We still dont have information on pool or structure integrity

Facility: I(b)(5)

-. -1
Source: *I

Addre•/Location:[ ___ __

Attachment ___

This information is• ,ffiel Wse 91-r •S. .sitiv .WInt o -l en...or ,,

Date/Time:r0401y2011 0003:19 (ET) RST -Unit status has virtually no changes since yesterday. Noticed that the Unit 1 feed

Position:,EST Chronology Officer water nozzle has been rising consistently. RST will check into it. RST assessment is

r(b)(5) 205707
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Name: Nick Ballam finally out and the consortium has agreed to it. The email that goes on top of that has
Record: 2086 some NR comments/warnings. Need to make sure when we send it that we send the

whole package. Next activity is a spent fuel assessment similar to the RST assessment,
Criticality, structural, and water in and water out analysis. We will have to guess the
levels of the Unit 4 building. Yesterday they added 140 tons of water into the pool but

1 the skimmer tank didnt change. Theres still steam coming out of the building. Theyre
going to spray some fix-ft all over the site (goop). There are two separate types of
goop"... one for radioactive areas and another for non-radioactive. Site team call at

'0300.

I PMT -Preparing for the 0715 briefing. Talking points for the Chairman. We have two
bullets that we need to be reviewed. Waiting for ET feedback. Will re-send it to Cindy via
email. Need to make sure Mike Webber has a copy before he comes in. We keep getting
questions from DOD wanting to have a 1-number indication on when to evacuate. We
want to let them know that this is not possible. They talked to Vince earlier today and he

iis embedded there with DOD. We got a request to give a pessimistic scenario, working
with RST and research to generate this potential source ter

(b)(5)
DOE has the

lead on everything beyond 50 miles. We need to understand what NARACs
Iassumptions are before they start running a source term. NARAC is not working around
1 the clock. We will follow up with them on the next phone call.
Plausible realistic case for units 1,2,3 for Melcore source term. Due date is 17:00 today.
Was to be done by the line organization. Email was sent to research to request runs, but
we havent heard back. There is a village 40km away. IAEA is working to see whether
they could share the actual measurements with regard to protective ac on. We dont

Facility: now much information on this sample. We are following up with IAEA.

LT -Heard that the embassy in Japan was willing to take on the lead in communicating
with IAEA. There needs to be a link between whatwere doing in Japan to the IAEA. The
consortium call tonight. we still have the matrix and we are updating it for comments for

(b)(5) 2NO7
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tomorrows call. Maybe we are waiting for Dept. of State to give the green light for this to
1 ao to the embassv? RST has daily call with PACCOM. How is PMT involved?(The

S(b)(5) I
DC is sending somebody to embed

with us. We are awaiting access clearance. We ont know their role yet. Will follow up
!with this... may be coming from old notes (b)(5)

N.R. -Re-confirmed with his HQ team that the NRC shouldnt be in the middle of low level
discussions of providing data. Need to follow the chain of command. The fleet already

has tools available, and should not be calling us directly for data. The admiral has
decided to pull back the 24/7 coverage here at the Ops Center. Will be here daily from 2-
9pm.

Scott -Reminder to start putting in any lessons learned. Best practices, things that didnt
go well, and opportunities for improvement. Put it into WebEOC. Can also email it to Jeff
or Jane Marshall.

Source: ET
Addres1Location: _

Attachment: _ __

This informaon iiOffiiJ U , " . l...... !,formin

DatelTime: 0313112011 23:57:48 (ET) John Mullinger Wanted to let us konw that th nrndfiet nn flnndinn that RST •nd the
Poition:1 EST Chronology Officer Consortium has been working on has arrived (b)(5)

Name: Nick Ballam (b)(5) Just a heads up. Its the one we shipped out this morning. Were
Record: 12085 putting together some talking points for the chairman including containers coming into

the U.S. with trace amounts of radiation.

Weve been asked if we know the water level in Unit 4. We dont know the level at this
point. RSTs next assessment is for the spent fuel pools.

Facility: Randy Gant arrived yesterday. Focused on Unit I scenarios, flooding up or not... Has

there been any discussion for the future of the team here in Japan? There has been

some discussions, but no decisions made. We will be in the same configuration at HQ
for at least another week, but we havent heard about the site team. John is developing a
strawman for discussion on what the team could evolve to and why it would evolve to

(b)(5) 207/707
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'that state.
Source: Phone Call

AddresILocation:

Attachment
This information is Officia! Us Only _^M&n twrna: ..... ",

Date/Time:i;0313112011 23:18:57 () Mike Webber s nt an action. We responded to three bullets, and added a 4th bullet.PO~iUl~EST Chronology Officer Talking points/

Name:i Nick Ballam O (b)(5)
Record: 12084 ad a request from Patty Pace

issue on transportation clearance levels for things coming back into the country. We
!condensed the 7 page paper down to one paragraph. The states had a lot of questions
about this. Tonight was the first time we were involved on this call, Referred a lot of the

Facility: I questions to Dept of Transportation. Mike Webber needs tihs in the morning. We want to
mail it out tonight so he will have it ready in the morning.

We dont have a LT Director tonight, just an LT Coordinator.
Source: ET

AddrerdLocaUon:
Attachment: ____. . . .

This information i' v,,ial WL Only -* UI fllcri, ...........

Date/Time:i031311201122:33:00 (Er) !'Admiral Donald, etc, decided after tonight, we will stop 24/7 coverage, and have
Postion: EST Chronology Officer someone stop by on a daily basis, probably 2.9pm. NR team embedded here has been

Name: Rebecca Karas strong part of continuity on information. Observation is that shift turnover could be
Record: 2083 - improved at NRC. New people on shift are redoing work done earlier, or are unaware of
Facility:f status.
Source: I NR _

AddresdLocabon:

Attachment: _ _____

This information ....

DatelTime: 0313112011 19:56:42 (EM) Sheron -Any questions on roles or leads? No, List of needs from Japan -current is
Position: EST Chronology Officer 7:30pm today. Nielsen - did not get updated list. Sent in marked up copy. Sheron -looks

Name:; Rebecca Karas like many items were closed. Request for PNL for water decontam and storage issues:
Record:: 2082 Believe 1-2 individuals on way to Japan from PNL. Dr. Onishi and Barry Reed should

(b)(5) 208707
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have arrived yesterday in Japan -working directly with GOJ can close. (Item 12).

PACOM water barge item: Mercer: first barge arrived at 1542 Japan time yesterday. They
would start pumping freshwater to storage tank last night -dont have confirmation they
did that. Barge 2 is Onohama, projected to leave during the day today. Issues with
transfer pump.

Request for commercial carder. Mercer - if embassy generates request and sends
formally, then we can push up through chain to get transport set up. Heavy items
1 probably cant be sent commercial. At USFJ we can parallel path and try and get
transport requirement established. Need to know if INPO has had movement on
commercial carrier? INPO - right now, commercial would be appropriate for some of
items -4 boxes in S. CA/San Diego. S. TX -Houston - 112 pallet and drum. Could also be

'commercial. Material in Ontario is substantial weight and volume -whatever is best way
should be used. Probably military might be best. INPO doesnt have preference-
whichever is fastest. Just need to know how paid for if commercial. Mercer - will
continue to work with logistics staff. San Onofre and STP can ship immediately. At
Bruce, need about 5 days to box up. PACOM has been given authority by Sec of Def to

Ipay for things going into Japan. Needs to be coordinated by J4 staff. Nielsen -we have
no preference in how it is shipped. Vivoso -How gets resolved? Alan -who is INPO

I POC? Nielsen. Yesterday there was large push from embassy to get more efficient with
coordination on logistics. Will have embassy staff contact Nielsen.

othing to report on 16-18. On 19, there was
2 hour meeting yesterday ealing wi ro otics. Been a lot of detailed info provided on
particular equipment available and when could be provided. Just waiting for GOJ to
respond back. Tilden - looking optimistic - tactic is commercial air. Trying to work
through issues, like how do we get it off the books for property control, and how do

ithey accept it. They havent told us where to deliver it. Hope to have shipment out by
April 5. Right now under Secretarys authority, would use our $$$ to ship. We would just
i allocate money to replace devices. We will wait for larger national policy to see if we ask
for reimbursement, or get supplemental budget, etc. Also looking at larger devices, like
remote bulldozers. etc. Lots of good commercial equipment available. If lead time puts

(b)(5) 2WO7
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safety in jeopardy, then we will provide it, On larger items, may need military lift. Also
providing advice on shielding. May be able to buy commercial systems and then
automate them.

Use of Kmax helicopter: needed? Vivoso -was offered as means of putting water or
sand on SFPs -probably needs to be revalidated from tech needs standpoint. Hochivar
-assets were originally asked for to ascertain what SEE levels are, Mercer was r
removal of debris on roofs if we needed. (b)(5)

Bechtel FW supply pumps -First train delivered - question is whether need remaining 3
trains. Blarney -will try and determine if they need trains 2-4 at site. Mercer -for 2nd
barge, TEPCO has own pump for it. Larger of Bechtel pumps is being kept as
contingency. First barge uses Bechtel booster pump. Mercer -freshwater pumping

capability is important next weeks and months, so need to check if they want other
trains. Blarney will check on needs.

124- rad survey meters- duplicate of 1

25 -;protective body armor -Nielsen - may have been something we had provided info
on. Vague request for protective armor and we provided input on use of tungsten as

Facility: lightweight shielding and also beta protection using raingear instead of anti-Cs.

Provided that info/advice. Sheron -" (b)(5)
(b)(5)

Blarney -ask NISAITEPCO to clarify request. Havent heard if they still want or not - also
military got same request -may have been fulfilled. NISA and MOD requested body

[armor. Sheron -need clarification of exactly what they want. Blarney - can have our PMT
interface with their PMT on what the body armor is they want, And, do they still need it?

'Nielsen -on item 3.5: gave extensive list of possibilities on what is available. Can
mention this when discussing with them.

27- use of extinguishant/coolant -what is? - possibly the nitrogen to purge
containment? Needs to be clarfied with NISA - Blarney will follow up.

28- plastic bottles for drinking water for infant/baby use- USAID -we will have our
(b)(5)

210607
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liaison team check- some of early requests like this one may have been fulfilled, or
!decided not needed.

129 -determine if temp radwaste processing skids are avail or would be good idea -
Randy Tripato has lead -we sent to Hochivar list of options along with contact names,
numbers, emails for their use. - item closed. (b)(5)

iTanks for holdin contaminated water, developed list of what is available, established
(b)(5)71 At some point, will probably be waiting for request for specific

equipment. Rear admiral also trying to resolve this. Suggest both parties get together
and combine efforts. Leads for this are DOE and DOD.

Item 32 -DOE- related to how going to treat contaminated water -provided list of
technologies- (b)(5) also came up with additional ones that will be
transmitted today - leave open.

NRC-temp shielding options -DOE also helping with- Robotics would be needed to
get shielding in place. Determine if buildings can hold up to shielding weight -RST also

!working on, as well as Japan Team.

Request for 2100 rad survey meters, 2500 dosimeters, 1500 iodine sheilding masks -
looks like repeat of 24. Blarney will check with DOE embassy people. Vivoso - this
sounds like real need -J Village very short on dosimeters. Should fix quickly.

Sheron -new actions?

Nielsen -have one we will send -source Sr-90 gamma spectrometers. We have sent
information to Japan - Hochivar -to present to GOJ. Received and completed today.

Will ship list 070010800 in am, then people can comment, and then we can resend
around 1800 so everyone has it for 2000 call. Updates should be in by 1300, then NRC
will update and get back out by 1800. Alan - suggest plan will be OK for Japan, and try
for now, but may change. USFJ has 24h watch, so no problem.

( (b)(5) f
211/707
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Hochivar- yesterday was desire to consolidate embassy and other list- not sure where

that effort stands. Blarney -working on that in embassy.

Sheron -when should next call be? Blarney - thought is still do tomorrow, especially
given high priority item. INPO -agree.

Source: Consortium call

Address/Location: II
Attachment:

This information is " "' n mation

Date/Time: j03131/2011 18:37:56 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record:i2081 (b)(5)

! ...._..Or, because pressures equal between vessel and containment, probably already
Facility: in PC. So it is still giving off heat, Drywell is probably full of water. Melt would heat up,

Whether it would go molten again and attack concrete? What would be symptoms -

noncondensible gas. Could we detect?
Source: ET ____________________________________

AddreWLocation: _-

Attachment: ;!i
This information is Oifc,! U Only Sen.siou, , Inte.al Infumm ,o,.

______ 0331/201 1753:5 (Er) PACO had skedthatwe,,,/J g ,.itvle u thir uet ions,u andthy anfidot ha teyca

Date/Time:]0313112011 17:3:58(T PACOM had asked that we give us their questions, and they can find out what they can
Podtion: EST Chronology Officer do. Need to feed that to Jim Whitney, and he will get to PACOM.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 2080

Facility: _

Source:_Weber _

Addre/Location:
Attachment: _

This information is O...a. ..e fl- Sensitive IItIrn"- .... a:--

Date/Time: Sheron: RST finished severe accident recommendations. Have not been issued yet.
'I

(b)(5) 212(707
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10313112011 17:39:39 (ET) , Awaiting ET approval. OK with them now, RST is checking concurrences - ambassador

Position: i EST Chronology Officer wanted to know what person in each org was OK with them. RST - adding info on each
Name:![Rebecca Karas .person who concurred and what their role in the org is.

Record: 2079

Facility:j•

Source: IWeberlET

AddreulLocaton: __'

Attachment: _

This information is ..- . n.

Date/Time: 031311201117:24:17(q Still do not have lead agency for consortium. In absence of decision, it is NRC. Think
Position: EST Chronology Officer someone has been tentatively identified, but hasnt been formalized/announced. &It;ET

Name:i Rebecca Karas watches fuel burn video from Sandia&gt;.
Record: 2078
Facility: _

Source:iWeber____
AddreWLocation: I

Attachm ent: _ _.__. . . ............
This informaton is Offiuial Use Onl.- Sa..i.v. l.tema In.formation.h

DateTime: 1031311201117:01:48 (ET)
Position: i EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Rebecca Karas (b)(5)
Record: 12077
Facility: 1 ___ __

Source: jPMT
Addres/Location: _

'Attachment: ___

This information is Official Use Onl- sitive ,"tnl 11 nfcrmon.

Date/Time: 10313112011 16:05:00 (Er) Brian: would our recommendations change if U1 RPV were breached? RST: But RPV is
Positon: EST Chronology Officer holding pressure - somewhat above PC pressure. U2 lost cooling - hose cracked.Name: Rebecca Karas Containment failed on that unit also. Brian - if molten core is at bottom of drywell, have
Record: 12076 i pool of water on top, so have some time. RST - if we talk to site team, should get some

Facility: ,clarification on that. Sitrep will go out, and we will get questions about lack of water on
_U2.

Source: RSTIET
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AddreWsLocation:l
- I ~ --~...------...--.---..--.------..--~-.- -

Attachment:!
This infornation is Ofhficd bU Only- Sensbe v hile-nal hionain

Date/'ime:j 0313112011 15:47:26 (E) 111:30 tomorrow am is principals meeting. Chairmans turnover brief is 7:15. Can check
Position: EST Chronology Officer at that time and see if he needs anything else for 11:30 principals meeting.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 2075Facility: I- -

Source:1 ET_______

Address/Location: _

Attachment ___

This inMormaton is Of"ida V - "

Date/Time: 03/3112011 15:42:47 (ET) Brian (b)(6) •nd if so what cause hydrogen
Position: 1IEST Chronology Officer explosion? RST - hydrogen explosion from when venting U1 Rx.

Name: Rebecca Karas 71

Record: 2074
______ -. 4

Facility:

Source: RST _

Addres/Location: _
Attachment:'!

This information iso •New ie ,Only oSensiv m•w;nmatim.n^

Date/Time: 03/31/2011 15:18:27 (ET) iRES working on Melcor input. 70% fuel melt unit 1, some ex-vessel, drywell venting,
Position: EST Chronology Officer Unit 4 damage. DOE is asking if it is supposed to go all way to Tokyo. We said DOE had

Name- Rebecca Karas lead, and up to them how far to go down. Getting question of when we should relax 50m
Record: 2073 1 zone. Getting asked to run additional runs with various scenarios. Keep giving re-entry

criteria we had decided on. Runs wouldnt show 50m should be relaxed. need to know
units stable first. Have call scheduled at 7pm with Vince to talk about POCs and what
info he needs. There is sitrep report from DOE with information on worker exposures in
Japan - trying to get copy. Will be putting in sitrep regarding IAEA statement saying they
found hot spot outside 30km zone. We called IAEA for information - immediate evac, or

based on 1 year dose? They just say info is in press release, but we cant find. We think

(b)(5)

Source: PMT
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AREVA sending cleanup equip;
POC for questions/communication: contact status officer;
Should these calls be continued over the weekends?

Source: ET
AddresWLocation: _

Attachment: • -.... .....

This infrmakin is O cial I e 0l -S•onh t.e Inesrnol InfOrma.ion

Date/Time: 0313112011 10:52:48 (ET) Bruce B and team leaders: discussed previous phone conf issues.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Vanice Perin
Record: 2070
Facility:'
Source:'ET 1

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: _..

This informaelln is Official We. Only -SesIM:V8 n 1ealdymnfuabvik

Date/Time: 03/3112011 10:30:19 (ET) 10:00 phone conference: OGC, Chairman Jaczko staff, Magwood staff, SECY, Svinicki
Postion: EST Chronology cer istaff, Ostendorff staff, FSME, NMSS: Bruce B as ET director- update- SFP situation is

Name: Vanice Pern same.
Record: 12071 .Today activities:

-working GE, EPRI, Nay Rx;

-companion doc for SFP strategies;
- looking into cooling and nough loss for energetic release;

S(b)(5)

Facility:

A

I

J

.crack on lower head;
IQuestions:

SFP - what is status today?ý (b)(5)
!Request for final version - send copy;
,Discussing status on flow rates/temp decreaselinflow;
[How about unit 3: source term?

ilAw

(b)(5) ýpress release? We
are responding to Ambassador's request;

(b)(5)

'Hard data on site doses to be provided to Commission staff. How about occupational

(b)(5) 216/707
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hazards?
Unit 1: today would start purging, but it has been delayed;
Update on fresh water barges: yes - one off shore;
I AREVA sending cleanup equip;
POC for questionsicommunication: contact status officer;
Should these calls be continued over the weekends?

Source:IET

AddressWLocanton:_

Attachment: __i

This informaUon is . .d We. Oi. . - sw... . Men.ial. . hJUifo t..

Date/Time: 0313112011 09:15:48 (ET)
Chronology Officer

Name: Vanice Perinn
Record: 2067 _ __ (b)(5)

Facility:'SI EST Chronology Officer-Vanice Perin at 09:20:41 on 313112011

Source:! ET _

AddreWLocafion: i
Attchment:! j

This information is-Ofcial U~ Qidy. " . -

Date/Time: 0313112011 09:15:48 (ET)
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Name: Vanice Perin

Record: 2068
Facilit:

Source: ET _

AddresdLocaton:_

Attachment:! _ _..... . .........
This informat•on is Official Wec O*l Sensiive lntlma, In•I Ina•an-.

DatelTime: ,03)311201108:05:24 (El') Teams reporting to Bruce B: RST, LT.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Vanice Pen
Record:' 2066

(b)(5) 2171707
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SFP evaluation, Working on questions from NRC Site Team, including resin (EPRI and
INPO will also review). Working on question of when plant will be "out of the woods,"

,___ RST indicated current staffing of 4 people works well.
Source: ET Briefing

AddressLocation:
Attachment:

This information is Official•d-Onfr Sensitive ino",!•O• ... air•an

Date/Time: 0313112011 05:27:59 (EP) LT reports that they had followed-up with State Dept and responded to their questions.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 12062

Facility:_

Source: LT
Address/Location:u

Attachment: ,
This information i • ;s• , .. .. ..... ....

Date/Time: 03/3112011 05:14:41 (EP) ET indicates that RST may provide updated accident response white paper to NRC Site
Position: EST Chronology Officer Team. Site Team can determine who is appropriate to receive paper in Japan.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 2061

Source: RST

Address/Location:
Attachment: ___

This informaton is il " .

Date/Time:'03/3112011 04:45:27 (Er)] LT called State Dept POC to respond to inquiry. State Dept asked about IAEA rad
Postion: EST Chronology Officer {measurement and impact on 50-mile evacuation zone, ET indicates 50-mile evacuation

Name:,Thomas Scarbrough J zone based on projection of possible release scenario using plant conditions
Recod_260 - understood a week ago. Field data will be used to assess adequacy of release

I projection and is a factor in considering adjustments to the evacuation zone.

State Dept also asked for information on possibility of scrapping Fukushima units. LT
,indicated that recovery operation still underway and that decision will be made later by

Facility:: Japan.

LT will'] call State Dept to provide additional information,

{jI (b)(5) 219V707
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Source: LT

Addre/Location: i
Attachment _ __

This information is Official Use ....ly- Se•n .WO;^ena-I

Date/Time: 0313112011 04:17:14 (EP) INRC Site Team informs ET that State Department called team to ask for information to
Position: EST Chronology Officer support morning briefing for Secretary of State. Requested information includes plant

Name:I Thomas Scarbrough status, TEPCO plans to scrap the plants, and IAEA rad measurement outside the
Record: 2059 1 evacuation zone.

NRC Site Team had not received such a State Dept request in the past. ET states this is'
a new request.

Facility: Site Team reports that POC is Claire Smolik at State Dept Ops 202-647-1512.
ET informs NRC Site Team that ET will respond. ET directs LT to work with RST and
PMT to respond to State Dept inquiry.

Sou NRC Site Team (Mike
S cott)

Addres/Location:

Attachment: ____ I
This information is Of" ial Use .n.....si.e hl.rn . ...... t.n.

Datelime: 03/311201100:00:34 (P PMT: (b)(5) MT believes use of
Position:i EST Chronology Officer RASCAL to calculate source term for this next task not prefered because of its

Name: Thomas Scarbrough limitations. RES is w rking on more credible source termC (b)(5)
Record: 2058 . . .. (b)(5) i PMT expecting questions from Vince at PaCom, such as military

personnel taking KI.
LT: Receiving requests from military about contamination on aircraft. Discussing with
PMT.

ET: Tell Vince that we are getting rad questions from various military levels. Need
statement from PaCom about how to handle these calls.
ET
a ne will rely on RST in valuating TEPCO actions to determine if US
actions needed.

RST: Priority is finalizing assessment document. Working with NR on final review. RST
will close loop with Brian Sheron and DOE to let them kno-w ssessment is final.
ET discussion with NR: Venting Unit 1 became greater priority than inerting because

(b)(5) 221o70
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, time frame needed to achieve inerting. Explosive range might exist so need to vent

Facility: i ASAP. White Paper revised to emphasize venting and filling containment. Site call at
10300. Evaluating SFPs in Units 3 and 4.
LT: Action matrix being merged with Embassy list. Embassy will take over list.
EST: WebEoc has input location for lessons learned on Japan emergency team
response. Response Team members requested to include lessons learned and
i recommendations. ET encourages all levels of recommendations.
ET: Operations Center will remain active for another week or so and then will reassess.
Team Directors requested to evaluate mid-shift needs. NRC evaluating Japan
emergency response needs if government shuts down. Commission SRM directs that
staff evaluate programs to determine if any changes necessary based on Japan event.
Program review underway. NSIR will evaluate lessons learned from this event. Support
Chuck Castos team as much as possible and recognize their difficult working
conditions. All e-mails must be sent to appropriate FOIA e-mail addresses.

_ Team Directors should provide recommendations on mid-shift staffing levels at 0600.
Source: All Hands Briefing I

AddreWLocaton:,
Aftachment_ _

This imfomiaon is O,,,co, ,.e O,,, - n ........... .

DatelTime: i031301201122:35:25 (ET) IFinal assessment attached. Email from Fred Brown (RST Director) to Brian Sheron as
Postion: EST Chronology Officer follows:

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 2057 ]Bran,-1

I Attached is the final draft on the first revision of the assessment document. DOEINE has
provided their concurrence.

We plan on getting the final concurrence (Naval Reactors) tomorrow morning.

Not sure if you want to share with the higher echelons of DOE before we hit send?

ýThanks,
Fred
RST on-shift Director

Facility:

(b)(5) 221/707
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Source: RST J

Addres/LocaUon:_

Attachment:j

This informahon is O. . ..ial Us . ......-.... Intrna "

DatelTime: 10313012011 19:57:32 (P Roy - identify attendees on call: Marissa Bailey, Brian McDermott, Alan Blarney, Eric
Poslion: EST Chronology Officer Stahl, Dan Dorman may join, Bill Webster (INPO SVP Atlanta), Bob Eddy &amp; Kevin

Name: Rebecca Karas i Mullin (INPO), ?? (INPO), Randy Tripasto, industry support team, ???, industry support
Record: 12056 _team, xx Lyons, INPO VP, Al Hochivar, TEPCO bldg industry support team, several from

'GENE and Westinghouse Japan, Rob Mercer USFJ (Navy).

Roy: We believe progress being made in Japan to establish infrastructure to coordinate
US support. Embassy in Tokyo developing list of needs. Will consolidate several efforts
operating in parallel. We see benefit of consolidated list. Federal Government will be
* holding high-level rinci meetina Friday. Typically US port is for humanitarian
through US Aid. (b)(5) Questions? None. Goal
for discussion, recognizing we are working to blend our list with the list of other aid to
Japan, want to make sure our information is as accurate, understandable to needs, and
if we have updates, this is opportunity to do that. Also, if individuals are not clear on
next steps, those questions should be asked on this call. We have put together status of
items on list. please provide updates on status, as well as questions or comments. Bill
Webster: List is 34 item list dated 4:12pm, 3130111? Yes, that list. Lot of effort to get list
made up, would like to go item by item. OK. Rick Nielsen, working with assistants group

Iat INPO, working with material support: item I on rad monitors, survey meters, etc. Have
2 US and 1 Canadian utility providing, ready to ship. Roadblock is we need
transportation. Cant go further until decision made on who provides transport or
funding. Alan - will pursue in-country. DOS has lead on this one. But can someone on
the phone take the issue and move forward? If not will move forward with embassy.
Mercer: can chase down on logistics side with Joint Task Force. Is preferred ship
method military? 2 locations in US: I S. CA (4 boxes), 1 S. Tx (I pallet), 1 Ontario (20 x
150 pounds). USFJ: Have to run everything through PACOM for military shipments. J4
would have to validate -we dont know if that has happened. McDermott: Just had
conference call with DART and various military elements. In this case, do not have
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infrastructure you would have in domestic disaster - no FEMA to take lead. Discussed
I need for technical validation of requirement, but also export controls, etc. Nielsen: This
request came from Mr, Hosono in cabinet staff of govt of Japan. Hochivar: Gave govt of
Japan list of what was available. List was given directly from special assist of PM
directly to Casto and then to Hochivar. Roy: Still have issue with PACOM. J3: Just had
J4 guy here, aware of needs, awaiting validation from USFJ. We have pushed issue to
Gen. Baker (J4). Vivosa: One example of several that we need to understand how this
goes. What is it going to take to make it happen? PACOM: We are just trying to make
sure on military side that everyone is aware it is going on. Other concern is that INPO
donated items will continue over long period of time, and funding implications if DOD is
transportation solution. INPO: how get resolved? We have pushed up to flag level both

isides. Roy: role for ambassador in who is paying? Yes. Alan: embassy staff also has
logistical people. Would recommend that we status these and if on INPO items if they
can convey roadblocks, can present them at the meeting, and we can discuss logistics
1and funding issues.

Item 2: gamma camera: Information on item provided to GOJ.

Item 3: hydraulic hoses. Initial request cancelled before action taken.

Item X: Anti-Cs, respirators, etc: Provided list and costs to GOJ.

Item 4: commercial heat exchanger systems to cool sfp. Due date of 412111, working
'through industry support team

Item 5: tools and methods for moving damaged fuel, plus people with knowledge.

.Completed and sent to Hochivar

Item 6: shielding, completed yesterday to Hochivar.

Facility:
Item 7: contact info for people experienced handling open trenches of high dose rate

!water: out tomorrow am

Item 8: no further action. W working independently. Helped broker expert for them to

~fi (b)(5) 223YO7
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consult with. Dr. Murphy, Texas A&amp;M.

Item 5: list provided to TEPCO and NISA. Also info on removal tools, TMI experience,
document also provided from NRC to GOJ.

Item 9: SAMG technical document. Have reviewed - ongoing project, Providedrequested reviews through RST. Same as Item 14.

Item 10: GEH providing recommendations for nitrogen purge - provided comments to

GEH. Action is completed.

Item 11: Shielding options- duplicate item

Item 12: working with RST on assessing RPV integrity and location of core. Tech review
discussed ongoing on phone calls

Roy: on shielding request -they are asking for physical shielding, though? No, action
was list of options.Roy: Tells Alan make sure they understand we are waiting for them
to decide on what shielding they need.

Hochivar: at I meeting, Japan provided 3 projects. One personnel shielding (tungsten
Ivests), vehicle shielding, sarcophagus to enclose structures.

Items 12-14 are similar to what discussed.

Hochivar - on robotics, W has contractedwith Dr. Murphy to get her in-country to help
with robotics.

Those are all items INPO is working on.

Bailey: INPO will update list? Yes. Hochivar -will discuss more with embassy and
combine everything on I list, including protocol on updating. Alan, will have DOE and
* DOD people at meeting to status their own items.

(b)(5) 22407
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IShould have items statused later. Roy:
how often should have this call? Brian: heard once per day to make sure all US is
aligned on support. Marissa: wait and see after list is blended and then revisit frequency
of call. Will have call at 8:00pm EST.

Have barges arrived? Barge #1 left Onohama at 1700, supposed to arrive 1400 this pm.
Barge 2 at yonohama, trying to get additional transfer pump on it. Supposed to leave
sometime today.

Item 23 can be closed. Pumps in Japan and we installed them on barges. No, dont
close, there are 4 trains of equipment.

Item 24 is duplicate of Item 1? Yes.

Item 25 is also duplicate.
Source: Consortium call__________________________ ___________

AddressLocafion: __

Attachment:
This information is OMcial L&c Only. , ....

DaterimeE03102011 19:5622 E) Cannot communicate with Vince via blackberry except non.working hours not allowed
Poition: EST Chronology Officer in building. Hes in meetings about 75% of the time. He does have a desk and phone

Name: Rebecca Karas there.

Record: 2055
Facility: ____

Source: PMT ___

AddressLocafion: _Attachment _

This informaion is Offitii .. .O . ..- SI ... ..i.i.. 'hirralm.

6te/rime: 0313012011 18:43:16 (ET) Call summary continued: Very few funding sources for aid beyond humanitarian. LiaT:
Position: EST Chronology Officer i Blamey did not yet circulate list -was going to consolidate with DOS list. Embassy is

Name:! Rebecca Karas getting various requests, some from military, some from different parts of the Japanese
Record: 2054 govt. Brian: trying to get requests into a process. they ackno,,edged noone is playing

. the FEMA-type role like would be if this happened in US, They talked about a validation
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process -export controls, etc. Have 8:00 consortium call, Blarney: Have seen US
embassy list. INPO team lead here - scheduled to get together early am Japan time. List
have now is a lot of INPO support -will work into embassys list. DOD items are included
in embassys list for the most part. In some cases, INPO needs military help to move both
purchased and donated items. List does not differentiate right now, but needs to,
whether something is purchased or donated. In some cases there are export controls
on the things requested. There is a thought of setting up a joint field office. There is a
9:00 call on consortium from Japan side. All official requests from Gov of Japan are
supposed to come through cabinet-level meeting. Team in Japan can add value by

Facility: identifying things that are really critical to the plant and prioritize those higher in terms
of things like military assistance moving them. USAID does have clause that allows
things to be provided to friendly countries on reimbursible basis. Need to work out
funding authority for that Alan -should have simple charter for team in Japan. Really
think embassy will have clear role in screening the things and vetting them, then get
them to the right people to work. For the consortium, if we can get clear tasks to the
agencies, they dont really need charter. Roy: is any equipment on list making its way to
Japan? Alan: Have not checked recently - DOD moving on barge/pumping. Robotics-

'no current update. DOE and DOD were working. Embassy should really status that info.

Source:! ETIBlamey -_

AddressLocation: __

Attachment:
This information is Officiol Uise Onrl Snitiae Inta.mal Information.

DaterTime:J0313012011 18:27:59 (ET) ) Summary of call with USAID, multiple other agencies dealing with foreign consequence
Posifion: EST Chronology Officer management, ODACA (?), military, DOS, DART, DOE, OSD, Yokoda, J5: They are

Name: Rebecca Karas mustering and looking at a structure similar to what we have in the US with a joint field
Record: 2053 .office.

Facility:
Source: ET

Addres/Location:__

Attachment I __.-_... .....

This information is O,,ia1 Use Oe , - Sensittviv te, rai l aton.

DatelTime: 0313012011 17:14:03 (ET) 4 continuous hours of meetings so far. Trying to set up liaison relationships at PACOM.

Position: EST Chronology Officer First is on NRC consortium call at 2000 EST. Have Navy Captain from J9 office- can he

(b)(5)
2fl707
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Name:; Rebecca Karas call in? J9 is responsible for coordinating transfer of equipment and movement of
Record: 2052 _ supplies. Want to make sure that JSDF requests are parallel with civilian side. Roy -yes,

fine. Vince -just finished talking to intel - J2 -going to try and set up daily call with RST.
Info they are getting now is coming out of NRC summary, but they should be able to ask
questions of RST. Admiral asking lots of questions. Roy RST very busy, so just keep in

1 mind fielding many similar requests from WH. Vince -they may also want call with PMT.
ai They might be interested in 1700 EST. Weber -we dont have one parameter to use asFacility: , ...

indication that things are going south -know PACOM wants. Vince -they are looking at
all detailed status info. They are ones who would provide bladders if they need for water

Itransfer. They may use barges to hold contaminated water also. &lt;&lt;discussion of
i imaging capabilities&gt;&gt; Weber -would like to know when J4 logistics team will be
in Tokyo. Vince will find out.

Source: Vince

AddresdLocation: i

Attachment:,
This information is . .... "-' O "l -SensiU "v l ""l nf ;,t,,n.

Date/Time: 0313012011 17:05:25 (E_ý Right now requests for assistance coming through multiple channels. Industry is
Positlon: EST Chronology Officer ';asking NRC to authenticate requests. We are attempting to channel the requests now.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 2051

Facility:_

Source: ETr__

AddrerdLocation: __

Attachment. ___

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ This informaion is Offical Use Oly- Sensitive Intern•,a ni,-,o, n.

DatelTime: 0313012011 16:56:57 (ET)

Postion: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record:T2050 /

Fachty,; _ _+_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Source:E' I ET"

AddreWLocaUon:

Attachment
This informauon is o.... . .e Oly. "en - " .si .i..... '-maH -tiw.-

(b)(5) 2270707
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DatelTime: 1031301201116:47:46 (El) i Still looking for other agency to step forward and take lead. USAID may pull out -they
Position:' EST Chronology Officer are only for short-term need.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 2049
Facility:

Source:. ET

Add reWLoca fon: I_______ __

Attachent ~This informain isfiiaUO ly-Siv fd~a In OR-aU

DatelTime: 103/30/2011 16:26:57 (ET) I1715 call with USAID. Liaison Team will cover. PMT -Taiwan interested in event. Liaison
Position: I EST Chronology Officer Team will follow up with. EDOs testimony indicated 100,000x less than normal

Name: Rebecca Karas background is what readings are in US -asked to verify (EPA website shows). Marty or
Record: 2048 Eric will also testify on April 6, so need to verify #. RST -update is being worked. Also

Facilityi1  have call with site team at 6:00. Will work on fixing sitrep for SFP info.
Source:jET

AddreWLocation:

Attachment:
This informaUon is 0,,,cil Us- nly S,,.o nr. I,÷ formt in

Date/Time:'0313012011 16:25:09 (ET) Still waiting to hear from DHS on the one individual who has expertise on molten fuel.
Posion: IEST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record:1 2047

Facility:I

Source: Liaison Team ___

AddressLocation:_

Attachment __ _

This informaton is Offiuia i ... ... .............. ... . .

Date/Time:l 0313012011 16:12:45 (ET) Roy -Made contact with Vince in Pearl Harbor. Getting arrangements for logistics with
Position: EST Chronology Officerh im. Feedback from deputies meeting was that PACOM is lookin for decay heat

Name: Rebecca Karas loading associated with when energetic release not an issue (b)(5)
(b)(5) IChm: taskforce looking at

next steps for PA planning, and PMT hooked in. There are planning tools being used to
guide what might develop that could cause us to do additional things with US citizens.
Most severe things appear to be linked to SFP fire. Would need some triggering event,

L

(b)(5) 2281707
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FaI iy

Facility.

OUO -Sensilu Irte id iIfti Jon

like a reactor having more significant event that would prevent you from supplying
Iwater to pools. Then would have some amount of time before losing all inventory. Roy -
I discusses weir wall and indication being erroneous. Scenarios from SFPs rather dire,,(b)(5) __ rhey want to remove SFPs, but at same time say they
i re filled with water•

onsortium call at 8. Trying to understand
what is success for consortium call. people come and go from call depending on

1who is ET director on shift. (b)(5)
(b)(5) lWorking on rev I of severe accident approach. Call at 7. Rad

tconditions about the same at the sited
(b)(5)

•oy- barges on

Jtheir way. Also, turned off 8:00 CA briefings,-they are now 10am in the morning.

Source: Chairman

AddresdLocation:
Attachments

This information is Ofca s nySni nonIlfac

DatelTime: 03/3012011 16:09:53 (ET) RST working Rev 1 of severe accident approach -5:00 call with external groups. Rad
Position: EST Chronology Officer I conditions about the same. Interagency policy meeting on temp rad standards for

Name: Rebecca Karas * cross-border shipments. EPA has lead. Unconfirmed media report of contaminated milk
Recor2045 _ in WA state. EPA trying to find out.
Facility:

Source: ET _

AddressLocatlonri

Attachmentj _
This informaton is OfficiI sa Ol -. . . .. . a I-f---"-"

Date/Time: 031301201115:52:26 (EP) Chairman got feeling in Japan that pools are full due to skimmer indication. RST:
PoWition: EST Chronology Officer I skimmer surge tank does not give indication of pool level. When the pool is full, water

Name: Rebecca Karas goes over weir and into cleanup system - if SFPCU is running, there is surge tank and
Record: 2044 as long as water comes over weir, surge tank lines up with level in pool. Right now level

-is below weir, so does not show pool level, Site team on SFP4M-structural people think
)A

(b)(5) M'7
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I Luccioni

Record: 12042
FacilitY:L _ _ _ --. __

Source: EST _ _ _.......... . ............ .......

Address/Location:__
Attachment: I- ..........

This information is Off..c.. We On -Seasibftn i....u.n.... ..

DatelTime: 10313012011 13:43:53ýET) Working on the request list from Japan. We need to figure out who is going to provide it,
Position: EST Chronology Officer ; who is going to pay for it and the logistic to get it to Japan.

Nae:Hector Rodriguez.
Luccioni

Record: 12039

Faclity:II

Source: LT
AddresLocation:

Attachment: __
This information is O"&/ U .ie "'y S ,.it,! tnfonrmaonn

Date/Time: 0313012011 13:43:53 (EP) Working on the request list from Japan. We need to figure out who is going to provide it,

Position: EST Chronology Officer who is going to pay it and the logistic to get it to Japan.

Name: Hector Rodriguez-

Record: 12041
Facity: _

Source: LT _

AddredLocation:
Attachment:-

This information is Ola1 tt- 0d *- •uEISrivuva hit III-VIIaU6M.

Date/Time: 03/3012011 13:43:53 (Er)T Working on the request list from Japan. We need to figure out who is going to provide it,
Position: EST Chronology Officer who is going to pay it and the logistic to get it to Japan.

Name: Hector Rodriguez
Luccioni

Record: .2040
Fiacility
Source: LTI

(I (b)(5) 2317107
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AddreWILocafion:i
OUOTS~Sitbe Iil~ 1aJ l~fo~r~icn

Attachment!
This information is Offiaf U Oy. Sensitive Iniernal informa on.

DatefTime: 03/3012011 12:39:05 (E-I Everybody that is needed for the pessimistic case model requested by the Ambassador
Posi2on: LEST Chronology Officerj is on board. RES personal is coming from Church Street to the OPS center.

Name:I Hector Rodriguez.
i Luccioni

]I

Record: 2037
Facility:
Source: PMT I

AddresLocation:

Attachment:
This infoma~on is Offiaf ý'. .

Date/Time:j03/3012011 12:39:05 (EM) Everybody that is needed for the pessimistic case model requested from by the
Position: EST Chronology Officer Ambassador is on board. RES personal is coming from Church Street to the OPS

Hector Rodriguez. center.
Name: Luccioni

Record: 12038
Facility: I

Source: PMT _

AddressLocation: _
Attachment _

This informaion is O ial Uos Only ....e . .a e r ......aU...

Date/Time: 10313012011 12:04:05 (El) At 1600 we will send the assessment paper. We think they will have to vent anyway.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I They might get to a Hydrogen explosion in a few days, this is why the recommendation

Name: Hector Rodriguez- will not change much. The big concerned is about the corrosion due to salt.
Luccioni

Record: 2036

Facility:l -__

Source: IRST

AddreWLocaflon:

Attachment ___ _. ......
This information is -fie, eOnl. ý,^ Sns , ifve ,ý,nar ,al lnformaion..

Date/lTime: 03/3012011 10:01:08 (El)_ RST- We have been looking at the red line strike out of our assessment paper. We will
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'have a call at 11:00 am to discuss it. One of the recommendations to Unit 1 is to fill with

I
(b)5) 232W707
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Ne Hector Rodriguez- water and to inert with nitrogen. DOE has a paper coming up of corrosion. We need to
a:Luccioni know if the instrumentations that the Japanese have is enough to know the level of

Record: -2035 water as the reactor is fill in with water on Unit 1, since it is not desire to fill it up
completely that will cover the vent system. SFPs is another issue we need to discuss
and clarify the status of water level. RST contact RES to help with the worst case of Unit
1 about the possible energy release. RST will look at what is the value of the seal
leakage flow rate.

Fad I ity:~

PMT -The water in the trench radiation level is the same of the turbine building radiation
level. Vincent Holahan will be calling around 8:30 pm for update. PMT started working
on the pessimistic scenarios the ambassador asked for. PMT is working together with
RES and RST to accomplish this scenario model. We have not seen any change in
radiological data we have been receiving.

LT -We are working on the communication with Vincent Holahan. The consortium call
changes have to be communicated to everybody.

RST - It seems that Japan has more instrumentation available that we think they have,
based on a data we received from NRC team in Japan.

EST -Briefing on the Deputy meeting: The Prime Minister was very grateful to the
President on the cooperation we are giving. The Chairman talked about his visit, he felt
that they have similar issues and concerned that we have. The Japanese have modeling
runs that came with similar results than ours.

LT - will have a call at night to discuss the list of the Japanese request.

EST - Deputy meeting briefing: They were asking about the capability of filtering the
water and clean up. They want to know how long this case will last about decay heat
removal.
i RST - During the weekend there was a concerned of getting criticality because of the
salt.
PMT -there was no isotope present that indicates there was a criticality.

/1 (b)(5))
233707

I,
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Source: EST

AddreIl~ocation: 1
Attachment:_ _ _

This information is Qtficia UWe Only -Sensii~ve hInteial Inb~iniatii.

Date/Time:I 0313012011 07:43:38 (ET) He heard that DOD is taking the lead for the consortium, but hes not sure about that. We
Position:I EST Chronology Officer need to give a follow up to this by contacting Josh.

Name:Hector Rodriguez-

Record:! 2031

Source:1 Call from Marty
AddreWLocation:

Attachment: :
This information is Oftial( ny -....... " .t...a. hfp...atiu..

Date/Time: [3/3012011 07:29:26 (ET) lRadiological condition in the plants are the same. Vince Hollahan was sent to Hawaii.
Position: EST Chronology Officer The consortium call has been re-establish and it has been moved to 8:00 pm.

Name. IHector Rodriguez- (b)(5)
NeLuccioni

^^. A•WAl'
FacUIity:

Facility:

There is a concerned in Unit 1 if the bottom head can fail in a way to cause a steam
explosion that produce an energy release. All the salt in the bottom of the vessel is
impeding the cooling of the area. RST is working on this.
LT-There is a power point slides that outline the organization that are involve in the
consortium, Is undefined who is the lead organization and what is the scope of the
organizations. This will be send to the commission office.

Source: TAs Morning Briefing
Call

AddressLocation:_

Attachment: ;,L_..................
This information is ' n "

Date/lime: 03/3012011 07:43:38 (ET) He heard that DOD is taking the lead for the consortium, but hes not sure about that, We
Positon: EST Chronology Officer need to give a follow up to this by contacting Josh.

N Hector Rodriguez.
Luccioni/

(I (b)(5)
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Record: 2034
Facility:
Source: Call from Marry

AddresLocation:__ 
_

Attachment. i
This information is Offiid Uo Onl,.i- ,,, o,,ato,.

Date/Time: 103130/2011 07:43:38 (ET) He heard that DOD is taking the lead for the consortium, but hes not sure about that. We
_-Posion:EST Chronology Officer need to give a follow up to this.

F...

Hector Rodriguez-
NeLuccioni

Record: 2032
i iFacility:!

Source: Call from Marty ___

AddresLocation:___
Attachment _

This informaton is O,,icia, Ue O,,, - I, ............... .

Date/Time: 03/3012011 07:29:26 (ET), Radiological condition in the plants are the same. Vince Hollahan was sent to Hawaii.
Position: jEST Chronology Officer The consortium call has been re-establish and it has been moved to 8:00 pm

N Hector Rodnguez-Name: ~cIon (b)(5)
I____ Luccioni

Record: 2033

There is a concerned in Unit I if the bottom head can fail in a way to cause a steam
explosion that produce an energy release. All the salt in the bottom of the vessel in

'impeding the cooling of the area. RST is working on this.
Facility: LT.There is a power point slides that outline the organization that are involve in the

consortium. Is undefined who is the lead organization and what is the scope of the
organizations.

I TAs Morning Briefing I
Source: 'Call __________

AddressULocation:_

Attachment: -

This information i. ficial .

Date/Time:'03130/2011 0715:37 (ET)_ The plant radiological condition is the same. We are considering the damage in Unit 2

(b)(5) 23 o77
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Position: EST Chronology Officer and 3 and support the next ste
Hector Rodriguez.

Name: Luccioni (b)(5)

Record: 2028

alyIs probably a good think to floo the containment to the bottom of the vessel.Facility:

Briefing Call to the
Surce_ Chairman

AddresLocation: i
Achmentth mn

This information is Offial Use only Sonsit, • i Intese! no,. rma,.-.,

Date~ime: [0313012011 07:15:37 (ET) J The plant radiological condition is the same. We are considering the damage in Unit 2
Position: EST Chronology Officer -and 3 and support the next ste

Hector Rodriguez.
Name: Luccioni (b)(5)

Record: 2029

F Is probably a good think to flood the containmentto the bottom of the vessel.Facility:;.

S Briefing Call to theSource:chairman i

Addre/Location: _

Attachment: _

This information is Mida Use Only. S 'nsitive Internet Iormation" .

Date/Time: ;03/3012011 07:04:55 (Er) Plant conditions maintain the same in concerned of radiological conditions, decay is

Position: EST Chronology Officer oI r friend.

Name:Hector Rodriguez.Nme:, ..

Record: 2027

Facility:

Source: PMT
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AddreWLocation: I
Attachment

This information is ' .- I l ,nf^ro.,.

Date/Tirme:L0313012011 06:47:08 (ET) Staff turnover updates.
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam
Record: 2026
Faclity: ET
Source: ET

AddresWLocation:_
Attachment ___

This informaton is" ., ,,l. Ses.. Into.n, l ,.f^ oon.

Date/Time: 103130/2011 06:16:58 (ET) RST- GE doesnt think that inerting is a priority. They will give reasoning to us on that
Poston: EST Chronology Officer IWe will give a recommendation to our 15:00 crew. TEPCO now plans to increase the

Name:! Nick Ballam flow until it reaches the surge tank. The structural people didnt know if that was a good
Record: 2025 idea. The NRC team and Japan are discussing it back and forth. We are technical

I advisers at this point. We give them our best advice and they can take it or leave it. RST
assessment reevaluating based on conditions on the ground - Still working on this item.

IPMT - 16:00 Japan team call, we had a question on recommendation for shipping to use
ýtheir evaporators offshore. We reminded them of the notice to shipping with the 50 mile
EPZ. Gave them some IAEA information. Request came from Marie on the Japan team.
Initial request was from the military. Closed three tasker items tonight.

Facility:

Source:. ET

LT - Consortium meeting -We should put this to the line, NRR or RES, and let them run
!the meeting. Jim sent an email up to the EDO requesting this. Probably needs to be an
SES manager type person. We are awaiting the EDOs blessing on the idea. Quick
writeup for VP on deputies meeting. Send it up to Bruce and Jim. He will email it up to
the chairman for his 8 oclock meeting.

Scott -Ready to send a 1-pager. Will add a line that Chuck is working to resolve some
roles and responsibilities issues from some new arrivals from N.R. and DOE (SANDIA).

AddresWLocation:
'. ! (b)(5)

2371707
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Attachment:
This information is Of - ' .

Date/Time:i 3)30i2011 05:57:53 (ET) Jim- Priorities: RST is still pushing dry well. filling in unit one.
Positon:I EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam Nitrogen purge is going to be through the 3rd to initiate it.
Record:- 2024

Been answering questions through the night Vince Holohan is embedded in PACOM.
Operating in a SCIF.

i Chuck -The admiral Rogan in Japan has been pushing Chuck all day on these dose
!questions. Couldnt help him much from the site team. They are using assumpions that
tare ten days old on some of their plans.

i Jim There will be another inter-government council IPC to support customs and border
patrol concerning radiological clearance for things/people coming from Japan. Giving it

Ito FSME as part of the Line Organization. Status of the staffing stand-down? No
aity updates. We need to pass some of these ideas through him.Faciflit:'

Chuck- Spent most of the day trying to get the information and Chuck spends his days

I putting out fires. DOE called in people from SANDIA and the yI work for the site team.
Chuck didnt ask for it and doesnt know why they are there.,

(b)(5)

Inter-Agency call at 9:30 this could be addressed. N.R. is here, and we could use that to
help as well.
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I We dont want the burden of tracking down shielding. Other departments should handle
these types of logistical issues.

Source:: Phone wlChuck I__

Address/Location: 
.

Attachment: .
This iformation is f al iaOnl ......... lnts ' ,,n o tion

Date/Time: 0313012011 03:59:59 (ET) Vince is in one huge SCIF, cant get cell phone access, etc. He has the potential to
Position: EST Chronology Officer ;become a middle man between Admiral Willard and us. Vince will start calling in

Name: Nick Ballam !routinely. You can reach him by calling his cell phone and leaving messages. We dont
Record: 2023 'have any real time contact with him. Get a number at the SCIF where we could give him
Facility: a classified phone call.
Source: ET t_

Address/Location:_
Attachment:

This information is Offcia Us Onl, Scnsitiv Internalo ratii••

Date/Time: i 03/301201103:56:17 (ET) Getting a lot of questions about NLE planning positions. Are we going to address that?
Position:IEST Chronology Officer i No answer yet We hope to hear back within a week with more information on this issue.

Name: Nick Ballam.

Record:, 2022
Facility: ____ __

Source: I ET ___

Address/Location: 
_

Attachmenti
This informaaUon is UicRlai sn #V~r*dernailnf ."

Date/Time: 0313012011 03:40:41 (ET) Management of turnover discussion-
Position: EST Chronology Officer Team leaders come in to give the ET an update, but the other teams dont know what the

Name: Nick Ballam other teams are doing. Possibly creating a turnover board in WebEOC.
Record: 2021

'Status of facility
Dose Assessments
Current Priorities
What will we get done this shift?
Whats the plan?

IWhat are the challenges?
( (b)(5) W07
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Facility: ( b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Source: PMT _

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment!

This informaion is M ini Us e ,y. ,0S ,•1 i ,e,,a ,IV,,atin.

Date/Time: 03/30/2011 01:41:10 (ET) LT -Need to give the Chairman a document for an upcoming meeting. Would have to be
Position: EST Chronology Officer more high level than what we gave to Roy. We need to summarize what was given to

Name:; Nick Ballam Roy. He needs a one page paper with sound bytes that would help him.
Record: 2018

Thoughts:
TEPCO continues to inject freshwater into the plants that have fuel in them (1,2,3), and
continues to spray water into fuel pools. They are working on water management at the
facility. Consortium is in place. The radiation levels are trending down. Currently no
basis to adjust the 50 mile evacuation. Working with OSTP, DOE, EPA on overall dose
assessment process.

Tell him that there will be an IPC meeting that will address the issue of release criteria.

We have been asked for release criteria for materials in the country or to work with
Facility: I interagencies for release criteria for commodities coming here from Japan. We

answered that last night with some DOE criteria. The emergency is in Japan. Would we
want to adopt an adjusted release criteria here in the U.S. because of this? There could
be consequences at airports with TSA (people losing luggage, clothing, etc.)

((b)(5)
241/707
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NEI made their protected website available to DOE and EPA.

(b)(5)

_ _ _ _ Pass it by RST and PMT for review.
Source:. ET

AddresslLocaton:_

Attachment _

This information is Oflii d -rmation

DatelTime: 0312912011 23:58:01 (ET) (All Staff Meeting Shift Brief)
Position:! EST Chronology Officer. RST (Dave) -No real status issues from status sheet. Call with NRC Japan team at 1500,

Nm still concerned with U4 pool. Should we still be filling it up with water? Integrity of pool
Record:'2017 needs to be considered when addressing this issue. Evening shift put together a

Iscenario on why the U2 system might be breached. Sending it to GE and INPO to let
them know our thoughts on that. Fred Brown sent email out ot RES and NRR to think
about scenarios of potential outcomes for spent fuel pools and damaged cores, to
develop a worst case scenario. Is there any question about whether or not there will be

e sort of energetic release' ,
(b)(5) •ant to move this issue to

!the normal line organizations. Will provide a technical document

PMT - Catching up on some of the NARAC runs that have been run and released but
'havent yet circled back to us. We have now reviewed all of them

eresponded toa

question from chairman last week on this issue. Its in the record system. PMT1 2. Need
to contact Vince Holohan in Hawaii. Weve sent a message to his blackberry and were
looking for his number. We will set up what he needs from us and what we need from
him.

iLT -The Consortium meeting tomorrow at 20:00. Still need to put together background
b•oo for Roy s he can be prepared. We need to, brinsormisthbett
theET r o si in a f ,or V t •h metigoristhis it the best thing to have
ithe ET director sit in as the HQ rep for that meeting or is this something that we Could

(b)(5) 2421707
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assign somewhere else (Line org.). NRR or NRO? If you letthe Ops Center watch do it,
then the person changes for each meeting (depending on shift). Need to determine an
"owner" for this item. FOIA emails, a reminder to get them all in, and to complete the

Facility: laction items.

Jim- Need to better track the papers we have issued and the policy decisions that have
been made. Teams need to focus on policy issues or be sensitive to major policy
decisions. Overall priorities are to continue to assess the rad conditions (we still think
that the 50 miles is the rght answer for US Citizens) and coordination with other
I departments and industry. Status on recommendation of filling the dry wells or not? Still
waiting on some feedback from GE. The Japanese are concerned with where the water
is going. We put a document together with potential leak paths, but without more
information we couldnt narrow it down too well. Concluded that there is enough salt in
those vessels to fill the bottom of the vessel. Discussion on how crusted salt may be

linsulating the vessel. We have about 12 people in Japan. Chuck will probably be over
there for at least another 2 weeks. Chairman came back, which may allow us to start
discussing staffing decisions. Chairman leaves again on Saturday.

1 Are our priorities based on the highest risk or the easiest/quickest things to fix? Our
view is that Unit 1 is the greatest risk. Priorities are based on radiological risk.
TEPCO is continuing to put water on the spent fuel pools. They give us reports every
day. Rad levels seems to be trending down.
Staff should starts capturing our lessons learned in WebEOC. Capture anything
(nothings too trivial at this point). The commission issues an SRM to stand up a task
I force to look at lessons learned from this event. The task force has been formed, and
will be led by Charlie Miller, Gary Holohan, and others. They have a draft charter ready.
Would look at emergency planning zones, 1 miles vs 50 miles etc. Seismic review GSl-
199 is a separate issue from this task forc5)

Source: ET _

AddressILocation: _

Attachment: _ _ ___ _

This information is Official Use On .- Snsitil Internal !nfnrmetinn

DatelTjme:0312912011 21:19:51 (ET) 'Japanese asked US for experts on melted fuel, INPO provided list back to site team -on

Position: EST Chronology Officer list with all industry experts, there is a DHS employee. Team understands there is a
J
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Name: Rebecca Karas protocol for providing US govt employee names. Thought is should run this back
Record: 2016 ;through DHS.
Facility: 1 _

S o u rc e : I E T _ _ _. . .. ........ ... ..............

AddresslLocaton: _

Attachment: __.........

This information is f cifa jL& ,,y. en i..,us lirnau l ,wiuf ,muv.

Date/Time: 10312912011 21:03:48 (En) TEPCO believes highly likely that water in TB and U2 underground tunnel came from
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1 same source partially melted fuel. Tepco says water in U1 underground tunnel may

Name: Rebecca Karas have only been from tsunami waves. If U1 tujnnel water safe, will release to sea. More
Record: 2015 nuclear experts dispatched from Areva in France. Will help with removing water from

iTBs. Science ministry says seawater rad levels still high but on decline. Samples
Facility: collected 30km offshore. 1.5- 3.9 Bq/I found in samples. Current levels 115 - 1110 of those

collected earlier.
Source: NHK Media__ _ _

Add ressLocation: ________

Attachment_:
This information is Of.,0ial Woe only- sno,•lUV ,i•tI, infundlju.

DatelTime: 0312912011 20:39:40 (ET) RST working on ass mbling exverts on whether eneraetic relpasp.still nnsihle-1ho,,

Position: EST Chronology Officer are trina to set up
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 2014 (b)(5)

Facility:'

Source:.ET

Address/Location:

Attachment_
This information is O e.iil•. i •sa Onl Sensiti•e Intermal Inormatior.

Date/Time:1 031291201120:13:09 (E) &lt;&ltaudio system difficulties- TA questions not heard&gt;&gt;. GE does believe
Position:1 EST Chronology Officer 'recirc seals are failed, but this does not drive their strategy. Decision on whether want

Name: Rebecca Karas briefings once or twice a day- does take time to prep for these. Snodderly: once a day
Record: 2013 would work, with an extra brief scheduled if significant change. Orders: Unit I RPV and

dlw are intact and were thinking of flooding? Yes. Have trench full of water and highly

(b)(5) 24V107
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radioactive, maybe use that to flood. Castleman: Do we have more rad level info?
Nothing beyond what we had yesterday. More RASCAL runs? No. NARAC gave us
recent run as of Saturday. Trying to see if they have more runst

(b)(5)

ave included info
from 1pm today. Well look at. Are Japanese considering any PAG changes? No. Right
now we understand they arent. 50 mile rec for US still stands. UI: Reported they were
talking about inerting with N. Still on table? yes, but they have I day delay. The sitrep on
white smoke from SFP -what is? No, no elaboration on that. Know when they put water

Facility: in, they get large steam reaction -dont know if continued plume is steaming residual
water - assume is steam, but not definitive. Japanese asked for shielding-
developments? Not aware of any. Regarding AC restoration -where stand? Last heard
got CR lighting back on U4. Dont know about temp 4kV switchgear. Havent heard HVAC
back in CR. Did hear FW injection was transferred to temp elec pumps, but heard
powered by portable generators. They were trying to string elec cables -know where
they stand with dewatering 2+3 TBs? Heard looking for place to dewater to. Weber
mentioned Chu recommended fresh water should be deaerated.- RST was supposed to_evaluateb(5

( )() n VTS call, indicated path we

were taking. Did not talk about Chus thoughts. belief was that was right place to be. Will
get back with preferable time for this call tomorrow. Still on for 7:30 until make change.

Source: TA, questions ,

AddresWLocation:
Attachment: . . . .. .

This information is Onal InformatioL

Date/Time: 031291201119:57:15 (ET)i Freshwater injection to Units 1-3. Conclude some degree of fuel damage to 1-3. Vetted
PosiWon: fEST Chronology Officer recommendation on core cooling and planning to avoid hydrogen explosions,

Name:! Rebecca Karas particularly Unit 1. Recommended approach to maintain cooling with fresh water, flood
Record: 12012 ' torus and flood dlw without impacting venting capability. Provided to Japan team.

Trench outside at Unit 2 filled with water reading 1OOR/hr and only a few inches from top
of trench. Considering or putting sandbags there to keep water from ocean. Freshwater
barges supposed to arrive today, Japan expressed interest in pumps that separate
contaminants and evaporate water. PNNL sent 2 people to Japan. Bechtel pumping
statio, in J Village, people still being trained. Hear they are likely to use different pieces

(b)(5) 24'07
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Facility:

Source: TA Brief

OUU - ensiew rernM InfoMont

in different ways. NEI has provided password-protected website information on US
sampling to EPA and DOE. Industry consortium had call -saw value in having I list of
requests from Japan. Thought was site team could be clearinghouse to avoid
duplication. Pu on ground been reported in media: 2 of 5 samples been taken, and tests
indicate 0.1 mR/hr. Shaw group entered into agreement with W, B&amp;W and Toshiba
to provide help to TEPCO. We are not privy to that program and goals, but will try and
get info. Tepco oceanwater samples -guess not too far offshore. Show I readings about
34x Japan limit. For Cs is 110x Japanese limit. We have concerns with regards to UI
drywell and issues associated with maintaining integrity of drywell (believed lost for 2
and 3). In terms of flooding, other strategies, Japanese likely focused on that, but seem
to have strong focus on SFP 3+4 where there is very little water or they are dry, and they
are interested in assistance to move the SNF and get rid of that source term. Thought is
there may be hole in I or more of SFPs, and thought that just the weight of the water
with EQ damage could be enough to cause structural damage and failure of SFPs.
ITomorrow Chairman is in deputis call.1

(b)(5)
POE s-et to provide

1robots to Japan -arriving April 5. Believe Vince is in Pearl Harbor. Will be advising
Admiral Willard. TEPCO is considering spraying zeolite on outside and interior of RBs to
fix contamination -difficult to accomplish. Idea they had on their own.T _. . .

Addres/Location: _

Attachment: _

This information is • eOnly. S ,-ns i mfoetin

DIae/Time:I03129/2011 18:29:52 (ET)J Calls in for phone call with Chairman.
Position:! EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas IBrian: Reentry paper was sent to team to be shared with embassy. Establishing POC on
Record: 2011 site team in Japan to work with consortium group and idea that there needs to be

I consolidated list of technical issues- Lia team is working. Chuck: J4 team should be
turned back on for logistical support. Kmax is a dead issue - they and we have backed
off of remote helicopter. Doesnt have the capabilities we thought. Chuck: if we get J4

Facility:, team turned back on, they will take care of all of this -track equipment and get it from A
to B. Japans primary focus right now is to remove SNF, We would prefer they get
reactors stabilized, Need to reduce source term in plant- think that removing SNF will

/1
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reduce source term.
Source: Chuck

Address/Location: _

Attachment: _

This informaton is l.iaU lS ml in oaýon.-

Date/Time: 0312912011 17:17:51 (ET) I Discusses whether we still think we could get energetic release or not -are we past this
Position:IEST Chronology Officer point? If had hydrogen explosion again, would maybe be only significant local event?

Name: Rebecca Karas Possibly a path to exit.
Record: 2010

Facility:[

Source: ETIRST
AA - -- - --.1-. - -

This information is Ofua ny osU nen!I~m~n

Date/Time: 0312912011 16:12:52 (ET) Nothing difinitive on ex-vessel, but if you look at how long they were without water-
Poslion: ! EST Chronology Officer would be amazing if didnt go ex-vessel, Fred: all work to date is based on core being in

Name: Rebecca Karas vessel. If not case, then recommendations may be different. Can we tell from rad fields?
Record: 2009 Only data we have are 2 CAMs. If they have other monitors, have not shared. Providing

aid has been challenge. they turned fire truck away early on. They want a Japanese
Facility:! solution -will use all Japanese fire trucks before using US one. Decisionmaking is all at

the top, running up multiple channels of government.
Source: ET/Trapp

AddresLocation:-

Attachm ent: .... ...I_.. .... ....... ...
This informnaton is 3o.fiv t Only - Sen s ,iti ! ,v,,,,e.

Date/Time: 0312912011 15:38:44 (ET) Unit 2- the panel that was off was actually blown off in the Unit 3 explosion. Unit 2 had
Position: EST Chronology Officer RCIC running for a while, then failed. Best guess was due to NPSH. They were getting

Name: rRebecca Karas some battery power. Good 36 hours or more with no injection on Unit 2. Cont pressures
Record: J2008 were double design pressure. Then got explosion on Unit 2, which could be in-

containment steam explosion, they did torus inspection and thought they saw some
damage. We thought was ex-vessel then. Amazing hasnt had hydrogen explosion -

probably because steam is coming out pretty fast- probably pushing out hydrogen.
Unit 1 actually has RPV pressure, so does containment, Probably in best shape.
Isocondenser boiled dry in about 1V2 hour. Significant core damage in U1, but RCS may

f-I
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be intact, Unit 3: looks like locks on top of containment fell in -significant steam coming
out of cont dome and also sfp. Think fuel pool was empty on Unit 3. When put water on
first time, steamed significantly. Cont probably not intact on U3. Fuel pool mostly empty.
Debate whether fuel pool or reactor was cause of hydrogen on Unit 3. Fuel pool may
have ruptured early due to seismic event, like Unit 4. Appeared 3 might have had small
zirc fire at some point. 4 is obscured by debris-looks like bridge might have collapsed
into pool. all in 4 was damaged, got blown out below fuel pool. 3 less damage -was

i hi gh e r up.

Facility:( 5

Everyone exhausted first week at NISA and TEPCO. They indicated they contracted a lot
of maintenance at site -they didnt show back up, so very challenged to get people to
site. Then MOD got engaged. The area is devastated. Roads in poor shape. Switchgear
was damaged -couldnt get diesels back. Also no fuel supply. Had 600 earthquakes
while there in Tokyo. They still dont really know now if there is water in SFP4 or not.
Talked about flying over drone so pilots wouldnt get dosed. MOD said all drones down

Inow because chan ing out software. They said send our drone(Think they didnt really
(b)(5) )They had pretty quick hookups to get from fire truck to reactor.

They never did tell us exact flowpath. Unit 1 is probably only one with vessel integrity.

No pressure in 2 or 3 vessel for significant amount of time. Doses are really high.
Getting 6-8k R/hr. Good assumption is gone through vessel. Readings may not be
completely accurate. Believe from CAM monitor just outside containment wall, but not
sure. Not clear that the monitor would be properly functioning, though.

Trapp (returned from
Source: Toyo)

Addre~lLocation:'
::IAttachment: ___ __

This informaion is Ofu d U,,: Only,- ,Se,•,llv, .,,,,,.,l .......... tion.

Date/Time: 10312912011 15:20:16 (EM) ' Roy: Situation continues to be dynamic. Continue to learn more. Have freshwater
Positon: EST Chronology Officer injection to all 3 units. Still looks like fuel damage to 1-3. Had migration of water with rad

Name:: Rebecca Karas material that looks like came from the core into the TB basements. Not sure of flowpath.
Record:', 2007 Trying to find a balance between amount of cooling water in and rad cleanup. They are

(b)(5) 246707
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not seeing TB flooding level increasing, so either is cascading to another location, or
possibly something else. Attention on trench at Unit 2. Reading 100R/hr, only 10cm
below burm where would have access to ocean. Putting sandbags out to contain water
leaving trench. FW barges are expected to arrive Wed (today) in Japan. NEI database -

web-protected - up and operational. DOE and EPA have password. Can track
indications at lants. Seeing some slight increases, but not close to health
conse uences.

Facility:. FiEstimate is they would be venting and inerting as they flood up. Chu believes that

hydrogen explosion potential is problem - preventing it is steam environment, and as fill
up, will quench that. Weber -outgrowth of yesterdays science panel call. This was 1 of 2
recommendations got from call. Other was that water should be deoxygenated before
being injected. Group discussed both, and decided neither one was acceptable to pass

Ion to )apanese (b)(5)
OChm] (b)(5) tRoy: discussed spraying zeofite
on RR to fix contamination, but difficult maneuver considering logistics -may not
happen, Vince in HI, have not heard from. IAEA meeting being convened next Mon. NRC
consortium had another call - compiling list of needs expressed by Japan. NRC would
be org that would keep one consolidated list

Source: Chairman ___

Address/Location: _

Attachment:!
This informaUonis 1fflci,,i0si Oly Sen iv- qos ....ew i,.ora,,m

Date/Time: 031291201114:39:02 (ET) 1430: Transitioning Briefing -Roy Zimmerman, Brian McDermott.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:dVanice Perin
Record: 2006
Facility: _

Source: ET

Addres/Location:

Attachment:

(b)(5) 249o7
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This information is ....... Us- O.l, oe.sti,. lnle,,l-if ona -

Date/Time: 0312912011 13:16:40 (ET) IMike Weber call with Josh Batkin.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Vanice Perin
Record: 2005

Facility:I
Source: ET__"

AddreWILocation: _ ____

Attachment: _

This information is i - n

Date/Time: 03/2912011 10:38:28 (Er) !(Cont phone call):
Podtion: EST Chronology Officer Who has lead and who pays: INPO - donations received; issue with transportation;

Name: Vanice Perin Chem and bio instant response team(?): detection decontamination;
Record: 2004 IUAV options - high priority mission military haz mat issuesiprocedures;

Action for NRC: get POC at team in Japan;
Request for consolidated action list of all orgs/agencies involved, including team in

Facility: JE ,Japan.

!Next call tomorrow: 900 or 1000
Source: -ET-

AddreWLocafion: _
Attachment' ! _

This information is Otcial U Ol "onsi," I,,enao Informtin.

DatelTime: 10312912011 10:26:16 (ET). 10:00 phone call: summarize yesterday:
PosiWon: 1 EST Chronology Officer -Participants: NRC HQ, INPO, RII, Naval Reactors; INPO; DOEINE.

Name:,Vanice Perin 'NRC summary:
Record: 12003 I" Calls may be discontinued; but will continue daily; discussion at higher level:

coordination/cooperation
.Call at 9:00 today with our team in Japan; chairman in Japan last weekend: high level
mtg (INPO, TEPCO);
Borchardt at the Hill to support Pete Lyons;

-Discussion on who is taking lead for US in Japan; J4 Group
- discussion of creating a protocol to handle Call to request info and get solution (UAB
support several requests)
INPO discussing:

S(b)(5) 2WO7
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- List of 3 tech items: request for rad monitor, survey meters,; 2) anti contamination
Facility: clothes, respirators; 3) gamma cameras (req for info); 4) question from NRC on status of

several issues; 5) request for heat exchanger for sfp; cameras for helicopters to monitor
;SFPs.

Mitigationistabilization phases: portable instruments; tool for moving fuel; shielding
options to be provide tomorrow (hi level items);
Tech group: tech doc advise: people from severe accidents; leaving document; a@

1100 phone discussion to discuss actual conditions; 3) Nitrogen issue;
Other group working (Shaw) on
Japan request PNL support SFP and waste issues; need for shielding
assistance(industry support team - on going, personnel shielding - done)

Source: ET _

AddressWLocation: __

Attachment: .

This informauon is O.. .i .. .t .Oi . S i.ive hintm . .. i.. ii..uI..

Date/Time:I 0312912011 09:03:32 (ET) IChuck calling from embassy in Japan: status on SFP; lights on in control room; Un 2, 3
Position: EST Chronology Officer fresh water (suppression pool); Un 1 trench connection is severed earthquake(?!)

Name: Vanice Perin Of the 5 plutonium samples 2 are from reactor (based on ratios) and 3 legacy (recirc
Record: 2002 system); shielding and structural discussion, SFP but not much. Cooling systems:

external condensers. Mtgs every other day at 20:00Japan asked for 2 people from PNL; spray coat (zeolite)
ý5)(5)

Facility:

NRC working on DOE and OSTP recommendation for mtg tomorrow for decision by PM.
,____Equipment and logistics (Laptops, internet connections, etc).

Source:! ET i

AddressILocation: _1Attachment: 1

This infomanuon is Offciai Us•e O*y- eswiveiuim• w normatwoma.

Date/Time: 0312912011 07:33:13 (ET) Phone call with NRC phone participants: Mike W is leading ET; status summary. No
Positon: EST Chronology Officer detailed info: trying to reduce water in basement, removing water to the ocean. NRC

Name:: Vanice Perin and INPO, GE, Naval Reactors working together. Japanse gov asked for additional
.. assistance. Coordinating efforts for response to Japan. TEPCO press release on/

(b)(5) 251/707
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I Record: 2001 detected plutonium. Phone call with industry this morning.
Facility:i _ _

Source:lETr

AddressWLocation:

Attachment:
This information is Offic... . . .O .y - nsiv. It.. . f Mutilatin..

Date/Time: 103/29/2011 07:19:23 (ET) 1 Don Cool discussing doses/status with Mike Weber.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer-I

Name': Vanice Perin Don Cool discussing doseslstatuslactivities with Mike Weber.
Record: 1999 2EST Chronology Officer -Vanice Perin at 07:26:16 on 312912011
Facility: _

Source: Er

AddreW/Location: 1
Attachment: [... .... .

This information is Off...... "- .s.- S t n a .... r""' i-io;.

Date/Time:103/29/201107:19:23 (ET) Don Cool discussing doses/status with Mike Weber.
Posifion:; EST Chronology Officer

Name: Vanice Perin

Record: 2000
Facility: I

Source: jET

AddressLocaUon: _

Attachmentj _ _ __r

This information is .ffici.. We Only - Sensive Inte.a. " r.at.on.

Daterrme: 03129/2011 06:34:13 (El) Shift change briefings (review).

Position: EST Chronology Officer j
Name: Nick Ballam

Record: 1998
Facility:
Source: ET

AddresslLocation:

Attachment:
This information i s Onl ....... Itra ,, "

Date/Time: 03129/2011 06:06:19 (ET) LT- Mark Shaeffers request from Ambassador over at AEA. Were putting together an

I (b)(5) 527252(07
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Position: EST Chronology Officer 1 item. Were looking for options right now, but we dont have anything as of this point,
Name: Nick Ballam I There is a 10:00 consortium meeting. No one has asked us for any ideas up to this

Record: 1997 point

PMT -We will be turning over the draft paper this afternoon. Have distributed KI to
people within 50 kilometers of the reactor. 1.5 million. They have 6 million doses in
reserve. Dont need any extra. Ambassador is looking for performance indicators to
track. They want to track trending on dosage rates.

1 RST - We have verbal information on industry perspectives to incorporate more
movement into dry storage. Added it on as a talking point for Bill Borchardt, Will sen
directly to Bill electronically. Had a good call with NRC Japan team. Had a very

Facility, !productive meeting with TEPCO. We are aligned on the recommendations with the R
,document that we sent over. They were pleased that we sent that. They still dont beli
that the spent fuel pool in Unit 4 was damaged. They wanted our thoughts to see wh

we thought it was damaged. Still working on the response. By March 31st they will h
a purging system ready to go for unit 1. Question for units 2 and 3 for purging nitrogi
Working with industry for answer on that.

d it

ST
eve

y
ave
en.

PMT has the lead for the Roy paper. By 14:00 we will bundle the RST and PMT reports
Itogether.

Source: ET

AddreWLocation: __

Attachment: __

This information is ,,i,,a, t On. - Sensitive n ........

Datel/ime: 0312912011 05:51:22 (ET) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer "

Name: Nick Ballam

Record: j 1996

Facility:

Source:!ET

No plans have been developed yet to get the plant water removed from the basements.
We could start looking at options. We could assign it as a task. How proactive do we
want to be? We have brainstorming ideas already but they arent fully developed yet.
Need to follow up with IAEA once we have some news.

AddressLocation: _

(1 (b)(5) 2MO7

)
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This information is OTRcWa use Only- Sensiatve Inledai tnforibmun,

Date/lime: 03/29/2011 05:39:20 (E') Email from Mark Shaeffer. Ambassador is looking for any information on removal of
Positon: iEST Chronology Officer water from 1,2, and 3. The only information they have is that Japan is working on it. Ask

Name:' Nick Ballam ; the RST about any plans that may have been developed until now.
Record:11995
Facility:_
Source:dLT-

AddresWLocaton: _

Attachment:
This informat'on is Official ,,e On/y- Ssi, nal', , l fo,, Uo ,.u..=UU.,

Date!Time:j0312912011 05:02:08 (El') Working on 1-pager. Status of whats going on at the units. Quickly touch on the status
Potifon: EST Chronology Officer at the 6 units. Will use the status summary power point as a starting point. Need

Name: Nick Ballam protective measures piece. Jim suggests to turn it over to the day shift to review and
Record: 1994 keep it up to date. Shoot for 14:00 to have it available for Roy. Send it electronically.
FaciityLI _

Source: RST ___

AiddresskLocation:
Attachment _

This informaion is -ff e " e n - ' ... ............. .

Date/Time: i 03129/2011 04:27:17 (ET) Team reviewing graphs and data showing declining trends. These were prepared for
Position: EST Chronology Officer Roys 15:00 meeting. Ocean water samples on the last page. Sites are venting. 1.5 million

Name:1 Nick Ballam 1 people living within 50 kilometers of the reactors. Trying to give K.l. to all of them. Turn it
Record: 1993 over to the next shift, let them review it and have it ready by 3:00.
Facility: __

Source: PMT i

AddresLocation:_

Attachment: [_
This informatgon is O Vffia l y .... Only Son ,itive ,tenal ,.ormatian.

Date/Time: 0312912011 04:19:24 (El) jMike Scott had meeting with Japanese. They want help to access the damaged cores.
Position: I EST Chronology Officer ;TMI 2... Looking to figure out a long term plan.1 (b)(5)

Name:! Nick aallam to deal with this. They dont have an in-tact building which is problematic. Can you build
Record: 1992 ua coffer darn around the building? Then flood it before you remove the vessel head...

(b)(5) 254/707
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Facility: The answer maybe the consortium. Each unit will be unique depending on several
variables.

Source: RST

Addres Location: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . .

Attachment .

This inforrnabon is O c ..ia. .... . n. - s. nsii.. m. .ar. -n fnaon.

Date/Time: i0312912011 03:13:55 (ET) Scott reviewing a document with the following information: Puddle of water found in a

Position: EST Chronology Officer trench outside of turbine 21000 msv per hour. Concrete trench 3 meters wide. Located
Name: Nick Ballam i in compound of the plant outside of the radiation control area. Extends 76 meters

Record: 1991 I towards the sea but does not reach the sea. Contaminated water was not flowing into

the sea. 16 tons of water is being injected into reactor every hour, Want to reduce it to 7
Facility: Itons, 4000 gallons injected every hour. They want to reduce to 1500 gallons per hour'.

This would reduce the input to the amount that is steaming off.

Source: El

AddresLocation: __

Attachment: i __ __ -__

This informaton is UI Olly " IIteIIal IIIUIItlatUon.

DatelTime: 0312912011 02:44:35 (ET) NR -PMT discussion US Forces in Japan requesting a US Standard for release limits for
Position: EST Chronology Officer I radioactivity. Our answer was that we do not establish that policy. Pacific Fleet is

Name: i Nick Ballam coordinating this effort. Have received good feedback about NRC reps in Japan and
Record:11990 elsewhere.

RST -First draft of answers for Borchardt submitted to Jim Wiggins. Need to consider
aydry cask production and certification capabilities. Ask INPO if they foresee any issues in
Fmoving to dry cask storage, giving them some examples of possibilities. Casks may
have to be modified to withstand more heat if the spent fuel were to be moved out at an
earlier state (after 1 year).

Source: ET _

AddressLocation: I
Attachment: '

This informauon is ........ bt .only - Sensitive l 1...... hJ u.

Datef-me: 0312912011 00:00:34 (El)I RST - Japan team has concerns about spent fuel pools. THey believe there may be

Position: EST Chronology Officer cracks inthere. 150 tons of spray per day. They are worreid they may not be above the

(b)(5) 2551107
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Name: Nick Ballam level of active fuel. They can still see steam coming out. They want to know if we
Record: 1989 recommend putting more water in there. One theory is to fill it up to the top of the wear

!wall. Would have to spray quite a bit. Shared the potential leak paths from the reactor
buildings into the turbin buildings. 1,2,3 may all have leaks. Shipped it out to GE folks.
Japan has been throttling water for fear of leaks. Is it better to fill up the dry well
regardless of leaks? The deliverable will be a recommendation to TEPCO. Will look at

1 the pros and cons of each approach, fairly with no bias. There may be enough salt in
the vessel to fill up to the lower core plates. Now the water may just be cooling around
the outside instead of the inside of the core. We have people looking at the cracking rate
per day. Estimates of 1/10 of an inch a day. CRDMs- would be good to push freshwater
through there, may help clean out some of the salt Look at other types of water
solutions that may help. Boron status -not sure at this point. Freshwater with boron
first choice, freshwater second choice, seawater= third choice.

PMT- Roy has a meeting at 15:00 will present some information about radiological
trmndinn •nd • di.•ii~inn nn thA rp. .tnr statuii Arction ite~m for a 1.n~ner. NRC.•

Facility:

assessment of conditions at the plant. Also want a "threshold and planning update".
PMT will take the lead and RST will help with it. Day shift will update and peer review it.
NEI working on password protected website. It will be available to Federal Family.
Already had some detection in the U.S. There were detections in Pennsylvania. Naval
reactors made observations of radiological practices at the plant. There were
I recommendations on what they could do to enhance their practices.

LT- Request to ch and Task Tracker to keep up. Trying to set up a call
tomorrow between (b)(6) nd someone in Japan. Reentry proceedures were sent

())iting for comments on those. Can close the action. EPA

I commented on it and they were helpful. Mid shift is the FOIA. Putting emails into the
FOIA response file. Social Media -do we put out any information on these sites?

NR . RST mentioned revision to the whitepaper. Addressing changes in the white paper
due to the changing conditions and data that we are receiving.

Action Item 3183 upgraded to high. By 0700. how many US Reactors are of the same
model as Fukushima, How many of them are scheduled for relicensing? RST will take

(b)(5) 2%J707
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lead on this. Can use information digest. License renewal stats. BWRs with Mark 1
containments.

Source:!ETr

AddreW1Locabon:
Attachment:

___________ ~~~~~~This information is Off cid i nlt Siýiiýl-lia ~f~n~n

Datefrime: 0312812011 23:28:13 (ET) I Making sure that region I was aware of a march 28 press release from State of
Position: EST Chronology Officer Pennsylvania regarding drinking water. Sampling for Iodine 131 in drinking water, etc.

Name: [Nick Ballam
Record: 1988

evels are low, and theyre making sure
Facility: 'nothing gets into drinking water. ey are mentioning other states as well now. EPA

1 and DOE are in charge of the contamination issues.
Source: Phone w/Bill Dean ___

Addres/Location: i

Attachment: __........... ..
This informa'on is Officia! be on"ly - S-nsifv- htema! .. f.aan.

Date/Time: i0312812011 22:12:52 (ET) Chairman left this am. He got good perspective of what we are dealing with .-worth effort
Positon: [EST Chronology Officer to bring him ou

Name: Rebecca Karas - (b)(5)
Record: 11987 _

I

/And one person said it changes every day. TB flooding
is problematic. Dont know technical answer. They believe they will pump into tanker.
DOE has offered a concentrator. Not sure what solution is. Afraid will end up with plume
in sea - not sure there is a zero release solution. Feed and bleed is airborne vent.

'Flooding is exacerbating situation in TB. If continue feed and bleed, not helping reduce
Isalt in reactor with accelerated corrosion ocurring. No easy solutions. Some will be very
difficult to implement and in consequences to workers and environment. TB is not leak,
tight. Told us last night U1 TB is within 10 cm of overflowing. Not sure to where, Talked
about sandbagging and using wells to pull water away from building - they said they
I had thought of. Right now they are crisis managing day by day. U2 they said dose rates
on surface are 100R/hr, We are not hearing theyare making process on shielding. They

:are asking for sheets of lead and tungsten. INPO is working on high quality, high
pressure hose, but havent heard answer. They are trying to get PNNL to show up here

'to deal with SNF removal. Want thento work with their working groups. Not sure who is
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working on that process. Promised them some feedback at 8:00 tonight. Will check with
DOE here.They believe they have to reduce source term onsite -they think removing the
SNF will reduce source term/doses onsite. They are also dealing with public acceptance
of the fuel remaining there. Problems with laptops/CITRIX? Problem is they put in micro-
LAN in here -just internet connections -sized for 5, but really 3. Free connection from
local internet provider. To upsize that would be thousands of dollars a day. Got bad

Facility: when had twice as many people. With a dozen computers, was a problem. Had
1 embassy IT people working on problem. With fewer people, will monitor and see if need
to do anything. Also had no scanner. Today they think the scanner is working. Asked
OIS to give access to attachments in webmail. Have someone looking into that, Have
email from Michelle on next wave of people. Sending list on email to get idea. They have

1to make choice: feed and bleed and vent to atmosphere awaiting external cooling and
tent for buildings -or flood up, deal with hydrogen, deal with more water in TB, and deal
with growing plume in sea. Large dilution factor. Currents go into Tokyo Bay, though.
Good reason to flood up, though, would also be to flood out salt. NR provided insights

Ion crack growth rate. Could be eating through bottom penetrations. RST sent email
i from us to INPO. Had discussion with GEH and INPO on this question -have task to re-
examine this in terms of priorities. Very important we get this answer. Right now
industry working towards 11am tomorrow deliverable. Cannot overemphasize urgency
of that, and message up to now has been flooding is best option. Their thought is to do
feed and bleed and throttle flow. We do not believe they are injecting enough to flood
up. Were told they were minimizing input rate due to TB issue. On Unit 1, until inert,
minimizing injection is right answer. For 2 and 3, they are trying to prevent more water
to TB, but run risk of losing vessel in that process. There is also discussion here that
i they may have already lost vessel. Heard there was some equipment in Narita -maybe
masks and dosimeters, not sure.

Source: Chuck _

AddressLocaton: _

Attachment: ___

This information is Oificiu" Use Gidy- S~nHii'vu Iniwut Ia : iidtu n.

DatelTime: 0312812011 21:25:22 (ET) Pressure in U1 RPV was continuing to rise. Now have heard UI temp decreasing, but
Poston: EST Chronology Officer I have not confirmed yet. SFP - concrete pumping truck was to inject water, but truck

Name: Rebecca Karas needs to be repaired. Continuing to pump water from U1 TB into condenser. U2:
-.. .-,,,,-, ,.changed tanks for freshwater injection, freshwater injection to SFP also planned this
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Record: 1984 !afternoon via electric pump. TB #2 water: flooded water must be filled into condenser,
but condenser is full, so water must be moved to storage tank. Water in CST will be
moved to suppression pool tank, and water in condenser will be moved to suppression
pool surge tank. Reactor 3: freshwater injection has been switched to temp elec pump
from fire engines, spent fuel -concrete pumping tank being used to inject fresh water
starting today. Water in TB basement floor for #3, we will try and use same route -put in
condenser. Water right now in condenser will go to CST. CST water will go to
suppression pool surge tank. DC - getting 125V board checked and cables laid. #4, no
fuel in reactor, all in pool. Concrete pumping truck has been used and have switched to
1 freshwater, Today want to light central control room. Trench water: At joint meeting
have instructed TEPCO as follows: we have not confirmed water flowing out of shaft,
but are asking TEPCO to make certain is not happening. Around #2 TB basement,

Facility: agency recommended we need to monitor groundwater. Water in trench should also be
examined. Trench is filled with water. It is not connected with ocean. Every half day
I visual monitoring being conducted -no overflow yet. Measures taken in case of
overflow: Trench water is 10cm from ground level. UI trench, so close to opening, door
is damaged by tsunami, so using sandbags around opening to prevent overflow of
water. For U2 and 3, water level has been stable, so measures not taken yet for those
trenches.

Correction - believe TEPCO translator misstated - for U2, flowpath is same as U3: CST
water will go to suppression pool surge tank, Condenser water will go to CST, and then
water in basement will go to condenser.
EST Chronology Officer- Rebecca Karas at 21:49:00 on 3128/2011

Source: NHK/NISA - _

AddressLocation:_

Attachment: i _

This informaUon is Ofcla LJ O-,'I.- smnsiuve hiiiat ;tinuon.

Date/Time: 0312812011 20:47.:16( Announces drain in trench has been closed with concrete shielding and sandbags to
Poson. EST Chronology Officer ' prevent water from reaching ocean. Also announces flowrate to U2 decreased, and this

Name:' Rebecca Karas resulted in a temp increase of 20 degrees C.
Record:. 1983

The trench that has been sandbagged is the U1 trench.
Facility:
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____ 1EST Chronology Officer- Rebecca Karas at 21:44:47 on 3/28/2011
Source: NHK/TEPCO i

Address/Location:I

Attachment: _ ___

This information is Official 'lYe "nly- " Sen v .l.....( ..........

DatelTime:1 0312812011 21:25:22 (ET) Pressure in UI RPV was continuing to rise. Now have heard U1 temp decreasing, but
Podon: EST Chronology Officer have not confirmed yet. SFP- concrete pumping truck was to inject water, but truck

Name: 1 Rebecca Karas needs to be repaired. Continuing to pump water from U1 TB into condenser. U2:
Record: 1986 _changed tanks for freshwater injection, freshwater injection to SFP also planned this

afternoon via electric pump. TB #2 water: flooded water must be filled into condenser,
but condenser is full, so water must be moved to storage tank. Water in CST will be
moved to suppression pool tank, and water in condenser will be moved to suppression
pool surge tank. Reactor 3: freshwater injection has been switched to temp elec pump
from fire engines, spent fuel concrete pumping tank being used to inject fresh water

1starting today. Water in TB basement floor for #3, we will try and use same route - put in
condenser. Water right now in condenser will go to CST. CST water will go to
suppression pool surge tank. DC - getting 125V board checked and cables laid. #4, no

Ifuel in reactor, all in pool. Concrete pumping truck has been used and have switched to
Facility: I freshwater. Today want to light central control room. Trench water: At joint meeting

have instructed TEPCO as follows: we have not confirmed water flowing out of shaft,
but are asking TEPCO to make certain is not happening. Around #2 TB basement,
agency recommended we need to monitor groundwater. Water in trench should also be
examined. Trench is filled with water. It is not connected with ocean. Every half day
visual monitoring being conducted -no overflow yet. Measures taken in case of
I overflow: Trench water is 10cm from ground level - U1 trench, so close to opening, door
is damaged by tsunami, so using sandbags around opening to prevent overflow of
water. For U2 and 3, water level has been stable, so measures not taken yet for those
trenches.

Source: NHK/NISA _ ,

AddresLocation:_

Attachment I _,

This information is O cisa O y S" bv Inlorn, ) ,n

DatelTime;; 0312820iW 20:47:16 (En) Announces drain in trench has been closed with concrete shielding and sandbags to

(b)(5)
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Position: EST Chronology Officer prevent water from reaching ocean. Also announces flowrate to U2 decreased, and this
Name:' Rebecca Karas resulted in a temp increase of 20 degrees C,

Record: 1985
Facility:;
Source: i NHKITEPCO ____

AddresLocation:_

Attachment: I _

This information is .ff l.... b .b. .. . .Swi. .v .hii... . fo.. .ti or.-.

Date/Time:'; 03128/2011 20:23:39 (El) I Castleman: where are we with reentry recs? Went to DOE and OSTP, commented, we
Position: ESTChronologyOfficer incorporated and sentbackto (b)(6) round 3pm.We justgotemail indicating

Name: Rebecca Karas 1 he received it. Can we get copy. es.
Record: 11982

Facility:

Source: TA questions ___

AddressLocation:__

Attachment: _..

This information is .fficial 6.e 0*-. Sensitive l.ternal Wm.ortn.

Date/lime: ' 03/28/2011 20:13:58 (El)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1981

Facility:

Orders: Ut and U2 indicates white smoke - is steam? Steam has been emitted from U3
rfor some time, also from U2 hole in secondary cont, and steam from SFPs in U3 and 4.
U3 dw pressure was 97# and cont rating is 45#, so what doing about that? U3 cont is
1 not holding pressure. Should be 0.97 psig. Will correct. Castleman: have more info on
AMS flights? No, no further info as of 3pm. Have info on rad health effects to workers or
public? Similar to last night. Was mostly beta skin dose to workers who waded through
water- couple hundred rem. Released from hospital. Franovich: Is there charter for
consortium? Think they do. They had some logistical issues today -call didnt happen.
Tomorrow have call in am. On Severe Acc Strategy, got document, looked at and have
question on notion that we believe there is a RR pump seal failure limiting height of
water we can put over core -other than level instrumentation being basis for
assumption -have any other indication to believe RR pump seals have failed? Basic
math for injection rates with steamoff rate would indicate with intact vessel, would be
Sfillinq it.- GEHs assessment was that theF-

(b)(5)

tKnow if RR pumps could be isolated with power restored? Havent heard

Ill
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1

Source: TA questions

they are operating equipment post-flooding. For Units 1-4, original plant equipment not
being operated, we believe, but not sure.

-r

Addres/Location:_

Attachment: __............

This informaton is Uffici al Ue OnIy-S e malH n .

DatelTime:
Positon:

Name:
Record:

Facility.

0312812011 19:58:23 (ET) Units 1-3 injecting freshwater to core through feed and bleed operation. SFPs are filled
EST Chronology Officer Iwith modest heatup in a couple, but nothing warranting any dramatic action, but need to
Rebecca Karas be watched - they are looking at adding seawater in a couple places. Unit I - TEPCO
1980 .... plans to inert by March 30. 1 train of pumping system at J Village. How it will be used is

being worked out. Water in UI TB pumped to condenser bay. Significant contamination
levels in U2 and U3 TBs. Water not rising in TBs. Developing draft discussion paper on
potential leak paths to TB -will be discussing with INPO, GE, NR. Trying to validate
news reports of contamination outside TB, as well as Pu in soil. Trench may be
electrical cabling trench. Freshwater barges -heard I was nearly there, also heard were
40 mi away conducting training for barges. NR is looking to supply 30k feet of flex
piping to get water to reactrors from trucks. 10:00 call with consortium to discuss
progress they are making. Re-entry guidance sent to DOE and OSTP -they provided
comments we incorporated and sent back to OSTP. Govt of Japan formally requeted
specialized pumping equip from DOE that separates contamination from water and rest
is evaporated. Also agreed toprovide hardened cameras and robotics. Chairmans visit -
discussions at high level, went well. NRC and DOE met with NISA to discuss ag
products, rad monitoring, etc. Japan also asked PNNL to help with moving SNF. They
i are continuing with their requests for shielding and robotics. Borchardt testifying
tomorrow - Chairman and Weber testifying Wed. Heard IAEA setting up meeting to
discuss Japan. Dorman will be returning, and Elmo will be replacing. NEI continuing to
collect US plant monitoring data. NEI hopeful they will have protected website operating

.tomorrow. RST provided coordinated set of recommendations on severe accident
strategies, also considering access constraints due to high rad. Press release from PA
dealing with increased I levels. Indicates drinking glass of rainwater could potentially

!.exceed some limits -will probably need to clarify. PMT: Press release from Gov of PA.
(b)(5) -Reads press release -

PMT working to com,,pute dose to thyroid of drinking glass of rainwater at 100 pC:1i level
and comparing to acceptable public dose to thyroid. Te•St in PA and elsewhere of
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drinking water showed no detectable I. Sent Vince Holahan to Hawaii to be embedded
NRC asset to PACOM. Should arrive tomorrow am. Will set up communication channels

Iso he can provide insight and context of dose info we are getting to inform their

strategy and planning for evac if necessary.
Source: TA brief

AddresLocaton: i ~T
Attachment: 1

This information is yoni.l U O y . ................... rm '- l - n.

Datel/ime: 0312812011 18:23:07 (ET) 13:00 call tomorrow - PACOM will want to know status of reactors, etc. Both EPA and
Positon:IEST Chronology Officer IDOE want the monitoring from the licensees. Think there may have been earlier request

Name: Rebecca Karas Ito send to OSTP also -need to check.
Record: 1979
Facility:l .L_

Source:1E ET"-.-

Addre Location:
Attachment: _

This information is ............................ ' "'. -t o-

Date/Time: 10312812011 17:48:46 (ET) Got 4 questions from Bingaman for hearing tomorrow. Will send to Roys email. Only
PosiWon: EST Chronology Officer need help with 2. Need a few talking points. Need something by 7am.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1978
Facility: I _

Source: Ieorchardt , _

AddreWsLocafion:'i

Attachment__
This information is Official Use nl " ensifi, nto., al ., f, nation.

Date/Time: 03128&2011_17:09:34 (ET) Getting PACOM advance notice is difficultwith the limited information we have.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Rebecca Karas
Record:g1977
Facility:i

Source: ET__ _

AddredLocation: -------. . . . .

Attachment: __

. . . .. ... .) 2 . . .. . .. .. .
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DatelTime: 0312812011 17:02:05 (ET)jWe really cant estimate what is going into ocean right now. Too many variables. Put
Position: EST Chronology Officer i task to check NRC teams dosimetry when they return.

Name: Rebecca Karas _

Record: 1976
Facility:

Source: PMT

AddressWLocation:_

Attachment __
This informaton is OM4cl bte On•ly- Smsitfim Nomw-a! i!m 0ou-

Date/Time: 03/2812011 16:48:56 (ET) 3:30pm EPA conf call on Temporary reentry. We would like to be involved in call. Our
Position:j EST Chronology Officer i PAGs include out to a certain distance, but then say expand beyond that as conditions

Name: Rebecca Karas warrant. In this case, conditions warranted it.
Record: 1975

Facility: 1

Source: ET i _

AddressLocation:f
Attachment: i

This informaton is Offi the Onl S.nsi.e ln..l lf...a.on.

DatelTime: 10312812011_16:43:37 (ET) They have water in TB, condenser bay, and outside trench, Is part of what Shaw doing
Position: IEST Chronology Officer to help with outside filter system? Unknown.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1974
Facility:1
Source: PMT ___

AddressLocation: _

Attachment - T
This informaUon is Officia• Use On... Sensiuv . . terna. . n... ia on.

Date8Time: 0312812011 16:33:32 ET)(b)(5)
Posifion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas O /

Record:. 1973

Facility:._

Source: PMT

4'1
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AddressWLocation: _

Attachment:____ ____

This informationis O nl y- SY,1.ISJU mlV , 1,,1! alon.

Datel'ime:i03128120il16:0B:56(E') 1000 mSvthr water detected in water in trench outside turbine building. Spraying smaller
Postion: EST Chronology Officer amount of water to try and avoid further leakage. Balancing need to keep temperatures

Name: Rebecca Karas down with need to reduce leakage.
Record: 1972
Facility:[
Source: 1 NHK TV. TEPCO _

AddrerdLocation: I

Attachment:!
This informaton Io!i&jl W'' Ou 01y- Su It•dfu d ,,u,,auc.

DatelTime: i0312812011 15:30:26 (E) I Spiros got request from Markeys office. Asking what failed recirc pump seals means.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer I Would like revised answer that is easier to understand. Have drafted revision -Weber

Name: Rebecca Karas approved. Good to go to Congressman.
Record: 1971Facility:i _____ _______________ ____

Source: ET Er_

AddrerdLocation: _

Attachment: --. ..
. . . .~~~~~~~ ~~~~ --•, ---------.__l.. l-4 - -1 _l . . f-

This information is OffIcGeI • i- l l•leni o I- l•ii Ild l lUmI~on,

Date/Time: 0312812011 15:05:39 (ET) Getting queries whether we are being asked for extra assistance after Jaczko visit
Position: I EST Chronology Officer Weber: Told we will probably get more requests, but they are likely not to be for NRC.

Name:i Rebecca Karas removing SNF, shielding, etc.

Record: 11970
Facility: I_______-___________-
Source: Brenner i

AddreWLocation:1
Attachment _

This informaaUon is Ofl ue niy- S•rIi'vu h i nao.

DatelTime: 0312812011 14:13:13 (E) IThe LT contact Bill Webster and he agrees that we need to continue with the
Poition: ! EST Chronology Officer consortium call. Its going to be re-establish for 10:00 am.

Name: Hector Rodrguez-
Luccioni

I

( (
\b
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Record: 1968 i

Facility: L
Source: :T LT_

AddresslLocation:!

Attachment• .....'..'....
This informaton is Offtiai Utb 01y- S9,isiUvU ifi lId! khdb,,riliUU.

Date/Time:,' 0312812011 14:13:13 () The LT contact Bill Webster and He agrees that we need to continue with the
Positon: EST Chronology Officer .consortium call. Its going to be re-establish for 10:00 am.

Name: Hector Rodriguez-
Luccioni

Record: 1969_
Facility: i

Source: LT ,_.... ..... __

Address/Location: _

Attachment! ____ ___

This informaton is O,,io, Use O ..l,- ,., .... Infor.aion.

Date/Time:! 0312812011 10:43:58 (ET) NR information was that 30,000 feet of flexible piping is going to be used to get fresh
Postion: EST Chronology Officer water to the reactors from trucks.

I Hector Rodriguez- i'The barges are 40 miles away from site and they are testing their pumps. The barges are
Luccioni - not together as Chuck mention this morning.

Record:i 1964 i

Facility:! _

Source: RST _

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment: --

This information is ' - "

Date/Time: 0312812011 10:10:58 (ET) I EST and LT connected to the bridge for a call with the Consortium but nobody was
Position: EST Chronology Officer connected on the bridge. LT is going to contact Bill Webster to see what is the status of

a Hector Rodriguez- the Consortium.NaeI Luccioni

Record: 1961

Facility: - ___

Source:' EST

AddreWLocaUon: _

Attachment-;

(b)(5)
266707
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This information isOffiiat UswOnly. ........... .

Date/Time: 0312812011 10:43:58 (EP) NR information was that 30,000 feet of flexible piping is going to be used to get fresh
Position: EST Chronology Officer water to the reactors from trucks.

Nam]Hector Rod:guez- The barges are 40 miles away from site and they are testing their pumps. The barges are
_ _I Lucci~ni .not together as Chuck mention this morning.

Record: 1967
Facility: I

Source: IRST__________________________________

Adres/Locaton:T
AttachmentL _-__

This information is Offi,,al . US. . Only.. WS Rv ............l 'n.r.I.. .

Date/Time: 03/28/201110:43:58 (ET) NR information was that 30,000 feet of flexible piping is going to be used to get fresh
Position: EST Chronology Officer' water to the reactors from trucks.

km: Hector Rodriguez. :The barges are 40 miles away from site and they are testing their pumps. They bargesName:., i
.. . .ioni !are not together as Chuck mention this morning.

Record:1 1965 _

Facility: _ _

Source:; RST

AddresWLocation:

Attachment!
This information is O / ial 0 I9 Onl. OSersiiu Itens^a l 094 orvl;^o.

Date/Time: 03/28/201110:10:58 (ET) EST and LT connected to the bridge for a call with the Consortium but no body was
Positon: jEST Chronology Officer I connected on the bridge. LT is going to contact Bill Webster to see what is the status of

a Hector Roddguez- the Consortium.Name:,
SLuccion=

Record: 11966
Facility:1I
Source: 1EST

Addre•lLocation:
Attachment n

This information is .. .... ... on.. :...'. .. .^ ''^

Date/Time: 0312812011 09:45:59 (ET) The Chairman got in contact with the top leaders. The chairman thinks the
Position: EST Chronology Officer recommendations from RST are still good.

Hector Rodriguez- The turbine building water level is not increasing. The concerned is the decrease in flow
Name:; Luccioni on the vessels.

'4
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Record: 11959 One problem is that no body knows what the salt is doing.
'We dont know the flow path of the water getting in the turbine building.
IThe Bechtel pumping system in J Village. They are using the medium pressure pump
for the barges and havent start using the high pressure pumps. They are going to use it

Facility: I in a different configuration. One of the sources of fresh water is the dam and other is the
barge. The second barge is used as a shuttle to bring water to the other barge,
Chairman is leaving first thing in the morning.

S Team Japan Call
(Chuck Casto) __,.. __

AddresLocation: __

Attachmenstinformation__ s___ _ _ O__y_ __

This information is Ofcia/ W~ Only Sensitive In tate n mal ~OItion.-

DatelTime: 03/2812011 10:10:58 (E1) EST and LT connected to the bridge for a call with the Consortium but no body was
Position:' EST Chronology Officer connected on the bridge. LT is going to contact Bill Webster to see what is the status of

Hector Rodriguez- I the Consortium.Name:
Luccioni

Record: 1963

Facility:

Source:, EST

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: __ _

This informaton is Offiial La On"- Sonsiti•Uo net..•n! .ý,xmati.

Date/Time:
Position:

Name:

Record:

Facility:

03/28/2011 09:45:59(pT !The Chairman got in contact with the top leaders, The chairman thinks the
EST Chronology Officer recommendations from RST are still good.
Hector Rodriguez- - The turbine building water level is not increasing. The concerned is the decrease in flow
Luccioni -Ion the vessels.
1962 One problem is that no body knows what the salt is doing.

We dont know the flow path of the water getting in the turbine building.
The Bechtel pumping system in J Village. They are using the medium pressure pump
for the barges and havent start using the high pressure pumps, They are going to use it
in a different configuration.j One of the sources of fresh water is the dam and other is

;the barge.
* Chairman is leaving first thing in the morning,

(b)(5) 260707
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SoureTeam Japan Call
(Chuck Casto)

AddresILocation: _

Attachment: _

This information is QfUi;l . .O l - .... ' ... or.a.ion.

Date/lime: 03128/2011 09:45:59 (ET) j The Chairman got in contact with the top leaders. The chairman thinks the
Position:1 EST Chronology Officer I recommendations from RST are still good.

Name: Hector Rodrguez. The turbine building water level is not increasing. The concerned is the decrease in flow
_ _ Luccioni ion the vessels.

Record: i1960 R One problem is that no body knows what the salt is doing.

We dont know what is the flow path of the water getting in the turbine building.
The Bechtel pumping system in J Village. They are using the medium pressure pump
for the barges and havent start using the high pressure pumps. They are going to use it

Facility:: in a different configuration~j One of the sources of fresh water is the dam and other is

the barge.
Chairman is leaving first thing in the morning.

S Team Japan Call
(Chuck Casto) _

AddresdLocation:__

Attachment:
This information is ..... "- O - Snii n- I..ormtin

Date/Time: F03128/2011 08:46:54 (ET) 'The state of Illinois senate is getting a hearing on Thursday and the regional
Position: EST Chronology Officer administrator of Region Ill, Mark Satorius, is going to be part of it.

Hector Rodrguez-
Name:) Luccioni

Record: 1958 _

Facility: __

Source:
AddresdLocation: _

Attachment:____
This information is Official We .On - ni .. t..... , ot io... .

Date/Time: 03/28/201108:10:30 (ET) Unit I have a reduction in flow that is causing an increase in temperature. RST doesnt

"1 ! (b)(5) 26O7
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Position: EST Chronology Officer I believe there is a leakage from containment.
Hector Rodriguez- There is a call at 9:00 to talk about some possible considerations if unit 2 and 3 have aName:i Luccioni

i i bridge. Potential of salt causing corrosion to the vessel.
Record: 1955

Facility:_

Source:,; RST _

Address/Location:

Attachment: _

This information is Officia! U,, Only Sensitive ntrnal .... •fk.., ,

DatelTime: 0312812011 08:10:30 (ET) Unit 1 have a reduction in flow, that is causing an increase in temperature. RST doesnt
Position: EST Chronology Officer believe there is a leakage from containment.

N Hector Rodriguez- There is a call at 9:00 to talk about some possible considerations if unit 2 and 3 have aName:;
Luccioni1Li bridge. Potential of salt causing corrosion to the vessel.

Record: 1957
Facility:. _

Source:'RST

AddressLocation:

Attachment. _

This information is 0ffi,,81 ,., nly-sensihva ln t hifol n atiuu.

DatelTime:: 0312812011 08:10:30 (EP) Unit I have a reduction in flow, that is causing the an increase in temperature, RST
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'doesnt believe there is a leakage from containment.

N Hector Rodriguez- There is a call at 9:00 to talk about some possible considerations if unit 2 and 3 have a
Luccioni bridge. Potential of salt causing corrosion to the vessel.

Record: 1956
Facility::

Source:'RST _

AddressLocation:,

Attachment.! T
This information is ORia TL,'ke O;y "niliv -0%1 al Informaon,

DatelTime: 03/281201107:44:49 (E 1 US utility monitoring measurements were given to NEI and they are creating a web
Position: VEST Chronology Officer based server that is going to be available for other agencies.

Name:I Hector Rodriguez-
Luccioni

Record: 1954

(b)(5) 27V07
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Facility: _

Source: PMT,

AddreWLocation:_-

Attachment:; __

This information is Off.i ly . -. " ... .,n, mt ion.

Date/Time: 0312812011 07:30:09 (El) iFresh water injection continue to Unit 1,2 and 3. Theres is water accumulation in turbine
Posiflon: EST Chronology Officer building 1, 2 and 3. Water in Unit I was pump to a condenser, Containment Ul may be

Hector Rodriguez- lintact, We are working on implementing mitigating actions with the Japanese
Name:iLuccioni _counterparts. PMT is working on the comments on the re-entry data for the evacuation

Record: 1953 actions, also working on the comments from EPA on the criteria briefing paper.
Chairman is meeting with the cabinet in japan.

Facility: Unit I is our number 1 priority and we are suggesting additional venting. There is a
__suspicion that the injection is contributing to the flooding in the turbine buildings.

Source: I Moming Briefing Call __ _

AddresslLocation: 
_

Attachment: _

This information is Official U(e O,*y- Sensitive 09 finnua;i, .

Date/Time: 03128/2011 06:16:15 (ET) Chairman has been interacting with many stakeholders in Japan. NRC site team looking
Position: EST Chronology Officer at water leakage issue in turbine bldgs and outside trench. Radioactive water in

Name: I Thomas Scarbrough I basement of all 4 turbine bldgs, but most radioactive in Unit 2 turbine bldg. Chuck will
Record: 19_2 be attending meeting with Chairman and Japan stakeholders in a few minutes. Site team

provided Chairman with talking points for meeting tonight. TEPCO wants to feed and
II bleed until it can construct sarcophagus. Chuck believes feed and bleed not good long

term solution. Chuck has discussed with Chairman that there are no zero risk
Facifity:i I approaches in this situation. Chuck considers our White Paper to provide the preferred

solution for cooling. One possible method to minimize water release from cooling would
be to recirculate water from turbine bldg back to containment. Isotopic content indicates

I that released water is coming from reactor.
Source: Chuck Casto_____________ ___________________________ .1 __

AddresLocation:
Attachment _

This information is .ffi.ia. L' ....- Sensitive h...at. hibin.atii.

Date/Time: 03128/2011 06:07:51 (ET) NHK TV reporting radioactive water in buried trench with piping and cables outside of
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'Unit 2 turbine bldg. Radiation level indicated as 1000 mSvihr (100 rem/hr). Specific

'.,
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Name: Thomas Scarbrough Iradionuclides not reported. Unit 2 condenser reported as nearly full.
Record: 1951,_ ,
Facility:j . . . . . . . . .-.. .

Source:! NHK TV

AddressLocaton:_ _

Attachment: _

This information is OffiuioUs On', So^is';,, !nterna! Inf.rmatin

DatelTime: 0312812011 05:00:26 (El) RST: Results of 3 pm telecon with NRC site team include the following: Fresh water
Positon: EST Chronology Officer being used for cooling reactor cores in Units 1, 2 and 3. TEPCO reduced Unit 1 flow to

Name: Thomas Scarbrough minimize steaming. TEPCO monitoring temperature and pressure to determine
Record: 1950 - necessary flow with temporary motor driven pumps. TEPCO planning to inert Unit 1

with equipment in place by March 30. RST evaluating potential water pathways to
turbine bldgs. RST will review action recommendations considering radioactive water
release into turbine bldgs. Site team reports that white paper on severe accident
recommendations was well received by TEPCO. INPO is considering other methods of
SFP level determination. TEPCO says no issues at Daiini.

Facility: PMT: Guidelines for temporary reentry to retrieve personal items completed. NISA or
TEPCO will be conducting mobile rad monitoring near plant. PMT working on Japanese
questions on 50 mile evacuation recommendation. PMT evaluating NR observations on
Japanese
activities.

(b)(5)

Source: ET Briefing

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment: __ _

This informalon is 0f,,,, ,,, O,,y- eoio nuv I I, ! vim pn.

DateITime: 10312812011 02:10:39 (ET) PMT prepared revised guidance for short-term reentry into evacuated areas to collect
Positon: tEST Chronology Officer personal items. PMT revised the guidance based on comments from EPA. ET reviewed

Name: Thomas Scarbrough Ithe revised guidance and directed that the revised guidance be sent to the national
Record: 1949 _ security staff..
Facility: _
Source:PMT - . . .......

AddrerdLocatoni . .

.Attachmen• ........ . ..... ' . -..

I (b)(5) 2
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This information is .. - " .

DatelTime: 0312812011 00:00:26 (ET) I RST: Monitoring Unit I pressures. Pressure trending down. TEPCO evaluating inerting
Positon: EST Chronology Officer capability with high rad levels. TEPCO is supplying water slowly. SAMG did not

Name: Thomas Scarbrough anticipate condition at Unit 1. SAMG assumed loss of RPV integrity prior to concern
Record:j 1948 about primary containment integrity. All 3 units allowing water into turbine bldg. RST will

discuss with GEH best approach for this situation. Unit I primary containment holding
pressure but Units 2 and 3 containment near atmospheric pressure. Not clear if units
have hardened vents based on TEPCO information. Telecon with NRC site team
planned for3 am.
PMT: Working on Japanese Embassy question on 50 mile evacuation issue.
LT: Waiting for Vince to contact us.

Facility (b)(5),(b)(6)

NR: Reactor core not homogeneous so could have local fuel melt that could raise
bottom head integrity questions.
ET asks that RST review bottom head design with GEH or other industry contacts, and
NRC staff contacts with RPV vessel materials database.
ET discusses salt removal and possibility of returning salt to solution.

Source:i ' !n _______________________________SO6ýET Briefing

AddressfLocaflon:
Attachment: !L

This information is icial .... e* - s.. ensiuv. Mlo.... 11ud.....iu,,.

DatelTime: 1103/2712011 21:53:35 (ET) Chairman being picked up at airport now. Paper were using is discussion tool with
Position: EST Chronology Officer counterparts -ambassador was looking for matrix for gaps between TEPCOs strategies

Name:j Rebecca Karas 1and our strategies. Monninger working on key milestones towards stability to help
Record: i 1947 ambassador with decisionmaking related to when dependents can come back.
Facility:{ _

Source: Dorman____

AddresLocation:

Attachment _

This information is ficial*s Only Sc itii n al nfoman

Date/Time: 10312712011 21:38:42 (EM) 3 years is because we have at least one Cert. of Compl. we have certified with a
Posifion:uEST Chronology Officer minimum time of 3 years.

Name:: Rebecca Karas

(b)(5)

j
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Record: 1946
Facility: _

Source: Bernie White,_ _ . -

AddressLocation: -------
Attachment: i

This information is Official Use Only. Seni,,;ve ,-b-a' hf0,,,ato,,

Date/Time: 10312712011 21:23:28 (ET) (b)(5)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer[ _Rule of thumb seems to

Name: Rebecca Karas - be 5 years. Where does 3 years come from? Blount: Original document said 1 year, and
Record: 19•N Jennifer was sure that it was 3 years, so that was put in paper. Hiland was RST director.
Facility:__

Source: Blount _

AddresULocation: _

Attachment:7
This informaton is Official Use Qnh Snsiv• ,nhalo In!.•omaion.

DateTime: i031271201120:27:31 (ET) I Pool indication at skimmer surge tank has weir between that and pool, so if numbers
Positon: I EST Chronology Officer i trend up then it is OK, but otherwise is meaningless. Chu is concerned that pools need

Name: Rebecca Karas __ to be able to be topped off remotely and read remotely.
Record: 1944
Facility:_,_

AddressLocation:I
Attachment -I-

This information is " - " ,

Date/Time: 03/27/2011 20:12:05(ET) ,'Castleman: Can get copy of hypothetical source terms given to NARAC? Yes. Package
Postion: EST Chronology Officer on shortdterm re-entry information made up. Is out for comment with site team. Is intent

Name: (Rebecca Karas Ito use Bechtel apparatus to move from barges to complex? Thought originally was to
Record: 1943 1 go to SFPs. Original design was saltwater. Submersible pump will actually be used to

pump from barge. Franovich: Asked for copy of prelim recommendations. Can we get
copy? Josh has and will distribute. Potential leakage through RR pumps - if power
becomes available to isovalves for pumps - can isolate and flood RPV instead of
containment? May not affect decision on flooding containment -where they are in
SAMGs, they would have you flood up either way. If U2 and U3 containment, floodup

Facility: strategy would appear to exacerbate leakage. Are working on at what point protection
, I

(b)(5)
I
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of RPV has different priority than protection of containment - will be talking to GEH and
INPO. Castleman: Have info on rad health effects? Reports of contamination and health

i effects. -Brian conveys IAEA detailed results. Castleman: Contamination of which
' sumps? TB basement.

Source: TA Questions ._

AddreWILocationT7
Attachment: _ __

This infonnat'on is "ff"ciaf O.form[on.

DatelTime:f 0312712011 19:56:03 (ET) Freshwater injection Units 1-3. Believe that is helping flood containments. Think RR
Posiion:l EST Chronology Officer I pump seals leaking into drywell. Portable EDGs onsite. Working on temp cabling to

Name:! Rebecca Karas pumps. Have water in lower level of TB in 2 and 3. Water in Ul was pumped into tank in
Record: 1942 condensate building. Significant contamination in 2 and 3 sumps. Came from cores. 1

train of pumping system being deployed to site. May be additional training Japanese
still need. I freshwater barge was delivered. On way to site still. Plan was to bring in,
hook up to plant, then bring in additional barges to fill up first barge as needed.
Japanese govt has requeted help with shielding, robotics, removal of SNF. Hoping
industry coordination team will work to provide that. TEPCO also contracted with Shaw
to design and bring in debris and decay heat removal system. Had request to provide

recommended mitigation strategies to Japan team. Information was provided to site
team. But in response to request from ambassador, wanted management levels to sign
off. Got concurrences. Casto and Monninger went to J Village. They did not see need for
NRC staff to relocate there. They will remain at embassy in Tokyo. WH requested white

Facility: paper on safety of US spent fuel storage, wet and dry. Paper prep db N
• NMSS1 (b)(5) I Copies will be sent to Cmsn offices

(b)(5)
as been resolved. Chairman is travelling

to Japan - should arrive at 9:30 Japan time. asto and team put together agenda. Will
i meet with Ambassador and interagency team, visit NRC staff room and then go to meet
with Cabinet office crisis management -special advisor to PM of Japan. Then leave to
meet with MEDI minister, then go to NISA offices and meet with NISA administrator.
Then meet with TEPCO chairman. Will return to hotel and depart for Cabinet Office crisis
management meeting. Then returns Tuesday. Japan has confirmed they have located
the 49 large sources, and are working on 620 smaller sources.

Source: 'TA call
A
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AddressLocabon:I

Attachment
This information is .. ....al 1 .. Onl .-O ...... n fmation.

DatelTime:{ 031271201119:10:43 •(E)
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record:I 1941

Facility:d _

Source: LET ___

AddressLocaton: _

Attachment:,

This informab'on is O. . .ia J..O. ... 'nf i

DatelTime: ý0312712011 19:02:45 (Er) Interagency call with Chairman, Ambassador, Chuck, etc, later tonight,

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Rebecca Karas - i

Record: 1940
Facility:1 _

Source: IET

AddreWLocaton:
Attachment: _

This information is -Oci'l Use On,, Sonsitkv .. a. Informaion

DatelTime: 031271201118:36:19 (ET) Admiral wants daily briefing on rad levels, changes to PAGs, etc. Trying to find out if he
Position:jEST Chronology Officer wants to be part of 9:00 call with ground team in Japan. Have to decide if 9:00 call

Name:IRebecca Karas should still be internal only, then possibly a separate call with Admiral.
Record: 11939 ___

Facility: I
Source:I ET

AddressLocation:
Attachment

This informabon is Officil l Otiy -Soniti've niernal Info1r0ation.

Date/Time: 03/27/2011 18:06:05 (ET) DOEs idea to reduce oxygen is to put an oxygen getter into the water rather than
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1 inerting.

Name:. Rebecca Karas

Record:; 1938

,I
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Facility: ___________

Source: iETr___ _ _ _ _.------.---.

AddreWILocation: ___ __

Attachment: .---.-.-.-.-..--.-

This informalion isOffc LeOl e vInan nfmti.

Date/Time: 0312712011 16:45:40 (Er) Various types of portable shielding. INPO has whole catalog of different types of
Position: EST Chronology Officer shielding -depends on type of work they are doing. Can talk to Japanese team at 9:00

Name: Rebecca Karas call and discuss with them.- ___1
Record: 11937
Facility. ___-______

Source:] PMT _

AddressWLocation:
Attachm ent: ___. ..................

This information is Offictu! •U Q,.y- S j n unf,, ,,•, n.

Date[Time: 03/27/201 116:38:35 (ET) Fuel pool level measurement not as important anymore. Have skimmer level indications
Position: EST Chronology Officer for 1, 2 and 4. Show low, but above fuel. INPO took lead on getting Anti-Cs to Japan.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1936

Facility:
Source: 11RST

[Ad'dresWLocation:'
Attachment: I__

This information is Offi.ial 9 .OyS U Inernal Infrmation

Date/Time:] 03127/2011 16:08:14 (ET) Sheron: Meeting in Chus office Thursday. Have group of several academics trying to
Position: EST Chronology Officer look at situation. There are daily phone calls. Larzelara sent email to group. Says it was

Name: Rebecca Karas decided that DOE would suggest 2 method for measuring level in SFP. Question
Record: 1935 whether DOE is going to send recommendations to Japan directly. Process is that RST

I here coordinates any recommendations, including among rest of consortium. ThenFacility:ci:- [would go to team in Japan.

AddreWLocation:
Attachment ___

This information is -a i LL ,ul- ,nja .... . ...

Date/Time: When doing surveys, they were finding pieces of fuel that are postulated to have ejected

(b)(5) 2771707
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0312712011 15:18:51 (ET) during one of the explosions. Very high contact doses. Some discussion of vent stacks

Position: EST Chronology Officer communicating between units.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1934
Facility:
Source:1 ET"

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment _

This informaton is Oftuial uW uly.- Sensitive ,uiwui ibiauiun.

Date/Time: 03/2712011 12:24:06 (ET- Bill Borchardt think the White Paper draft is good as it is.

Position: EST Chronology Officerj

Name: Hector Rodriguez-
Luccioni

Record: 1929
Facility:___
Source: Call from Borchardt

Addrew/Location: i

Attachment 1  
.T

This informaton is Officia' L"e on- Sensig- I*ntrnal ... f.,nion.

Date/Time: 0312712011 12:56:44 (ET) There is no substitute changes to the Reactor Strategies Paper. We are going to send

Position: EST Chronology Officer I the Paper to Japan with the additional comments and consideration of GEH.
Hector Rodrguez-
Luccioni

Record: 1932 i
Facility: __

Source: RST _ _

AddreULocation:

Attachment ]
This informaion is Of-:a' Us- n-" Sens:t,. .....n, ,.,._.,:^.

Date/Time:[ 0312712011 12:24:06 (ET) Bill Borchardt think the White Paper draft is goos as it is.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

N HectorRodriguez-
Luccioni

Record:; 1933
I
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Facility:
S o u r c e :1 C a ll f r o m B o r c h a r d t .. ... . .... .. .. . . . . .. .. . . . . ... . . . .. . . .... .. .... .. ..._ _. . . .. . ... .. .. .. .... ......

AddresdLocation.•

Attachment: ___

This informaton is Official ,,o ,y U s o.-sitive I•ilern , ation.

Date/Time: 0312712011 11:56:11 (ET) The EST communicate Bill that he needs to review the White Paper. EST is waiting on

Postion: EST Chronology Officer 'the staff to review the proposal. Josh did a line in line out recommendation, and CC the
1 Hector Rodriguez- EDO in his comments email. Bill Borchardt will look at it and send any comments.

Name: Luccioni

Record:i 1928 _______

Facility:_

Source: Call with Bill Borchardt _T

AddressLocaton: _

Attachment: ___

This information is 0e ,,. ................tion.

Date/Time: 0312712011 12:24:06 lET) Bill Borshardt think the White Paper draft is goos as it is.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

am:Hector Rodriguez-
Luccioni

Record: 1931 _

Facility:•

Source: Call from Borshardt _

Address/Location:

Attachment: -- _

This information is 0&4 Wiei rU,"I Only ,o l IV,"nVo' mi.nl .

Date/Time: 10312712011 11:56:11 (Er) The EST communicate Bill that he needs to review the White Paper. EST is waiting on
Poition: EST Chronology Officer the staff to review the proposal. Josh did a line in line out recommendation, and CC the

Nam Hector Rodriguez- EDO in his comments email. Bill Borshardt will look at it and send any comments.
Luccioni

Record: 1930
Facility:i Bl -orshardt

Source: I Call with Bill Borshardt ____________________________________________

AddressLocation:

-. Attachment S ~ Of~
This information is Off icial Ett, 01/y- oiv- •e a gufo ma'o.

[
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Date/Time: 0312712011 11:37:32 (Er) Doing some calculations we need 1.5 million gallons per containment to fill it up.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

L

Name-, Hector Rodriguez.N Luccioni

Record: 1927
Facility:
Source: RST

I

AddreWlLocation: 1.
AttachmentI

This informaton is Offi. . 9i.. .- mWl... u a!hi............,

DatelTime: 0312712011 10:15:06 (ET) I The SFP draft paper is done.

Position: EST Chronology Officer

a Hector Rodriguez Is ready for concurrence.
STLuccini E S Chronology Officer- Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 10:16:28 on 3/27/2011

Record: 1925
Facility: i

Source: EST

AddreWLocation:_

Attachment: :iie
This information is•,~u tffle ,%-,,

DatelTime: 1 0312712011 10:15:06(ET) The SFP draft paper is done.

Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Hector Rodriguez-Name:~
N Luccioni

Record: 1926
Facility:,
Source: EST i

Address/Location: i
Attachment: _ __.

This information is Offica Ubtly. ,.-SensiUtiv inmernaormaUon.

Date/Time: [032712011 09:51:11 (ET) (b)(5) 1~
Position:[EST Chronology Officer '1

N Hector Rodriguez-Name: Luccioni

Record: 1924

(b)(5) 28W7
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Facility:_________ __ _ _

Source: RST....

Add reW/Locabon:I

Attachment] _

This infonnahon is Oftcial Use Only. Sensitive internal Information.

Date/Time: 10312712011 09:47:11 (EM) Unit 2 control room has 100 R/h,
Postion: EST Chronology Officer!

Name: Hector Rodrguez-
Luccioni

Record: i1923
Facility:_

Source: EST

AddresdLocation: 11

Attachment: _

This information is .....-. s.-..i.. H. elm Inf..M... .........

DatelTime: 10312712011 09:27:12 (ET) The industry is going to get together and they have until 1200 to give us any input on
Position: i EST Chronology Officer i the strategies paper.

S Hector Rodriguez.
Name: Luccioni

Record: 01922

Facility:

Source:_RST ___

AddreWILocation'.

Attachment _

This information is ficial U Ofy. -,sbilliu lni nei Information.

DatelTime: 10312712011 08:53:37 (ET)
Position:1 EST Chronology Officer

Name:
Hector Rodriguez-
Luccioni

Record:f1921Record: 19211

The units have not change. U2 SFP change from sea water to fresh water. They are
trying to change for all the units from fire trucks to normal pumping system in the next

ifew days. The turbine building in all Units 1, 2, 3 and 4 high contamination level, The
Japanese will need a lot of disposal of water. The Japanese are studying to pump the

i water out of the turbine buildings. The water radioactive level in Unit 2 turbine building
is 100,00 timethe RCS limits. Unit 2 has fuel damage and Unit 1 and 3 has fuel damage
but in a lower amount than Unit 2. Turbine Building in Unit I is highly contaminated but
there is no isotopic study on that.
Shielding team gave 12 ideas on how to shield the buildings. They will decide tomorrow

(b)(5)
281/707
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awhat strategies to do. They talk about spent fuel handling.
'The reactor in Daiini are in good status, they only have a clean up issue, there is no

Facility:~. ireactor safety issue,
There is no need to have NRC team on J-Village. Overall contamination control is not

'ideal for J-village. SDF is not doing the work on the site.
I The models that were given to the ambassador are going back to DOE to run them
,again with more realistic assumptions.
The Reactor Strategy Paper will be send to Chuck during today day shift.
Chuck is going to ask in the morning the capacity for re flood.
Coca Cola is going to take care of the water needs.

Source: Call from Chuck I

Addres/Location: _

Attachment:_
This information is "G - " .

Date/Time: 10312712011_08:30:44 (ET) 'Fresh water is injected in U1, U2 and U3. The water in turbine building in U1, 2 and 3.
Position:;EST Chronology Officer Power remain the same, the control rooms are running but the ventilation is not restore.

Nam:Hector Rodriguez- i The train is getting to site. The Japanese asked from a shielding robotics to encase theName: 1
1Lucciogn - reactor building, is not a temporary shielding.

Record: !1919 RST is working on the reviews on the strategies and the Ambassador wants a high level

manager sign off.
Chuck Casto travel to J-village and is a recovery site and is there is not need on having
someone there.

Facility: Mike Scott confirmed that Daiini units are in cold shutdown.
(b)(5)

(b)(5)
I ne Unairman is tlying to Japan. He delegate emergency power to -UU.

Source:_MomningBrefing Call i__

AddressLocation:_-_
Attachment: _,

This information is O 6.ffii Use Only oc..:.,. ,ner ,al in on, .

Date/Time: 03/27!2011 08:30:44 (ET) Fresh water is injected in U1, U2 and U3. The water in turbine building in U1, 2 and 3.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer Power remain the same, the control rooms are running but the ventilation is not restore.

Hector Rodriguez- The train is getting to site. The Japanese asked from a shielding robotics to encase the

(b)(5) 1 2107
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Name:i Luccioni reactor building, is not a temporary shielding.

Record: 11920 RST is working on the reviews on the strategies and the Ambassadorwants a high level
manager sign off.
Chuck Casto travel to J-village and is a recovery site and is there is not need on having
someone there.
Mike Scott confirmed that Daiini units are in cold shutdown.

Facility: (b)(5)

I (b)(5)
The Chairman is flying to Japan. He delegate energy power to EDO.

Source:'! Morning Briefing Call

AddresULocation:_
Attachment: ___

This information is Ofllcial Use nl Sensitive . .te.m.a .....r .

DatelTime: 031271201108:06:47 (ET) GEH wantstogO Over.th,.recommendations and they are getting toqether at 0900 and

Poston: EST Chronology Officer hear what are the issues. (b)(5)
Name:Hector Rodriguez.Name:•

Luccioni
Record: 1918
Facility:!

Source: RST

AddresLocation:

Attachment:_ _ _ . . .. __

This information is ....... Use On.- Sensitive . e. . on. .ation.

DatelTime: 03/27/201 07:27:27 (ET) The recommendation paper we are making was finished last night. We are getting the
PoWtion: EST Chronology Officer managers of the entities approval. We already have NR, INPO and we are working to get

Name: Hector Rodriguez- I DOE.
N_,,_. Luccioni Unit 2 and 3 torus are flooded.

Record: 1915 RST is going to send to Chuck a summary of the RST assessments, RST is working on

a macro level summary for each unit.
Facility:' EST got an email from Mike saying they understand that all units in Daiini site are in

shutdown.
Source:: RST

Ad eWLocation:-

(1i (b)(5) 28707
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Attachment~
OUO -Sesibte Irtern Infornmtmn

i no inmrrrnmnn to i I , i iHnI/. N11ln1,, IIUHIMI I

Datelime: E03127/201107:42:30 i(b)(5)
Po~on: EST Chronology Officer I

Hector Rodriguez-
Name: 1Luccioni--

Record:11916

Facility: _

Source: LT ___

AddresLocation:V_

Attachment:l __
This information is I ci al-U e O ny Sensitv o i,, ,,, nc,,,, .

Datelrime: 10312712011 07:27:27 (ET) , The recommendation we are making paper was finished last night. We are getting the
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer managers of the entities approval. We already have NR, INPO and we are working to get

Hector Rodriguez- DOE.
N Luccioni J Unit 2 and 3 torus are flooded.

Record:1 1917 iRST is going to send to Chuck a summary of the RST assessments, RST is working on

Flty a macro level summary for each unit.
Facility:i EST got an email from Mike saying they understand that all units in Daiini site are in

shutdown.
Source:'I RST

Addresslocation:1____ ___ __ __ ___________

This information is urca s ny SitU ~wd iuUon.

Datelrime: 031271201107:10:32 (ET)_I The conclusion on the RASCAl model is not a human error is doing what we are asking
Poition: 1 EST Chronology Officer for. The assumption is that you have the problem on U3 but there is no release until 24

.Hector Rodriguez. hours, so there is a delay of plate out. The conclusion is that the model is correct.Name: iN___'__ Luccioni - The actions are to let know our team in Japan before they go to bed,
Record: 1913

Facility:' EST Chronology Officer- Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 07:27:15 on 312712011

Source:] PMT -- - _ _ _ _ _ -- - - - . - _ _ _ _

AddreWILocat~on:.'
Attachment:,

This inforrnaion is officet' UeO' Snsve inera In ormattan.
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Date/Time: 03127/2011 07:10:32 (ET)he conclusion on the RASCAl model is not a human error is doing what we are asking
Poition: EST Chronology Officer for. The assumption is that you have the problem on U3 but there is no release until 24

N Hector Rodriguez- ihours, so there is a delay of plate out. The conclusion is that the model is correct.
Name: I

_ Luccioni !The actions are to let know our team in Japan before they go to bed.
Record: 1914 7

Facility:
Source: EST

AddresILocation:-

Attachment:-
This informaion is Oficui te Onely- Sel-sl' ,h-?tem dl l1'f7mat, on-.

Date/Time:I 03127/2011 06:28:06 (ET) ET will send e-mail to NRC site team to request any information on possible issues at
Position:',jEST Chronology Officer the Fukushima Daiini units (separate from Fukushima Daiichi units).

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record:11912,_

Facility: _

Source:: ET

AddressLocation:_T

Attachment! ____
This infomation is OL'icie .. . .n.y.- .......... ........

Date/Time: 103127/2011 06:03:10 (ET), Mike Scott in Japan asked RST if all stakeholders had concurred in the Severe Accident
Position: EST Chronology Officer White Paper. Same issue as yesterday morning. In response, ET reported that Chairman

Name:!Thomas Scarbrough had called Ambassador yesterday to discuss issue.
Record: 1911 Mike Scott joins discussion.

1 ET indicates that Chairman discussed this issue with Ambassador yesterday. Mike
Scott indicates that Ambassador wants senior management of each stakeholder to
concur in the White Paper recommendations. Written concurrence by Agency heads not
i considered necessary. ET indicates that Mike Scott should be sure that Japan
recognizes the White Paper provides recommendations based on our understanding of
unit conditions and that we are not assuming liability because we do not know exact

Facility: unit conditions. Mike Scott said that he had not heard of any suggestion by Japan of
liability shift. Japan appreciates the help and suggestions. Mike Scott said Japan is
working on a way to inject nitrogen in light of high radiation levels. Mike Scott asked
when ET can provide result of checking with stakeholders for their agreement with
White Paper. ET will work on obtaining agreements. NRC Site Team will discuss with
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Ambassador and indicate NRC is working on obtaining concurrences.
Source:RRST

AddresLocation: _

Attachment__
This informaion is 0 ,,,af Uý only- s"ns e .. .l.lin..liUn.

Date/Time: 0312712011 06:01:04 (ET) PMT talked to Dan Dorman in Japan to let them know we agree with DOE compilation of
Position: IEST Chronology Officer NARAC dose projection slides.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough

Record: 1910 0
Facility:_

Source: PMT _______

AddresslLocation: _

Attachment! _

This infonation is Okcial "^ O "ly" .. ,..V .. ,, ......... .

Date[Time: 0312712011 05:42:12 (E PMT reviewed DOE compilation of dose projections using NARACs runs of three
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'possible scenarios. PMT agrees with DOE conclusions. ET asked PMT to contact NRC

Name: Thomas Scarbrough Isite team to discuss evaluation.
Record: 1909 1
Facilt:' ___________ ________._______

Source: PMT __T

Addres/Location:

Attachment
This informaion is O thidl .... O...- . . ..... ................

Datelrime: 03/27/2011 04: T Chuck requested status of table providing conditions of each unit, our recommended
Position: EST Chronology Officer J strategies, Japan actions, and activities to close the gap. ET said table being finalized

Name: Thomas Scarbrough -by RST. Chuck will indicate to Ambassador that document is still being prepared.
Riecojrd:• 1 Chucks visit to J-Village determined that it is not worthwhile placing anyone there.

1 Essentially clothes changing station. Chuck obtained insights from discussions with
Japanese personnel at J-Village. Chuck saw freshwater barge being towed to site.
Admiral Roden joined trip to J-Village and, based on that visit, Navy might decide not to
place someone at J-Village.
NRC site team working on table of success milestones to provide to Ambassador.
RST indicates that they have talked to Rob Johnson on Japan actions such as venting.

Facility: Rob said TEPCO did not have current plans for venting. ET indicates TEPCO will need
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to vent before inerting in order to make space for nitrogen. Chuck says visual briefings
!with a paper presentation are more effective than verbal briefings. Chuck needs
milestone matrix for measures of success. TEPCO has contract with Shaw to build
external cooling system. ET indicates that Severe Accident Table that RST is preparing
could be used to help develop the Milestone Matrix. ET said RST can indicate to Rob

'Johnson that they can provide Severe Accident White Paper to TEPCO.

Source: Chuck Casto .

AddresILocation:_

Attachment:' , _

This information is Official Ue Oniy- Sen*bw i',iwifd iiiui'.

Date/Time: I03/27/2011 03:37:54 (ET) Japan has asked to work with NRC site team on comparison of dose projections for-
Podtion:-EST Chronology Officer severe accident guidelines. NRC site team will e-mail information to ET for discussion.

i

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1907
Facility: i

Source: I NRC Site Team

Addres/Location: _

Attachment: ___
VX_:_1~J_• I. .......Inoraton

This information Is O,,y- ,' 1,enOlt em .W8, o., , , ,.

DatelTime:!03/2712011 02:36:40 ElE) IPMT does not consider RASCAL issue to be an error, RASCAL assumed Unit 3 fuel melt
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'and 23 hours later H2 explosion,

Name:,ThomasScarbrough - One day delay allowed plate-out.
Record: 1906 _____ Time delay reduced Unit 3 source term from 3.2E7 Ci to 2.7E7 Ci. PMT does not believe

that there was an operator error in running RASCAL because assumptions appear
i easonable for this plant situation.

Facility:(Sc (b)(5)

Surce:i PMT

Address/Location:,' . ~ . . . .. . . ............. . . .. ........
I'
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Attachment:
,,, This information is lfiiIL~o~~ li~hIJ inoraon.

Date/Time: 03127/2011 01:54:25 (ET) (b)(5)

Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer
Name: Thomas Scarbrough

Record: 1904 (b)(5)

Facility: I

Source: LT ____

Address/Location:_

Attachment:! _

This information is Offlcial Use . nl.- Sensiv•- :te ! informti.on.-

DatelTime' 0312712011 01:54:25 lET) j (b)(5)
Posiflon: EST Chronology OfficerI

Name: ThomasScarbrough I
Record: 1905

Facility:[ ___

Source: LT ___

AddresLocation:'

Attachment __ _,

This informaUon is Of al . . .O -l'- t ... . o n.

Daterime: 10312712011 00:00:11 (ET)

Position: i EST Chronology Officer
Name: i Thomas Scarbrough

Record:11903

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

I

Midnight Shift priorities: (1) SFP/Dry storage paper and (2) RASCAL calculations,

288707
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PMT transmitted reentry paper to Jack Foster two nights ago who gave it to
Ambassador staff. PMT will check to see if paper was sent to national security staff.

/ (b)(5)

IRST working on SFP/Dry Storage paper for Steve Jones. RST has latest severe
accident white paper. RST will check with Chuck regarding completing table with
TEPCO actions.
PMT working on error in source term sent to NARAC. NARAC developed dose
projection and (b)(5) Error causes low
output. PMT evaluating impact of error and will propose options. PMT had previously
recommended that source term work be moved to line organization. ET had initiated
effort to transfer source term work to line organization. PMT heard that Ambassador
wanted to use this information in a few hours. PMT notes that there is actual data from
Japan. PMT considers NARAC runs to address what had happened when the releases
began. Actual data might be more useful. Source term was developed based on our
understanding of the unit damage. PMT notes core already melted so why not use
actual data. Last Monday, source term was intended to be predictive. Now have better

Facility:I understanding of source term, but still predictive to develop protective actions if things
go wrong. PMT notes that best way to,develop protective actions from rad data
measurements or plume information. ET discusses helpful forward-looking source term
for protective action development. Currently using OST meeting results for source term
assumptions. Need to re-run analysis with those assumptions without the error. PMT
can check will NARAC about dose rates beyond 50 miles (such as Tokyo, Guam, and
Hawaii)..
Dave Hermann: NR will work with NRC staff on containment water capacity. RST will
address available water space in containment.
NRC Team in Japan joins bridge:
ET asks about planned use of NARAC run by Ambassador. Dan Dorman in Japan
knows Ambassador has upcoming meeting. ET informs Dan of dose projection error.
ET does not believe that error impact would warrant immediate action based on current
results. Error caused Unit 3 source term to be very low. Units I and 2 source terms not
in error. Time delay error caused some Unit 3 release to be missed in the calculation.
PMT asks if weather case should be reconsidered. ET indicates error should be
corrected first and then subsequently look at other assumptions. Dan will tell
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Ambassador that there is an error, and NRC working to resolve but will not be available
today. Dan asked for source term recalculation from RASCAL when available. Full
NARAC run might not be available until Monday.
ET asked about shielding interest by Japan. Dan says shielding working group set up
by Japan. Japan looking to construct confinement structure around the units. Rather
than entombment, Japan looking at temporary lighter weight structure to encapsulate
the units. ET understands this will be long term project. Japan assigned shielding as
equal priority to cooling.
Chuck and John went to J-Village but not back yet.
PMT will try to contact NARAC for run tonight. PMT wants to determine impact on
source term to understand extent of error on dose distances.

Source: iET Briefing

AddressWLocation: i
Attachment: I

This informaton is Of al & ..... o,,. fo-.

Date/Time: 0312612011 22:13:40 (ET)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1902 (b)(5)

Facility:

Source: PMT /

AddressLocation:

Attachment:l _

This information is Yon.ci Uu . . ... '-l -......
_llly"_______l_____111____IlUll____uii

Date/rime:t03/2612011 22:08:26 (ET) Talked to INPO about making changes to document. They said yes. But got the
Positon: EST Chronology Officer document back with no changes. So were getting close to putting changes in now. But

Name: Rebecca Karas Mike said he was OK with doing the meeting with the Japanese without the document
Record:11901 1done. Got call from USFJ and he was asking for best case and worst case in the

containment for water needs. But we dont even know if 2 containments are intact. Told
him that 15gpm is going itVo the units now, combined. Will recommend keep those

Facility:: flowrates until get nitrogen onsite. Dont have information on total amount- have rate. He
will send email and we can work witl1team onsite to bound the numbers. Marty -whatI I
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_ _they are looking for on shielding? We dont know,
Source: RST __

AddresLocation:_ _

Attachment:-
This informaton is Offi.

DatelTime: 1031261201122:05:29(ET) Working on getting both AC and DC power hooked up. Pumped water from Ul TB floor
Position:I EST Chronology Officer I into condenser. Trying to confirm viability of cooling system. Reactor 3 using feedwater

Name: Rebecca Karas as injection from fire engines -switching this pm to power-driven equipment, will use
Record: 1900 1 concrete pumping truck to get water to SFP. In process of deciding how to deal with

IF water in TB3. Unit 4: concrete pumper will be pumping seawater. Will switch fromFacility:
seawater to freshwater on Unit 4 soon.

Source: Media report- TEPCOi

AddreWLocation: ,
Attachment _ ___ _-_

This information is ....

Date/Time:I 03/26V2011 20:13:57 (EM' How many people in-country right now? about a dozen. Update: 11 in-country, but
Position: EST Chronology Officer others flying this week. New team flew out Monday and Wed, and not sure whether team

Name:1 Rebecca Karas they are replacing is on way back or not. Orders: Can forward spent fuel paper to Cmsrs
Record: 1899 offices? Sure, Franovich: Chairman gave rec on flooding containment? Can you

discuss more the strategy? What is next step? Ruland: Was subject of recent phone
call. Current rec is based on fact that all Rx flooding is leaking through RR pump seals
into cont. Rec will say maintain status quo -do not increase floodup rates until nitrogen

!purge obtained. Do not want to squeeze containments with excess hydrogen there.
Document being revised now. Japanese very concerned about hydrogen explosion -

warranted. Envision floodup and purge eventually with vent through dlw? Yes, believe
correct. Sheron: understand they are putting in enough water to keep core covered 112,
so it is steaming off, going to torus/wetwell. It will eventually heatup, go to saturation,
then have to vent off steam. Ruland: Ul containment appears intact, but question on 2-3

Facility: integrity. Does not change recommendations. Japanese interested in robotics -where
are we with that effort? DOE in process of providing robotics to Japan. Japanese govt
interested in robotics, shielding, removal of SNF. Did we recommend they restart RHR?
Understad they have been interested in restarting, but have dose rate concerns. Have
contracted with Shaw to install decay heat and debris removal systems. Chuck said

_priorities after flooding is shielding. Concern for Japanese because if cant access right
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locations in plant, then equipment will not help if cant install. What assistance are
Russians providing . (b)(5) •nodderly: Cmsr trying to
access IAEA database, but password protected. Can someone help get contact for

!access?
Source: iTA quesions

AddreWLocaton: I___

Attachment l_____
This informaion is Oi - ' ' .

Date/lime: 0312612011 20:00:33 (ET) 1 Have freshwater injection to U1-3. Borated in Unit 2. Water in TBs of all 3 units, but Ul
Positon: EST Chronology Officer pumped out. Working to pump out of U2-3. Elec power hooked up to all units. U1-4, in

Name: Rebecca Karas process of testing components. Some were submerged. Lights on in all control rooms,
Record: 1898 i working to restore ventilation. Heard Japanese govt has recommended residents in 20-

30km voluntarily evac, but not due to plant -due to infrastructure. NRC people in Japan
1 day training on pumping system complete. SOF ready to move equipment to site

today. USN is sending 2 freshwater barges to site. Question whether harbor had been
damaged. Navy is checking soundings. Barges will probably get there tomorrow. RST
in process of providing coordinated recommendations on severe accident strategies to
Casto. Chairman forwarded some NRC conditional recommendations on containment

iflooding to Ambassador and others. Have started to receive environmental sampling
data from USNPPs through NEI. Sharing the info with EPA. Casto and Monninger
should be on way to J Village now. About 6 miles S of site. Staging area for response.
Will have about 1.5 hours there, then will return to Tokyo. (b)(5)

(b)(5) NRR and NMSS preparing draft
documents th I be integrated. Should get to ET for review tonight. (b)(5)

(b)(5) /1Also know that Navy admiral in charge of personnel in Japan
,istationed in Hawaii has requested assistance in terms of understanding doses and
safety of military families -there are many US residents there. Vince Holahan will travel

!to Pearl Harbor, leaving Monday. He will be an advisor to USN. Ruland: Continuing to
i work on consensus assessment document. Have had 2 phone calls on day shift and a
third this shift to sort out final recommendations. Recent one included site team.
Purpose was to make sure the hydrogen recommendation was explicity considered in
the document. Think have figured out now. Need to get to Mike Scott -will meet with
Japanese about 2 hrs from now. If dont meet time, Mike can speak to it based on
,,ste,,ng in to phone call. Have literally hundreds of people involved in looking at

I
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document. Cindy: DOE is reporting tens of R per hour around units 1-4 and hampering
progress. IAEA reported about 17 workers had doses between 10-18 rem. 2 workers
with possible beta injury have been transferred to medical university for evaluation.-

(b)(5)

L ource, FTA Brief- __

AddressLocation:'!
Attachment:!

This informaion is Off..ial .. a Ony Si.,oo vInternal -n, ,mation.,

DatelTfirne:1031261201119:47:03 Some areas to consider: hydrogen igniters that require AC power, PWRs that do not
Position: EST Chronology Officer have vent capability from containment, tsunami modeling capability, global

Name: ! Rebecca Karas warming/flooding, etc. Cindy has to respond on Xe question. Code has been peer
Record 1 1897 reviewed, etc, and Xe should not contribute to dose, but we need to check.
Facility:1

Source:'ET -

AddreWLocauon: _

Attachment: [
This informaton is Official Use Only. Sen•fiu li-tiiWad Is-fo,,aion.

Date/lime: 03/2612011 19:23:08 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1896
Facility: __

Source: PMT _

AddreWLocaton: i

Attachment:, _

This information is Ohcia)o We Ody. - hdrisit hii rmadti-on

Date/'ime:- 0312612011 18:33:59 (ET) Chairman: likely coming to Tokyo via plane tonight. Itinerary would get there 9am next
Position: EST Chronology Officer day. Would have to turn around soon and come back due to Congressional

Name: Rebecca Karas commitments. Chuck: plant status not changed for SFPs. Reactors: as of 1010am
Record: 1895 vy.estrdav all 3 on freshwater. At 4:46pm, lighted U2 control room. In TB, basement on

U1 pumped water out U2-3 reviewing plans to dewater TBs. Recovery: dam pipe is
running to fill up CSTs and demin water tanks. Need 2800T/day of water to feed
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Facility:

Sourcei ChairmanICasto

reactors. Dam line is degraded, and getting about 1200T out of it. With barges also will
have enough capacity. Estimate is tomorrow morning for barges. USFJ has offered line

Ithe Japanese can pump from. Chairman: is med-large release still possible? Yes. Some
believe 2-3 containments already flooded. Real concern is Unit 1. They have 3 working
groups. Concern is getting rad shielding. Having problems getting core cooling due to
high rad. Had kickoff meeting yesterday to devise ideas. PNNL is linked in. Very
interested in robotics, shielding. They will have 10,000 fuel bundles plus debris to
remove. Still providing them with a lot of equipment, drinking water, KI, rad prot equipm,
hoses. DOD is doing great job in getting that done. Water supplylbottled water is to limit
hoarding in Tokyo. Believe if they show stable supply, will limit hoarding. Coke and.
Costco and Korea have provided supplies. Trying to work on milestones of recovery.
Have dependents of military and embassy that are gone. Many people in shelters. Need

!to have some indication how long this will go on. John has lead on recovery
F(b)(5) ýL

L •rian: Salt has been brought up.
':Lots of concern over time of corrosion. Thought is that when they start with freshwater -
I at some point they may have to flush it out. Because radioactive, would need massive
holding tanks. Chuck: Yes, they will need - they havent thought that far ahead. They are
working on spent fuel transport, but dont know where it will go. Brian: should we have
someone planning to find tanks that could be brought in and hooked up? chuck: will
bring up to MOD. Maybe bladders like VY. Likely to be highly radioactive. They
apparently pumped TB water to tank in condenser bay. At some pointwe need to

,decide when this is decomissioning site and not reactor safety issue. Brian: Marty and
Bill were deciding on exit criteria. One was when reactors were stable. Second was
when we didnt feel it was necessary to continue rad condition monitoring in terms of
possibly changing PAGs. Third is when Ambassador says dont need anymore. John
and Chuck heading to J Village in an hour, They were reluctant to let anyone up, but we
only plan to spend a few hours. They will do a 30 minute briefing, then an hour of
questions, then leave. Bill: working on recommendations paper. Consortia doesnt
understand what they are doing - what role? Chuck: TEPCO has contracted with Shaw
to build external decay heat removal systems and debris removal. That will take time,
but once have systems going, concern for accident is diminished.

AddresslLocation.
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Attachment:S
This informafion is R/631-, W, W.,,,I IM,,0,,11,,,,,,,

Dateirime: 0312612011_18:29:29 (ET) Bill -re-visiting flooding containment issue/hydrogen. Chuck: need sustainable water
Position: EST Chronology Officer supply and 3 flooded containments. Brian: worried about air in flooded containments-

Name: Rebecca Karas may end up wiht detonable mixture. Chuck: understand- U2 and 3 are likely breached
Record: 1894 anyway.
Facility: _
Source:! Casto ___

AddreeLocation:
Attachment: _, __

This information is o..... use o. .- Sensitie [it. i.... ..... .

Date/Time:I03/26/2011125:49(E) Chairman going to Japan tonight. Josh was unaware that Chairman was going to call
Position: EST Chronology Officer Ambassador Roos tonight. Josh is going to find out if he is going to Japan and/or when

Name: Rebecca Karas - he will speak to Ambassador. Chairmans fligth is at 1Opm.
Record: 1893
Facility:_

Source:l ETT

Address/Location: i

Attachment: !__
This informaUon is Oftcial se"Only- " ,sitiv , iT-temai lfomaUon.

Date/Time: 03126/2011 18:11:20 (Ep) DOE, et al believe there has been a change in direction with respect to flooding
Posifion:IEST Chronology Officer jcontainment. Their understanding is INPO is now saying shouldnt flood containment

Name: Rebecca Karas using all means avalable, because we expect is already being flooded through RR
Record: 1892 seals, and you basically want to flood above TAF, but not above vents. Some in DOE

believe they havent had a chance to look at it, and dont understand change in direction.
I DOE is going to talk to their group. They are all concerned about presence of oxygen in
'drywell and possibility of explosion. The calcs they did and GE did show 1-2% oxygen.
Theoretically that is too low. But- felt uncertainty too great, and margin not sufficient to
give confidence. Lots of discussion about purging, and Japan does not appear to have
capability. They talked about the decay heat and how long they would have to be in
active removal before they could turn to passive cooling. For Ul, was 230 days. If have
core melt, could have corrosion via corium. They are concerned with CRD drive tubes
and instrument penetrations. They also discussed steam explosions. Brian: Richard

Facility: Lee just sent steam explosion analysis, and their conclusion is it wouldnt be very
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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energetic. We questioned how important composition of molten material is? We have
salt mixed in. Also discussed using sprays to knock down source term during venting.
I Dana said really need fogging, not normal sprays. They agreed dose to workers would
have been much higher if it was primary coolant in TB. Everyone agreed was diluted
primary coolant. Discussed tanks for holding water they will have to remove. Fire water
tanks -whether have enough shielding or capacity. Also discussed corrosion
calculations. Dana said if they use sodium borate, it would make it pretty basic and they
wouldnt have to worry about corrosion so much, They discussed muon tomography.

Source:IET -

AddressLocation:

Attachment: _

This information is Officiai Use Only- Sensitie Iniuiundi, ,'.

DatelTime: 0312612011 17:24:39 (ET) i Chairman considering going to Japan. Sheron: Will Chairman designate someone to act
Position: EST Chronology Officer j if he goes?

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1891 !
Facility: _

Source: ET ___

AddresdLocation:

Attachment
This informationis Ok a! Use .... - 3... n.. .. e int.. rna. I..r.. ato.

DatelTime:'0312612011 16:33:05 (Er) Wind was blowing out to sea, but supposed to switch. If they need to vent UI
Position: EST Chronology Officer containment, should probably do before wind shifts towards land. Will call site team

Name: I Rebecca Karas - -when they wake up.
Record: 1890 =_
Facility:-
Source: 'ET

Address/Location:
Attachment:_

This information is Oficio!l Wse On"" Sensitive I...n.. Hf..... 61.

Date/Time: 0312612011 15:34:48 (EP) !Now believe know what is needed for assessment -getting ready to send out to INPO,
Position: EST Chronology Officer etc, to get agreement, Have been working with NR, GEH, Bettis, KAPL, INPO, DOE, etc.

Name:!; Rebecca Karas Today, INPO no longer worried about liability, so this is very positive. Also updating
status report. No idea how long freshwater will last. Have on Unit 2 now also. Heard

I (b)(5) 290707
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Record: 1889 Japan was trying to procure heat exchangers from Shaw? No idea. Sheron: we need to
aiit be thinking whether they need large tanks for all the radwaste? Yes.Facility:R

Source: I RST

AddretLocahion:
Attachment!

This information is Offic I Ua! - Only-- Sensativ Htem a! InfoM aetio

Date/Time:. 03126/2011 15:2519 (ET) Chu has set up science call. They discuss theories, etc. Gitter will cover call.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name:l Rebecca Karas

Record. 1888

Facility: I

Source: ET

Addres/Location27

Attachment: i f
This information is OO7Cjal U!u ,y - ,.,s l uvusif a , I n!o raUc.

Date/Time:i 03/2612011 15:17:31 (ET) {Sheron: Plants still injecting freshwater from reservoir. Still water in TBs of 1,2 and 3.

Position:1 EST Chronology Officer UI had been dewatered. Electrical power to all 6 units. Testing components for Units 1-
Name:!Rebecca Karas A4. Trying to restore ventilation. Training is completed on pumping system. Ready to

Record: 1887 move equipment to site, Navy has 2 FW barges moving to site. Remain concerns about

harbor damage. They want the Japanese to have their own tug fleet to be prepared to
I move barges into position when they arrive, RST provided coordinated set of
!recommendations to NRC team in Japan. Provided to NISA and TEPCO, no detailed

'discussions yet though. Received data from NEI -sampling from plants. Chuck and
;John travelling to J Village. Liaison is writin up roadmap to summarize deputies call to

Facility: Ietter understand roles and responsibilitiess

(b)(5)

Probably stable. Worried about Unit 3 because contaminated

workers got rad burns on feet Did analysis of water and confirmed it came from core.
_Trying to figure out where breach is coming from.

Source:! Chairman ___

AddretLocation:
Attachment:

A-
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This infornation is-Official Us nl s ... ........ .

Date/Time:
.1

0312612011 14:18:18 (ET) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer J/

Name:
Record:

Nick Ballam
1884 (b)(5)

L____ý

Facility:

Doing research on the 20 inches of water in the turbine building. 18 beta.

They have power in the control rooms. The next step is for ventilation.

Correction 18R, not 18 beta.
EST Chronology Officer -Rebecca Karas at 15:15:10 on 3/26/2011

Source:_1ElT_______________________________________
Addre LocJoT

Attachment 7
is inifima isUITdUh NO ,nnA R., rnv Nr,,q,,w MFre,, run, ,i,,u

............... I

Date/Time: 0312612011 14:44:49 (ETF) Chairman brief scheduled for 3:15.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Balla•m Shift Change occuring -Briefing
Record: 11885

Facility: I_
Source: ET .

AddresLocation:-

TiAttachment:s is
This infor-ation is Offi"-a '"O l- Sn., vo.:, Int^rna Ilnfornation

Date/Time: 03/2612011 14:18:18 (ET) (b)(5)
Position:' EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam

Record: 1886 (b)(5)

7J

Facility: Doing research on the 20 inches of water in the turbine building. 18 beta.

Ii (b)(5) 29O7
I.
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i They have power in the control rooms. The next step is for ventilation.
Source:EI _r __

AddressLocation:_

Attachment: _

This informaton is Oiai Use Oniy. Sen~i~ve hiead ,',or-atol-

DatelTime: 0312612011 13:55:38 (Er) !The end game is to fill up the containment to 2/3 full, without covering up the vent. The
Poition: EST Chronology Officer hard part is figuring out how to do it, and get information on status.

Name: Nick Ballam

Record: 1883
Facility:
Source: 1Pat _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

AddreWLocation:_____ ____________ _________ ___ ____

- Attachment: _____ sfiIUeQ Sniwitralornc.

Date/Time:'0312612011 13:49:58 (Er) Reaching ý consensus. INPO and GE have provided a revision of our unit 1 -Mostly
Position: EST Chronology Officer reformatting. We have 5 or 6 recommendations. Under each of these we have

Name: Nick Ballam considerations (about 15 of them). Venting, oxygen mixture that may cause fire, etc. We
Record: 1882 i are still seeing flow into the vessel. Gradually fill it up. Get nitrogen to the site and purge

the containment vessel with nitrogen. The water flow is coming in the bottom, 35-40
i gallons per minute. They believe they clogged the external core spray with sea water
Ssalt crystals. They have moved to the flow from beneath the building.

Facility: I 15 parties participating on the phone. Trying to get a general consensus. Keep pumping

water in, and vent. All three units have hardened vents according to GEH and Japanese
who met yesterday. We dont have information on what pieces are in place and what are
mimssing.

Source: Pat , m

AddresLocation: I __
Attachment: ._

This inforrnaUon is Oicial U'e Onl" Senci".e Intenal lo.r,,io,

Date/Time: 0312612011 13:43:47 (EP) Generate a matrix to show who is in charge of what types of action items. Trying to
Position: EST Chronology Officer determine"the est fr-at for this pr.u"ct. Nextsh ifs will take.over later today't night.

Name:I Nick Ballam

/,

I (b)(5) 299/707
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Record: 1881

Facility:
Source: LT

AddressLocafion:
Attachment: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

infiz iniKJmauoistll tf I IS Jw ew IJ Sefl suvij (~I n tufnaiJ nritopu n.

Date/Time: 03/26/2011 13:25:09 (ET) 1 LT trying to get an understanding on which agency is going to take charge on each
Position: EST Chronology Officer item. This will help us focus our efforts on items that are applicable to our agency.

Name: Nick Ballam
Record: 1880 Tasking an action item from France for aerial photos of reactors from the time of

hydrogen explosion to now. Has been tasked to RST.Facility:

Source: ET i
AddresLocation: -

Attachment¶ i
This information is Official Me Only- Sensitive intemai information.

DatelTime:1031261201113:09:05 (E') Jim - Cced Bill on the email to the Chairman regarding flooding. Status update to Bill on
Position: EST Chronology Officer earlier talks with Chairman and Chuck. Pat started a call with INPO and industry to go

Name: Nick Ballam !through the details of the strategies and their revisions to capture some of the potential
Record: 1879 unintended consequences.

(b)(5)

I,.

Facility: i

In 3.5 days we will have a much better understanding of the data and possibilities.

(b)(5)

Source: iPhone wlBill Borchardt

IAddress/Location:;

(b)(5) W~7
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Attachment:
This information is 0 intera: Informaton.

Date/Time: 0312620111 The communication with Pete Lyons has been completed and the question he had has
Position: EST Chronology Officer I been answered.

Name: Nick Ballam

Record:' 1878

Facility: '
Source: ET'i

AddresLocation: I
Attachment:!J

This in~forma~ltio is Offieal We Only. Sensitive ,Ita-mc-1 Ilunt'01-111ato.

Datelime: 0312612011 12:04:35 (ET) (b)(5)

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:t Nick Ballam

Record: 11877 (b)(5)
Facility:;'

Source: Terry

Address/Location: _

Attachment ____

This information is ii ^ .... o . nt,. n,. Info .

Date/lime: 03126)2011 11:41:06 (ET) IRST agrees with email to Chairman to flood 2 and 3, and concerns on unit I concerning
Position: EST Chronology Officer [possible hydrogen combustion.

Name:I Nick Ballam

Record: 1876

Facility: _

Source:. ET

AddresdLocation: .

Attachment:I _

This information is Official Use Only Sensitive Int.na I. nJ..nia.o,.
____________________________________ I-- - __________________________T_

Date/lime: 03/2612011 11:29:45 (ET) In the email give a brief assessment to what extent any of this information has been
Posifion: EST Chronology OfficerI conveyed by Chuck to Japan and if so, to whom. Just check with RST if needed at a

Name:I Nick Ballam high level,
Record:, 1875

(b)(5) 070301/707
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Source: Phone wlChairman
AddreWILocation: I _ _ _ _ -..-. ~..--- .-- _________ --..-

Attachment: I_________ __ ____ ___ __________

This inforrnaUon is Offici~1 Use On'y Sensihve lnteaml Inoration

Daterlime: 10312612011 11:18:26 (ET) IBeing asked by Ambassador for recommendation on whether we should flood the dry
-Posi~tio:EST Chronology Officer wells on 12 and 3. Wants to get Chuck on the line.

Name:! Nick Ballam
Record: 11874

Facility:

,The strategy paper will address this. The concern is Unit 1. The unit 1 containment is
not inerted. If you flood the containment then you may compress hydrogen gas in the
top of the containment causing an explosion. In general the SAM-Gs say to flood the
containment, but you dont want to block the vent path, and there is concern about the
hydrogen ignition.

1,Chuck - Should flood the dry well on units 2 and 3, and should be cautious on unit 1.
FRecommendation on 1 -Try to inert the dry well, and if you cant do that then flood it. 2
and 3 are likely venting.

IWe also heard reports that there was water in the basements of unit 2 and 3. Unit I was
Ide-watered and wasnt contaminated. Unit 3 had fission products which must be
Iconcerned.

Jim will send that to these recommendatons in an email. Chuck will review the email
before it goes to the Chairman.

Source:lIPhone wlChairman I_____________________________________

AddresslLocation: ______________

Attachment _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -.-- _ _ _ _ _ __ _

This infonnation is Ofoe ~ nySnii nenlIfrain

Date/Time: 10312612011 11:04:55 (ET)
Position: IEST Chronology Officer

Name: ~Nick Ballam
Record: 1873

Got off the phone with Bill Webster with INPO. They are excited about a new phrase
"Sign-off'. They are being asked to sign off on recommendation on actions to take. That
term implies some liability and extensive technical review.

*RST Strateqies were sent to Chuck and NISA and TEPCO. Since the plant conditions
have evolved, there are revisions being made to these strategies. The ambassador

wantd t ge a sgn ff rom ll espnsile parties that th is is the best approach to

K (b)(5)
3W2U7

I
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take. Pat is working with INPO. We are looking for a consensusl (b)(b)
(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Facility: Jim is preparing an email to frame this for the chairman. Will cc Bill and Josh.

Held a two hour meeting with the industry consortium. Had 17 issues for discussio
DOE and DOD had actions on 16 of them. INPO had action on one of the items. The
discussion on not having these phone calls since there are reps in the cabinet mee
getting these action items directly.

(b)(5)

source: Phone w/ill Borchardt

I

]

n.
re is
tings

Address/Location:!Attachment:___ __

This informaUon is ONcia' We Only - Se".. h" .... l M71.......

Date/Time: 031261201110:34:06 (Er) 1
Positon EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam

Record: 1872
F Facility:-_
Source: RSTT

AddreWLocation:

Attachment: ___

This infornation is O,,idl L& iy - S ...............]..........

Daterrime: 00312612011 10:17:27 (Er) Jim -We will try to bring Vonna and Bill Rulon up on the bridge to relay the information,
MOsion: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Nick Ballam I Mike -They are looking for an affirmation that spent fuel is being safely stored. Why do

Record: 1871 ....... we believe that? The white paper would be the requirements, compliance status, and
how we inspect licensees to assure that it is safe.

Voina and BID Rul!on join the call. Mike gives a review of the request to Vonna and Bill.
.LI

(b)(5) 303i707
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The paper will not be at a very detailed level (so as to keep itto a few pages).

We dont have the staff in the Ops Center to work on this, Much of this information
should be in our Qs and As.Facility: i

'Bill and Vonna will work together to write it up and integrate it. Bill will be in the Ops
'Center beginning at 3:00 pm. Steve Jones may help with it. 2 pages max for each of wet
and dry storage. (34 total)

'Both Chuck and the newsflash talked about dewatering the Turbine 3 building
I (depending on whats in there).

Source: Phone wlMike Webber ___

Address/Location:

Attachment: _ _ _

This information is Official Use O,,ly •., ,,,,v ..... lnfo^rna;^.

Date/Time: 'I0312612011 10:05:58 (E) (b)(5) JLooking for a document concerning spent fuel
Position:~ EST Chronology Officer storage, both wet and dry. There is growing interest in congress with continued storage

Name: Nick Ballam I of spent fuel. They are looking for a paper this weekend that will layout requirements for
Record: 1870 i dry and wet storage and what is the current status with our licensees complying with

'these requirements. SFST for dry storage and NRR for wet storage.

F .(b)(5)

Facility:

I I.

The paper is maybe 3-4 pages with bullets. We can attach the requirements. General
!design criteria and all of part 72... We need to address things like: How does it protect
against significant external events, and where does our reasonable assurance
confidence come from? Not get into the nitty gritty, but attach the requirements as extra
info.

Source: Mike Webber

AddresILocation:
Attachment:

This information is Offitial Use Only' SeRivUu i, iefal IbfumIadon.r
(b)(5)
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DatelTime: 031261201109:38:12 (ET) RST recommendation paper -Summary report to go to the chairman and then he will go
Position: I EST Chronology Officer to the ambassador. Pat has indicated that INPO needs time to review the

Name: Nick Ballam recommendations. Then we will get them to Chucks team. We are also putting together
Record: _ _1869 discussion points for the Chairman for his call with the Ambssador. The Ambassador

told Chuck that he can be called 2417, whenever we need to.
(b)(5)

Daily call with Chuck &amp; Chairman will be at 6:30 p.m. Eastern Time.

Briefing on cabinet meeting: All three units are on freshwater. As of 10:10 a.m. this
morning. At 4:46 p.m. Unit 2s control room was powered up. Turbine building
basements flooding -They removed the water from unit Is basement. Units 2 and 3 they
are reviewing the plans for basement water removal. Unit 3 iodine 131 and lanthanum
140 levels indicated that there was damaged fuel (core). Chlorine 38 indicated it had
been activated by a neutron which would have to be around some uranium. There is still
speculation on this, but we think that the water in unit 3 turbine basement came from a
core. We dont know the composition of unit 2 basement water yet.

12:00 meeting - we requested a sit down with someone knowledgeable about each of the

reactors, but they indicated they dont have anyone at this time. Hasano said that he
would help open up communication channels to give us more information.

Concerned about the hydrogen. Unit 2 and 3 are continually venting. Some people
believe that the containments on 2 and 3 are already flooded. Unit I is the one you need
to worry about flooding with regard to hydrogen. SHA group was contacted for heat

Facility: I removal. They wanted some more robots from DOE. They want Pacific Northwest Labs
to come over right away to work on shielding and spent fuel removal (DOE will take
action). DOD is in charge of most equipment requests. Having a difficult time getting to
their cooling systems. 10,000 spent fuel bundles to dispose of. They are working on
plans for this. Working on plans on what to do with the remaining buildings. Working on
structural analysis of the spent fuel pools. They wanted all 300 pieces of equipment

(b)(5) 30M707
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offered. 1st barge is headed up north. 2nd barge is 8 hours behind that.

Mike- The cabinet meetings should be assigning the items immediately to DOE, DOD,
and INPO.

Chuck -The Cabinet meetings are important right now, but should be discontinued at
some point down the road. We need to figure out what commitment the U.S. will have.
Right now it is unlimited, but we need to determine future plans.

Will head to J-Village tomorrow at 9:00 a.m. Minutes on the meetings will come
tomorrow.

(b)(5)
hucks intent was to have people in there 24/. The working groups they

are requesting for us to contribute to are very long term and should probably be DOE
instead of NRC for participation. They gave us 5 slots for these TEPCO working
groups... Jim suggests that we split those slots with NISA. Tony Nagasaki has some
really good contacts within TEPCO. Hes doing a great job and will be staying longer in

_ _ iJapan.
Source: -Chuck on Phone ___

AddreslLocation:_

Attachment:-
This information is "i'- . . - . sU , ..t rmation

Date/Time: 0312612011 09:34:44 (l'1 Whitepaper. The paper will not be discussed until 1:00. The chairman and ambassador
Position: EST Chronology Officer will talk sometime later todayltonight.1

Name: Nick Ballam (b)(5)
Record: 11868 !

Facility:
Source: RST _

AddressLocation:__
Attachment_ _

This information is official UseoOn!;' Sonsim-ve Intarnal InbormaPunn.

Daterime: 03/261201109:23:09 (ET) Discussion on salt depositing. The fresh water is needed to dilute the salt deposits that

Position:: EST Chronology Officer have accumulated.

I:(b)(5) 3707
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Name: 1 Nick Ballam

-ou Nffl~bfsoa-

Record: 1867
Facility:'

Source: ETr

Addre/Location:_

Attachment:!
This information i fi~ ~ nySniieltr~ nomto

DatelTime: 03/26/201109:17:34 (ET) INPO made a strong recommendation that we let them work on our paper for a couple of

Position: EST Chronology Officer hours and get back to us with an endorsement. They need until 1:00 p.m. and will get
Name: Nick Ballam I back to us at that time. Mike Scott is interested in this document. We will send it to them

Record: 1866 (Japan team) by end of day/swing shift.
Facility:_

Source: Pat ___

AddresLocation:_
Attachment: ___,

This information is-Official Us6 Only o^ Ini. a , n, o mion.

Date/Time: 103126120108:32:22 (ET) Plant status - As of this morning freshwater being injected into 1,2,3, borating water into
Posi~on: EST Chronology Officer unit 2. Coming from the reservoir. Electrical power is present. Have lightng in the

Name: Nick Ballam control rooms. They are in process of restoring ventilation. Bechtel pumping system is
Record:! 1865 _ still at the air base. They will have an additional day of training today. Not expected to be

at the site until Sunday COB, implemented Monday. Navy has 2 freshwater barges on
their way. The first is delayed due to weather. 30 hours until it will be available. Press
release that Japanese govt gave recommending residents within 20-30 km to voluntarily
evacuate their homes. Not radiological concern, but logistics related. Reactor Safety
Team is working on draft strategies. Those have been shared with TEPCO and NISA.
The feedback that we got is to revise those strategies in light of the actual conditions in
Japan. We do not have hydrogen purging capabilities. We will have the revised stragies
back to the Japan team today. Chuck will travel to J village. 10 miles from the site which
is the staging area for recovery equipment. Will determine whether there is value to
embed there. We are developing a road map for coordinating with other agencies on
various issues, so as to not overlap. Vince Holohan will be traveling to PATCOM in

'Hawaii to coordinate with pacific fleet. They have the responsibility to evacuate
American Citizens in Japan.

(b)(5) 3071707
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Elliott- Reading latest AP story quoting Japanese Defense Administer. Saying that we
made an extremely urgent request to switch to freshwater. Is this accurate?
Jim- This was our number one priority, yes.

We do not have any more information on possible slumping in the cores? 18 rem dose
would not cause beta burns to the workers. Are we taking a look at this? Yes, this is a
follow up item for PMT.

Casto and Moniger coming home? Chuck has become the ambassadors right hand
Facility: man. Not clear on when he will return, We dont have a schedule. We will be there for a

while.

Reentry plan is the PMTs product. We provided it to the Japan team. Talking it over with
the ambassador. Awaiting comments. How is EPA involved?

Why is the radiation much higher in one of the units? May have to do with the level of
water in the containment.

'Information on injured workers in unit 3. They were attempting to replace damaged
cabling to pumps. What is the next strategy now that the recirc pumps may not be
available? That is part of the ongoing dialog at this point We will route these
i recommendations through the commission office when ready.

(b)(5)

J.Village is 12.5 miles due south along the coast from the site. Used for emergency
response.

There have been no reports of anyone being deceased. The worst report were the three
workers who got the beta burns.

Source: Phone CA Brief .

(b)(5)
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AddresLocaton: _

Attachment:
- .--.- '-------r---.---

This information is O;fi•-ia; U•e C,,'y- 3eF,•i'J• IF•ternaHnformati•.
This infonnation is Official bUe only- SsU ,trnlIfrai

DatelTime: 0312612011 08:19:56 (ET) Concern with saltwater. We will follow up DOEs concern. Pete Lyons had the concern.
Position: EST Chronology Officer What was the basis for the RHR restart? We want to close the loop with DOE on this.

Name:! Nick Ballam
Record: 11864
Faclity,: 1

Source: Pat

AddresLocation: I
Attachment ____

This information is Official Use Only -Sensiiive Internal information.

DatelTime: 0312612011 08:17:23 (ET) Phonecall with Chuck and the Chairman? We will check when he calls in at the end of
Positon: EST Chronology Officer his shift today and set that up if needed.

Name: Nick Ballam
Record: 1863
Facility:! _

Source: EP _

AddresULocation: I
Attachmenti ____

This inforinaion is " n " Sen .,,i ,n,.,i,.

Date/Time: 1 0312612011_07:46:08 (ET) i Summary from INPO call. Two hour call. INPO had action on I of the items
Positon: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Named: Nick Ballam
Record: 1862 hairman was forwarding the meeting minutes

down to us. Trying to piece together who has action for what for some of these issues.
Trying to put together a flow chartto diagram this. Maybe US AID should be leading
these phone calls, because they would be funding some of these things. Any
equipment we "loan" will likely not be coming back due to contamination.

Jim -According to Chron file, Recommendations document was shared with both NISA
and TEPCO (per Mike Scott).

( ([ (b)(5)
Facility:.

(b)(5) 309f707
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(b)(5)

We have completed some analysis on dose information that may be passed through
State Department to Ambassador to Japan. Will check back with State Department on
this issue.

Yt

(b)(5)

Source:1' Mike

AddressLocation: 
_

Attachment -

This informtaUon is ....

Date/Time: 03/2612011 07:39:58 (Er)
Potion: EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Nick Ballam
Record: 1861 J (b)(5)

Facility:!

Source: Terry,

Addres/Location: _

Attachment I__
This informaton is Off-ia! tIa 0, y -sr4u&*-bInt v inf,,•, ion,

DatelTime: 03/2612011 07:30:50 (ET) We have freshwater going into all 3 reactors. Assessment paper, we published a
Positon: EST Chronology Officer document. Had discussion with GE and INPO on the recommendations in this

Name: Nick Ballam document. Following the SAM-Gs recommendations to fill up the containment. Need to
Record: 1860 review these recommendations based on current conditions. Jim explaining the

upcoming phone calls with chairman and ambassador, Chairman will probably want to
call around 7 or 8 p.m. (morning in Japan). Prepare talking points for the Chairman and
give him the status of our schedule. Explain why these recommendations should not be
taken as EOPs, Formatting some recommendations for Chuck, Exploring someFacility:
recommendations on Chlorine 38. Finalizing some answers on hydrogen questions,

_ _ iHavent heard back from Pete Lyons yet. Will be reaching out to him today. Unit 3
A

(b)(5) 31G/7U
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Source:i Pat

building -How long do we have before it goes back out to sea or elsewhere? Do we
need to recirculate it?

AddressULocation:_

Attachment:.
This information is " ! " - ni ' n

Date/Time: .031261201107:16:15 (ET) AWe are now injecting freshwater into units 1-3. Borated into unit 2. Source is reservoir.
Postion:,! EST Chronology Officer Barges on the way... delayed because of weather. 30 hours until it gets there. We arent

Name: Nick Ballarn'Isure if the water supplies will be depleted or not. The big event yesterday was that unit 3
Record: 1859 turbine building is full of water from the containment, there is fission product isotopes

showing that its from the damaged core. The water has continued to increase to the
turbine building. An area of focus is to look at leaks from that buildina. Jaanese
recommended that citizens within 20-30 km move.1 (b)(5)

(b)(5) •he bechvel pumping system, they will continue

'training today and then transition. Its not believed to be on site either late tomorrow or
Monday. The RST strategies on dealing with the core, we have some recommended
changes that we wantto put into the stratega s. They have been shared with NISA, not
sure if theyve been shared with TEPCO yet.

Facility:. 5)
we suggest that you and the ambassador have a conversation on

Phone Call w
ource: Chairman

this. Chuck plans to visit J.Village, the pre-staging point for recovery, to see if it will be
useful to embed some of the site team there. Roy participated in the deputies call last
night. We want to know who has the lead on which issues.

We want to get revisions out around noon (at best). Sometime this afternoon we
suggest the chairman talk to the ambassador. Plan a 15 minute discussion with the ET
before this takes place.

Address/Location:1
Attachment'

This information is Noffici Use on,,- Sensitive Intra, Informa,. on.

Date/Time: 0312612011 07:03:18 (ET) Unit 3. You cant get beta burns with only 17 rem. The barge is on its way. RST took a
Posion, EST Chronology Officer look at dose levels, They tried to infer what the water levels are in the containment. They

(b)(5) 311/707
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Name:' Nick Ballam think 2 and 3 are well on their way to being flooded based on the radiation levels, Trying
Record: 1858 ' to get a dillog between RST and site team considering severe accident management

directives (b)(5) Support Bill in developing
Facility: I recommendat ions on how we proceed with operations here at the Ops Center. Naval

reactors want to know what is considered to be "stable conditions". If they keep filling
__up the turbin building it may create a path for moving the damaged fuel out of the site.

Source: ET T___

AddressfLocation: _

Attachment: _ _...............
This information is . . . . . ..l u ly. &,suj , , ,o ,,u,.

Date/Time: I 03126/2011 06:23:41 (ET) I Marty heard from Chuck that Ambassador wants to continue with his request that
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'organizations concur in White Paper on cooling recommendations. ET will brief

Name: Thomas Scarbrough IChairman on Ambassadors request.
Record: 1857
Facility:; -
Source:ET Er

AddrerdLocaton: __

Attachment:
Attachment:~ This information is M Wica Weo Onl Sensitiv ea l ln torn lforation.

DatelTime: 03/2612011 05:32:09 (ETq Chuck just completed meeting with Admirals Walsh and Haley, General Fields, the
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'Ambassador, and others. Ambassador would like principals of organizations who

Name: Thomas Scarbrough i prepared White Paper on cooling recommendation to concur in writing. Ambassador
Record:j 1856 would like concurrence so he can take White Paper to Edano. Marty indicated that RST

should distribute updated White Paper to applicable agencies. RST has call planned for
11 a.m. with agencies to discuss White Paper. Chuck has meeting at 8 p.m. with
Ambassador. Chuck proposes to indicate at meeting that White Paper is being
discussed with applicable agencies for concurrence. RST will co din
agencies at 9 a.m. to ask for written concurrence on White Paper.(b)(5)

NR agrees that White Paper was written as best
Facility: technical approach. Dave Hermann (NR) suggests that we address recommendations

and Ambassador request on parallel paths to not delay White Paper. ET agrees. ET
indicated that RST at 9 a.m. will work to have all stakeholders agree on White Paper
ASAP. Then, ET will brief Chairman for call with Ambassador to discuss White Paper

(b)(5) 312/707
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and path forward, Chuck will inform Ambassador.
Separate topic: TEPCO provided hydrogen calculation rates to NRC Team. RST does
not have calculated hydrogen rates, NR will check to see if they had hydrogen

!calculation rates.

Source: Chuck Casto

AddresslLocation:1
Attachment _ _

This information is Oflicai U I O 'ly - -- :•:t-- hItr l Inf^,mation

Date/Time: 0312612011 04:36:22 (ET) LT reviewed list of Deputies meetings and whether summary available. LT sent e-mail to
Postion: I EST Chronology Officer Annette Vietti-Cook asking for any additional meetings that she might be aware of since

Name:. Thomas Scarbrough she is on the meeting distribution list. LT will follow up with Annette in morning. Also, LT
Record: 118_5 (b)(5) ' LT presented

US Government Coordination power point slides with each agency having a separate
click-on page. For example, NRC would have a page that will identify individual groups
and their tasks. LT will begin completing the power point file with applicable roles and

Facility: responsibilities. US Government Coordination slides will identify high level roles and
responsibilities (not small specific tasks) to minimize maintenance effort. ET agreed with
LT approach. ET asks that LT check current ET task list for any tasks that might be

_ _ _ _ _ responsibility of other agencies that can be reassigned and closed.
Source: LT A --..... ..... . ... ......

Address(Location:
Attachment: _ __

This information is Off,',ica/ l'sa Ol y ensitiv Inera Inorat

Date/Time: 03/26/2011 02:36:05 (ET) IRST heard from Mike Scott in Japan that they had discussed the cooling
Position: EST Chronology Officer recommendations with TEPCO. TEPCO appreciated the recommendations. TEPCO had

Name: Thomas Scarbrough j questions about filling vessel and hydrogen status.
Record: 1854 RST working on reformatting and obtaining NR feedback.

Dave Hermann (NR) agrees that reformatted recommendations will include hydrogen
1 information. Table will include information for each reactor and each SFP. RST will

Facility: ~ Iinclude what US would do. Chuck will find out Japan actions to complete table. NR
!agrees that having Chuck find out Japan actions will be most efficient. RST will indicate
where new information is added in the reformatted recommendations.

--Su..-..-... .R....r-.-..-.-... -.-......... .. .......Source:' RST ii

(b)(5) 313(707
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Address/Location: _

Attachment:l i
This informalion is , ... .,... ... ,,.^. , .

DatelTime: 103/2612011 02:22:06 (El)

Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: JThomas Scarbrough LT informed by Situation Room that Executive Secretary for National
Record: 1853 __ Security Staff is maintaining a consolidated list of involved agencies and their assigned

responsibilities. LT will call Situation Room after 0900 Saturday to speak to ExecSec
,aand request copy of consolidated matrix.Faciliy:i , (b)(5)

Source: LT

Addres/Location: _

Attachment:
This information is Olcia! We Only -Sensi In l Iformaion_

Date/Time: 03/26/2011 00:00:21 (ET) TEPCO injecting freshwater in Units 1, 2, and 3. Freshwater barge 20 hours into 30
Position: EST Chronology Officer hours trip. Unit 5 RHR restored. Lights returning in control rooms. TEPCO testing

Name: Thomas Scarbrough pumps. TEPCO bringing in skid mounted pumps.
Record: _ _1852 D OE report on robotics available.

Bechtel pump system training under way and will be moved to site on Sunday or
Monday.
J.Village is 10 miles from site, Chuck will check whether to embed at J-Village.
Two step process for supplies in Japan,
Chuck joins discussion,
Barge has weather delays. Chuck will visit J-Village tomorrow for recon. ET concerned
about proximity from site.
HQ will not issue RIS on licensee external monitoring. NEI voluntarily will collect data

land provide to NRC. Iodine detected in PA. PA law requires notifying public if level
reaches threshold. Elliot Brenner developing press release. EPA issued press release

ion the PA iodine. PMT received call from Maryland about rad levels,

T•will check results of those meetings to be
sure we are aligned. Summaries from Chucks meetings might be helpful. Lead for
various issues not always clear. ET qn help Chuck hand off issues if NRC is not

(b)(5) 3141707
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appropriate lead.

(b)(5)

'RST working on action plan for cooling units with initial conditions and specific
Irecommendations.
RST e-mailed answers to 5 questions to Chuck and has been working with NR, NRR,
GEH, Bechtel, and others on cooling recommendations.

ITelecon between Chairman and Chuck planned for 6:30 pm each day.
Facility: i RST is aware of blogs on criticality and Chlorine activation.

Dave Hermann (NR) notes that NRC has severe accident guidelines, and suggests
staying with guidelines and then discussing differences as necessary. Chuck will trust

I RST to ensure recommendations sent to him have been discussed with all of applicable
participants back here in US.
RST checking on Pete Lyons question.
!LT has e-mail from DOE indicating that they cannot support consortium call todaly,

Jennifer will check with R'oi on this task.

PMT has turnover request from Dan Dorman on dose run so will work on this request.
i PMT working on another task for explaining changes in calculations.
ET discusses that local criticality in core might be possible but not over full core. RST
will check with nuclear physicist.

(b)(5)

LT will check
who asked, what product requested, and who to go to?
PMT will check on status of Oyster Creek of iodine level. LT will send e-mail to Ron
Nimitz in Region I to check on Oyster Creek status.
PMT has rad data from various plants. ET states that information should be sent to NSIR
contact for the data. EPA has all rad data including Oyster Creek. LT will check with EPA
on the data and indicate that evaluating Oyster Creek data.
Dave Hermann would like to discuss reformatting of cooling recommendations with
0RST. Dave Hermann would like to discuss criticality action item from NR. Dave Herrman

will also discuss rad tasks with PMT.
#1
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Source: ET and Chuck Casto

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: I-" ... .

This informaton is-Off•lii U te Only -S •mt'ii lutw ýl ,,,! aio-.

Date/Time: 03/25/2011 22:25:33 (Ep) We are looking to clarify roles and responsibilities for the various functions, consistent

Position: EST Chronology Officer with the deputys summaries from the deputies meetings,
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1851
Facility: i
Source:IET _

Address/Location: r ____ ___

Attachment: I_ _

This informaton is Official Use Oniy- Sensiiiv , ilulniunbiu.

Date/Time: 03/2512011 22:09:27 (ET) Discuss and decide to send some representative photos (1 CD full) of hi res photos
Posion: EST Chronology Officer Iprovided by TEPCO to site team to INPO, NR, GEH, Bechtel, etc as "treat on a need to

Name: ! Rebecca Karas know basis" for them to assist in analyzing. CDs completed. One provided to NR. Email
Record:. 1850 - to other organizations to coordinate pickup/mailing of CDs.
Facility: -

Source: ET _ _ I-

AddresLocation: 

_

Attachment: 1

This information is Official Use Onl" Sensitive ,.,ea nma,. on.

Dateime: 03125/2011 20:01:38 (ET) TB flooding in Unit 3 -elevated levels of radionuclides indicating from core. Do not have
Position: I EST Chronology Officer path at this time for how that occurred. RHR pump restored on Unit 5. Electrical power

Name: Rebecca Karas up to front of each unit, but they are still checking equipment. PMT working through
Record:] 1849 source term runs. Japan shown interest in robotics from DOE. Pumping system-

5'Japanese completed a day of training, day 2 is tomorrow. SDF is ready to move
equipment to site. Navy is using tugs to bring up water barges. At least one has left and
is about halfway to facility. INPO rep and team have seats in ops center in Japan. Pacific
Command will take command for single federal entity on logistics. They have asked for
additional support. Vince Holahan will be assisting tm on Monday in Honolulu. HHS
has a million bottles of KI. INPO has a million tablets.t

(b)(5)
r Orers: salt accumulation- will it prevent

I (b)(5) 316707
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cooling? Ruland: SAMGs didnt really consider effects of salt accumulation. Best
assessment is it is probably at bottom of vessel. Salt probably plugged CS nozzles in
one case. configuration of salt and core debris is unknown. U1 and U3 now injecting
freshwater, Orders: Is water going through RR seals? Yes. GE did that assessment. On
2 reactors, that was conclusion. With salt and low pressures, unclear how much is

Facility: going through to containment, U3 TB contamination -how happen? Have theories at
this point- could be a number of things. People contaminated where? TB. Castleman: TI
mentioned to be issued for verifying that beyond design basis measures still in place
and functional. Can get copy? Ops center not following - check with NRR. Franovich:

(b)(5)

Castleman: Do we have any more information on rad health effects, onsite and offsite?
No. Heard staff was compiling RASCAL runs and contamination levels. Done? Trying to
fit to NARAC summaries -not done yet. Have started plotting air monitoring data so we
can trend it-work in progress. Last page of sitrep discusses NARAC results. How do
1 they compare to 50 mile evac recommendation? Still within Japanese guidelines for
evac. And Japanese also have evac to 30km now (voluntarly)l (b)(5)

(b)(5) )Cameron: progress on getting the NISA rep info translated? Yes.
Next task is to take data and bounce vs. assessments. Not done yet.

Source: TA call

Address/Location::

Attachment: __..... ____... ...... __

This information is Officidl weL Only" S3ni'•i Inermalinfrorma onr

Date/Time: 032512011_19:12:00 (ET) PaCom really wants to be closely connected with us so there is no delay in
Positon: EST Chronology Officer communicating.

Name:d Rebecca Karas j

Record: 1848
Facility: I

Source:lET

Address/Location: -

Attachment:
. . . . •#;^:^~'611 Ike^ Ano., ^ ::- .. o !

This information is vff,,ie, L•09, Oly , ,nsiv, ,,, rn8Hf,&"-'-1.

Date/Time:; 03/25/2011 19:00:07 (ET) ';Roy -will be supplying senior individual- Vince Holahan -to PaCom. CIVITS call - HHS

Positon: EST Chronology Officer said they have a milllion bottles of liquid KI that they can provide to Japan if formally
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Name:! Rebecca Karas 'requested. INPO also has a million doses. One of barges is on way t? site. Possibly 20h

Record:i 1847 into its trip. Considerable discussion about bookending (modeling).I (b)(5)

Facility: here is hoarding of water taking place.
ICoke and Costco have offered donations of water. Best time to talk to Chuck is 6:30pm
EST,

Source: Chairman

AddressLocation: __.... ..

Attachmentl
This information is ufiil U Only S.nsiU.v Intolntna^.

Date/Time: 03/2512011 17:56:17 (ET)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1846
Facili.ty: .....

Source: jRST.__
AddresdLocation: __

Attachment_ _

This informaton is Official Uke Only Sensi-• iveo ,nteno matuor.

Date/Time: 0312512011 17:10:06 (ET) I Trish -after call with PaCom: Admiral needs someone who knows agency well enough
Postion: IEST Chronology Officer to know who to call back to -not necessarily SES, but someone who knows who to call.

Name: 'RebeccaKaras Roy -make sure Bill and Eric understand. Trish -he doesnt mind if they come out
Record: 1845 'tomorrow or Sunday, or if we send pinch hitter until next person comes.
Facility: _

Source:•ET I__

AddresdLocaion: I
Attachment, ,__

This information is cial U1M e Only.- Svn.... e l.t.. ua.. l l. fIn. . tiUI.

Date/Time: 0312512011 16:54:23 (ET)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

INPO, DOD, DOE, consortium call - have list of what Japan wants. Going to be a call for
clarification tomorrow. Blarney believes we shouldnt be lead on this -are all things DOE
or DOD would have. Logistics organization should handle. PMT said they were getting
emails from individual plants. They are putting a table together to give to EPA.

Name: I Rebecca Karas
Record:; 1844

(b)(5) 31af7O7
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Facility: _,__

Source: ET -- _

Addres/Location:
Attachment: i

This information is Official Ws On •, Ss.moU., ,.t .... , , rmeto,: -

Date/Time: -03/25/201115:20:59 Freshwater injection being provided to I and 3. Big issue has been flooding in U3
Position: EST Chronology Officer I turbine building. Shows evidence of contamination of radioisotopes from reactor fuel.

Name: Rebecca Karas Flowpath not yet clear. They have a limited freshwater reservoir. Sounds as if barges
Record: 1843 have not left yet. Heard about 30 hours to transport them to units. Admiral Willard had

been looking to provide someone to Honolulu. Understand thatwe opted that we could
not support. Chairman: would like us to be able to support that. Logistical team also
needs to be stood up. Bill: Eric called Willard, and he was satisfied with communication
channels we were setting up by phone. Roy: got email in last hour asking how we were
coming along in supplying someone. Chairman: supportive of providing what Admiral
needs. Hopefully logistical support team will fill void, though. Get back to Chairman by
7pm. Roy: DOE taking lead working with Japan on robotics-they are very interested.

Facility: Japanese training on pumping system -I more day tomorrow, then will move
equipment to site. SAMGs that were coordinated by RST have been provided to Chuck
and NISA. Will be discussed with TEPCO tomorrow. Big news was U3 TB flooding. Have
CIVITS call at 4:00. Interest on re-entry guidance for belongings retrieval. PMT put
together. Also on information on rad monitoring from US plants. Chairman: please
reenforce that we have not turned corner on this event. Still potential for more serious
degradation. Needs to be emphasized, Also find out timeline for logistics team. Would
like to talk to Chuck once per day (evenings or mornings).

Source: Chairman

AddreWLocation:__

Attachment 7
This informaton is off..i...use U^i.y 31- ,e :fl.. U.......

Date/Time: 103/251201115:18:09 (ET) RIS will not be issued based on decision by Leeds.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 11842
Facility:

(b)(5) 319/707
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Source: ET

AddresLocation:
Attachment i _

This information is fficial Ue Only- Stur-itivo hit rw hidtion,

DatelTime:}0312512011 09:55:17 (El) Brief on Cabinet meeting:
Position:; EST Chronology Officer The measurement equipment was discussed.

Name: Hector Rodriguez-
LThey were asking questions about measurements of vegetation, tap water and food

Record: 1827 • equipment. DOE is taking the lead on radiation equipment and robotics.

There was a number of American companies trying to do business with TEPCO
because they thought that we wanted that, so we clarified. That is TEPCO business.

The training on the pumping system is going to be done tomorrow,

Unit I is on reservoir water, but we have not verified that. We will check on this in the
morning.

The turbine building flooding in unit 3 could be from the RCS or the SFP.

It is not clear what happened with the explosion in Unit 3.

The seal up on the dry well was blown up because of over pressure and they didnt vent,
so this could be were the Hydrogen came in.

At the cabinet meeting there is one team that is focusing on shielding, another on

robotics and another on SF removal.

Chuck believes that there is progress but thpm rnre thallenne_ an rantrallinh

riPcnri andl SEP We r'ant L vic tnay Yet (b)(5)
(b)(5)|

We gave NISA the RST report and discussed it.

LT- there are questions about the requests on how to anticipate the TEPCO and Japan

(I(b)(5) 32W07
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approval fit with the availability of the equipment.

Facility: !Chuck: Our request comes from the Cabinet meeting. They gave us a list of 14 items
that they want and to be discussed. The process could take at least two days. Alan

'Blarney should have a copy of this list. Remember that those items are a request of
additional information. Hosono is the single contact that can speak from the
government. We are going to take that list and build a SharePoint sheet.
The EST thinks that the logistical support for the equipment is given by the consortium.
That this is not NRC business.

Chuck faxed in an agenda called the daily roundup of March 24th and is about the
i meeting with the Ambassador.

1 NRC team got embedded with TEPCO.

JWe will discuss tomorrow with TEPCO the strategies report.

There are two locations or facilities that we are not embedded. The J village and the
LCC.

Tomorrow morning Chuck will send the minutes of tonights meeting. Jessica is in
charge of the minutes. These are good to share with the consortium.

I There is no other nation present in the meetings.

EST already called Alan Blarney for the 14 item list. (10:35 am)

Unit 2 has a bridge on the containment building because of all the steam.

Source: Call from Chuck Casto _

AddreWLocafion:
Attachment: -

(b)(5) 321/707
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This information is~fiiiLetuy w~~ ~hwr~ ij~tion.

Date/Time: 03125/2011 13:50:44 (ET) 'NARAC run is confirmed.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Hector Rodriguez-Name: i.
1 Luccioni

Record: 1838 j

Facility:' _

Source: PMT

AddresslLocation:

Attachment
This informaton is Off^Icial U-e V,*y- SU,',s;e IMn"a InIUr"OaotIn.

Date/Time: 0312512011 13:50:44 (E1T) NARAC run is confirmed.
Po__n_ EST Chronology Officer

1 Hector Rodriguez.Name:!
1 Luccioni

Record: I1840
Facility: i
Source: PMT

AddresWLocation:I
Attachment:

This information is &Ac-t-' i l, Ost;, neaI n! rrntin.

Date/Time: 03/2512011 13:50:44 (ET) i NARAC run is confirm.

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Hector Rodriguez.Name:
1 Luccioni

Record: 1839
Facility:,
Source:l PMT

Address/Location:

Attachment:
This inforrnaUon is ' nti

Date/Time: 0312512011 13:18:49 (ET) The pump equipment on Yokota air base is going to be moved by the Self Defense
Position: EST Chronology Officer Forces (SDF) of Japan.

Hector Rodriguez.
Name:, Luccioni

(b)(5) 3M7H07
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Record: i3 1836
Facility:
Source: lEST

. UO Sensi hreFRNnVMAnfcnt

AddresLocation: I
Attachment:!__

This informnaton Is Offib'lI U& Qidy" SensiUva tl noi, n.

Date/Time: 0312512011 13:18:49 (ET) The pump equipment on Yokota air base is going to be move by the Self Defense
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Forces (SDF) of Japan.

Hector Rodriguez.
Name:___ Luccioni

Record: 1837

Facility:
Source:F.ST ES

AddreWLocation: !
Attachment: ' I

This information is Of!cial Use On l , Sensitiv Mme lnt atin.

Date/Time: 103125/2011 12:50:10 (ET) RST will send an email to MJ Ross-Lee for the possibilities of the flooding in Unit 3.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer There is Iodine-131, an indication that is from the RCS water, but we dont know where it

N Hector Rodriguez- comes from.
Nae ___nThere is fresh water running in Unit I and 3.

Record:11830 _ _

Facility:
!The iodine-1 31 concentration is 1.2E6 Bqlcm^3
'EST Chronology Officer - Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 13:04:11 on 3/25/2011

Source: I RST

Addres/Location: __,,

Attachment:
This informaton is O...... U"e ...... - ................ -

Date/Time: r0312512011 12:50:10 (El)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

NamI Hector Rodriguez.
Reod: Luccioni

Record: 1835

RST will send an email to MJ Ross-Lee for the possibilities of the flooding in Unit 3.
There is Iodine 131, an indication that is from the RCS water, but we dont know where it
comes.
There is fresh water running in Unit 1 and 3.

Facility:: The iodine 131 concentration is 1.2E6 Bq/cm^3
EST Chronology Officer -Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 13:04:11 on 3/25/2011

3W0~7I (b)(5) I
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Source:' RST

AddreW1Location: _

Attachment:
This information is Ofak6 - sit ,,trn,,, Imtion,.ý

Date/Time: 10312512011 12:54:44 (ET) We need to clarify what Dan Dorman really wants.

Position: 1EST Chronology Officer
I

Name: Hector Rodriguez-
I Luccioni

(b)(5)

Record: 11831
Facility:1
Source: PMT

Addres1Location:_

Attachment: ___

This information is ....

Date/Time: 03125/201112:54:44 (ET) We need to clarify what does Dan Dorman really wants.
Position:] EST Chronology Officer J

Nae:Hector Rodrguez- (b)(5)
___ a_ e'I Luccioni _ _,,

Record:i 1833

Facility:] I

Source: PMT

AddresLocation: _

Attachment:
This information is O.....l.... ... Sensi- ,., . . . .rm.tio..

Daterrime: 103/25/201112:54:44 (El) We need to clarify what does Dan Dorman really wants.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name Hector Rodriguez-
I Luccioni

Record: 1832
Facility:

Source:IPMT ____

AddresLocation: _ _

Attachment: - _

This information is c Only- SuiPuv t wual ,,furna.

Date/Time:i RST wiii send an email to MJ Ross-Lee for the possibilities of the flooding in Unit 3.-II
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03125/2011 12:50:10 (ET') There is Iodine 131, an indication that is from the RCS water, but we dont know where it

Positon: i EST Chronology Officer comes.
Hector Rodrguez- There is fresh water running in Unit I and 3,

Name:! 'Luccioni

-Record:1834
Facility: I ......

Source:t RST ___

AddressLocaUon: _

Attachment: __

This inforrmaon is Officift e -Only. -.•,&nuvu , ,,o,,,.

Date/Time: 03/2512011 09:55:17 (ET)

Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer
fHector Rodriguez.

Name:. ci •ILUCClOnl

-- Record: 1841

i Brief on Cabinet meeting:
The measurement equipment was discussed.

They were asking questions about measurements of vegetation, tap water and food
equipment. DOE is taking the lead on radiation equipment and robotics.

There was a number of American companies trying to do business with TEPCO
because they thought that we wanted that, so we clarified. That is TEPCO business.

The training on the pumping system is going to be done tomorrow.

Unit I is on reservoir water, but we have not verified that, We will check on this in the
morning.

The turbine building flooding in unit 3 could be from the RCS orthe SFP.
It is not clear what happened with the explosion in Unit 3.

i The seal up on the dry well was blown up because of over pressure and they didnt vent,
so this could be were the Hydrogen came in.

At the cabinet meeting there is one team that is focusing on shielding, another on
robotics and another on SF removal.

Chuck believes that there is progress but there are more challenges on controlling the

(b)(5) 32/'07
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reactors and SFP. We cant call victory yet (b)(5)
(b)(5) -

We gave NISA the RST report and discussed it.

LT. there are questions about the requests on how to anticipate the TEPCO and Japan
approval fit with the availability of the equipment.

F Chuck: Our request comes from the Cabinet meeting. They gave us a list of 14 itemsFacility:'

that they want and to be discussed, The process could take at least two days. Alan
Blamey should have a copy of this list. Remember that those items are a request of
additional information. Osano is the single contact that can speak from the government.
We are going to take that list and build a SharePoint sheet.

'The EST thinks that the logistical support for the equipment is given by the consortium.
That this is not NRC business.

Chuck faxed in an agenda called the daily roundup of March 24th and is about the
meeting with the Ambassador,

NRC team got embedded with TEPCO.

We will discuss tomorrow with TEPCO the strategies report.

There are two locations or facilities that we are not embedded. The J village and the
LCC.

Tomorrow morning Chuck will send the minutes of tonights meeting. Jessica is in
charge of the minutes. These are good to share with the consortium.

There is no other nation present in the meetings.

EST already called Alan Blarney for the 14 item list, (10:35 am)

Unit 2 has a bridge on the containment building because of all the steam.

(b)(5) 326N707
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Source: Call from Chuck Casto _

Addres/Location: I
A t t a c h m e n t !i. . . .. . .. . . . . . . . .. . .. . . . .. .

This information is - " ' .

Date/Time: 03125/20i1 09:55:17 (ET) I Brief on Cabinet meeting:
Position: EST Chronology Officer I The measurement equipment was discussed.

- Hector Rodriguez-Name: Lcin
1Luccioni They were asking questions about measurements of vegetation, tap water and food

Record 1829 -equipment. DOE is taking the lead on radiation equipment and robotics.

There was a number of American companies trying to do business with TEPCO

because they thought that we wanted that, so we clarified. That is TEPCO business.

The training on the pumping system is going to be done tomorrow.

Unit I is on reservoir water, but we have not verified that. We will check on this in the
morning.

The turbine building flooding in unit 3 could be from the RCS or the SFP.
It is not clear what happened with the explosion in Unit 3.

SThe seal up on the dry well was blown up because of over pressure and they didnt vent,
so this could be were the Hydrogen came in.

At the cabinet meeting there is one team that is focusing on shielding, another on
robotics and another on SF removal,

Chuck believes that there is progress but there are more challenges on controlling the
, reactors and SFP. We cant call victory ye (b)(5)

(b)(5)

!
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We gave NISA the RST report and discussed it.

LT- there are questions on the requests on how to anticipate the TEPCO and Japan
approval fit the availability of the equipment.

Facility: Chuck: Our request comes from the Cabinet meeting. They gave us a list of 14 items
Ithat they want and to be discussed. The process could take at least two days. Alan
Blamey should have a copy of this list Remember that those items are a request of
additional information. Osano is the single contact that can speak from the government.
We are going to take that list and build a SharePoint sheet,
The EST thinks that the logistical support for the equipment is given by the consortium.
That this is not NRC business.

Chuck faxed in an agenda called the daily roundup of March 24th and is about the
meeting with the Ambassador.

NRC team got embedded with TEPCO.

We will discuss tomorrow with TEPCO the strategies report.

There are two locations or facilities that we are not embedded, The J village and the
LCC.

Tomorrow morning Chuck will send the minutes of tonights meeting. Jessica is in
charge of the minutes, These are good to share with the consortium.

There is no other nation present in the meetings.

EST already called Alan Blarney for the 14 item list. (10:35 am)

Unit 2 has a bridge on the containment building because of all the steam.

(b)(5) 328/707
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Source:; Call from Chuck Casto

AddresdLocation:
Attachment: ;

This information is Okcial Use Only -Sensitve Internal Infoirnaton.

Date/Time: 0312512011 09:55:17 (ET) V Brief on Cabinet meeting:

Positon: EST Chronology Officer i It was discuss the measurement equipments,
Name: i Hector Rodriguez-

N Luccioni !They were asking questions about measurements of vegetation, tap water and food
Record: 1828 : equipments. DOE is taking the lead on radiation equipment and robotics.

There was a number of american companies trying to do business with TEPCO because
Sthey thought that we want that, so we clarified that That is TEPCO business.

The training on pumping system is going to be done tomorrow.

Unit I is on reservoir water but we have not verify that. We will check this on the
morning.

The turbine building flooding on unit 3 could be from the RCS or the SFP
The explosion on Unit 3 is not clearwhat happen.

The seal up on dry well was blew up because of over pressure and they didnt vent, so

1 this could be were the Hydrogen came in.

!At the cabinet meeting there is one team is focusing on shielding, another on robotics
and another on SF removal.

Chuck believes that there is progress but tere are more challenges on controlling the
reactors and SFP. We cant call victory yetf (b)(5)

j (b)(5)

We gave NISA the RST report and discuss it.

LT-there are question on the requests on how to anticipate the TEPCO and Janan

(b)(5) 329/O7
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approval fit the availability of the equipment.

Facility: F 1 Chuck: Our request comes from the Cabinet meeting. They gave us a list of 14 items

that they want and to be discuss. The process could take at least two days. Alan Blarney
I should have a copy of this list. Remember that those items is a request of additional
information, Osano is the single contact that can speak from the government. We are
going to take that list and build a Share point sheet.
The EST thinks that the logistic support for the equipments is given by the consortium.

!That this is not NRC business.

i Chuck faxed in an agenda call the daily roundup of March th and is about the meeting

with the Ambassador.

NRC team got embedded with TEPCO.

We will discuss tomorrow with TEPCO the strategies report.

There is two locations or facilities that we are not embedded. The J village and the LCC.

Tomorrow morning Chuck will send the minutes of tonight meeting. Jessica in charge
of the minutes. These are good to share with the consortium.

There is no other nation present on the meetings.

EST already call Alan Blamey for the 14 item list. (10:35 am)

iUnit 2 has a bridge on containment building because of all the steam.

Source: Call from Chuck Casto ]

AddressWLocabon: _

Attachment -

This information is Offi•.il W .e Onl- &'V.ns. In1e01:• a: ̂ "on.

(b)(5) M3707
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Date/lime: 03/2512011 09:28:24 (ET) Unit 1 has fresh water being injected.
Position: EST Chronology Officer !The information was given from TEPCO to INPO and from INPO to us.

Hector Rodriguez-Name::
_ Luii Unit 3 has radioactive water flooding in turbine building. Have a 100 R/h point sources

Record: 1825 around turbine building. Equipment for unit 3 is measuring 20 Rih.

26 mRIh at the gate and it is going up and down because of the wind.

Unit 5 RHR pumps are back in service.

Facility:!

RST received a lot of data from the 0900 call and they are going to compare it with what
they have.

Source:, RST i

AddreWLocation:__

Attachment: _

This information is Official We Onl , nsit,,; Internal Iforrnho.

Date/Time: 0312512011 09:28:24 (ET) Unit I has fresh water being injected.
Position: :EST Chronology Officer The information was given from TEPCO to INPO and from INPO to us.

i Hector Rodriguez-
Name: H Rodriguz Unit 3 has radioactive water flooding in turbine building. Have a 100 R/h point sources

Record: 1826
Recr __ -_ around turbine building. Equipment for unit 3 is measuring 20 R/h.

26 mR/h at the gate and it goes up and down because of the wind.

Unit 5 RHR pump is back on service.
Facility:

I RST team receive a lot of data from the 0900 call and they are going to compare it with
I what they have.

Source:; RST

,/I MUUIUMLWUIMUUI

(b)(5) 3311707
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Attachment: ~-... ....--.---

This mnoiabn:~fcaten-Sut~Itranformation i-0.

Date/Time: 0312512011 09:13:44 (El) Cindy wants to know what kind of information can be released to the public, especially
Positon: EST Chronology Officer about damages of the core and the condition of the SFP.

Name: Hector Rodriguez- EST doesnt know what we can say to the public.ame Luccini Cindy will ask public affairs.

Record: 1823Facilt: 182EST will ask to OPA to send the latest talking points to Cindy.Facility:i

Source: Call __

Address/Location:__
Attachment:_

This information is ..ffi.cia.. Us .Only ,ns,,,,;v, III omal IArmation.

Date/Time: 03125/2011 09:13:4 (El) ]Cindy wants to know what kind of information can be release to the public, specially
Positon: EST Chronology Officer about damages of the core and the condition of the SFP.

Hector Rodriguez- EST doesnt know what we can say to the public.Name:j iN Luccioni Cindy will ask public affairs.

Recor: 1824, EST will ask to OPA to send the latest talking points to Cindy.
Facility:.
Source:ICall _

FAddresWLocation: 
_

Attachment: I

This information is Officiai Se Oniy. Ss'iUvU itnWida1 hio,,aiu,.

Date/Time:I 03125/2011 08:45:49 (ET) Created talking points for Chairmans 11:00 am call with the Ambassador.
Pos/tion: EST Chronology Officer 1 State Liaison participating in 11:00 am call with HHS.

Name: Hector Rodiguez- IFED liaison is preparing consortium call agenda.ILuccioni - 1W
Record: 1821 /()5

Int liaison is arranging the 0930 call with RMT and the 1430 call with PMT and Germany,Facility:
UK and Canada.

Source: ILT .

AddresLocation: __

Attachment:i _

This information is Oflice U O I t

Date/Time: 03/2512011 08:45:49 (ET) Created talking points for Chairmans 11:00 am call with the Ambassador.
/fr

I/L (b)(5) 332,707
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NOi EST ChronologyO~ffcer- State Liaison participating in 11:00 am call with HHS.

Name: Hector Rodriguez- FED liaison is preparing consortium call aaenda
,Luccioni

Record:; 1822

SInt liaison is arranging the 0930 call with RMT and the 1430 call with PMT and Germany,
I UK and Canada.

Source:ILT ____

AddreWLocation:
Attachment ___

This information is fiil s " nl n ., ono l !,, o rmon.

Date/Time:1 03/25/2011 08:31:45 (ET) I The fresh water is going to be injected using the fire trucks.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Unit I has an increase in pressure in the reactor water vessel (around 50 psig).

Nm Hector Rodriguez- i Fuel Pool in Unit I is lower priority.
Luccioni L Unit 2 is at atmospheric pressure.

Record: 1 o19
_Record: 1819 iUnit 3 reactor pressure is 5.5 psig.

RST will have a working level call with the consortium at 11:00 am.Facility:

Source: RST _

Addres/Locaftion:_
Attachment:

This~ ~ ~~~ ... .. .. ..... .. .... ...T is nformation is Gf~il •U. Oly. Souiv Intr n al fo,,,t,,, co.

Date/Time: 03125/2011 08:31:45 (ET) The fresh water is going to be injected using the fire trucks.
Position:, EST Chronology Officer Unit I has an increase in pressure in the reactor water vessel (around 50 psig).

Name: Hector Rodriguez- !Fuel Pool in Unit 1 is lower priority.
_ _ Luccioni ' Unit 2 is at atmospheric pressure.

Record: 180_ 'Unit 3 reactor pressure is 5.5 psig.

F tRST team will have a working level call with the consortium at 11:00 am.

Source: RST

A.ddresWLocaton:w

Attachment:
This information is Official We Only Sensitive .Newn . ,n,,,m,,,on.

DatelTime: 03/2512011 08:23:49 (ET) iTPCO is planning on changing to fresh water injection today from the dam.

EJ(b)) of11
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Position:: EST Chronology Officer

N Hector Rodrguez-Name:I. ..

Record: 1817 _ ____

Facility:

Source: EST .

AddreWLocation:

Attachment
This information is Offii use OGnl Sensitive .itermnalnfor.mation,..

Date/Time: 0312512011 08:23:49 (ET) TEPCO is planing of changing to fresh water injection today from the dam.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Hector Rodriguez.
N Luccioni

Record: 1818
Iacility:

Source: EST

AddreWLocation: I

Attachment: I
This information is Offical WUe Only.- Sensitive Int,,nal ,,,mtionf.

Date/Time: 0312512011 08:17:07 (ET)
Potion: !EST Chronology Officer

Name:• Hector Rodriguez-
mer: Luccioni ter priority is to pass the data to DOE.

e 1We need to continue on making a list of all the runs we have with the assumptions and
Facility: ipurposes.

Source: PMT _"__

AddresslLocation:'.

Attachment _-_...............

This infonnation is Oue, nOl y- v e , ntrno I,,ot..

Date/Time: I03/2512011 08:17:07 (ET)

Position:! EST Chronology Officer
Hector Rodriguez-

Name: Luccioni
PMT priority is Tokyo run with realistic parameters.
Other priority is to pass the data to DOE.

I

I(b)(5) 335707

I
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Record::1816 We need to continue in making a list of all the runs we have with the assumptions and
purposes.

Facility:
Source:! PMT

Address/Location:_

Attachment ___
This information is Ol•en.

Date/Time: 03/25/2011 08:06:06(E') The EST will send an email to Josh with the information the commission office asked
Position: EST Chronology Officer Ifor.

Hector Rodriguez- IName: Luccioni

Record: 1813 I

Facility:! _
- T iSource:! EST I __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

AddressLocation:

Attachment: __

This informnaton is OftI Use ny.- Soensit Mnira/ o.,

DatelTime:103125120110 8:06:06(El) The EST will send an email to Josh with the information the commission office ask for,
_Potion: __ EST Chronology Officer

Hector Rodriguez-
Name:iuccioni

Record: i1814
Facility:_i
Source: IEST ___

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment: ,_
This information is MWc aLIe ony- Suni•vus inu'h•he ,,oauo.

Date/Time:03/25/201107:31:35 (Er) No significant changes at the plants in the last 24 hours, There are uncertainties if there
Postion: EST Chronology Officer I is fresh water in UI.

Hector Rodriguez- i The Bechtel equipment is at the Yokota Air Base and the plan is to get the Japanese for
ame: Luccioni I training and then to move the equipment to site.

Record: 11812 The barges status is still uncertain.

Last night we provided the RST feed backs to the site team in japan.
We are working on the second NARAC run, revising the assumption we made.
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At 11:00 am the Chairman will talk with the Ambassador.

The 10% release in Unit I is from venting not containment damage.

In unit 2 there is a 5 inA2 hole.

[The NARAC runs time goes back and forward.

Facility: iWe are working in put together and dismiss this lack of clarity of all the runs with the

dates, assumptions, and results.

There is no disagreement that putting sea water on the reactor is a bad thing. The
efforts is to change to fresh water.

The commissioner office ask for a copy of the RST analysis of the Units and
recommendations.

Source: EST Morning Briefing _

AddresslLocation:__
Attachment: 1

This informauon is official y w e .............

DatelTime:0312512011 07:23:33 (ET)I Plant status remains unchanged. We are having mixed communications in whether UI
Positon: 1 EST Chronology Officer has fresh water or not.

Hector Rodriguez- PMT- is working on the NARAC runs and alternative ways of getting more realistic
Name: Luccioni j assessments.

Record: 1810 The liaison team prepares a package for your 11:00 am call.

The priorities are to clarify th Chuck the status of the plants. Follow up with the
i strategies talked yesterday

Facility:
A positive view is that passing the days we have less decay heat to remove and the
negative is the accumulation of salt on the core.

EST briefing to the

(b)(5) W3307
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Source: Chairman

Addres/Location:'

Attachment:i'
This information is Officua 'U Only. Souitir' IlnrnilInforan ,

DateI-Time:i 03125/201107:23:33 ('Plant status remain unchain. We are having mix communication in Ul have fresh water
Position: EST Chronology Officer or not.

Hector Rodriguez. PMT- is working of the NARAC runs and alternative ways of getting more realistic
:Luccioniassessments.

Record:: 1811Recrd_ _811-- -The liaison team prepare a package for your 11:00 am call.
The priorities is to clarify wit Chuck the status of the plants. Follow up with the, i ~~~strate ies talked yesterday hr

Facility:

A positive view is that passing the days we have less decay heat to remove and the
Snegative is the accumulation of salt on the core.

Source: iEST briefing to the
Chairman _

AddresdLocation:i
Attachment: _ _ _'_

This informaton is -ff"ieil I^ ., Only - ,ii .N.. ,,. ,,o,,,^.

Date/Time: 0312512011 07:22:29 (ET) After the Morning Briefing the EST wants to make sure that all the teams have the same
Position:'EST Chronology Officer agenda and priorities list

Hector Rodriguez-Name:~
Luccioni

Record: 1808
Facility:! I
Source: EST _,_

AddressdLocation:[

Attachment: ___

This information is Officiat ti(d Ol y -. . . . . .l*dna .....

DatelTime:i0312512011 07:22:29 (El) After the Morning Briefing the EST wants to make sure that all the teams has the same
Postion: EST Chronology Officer agenda and priorities list.

J'Hector Rodriguez.
Name:; Luccioni

r

Ii (b)(5) 3710337/707
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Record: 1809
Facility:
Source:lEST

AddressLocation: i

Attachment:!
This informaton is "cip' L@sa -S"nsigva Inarna' io.

Date/Time: 03124/201109:41:56 (ET) 'Josh: Chairman talk with the secretary. They agree to jump in our calls starting today
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'and the NRC jumping in their callS. We need to brainstorm who is going to be in those

Hector Rodriguez- calls from NRC.
Luccioni The ambassador call with the chairman went well and there is going to be another call in

Record':1764 Ian hour.

Facility: iEST Chronology Officer Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 07:00:55 on 3125/2011

Source: 1 Call

Addre/Locafion: _

Attachment: ]
This information is Off i •° n,,.il ,,,, ,o In,^-.,, ..........

DatelTime: 103124/2011 09:41:56 (ET) Josh: Chairman talk with the secretary. They agree to jump in our calls starting today
Position: EST Chronology Officer land the NRC jumping in their callS. We need to brainstorm who is going to be in that

Hector Rodriguez- calls from NRC.
iLuccioni The ambassador call with the chairman went well and their is going to be another call in

Record: 1807 an hour.
Facility: I EST Chronology Officer- Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 07:00:55 on 3/2512011
Source: Icall,

AddresLocation:-
Attachment: ___

This information is fil n S i e k Iodr l ti-b --.

Date/Time: 03125/2011 04:50:31 (l) i PMT provided draft reentry recommendations. ET provided comments. PMT will revise
Position: EST Chronology Officer I and send to NRC Team in Japan,

Name:. Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1805 __I
Facility: 4

Source: PMT

AddreWLocation:, --- '-'----.---- - .-- - - ------..----.---.---
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This information is Of ficial Use Only -Sensitive lnteral Inomation.

Date/Time: 10312512011 04:18:55 (ET) IET received fax with Fukushima Response org chart from NRC Team (CCasto) in
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1i Japan.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record:, 1803
Facility: _

Source: NRC Team

AddressWLocaion:
~Attachment: ___

This informatlon is Offi• c • ,-e Da,, Sensiti, Itenal I.•.fRation.

[Date/Time: 103/25/2011 04:18:55 (ET) ET received fax with Fukushima work chart from NRC Team in Japan,
Position: T EST Chronology Officer

Name: 1 Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1804
Facility: _

Source: NRC Team

AddressLocation:_
Attachment: _ _I

This information is-O i ly. Srsitivu Interna info ýn

Date/Time: 10312512011 04:06:52 (ET) i Discussion of NRC paper with cooling recommendations. Site Team on board with
Position: EST Chronology Officer recommendations. Venting discussion planned for consortium telecon later today. RST

Name: I Thomas Scarbrough will make a few edits and send to Chuck.
Record: 1802

rdCHILy.I

Source: RST ___

AddresLocation:i - ....
Attachment:i This information is Officia.ly-3, ....l .....a .....

DatelTime: 0312512011 03:28:04 (ET); Chuck requests if SIT report could be issued at 0430 (rather than 0600) to support
Position: EST Chronology Officer Ambassador meeting. ET will do.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough Discussion of Chucks e-mail on 4 questions from Admiral Willard. Military command
Record: 1801 wants to make sure they protect the health of their soldiers and sailors. Admiral pushing

for greater penetration into local coordination center, etc. Chuck working on responses
to these questions, TEPCO has accepted NRC into conference room in TEPCO

(b)(6) 33Wq07
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headquarters. Chuck notes that there will be greater penetration as industry gears up.
Chuck thinks that we are being balanced in our efforts. Chuck will send matrix and copy

Facility: of strategic plan to ET, ET reviewing RST recommended actions and preparing points
for Chairmans meeting with Japanese Ambassador. Chuck will prepare notes on his
1 meetings with the Ambassador to provide to ET.
Japan training personnel for use of pumping system in preparation for delivery. NRC
Team member flying up to observe preparation. TEPCO trying to hook up additional
small freshwater supplies at site while waiting for Navy barge.

Source: Chuck Casto _

Address/Location:_

Attachment: _____

This informaton is Offi-ial Use leiU l l lriumadon.

Date/Time: 0312512011 02:06:10 (ET) SIT report from FEMA contained consortium language that was in NRC SIT report as
Position: EST Chronology Officer official use only.

Name:• Thomas Scarbrough_1 US AID is on distribution for NRC SIT report. ET directed that LT notify US AID of this
Record: 1800 information but that it is official use only. ET plans to remove this information from NRC

F :SIT report as part of streamlining the report. US AID can request industry for publicFacility:'
information on consortium.

Source:'LT

AddresslLocation:

Attachment: _

This informaton'is O,,is ia- Us "^ v,,,x "- , ,' , ,^ ,n,,rmt,,,.

Da/ im: 2011:53:13 (ET) Discussed request from US AID on availability of public information on consortium. ET
Position: EST Chronology Officer stated that LT should indicate to US AID that we do not have any detailed public

Name::'Thomas Scarbrough I information on consortium. LT can refer US AID to industry or DOD for possible public
Record:: 1799 linformation.
Facility:; _

Source: LT

Address/Location:_

Attachment: _

This informauon is flia! .. .....- .. ....... ....... hif o..
DatelTime: 03125/2011 00:04 •- (b)(5) .aling points prepared for Chaitnmn

P0otion: EST Chronology Officer meeting with Japanese Ambassador, Chairman interested in status of US-Japan
coordination. LT will discuss with NRC Team in Japan. ET asks LT to check on (1)

~(b)(5)
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Name: Thomas Scarbrough____ reentry efforts by other organizations and (2) survey support for reentry.
Record: 1798 _

RST: NRC and other consortium members working on long-term cooling
recommendations. NISA document on long-term cooling plan being translated. RST will
compare with NRC recommendations. NRC Team in Japan has latest NRC
recommendations on long-term cooling.
Priorities:
(1) Unit 1 decided not to vent yesterday; (2) Unit 2 containment barriers;

'(3) Unit 3 containment;
(4) Unit 4 SFP cooling.

RST will check on Unit 5 SFP temperature status. RST requested by PMT to help with
source term.

Marty: Provide final (not interim) version of recommendations to Chuck for his
meetings. Might need to update later if information changes.

(b)(5)

Facility:
(b)(5) ET asks PMT to prepare

plan for reentry for personal effects and trend available data. PMT will flesh out reentry
plan. PMT will develop technical approach for source term and what information is
needed. PMT working on Congressional questions. PMT will trend data if time permits
tonight. PMT has spectral data from DOE that suggests gap release rather than core
damage. PMT believes hydrogen release indicates that there was core damage.
Therefore, ground deposition might not be helpful for core damage evaluation. PMT will
check on iodine levels indicated at Oyster Creek.

(b)(5) 3411707
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ET will prepare e-mail to NRR on setting up process for line organization to review rad
input from power plants.

Dave Hermann (NR): Discussed tasker for support to Admiral Willard. ET indicates this
task is being worked.

Source:I ET Briefing

AddressLocation: i
Attachment: ____........................

This information is Ofcal ... Only "^ l" n n' In! .... t io,.

DatelTime: 0312412011 21:02:06 (ET) Become clear of NRCs importance in assisting Japanese. Now that weve seen that
Position: EST Chronology Officer -Ambassador Roos and embassy have one set of experts. Also have Joint Taskforce in

Name: Rebecca Karas ' support of General Iriki. Can see that we have an ability through military to provide
Record: 1797 expertise, influence, etc, through bilateral military relationship. Admiral Willard went over

to embassy. Will be back in Hawaii tomorrow. Having an NRC liaison (not tech expert)

would be good. Please consider dispatching an appropriate-level liaison to Admiral
Willard as soon as you can (in Honolulu). Person looking at would be a Bill Borchardt

e. That is unlikely.I (b)(5)
77 e has •e leverage indeputies meetings.,an someonewh

Facility: knows NRC well enough to provide Admiral each day with what they want to see

happen. Someone who knows business and can be reading internal NRC emails and be
able to report back. About 10-19 days would be needed. Until get through initial salt to
freshwater problem. Will we use unmanned vehicle to create sarcophagus? Brought in
I DOE guy from ORNL who has helped staff understand what is going on with readings,
_ and helped people reach back to DOE.

So, . I Piccuta (Pacificrce:
Command)

AddreWLocation: _
Attachmentt_'L

This information is "l UO. ' n

Daterrime:i 031241201120:57:39 (ET) Have final version of report -NR reviewing.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

(b)(5) 3420'07
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Name:! Rebecca Karas
Record:' 1796
Facility
Source: RST ___

AddreWsLocation: ....... .. .. .. . . . . ............

Attachment: __

This information is O':" ia ... onl . ,s , .tn. Informaoion

DatelTime: 03124)2011 20:46:57 (ET) I Need to talk about de-staffing ops center. Wanted to gradually reduce staff. A lot of work
Position:EST Chronology Officer needs to go back into the line organization.

Name:! Rebecca Karas
Record:!1795
Facility:
Source: ET -

AddreW/Locafion:_

Attachment. _

This infrmation is offi.ial Use Ony Sens•tive k^v;o Inftonal thion.

DateI!me:;03124/201120:43:20 (ET) Marty -Chuck has been able to convey to Japanese that freshwater is not end of this.
Posidon: EST Chronology Officer Chuck is trying to convey to them that this is first of many steps. IAEA has also come

Name: Rebecca Karas forward as multi-national coordinator, so need to connect DOD-led support team with
Record:' 1794 1 IAEA and they need to start connecting with other countries so we are not duplicating
Facility: efforts,

Source: ET I

AddressLocation:_
Attachment: i

This informaton is c l - 'v ' .

Iteriime:103124j201120:30:08 (ET) 'Barges are in Japan. Admiral in Hawaii asking just for logistics person. Looks like will
Positon: EST Chronology Officer have someone assigned for logistical support team soon -they are just looking for

Name:' Rebecca Karas person to be in charge. Admiral Rodin giving great support. Marty. TEPCO has agreed
Record: 1793 to provide conf room and 5 spots for embeds. Would be good spot for logistics team.

NR will embed Japanese speaking person in J Village (staging area at stite) and Crisis
Mgt Center. We meet with Crisis Mgt Center, but dont have someone there. We also dont
have anyone at J Village. They will have clearest view of what needs are. At cabinet
meeting, we confirmed that all requests will go through cabinet meeting. Japanese will
present spreadsheet of needs tonight. We also have spreadsheet o what we have. They

(b)(5) 343o7
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Facility: also agreed to share data for PAGs. Have asked DOE to take lead in sharing data for
PAGs. Also share our sampling with them. Original water line that TEPCO reinitiated
from dam is not sufficient for what they need. The system we have should fit in and give
them more sustainable water supply and pumps. There is also talk of bringing in
another high level person -may not work out.

rChuck &amp;
IuChairman

AddreWLocation _

Attachment:j _

This informaUon is Official We Vn•ly Se•" rns e . t....i....... ifoatkofl.. .

DateTime: c03124/2011 19:58:03 (EM) Little changed on plant status. Unit 1 confirmed to be cooled with freshwater, Others
Postion: EST Chronology Officer with seawater. U1 receiving power from U2. They believe the fuel may have slumped to

Name: Rebecca Karas bottom of core for 1-2. Slow heatup of SFP in Unit 1. Doing some testing in U2 related to
Record: 1792 i power restoration. Working to aft ch fire hoses for Unit I to be able to cool sfp. They are

recovering instrumentation in 1-4
(b)(5)

___GE, Betietc spoke on conf. call -and ha~ve stat-us and-

recommendations for each reactor. All parties in alignment, Concern about salt gone up
today. Believe some salt may have built up all the way to lower core plate.

'Recommendations include attempting to nert primary containment with nitrogen. Also
!attempting to flood primary containmejj5,

SAdmiral in Pacific Fleet is working
on getting freshwater barges to Japan and would like logistical support. NRR issuing
RIS on Monday to get monitoring data from licensees. DOE preparing another AMS
flight. Dont have many rad readings. Is 20mR/hr at main gate. Going to try and trend data

Facility:

points. Need to continue to align on source term for modeling. There are a lot ot
conservatisms in Melcor/transpacific model. It is not accurate, and shouldnt be issued.
Japan wants KI, the unmanned aircraft. We are working this, and will be staffing a
logistical team in Japan. INPO concerned they have a million KI tablets. Japanese will be
interested. PMT working on short-term re-entry plans for retrieval of personal effects.
CastolMonninger to return this weekend. Did change Ul information. Also have
information now on 5" square hole in containment in Unit 2. Working different model
based on this information. RST -we are doing last-minute fact-checking on assessment
document. We found out that Japanese do have SAMGs, so we will try and use the

(b(5 3WO7
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V same kind of language so they will match. Also got their integrated plan and procedure
to deal with saltwater and the general situation. We will cross-check our document with
theirs. Franovich: sounded like we were taking proactive approach to coordinate. No, at
this point, that hasnt been determined. Chairman working this. Leaning towards Pacific

'Command. Does data we got include all 6 units? Likely a number. Saw 1-2 data,
Assuming several. Not translated yet. Rogge: hi-res photos? yes. Castleman: update on
bechtel equip? RST: they are working on staging, etc, On U3 in sfp, do we have
indication that it is able to hold water? Know it has low water level as we have heard.

'They have been pumping seawater into it. Believe fuel pool is heating up, but is cooled.
Do believe based on info from TEPCO on neutron sources that some fuel may have
been ejected from SFP.

Source:!TA brief ___

AddressLocation:

Attachment: _

This information is Officale ' ........ ..... t...... ... ..

Date/Time: 03/24/2011 19:34:48 (ET) IOn getting logisticsicommunications support team into Japan. That is moving forward,

Podion:i EST Chronology Officer I so lets make sure we can put it to good use. No contact yet, but Tokyo folks should get
Name: Rebecca Karas that. It will be under auspices of broader humanitarian effort. Chuck had asked for about

Record: 11791 _ a week ago. Will likely be DOD personnel leading it, and will also be a central
Facility: 'coordination function for INPO/consortium also.
Source: Chairman

AddresLocation:l
Attachment: _ __

This information isOftiaitOn- .... .... t "no-at^-

Date/Time: 03124/20i1 19:14:32 (ET) I Received table of plant parameters in detail from individual TEPCO employee. Being
Positon: EST Chronology Officer translated and treated as sensitive.

Name: 1Rebecca Karas

Record: 1790
Facility:!
Source: RST

AddressLocation:_

Attachment.
This information is Offiia• se onýly Sensi o- ternal .nfof-ation.

Date/Time: Admirals foreign policy advisor wants to talk to someone - asked for Bill. Wants

(b)(5) 349707
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0312412011 18:30:58 (ET) someone from NRC to support the Admiral at PCO. Piccuta is who we should talk to.

Positon: ] EST Chronology Officer Discussion about having routine phone call with him instead. Will talk to him at 9pm.
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record* 1789

Facility:i _

source: _

AddressLocation:
Attachment: ____

This informanon is;ffic* Llsýu O-nt

Date/lTime: i 03124/2011 18:28:26 (ET) Chairman has meeting with Japanese Ambassador in Washington tomorrow. Wants
Position:] EST Chronology Officer update/more info for background for that call.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1788

Facility: '_
Source:! Bill _

AddressLocaUon: _

Attachment
This informraon is Offica 6s , Onýy- ,onsi ,ive : ,mal ,nl ,=uu,.

Date/Time: 103124/2011 17:26:34 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b(5

Name:1 Rebecca Karas

Record:j1787
Facility: __

Source: ET ___,__

Address/Location:i
Attachment __

This infrraon is M,,Wis - ,e Only Sen ,iv , intmal ,,,fma. n.
DatelTime: 103124/2011 17:04:17 (ET) Unit 1: Can get water in via FW or CS (but CS likely clogged with salt). Outside plant less

Position: EST Chronology Officer than 6R. Working on getting comments on doc. Fuel pool slowly heating, not at
Name: Rebecca Karas saturation. NR has hypothesis that is the reason Unit 4 had Hydrogen explosion is

Record: i because when U3 had hydrogen explosion, the pipes connect, and this affected the
Facility: other unit. Believe focus should be on cores, not SFPs.

Source: RST

AddresslLocation: .

(b)(5) 3&07
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Attachment _ _

This information is Offi•iJal se Onl. ,,,,,,

Datellime:!0312412011 16:27:51 (El) Maybe just give Chairman the highlighted areas from the last status report. Highly
Position: I EST Chronology Officer unlikely he will get asked difficult questions.

Name: 'Rebecca Karas
Record:l 1785
Facility:_
Source: Bill

AddressLocation: I_

Attachment ___

This information is Official Use Ony Sensiti, v not,', al I nformation,

Date/Tfme:2 031241201116:12:28 (El) Document out for comment now. Goal is to get document into hands of in-country team.
Poition: EST Chronology Officer I Can use it to talk from when speak to Japanese. Being coordinated with Bettis, DOE,

Name:-Rebecca Karas GE, etc. RST says UI was never on fresh water. NISA said in press conference was on
Record: 1784 --,'freshwater. Most recent sitrep says seawater. Maybe ran out of CST water. Chairman

Fl: talking to head of NISA soon -wants background on todays issues, in case hes asked
Facility:____ specific questions.

AddreWsLocaton:i
Attachment:! n

This information is Omci .a! We 0;y- Sen it... [1011.. _1 iU_~dU*... .

Date/Time: 103124/201115:20:24 (El) Focus of priorities remains similar. Focus on reactors primarily. Trying to get fresh
Position: EST Chronology Officer water in. Dont know if made success in getting larger pumping quantities in. Unit 1 is on

Name:!. Rebecca Karas 'freshwater through CST. Working with military to bring in large barges. Is concern about
Record: 1783 ........ saltwater being injected. Hope is to redisolve some salt by using freshwater. DOE and

others all have own sitrep reports. Trying to align on dose nroiectio I also. Have
been invited into TEPCO crisis center with INPO rep.1 (b)(5) J Does Chuck
1 still want PM leader? Not sure. Impression is we are past that. They are interested in
pumping system, aircraft, protective gear, KI (HHS has a million tablets). They plan to

Fisend TEPCO technicians to Yokoda to train on system. How long is it going to take
i before we pump water in and it doesnt boil off - when get steady state. Right now dont
'know geometry of core. Is it possible core has left vessel? Yes, Not same for SFPs. But
right now not significant containment breach? No. Doing some controlled venting. Have

'heard different things on whether drywell flooded. Recommendations they are

K (b)(5) 3471707
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discussing is trying to cover lower part of RPV.

Source:j Chairman

AddresWLocation: 1
Attachment!

This informaaUon is Official Use Oniy. Sensi~ve inludl ,,uudliu,.

DatelTime: 03124/2011 14:57:11 (El) DOE believes imminent high likelihood of problem due to seawater injection - NR thinks
Poston: 1 EST Chronology Officer it is a matter of days. Told Troughtman we would look at and give him a call back. He

Name: Rebecca Karas -- wants to make sure the govt agencies are aligned. RST developed status summary and
Record: 1782 next steps. U1 is on freshwater injection now. Need to recover for 2+3.
Facility:t

Source: Bill

AddreWLocation:_

Attachment _

This information is Of,,icl L Onl; SensiUJ.• !ntema! tinfomaton.

DatelTime:]03124I2011 13:53:00 (El) We have two NARAC runs.

PosiWon: EST Chronology Officer
'Hector Rodriguez.Name::t()5
N Luccioni

Record: 1779

(b)(5)

Facility:

(b)(5)

Source: EST ___

Addres/Location: 1I

Attachment I
This information is Offcial s ny " nsitliv MIfnt"- n-l M-rmaieon.

DaterTime: 1031241201113:53:00 (ET) We have two NARAC runs.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

!Hector Rodriguez-Name: .((5
Luccioni

Record:; 1781
___-____--- -- \b()_

/

(b)(5) 34O7
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jFacility:I EST Chronology Officer -Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 14:00:37 on 3/24/2011

Source:, EST

AddresALocation: i

Attachment _,__

This information is ' -

Date/Time: iO324/20.1113:53:00 (ET)! We have two NARAC runs.
rAYZ..] •! P1.L....LI.... •eP

rouonr; E I hnronology urncer ___

Name: Hector Rodriguez- (b)(5)
Luccioni

Record: 11780

Facility: 'Second Run: Called Tokyo is about the 3 cores with containment failure and SF

S o u r c e : _ ... ... .. .. . . ....... ._ _

Address/Location:_

Attachment; __ _

This informiation is Ofiial Use Only- SensiiUve Inernal norn! n

DatelTime:,03124/2011 13:24:13 (l)(b)(5)

Position: jEST Chronology Officer

Hector Rodriguez. EST Chronology Officer- Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 13:33:18 on 3/2412011Nae!Luccioni

Record:! 1777
Facility:!i_
Source: EST _ _ ,__

Address/Location: _

Attachment _

This information is Otial bh Only- ,Sensuit'v Mtela ;uWuI.

Date/Time: 03124I2011 13:24:13 (ElM)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Hector Rodrguez. i
Luccioni I

Record: 1778
Facility:, _

Source:;

AddresbLocation:
Attachment

349170(b)(5)
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This information is Of.i... .Use ...- ........... ht a nfor.a... .

Date/Time:J 0312412011 12:44:32 (ET) ETS sent the Q&amp;A for seismic activities and nuclear power plant to Daryl Johnson
Position: EST Chronology Officer of NSIR/DSOIILTAB for DHS HQ

.Heto guez- EST Chronology Officer -Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 12:46:49 on 3/2412011
Name: ,

iLuccioni
Record:,11773 _ It was a request from Secretary Napolitano
Facility: i EST Chronology Officer - Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 13:07:14 on 312412011

Source: ETS

AddresW Location: _-_...............

Attachment ___
This information is ~ ...... . . ............. .

DatelTime: 0312412011 12:47:24 (ET) We have the 90 day quick look team approve. This will not interfere with our response to
Position: EST Chronology Officer Japan.

N Hector Rodriguez-
Luccioni

Record: 1775
Facility:
Source: Call from the Chairman i__

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: I__ _

This information is O e ,n ,, .......

DatelTime:-l03/241201112:44:32 (ET) ETS sent the Q&amp;A for seismic activities and nuclear power plant to Daryl Johnson
Position: EST Chronology Officer of NSIRIDSO/LTAB for DHS HQ

Hector Rodriguez. EST Chronology Officer- Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 12:46:49 on 3/24/2011Name:
Luccioni

Record: 1776
Facility: _

Source: ETS

Addre rfsLocationei!f.
Attachment ]

This information is Offical bh.. Onl. - .si..t..e...ln! , , taft.
I;

Date/Time: 0312412011 12:44:32 (ET) IETS sent the Q&amp;A for seismic activities and nuclear power plant to Daryl Johnson
Posi'ion:. EST Chronology Officer of NSIR/DSOIILTAB for DHS HQ

N Hector Rodriguez-
Luccioni
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Record: 1774

Face:
Source: I

UU7--&MMdtMtktMtW--

AddresULocafion:
-Attachment:I__

This infomiation GulUeO y-Sni Itr!lfom c.

DatelTime: 03124120D1 12:39:06 (ET)

Positon: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name1 JHector Rodriguez.-:!Luccioni

Record: 1772
Facility:_

Source:_EST _

AddresLocation:__

Attachment: __..........

This inforination is O•f. iia! UWe e*ly- SenitiUvu htmai•.a hiinauiu.

Date/Time:i 0312412011 11:27:13 (E) IThe EST will provide Brian Sheron with the latest RST assessment of the plant status
PoWion:i EST Chronology Officer for the DOE daily call.

~0Hector Rodriguez-
ILuccioni

Record: 170

Facility:

'This information is going to be send to Richard Lee also who is going to participate on
DOE call too.
EST Chronology Officer. Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 11:46:14 on 3124/2011

Source:

AddressLocation:
Attachment:_

This informaton ire•o Of•j& Us ,,y. ,., ,71a , onn.

Date/lime:10312412011 11:27:13 (E') Tfhe EST will provide Brian Sheron with the latest RST assessment of the plant status
PoAion: EST Chronology Officerj for the DOE daily call.

a Hector Rodrguez-Name:!
_Luccioni _

Record:J1771 _

Facility:- ',

Source:

f1

AddresdLocafton:

351/707
(b)(5)
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Attachment:;'
This informalon is Oficia lWe Only -n siliv, Mrnt Ma)• fo a,.^

DatelTime: 03124/2011 11:15:42 (ET) RES is going to support with two people the dailly call of DOE.
PosUon: EST Chronology Officer

Nae Hector Rodriguez.Name:!, .
i Luccionli

Record: 1769

Facility:__

Source: Call with Brian Sheron

AddresLocation:j
Attachment: _

This informaton is Id) i nl S. . ...ive lu. . ..al .

Date/Time:l 03124/201111:14:39 (ET) EST is considering the office of RES to participate in the meetings of DOE.
Poslton: EST Chronology Officer

N Hector Rodriguez-Name: 1
_ Luccioni

Record: 11768
Facility:-

Source:! EST _

AddrelLocation: '
Attachment: _ _ _ _... . .. .

This informaton is Official We Ol sensifi"" l•Wntl Informaction.
DatelTim-eJ-3I24120- 11:04:28 (ET) The NRC wants a list of the different scenarios used on the NARAC model with the

Position:lEST Chronology Officer 'assumptions and the purposes.
iHector Rodriguez-Name: 11Luccioni

Record: 1767
Facility:_

Source: EST _

AddresslLocation: -1

A t t a c h m e n tL - _ _ _. . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

This ifrm alion is Oficic) Use Ol i.v" In"c~ lfm~ation.

a`te/Time. 03124/2011 10:44:54 (E') We need to integrate an analysis of all the data from the military, NRC, EPA, DOE for the
Poti~on: EST Chronology Officer public.

Hector Rodrguez.

(b)(5) 352M707
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Addres)Location:,
Attachment:_____

This information is Official Use On. .. Ses e . i.er.al "-ormti ..

DatelTime:j 0312412011 09:50:06 (ET) IChuck: I had a two and a half meeting. The admiral will look for different strategies for
Posion: EST Chronology Officer Ievery reactor and SFP and what where the right approaches and long term strategies.

Hector Rodriguez- 1 The biggest thing to accomplish is the degree of penetration the agencies have,
Luccioni !Weber: we were requested to sent our team to be in the respond center.

Record: '1765 ReChuck: We are not embedded in the crisis center.

They want mass of bottle of water. They accepted all the radiation monitoring
equipment. They want water sampling gamma spectrometry. DOE is doing the radiation
monitoring and DOD is doing all the vehicle.
I We told them that they needed to work faster and that they can do more and that we
!would work hard to help them.
The pump equipment is going to start tomorrow night.
The navy is in process of sending the barges with fresh water, They are making
arrangements for access.
Weber: Are they are thinking if plan A dont work?

Facility: Chuck: We were doing a contingency planing and we will share that.
!They ask for advise of removing SF from the building.
Borshardt: The Chairman talk to the ambassador and the secretary about the salt issue,

!DOE has a brainstorming with the secretary everyday and the NRC is going to
i participate on that now.
Weber: who do you think should be doing this? We are going to work on this and do a
proposal and give you the input on that.
Borshardt: DOE is going ot participate on the consortium call.
Chuck: DOE is working with robots to give continues temperature levels on the SF.

Source: Call from Chuck

AddresslLocation:'

Attachment:-

(b)(5)
353707
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This information is 0,,,,,,., , , -, , , . . .

Date-Time:1 j03 ý42011 09:41:56 i(•ET Josh: Chairman talk with the secretary. They agree to jump in our calls starting today
Position: EST Chronology Officer and the NRC jumping in their callS. We need to brainstorm who is going to be in that

Nae:Hector Rodriguez. :calls from NRC.Name:, I
. .LUCCn . .. The ambassador call with the chairman went well and their is going to be another call in

Record:'1806 ___an hour.
Facility:;. Three Mile Island _

Source: Call

Address/Location: _
Attachment:,

This information is U ...- .................

Datelime: 03124/2011_08:27:34 (ET) EPA report rain water samples that shows 18.19 pCu/L.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Hector Rodriguez- This is 10 times drinking water standard
EST Chronology Officer - Hector Rodriguez.Luccioni at 08:28:48 on 3124/2011

Record:1 1761-

Facility:! This was a report from Utilities to the NRC (not EPA). It is Iodine 13118.19 pCi/L
EST Chronology Officer. Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 09:07:30 on 3/2412011

Source: ___

AddresdLocaion: _-

Attachment: _
This information is O"c UsOl- '

Date/Time:103124/2011 08:27:34 (ET) EPA report rain water samples that shows 18.19 pCu/L.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Hector Rodriguez- 'This is 10 times drinking water standard
Luccioni EST Chronology Officer. Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 08:28:48 on 3/24/2011

Record:. 1763 -

Facility: _,

Source:!

Address/Location:1

Attachment: _

This informaton is uOffltui uu uly- Sonsbifve hit eW•da huor,,i.

Date/Time:1 03241201108:27:34 (ET) EPA report rain water samples that shows 18-19 pCuIL.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

(b)(5) 354/707
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Name: Hector Rodriguez.
Luccioni

j

-Record: 1762,__
Facility:____

AddreIl~ocation: -

Attachment:

This information is Ofial We Only- Sensitive hnte,•a 11,101-,-CaV01-.

DatelTime: 03124/201108:08:09 (ET) I We understand that some of the state have KI available but we are not sure. The
Postion: EST Chronology Officer chairman agree we dont need to go and ask the states.

Hector Rodriguez-N Luccioni

Record: 1760
Facility:
Source: EST c___

Addres/Location:!;

Attachment: i,_ _

Ffis informfationm ew wil -t: RUIVn Invin.f~ ntmal~ 1nta'?aWo• .. ,v I.. . __'.. . . .

Date/Time: 03124/2011 08:05:38 (ET) I NARAC run will be run today. I want the PMT and RST to work with what should be the
Position: EST Chronology Officer best estimate of parameters used.

Hector Rodriguez.
Name:

I____ Luccio ni!
Record: 1759

Facility:•

Source:ES ___ h5_ I__

AddresdLocation:
Attachment _

This information is 09W ......... Onl Sensitive .nterna. .nfermatin. .

DatelTime:
Position:

Name:

0312412011 07:33:05 (ET] NISA had a press conference today in Japan and they indicated that they are using fire
EST Chronology Officer trucks with fresh water in Unit 1, and continuing on Unit 2 and 3 but with low flow rates.
Hector Rodriguez- The three unit containment integrity is questionable.
Luccioni Pump from Unit 5 trip off on the conversion to off site power. It should be reestablish
1758 .. .. .. . today.

Power has been restore to all units.
We are working with DOE on a conference call with industries and other agencies on

Record:

.1

(b)(5) 3550707
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solid accumulation on the vessels and we want to focus communication with the
Japanese counterparts.
NR assessment is aboutwhat actions can we make to mitigate the problem in Japan.

(b)(5)

(b)(5)
Facility: In 36 to 48 hours nave will arrive with fresh water.

It took three flights to deliver the first train.
The previous assessment was posted on the DOE website.
In term of the SFP fire we are not sure what it is.
Our primary protection actions are in concern of our people and the military. We are
thinking on additional shelters and drinking water.
At this point we are not changing our protection actions to the US citizens in Japan.

Next call will be at 2000.

Source: Morning Briefing _

AddreWLocaton:
Attachment: _

This inforrnation is Om...i.! v,, v,,y- .enisuvu ,,dl iflumaO.

Date/Time: 03M/2011 07:20:34 (ET) Early morning pres conference. They are now injecting fresh water to Unit 1 using the
Position: EST Chronology Officer fire trucks. They are interested of bringing a Navy that have fresh water.

Hector Rodriguez- The flow rate to Unit I and 3 are low, but unknown.Name:iI Luccioni The integrity of all 3 units is questionable.
Record: 1757 All four unit have power with limit availability of equipment.

We are planing a call with DOE and EPA about measurements of reactivity on the US

Chairman: Set a call with the ambassador, I am not so worry on continue and increase
Facility: the NRC support team. We can push a little bit more. I will talk with the ambassador

about th is.
Weber:(

A b5
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Chairman: How are we progressing on a model that we can share with the Japanese?
Weber: we have one, but I will give you an input on that.

Source: Chairman Call

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment
This information is Off.- " l

Date/Time: 103/2412011 07:12:46 (ET) We have an analysis develop by the RST that provide the current status of the plant and
Positon: EST Chronology Officer ,,the actions that should be taken.

Hector Rodriguez.Nm:Luccioni ()5

Record: 1756
Facility:

Source: EST _

AddressLocation: __

Attachment:
This information is Official L only -Sensii, ln,,,l Iformatn.,

Date/Time: 03124/2011 07:06:09 (ET) The team in Japan still have only one guy working at night. The bulk is working during
Positon: EST Chronology Officer the day.

N Hector Rodriguez.
I Luccioni

Record: 1755
Facility: I

Source: EST
Address/Loc'aton:l ........._ _ __ __ __

Attachment: I_.
This information is Official "' Only- ' ..... " . ...

Date/Time: 03124/2011 07:00:30 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer

N Hector Rodrguez-Name: I.
Luccioni ______

Record: 1754
Facility: .
Source: EST

(b)(5) 3571707
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Attachmenti
This information is Oficiail We Oniy. Senfiy iterna IIWonfrdaflUtiarI

DatelTime:103124/201106:35:31(pT) New shift arriving...
Positon: 1, EST Chronology Officer

Name: I Nick Ballam 1Discussion on fresh water sources that may be being used for Reactor 1. Containment
Record:f1753 _ is questionable for all three units. Drywell pressure is 58psi, has been going up. Unit 5-

I trying to figure out if the problem is pump, component, or what part is not working. The
initial data has gone to EPA. During Day Shift the PMT will engage other agencies.
Industry will be gathering that.

Discussion on Naval Reactors request for the paper with status, possibilities, and
1recommendations. RST should finalize this document on day shift. We said it would be
'done by the end of the day. Weve been working with GE to get this draft prepared.
Recommendation to pass it by Bill Borchardt and the chairman before passing to NR.

(b)(5)

Facility:

Reviewing NEI recommendations. Fresh water is better than sea water.

We got word from Japan team that the chairman was going to talk to General with an
objective of restoring roles and responsibilities. Where we are supporting NISA instead

lof the other way around.

(b)(5)

In order to restore people to living in the area things need to be stable and we need
__!good data.

Source: ET ___

AddresLocation:'

Attachment:
This in, atraUon is ti^ Onl. S^ns;•v, ln^crns QInfrmation.

(b)(5) 3I87
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Date/Time: 0312412011 06:18:32 (ET) Japan team called in to us, Mike Scott. The Japanese, NISA, are requesting our advice
Position: EST Chronology Officer j for recovery, TMI kind of recovery. They are asking that we make an assignment for any

Name: Nick Ballamr advice that we can give them concerning longer-term recovery. Look for historical
Record: 4 1752 documents that help tell the story. Mike Scott and his team are happy that Japanese are

looking ahead and asking for help. We may want to look at giving them expertise in the
a next team that we send to Japan. Passed this information to LT (Jake). NRC HistorianFacility:
may be able to identify the appropriate documents. Important to fully understand the
request,

Source: Randy ____

AddreWlLocation:

Attachment: t
This informa~on is " --- -'"

DateTime.'03124/201106:03:42 (ET) 'Weve come up with a beginning conversation document concerning what it would take
Position: EST Chronology Officer Ito re-enter to pick up things from your house. Found documents that we use for

Name:, Nick Ballam _ situations like this to lean on. Want to pass it by some more eyes before we send it out.
Record: 1751 'The next shift will review it and pass it to LT to send it off to the ambassador.
Facility: _ _

Source:jRandy ___

Address/Location:-
Attachment:,I [__ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

This information is ,fficii we Onl- ,senuve hitetraf hfonnau,.

DatelTime: 0312412011 05:54:40 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer (ur SRM

Name:-Nick Ballam I should help answer in the short-term.
Record:j1750
Facility: i _

Source: ET ___

Addre/Location: _

Attachment:'_
This infArmaton is l o "

Dat/Time:-031241201105:51:11 (ET) I Naval reactors told us 350,000 gallons per barge. Naval Reactors told provided this
Position:i EST Chronology Officer information and Chuck confirmed it.

Name:.: Nick Ballam

(b)(5)
359a707
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Record: 1749
Facility:, _______

Source: ET

Addres/Location: I

Attachment:- _ _

This informaton is oTicia! b+ Ou -y Sw'si'ivu ,.ni1wnl ,nk.ation.

Date/Time: 0312412011 05:50:19 (E) I Capacity of the navy barge(s). Get the full capacity from the RST for each barge.
Postion: IEST Chronology Officer!

Name:!Nick Ballam
Record: 11748
Facility:! _

Source: ET___

AddreW(Location:

Attachment: _

This information is Gfficial •se Only- S ............... ..

Date/Time:103124/2011 05:37:20 (ET) Had good discussion with GE info and Site Team; We developed a draft. GE and INPO
Position: I EST Chronology Officer j both agreed with the recommendation across the board in accordance with the NUREG

Name: Nick Ballam to flood the containment.
Record: 1747 . Reactor Water Cleanup discussion. If thats not available go with RHR.

INPO has a couple requests that they are working on questions to answer. Hydrogen-

Facility:
Oxygen mixture in vessel.

On Unit 3 thats still steaming, a recommendation is to put external water on it to act as a
scrubber. INPO guy thinks this would be good for a consortium call.

Source: Man ___

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment _

This informaton is .. ....... .. . . .... ... ....... ...

Date/Time: 10312412011 05:28:12 (EP) Brief discussion on which US sites have seen traces of radiation thus far.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam
Record: 1746

(b)(5)
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Facility::

Source:.ET ___
A dd re ss Lo catio n :!, _ . . . . . .. . . ..... . . . . . .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . ... . . . . . . . . . . .. .

Attachment: -__

This information is 0 ...... ..... - ................. .n ti. n.

DatelTime: 0312412011 05:02:58 (ET) Status check on previous Naval Reactors request. We are still waiting on GEs input to
Postion:i EST Chronology Officer complete the request.

Name:. Nick Ballam
Record: 1745 Distribution of K.I. The Japanese are all used to that already. No sense of alarm comes-i.
Facility:, _with the distribution.
Source: Dave Harmon

AddressLocation:,

Attachment: i _

This informaton is Off"ia n '

Date/Time: 0312412011 04:54:27 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:: Nick Ballam
Record:. 1744

Facility:-

Source: Randy I__

AddresdLocaton:J
Attachment:: _

This information is Of,,cI,, Lsp Only en3i~va itwsil lii,,di'.u.

Date/lime:', 0312412011 03:55:01 (ET) I ET informs Dan &amp; Chuck that Naval Reactors has asked us to develop plant status
Posltion: EST Chronology Officer now, possibilities for the future, and recommendations for them. Recommendations

Name:' Nick Ballam ..... such as filling water up to the dry wells in case they go or have gone ex-vessel. What
Record:. 1743 - could happen, and let the Japanese decide if they think these possibilities have

occurred or are probable. At that point give them the recommendations.
Fe

Facility::,: We continue to support the PAX.

(b)(5) 3611707
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Chuck joins call. Needs to debrief Marty on a meeting that occurred with the
ambassador and some other 3 and 4 star generals. Will call back later on a new line.

Meeting occurred discussing how to get a Navy Barge in close to the site,

Source:_Phone Call with Dan ___

AddreWILocation:[

Attachment:
This informaion is Official Us eI- s....tiv. l tq - .......

DateITime: 03/24/2011 03:51:47 (ET) Discussion on whether reactors 2 and 3 are ex-vessel. There have been discussions at
Position:! EST Chronology Officer NISA regarding this possibility. We dont have access to information on how high the

Name: Nick Ballam I water levels are in the reactors as part of our status sheet.
Record: 1742

Facility:' Does our survey data support that? We dont know yet.

Source: Brian ____

AddressWLocaton: _

Attachment-
This infornatio is Offl• ; L 'O ,nly n ai n!nfcnraicn.

Date/Time: 03/24/2011_03:30:17 (ET) Marty -We will be working on three or four strategies as opposed to one single strategy.

InEST Chronology Officer 1

Name: ' Nick Ballam
Record: 1741 Discussion on staffing with RST to coordinate with the Japanese. Protective Measures

Team... May start scaling back staffing. LT. could be scaled back to a minimum set of
functions, Would need somebody here as long as we had a team of 6 at the site. The

Facility: federal liaison and a coordinater would both be important people to have. EST Chron
officer may be scaled back as well.

Source: ET I

AddreWLocation:____________
Abchent:!

This informnation is Offiiel L~o Onl- Sensitive Wnernal Wonato~ein.

DatelTime: 03/24/2011 02:52:17 (ET)
Position: EST ChronologyOfficer

Name: Nick Ballam
Record: 1740

(b)(5)

(b)(5) 3621107
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(b)(5)

I BMI may be more likely to leak through due to weak points near the bottom of the
vessel. In peach bottom vessel melt was less than 12 hours with loss of all cooling
power.

Consequences? The containment gets lost at the same time and then you have a
somewhat filtered release.

Facility:

(b)(5)

The source has given up a lot already. The fission product left days ago. It might be like
a Sorca event, which was an ex-vessel as well.

Sorca guys believe that a spent fuel hydrogen explosion didnt make sense. The
hydrogen would rise to the top of the containment and explode there.

I

(b)(5)

Randy -Would like to release plant montioring data from the last couple of days to EPA.
The data is below reportable. Doesnt appear to be trending. See some up and down in
the palo verde data but its all 10 to the minus 13.

Dry well moitor readings that we got a while back... The ITM gives information for 1 hour
and 24 hour readings. If that were a 24 hour reading it would correspond to about 2%
melt. Dont know how to determine the veracity of this information.

,-source: IET_______________________________________
Add resdLoca~on: ____ __________ ___

Aftchment: -I
This informalion is O a ny&stvllra n~in

Date/Time: 0312412011 02:09:26 (ET) ;Requesting a formal paper written from the NRC that can be shared with other

Position:!EST Chronology Officer organizations including DOE, State, etc. Giving a status of the situation (reactor
'I

(b)(5) 36M707
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Name: Nick Ballam conditions) and what it means for American Citizens in Japan.
Record: 1739

We need some type of understanding what the source term is to help with this.

Marty -We can bring an assessment of where the reactor is today and where it might go.
Another priority is to give the Japanese recommendations on what measures they
could take to help their reactor.

The Japanese are throttling flow. Should we make a recommendation to push towards
filling the dry well (open up the throttle)?

Discussion on the status of the fuel rods. Most likely not in a nice straight line
anymore... may have leaked down.

(b)(5)

NRC published a document several days ago which received comments by the Naval
reactor folks,. Will there be another revision to this document? Dave will send an email
regarding this issue.

(b)(5)

Marty -Naval Reactors and DOE are now in the lead for protective actions in Japan.

Brian - We have some of that started, but not complete yet. Recommendation to switch
to fresh water injection. Will get a peer review on day shift and proceed.

Time is an issue... By the time we have our recommendation (24 hours) the conditions

likely have changed.

'Try to get more information from GE, either tonight or during the day shift. Chairman

Facility: imay want to talk about this on the ,8:00 deputies. It would be good to get something out

(b)(5) 36,fl07
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Ito Naval people if this will be discussed at a meeting tomorrow.

What degree of certainty is expected? We would be giving a severe accident
management recommendation.

124 hours ago State Department had the lead and they were going to publish something
i that would be the starting point for US policy on protective actions. Dont know the
current status on this.

We are going to assume that the core is slumped. This puts different emphasis on
1things than earlier today. Should keep water going in there.

Dave -We do know they are pushing water in with various methods. We dont know for
sure whether the core is slumped or not.

Need to decide whether we want to move to strategies based on ex-vessel core versus
I strategies to keep the core in the vessel.

We need to understand why they are throttling. They probably dont want to put too
much salt water in and they dont want to fill up the dry well.

The trending of the temperature monitor shows that it is not a severed cable.

We dont want to change our strategies without input from GE.

1 We havent given a recommendation yet regarding the water to TEPCO. They havent
asked for it yet.

The primary request is: What is the condition of the core and what could happen? We
would provide a scenario, ask if the Japanese think that we are going down this path,
then we provide them with recommendations on what they may want to be doing.

Source: Dave Harmon - -

Addres/Location:
Attachment: ..

(b)(5) 3651707
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This information is Offuici Ua Oly. W•lemain,

DatelTime: 0312402011 01:51:45 (ET) Discussion on placement of functions that support the chairman, which ones lie with
Position:j EST Chronology Officer NSIR vs. NRR.

Name:1 Nick Ballam

Record: 11738
Facility:!

Source: IET _

AddressLocation: i
Attachment: _

This informaton is !6,c!,c •O"l aS^nsi:'v ,,,e.n,! ,nf,,raon.

Date/Time:i 03124/2011 01:31:40 (ET) The goal in the first 30 days is to come out with "What is it that we really need to focus
Position: !EST Chronology Officer on?". One person will be dedicated to "Station Blackout". Not necessarily have

Name: Nick Ballam dedicated teams but a matrix approach,
Record: 1737

Facility: Discussion on Ops Center staffing issues. May try to scale back night shift positions.

Source: ET,

AddreWLocation: '_

Attachment: _

This information is Officia• l 3e . .nl- Se .......I lU. ... ..

DatelTime: i0312412011 01:28:20 (ET) AIt would be helpful if GE produced the four strategies for us, The letter only addressed

Position: EST Chronology Officer one strategy, but GE came up with four strategies that we endorse.
Name: Nick Ballam

Record: i 1736 Calculations are still being made towards these strategies. We are not ready to give the
cy strategies at this point. There are unknowns concerning the salt potentially clogging

Factlity:h ! -things up.

Source: i ET

AddredLocation: _

Attachment: _
This information is Offuidi ik Only- SUiHU~ iMtnin hifn•IdU0i,.

Date/Time:!0312412011 01:04:07 (ET) Have Mike call Pete Lyons in the morning about the letter that Secretary Chiu is
Position: EST Chronology Officer concerned about,

Name: Nick Ballam
Record:' 1735

(b)(5) 3&707
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I Facility:I

OUO Sci~sithc rterr~ Infcrrration

Source:a Et

Addre~lLocation:
Attachment: Ti

This information is Offcia. eOnl.-. en. tie.... .. .. rdcr... .

Date/Time: 03124/201100:55250 (ET) j Heard a report that we arranged 13 busses to evacuate Americans within that 50 mile
Position: EST Chronology Officer radius, and 10 of them were not needed. We have over 110,000 in the country.SName: •Nick Ballam

Record:

Facility:
1734 _ _ _ _ (b)(5)

Source: Er
Addres/Location:_

Attachment:!
This information is "ffiia IUse Gný. SensitiveM.r-n,8ianatim.--

Date/Time: 03/24/2011 00:51:47 (Er) i Will be issuing a conference call summary at 7:00 a.m. to go to emails/blackberries, The
Positon: EST Chronology Officer I call is at 10:00 a.m.

Name: Nick Ballam j
Record:j 1733
Facility:
Source: Jake

Address/Location: _

Attachment i
This information is fO5n.

Date/Time: 103/24/201100:38:43 (Er) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam

Record: 1732
We want to get this environmental information to EPA. Cindy helped with a document.
Will pass it by ET. This is not the same as the IN. The IN is telling licensees what
information we will be requesting from them.

Tim - We are going to stand pat on the IN. NEI has agreed to take the lead on providing
that information to NRC and then we will provide it to our partners.

Randy -We have single readings from two dozen plants., all of it very very low. DOE
also has sites with information.

(b)(5) 367/707
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Facility:1

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

t,

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

i This will probably take 24 hours to formulate.

Source::Randy __

Addre~sdLocation: _

Attachment: __•,
This informraon is Offia, Ul e only - Sensbi-ve'ntem l nl"- . Uon.

Date/Time: 03/24/2011 00:30:01 (El) Richard Lee to Brian Sheron. Titled Conference call with DOE 6-7 PM. Have you seen
Position: EST Chronology Officer this email?

Name: Nick Ballam Question from secretary Chiu. Understands that the NRC Japan team is not providing
Record' 1731 Japanese counterpart DOE information.

(b)(5)

Chairman needs to get to Chiu and explain why we didnt get hte letter to TEPCO. It
wasnt the Japan team that made that decision.., it was the NRC that made that decision.

'DOE person is embedded in Chucks team. They explained that we were not going to
provide the letter.

(b)(5)
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Facility: I The Chairman didnt want any letter to go to TEPCO that was not OK with the NRC team.
,'Chucks team didnt think it prudent to send the letter.

Marty needs to talk to the Chairman in the morning to let him know that Chiu is asking
why we didnt provide the letter. Tim says that the Chairman was going to talk to Chiu
personally. Not sure if he has talked to him since the email.

We will form a plan of attack for the morning.

I INPO rep is in place. They have begun introducing him to people. Call ended.

Source: Phone Call from Chuck &

AddresWLocation:~
Attachment: _

This informaton is .f.ial. ..e Ofl• .................... .-

DatelTime: 103124/2011 00:21:08 (ET)
Potiton: I EST Chronology Officer

*1*

Name:' Nick Ballamn

Record: 1730

Facility:

(b)(5)

We dont know where the source term came from either.

Bruce Are they venting also? We presume they are. Bleeding (venting off the steam).
We dont konw what their venting schedule is. We will run some numbers on venting.

(b)(5)

LT -EPA 400 procedure.

Ii (b)(5) YFFQ,
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NARAC is shut down. Only doing calculatoins in day shift.
Source: Randy

AddresLocation: __

Attachment:
This information is Offid " - S on inerna n rorma on.

Date.limne: 031231201123:58:38 (b)(5) Mike Salay is looking at the
Potion: EST Chronology Officer document. They will give it to the PMT and then it willcome to ET for comments due by

Name: Nick Ballam rnoon.

Record: 1729
Working on the four questions calcs left over from last night. Salt deposition in units.
We had a phone call last night with Japan, but our numbers were different. GE is
standing by their calculation, we think one plant is nearly full of salt. TEPCO wanted our
advise on that issue, Our flow rate may have been too high. Early on they were using a
1 higher flow, but they scaled it down (according to GE). We will get the calcs to the site
team.

An email came in that said Unit 1 is injecting fresh water. This is the first weve heard of
this... Bruce -We have conflicting information... Took that informatoin from a DOE Cert
Rep. Well check on that information.

The temperature started to come odwn from 400 degrees to 360.. now were hearing 310,
1 Unit 1 temps coming down. Majority of flow coming through the feed ring. We will look
to see if there could be any salt on the feed ring? They are getting intermittent power.
Temperatures say they are trending down. We dont know where theyre getting the
information from.

Dont have good status of what MCCs are powered yet. Unit 3 control lights are on.

Doses -Status sheet shows that unit I core is 70% unit 2 and 3 are 30% in damage.
INPO gave us... 4780 R on unit 1 drywell. unit 2 4590, unit 3 6000r

:unit I tourus 3490... unit 2 and 3 are 193 and 158 respectively. We dont know how theyre
getting the data yet.

I. (b)(5) 370707
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Facility: FBruce -From Roys email: Focus on largest source farms... pump larger qtys of water

and start to inject fresh water. Missing from this list is to start using RHR,

Better to get source cooling back. What are the concerns of throttling flow? Would RHR
give them better flow rates and circulate salt?

jSalt and another compound may make a gelatinous compound? Just get water in right
now, and then get freshwater in when possible. We will look into gelatinous issue.

Bruce- What do we think the core looks like? Is the thought process different

depending on what the core looks like? Japanese dont think the core has dropped
down yet.

'Trying to help PMT with questions from research. To try to figure out what the source
term is. How did they get the damage estimates (70%). Mike Salay will interface with
them,

We are working on answering these Hydrogen issues on Unit 2. Are there any concerns

Ion hydrogen? Where are these concerns coming from and why?

Is GE done or is GE still with the salt strategy?

No phone calls scheduled yet with Chuck, We may schedule something when we have
answers to these questions,

Source: Brian Holihan *

AddresLocation:_
Attachmenti

This information is Official (be •-nl Sensitivemm ... . a. i .

Date/Time:j0312312011 23:57:08 (ET2 Will advise our team to stand pat on further development of the information notice (IN),
Positon: i EST Chronology Officer

Name: Nick Ballam
Record: 1728

(b)(5) 371[707
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Source: Tim _ _... . .. _ _

Address/Location: . ... ... . . .. .. .

Attachment: _ _ _ _....

This informaton is OMNcia Use uniy- Sensibve internal Informauon.-

DatelTime:10312312011 23:42:59 (ET) !We may be scaling back on some night shifts in the Ops Center next week.
Position: 1EST Chronology Officer

Name:' Nick Ballam Chuck would like accident management people. Four technical people. The

Record: 1727 _management team would be 2 people. This would be Tepco team (to send to Japan).
1

'For cabinet meetings we need management folks. IP coordinators are value added.
Great opportunity for jr. 0IP people to get experience. Altogether hes thinking 6 or 7
people.

Chuck could be coming home as early as Sunday.

Facility: 1Eventually we would like to scale down to have only two people in Japan until they get
ai fully out of the woods.

If we choose to scale back, we could scale back night shifts for Japan....
Reactor Safety Team is needed fully..

Strategies are probably good enough for the spent fuel pools.. Not good enough for the
reactors.

Source:lET _

AddresdLocation: r
Attachment:_

This inform ionis Officiai ly.• , ............... un.

DatelTime:j 0312312011 23:31:27 (ET) IDeveloped a draft I.N. Will be sent to Stacy Rosenberg and Tom Blount. Will be
Position: EST Chronology Officer coordinating with EPA on the information we gather. FERMAC is in Japan.

Name: Nick Ballamr
Record:TV 126
Facility:~

(b)(5) 37,007
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Source: IET

AddresILocation: _ ___

Attachment
This information is Officidf..... ... .

Date/Time: 03123/201123:27:02 (El) Whats going in to unit 1 ? Is it fresh or salt water being used? There are some initial
Position: EST Chronology Officer reports on TV that it might be freshwater. There are some CST in tact and theyre using

Named Nick Ballam the water in the CSTs. This is a limited amount of water.
Record: 1725 1 Shown interest to floating barges that have fresh water to use on the reactors. Within
Facility: 36-48 hours they will have them there.

Source: Bill Ruland_ _____....

AddressWLocation: I

Attachment: _

This information is Official Us-e On"" S--"tiv- ..e... infoj-a- n.
Date/Time:; 03123/2011 21:44:46 (ET) Just had alignment meeting. Question of why we are not 24/7 embedded with MOD. Just

Position: EST Chronology Officer got a call from MOD and they want us to attend working group meetings. Media reports
Name: Rebecca Karas optimistic - talk about restoring ability to bring freshwater to Ul reactor (NISA press

Record: 1724 conference). Chuck: they have a small tank on the North tank of Unit 1 -probably got
that hooked up, but not sustainable. Some research shows that salt and boron will
become gelatinous. Just think you need to pump a lot of clean water in there. Now they
think pumping system may be too high capacity. So now working with Bechtel to
provide only parts of system they need. Debate at RST is where to go with cooling ofFacility:'
cores - possibly flooding of containment, TEPCO is thinking that fuel is at lower head.
How do we stop continuous release in Unit 2? Maybe flood reactor building. Ultimately
maybe sand/concrete. Reactor building not water-tight. Can only flood to ground
elevation.

Source: Chuck_
AddreWLocation: _

Attachment: _

This informaUion is GOiial isp w n, o,,,,;;, Intor.,l Ineformaon.;,

Oate(Time: 10312312011 20:39:29 (El) CDC has KI only for children.
Position-: ET Chronology Officer

Name:, Rebecca Karas Correction: CDC has KI in a liquid form. They have 2.1 million vials. Each vial contains
Record: 1722 30ml of KI, at a concentration of 65mg/ml. This can be administered to adults or children.

b)(5
MUq07
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Facility: EST Coordinator- Robert Ragland at 20:57:07 on 3/23/2011

Source: 1 Er

AddresLocation:
Attachment: (

This information is Of'iciai Use Only.. Sensifii iniemai infonnafot.

Date/rime: 03/2312011 20:39:29 (ET) CDC has KI only for children.Posi=on: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record:! 1723

_Facility: __

Source:I ET

AddresdLocation: I'_
Attachment. .

This information is ............O...- ....... .ni. .. fr. . . .ti.

Date/Time: 03/23/2011 20:01:43 (ET) I Plant status: About the same. Priorities that we see align with Japanese. Concern is the
Posidon: I EST Chronology Officer reactors. SFPs are area of interest, but primary focus on reactors. Focus on pumping

Name: Rebecca Karas more water into vessels. Reports from our team indicate low flowrates. Also need to
Record: 17211 swap to freshwater as soon as possible. Unit 5 lost running RHR pump, supplying Rx

land sfp cooling. Have 2 conflicting reports - I that they plan to fix later today, and I that
fits already done. Team in-country feels that there is likely continuous release from U2
hydrogen explosion that they feel breached suppression pool, and also U3. Also been

!working on changing out members of in-country team. Have a few people flying back
tomorrow, and others replacing them. Team managers, Casto, Monninger and Dorman -
that is separate decision. Want to maintain relationships with counterparts. There is

.(b)5) Pn=C was more upbeat -a lot

due to Japanese being ready to ask for assistance. They are interested in supply of KI.
INPO has a million doses. We would likely work through HHS. US Embassy in Japan is
offering KI to US citizens but recommending not taking it yet. Most are not taking KI.
DOD remains interested in US recommendations - currently unchanged. Some families
have departed. One INPO rep in Japan now. In process of bringing other individuals
together. Bill Webster will send us the additional people they are bringing in-country.
INPO is interested in which Federal agency will be lead for their consortium. Leaning is
towards Pacific Command. We have received 90 photos of site from TEPCO -

(b)(5)
374V707
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considerable damage to units. Plan on working with OIS to put up on controlled
sharepoint site. Some are pretty devastating.

(b)(5)
•e are continuing too work with

!them. Have some reports from DOE that are more encouraging that some flowrates
have increased. They have started injection of freshwater. We have not validated yet.
Have seen reports showing 1131 at several sites. Are looking at sharing info with EPA
this evening. Casto attended cabinet-level meeting. Sending draft minutes. Chuck
indicated US was only country at meeting he attended. Japanese interested in
Lockheed Martin unmanned helicopter. Pumping system from Australia. also interested
in freshwater barges. Military ready to make happen. Chuck said Japan appreciated
severe accident guidelines. They understand immense challenges ahead now. Working
on draft IN taken for Chernobyl requesting US plants to record unusual radiological
data and provide it. Getting information that 5 workers believed dead from lethal doses.

Franovich: Looks like change in U3 status -reporting containment damaged and at
atmospheric pressure, Change in condition? Information changes as NISA changes
reports (b)(5) Had long conversation with on-site
team. We dont get answers to how we know the information from them. Team onsite is
trying to find right contacts to get people willing to talk about tech information to answer
questions. They also continue to toggle flow into sfps and cores. When get report,
typically is instantaneous report - does not reflect how they are actually operating filling
system. Q: first time seen damaged primary containment on Unit 3. That is based on
report from JAIF and NISA. Q: salt report from DOE? DOE letter did not go out.
yesterday provided answers to 5 questions on salt. TEPCO heard our answers. was
based on info coordinated by NRC, Bettis, INPO, etc. As a result 4 additional Qs came
back. Have answers from GEH. Staff looking at to resolve vs. different analyses.
Snodderly: On 1131 measurements on San Onofre. Are we seeing higher measurements
than first ones? Same now. We are getting reports from licensees of slightly elevated
readings. Have on table. NEI may blog on this tonight. Franovich: Saw that EPA is
posting daily summary from readings on west coast from over the weekend. Orders: On
Unit 5, lost RHR pump -think they have 2, do we have concerns. We have 1 report will
get pumps back tomorrow -another says back now. Not sure which is accurate. They
would not expect much heatup, though. Not drastic situation. What are our latest
recomemndations to NARAC on doselsource term? Had coordination call on this.

(b)(5) 3759707
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Taking 12-16 hours per run, 24 hours with review, Information would be shared by DOS
to Japan as conservative case. Castleman: Source term assumptions: no sfp fires, Ul
70% melted, U2.3 30% melt. This is considered realistic case. Assuming leak rate is
0.5%Iday. Assumed started-Tue 15th at 2150. NARAC will provide estimates for Tokyo
and West Coast. Castleman: looks like we are assuming no sfp release? Roy: may be

!too optimistic based on info we have. Still quesitons on whether some pools are filled.
;Wouldnt want to be too optimistic on pools. Castleman: any info on general rad levels
around site? No. Roy: Seeing photos from media that are showing people around
facilities - people in control room. Not sure what doses are, but they are not evacuating
site. Not sure whether they are heroic actions or dose is going down. Q: At am briefing,
heard would be deputies call on PAs for US citizens in Japan. Do we have more info?
Dont think they made firm decision. They are continuing to assess, but was discussed.

Source: ITA Call-.

AddreWLLocation:a-

Attachment:;
This information is [-n .

Date/Time:
Position:

Name:
Record:

0312312011 18:55:49 (ET) Believe the black smoke is a hydrocarbon, so not of concern. Lots of lube oil from MG
EST Chronology Officer set. Not concerning us if rad levels not going up. Number 1 priority is more water and
Rebecca Karas fresh water. SFPs coming along. 2 is in good shape, we think 1 is in good shape, but
1720 noone knows. Looks like it survived explosion. Probably has water in it they think 2 has

water, and they have sfpc running. They believe they see water in U3 SFP. Biggest
issue is continuous release through Unit 2 now. We also suspect breach in Unit 3, but
no confirmation. NR tends to say worst case. We try and get what we know, and say
that. On Admiral call: They are filling barges with fresh water. Navy also was running

'down KI -we are sharing information now.

Caso

Facility:

Source:

Addres/Location:i-_

Attachment ___

This information is Offlcia! Wc GOn Sensitv Inter;al M.o, ma-ion.

Date/Time: 0312312011 18:43:31 (E) i Very difficult to tell, but seems they are not getting enough flow. We have information
Positon: lEST Chronology Officer I that says it should be 20.100gpm for each of the reactors. They have to run into building

Na me: Rebecca Karas to get numbers. We get numbers like 7 gpm and 79 gpm. Level is not changing, all we
Record: 1719 'know is pumping lots of water is better than now. Our pumping system is very high

. •;- . .flow. We think its urgent to get pumping system there. They are daisy-chaining fire
'II

(b)(5) 376f707
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trucks from ocean. We provided them with R-800 course, SAMGs, EOPs, etc. They got a
lot out of that, and met yesterday on those. Now that they have seen the material, they
say they realize they have more challenges than what they thought. We highlighted
sections, etc. They translated them and read them that night. The course goes through

ct accident on a BWR4.F
(b)(5)

L

Facility:

•They are pumping with cement trucks
into 3 and 4 SFPs. We talked to them about anti-cs. INPO has those and also KI. Unit I
still at 300 degrees C. And on Unit 3 we have high confidence they have a containment
breach. Unit I they believe thatthrough CS they dropped tem from 400C to 300C, but
noone knows whether that is accurate or not. Other theory is you are measuring corium
temperature. Because reactor pressure is very low. On Unit 2, since they have
somewhat confirmed they have filled SFP and is still steaming, that pretty much
confirms there is a containment breach. They think no, but we think its a containment
breach. GE is looking at strategies for how to respond to each of these reactors. We told
HQ to inform GE that Unit 2 has torus breach -may change strategy. Think is a
hydrogen explosion from torus. We dont know for sure that they inert, but assume they
do. They were going to try and inert RB with Nitrogen rather than punching more holes.
We told them priority is getting water in. We are getting closer to aligned priorities with
TEPCO. We also decided that reactors are more important- source term much higher.
Finally after yesterday they agree. They are also developing long-term plan. We have
seen draft, but is not yet approved by PM. On U2 containment breach, we mentioned
issue, but did not push it.

Source: 'ICasto ______________________________________

Attchment: I__________ ______

This information is Offleial &se Only Sensidv internal Informatin.

Date/Time: 0312312011 18:42:42 (ET) I Roy: are we able to articulate exact flowpaths to each unit? Bill: we have a sense of
Positon: EST Chronology Officer i most of that info. Most is exiting seals of recirc pumps.

Name:i Rebecca Karas
Record: 1718
Facility:]
Source: ET

AddreWsLocafion:.
-~ (bX)(5)

3771707
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Attachment: _

This information is ....h. We 0-1/y.- Surslu..ntv. hd.ma ol ....

DatelTime: 0312312011 18:25:13 (ET) !MOD wants to make meeting known publically. Would have been worthwhile for public
tion: lEST Chronology Officer to know Americans and Japanese working closely together. Would be helpful if HQ can

Name: Rebecca Karas i brief industry on meeting minutes, but not give them a copy of the minutes (DOS
Record: 1717 meeting last night). Industry is helping us with KI (they had offered it). INPO has a million

Sdoses available for $$$. Gave us a description of doses and formulation. Japanese
Iwanted information on the doses. INPO said they have access to a million doses. The
Japanese are interested (have not accepted yet though). Can HQ handle KI issues

'directly with Al Hochivar. Minutes incomplete right now, but will send draft to HQ now.
Meeting very successful. They accepted a lot of the offers of equipment. Admiral sent
out note for C5 to be sent out from New England (unmanned helicopter)(Today they are

(b)(5) The original

water line from the dam to the plant has a pump, and that was their solution, but that
source appears not viable. They just have I tank onsite right now. We proposed they
consider the water barges. They are sending people to be trained on the pumping
system, But the Admiral is looking at moving the system from Yokoda to somewhere
near site. Noone really knows draft of dock area after tsunami. Lockheed Martin is

Facility: 1 sending helicopter, AF is lifting it. Will be used for aerial surveillance, and other
activities. Has a 1500# lift capability. Should have left NE last night. 4 TEPCO engineers
were at Yokoda working with it yesterday. They understand its capabilities, and the
engineer was going to turn it over to his staff to be trained on its use. Right now earliest
that TEPCO can have folks available for training is tomorrow. The workers they are

'identifying are from subsidary from TEPCO (b)(5)

(b)(5) If can get training done in 1 day, should then get gear to staging area close
1 to site. The Navy has water barges in Japan, but are Japanese-leased water barges.
Dont know timeframe for barges. Admiral Roden working hard to get water barges
there. Nothing is firm, but they are expressing aggressive interest in it. Question from
Charlie was if there are any other countries are participating in cabinet meetings? Right
now Americans are only ones in there. And we have a deputy administrator leading the

Smeeting. People were concerned on lack of flowrate to reactor -we know that.
Source:Casto!

Addre Location: . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.........

Attachment::
r

(b)(5) I 37N07
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This informalion is Offliad ~ o;e-0 Si~U iW~d I!~~l~I

Date/Time: F3/23I•2011 16:58:48 (ET) !We have information collected from US reactor sites on measured land Cs. Want to
Position: EST Chronology Officer send to EPA and tell them this is only for EPA -tomorrow will work on who else gets.

Name: Rebecca Karas Mike -just heard from Eric -agree that Federal agencies need to agree on how we will
Record: 1716 handle the info. We want to put out IN anyway as the regulator. Should hold discussion

between NRC, DOE and EPA on who will be repository of information, States have
Facility: ialready asked for the information.

Source:'ET
AddresdLocation:u -

Attachment:

This informafion is •,,.o•i Use On. ,, on s..i, ,nte-n, ,.fr-n.o.

Date/Time: 03123120116:35:52
-osiono: E Chronology Officer'

Name: I Rebecca Karas (b)(5)

Record: 1715

"____)Also getting information from reactors in US on reported
measurements of 1-131. FEMA put together a short list. Very low levels. We had IN go out
when Chernobyl happened. We need someone to do IN and sign out. However, Marty

Facility:I contacted Tony Petrangelo, and they are going to send information to NRC. NEI will be
putting the information on their blog tonight. EPA and states are asking how we share

'that information to them. Need to coordinate closely with OPA if this goes out. Should
get information to EPA and just have them hold closely until we can check it, etc.

S o urce-. iai-son Team 7

AddresLocation:'

Attachment: _

This information is Ggfiai We On"' Sonsit. , inenal Information.

DatelTime:10312312011 16:07:19 (El) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer ....

Name: Rebecca Karas __Military is concerned over chronic nature. Expect Japan to ask for assistance in
Record] 1714 supplying KI. CDC has nations stockpile of KI. If their stockpiles are depleted, then we

would go to the states. About 170,000 U.S. citizens in Japan, and 150,000 military. Limits
in US is at 5 rem thyroid, then we would tell you to take KI (for adults). We dont have
EPA PAGs for children, but thought is it would be different. Iodine levels in Tokyo are
twice recommended level. Was consortium call today, Al Hochivar is in Japan - trying to

(hl(. 379J707
A
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'embed with TEPCO. INPO asking which govt agency is going to take consortium under
its wing. Looks like it will probably be Pacific Command. Salt accumulation letter from
DOE - did not get sent out.I (b)(5)

(b)(5) JBechtel equipment in Yokoda. Still no request from Japanese to use.
Some fittings not fabricated yet -will ship out Thursday. Japanese may cannibalize it
instead of using as is. Head there was a 2nd train being fabricated by Bechtel also.
French offered robotics, and Japanese said dont send. It is on the airport in France.

Source:]ET _______________________________________________________________________

AddreWLocafion:

This information is Official " e Only. Sensi.ve... al . ... A............

Date/Time: 0312312011 15:53:24 (ET) i Flew aerial today -awaiting results.
Poston: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1713

Facility:

Source: ET_

Addres/Location:__

Attachment: _,
This informaion is Official L'e 'fy_ W"nsi" Internal Inform ati .

DatelTime: i03/23/2011 15:23:42 (ET) i Plant status about the same. Unit 5 -when swapping diesels to offsite power, lost RHR
Podon: EST Chronology Officer pump. Expect to be able to restore tomorrow. Heatup between now and then shouldnt

Name: I Rebecca Karas cause problems. Working to changeup our staff overseas. Still have decision to make
Record: 1712 about senior managers over there. Chairman: wants to make decision before change

1 out senior managers. Roy: Looking at HHS and states for surplus KI. HHS and FEMA
would have the lead for this. Lead consortium is looking for Federal agency to be
named that they would work through. Possibly Pacific Command

(b)(5)

Facility: __

I NEI getting information on increased re dings on a number of plants. We are working
on a clearinghouse for that informgation

(b)(5)
,oy.. going to tr, and get understanding of flowpaths

(b)(5) 380O70
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_through reactors.
Source: Chairman

AddresLocation:

Attachment__
This information is Ofcia/•o Only SesihJ, !.tern!.forr_.ip.

Date/Time: 0312312011 15:14:52 (ET) SONGS, Diablo, Kewaunee seeing trace amounts of radionuclides.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:' Rebecca Karas

Record: 1711
Facility: i
Source: 1oETi

Address/Location:

Attachment _

This information is " O "

Date/Time: 03/23/2011 15:06:25 (ET) Al Hochivar (INPO) is in Japan. INPO also supplementing their team in INPO operations
Position: EST Chronology Officer center.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1710

Facility: _,

Source:'ET _T

Addre Location:
Attachment _

This information is eOfta We .n.. -" ...... :-"

Date/Time: 103123/2011 15:04:05 (ET) Unit 5 lost RHR pump -working to replace motor. Pump tripped when trying to change

Position: ! EST Chronology Officer !from DG to offsite power.
Name: Rebecca Kara s

Record: 1709
Facility: 11
Source:IETr

AddreWsLocation__

Attachment: _-_

This information is M atluill Uib Oly , S011•idi h itwi lllfom,, .

Date/Time: 0312312011 14:09:58 (ET) Discussed USAID paying for NRC staff travel costs but not wages, KI logistics/process,

Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

I (b)(5)
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Name:F James Vaughn opportunities for robotics, DOE, FEMA interactions,
Record:11708

Facility: I
Source, Mike Dudek .

Addres/Location: F
Attachment:1 __

This information is 3ffi-ia! Use onýl- Sensitve -i.ernal I. o-

Date/Time: 03/23/2011 13:45:37 (ET) Reviewed translation of Japanese status chart for reactors 1-5 and SFPs.
Position: EST Chronology Officer-

Name: 1 James Vaughn
Record: 11707
Facility:!
Source: F Liaison Team

AddresILocation: I

Attachment: ]
This information is Off cia! W.e .n,.,m•, /.fr..on.

Date/Time: 03/2312011 13:28:44 (._. Discussion: 3pm congressional phone call.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: JamesVaughn ET: Last "One-Pager" provided (b)(5) J)iscussed shifted
Record: 1706 fault line as it relates to other reactors in Japan. Discussed New York state press release
Facility: regarding Indian Point.

Source: I Brian Sheron (RES) -

AddresWLocafion:Attachmnet~ ____ ____

This information is ... .

Date/Time:10312312011 13:02:56 (El) IET Discussion: Commission breifing planned on Health Effects. Should prepare a
Position: IEST Chronology Officer F proposal for Chairman on topics, key points, objectives. Work trough NRC then EPA

Name:d James Vaughn -- !,'then exteranl panel. Same high levellformat as Bill Borchardts this week.
Record: 1705
Facility:

Source: Rob Lewis (Agreements I
S tates) F

Addres Location: -.. . . . . .. " .. . .• ... ...

Attachment:-
I

(b)(5) / 3821107
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This information is f.f.al ... Only" - ;. .si . t.. e. .a' .hformato-..

Date/Time: 10312312011 10:55:00 (ET) 1All matters and recommendations coming from the Consortium should go through the
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer NRC. The DoE letter should not be passed on by Chuck.

Name: James Vaughn
Record: 1700 1 ET: Discussed:

1) Japans desire to go public with meetings.

2) Reduction of staffing in the operations center. Borchardt: Exercise what is
appropriate, l am having a meeting with all offices today to discuss impacts.

ET: Reviewed Deputy call conducted this morning. Highlights: How we will deal with
,equipment provided to Japan, (Loaned, etc.), dissemination plan, working group related

(b)(5)

Conducted a review of current and new taskings. Discussed roles, responsibilities,
process issues, communications, matters that fall out of normal functions for operation
center teams, tasking of other NRC elements outside the operations center. Discussed
Information Notice (IN) 86032 and 86032sl and preparing a new IN.

Bill Borchardt: Not all matters falling out from Japan should go to the operations center
or a operations center function.

Facility:

ET: Recommend an EDO Update regarding operations centerand NRC functions.

Bill Borchardt: We should add a discussion point regarding the roles of operations
center to the monthly management meeting for this Friday and the meeting today at

112:30.

PMT: Provided relaxation criteria to the Commissions assistants. Weather has improve
for data collection flights. Discussed talking points for DoE. ARAC working on source
term project.

(b)(5) M8707
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(b)(5)

'EST Chronology Officer -James Vaughn at 11:26:52 on 312312011

Mike Tschiltz: Discussion on the history of the four-train pump system.
EST Chronology Officer-James Vaughn at 11:59:21 on 312312011

I EST Chronology Officer- James Vaughn at 12:59:44 on 3/2312011

Sourc e: KBil l Borch ardt t  _ _. ........ .............

AddressLocation: I

Attachment: CC
This information is Official'"- b e'" ln-:':'- l-f... a - m-ýý -

DatelTime: 1'03123/2011 12:09:47 (ET) 1-Entered the ET room
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: James Vaughn

Record: 1703
Facility:_
Source: I Bill Borchardt

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: _

This informadon is offl... we . .. Sensitive itwa. l... mabr.

Date/Time: 0312312011 10:55:00 (ET) All matters and recommendations coming from the Consortium should go through the
Ii

Position: EST Chronology Officer NRC. The DoE letter should not be passed on by Chuck.
Name: James Vaughn

Record:t 1704 ET: Discussed:
- +

1) Japans desire to go public with meetings.

2) Reduction of staffing in the operations center. Borchardt: Exercise what is
appropriate. I am having a meeting with all offices today to discuss impacts.

ET: Reviewed Deputy call conducted this morning. Highlights: How we will deal with

(I (b)(5)
'V
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equipment provided to Japan, (Loaned, etc.), dissemination plan, working group related

¶ (b)(5)

Conducted a review of current and new taskings. Discussed roles, responsibilities,
process issues, communications, matters that fall out of normal functions for operation
I center teams, tasking of other NRC elements outside the operations center. Discussed
Information Notice (IN) 86032 and 86032s1 and preparing a new IN.

Facility: tBill Borchardt: Not all matters falling out from Japan should go to the operations center

or a operations center function.

ET: Recommend an EDO Update regarding operations center and NRC functions.

Bill Borchardt: We should add a discussion point regarding the roles of operations
center to the monthly management meeting for this Friday and the meeting today at
12:30.

PMT: Provided relaxation criteria to the Commissions assistants. Weather has improve
for data collection flights. Discussed talking points for DoE. ARAC working on source
term project,

(b)(5)

EST Chronology Officer - James Vaughn at 11:26:52 on 3/2312011

Mike Tschiltz: Discussion on the history of the four-train pump system.
EST Chronology Officer-James Vaughn at 11:59:21 on 3123/2011

Source: Bil Borchardt 1

AddrerdLocation: _

Attachment: _

This informaion is " -

DatelTime:- 0312312011 10:55:Oo (E•) All matters and recommendations coming from the Consortium should go through the
Position: EST Chronology OfficerI'

I(b)(5) 385707
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Name:' James Vaughn NRC. The DoE letter should not be passed on by Chuck.
Record:1702

iET: Discussed:

1) Japans desire to go public with meetings.

12) Reduction of staffing in the operations center. Borchardt: Exercise what is
appropriate. I am having a meeting with all offices today to discuss impacts.

ET: Reviewed Deputy call conducted this morning. Highlights: How we will deal with

(b)(5)

Conducted a review of current and new taskings. Discussed roles, responsibilities,
process issues, communications, matters that fall out of normal functions for operation

I center teams, tasking of other NRC elements outside the operations center. Discussed
Facility: iInformation Notice (IN) 86032 and 86032sl and preparing a new IN.

Bill Borchardt: Not all matters falling out from Japan should go to the operations center
or a operations center function.

IEL: Recommend an EDO Update regarding operations center and NRC functions.

Bill Borchardt: We should add a discussion point regarding the roles of operations
center to the monthly management meeting for this Friday and the meeting today at
12:30.

PMT: Provided relaxation criteria to the Commissions assistants. Weather has improve
for data collection flights. Discussed talking points for DoE. ARAC working on source

!term project.

I (b)(5)
I.'()5
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_ _ EST Chronology Officer- James Vaughn at11:26:52 on 3/2312011
Source: Bill Borchardt

AddreWsLocaio--
Aftachment:

This informaton is ,cal " O " n"' o m;, lno rrnstion

Date-Time-•03/23/201110:55:00 (ET) All matters and recommendations coming from the Consortium should go through the
Postion: EST Chronology Officer- NRC. The DoE letter should not be passed on by Chuck.

Name: James Vaughn

Record: 1701 ET: Discussed:

1) Japans desire to go public with meetings.

12) Reduction of staffing in the operations center. Borchardt: Exercise what is
appropriate. I am having a meeting with all offices today to discuss impacts.

Facility:

ET: Reviewed Deputy call conducted this morning. Highlights: How we will deal with
equipment provided to Japan, (Loaned, etc.), dissemination plan, working group related

(b)(5)

Source: Bill Borchardt I

A d d re /L o c a ti o n : ! _- -. . . . .... ....

Attachment: ,
This information is Oftia! Lte OAý,,- SeMS4,,,.= W,,tmW1 194009t640.

DatelTime: 03)2312011 10:02:13 (ET) Still reviewing how has lead interface with TEPCO. US. support to structures and roles:

Positon: EST Chronology Officer Industry responding to numerous technical matters, INPO staff is Tokyo with Chuck to
Name: James Vaughn -get understanding of matters from NRC team. ERC support staff will begin calls to site

Record: '11699 members and NRC site team members. INPO staffing is going up. We need help with
getting "Al" tied into the NRC team via USAID. Al is in Tokyo now. Webber: We are still

pursuing that.

Tor Veriosa (Naval Rx): Any additional people deploying. "Bill:" The number of people
on the group is under continued evaluation.

( )
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Rick Nelson: We received seven major requests. All but one has been completed. We
are discussing personal protective equipment and radiologic detection equipment.
TEPCO is asking about KI.

NRC team has made major progress with Cabinet, The Cabinet wants all
equipment[logistic actions to go through the daily Cabinet meeting (e.g K-MAX and
remote helicopter). Japan wants the Cabinet meeting to be public. Operational matters

,will not be made public.

Tom Varvoso (Naval Rx): Is this meeting for information flow orjust logisitces? Just for
logistics coordination/facilitation.

Brain ODonnell: Is the meeting multi-national.

ET: NRC has not heard that any other countries are involved. DoS is creating minutes.
Major progress regarding SAMGs.

Bill Borchardt: Did we reach agreement with INPO to making meeting minutes available

Faciliy:I Ito TEPCO. INPO should send minutes to HOOs/Ops Center for inclusion in 6am/6pm
daily status report.

Tom Vorvoso: Do you have a roll in evaluating in actions plans and priorities? Do you
see anything different with TEPCOs? INPO: We are not in place to support that effort,

IDiscussion regarding the support of reactor vendors, Industry Working Group (IWG)
and INPO. Discussion of how information and coordination is communicated to TEPCO.

Contact Information:

J-4, Pentagon, (b)(5)

INPO Webster: websterwe@inpo.org.

-I (b)(5)
38V707
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Tom Varvoso: Recommendation for a daily technical call with all parties.

i INPO team is working five issues with NRC at the central POC. The consortium is not on
'the calls.

"Sail:" Report on Robotic systems was distributed this morning to Japan. The report
_ has the capabilities of the robotics. Email from Ron Jerry has the specifics.

Source: ConsortiumTELCON _ __ _

AddresLocation:_
Attachment: f

This information is ........... .. . ......... al ifon ati.. . ..

Date/Time: 103/2312011 08:39:25 (ET) Debrief from Cabinet meeting held to night. DoS will generate minutes, Good meeting
Position:'_6 EST Chronology Officer.r with Prime Ministers repesenative over the last 24 hours. SAMGs and technical manuals

Name: James Vaughn were very helpful. Accepted a lot of DoE equipment, who did a areat iob with their report
Record: 1698 on equipment. DoE was well prepared. K-MAX was accepted (b)(5)

(b)(5) We discuss Boron injection to

change to fresh water. Discussed change to fresh waterwith four analysis to make the
change. They are having difficulty with original water line. We offered them water barges
and pumping systems. Discussed location of barge(s). Bill Cook has done a great job at
Yakoda and was requested by the General. Identified staff to be trained on pumping
equipment. Training should be done in the north -quickly. Discussed issue of venting
out Unit 2. Amount of steam suggest its coming from containment. This will be a
discussion point for tomorrow night. KI issue: Discussed details related to potassium
.iodine. Will coordinate with PMT. At the Cabinet level, all requ t fore uipment will
come through that meeting and no other sources. DoE letter:f

(b)(5)
•EPCO is committed to

getting to fresh water. Letter is a poke in the eye. Battle plan: Meetings are planned and
sequenced with end state of 2000hr cabinet meeting. Communications have greatly
improved. The Cabinet wants the meeting to go public. Contents of the meeting would
not be discussed. Demonstrates good working relationship. With "DCMs" permission,
we will respect it. We gave them the SAMGs which are public. The DoE list of detection

I

(b)(5) 389107
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equipment was not public. Our public affairs will be notified.

Questions:

'Will barges be involved with water to the vessel? Yes to containment. Barges get water
Facility: .to naval vessels then to the Units. We will work with Nany to make interfaces between

systems. Likely to be used for containments and SPFs. Bill Cook designed a great
system. Runs off of diesel with 5 day supply, Hyrdominning systems.

K-MAX DoE equipment? It is not in the March 22,2011, Robotics document, Drone
helicopter. Carries video and harden cameras. "Damian" will send 30-page report.
Report provides time-lines to get the equipment in Japan.

1Protective Actions: no tap water for infants under a year. News indicate trace amount of
Iodine in water. Jack Foster has some radiation monitoring data,

Embassy asked about another quake. Should we evaluate the change in the geo-plate
and the relation to other plants. Fault lines have moved. How does the effect other
plants?

(b)(5)

Some agencies are backing down watch standing, Some down to a duty officer. DoS is
!looking to scale down response.

"Michell:" Two people are flying out now. You should discuss transition. Remainder of
team goes out Sunday. Bill Cook will stay longer, Pump issue is gong very well. Base
commander made numerous positive comments. Rick is on the night shift with the duty
officer.

S Chuck Casto: Site
SourcTeam :__

AddresslLocation:_

Attachment:...
This informaton is efficl,, t , On ly S rriv l, Ine a ...........

3W'(07
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DatelTime:10312312011 07:31:15 (ET) Plant status review provided. Dose rates in Ginna and Nine Mile Point discussed. 10am
Position: EST Chronology Officer call with the Consortium today. Receive report from DOE on robotics. Coordination

Name:; James Vaughn continues regarding who is lead agency with consortium. DoE report regarding salt
Record: 1696 accumulation. DOE wants the reportto go to Japan.

Chairman said to contact DOE.

I Deputies call at 8am. We will discuss additional protective actions for Americans,
Discussed Japan's warning regard infants not drinking waterF (b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Mike Frenofick: DOE Report - will GE be able to review? Webber: Yes. What is status of
RES work regarding Zirconium fire research? Webber: No new information. It is
plausible that there has been such a fire in the pool. We will not know until we get more
information.

Facility:
(b)(5)

Bill Orders: Unit 4. What are your assumptions of dose rates? Unit 4 model is all

contents of inventory.

Mike Conroy: Please send the relaxation criteria.

"Castleman:" What is the coordination with Japan? We are working with Japan. DOE
report. What is the summary? Consortium and calculations indicate salt in the core
could be a problem. Status of Bechtel systems?" Two of the systems are in country at
Dakota. The others.are pending transport to Japan.

(b)(5)
3911707
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Corrected spelling: Mike Franovich.
EST Chronology Officer. James Vaughn at 08:20:45 on 312312011

CommissonereSource:I asistants briefing _

Address/Location: I
Attachment: ___

This informaton is OfficiaI Ut On'y. SensiUbe Internal Informacon.

Date/Time: 03/2312011 07:31:15 jET') jPlant status review provided. Dose rates in Ginna and Nine Mile Point discussed, 10am
Posilon: EST Chronology Officer call with the Consortium today. Receive report from DOE on robotics. Coordination

Name: •James Vaughn continues regarding who is lead agency with consortium. DoE report regarding salt
Record: 1697 accumulation. DOE wants the report to go to Japan.

Chairman said to contact DOE.

Deputies call at 8am. We will discuss additional protective acti cans.
Discussed Japan's warning regard infants not drinking water. (b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Mike Frenofick: DOE Report - will GE be able to review? Webber: Yes. What is status of
RES work regarding Zirconium fire research? Webber: No new information, It is

Facility: I plausible that there has been such a fire in the pool. We will not know until we get more
information.

(b)(5)

Bill Orders: Unit 4, What are your assumptions of dose rates? Unit 4 model is all

contents of inventory.

Mike Conroy: Please send the relaxation criteria.

(b)(5) 3921707
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"Castleman:" What is the coordination with Japan? We are working with Japan, DOE
report. What is the summary? Consortium and calculations indicate salt in the core
could be a problem. Status of Bechtel systems?" Two of the systems are in country at
Dakota. The others are pending transport to Japan.

CommiwonerseSource: assstants briefing _

AddreWLocafon:
Attachment 1

iatelTime: 3O3/20t2Oi 07:29:58 (ET) MikeV

This information is

Nebber:I-VIIIIIIIIII. W(S)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: James Vaughn

Record: 11695 2 Status: The same. Smoke from Unit 3 and steam from Unit 2. Elevated temp reading in
Unit 1. New cooling to Unit 1. Lowered temps,

Facility:

AC Power: Continue to work. Some units have power with lights. Units 516 have AC
power. Still trouble hooking power to equipment. Does rate is on the decline. Detection
of trace of ID 131 at Ginna &amp; 9 Mile, DoD agrees to take the logistical lead,

I ~(b)(5)

TEPCO Call: Salt accumulation was discussed, TEPCO requested assistancelanalysis
regarding salt building up in lower containment.

Chairman: Work this effort analysis through RST - don't send directly to Chuck. Chuck
will not send information directly to Secretary of Energy.

Call from Chuck: Unit 2 is full of water.

'Ai

ILur~

Prepar

(b)(5)

ing k lUt status report for Congressional Over Sight

393707
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Committee,

Source:
ET Brief to the
Chairman

AddresWLocation:
Attachment:

This information is fli!LeOl.SnU (d,4ufm o.

DaeTime: 103123201105:22:16(ET) J! ET discusses news reports:
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1 1. Restricting water use in Tokyo for infants, but does not reach level for adults.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough 2. Smoke rising from Unit 3 of unknown cause.
Record:, 1693

I The smoke from Unit 3 appeared to be grey in color.
EST Chronology Officer -James Vaughn at 07:04:53 on 3/2312011

Source: jBrian McDermott __

AddressLocation:

Attachment! _

This information is Ofcial ' Ol Se"" U Intern,. I n formatin.

Datellime: 0312312011 05:22:16 (ET) ET discusses news reports:
Position: I EST Chronology Officer 1. Restricting water use in Tokyo for infants, but does not reach level for adults.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough 2. Smoke rising from Unit 3 of unknown cause.
Record: 11694

Facility:- _

Source:! Brian McDermott ___

AddressWLocation: _

Attachment _ __T
This information is O[l - . n .

DatelTime:
Position:

Name:
Record:[

0312312011 04:53:34 (E) JANS reports Unit 2 SF wever, steam coming out of
EST Chronology officer j Unit 2 reactor building (b)(5) RC Team believes this
Thomas Scarbrough indicates a primary con tainment breech. Unit 2 had loud noise last Tuesday and TEPCO
11692 - indicated damage but not how significant.

TEPCO considering Nitrogen injection into Unit 2 building.
NRC Team requests that ET have GEH strategize about possible Unit 2 primary
containment breech.
ET informs RST that Unit 2 SFP full and cool, but Unit 2 building still steaming. RST willFacility:

'I
(b)(5)

3941707
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alert GEH to consider potential primary containment breech in Unit 2 in its strategyi evaluation.

Source:] Chuck Casto

AddressLocation: _'T__....

Attachment __......

This information is Official Ue Only. Se,WsItim brim I1 l,• uf•mII ; uu, .

DatelTime: 1031231201104:25:57 (EM) Discussion of DOE letter on "Analysis of Salt Accumulation." Embassy considering
Positon: EST Chronology Officer f (b)(5)

Name:' Thomas Scarbrough 1 NRC Team stated its view at Cabinet meeting
Record: 1691 Ilast night.

NRC Team indicates unified position of NRC, INPO, GEH, and NR is to get off salt water
(cooling. NRC Team will specify this at the Cabinet meeting tonight. NRC Team stated at
1 Cabinet meeting last night that there are significant concerns with moving highly
radioactive water outside of containment into a system with uncertain integrity.
NRC Team just heard that DOE letter on hold. NRC Team will wait for instructions from

ait ET on the DOE letter issue. ET states that NRC Team should indicate that significant
!concerns exist with use of RHR system with highly radioactive liquid.
1 ET has GEH working on strategies for cooling core and SFPs.
'NRC Team working on talking points for Cabinet meeting tonight.
Marty will discuss DOE letter with EDO this morning for his briefing with Chairman.

INRC Team provided info on R-800 severe accident course and SAMGs to TEPCO.
IET working to provide info for Chucks meeting with Admiral tomorrow.

Source: Chuck Casto _

AddreWILocation:_
Attachment:

This informaton is Official We G*-l .Se1 .i..e n ..../ .omion.

Date/Time: 0312312011 03:45:03 (ET)
Potion: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Thomas Scarbrough PMT is reviewing. Embassy
Record: 1690 has made voluntary KI available to US citizens. PMT will provide highlighted note for
Facility-: Chairman on these issues.
Source:' PMT

AddresdLocafion:':
Affsikmanf*

(b)(5) N
390t07
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This informaion is Officiai Use Oniy- ý-s:iIivt httaHbmatbrr

DatelTime:• 03123/2011 03:39:16 (E') NHK TV reports black smoke coming from Unit 3. Power supplied to control room.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Control room staff removed while smoke evaluated.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1 1689 _

Facility:,
Source: NHK TV

AddressLocation:

Attachment1  _

This information is MWi^a Use O"nly o - lnteml Ur.

DatefTime:] 0312312011 03:22:51 (ET)(b(5
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Thomas Scarbrough i Dave reported that Navy had received requests from Japan govt for assistance with
Record: 1688 temperatures in several units and structural integrity.

Media reports of high temperatures in reactor units. Temperature issue addressed
Facility: during TEPCO telecon. RST indicated high temperatures might suggest core relocation,

TEPCO believes structure would prevent relocation of fuel to bottom of reactor vessel,

Source: Dave Hermann (NR)

Address/Locaton: _

Attachment _

This informnaton is Ofcial LUe Onl. S .nsifve e .. ,rnal Infoation.,

DatelTime: 10312312011 02:00:16 (EF)
Posidton: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name' ThomasScarbrough . ITEPCO working on obtaining fresh
Record: 1687 - water ASAP.

I TEPCO using Unit 1 core spray and looking at additional strategies. TEPCO using feed
ring in Units 2 and 3.
c TEPCO thinks SLC might be available when fresh water supply arranged. RST will
discuss DOE recommendations received on cooling system strategies. RST checking

jon AC power status. RST discussed equipment need list in telecon with Chuck Casto.

__ET provided RST with received list of robotic system availability.
Source:! Brian Holian

Address/Location:_,
Aff~rhmp~nt'_i
Attarhmenti

(b)(5) 3W707
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Date/Time: 0312212011 23:47:10 (EP) RST: Working on salt buildup issue. GEH and INPO conducted calculations of salt
Positon: EST Chronology Officer buildup. Midnight call scheduled to discuss issue with Chuck. Lights on in Unit 3

Name: Thomas Scarbrough control room. Will obtain update on AC power. Will check on status of freshwater supply
Record: r1686 1from dam. Marty also asked that various strategies on reactor and SFP cooling be

considered.
PMT: Telecon with Navy planned to discuss Navy base doses. No data today. Trending

'down from most recent information. Bad weather grounded flights. Call from Region I
that Ginna and NMP found Iodine that might be related to Japan event. Marty will send e-
mail to NEI about this information to alert industry. Discussed possible information
notice. PMT to find out status of KI distribution to US citizens in Japan.

LT: Additional flight (May 24) needed to provide equipment to support first pumping
Facility: train. Rest of first pumping training has arrived. No schedule for shipping second

1 pumping train. Truck trailers available in Japan to transport purnin train
(b)(5)

tHope to receive tonight. Discussed LT task to

work with RST to develop chronology of Bechtel equipment purchase. LT will work on
1 chronology. Working with IAEA contacts on clearinghouse idea for international efforts.

Source:. Team Briefings T

AddreW/Locafion: i

Attachment! _

This information is Of.....l Ike Only Sensitive Into.al In! ofmatiof.

Date/Time: 03/2212011 22:15:17 JET) i Discusses salt layer on bottom head. what is potential if it went through bottom head
Position: iEST Chronology Officer for causing major damage to containment via steam explosion. Right now still need to

Name: Rebecca Karas pump seawater. Right now pumping into vessel, which is effectively putting water into
Record: 1685 -- containment and filling it up very very slowly.
Facility:j

Source: RST _

AddresULoca__Uo:____
Attachment I!

This information is Ofida! 'eu Only. Sensitve internal information.

Date/Time:: 03/22/2011 21:14:57 (ET) Marty: need to develop matrix and determine strategies. Lay out objectives and

Position: EST Chronology Officer strategies. Could get working on something tangible if we know strategies. Chuck: Dont

(b)(5) 397,707
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Name: Rebecca Karas see that systematic approach with them. Marr:
Record: 1684Reod . .. Need to try and continue

Ftto help them on strategies. Marty: Al will arrive at 5pm Japan time. INPO would like for us
Ito introduce him and give him the connec1Ugp he needs. chuck:

Source: Chuck

AddressLocation:i
Attachment:

This informafion is fciUs ny ,iiv 'i -• -to-lai-.

Datli e i03122V2011 20:55:47 (Er}) (b)(5) J -• -

Positon:1 EST Chronology Officer (b)(5) OD in control of cabinet meetings.j (b)(5)
Name:!Rebecca Karas (b)(5) e are working with TEPCO with NISA there now. Wiggins; had CIVITS call-

Record: 1683 there is some expectation that at some point Japan will need assistance with KI. USAID
person did mention needed another government agency to help with coordination.
Marty: where do we stand with respect to exit strategies? Chuck: not very far along,
DOE is doing same thing. We have draft at HQ as starting point. Chuck: command
center needed. Right now everyone has own command center, Marty: Seems that we
need agreement amongst NRC, JP govt, US govt on prorities. Should be reliable level
and cooling to cores and SFPs. Then lay out strategies. Dont see overall plan. Chuck:

(b)(5) Itheir
priorities are water in SFP, electricity and fresh water. Ma• (b)(5)

(b)(5) chuck: (b)(5)
(b)(5) N~arty: INPO

Facility: I has stood up entire network of procurement people and vendors. If we understood

strategies, we could help them. Chuck: we are gaining that information now. Today they
'will fly over SFP 3 to characterize. They are pumping in buildings with cement trucks.
There is process to go through to get info and getthings movin The turned back
i French equipment. TEPCO engineers excýt about equipment,

,I •'•"J Skeen: if their•

Slong-term plan is to get plant equipment restored,- not sure how they will do that.
Chuck: We have known all along that power is helpful. But for U3 and U1, questionable

j whether it will help. Also high dose rates. Chuck: we have suggested to them that they
will need to use temporary equipment will have to hook in.

(b)(5) 39M707
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Source: I Casto

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment:_
This information is OGfia W, e • nI . -Senitive ite,,, 1 hrr,:di ,

DatelTime:T0312212011 20:41:24 (ET) .Heard INPO and GE did salt analysis - do we have? Dave mentioned Bettis, us looked at
Positon: EST Chronology Officer salt and determined that salt cake is there already, but should continue until can get

Name: Rebecca Karas freshwater replacement. Casto? With the info were getting on Unit I conditions - does
Record: '11682 that sound viable? Holahan said thermocouples not reliable post-TMI. Casto: need to

prepare for contingency that freshwater pump cant pump in there. If high pressure and
temperature - is probably a low-head pump. Their solution for freshwater is line coming
from dam to plant - used to originally fill up plant. They are recovering the line, but
problems with power supply to pump. Hoping to fill up CST and then use something to
pump to reactor. Concerned about what can be used to pump in, given damage. Some

Iquestion - burned up a couple fire pumps originally trying to get in there -plus may not
I be really pumping into Unit 1 with whatever they are using now. Dan: pressure info they
i have and temperature data are 180 degrees out. Either the pressure is right, and temp is
!core material in bottom of vessel. Or temp is right and pressure is shot. Or both are bad
data points. We have notified NISA of the analysis. Need to get the information to
TEPCO. We owe them the document. Most urgent thing right now. SFPs of lesser

Ftconcern than reactors. They are really desperate for peoplefengineers. Very scarce
resources. This would help them make that decision. The R-800 course is going to be

ivery helpful to them. There is real potential that units 2 and 3 are continuously venting.
NR thinks there is a continuous vent. Whether from broken U2 suppression line. and

ifor Unit 3 (b)(5) Imaybe stack.
Out of reactor. Asked them to look for refractory iodine. Trying to get inside 13 mile
circle today. country has no barricades up. Last night cabinet minsters got involved,
and want everyone to cooperate fully. Now, trying to get into rhythm with NISA and

ITEPCO. Going to start having calls every morning with TEPCO on latest data. Then meet
face-to-face with NISA. Admiral is coming over this am. They are flying over today. They
are going up to Sendai.

Source:}Casto

AddreWLocaton:T
Attachment.

This information is Officia; 'b " O ^.y .,n,. ..... ,,.....

I 3997,07
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Date/Time: 03/2212011 20:01:36 (ET) 'Units are fairly static. Dose trend is declining. Some progress on powering up facilities.
PositinEST Chronotogy Officer 'Some power to Units 1.3.3 control room has some lights. Power connected to center at

Name: Rebecca Karas I U4. Power at 5 and 6, but 6 diesel still running. AMS was grounded last couple days due
Record 681 I to weather. Have not heard if its flying yet. Still have 9:00 call to look at dose projections

in Japan. DOD is concerned about certain projections that may indicate dose

commitments in areas around Tokyo that are more than we think might likely occur. We
i are working on. DOD very concerned about its members and dependents. Bigger tech
issue is concern with continued seawater injection. Some calculations done by Bettis
1 that suggest they are caking up bottom of vessel with salt. Much better to use
freshwater, but not easy to do without supply of freshwater. Thought is fresh is better,
but if dont have use saltwater. Both flights landed, but there is 3rd shipment needed for
first train II /OSAID person gave

compliments to NRC, DOE, NR for helping ambassador and licensee out. Did mention
that there is a search going on for who should be new govt department that would take

Facility:.

stronger coordination role in-country. Castleman -do we know exit criteria from 50m
evac zone? Yes, worked on -fashioned after reentry criteria domestically. releases have
to terminate/under control, field data and samples require t A PAGs rojected
dose in fir~st year less than 2 rem, 0.5 in second year, etc...)

(b)(5)
Will probably look at some version of PAGs with stay

time. Orders: in status printout mentions U4 SFP has been refilled - true? They got
concrete pumping truck, delivered water to SFP. They think they have water back in.
heard they will put camera on end of pumper truck with video, but havent seen yet
i Orders: Are we re-considering source term based on this? No, not until confirmed[

(b)(5)

Hiave been looking at data. They dont have data that gets
anywhere close to PAG values. Both DOS and DOD have exercised a voluntary
departure process. Have also issued KM instructions not to us

on seawater, are they looking at how much boron was dumped in? Skeen -yes. have

I(bI(5
4V07C
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some differing views on how much they might need - maybe 300ppm, But
recommendation is to switch to fresh water either way. Heard they did put in boron
previously -not sure how much.

Source:I TA call - ,i

AddreW1Location:__
Attachment: I

This information is c se O - v ".

Date/Time: 0312212011 19:55:50 (E') Should we consider asking our licensees to voluntarily submit data? That would be IN
Positon: EST Chronology Officer from NRR. Could start with INPO also, though. Marty: EPA and Radnet were going to be

Name: Rebecca Karas primary, though. PMT: they are not collecting rainwater samples. Marty: maybe get
Record: 1680 through NEI.
Facility:.,

Source:i ET

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment:
This information is M W We 0I.. -i -.. ...... ....... .

Datelime: 1031222011 19:51:46 (ET) iBoth Ginna and NMP have detected 1-131 in their water samples. Levels are above their
Position: I EST Chronology Officer environmental minimum detection levels. At Ginna, they exceed 30d report to us level.

Name: Rebecca Karas i As far as they can tell, is not plant activities. During Chemobyl, NRR issued IN askingT-

Record:: 1679 them to provide data to us but that was not reportable.
Facility:: _

Source,,PMT

AddressWLocation.
Attachment: }

This information is O...c•,e^ia e nj nsi^o. i fo.m ,ma ,-,_,._,

Date/Time:!, 03122/2011 19:48:32 (ET) P No AMS data yet. Have started to provide very limited data on seawater. Only 1-131+I
Position: I EST Chronology Officer !exceeds their level. Been looking at NR data. Have 9:00 call to Japan to understand their

Name: Rebecca Karas 'PAR, and why that appears to be different from call where they said it was voluntary
Record: 1678 before.
Facility: _
Source: PMT L r

AddreW1Location:--

Attachment; -

. . . .~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .... ------ • ,• l. • _ :4, Il~,. _

This information is Offwi,•,l4 U O ,dy- S l n,, aI ,,maon.
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Date/Time: 0312202011 19:40:54 (ET) Ventilation into U2 would be best to avoid hydrogen explosion. Portion they removed is
Position: EST Chronology Officer not very big. If can get power back, maybe can get ventilation working. They have not

Name: Rebecca Karas asked us for any fans. Just got report from TEPCO Washington that Units 5 and 6 have
Record: 1677 power restored from temporary power line -have RHR and control rooms back.

FWiggins: how is fuel oil supply? Dave: we can ask that. Using CS into Unit 1, FeedwaterFacility: :
_ into 2 and 3. Have SRVs open on all 3 units

Source: RST ___

Address/Location: _

Attachment
This infornaton is Of,,cial '" U '"e Onl , ,oih ..... Infrm.ion.

Date/Time: 103122/201119:34:46 (ET) j Japanese are concerned they have 2 weeks left before they go solid on salt in the lower
Position:' EST Chronology Officer i plenums of the reactors. We show a day or 2 max. So recommendation is to keep

Name: I Rebecca Karas putting water in, but try and get frest water ASAP. Could bottom head thermocouple bei{

Record: 1676 icooking? Holahan said following TMI they couldnt trust the thermocouples. At 700+,
'with heat and damage, cant trust reading. But changes can be used - showing
temperatures going up or down. Plan for 9:00 call is to tell Japanese fresh water is best,

Facility: but otherwise keep with salt. Should put boron in if possible. Continue to vent primary
containment if needed. GE said they read something that they had hardened vents, but
we are not sure. Wiggins: maybe blew rupture disks?

Source: -RST !

AddresLocation:i
Attachment: ___

This informaton is OfficiMWl We 0* Sensitive I.ternal I.formation.

Date/Time: 03122)2011 18:46:40 (ET) Discusses continued problems with space limitations of incoming emails. also working
Posiflon: EST Chronology Officer to get facebook access to ops center so official channels of communication from japan

Name: Rebecca Karas ican be monitored there.
Record: 1675
Facility: __

Source: ET

AddressLocation:_

Attachm ent: __........................ .
This information is Yon.uid L• Duly- S 1  Itv a Ino,, ,,,o -.

Date/Time: 03/22O/01 18:03:03 (E (b)(5)
Posiion: EST Chronology Officer

(b)(5) 40 o7
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NOg -Sn~e fr~tra infoffd

Record:1 1674
Facility:1 ____

AddressLocation:_
Attachment: 1__

This information is O9cil We Only-. SM..,,_ .... , ......

Date/Time:j 0312212011 17:16:55 (ET) Shipment of enriched research reactor fuel from France to Japan Japan indicated it is

Positon: EST Chronology Officer 'in no position to accept. Areva Richland indicated it could be a safe haven, Not sure
Name:' Rebecca Karas 1 where shipment is right now.

-Record: 1671 ----

Facility:
Source: Weber rii

AddressLocation: I
A ttachm e nt:, . . . . . . . .. . . . . .

This information isOffcial ,•. Ody- &,i•idve 'niena/ Iniormaton.

Date/Time: 1031221201117:28:09 (ET) (b)(5)

Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Nam--e Rebecca Karas
Record: 1672

Facility:;
Source: lETr

Address/Location:. _ _ ,, _ _ _ __.___.
Attachment: - T

This information iso" .it - r ".

Date/Time: 0312212011 17:16:55 (ET) Shipment of 20% enriched research reactor fuel from France to Japan -Japan indicated
Position: EST Chronology Officer it is in no position to accept. Areva Richland indicated it could be a safe haven. Not sure

Name: Rebecca Karas _where shipment is right now.
Record: 1673

Facility:_

Source: Weber ,__

AddresLocation: .

Attachment.
This informabon is " Otion

(b)(5) 403707
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Date/Time: 03/2212011 16:55:41 (ET) Have a few people who understand file transfer. CITRIX keeps closing due to inactivity.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer file transfer problems, Gifter: With 3GB of datashould be able to transmit those in 1

Name: Rebecca Karas (b)(5) ot a folder compressed. Will try to transfer
SRecord:J 1670 !compressed folder. Will get someone fromfi OIS to help. So far 147MB been sent to TTC.

Faciity: Will email some.

Source:;site team

Addres/Locafion __

Attachment -
This information is O"ficl •lU O- S nkmal ln! a*o

Date/Time: 03122/2011 16:08:09 (ET)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1669
Facility:
Source: lET

AddresLocation:

Attachment: _

This informalion is Off ial Use Onl ..ySe , sit.^•,e ,a!l- ien.

DatelTime:j 03122/2011 16:04:08 (ET) NMP reporting readings they are postulating could be from Japan.

Postion:I EST Chronology Officer
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1668
Facility:! _
Source: ET

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: _

DaTime:_122/2011_1_:_8:47 () This informa"ion is Ofier Wen neend tSot ouwrn tomnmaake

Date/Time: I 03122V2011 15:18:47 (ET) 1(b)(5) [3rd shipment needs to occur to make
Posaion: I EST Chronology Officer l st train work -may not be there until Thursday. 480V AC restored to portions of all the

Name: Rebecca Karas i plants. Consortium coming together. Etiquette with Japanese complext -rather than
Record: 1667 shipping them things, have to ask specifically whatthey need, and ship only that.

Getting higher than normal temps in Unit 1. About 740F at bottom head. Much higher
Fithan normal. Not really bad, based on what the head can handle.

Source: Chairman
(b)(5) O07
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AddresLocation:
Attachment: ,-_... . .........

This informaton is Otiial We O,,y. s ,eiti hiterna Wormaioun.

Date/Time: 0312212011 14:43:58 (ET) The piping of Train #1 is incomplete. The material will be ship on Thursday since is
Position EST Chronology Officer under fabrication,

N Hector Rodriguez-
Luccioni

Record: 1666
Facility: ____ _ --. __ _ __i_____

Source: EST _

Address/Location:_
Attachment: .T

This information is Official We "' Only S ilve Internal , n.fo.rna, on.

DatelTime: 0312212011 14:39:58 (Er) i The second wave of the NRC team leaves on thursday to Japan,
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Hector Rodrguez-
I Luccioni

Record: 1665
Facility: -

Source: EST _ _ __...._-_.. . . . . ....... .... _ _ _

Addrew/Location:
Attachment:;:

This information is N ewU sa ,. ly Sesii" nt"l frt-
Date/Time: 031221201114:37:21 (ET) All the cargo of the military are taken.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Hector Rodriguez.

Name:N Luccioni
Record: 1664 _-_
Facility:J -

Source: EST I -

AddresULocation:!
Attachment:

This information is Officia"t' use u - s......i.v h.it.i.fl..ifoldub..

Date/Time:_ 03/2212011_14:27:49 (ET) The NRC wants to know what assumptions were used on the calculation of the

Po0son:i EST Chronology Officer radiation levels on the model that end up in thyroid in a 1 year old.
(b)(5) W07
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Name:~ Hector Rodriguez.
_ Luccioni

Record: 1663
Facility: I
Source: ____________J;________________________

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: _ _

This information is Oic.ial Use O,,y- S•nsitive H i•, - •', ,•u o,-.

Date-Time: 0312212011_13:57:42 (ET)_ _

Potion: EST Chron-oloogyfficer (b)(5)

Name: ector orguez

Record: 1662 L
Facility:-

Source:j Call from Team Japan T_

AddressLocation: _

Attachment:[ __ _

This information is MW, sel L%& -" l.- ' ...... 'l ........ on

Date/Time: 103122J2011 13:38:63 (ET) IRST should verify the status information on the plant status situation report.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Hector Rodriguez.Nme:. ..
; Luccioni

Record: 1661
Facility: __T

Source: EST

AddresdLocation:

Attachment:
This inform on is Offiial We Otqy- Si .... m.. ..! ... idu.

Date/Time: 03122/201113:01:12 (ET) iRST- They got an email from the US foces Japan. The RST Suggested that the US
Poition: EST Chronology Officer 'forces in japan maintain full contact with NRC forces Japan and the Embassy,

Hector Rodriguez.
Name: Luccioni

Record: 1660
Facility:.

(b)(5)
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source:'

Addre Location:___
Attachment!

This informra'on is Official We" Only- Sons i"ve in....al ."f-ot.. n.

Date/Time: 103122/2011 11:56:54 (ET, Allan Blamy left today to Japan and Mike Scott.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Hector Rodriguez- i
Lucconio

Record: ~1659

Facility: _

Source: _ _

AddresLocation: I
Attachment _

This information is Official Use Onl.. .ensi. 111 ,ner ,., ..f.. :M.

Date/Time: 1 031222011 11:31:28 (Ep) There are long term sustain impact on KI injections.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

N Hector Rodriguez- This is a question not an statement. Is for a brain storming on potential issues.
Rae Luccind 17EST Chronology Officer -Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 11:34:16 on 312212011Record: i1657

Facility: _

Source: EST I

AddressLocation: I

Attachment _.

This informaion is .ffi... Use on. - Sens.itivej hmnniuw hi!un.iaio..

Date/Time: 10312212011 11:31:28 (ET)Q (b)(5)
Position: ST Chronology Officer

Hector Rodriguez-
I Luccioni

Record: 1658
Facility: _

Source: EST

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: .
This informaton is f1 iCW UWe Only - S , Mi'V110inidi hfft,,0iniiun.

-n;tl-mA], .. Both shiDments for numn train #1 have arrived in Janan
•m• iHiv, ; . . . ..- - .. .- -. .. r . .. r" "+.. . .

(b)(5) 4071r77
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0302212011 11:27:19 (ET)

Positon: EST Chronology Officer
N Hector Rodriguez-
a Luccioni

Record: 1656
Facility:!

Source: IEST___

A _ddreWLocationw________________
Attachments

This informafion is DfflJcia e ......... '....'---^ .

Date/Time: 03/221201111:07:00 (E') One of the barriers is the transportation fo the utilities.

Position: EST Chronology Officer

rNaeHector Rodriguez-
Luccioni

Record: 1655 _

Facility: 1
Source:! EST

AddreWLocation:
Attachment:

This information is "=-;a ... O.,. So^..;,v ,., . . Inf o,,,.,

Date/Time: 03122/2011 11:06:10 (ET) Industries preferences is that TEPCO pays directly for the utilities.
Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Hector Roddguez
Name: ,.Luccioni

Record: 1654

Facility:
Source: EST _

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment! ,
This informaUon is O,.ial We O,-,. ,S ;,-b ,it -- Mint•nf-.

DateMme: 03122V201111:04:38 (ET) 'Aparantently there are not eanough radiation detectors on the vendors, so the
Position: EST Chronology Officer instrumentations is limited.

Hector Rodriguez.
Name: Luccioni

(b)(5) 4070
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Record: 1653 _

Facility:--

Source: I

Addres1Location:_

Attachment: _. . . .._.... . .. . .
This informaton is ' . - ra i lo.

DatelTime:1 03/22/2011 10:53 50 (El) Lights are on on Unit 3.
Poston:1 EST Chronology Officer

1 Hector Rodrguez.
Name:,

i Luccioni

Record:! 1652

Facility:• ET

Source: EST...... ...

AddressLocation: __

Attachment: _

This info' ation is gofi^.^l .^ h Onoy S lntem3lnformatinn

DatelTime: 03122/2011 10:48:08 (ET) The Japanese are going to provide a thumb drive with a couple of thousand pictures.
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Na me: Hector Rodriguez-Name:;. .
ILuccioni

Record: 1651
Facility: _

Source: _

AddressLocation:_
Attachment:i

This information is Official """' &n:i,., tem., I.f, ,...oo,•

DatelTime:10312212011 10:41:27 (ET)1 DOE is working with national labs and with the robotics vendors.
Poition: 1 EST Chronology Officer INPO and DOE list is going to be send to the NRC.

Name:Hector Rodriguez.Name: ,.
_ Luccioni-r

Record: 1650

Facility:1 _

Source: EST _ _

Addres/Location: _

Attachment:

(b)(5) 4OW7O7
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This information is Official Use Only- Sensitive 1riieie liformaliuii.

DatelTime: 10312212011 10:40:07 (El) i lNPO put together a list of equipments available and the possible venders.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

I Hector Rodriguez-
Na__ e_ Luccioni

Record: .1649

Facility:I
Source: EST __

Address/Location: _

Attachment:i '_
This informaton istfflcial Otain~alhf fo ,..-

Date/Time: 103/2V2011 09:29:43 (ET) !Meeting with the cabinets briefing. Good dialog with USFFJ and other organizations
Position: EST Chronology Officer and talk about robotics.

Hector Rodriuez- We ask the HQ to look ad the INPO and DOE with regard with robofics and radiation
Name: tI Luccioni , monitoring. We also want to make contact with DOE to get some high range area

Record: 1648 _ radiation detection, Unit 2 SFP is full (they think it is). Change from see water to fresh

water.
'They have a meeting at with the cabinet again tomorrow and they are looking what area
of radiation monitoring around the SFP and the use of the robotics.
I Tom from NR: have an input that they are working with robotics and the French have a
plane full of robotics and the Japanese say not to land. So we need a Japanese to say

1they want the robotics,
'Chuck: We are trying to Qet information from DOE and INPO. We are waiting for a thumb
driv (b)(5)
For the briefing Marfi has a good view we should give a high general level of the status
of the plant. There is a lot of gap on the data. Some of the data sheet we are producing
is from JAIF.
Weber: Are you are aware of the INPO individual is getting there?
Chuck: Yes I am.
Weber: He will have the opportunity to work with you. Introduce him to the Japanese
counterpart. We will be working at the Tokyo Center.
Chuck: what is the status of the OPS center?
Weber: is busy all day long,
Weber: The chairman is working with the head counterparts of other agencies. We

(b(5
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acility:
Fa

UON I nU; lai I-i 'eA

should have soon an answer on who is going to be leading.
Weber: are you taking care of your health?
Chuck: We are not working around the clock. We are running one person at nigh right

Weber: Have we work out the training of who is going to operate the new equipment?
Chuck: Yes the representative of Australia offer their assistance to train to operate the
equipment.
Weber: Any update on Unit 1?
Chuck: No
Tom NR: Data from TEPCO, 750 F degrees from the bottom head and feed nuzzle.
Our team: If we have melting, that is normal on the bottom head. We will go in the

Imorning and look at that. We are more worried on mitigating actions. We are only going
!two times a day to get data.
i Tom NR: There is no change in the posture of the military actions.
RST-We are looking to change priorities. SFP unit 4 is our lower priority because the
level is low.

SUnit 4 has aicontinue water filling and the radiation level

is not going down.
A'RST: The request on information about Robotic came from Japan and INPO is working
ion it.
Team japan: The Japanese want the library of equipment. If you put a pile of equipment
i they will rejected. They want high level radiation detector equipment.
RST: when INPO get their inventory we will send you that list.

jTeam Japan: Tomorrow morning they are flying a Helicopter unit with a camera and
I radiation detectors to characterize the SFP.

9i

This infonrnaon is OfficOinl•l S ... o r . n.. n^..n

RST suggested to enter a tac for each team with their priorities.
r1

Source: !Call from Chuck

AddresLocation:-
Attachment:

Date/Time: 03122/2011 08:30:06 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer
I

,1 (b)(5) 411/707
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Hector Rodriguez-
Name: Luccioni

Record: 1647
Facility:::

Source: EST .

AddreWLocation: F

Attachment: _____........ ....

This informaton is-Offlciat bU O, - Sio ...... fo, ... .

Date/Time: 03022/2011 08:23:54 (ET) We have a call plant at 10:00 am. Our team is working on a meeting in Japan to meet
Position: EST Chronology Officer with the individual that is leaving from Atlanta. We dont have any leagal issues. We want

NamrHector Rodrguez- to use the idividual inputs without making him part of the team.Name: 1 Luccioni

Record:l 1646

Facility:]

Source:i Bill Call -

AddreWLocaton:!
Attachmenti

This information is ̂  a ... O "ly -n ' -- Ie lf "'n

Date/Time: 03/22/2011 08:12:58 (ETE) Use the WebEOC priorities list to discuss priorities at shift turnover,
Position:j EST Chronology Officer

N Hector Rodriguez-
Name__ Luccioni

Record: 1645
Facility:
Source: EST --

AddresslLocation: _

Attachment: _-_.................
This information is .ffi.i.. We ly.- Sqniiive h it i i.it...i.....

Date/Time: 03122/2011 07:50:56 (ET) (b)(5)
Position:l EST Chronology Officer

Name: Hector Rodriguez. We are not making any changes to the 50 miles evacuation suggestion.
I Luccioni T he NRC should not publish the model results because is not NRC results.

Record:' 1644
Facility:

Source: EST

EJ)923 of 4128 0
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A~ddre~Locatiofl:
Attachment: I

This Information is Of...ial We On- Sensitive lntema l noalln.

Daterrime:! 03/221201107:33:45 (ET) Unit 1,2, and 3 apparently are in static conditions but Unit I has a temperature of 750 F
Posdon: EST Chronology Officer degrees. The smoke of Unit 3 reason is still unknown and there is steam from Unit 2.

Nam:Hector Rodriguez- Progress continue on restoring AC power. Restore in Unit 5 and diesel running in UnitName:.
ILucc2oni 6.

Record: I1W Slightly decaying levels on radiation. The highest level is around Unit 3.

Received results overnights of the Bounding Reasonable Model based on 1 reactor.

Consortium call is at 10:00 am.

'The train arrived yesterday and the second is arriving today (still need confirmation).
SThe calculation that was dnnie is hvnnthietical uind is an indir.ation nf what antinn.• wp.

Facility:

Source: Morning Briefing

should take. The results shows for a Thyroid on a 1 year old. But the whole body doses
are within the limits.
The Chairman is working on which agency is going to take the lead.
Next call will be at 2000,

AddressILocation:
Attachment:.

This information is c -e .

DatelTime: 031221201107:18:57 (ET) Disturbing news about Temperature elevated on Unit I about 750 F degrees.
Podtion: EST Chronology Officer Still dont know the reason of smoke in unit 3. There is a steam/smoke in unit 2.

i Hector Rodrguez- Succeed in connecting power to unit I and 2.Name:
ame.Lucc°_ Continue to work with our team to mitigate the cooling of the reactors.

Record: i 1642 iThe vicinity of Unit 3 has the highest radioactivity reading.

New information of the NARAC sorrowunding scenarios. Shows concerned of Thyroid
doses. Still reviewing dose results. If we agree this are realistic concerns the questions
is how to communicate it.
Confirmation of the first train for the SFP arrived, still confirming this.
Off line we will be working with the criteria to be used to stand down of our team
Priorities:

(b)(5) - 4131707
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I Understand the status of Unit I
Continue with the other agencies in the protection actions of the USA

Facility: There is a call tonight with Federal
Also trying to understand the results of the modeling and what action should be make.
, Agencies to see what actions to make, an important call to prepare tomorrow morning
'Deputy call.
Navy is very anxious of doing something and they would like to use NARAC model.
Chairman: If there is an agency that wants to take the lead, it will be fine and the NRC
will continue with technical support.

Source: Chairman Briefing 1

Address/Location:__"

Attchment: _

This information is ,ffi,,a w•e Ony- S•nsif' e In..e.. Informa'- n.

Date/Time: 03122V2011 05:48:20 (ET) NRC Team provided briefings to dependents in town hall meetings before they left and
Position: EST Chronology Officer continue town halls for Embassy employees. Ambassador appreciates these meetings.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough i Since event, 250 emergency VISAs to leave Japan.
Record: 1641 Embassy continues contingency plan for more broad evacuation if needed.

Embassy posting reactor data on their website. Chuck will check data.
Today was first day of distribution of KI at Embassy (2 distribution points) for US
citizens.
Narrative this week is US leaving but actually being prudent for US citizens. US rescue
efforts continue as strong as ever. GW repositioned to not be within plume. Some bad
press stories on movement of GW.
Embassy set up hotline on radiation protection such as KI and any health concerns.
Preparation underway for Admiral Willard briefing on Thursday. He wants to know why
cross talk on data and what is the real story.

'Marty: Briefing should discuss the priorities based on available data.
Chuck will draft briefing plan and share with ET for preparation,
DOD indicated that they had 450 radiation control staff in US prepared to support effort.
Chuck indicated positives of MOD and 7th Fleet working together and NRC team
providing support and interacting with TEPCO.

(b)(5)
4141707
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Faclhty:I

OUC- Sheard tehrr an

Chuck heard that

(b)(5)

NRC Team relayed positives to Japan Cabinet contacts on meeting today.
Each day getting better for interactions in Japan.
ET provides info:
1. RST reports JANO meeting indicated Unit I temperature data of 750 F. Chuck will ask
TEPCO for Unit I temperature and need to address water cooling.
2. ET sending robotic information to NRC Team.
3. NISA questions on severe accident analysis could be addressed by JENS, such as
radiolysis. Chuck will provide information on those issues in the references.

'4. ET updating Status Summary Sheet based on information sent by Chuck.

Source:'Chuck Casto _

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: _

This information is Official W,, vny - ,ensi,,e •M r•nl •,om 6,,on.

DateTme: [031222011 05:37:18 (ET) IRST reported that INPO had obtained data indicating 750F temperature readings in Unit
Position: LEST Chronology Officer I SFP. Evaluating reliability of data.

Name: ThomasScarbrough
Record: 1640 _

Facility: _

Source: RST ____

Addres/Location:
Attachment _ _.. .. __ _

This informa.oniO clsO S ,., !ntmal Iisrmation

Date/Time: 03122/2011 05:19:16 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer
(b)(5)

Name: Thomas Scarbrough

Record: 1639

Facility:i

Source: RST
/l..................---.----.-.-----.---.-..-------------.--.----- - ....-- ,...----~-..----.--,..

(b)(5) 415Y707
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Address/Location:

OUO - Ser3ik Ir~ern~ Infcrn'.~on

Attachment:
This infonnation is OfiilUeOl-Snii~hrn I ~tion.l~

Date/Time: 03122V2011 05:12:36 (ET) PMT continuing evaluations of worst case scenario and interactions with govt and
Position: EST Chronology Officer industry contacts.

Name: 1 Thomas Scarbrough I
-- 1

Record: [1638
]•

ET considers topic for Deputies meeting should include worst case scenario analysis.

Topic for Consortium should include priorities.

Aftershock warning on Japan TV of 7 Richter scale.
Facility:!

Source: PMT

Addres/Location: ,__, r

Attachment_
This informalon is Official Wu ly- .... u.. . ...

Date/Time: 03122V2011 04:06:08 (ET) i Field radiation data appear to be trending down over last several days.
Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Name:I Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1637
Facility:d _

Source: PMT i _
Address/Location:

Attachment: ___

This informabon is .ff... W.e v,,ly- If I)s,,, I1100.f•1,,,, u, :.

Date/Time:
Position:

Name:I

Record:l

0312V2011 02:07:16 (ET) J Chuck reports that a lot of progress occurred today. TEPCO accepting one train
EST Chronology Officer I pumping equipment at Yocoda and will be transported to site.
13Thomas S !Chuck concerned that Units 3 and 4 SFPs do not appear to be filling.
11636 Tony: TEPCO meeting most productive yet. RST participated in call and helped with

i technical issues. Sea water issue discussed with TEPCO. NRC Team will provide
recommendations to TEPCO on sea water issue within a day, TEPCO first option is
i pump from dam with original construction fill line. TEPCO analyzing potential fuel
channel blockage from salt in sea water toward end of March. GEH has portable
desalination unit (300 gpm). RST will contact GEH ASAP. Cable problem with water
source from dam, Navy offered to lay 6900 volt cable when requested. Working on water
cannon delivery issues with TEPCO. Working with !NPO on list of rad protection

/

(b)(5) 1' 416/707
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Facility:

equipment for TEPCO. Still checking on robotic equipment list. TEPCO says it has
sufficient boron at this time.
NRC Team met with Cabinet level, DOD, DOE and Embassy staff on integrated effort.
Japan priority for cooling fuel and obtaining data. Discussed dam and piping and
broken cable. Discussed robotic eauipment. Will provide NUREG on BWR post-
accident. (b)(5) Want to find out fuel cooling in reactor and SFP.
Structural integrity for SFP questionable after pumping water. NISA provided NRC Team
with a table for Units 1-3 data.
NRC Team evaluating Unit I temperature for pressure implications.

nEsh ly organization that has data (including NISA table) (b)(5)

I Unit 3 plots Rx and suppression pool data shows movement of data so evaluating.
TEPCO using IR to show SFP have water. NRC Team not convinced on TEPCO
conclusion.

,Chuck asks if GEH can help determine Rx status if no instrumentation.
ET does not know exact layout of units.
NRC Team said they can find that information.
Restoration of plant equipment is a long term effort. Eg,, Units I and 3 not possible for
plant equipment. Power is good because can supply temporary equipment, but not
answer for supplying plant equipment. Had to shut down fire trucks to prevent
overheating.
Sea water swap-over is best plan. Pipe from dam from original construction to CST to fill
reactor and SFP. Have damaged cable that must be fixed.
Sea water being injected by fire trucks to reactors. Injection paths are Unit I core spray,
and Unit 2 and 3 jet pump nozzles.
NRC Team needs to provide (1) Severe accident guidelines and (2) Robotic equipment
availability.
ET will check with INPO on ALARA guideljRpA

ASN offered robotic equipment to TEPCO but was rejected.
Chuck asks for any recommendations based on new data for the units.

(b)(5) .NRC Team will check unit status

prepared by ET for accuracy.
Chuck follow-up call: (b)(5)

(b)(5) 417007
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(b)(5)

eI Bottom line is that today was a good day.
Sour--- Chck Casto=

Address/Locafion: _

Attachment:_
This information is Of,,a, Us O,,,- , io,, l ,,,,,,,,,, .

Date/Time: 103/2112011 23:31:34 (EM) Assigned actions:

Positon: EST Chronology Officer J 1. What criteria to adjust previous PAR?
Name: Thomas Scarbrough i Also, what criteria for standing down NRC response?

Record: 1635 .2. Any actions that we might have missed? For example, checking on any potential
sources in affected Japan areas.

What requests from Japanese?

(b)(5)

(b)(5)
Facility:

RST: Discussions of salt buildup.
LT: INPO person arrives in Japan today. RIII asked what region can communicate with
states.
Marty: Are we working on everything that Chuck needs?

Dave Hermann: Recent call with TEPCO was positive interaction. Agree with seawater
- - - cooling priority while working on additional actions.

Source: ';Team Leader Meeting K !

Addres/Location:
Attachment-

This information is O ial -On l ! iI ln al inbl io0.

(b)(5) 418/707
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Date/Timre: 0312112011 21:15:38 (ET) 1 Going to try and get better data today- embedded folks at NISA. Wiggins -learned that
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Bechtel system is in halves. 7 more hours for 2nd piece of train. Wiggins: anything on

Name: Rebecca Karas j smokelsteam at U3. Looked like hydrocarbons to site team. Doesnt look like zirc.
Record, 1634 probably from MG set. Likely carbon (b)(5) )say

there is steam off of Unit 2 floor. We are with TEPCO and NISA on smoke from Unit 2.
Wiggins: you want explosivelcivil/structural? Ralph Way is coming. Chuck: dont see
need for structural resources. Was some structural info done on weight with sand. Were
I probably going to tell them to drop boron if worried about criticality. Marty: What about
, INPO guy being part of team? chuck: he might as well. Going to be 10am daily call with
consortium. Way to get them to accept industry help may be through GEH. DOE or

!someone else may be better at logistics. Chuck: big TEPCO meeting on salt, hydrogen,
Facility: criticality. They put on agenda when is water cannon arriving. So even with reluctance

to take, they keep adding to agenda. Have 2 people at NISA today. Mgt meeting at Conte
i at 1:00. Naval reactors has field data. DOE cant fly right now, but are trying to get data
from south. Wiggins: will need ground samples also. Chuck: have real ground data.
Was supposed to come to PMT last night. PMT - trying to track down.Marty: IAEA is
Scollecting data? Yes, heard, but havent seen data. Cuk

(b)(5)

Source: Chuck -

AddressWLocation: __

Attachment:,
This information is Offciol We On., Sonsiti,, /nt•o..l ,k.m.tiofl.-

Date/Time:. 03121/2011 20:24:05 (ET) , First plane had only half of system -the rest is on next plane.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record:11633

Facility: ____

Source:ET I Er

[AddreWLocaton:

Attachment: O Ti

This in__raon is _f_ cia_ W"eIV,_- _ _ I. _:'-ifI.....n- -a"-

Date/Time: 031211201120:00:21 (ET) Things have not appreciably changed. U -3 are under seawater injection. Cont. integrity

Position: EST Chronology Officer status -still need to confirm. There was noise in U2 early in event - some think problem

(b)(5) 419/707
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Name: Rebecca Karas in torus -no huge problem as long as maintain cooling in vessel. Grey smokelsteam
Record: 1632 . . reports from U3 and U2. Dont know if independently confirmed - reports from Japanese

and DOE. Reports tepco thinks its steam, and there was a temporary evac from around
the units. TEPCO restored Ul and 2 power to power center, running cables now. No
indication of significant dose rate changes. Some reports of reductions, but not

!sustained, AMS flights grounded due to bad weather. Industry call at 2pm. They want to
get going, Had reports of advance team of 2 people trying to make way to embassy.
Chairman still making phone call for the govt agencv that would be lead coordinator,

(b)(5) ]First train still sitting

on C-11, but 2nd train landed at 4pm EST. Needs to be moved to staging area. Navy has
agreed to hold off until agreement on dose assessment. Standard source term decided

Facility: i on. Working on criteria to relax 50 mile decision - considering re-entry provisions
applied by states in this country if the event had happened in U.S. Castleman: sitrep
indicates water added to SFP -fresh or sea? Skeen -have no fresh water yet as far as
we know. All from trucks. Do we have hard info on site doses and environment?
Wiggins: no. have varying reports with some numbers -doses around 3 and 4, around

010-15 rem on outside, single digit rems and tenths of rems Don: have additional survey

data -not same points, so cant say if gone up or down. Conclude not a substantial
change. Do we have info on rad heath effects? No, only have AMS overflight data, and
bits of environmental surveys. Have no info on fire truck guys. _ (b)(5)

(b)(5)
Source: jTA Call

AddreWLocation:l
Attachment: ___

This information is Official U"^ O" l-"' ................... .....

Date/Time: i031211201119:53:13 (ElTi TEPCO still concerned about salt in reactors, and potential for criticality if we switch to
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer fresh water (instead of borated water). They ran out of boron some time ago. Boron is

Name-{ Rebecca Karas good, except it is like a rock when it precipitates out. Did we ever tell them non-energetic
Record: 1631 j hole in Unit 2 method? Fred Brown was looking at. Came up with couple of options, but
Facility: _ _questionable. Will go back and take a look at it.

Source: RST _ _

AddreWLocation:
Attachment:

This information is 0969ma1 '- F1-"" ,tW . ,live Ma ,,•ff iof,.-

(b)(5)
4201707
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Date/Time: 03121/2011 19:47:17 (ET)

Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas (b)(5)
Record:~ 1630 _ _

Facility:I

Source: PMT

AddressLocation:
Attachment.

This information is Officialt We G&"Sens if- 'm be...al 1MI.. _ _ _.

DatelTime: 0321 1119:34:21 ET) 'Chuck had said needed civillstructural and explosive expert. Probably he will be asked

Position: -EST Chronology Officeri to look at effects of blast on pool integrity.

Name: I Rebecca Karas

Record:11629
Facility:ij
S o u rc e : E T _-- .. . . . . .. .. . . ._ __.. .. . . . . .. . . ._.. ... . . . .. .. .. . . . . .. .. .. .. . . .. .. .. . . ._

AddreWLocation:
Attachment:. ___

This information is Oiricial Use . .... . ..../ ...

Date/Time:10312112011 19:15:57 JET) Need to identify exit strategy: rad source under control, measured data shows less than
Position: EST Chronology Officer 12 rem in first year
Named Rebecca Karas

Record: 1628
Facility: I

Source: ET

AddreWLocation: -

Attachment: ___

This information is Off;ia ( Ol " onsiti,. ternal iba-.

Date/Time: 03121120l1 19:01:31 (ET') Work to connect power cables to U2 and U3 halted yesterday. Smoke believed to be
Position: EST Chronology Officer steam not from pools.

Name:Rebecca Karas
Record:j- 4627-..

Facility:.
Source:! DOE communication - i

Addre/Locafion:

1(b)(5)
K'

4211707
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Attachment: _ _ _ _ _ _

This information is O!ffiial U• Ony" Se .si IUs,..-orn ^.

Date/Time: 0312112011 18:53:16 (ET) Watches helicopter video with long metal stick-like components of uniform length
Position: EST Chronology Officer 4scattered on the ground and roof of Unit 4 (postulated maybe fuel bundles).

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1626

Source:ET _Er

AddreWsLocation: _

Attachment: __.. ..........
This informaton is Ofwiil U~ Oft y - Sýri•itve . h.uao.

Date/Time: [03/21/20i1 18:51:14 (Er) Receive quesiton from Admiral on smoke, and whether any rad increase.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: 1 Rebecca Karas
Record: 1625
Facility: i
Source: ET

AddresdLocafion: I

Attachment:i i
This information is Otit "e •""Only Se.sitive ,.,me ,nition.

Date/Time: 0312112011 17:01:57 (ET) 'First plane landed at 3:15 pm EST at Yokota AFB with Bechtel equipment.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas Correction: 3:50pm.
Record: 1623 EST Chronology Officer -Rebecca Karas at 17:02:39 on 312112011
Facility:j______

Source:IRST

AddresdLocation: I _

Attachment:
This informaion is nea .n......... .

Date/Time: 1 031211201117:01:57 (ET) 1 First plane landed at 3:15 pm EST at Yokota AFB with Bechtel equipment.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1624
Facility: . .

(b)(5 4207
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Source:1 RST

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment: ___

This information is Of~cia .. l,. •ens.te ,ntena, Infrmton

Date/Time: 0312112011 16:15:47 (ET) Laura • Carpers office- had report workers were evacuated at Unit 3 due to high rad.- I •_

Positon: EST Chronology Officer I Wiggins -connected to puff of smoke. Joseph from Markeys office asked about smoke
Name: Rebecca Karas coming from 2 and 3? Wiggins: true, but separated in time. Tinkler: last night started

Record: 1622 _ getting questions on what would happen in SFP wrt core-concrete interaction. We made

melcor calculations available to NR. Now getting many Qs on models, etc. We are in
Facility: process of trying to figure out Q.

Source: Brian

AddresLocatlon: _
Attachment: i _

This information is-Of,,cial "" nl, ensi, Intra Informatinn

Date/Time: 10312112011 15:35:25 (ET) PMT to come up with basis for relaxing 50 mile critera (re-entry).
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: iRebecca Karas
Record: 1621T

Facility:i _____

Source: I Er

AddressLocaton: -

A ttach m e nt:; .. . . ... _

This informaton is O.fi ...) We Ordy. - ISdni l d i , ....... ..

Date/Time: 03121/201115:28:07 (ET) Should have equivalent of FRMAC team doing sampling etc before let people back in 50
Poition: EST Chronology Officer mile radius. Should have group of people seeing if we are missing anything? Do we

Name: Rebecca Karas have rad levels inside containment? Maybe they powered rad monitors up.
Record:] 62
Facility:] _ _

Source: ET ___

AddreWLocation:

Attachment: _

This informaion is Official W.e . .nly- a..... iter ... Infrmatior. -

Date/Time: 0312112011 15:19:12 (ET) Still have not figured out U3 smoke, No update on power. Its at a power panel at U1 and

Position: EST Chronology Officer 2. Most of news is not new. Concern Navy had have agreed to hold off pending inter-

I 429•301
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Name: Rebecca Karas j governmental coordination on dose as ent.
Record: 1619

Charlie met on plume modeling. Have new source term assumption. Is a core, part of 3
land part of 4 SFPs. Not much different than supercore scenario. Had consortium call at
2pm. Ellis, et al are pushing for a decision on who in government is in charge of tech
supportfunciton H/ (b)(5)

!would have INPO person embedded on team. Seems to be a legal process holdup.
Priority is to get lead identified to get those people out to help Chuck. People have

F'already been sent we think. Priority is to get through to complete information on

facilities, and work on dose assessment. Any update on Bechtel equipment? Mike -
should have arrived in Japan. Chairman: is there anything we are missing? We will think
about that. Working on stand-down criteria. Looking for a dialiong back approach.
Maybe diffferent criteria for going from full site team, to partial, to none. chairman: also

'look at when would relax 50 mile, Wiggins: looks like re-entry criteria. Thought is dont
I adjust, just go back the whole way at some point.

Source: Chairman I__

AddressLocation: I_
Attachment: 1

This information is Officia Uise Only Sensii~va Namern Informaetion.-

Date/Time: i 03/211201114:48:01 (Er) b

Position: EST Chronology Officer
.... I Hector Rodriguez.

Luccioni
Record: 1618
Facility:_
Source: ETErS _ ._

AddressWLocaUon:
Attachment: _

This informaion is OfuiI•i uu 0uy -cntiO , In

Date/Time:j 03/2112011 14:41:23 (ET) PMT is in continue contact with the Navy gathering information.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:; Hector Rodriguez.
'Luccioni

fj (b)(5) 4241O70
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~Record:!j 1617
Facility:

OUG- S~~IrIern~ Inforn~cn

I

Source: 1EST

AddressLocation:i-
Attachment::!

This information is Official Use Onl Sensitive lntnal • k,..• et -.

DatelTime: 0312112011 14:27:14 (ET) i There is a INPO equivalent representatives in DC. Bill is going to try to make contact
Positon: I EST Chronology Officer !with them.

. iHector Rodriguez-
Name: . .

Record: 1616 I

Facility: , .i

Source: I Call ___

Addres/Location:
Attachment: i _ _

This information is Odd.............................fic.......

Date/Time:i0312112011 14:00:41 (EM) Purpose is to focus on the action needed.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

I Hector Roddguez. Deputy of Naval Reactors is in the ETS,
Nam'e, Luccioni

Record:4 1615 We have not determine who will have the lead.

NRC team has being working on strategies to be pursued. The train is close to Japan.

iThey are thinking of having a person on the center in Tokyo to have access to TEPCO
information. Searching for approval.

TEPCO is still providing strategic response.

The NRC technical discussion are going pretty well.
FWeber: We dont want to propose something to the Japanese that will not work.Facility:
Delays on flights from Australia to Japan, they are progressing and they expect to land
anytime soon.
INPO has coordinated the industry input and will continue to do that.

707
i

I (b)(5) 42v
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NRC team is working with the Japanese counterparts in cooling the reactors.

The next call will be tomorrow morning 1000 eastern time.
INPO should continue working with RST.

Source: Consortium Call [

AddreWLocation:_
Attachment: _

This informaton is Ofial-'se-Sy.r-e71siti ,e-lntem ;ln •on .

DatelTime: 03I211201113:53:21 (ET) Weber will be running the 2:00 pm Consortium call.
Poition: EST Chronology Officer

N Hector Rodrguez- The call will be to share what actions will be on the way.
Narne_ ILuccioni

Record: 1614
Facility:-

Source: call

Addres/Location:_

Attachment:_
This informaton is O ci ,.L,,,,y - ,nt lt:u I!, , na•u, .

DateITime:' 0312112011 13:40:52 (ET) Bill is on the bridge listening to what is going on the ETS,
Postion:O EST Chronology Officer

eHector Rodrguez.Name:, ..
LuccioniI

Record:!1613
Facility: _

Source: Call_ I I___ _

AddreuiLocation:_
Attachment:_

This informaton is Official Use Onýl Sonsi.iv lnroma! lnfoR•man.

DatelTime:I0312112011 11:52:25 (ET) The Chairman will participate in the 2:00 pm call.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:. Hector Rodriguez.
Luccioni

(b)(5) ] 42707
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I Record: 1612
OUO- SeOw hiend 111fUld0l,

Facility:1

Source: I Call
Addres/Location: -

Attachment:i _

This informaton is Official Use ON4,, ,,,.^ a ,.

Date/Time: 03121/2011 11:37:34 (ET)I No one should take KI at this time. Is just pre-distribution of KI.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name: Hector Rodriguez-
Luccioni _

Record:11611
Facility:

Source: EST 7
AddreoLocation:

Attachment ___

This information is "" .. .O ' .... I'- l .... .

Date/Time: 03/2112011 11:24:31 (El) DOE (email): Ask for the triggers that the NRC will uses to know that the conditions are
Position: EST Chronology Officer getting worst.

Nae Iector Koanguez-
IeLuccioni

Record: 1610

Facility: _

7 _ _ __ _

Source: EST

Address/Location:
Attachment __T_

This infornation i Of'icil Us Only. - nsitive internal informaton.

Date/Time: !03121/2011 11:16:32 (El) The model will project hypothetically the doses expect in Tokyo.
Position:I EST Chronology Officer

Nam Hector Rodguez- The Japanese have share information so we need to reciprocate.
I Luccioni i

Record. F1609' RrJanapanese are asking what is our basis for acting in the distribution of KI.

Facility:.

Source: 1-I

(b)(5) 427F107
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GUOUG-Snsite Irtcfm~ n~fcrnbo

Address/Location:

Attachment:, t. ... ......

This information is - "

Date/Time:f03/2112011 10:51:39 (ET) When the plant state conditions chance an analysis will be done with realistic
Position: EST Chronology Officer iconditions.

N Hector Rodriguez-Na me:t I
Luccioni The SuperCore model used assume conditions,

Record:! 1608 _

Facility:

Source:jEST -- i

AddreWLocation:

Attachment, __ _

This information is-Official ( O° b Se,,i,, e It,•,a Inform tinn

Date/Time: 0312112011 10:38:24 (ET) 1DOE presented the model for SuperCore and some results. This is for planning
Position: EST Chronology Officer j purposes.

Namei Hector Rodriguez-

Luccioni We have to continue with realistic scenarios.
Record: 1607

Facility: i

Source:iEST - -_------------

AddreWLocation: 4__
Attachment: ___

This information is Official L Onl " ons"U i,,o,,,l I,,or,,ion,

Date/Time: 031211201108:33:00 (Er) ; Is still reasonable that the sample is not accurate or an inaccurate count. The I OE-7 is a
Position: EST Chronology Officer total radiation measurement not iodine alone. If this source came from the plant it could

Name: Hector Rodriguez- be from the SFP or one of the reactors.
Name:__Luccioni

Record: 1606 !
Facility: -

Source: EST ___

Addres/Location:.-

Attachment:.• .. .. . . ......-
This information is ,f,,cial Lsa Onl"" &n..,:. I.t^rna Informa,.on

(b)(5) 428/707
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Date/Time:: 031211201108:08:38 (ET) 'Same information of the morning briefing,
Position: EST Chronology Officer Top Priorities:

N Hector Rodnguez- i Continue stabilization of the SFP.Name:: . .
- Luccioni -Re crdo165 Verify the reason of the smoke.

Continue Support to the ambassador.

Facility:

Source:i Chairman Call

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: I
This informaion is Ofia ^ On,, Sn"i"v' . . . . . . . .In-or mation.

Date/Time: 103/2112011 07:41:44 (ET) Unit 1,2,and 3 reactors appears to be in stable conditions with seawater injection. Their
Position: EST Chronology Officer containment is believe to be intact.

N Hector Rodriguez-Na eiLuccioniJ
Unit 3 smoke, source unknown.

Record: 1603

•Unit 1 and 2 has power.

Unit 5 has RHR working.

Radiation concentration in Milk.

Facility: Working on the worst case scenario.

Radiation level dected in Sacramento.
I I

The 3 containment are intact. SFP are the concern in water level.

'EST Chronology Officer- Hector Rodriguez-Luccioni at 07:55:18 on 3121/2011
Source: Morning Briefing _

Addres/Location:*
Attachment:

This information is OfIical UsaOn0ly " niUVe Internal ln ti l n.

tI
Date/lTime: U Unit 1,2,and 3 reactors appears to be in stable conditions with seawater injection. T

(b)(5) 42K1707
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I ! 0312112011 07:41:44 (ET) containment is believe to be intact.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Hector Roddguez- Unit 3 smoke, source unknown.

Name:u Luccioni
Record:. 1604 Unit I and 2 has power.

Facility:

Source: EST

Unit 5 has RHR working.

Radiation concentration in Milk,

Working on the worst case scenario.

Radiation level dected in Sacramento.

I The 3 containment are intact SFP are the concern in water level.

AddressLocation:_
Attachment

This information is O3f ia;l Use Ony .. s. . e.. M. .o.n.

Date/Time: 03121/2011 05:48:56 (EM) Evening Debrief:
Position: EST Chronology Officer KI in Japan is enough for 380,000 people -just got shipmentl. There will be two

Name: Mark Reoser J distribution points (Embassy and hotel).
Record: 1601 _

Tomorrow at 10 a.m. there will be a meeting and PMT and RST will be part of it.

Dan Dorman just returned from Committee meeting. Cabinet Secretary did most of the
talking. Implications for NRC to attend other meetings, however, there is a resource
issue to staff those meetings.
Twice today re criticality has been discussed and not sure of implications for NRC.
Gray smoke from Unit 3 SFP caused site evacuation late this afternoon. NRC does not
know the outcome of that at this time.
Finally, while electrical power is restored, the damaged equipment will have to be

(b)(5)
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assessed. This is estimated to take at least 2-3 days,
Three loops cooling needed for SFP but radiation levels at this time prevent progress.

John added that he was in meeting with Ministry and they were very interested in NRC
Facility: ~ Commission meeting. He advised them of what was covered in meeting.

NRC ET provided status update.
Brian M. suggested provided on-site NRC Team with written sit-rep status update rather
than relying on discussion.

iConference call ended at -6:17 a.m. EST

clarification: Commission mtg. to take place today
EST Chronology Officer -Mark Resner at 06:24:19 on 312112011

Source: Chuck Casto PMT _

Addre/Location: _

Attachmen ±
This informaton is om,•.,id WU Only- "'--:':'" '-n-•n o-'i'o' n.

Date/Time:!0312112011 05:48:56 (ET) Evening Debrief:
Positon: EST Chronology Officer KI in Japan is enough for 380,000 people -just got shipmentl. There will be two

Name: Mark Resner distribution points (Embassy and hotel).
Record: 1602

Tomorrow at 10 a.m. there will be a meeting and PMT and RST will be part of it.

'Dan Dorman just returned from Committee meeting. Cabinet Secretary did most of the
talking. Implications for NRC to attend other meetings, however, there is a resource
issue to staff those meetings.
Twice today re criticality has been discussed and not sure of implications for NRC.
Gray smoke from Unit 3 SFP caused site evacuation late this afternoon. NRC does not
know the outcome of that at this time.

\(b)(5) 431R707
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Finally, while electrical power is restored, the damaged equipment will have to be
assessed. This is estimated to take at least 2-3 days.

Facility: Three loops cooling needed for SFP but radiation levels at this time prevent progress.

John added that he was in meeting with Ministry and they were very interested in NRC
Commission meeting. He advised them of what was covered in meeting.

NRC ET provided status update,
Brian M. suggested provided on-site NRC Team with written sit-rep status update rather

'than relying on discussion.

Conference call ended at -6:17 a.m. EST

Source: Chuck Cato PMT ___

AddresLocation:

Attachment: _

This information is Official Us Only- Seniti lfltt!rdl h~fuuiiu.. '

Date/Time: 0312112011 00:46:11 (ET) Conference call. Admiral Donald (phonetic) U.S.S. George Washington reported that
PWon EST Chronology Officer ' beginning at 2035 hrs.90 miles north of Tokyo, and also readings were taken 175 miles

Name: Mark Resner away from site at (Yokuska). Air sample readings reported by Admiral Donald were
Record: 1598 !taken over 15 minute intervals and continuing at this time.

Ambassador John Ruse (phonetic) is on call,

NRC Chairman joined conference call.

Chuck Burrows from Naval Reactors -there are gamma radiation samples also being
taken at same location along with surface contamination data. Most surprising reading
was radioactive iodine 90 miles north of reactor site, Level of reading would not trigger
protective action.

(b)(5)
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1NRC Chairman requesting validation of data reported. Recommends getting validation
of data from Japanese.

1 (b)(5)

NRC Chairman advised that level of exposure is low level that would not prompt any
direct action at this time We operate on principle of ALARA and at this time the level as
reported does not appear to be high enough to trigger protective action.

NRC PMT recommendation is that samples reported are not high enough to trigger
Facilit: Iprotective action.

NRC Chairman would like to revisit actions to be taken in 6-7 hours once data can be

verified.

Curt Campbell (phonetic) on conference call.

(b)(5)

I NRC Chairman proposed continued monitoring of dose levels at the local level and
reconvene in 6-7 hours.to determine whether dose levels are increasing. The Chairman
suggested when agreement on data reached that Japanese issue a statement He
suggested that FEMA should be included in any analysis, NRC EDO suggested to also

Iinclude EPA.

(b)(5)

Call concluded at - 2:07 a~m.EST,

(b)(5)
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Clarification: DEDO suggested including EPA
_ EST Chronology Officer - Mark Resner at 04:49:04 on 312112011

Source (b)(6)

Addre-sLocatlon: _
Attachment: 1

This information is ¶a: We O..... 8-" m' '.h... .......

Date/Time: 0312122011 03:29:27 (ET) Reports via phone that Mr. Ito (Phonetic) Deputy Chief, Cabinet Office is changing
Positon: EST Chronology Officer] method of communications. Specifically, there will be a Coordinating Committee made

Name: IMark Resner up of NRC, Minister of Defense, Minister of Foreign Affairs, and NISA. As part of this new
Record: 1599 structure, there will be three subcommittees - Radiation - Analysis- and Solutions. The

afirst meeting of Coordinating Committee will be at 5:30 p.m.today (Japanese time).
Facility __ I Chuck, Dan, et al will attend this first meeting.

Sourcj Chuck Casto PMT

Addres/Location:_

Attachment:'t!
This information i flilL n; est neil!fr3c

Date/Time: 03121)201100:46:11 (ET)_ Conference call. Admiral Donald (phonetic) U.S.S. George Washington reported that
-Po-•on: EST ChronologyOfficer beginning at 2035 hrs.90 miles north of Tokyo, and also readings were taken 175 miles

Name: Mark Resner away from site at (Yokuska). Air sample readings reported by Admiral Donald were
Record: 1600 taken over 15 minute intervals and continuing at this time.

Ambassador John Ruse (phonetic) is on call.

NRC Chairman joined conference call.

Chuck Burrows from Naval Reactors -there are gamma radiation samples also being
taken at same location along with surface contamination data. Most surprising reading
was radioactive iodine 90 miles north of reactor site. Level of reading would not trigger
protective action.

(b)(5) 4Wo7
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I NRC Chairman requesting validation of data reported. Recommends getting validation
of data from Japanese.

i (b)(5)

NRC Chairman advised that level of exposure is low level that would not prompt any
direct action at this time We operate on principle of ALARA and at this time the level as
reported does not appear to be high enough to trigger protective action.

Facility:
NRC PMT recommendation is that samples reported are not high enough to trigger
protective action.

NRC Chairman would like to revisit actions to be taken in 6-7 hours once data can be
verified.

Curt Campbell (phonetic) on conference call.

NRC Chairman proposed continued monitoring of dose levels atthe local level and
reconvene in 6.7 hours.to determine whether dose levels are increasing. The Chairman
suggested when agreement on data reached that Japanese issue a statement. He
suggested that FEMA should be included in any analysis. NRC EDO suggested to also
include EPA.

( 5 4(b)(5)

i)
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(b)(5)

Call concluded at - 2:07 a.m,EST.

This information is~fli!sO'-est~ !nen'lfr~n.

Date/Time: 03120/2011 23:49:29 (En)

Positon:i EST Chronology Officer

Name: Mark Resner
Record: 1594 (b)(5)

I
Facility:'

IEquivalent throid dose of 1.5 MR per hr. not valid. PMT verified that dose rate is 150 MR
per hour.

_ EST Chronology Officer - Mark Resner at 00:44:22 on 3/2112011

Source:f John

AddreWLocafion: ________________

Attachment I-_____ _ _ _ _

This inform ation is ofe!iklU ly%3tgThml!noain

Date/Time03/211201100:23:4 (TSample reported by Navy taken 4 hours ago. Requesting advice on administering KI.
Posfon: EST Chronology Officer Navy will only distribute.

Name: Mark Resiier
Record: 1596
Facility:I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Source: John

AddreWLocation:i (b)(5) . .. .o72
I F
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Attachment:
This informalion is Official Use Only- Sensiltve Internal Information.

Date/Time: 10312112011 00:12:44 (E') TEPCO has new GM who advised that within last 24hr. there was no venting from Units
Position: EST Chronology Officer 11, 2, &amp; 3. No changes in spent fuel pools for Units 1, 2, &amp; 3. There has been a

Name: [Mark Resner significant shift in wind.
Record: 1595

Facility:
Source: John__

AddressWLocation:i 
-------

Attachment:; iT
This information is-4f§Offc! Isa O",!;' Sn,!d* '•terna' lpkrm~hnn

Date/Time: 03/201201123:49:29 (ET)
Podon: EST Chronology Officer

Name:,Mark Resner
Record: 1597 (b)(5)

Facility:

Source: John ___
AddreWLocaUon: __

Attachment i

This information is flftif I Ise OMia n- t;_ tna! !afclrntio.n

Date/'ime: 03120/201122:30:14 (ET) Mechanical difficulties with plane in Australia. Takeoff time TBD,
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1593I
Facility: I
Source: RST ___

Addres/Location:_

Attachment .

This information '

Date/Time:, 0312012011 22:23:32 (ET) !Our intervention levels are about half of the Japanese levels for food. So we would have
Posidon: EST Chronology Officer taken the same actions.

N-m^ Dak,,,, It ,,e
11011W. n;uui~u naaao

/

(b)(5) 7
/)

4371707
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Record: 1592
Facility:i
Source: PMT _ _

AddressILocation: I
Attachment! I

This informaUon is Ofh, : iai .....
)ate/Time: 103/2012011 21:45:04 (ET) i Watches youtube videos comparing Unit land Unit 3 explosions. Unit 3 much larger,

Position: EST Chronology Officer I initiating event and then 3 loud bangs.
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1591
Facility: ____

Source: ET_ __ _

Address/Location: _

Attachment _

This informaUon is f ..... 64 Qn Smsv" hi!-c nt... ... "

Date/Time: '0312012011 20:51:01 (ET) I Marty: Have note from Josh asking whether we had successfullly embedded in TEPCO
Podtion: EST Chronology Officer and if not, should Chairman call Japanese ambassador. John: They have status boards

Name:! Rebecca Karas ion reactors, etc. Not sure how would work in there and who our interface would be.
-- Record: 1590 I Couldnt really drift around table to table. Then they took us to I engineering floor, and

, they were heavily staffed up. Had multiple conf rooms for proiect tasks they were
working on. They had significant ongoing activities

(b)(5)

ýBrian: maybe find out from TEPCO or
NISA what is best estimate of status of U4 SFP no steam been seen coming out of.
People worrying is melting through floor, and then will go to Torus, and then potential
! team explosion. John: NHK news release mentioned cooling wiht fire trucks of U4.

Facility:: (b)(5)

S(b)(5) 7 7) 43707
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pumper truck at Unit 4- getting water in? (b)(5) ould be
I interaction between melt and concrete. Larry -heard food was contaminated, if can
learn about it, that would be helpful. John: is all over news. Picking it up. They have
I about 7.5% of c mntrvs nrodurtinn in that arp nf mnuntrv They rlpiidd tn hhn hi.dr.

and milk. Marty: (b)(5)
!Embassy has been mor itoring. Medical officer characterized as 2 orders of maanitude
below permissable limi

(b)(5)

hhould get Foster, PMT and DOE working
I together to give ambassador consolidated input.

Source:I John I

AddressLocation:

Attachment:
This informaion is .ffi....... 3s• -ny .senst bt mw ,,,..... ...

Date/Time: 0312012011 20:19:07 (ElMaarty: (b)(5) to discuss assumptions for calcs on
Podtion: EST Chronology Officer conse uences. Donl

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1589
/DOD wants to know-

where to move ships. HHS wants to know for KI, Steve Aoke has been on several calls
Facility:' with PMI (b)(5)

meeting in am. Mike: Josh talked to Deputy Admin of AID askina if we were able to
embed in TEPCO. Marty. (b)(5)

Source: Charlie Miller _

AddressdLocation:!

Attachment:I_,..___
This informaion iu ,ffieiýaI L Ony .•iti'je Intemal Informatin

Date/Time:10312012011 20:18:08 (ET) . elieve having someone embedded with TEPCO is helping (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5) I

Name:, Rebecca Karas
Record: 1588

( (b)(5) 439/707
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Facility: t_ - _ _ _.
Source'. I RST

AddresILocafon: _

This informationiS Vlfl,,'11& Vu'O,-V- U v a info,,,L .

DatelTime: I0312012011 19:58:14 (El) Status of units basically same. Have seawater cooling to 1-3 reactors. SFP in Unit 1 right
Positon:I EST Chronology Officer now think some cooling going on. Pools worrying about are U3 and U4. In U4, dont see

Name: Rebecca Karas steam. Would imply pool is dry. Heard on news that TEPCO was focusing on Unit 4.
Record:! 1587 'Were atempting to spray water in it. Our understanding is Bechtel pump has been

loaded on C-17 and should leave later on this evening. Will have to see how TEPCO
uses it. 3 other pumps and equip in Australia. Plan was to ship 1, take to site, hook tip
and see if works. Utility still trying to hook up elec, offsite power. Have offsite coming
into I side of switchgear room, but still need to run more tests. Not clear that equipment
isnt damaged. Got reports today that contamination was measured in tap water in
Japan. Going to ask Foster for details. New AMS data. Skeen: Think U1-3 stable at this
point. Concerned about 3-4 SFPs. Seems spraying water has had some impact, so have
switched to U4. The SFP there -seen no evidence of steaming. Believe event they had
characterized as lube oil fire -still appears to be hydrogen explosion. Seems like there
was material released around time of lube oil fire in Unit 4.Going to look at concrete-core
interactions this shift to see what does if melts through U4 SFP. Don: Have gotten
updated AMS plot. 12 flights taken over last 2 days. Continues to show band of higher
contamination stretching NW from plant with dose levels measured that would be in 20-
30mR/hr range. Evac level exceeded in those areas, Others are at levels below PAGs.
Rad conditions have not changed that significantly. Understand that some of dose rates
around U3 have come down a little. Still very significant dose rates. Trying to follow up

Facility: on media reports of iodine in tap water in Tokyo, and iodine in milk, and contamination
levels in spinach. We dont know what they measured or what their action level is. On
unit 2 looks like cont pressure is high -would indicate intact. They report containments
intact on 1-3. Brian: Dont know much about status of Unit 4. Unit 4 had full core offload.
If fuel melted after pool went dry, and interacted with concrete, worst situation i' aoe
through and falls down to rooms below, including torus (b)(5)

(b)(5) #e dont have dose rate information on Unit 4. They are
reporting pressure inside the vessels in 5-6. Dave: they say they have no danger for 5-6.
Not concerned with 5-6 right now. Q: would think would have big heat source and rad

I

I(b)(5) 4M707
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signature ifi ad melted, Dave: they are aettina high rad levels. but all reports are from
sig nature 

t r o ar f m
LTEPCO.QI

I (b)(5)
J :The AMS data -does it capture time period when wind

7;shifted onshore. Don: ge ing continuously built up info of surveys. Shows depositoin

over time. Very clearly has plume to NW of facililty, which correlates to time of "lube oil"
'fire on Unit 4.

Source: ICmsr TA call ___

AddressWLocation: _I

Attachment: _

This informabon i• ,,,,,,,;, •,, Gn/y- Sw ljiv insIl nlJdUf.

Date/Time: 103/2012011 19:38:33 (EP') Had call with Congressional Aides. Many questions on modeling and assumptions.
-Position: EST Chronology Officer Tasker was for separate briefing to try and answer questions for some of the staffers

Name: I Rebecca Karas who had very snecific nuestions. One from Markeys staff (b)(5)

Record: 1586 (b)(5) IHave been continuing to work with

NARAC. No results for transpacific. They asked for total inventory in reactor- we sent to
;them. Call ongoing on modeling. (b)(5)

Facility: modeling assumptions. We should send someone from mgt team. Possibly Charlie or
Weber. We have asked them for data on what levels they actually saw in food. Over next

_ _ couple hours, should have another couple data points in what seeing on West Coast.

Source: PMT I_

AddreWsLocafionL _________-__
Attachment~ ____________ _______

This information i fia s n'Sni' no-aff~an

Date/Time: 03120/2011 19:35:21 (ET) Questionable whether 3 or 4 are most important to do. Everything else pretty

Position: FEST Chronology Officer unchanged. Some inventory in 1-3. Think there is margin to SFPs boiling off. See steam
Name:' Rebecca Karas 1coming out of 1-2.5 and 6 in best shape now, some power back, keeping inventory

Record:y 1585 above TAF in SFPs.
Faciflit:
Source: 1RST _____________________________________

AddresdLocationd _________ __________

Aftachment!
This information is WWf~iI W44 n~ SAWU*ývItýoIh1'diu.

rDate/Time:i: Concern is that Unit 4s pool has been dry for a really long time -if hasnt done already,

(b)(5) 441M77
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103120/2011 19:05:25 (ET) !will eventually melt through concrete floor and drop down, hit torus, possibly steam

Position: EST Chronology Officer explosion. PMT - when we correlate met data, were checking with AMS data - spike to
Name:d Rebecca Karas I NW. Correlates perfectly with fire. During that period of time had ESE direction, so went

Record: 11584 !right up that plume. Good possibliity of wher ethe activity came from. Sounds like the
volatiles are laying on the ground. So what is left in pool now? If NR is right, and you get

Facility: the molten fuel with concrete, what does that result in?

Source:IET ___

Addrer/Location: L _.___ __

Attachment _

This informaton is O&W We Onl .G ni., ol * .40.....

ýDate/Tlme: 031201201118:04:33 (E)I Watches YouTube video NHK interview with workers from plant. Discusses possible
Position: EST Chronology Officer Iextensive damage may already have occurred at U4 and U3.

Name: Rebecca Karas i

Record: 1583
Facility: _

Source: ETr

Addrer/Location: i
Attachment __

This information is ...... ,,. Ody- s.t1u, .. ,.,, , ,,o, ,.

Date/Time: 03120/201117:40:51 (EP Have done supercore calc, so that should be consistent with what was assumed. John:
Position: EST Chronology Officer no information really on water levels in units. Best information is steaming (or lack

Name:] Rebecca Karas thereof) on TV. They think U3 was dry &gt;48 hours ago. One concern is all runoff from
Record: 1582 site now with spraying water. John: Japan for years has had really good nuclear

programf (b)(5)
Facility: (b)(5) The issue with Unit 4 dry/not dry, they just grilled us nonstop on issue

- -________ after all the media hit.

Source:I Er ___

AddresdLocation: i"___

Attachment:T .. . .. .
This informna~on is Offcb• L•, On"y "---'" ...... ~..... ..

Date/Time: 03/20/2011 17:38:01 (ET) Would be interested to know what would happen if fuel did go through SFP and
Position:1 EST Chronology Officer dropped down. What would do to access to site? Do they checkerboard. (b)(5)

. Name:lRebecca Karas- (b)(5) hey sa they need 72T water per day for losses. U2 only
(b)(5) ,4007(4:
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Record: 1581 needs 20T per day. UI 5T/day.
Facility: •
Source: John

AddresWLocation: I

Attachment:
This infokmabon is-9 ic -ý ,, i 1,uu,.

DatelTime:-031201201117:19:06(E) Went to TEPCO building with Trapp. They took to emerg. command center. Thought
Position:T Chronology Officer would be like EOF. Place was massive - 20-30 people making decisions, plus teams of

Name: I Rebecca Karas people working on projects. 250-300 people. And 1 fl r of TEPCO buildin -lots of
Record: 1580 ,engineers running all over. Leads for multiple issuesr

(b)(5)

ost of info we have gotten is also available in media. Dave: Bechtel system
shou d work with concrete pumper truck. John: Chuck has met with CEO/CNO of
TEPCO. Yesterday CEO said 2 areas of most concern were salt accumulation in reactor,
and what to do with rad fields onsite. Brian: Noone understands if found way to get
seawater in, where is suction coming from? John: We have asked -they have never
said whether stationary fire trucks, or whatever -they should be able to pull suction
over to tanker. Shortly after, met with MOD, and they wanted status report on
recommendations on 2 topics (that they had just informed us of). Then 18 hrs later, met

Fiwith CEO/CNO, and they said they were in need of significant dire help on those 2
issues. So arrange meetings with them on 2 issues, and get GE, Exelon, etc for
discussion on salt. Get into meeting, and they want to talk about pumping truck. So then
get 20 issues on pumping system, because they are not ready to talk about salt yet, that
is never discussed. Hopefully today they will be prepared to discuss about salt. And
then in next meeting, they say they wont accept pumping system....We have told them

!we will meet with them at any time, whenever they want to meet. Huge protestors and
cameras surrounding TEPCO facility. Design specs were 50m, we think we can meet

158m throttling down -we added margin anyway. Whole issue was that they thought they
i were getting concrete pumping trucks -even though that was their system, not ours.
!And there are 2 in Japan anyhow.

Source:1 John

AddresLocation:

(44/
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Attachment: _

This information .. O&fca Lk O -Ss!,*k W m,'^: ,-.'.nfel'

Date/Time: 10312012011 16:45:02 (El) Brian: TEPCO focused on U3, but hes worried about U4. Our status says damage to

Position: EST Chronology Officer rods expected. Says 6 days to boil-off. They are not seeing steam coming off pool. Hes
Name: Rebecca Karas I worried pool is melting down, and at some point will penetrate concrete floor and drop

Record: 1579 through torus.He says should get Bechtel pumps to Japan ASAP for #4 pool, John: We
[ , agree that U4 is definitely priority. Several days ago, #1 priority was U3, and then more

i to U4. They had done some calcs saying U3 was empty, and we agreed. That was on
13/18. TEPCO had performed calc on 6 days being left, but they said calcs have large
uncertainty, and the have no clear level indcatons(b)(5) but
dont know. All pools show at or less than 100C, but with amount of rubble, is diffic'ult to
be able to reply on indications. We have been concerned about 4 for a long time also.
I niitially fire trucks, riot pumps, plus helicopters. All not highly effective - marginally
effective. Problem is with shooting from far away, incredible losses. Have been
concerned with U4 all along. They came back and said SFP wall was different wall,
further in. Skeen: high decay heat due to full core offload, and no steam now. Brian: NR
guy made recommendation that we should get pumps in Australia over to site ASAP.
I Has to be coordinated with TEPCO. John: knowledge of reactor is better than any ability
I of them to accept equipment into country and use at site. Biggest roadblock is whether
it will be allowed in/used. For anything to be brought in, has to be approved by govt. Did
not have approval when we started, and had no official request. Since then it changed
multiple times. Have approvals now to have it come in. Meeting today- brought in RST

iwith TEPCO, and RST brought in Bechtel, and got hammered with 20 new Qs from
TEPCO on system. Jennifer, INPO, Bechtel took Qs. Biggest issue was notion that as
being delivered, probably wont be effective -relies on water cannons. All along have
known using water cannons. They have now come to conclusion that ground-based
I method (water cannon, etc) that its not effective means Oust yesterday). So they are now
saying isnt going to work. They thought we ewre delivering with our system that

Imassive concrete pumping truck. Truck has boom that goes 58m out. They wanted to
know when it could be there, etc. We said no, we are not bringing that. That was a
system based on concrete pumping trucks, and that was the TEPCO system. Asked if
i their acceptance was beyond just the Bechtel system -is it for anything, like the aircraft,
robotics, etc. They said it definitely includes pumping system, though. MOD meeting
said they had not yet accepted it being allowed into country. Unclear where approval

(b)(5) I)4441707K)
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f
K

needs to come from. Afte meetin MOFA comes back and says on robots, etc, we now
accept those offers also.~(b)(5)

.__._._•One me t UinTEChas lots o)l 1s,15 ne1"xt meeting mny say noiusing

system. Unclear what will happen with the system when it lands in country. Brian: so
dont need more pumps now, but concern that was expressed is that if U4 SFP is dry,
and it had full core offload, is it a molten mass that is starting to interact with concrete?

ýJnhn: think .steming is good -raised concerns with steaming stopngo (b)(5)
(b)(5) One thing reported in media (fire trucks, helicopter),[-- (b)(5)

(b)(5) : 3 they believe was dry, and was
7!multiple days before got first fire trucks in, thats why priority on U3. They had moved

1 some equip to U4. Weve pushed them significantly on what assessment is. They say we
rl(lb)(5) aying everything less than 100C. But then why relying on water spraying??

I

l w(b)(u5) One has entire roof on top, terlotsoder.Thytn
mention all water poing in, Say fine, but hp ,. ýeen ot o f ders.Teyte

kulk,)) r /hen we ask if fire
*trucks nave rad monitors? Should be seeing huge shine from SFP. We ask if rad
monitors have changed after r vina, where could assess effectiveness. They

Isay no, no change in readings nd
no change in rad monitors (b)(5) PST and Bec tel
are running through all issues. (b)(5)
so now looking at concrete pumper truck. ey ave 2 in Japan. oguht is o get ose

right over top of SFP. Water will drop straight down. Need to look at how can we use
90% of system from australia and then hook up to pumping truck. What can be done to
put a T connect into pumping truck. One of concerns is whether it is really a system

grated for continuous use? One of design concepts was to make sure it could be
designed for continued operation - without operator. We agree there is no idea what is

,going on with U4, and no indication U3 is better. If we mention SFP going through floor,
which have thought of also, several have talked about whether rad levels will skyrocket.

EWhat will that do to access to site? Dave: GEH had offered to bring system to their
?facility to train and operate. John: Understand that on airlift from Australia, are 2-3
people who are coming, and were vendors reps for pumpslhoses. They gave us 2

407
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isheets of paper with laundry list of stuff they would need. But they could not give us the
list. TEPCO guy let us write down list. Includes lots of things. Navys hospital ship, heavy
lift equip from USACE, incredible what list includes.

Source: John__.

AddresdLocation: _

Attchment:,

This information is 7 •l ' Ltony. Oi,- sn ,v lUM hil inormraton.-

Date/Time: T0312012011 15:17:50 (ET) I Brian: Japanese were concerned last night with use of saltwater. Could plug up fuel
t-

Posion: ! EST Chronology Officer channels and affect heat transfer. Cant access reactor due to high dose rates. Wanted
Name: i Rebecca Karas to reduce dose rates so could get close and access primary systems. Not sure what

Record: 11578 2actual connection to seawater is. Also continuing coordination with other agencies,
INPO and Bechtel. Chairman: priorities: 1. continued assessment of situation and dose
projections and PARs, 2. technical support to give input. 3. Coordination with industry,
TEPCO, etc. Is industry group getting ready to mobilize? Brian: yesterday met at 2pm,

.they said they would act soon. They are also meeting at 10:00 today. Chairman, update
I this evening on how 10:00 call went. What is plant status/issues? Brian: 1.3 units
appear stable with seawater injection continuing. Containments believed intact. U3
cont. pressure stabilized. TEPCO believes water they sprayed on U3 SFP working, had
some effect on dose rates. Focus is on U4 SFP. Plan to put more water in today. U 5-6
on diesels. U5 RHR pump was started and is providing SFP cooling. TEPCO installing
HV cables to 1-2. Priority is restoring water to RHR pumps. Skeen: Plan is for first plane

Facility: to leave Perth tonight, 2nd following next day. Brian: concluded based on discussions
with Casto, that while not primary source, it would serve as backup in case anything
fails. Chairman: in agreement. If need to change urgency, let Chairman know. Camper:
daily call with inpo will be at 2pm tomorrow. Chairman: need to continue to emphasize
urgency- has some stability, but not long-term. Need more normal circulation for
reactors and stable water level in pools. Brian: even though they have offsite power, we
dont know whether equipment will run. Chairman: can you bring in portable pumps?
Brian: asked Jack Foster to find out what Japanese know about rad levels in food
products. (b)(5) Chairman: if we get slowed in interagency or
industry issues, Chairman will engage to restore. Also if changes to PARs, need to
alknow.

Source: Chairman

Addres/Location: ()
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Attachment:L
This information i,ý,,RYWa, 6/.... ... ..... ..... .. .

Date/Time:I031201201114:21:53 (ET) Discussion/shift change with Eric Leeds: Status update of all NNPs and SFPs. TEPCO-
Position:i EST Chronology Officer jis moving away from water cannon idea. Fire truck with a goose neck seems to be their

Name:1 James Vaughn preferred course of action. Issues remain for 3 &amp; 4 pools. Rad levels are dieinq off.
Record:! 1577

{+ (b)(5)

dut has been engaged regarding analysis. Two people are being identified by
industry to send to Japan and interface with the NRC site team.

Facilty:
ti Bill Borchardt spoke with Chairman and conclude that we should determine when/how

the NRC needs to reduce staff. Transition issues related to industry (INPO) and logistics
* i i(TEPCO wants PCs, robotics and detection equipment). INPO has asked who is paying

I for all of this equipment and logistics.

Source: ET Director _ _ _...._ _ _

AddreWLocation: _ _-

Attachment: _ __- __

This information is " . - " .

Date/Time: i03/2012011 13:31:16 (ET) i Plant status:

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: James Vaughn

Reod1576
Not much new info. Source: TEPCOJINPO press release (Media News): Focus is on unit
4 SFP. TEPCO expects Defense Force (Fire Dept) to move on unit 4. Possible reduction
in rad does in unit 3. Working on power line to units I &amp; 2. Hooking up to
distribution panel now. Possible couple of days to complete. Rad levels not clear on
site. Working on hand off of Rad Equipment with industry team (Randy Rapasso).
Closed NEI email data source issue. Share Toshiba drawings with INPO for independent
structural analysis.

EMT Review:

(b)(5)

(b)(5) 447/707
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(b)(5)
e are answering question from DOE. We are looking at real time

conditions at SFP. We are comparing available TEPCO field data with event estimates.

Facility: New language: "Super Core" versus "Super Source."

Jim Wiggins: Protective action recommendations? Focus on Japan, Real number on
site today. May have to work with NARAC if range is greater than 50 miles.

Priorities: (b)(5)

I Previous decisions still are correct regarding 50 miles evacuation as no new
information suggesting a change.

(Commenter) (b)(5) Daily call list is pending very soon. After

they wake up, we will coordinate with on site team (Japan) for morning call, OIS is
!creating emails groups now.

Discussion regarding downsizing of NRC Ops staff.

Source: RST Review

Addres/Location: _

Attachment: I_ _

This informabon is Offie .

Date/Time: _0312012011 11:47:31 (E') Discussion with Bill Webster regarding two technical people to Japan. What is
_Position:-IEST Chronology Officer logistics? Need to be an urgent action, Would like to move tomorrow. Can we make that

Name: James Vaughn part of discussion with TEPCO. 14 hour trip,
Record: 1574

Jim Wiggins: Chuck- on site- can begin some of the interface while in the air. Chuck
should go to Embassy first. Best if they can get to emergency center.

Bill: I will identify people.

Jim: NRFC staff will contact POC Kapasso for details.

~(b)(5)
K./
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Facility:i

I Jim Wiggins: Liaison Team will take lead for coordination. Industry people should go to
embassy first.

EST Chronology Officer-James Vaughn at 12:16:49 on 312012011

Source: Mr. Webster ___

Addres(Location:
Attachment: ___

This informafon is .. ei.i.... Owe ly' S^..is,, ...... ,n,. .....

Datellrime: 0312012011 11:47:31 (ET) Discussion with Bill Webster regarding two technical people to Japan. What is
PosUon: i EST Chronology Officer logistics? Need to be an urgent action. Would like to move tomorrow. Can we make that

Name: iJames Vaughn part of discussion with TEPCO. 14 hour trip.
Record:-1575

Jim Wiggins: Chuck- on site- can begin some of the interface while in the air. Chuck
should go to Embassy first. Best if they can get to emergency center.

Facility: Bill: I will identify people.

i Jim: NRFC staff will contact POC Kapasso for details.

Source: Mr. Webster

Address/Location: _

Attachment: i

This informaton is ci! L• ,, S;, 1at I IA, 11t,,.

Date/Time: j0312012011 09:56:47 (ET) i Purpose: Discuss follow-up actions from March 19, 2PM kick off meeting and industry
Poson: IEST Chronology Officer plan for providing support to Japan.

Name: James Vaughn
Record:. 1566 Participants: NRCIET, DOE: Jim Vavosa (Naval RXs), Industry, INPO EPRI, GE, Bechtel,

Utility Reps. Bill Lessner (Full Team), Pete Lyons, Jim Ellis (INPO CEO) Bill Borchardt
(EDO),

NRC Overview: ET Dir: Jim Wiggins

(b)(5) 4470
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22417 ops with team on site. Team in Rockville Ops Center
Spt team in Japan and comms with U.S.
I Facility status: Positive trend. No new info on RXs. Recovery step underway.
Power lines to I &amp; 2. Power 3 &amp; 4 on Monday. Dose rates lower than before.
No current issue with Pools. Unit 3 &amp;4 are not clear. Unit 3 with water stream based

1on TEMPCO. Calculation running. No new info. Hotter area in the northwest of facility
I based on wind direction. Wind mostly easterly. Several over flights. Evaluating info now.
1Working with DOE regarding impact on west coast of U.S. NARAC running numbers.
U.S. told Friday to evac. 50 miles from site.

1INPO:

Industry is in place.
Areva, GE Westing House Betachel, Southern Company, and INPO. 24/7 tech support
and logistics. Effectiveness has been a variable.

Priorities:

1) Establish comms with TEPCO industry.
12) Develop a product that will define priorities with TEPCO.
13) Develop Frame work for engaging TEPCO.

By end of day complete needs analysis and inventory of capabilities. This group can
interact with other groups (France, CEA).

Bill Borchordt: What do need form US&gt; Govt?

Not sure now -will know more next 24 hours.

Pete Lyons: Need to define capabilities of U.S. fed.

How long will it be before industry will have senior people on group?

(b)(5) I) 4'
1.
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Fac.... Status Update
,Agenda

ry

Pete: Dont know yet

The on-site team is going to need Chairman and DOE Sec engagement.

NRC on-site team may be a good for opener.

Bill Borchordt: 10 am phone call each day. Working to set up call with pricinples at 2 pm
Monday.

i Tom Vavosa: Should of RXs representative on the call with plant status. Example call
with call TEPCO at 3 am last night - water cannon is not working - not hitting target.
Bechtel system needed. They want NICs equipment and UAVs. Who adjudicate those?
I Who takes the actions&gt; Should be covered in the calls.

Jim Wiggins: Need to establish protocols with Japan. Who does, says, what? Actions
may be between the two industries. We can develop it one the next couple of days.

(Commenter) Is USAID the lead POC without technical understanding?

iJimW.

DoD stood up and took the lead.

Bill Borchordt: U.S. Govt lead needs to move to perhaps USAID.

Tom Vavosa. U.S. Govt. needs the be in lead in the technical regards,

4511707
1f -

II (b)(5) /)
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Also on the call was C MDR Chuck Good, of DoD Joint Staff, J-4. Contact Tom Vavosa
who has a buisness card for CMDR Good.
EST Chronology Officer -James Vaughn at 11:33:32 on 3/2012011
EST Chronology Officer- James Vaughn at 11:38:18 on 3/20/2011

U.S. Govt Industry
Source: Consortium Conference iiCall

AddreWILocation: 1
Attachment. .

This infnmation is• 49 f lc U ., O- 9n- illoto otaonl ln'nraoFgn.

Date/Time: 103/2012011 09:56:47 (Er) i Purpose: Discuss follow-up actions from March 19, 2PM kick off meeting and industry
Position: i EST Chronology Officer plan for providing support to Japan.

Name: JamesVaughn
Record: 1573 _ Participants: NRC/ET, DOE: Jim Vavosa (Naval RXs), Industry, INPO EPRI, GE, Bechtel,

Utility Reps. Bill Lessner (Full Team), Pete Lyons, Jim Ellis (INPO CEO) Bill Borchardt
(EDO),

NRC Overview: ET Dir: Jim Wiggins

1224/7 ops with team on site. Team in Rockville Ops Center
Spt team in Japan and comms with U.S.
Facility status: Positive trend. No new info on RXs. Recovery step underway.
Power lines to 1 &amp; 2. Power 3 &amp; 4 on Monday. Dose rates lower than before.
No current issue with Pools. Unit 3 &amp;4 are not clear. Unit 3 with water stream based
on TEMPCO. Calculation running. No new info. Hotter area in the northwest of facility
based on wind direction. Wind mostly easterly. Several over flights. Evaluating info now.
Working with DOE regarding impact on west coast of U.S. NARAC running numbers.
U.S. told Friday to evac. 50 miles from site.

INPO:

(b)(5) 452J7a7
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Industry is in place.
Areva, GE Westing House Betachel, Southern Company, and INPO. 2411 tech support
and logistics. Effectiveness has been a variable.

Priorities:

1) Establish comms with TEPCO industry.
12) Develop a product that will define priorities with TEPCO.
13) Develop Frame work for engaging TEPCO,

By end of day complete needs analysis and inventory of capabilities. This group can

interact with other groups (France, CEA),

Bill Borchordt: What do need form U.S&gt; Govt?

Not sure now will know more next 24 hours.

!Pete Lyons: Need to define capabilities of U.S. fed.

'How long will it be before industry will have senior people on group?

Pete: Dont know yet.
Facility: [

The on-site team is going to need Chairman and DOE Sec engagement.

1NRC on-site team may be a good for opener.

'Bill Borchordt: 10 am phone call each day. Working to set up call with pricinples at 2 pm
Monday.

Tom Vavosa: Should of RXs representative on the call with plant status. Example call
with call TEPCO at 3 am last night - water cannon is not working -not hitting target.
Bechtel system needed, They want NICs equipment and UAVs. Who adjudicate those?

(b)(5) 453/O7
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Who takes the actions&gt; Should be covered in the calls.

Jim Wiggins: Need to establish protocols with Japan. Who does, says, what? Actions
may be between the two industries, We can develop it one the next couple of days.

(Commenter) Is USAID the lead POC without technical understanding?

JimW"

DoD stood up and took the lead.

I Bill Borchordt: U.S. Govt lead needs to move to perhaps USAID.

Tom Vavosa. U.S. Govt. needs the be in lead in the technical regards,

Also on the call was CMDR Chuck Good, of DoD Joint Staff, J-4. Contact Tom Vavosa
who has a buisness card for CMDR Good.

_EST Chronology Officer-James Vaughn at 11:33:32 on 3/2012011

U.S. Govt. Industry
Source: Consortium Conference

Call

Addres/LocaUon:
Attachment: :

This informaton is ,ffteiol 6 * -US. Mo.)i I , 1VII, . ,U1.

F (b)(5)I 4470
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DateTime:03e2012011-1:00:17(ET) :Need to reach out to NRCIADMIN Office for non-techical suppoort functions (eg FOIA
Position:I EST Chronology Officer i request plan).

Name: James Vaughn

Record: 1571
Facility:,_ _ __'-__ __}-.-

Source: ET Dir _

Address/Locafion:_

Attachment: - -

This informaion is go•ia! U69 Onl Sensi' ftcrncl fnfrmniom".

DateITime:10312012011 10:54:14 (Er) Chuck and the on site team can serve as the introduction between the two persons
Posifion: EST Chronology Officer from U.S. industry and TEPCO / Ambassador.

Name: I James Vaughn
Record:j 1570
Facility:__

Source: ET Dirr' -

Address/Location: I
Attachment I _

This information is "p I~ ly- Sensive "m .

Date/Time:' 0312012011 10:38:22 (ET) Action Items Review:
Positionn: EST Chronology Officer,

Name: James Vaughn .1) (b)(5)
Record: 1567 .2) Marty indicated IAEA should take on clearing house functions.

Facility: Jim Wiggins:

Priority goes to the DHS report then to IAEA coordination.
EST Chronology Officer-James Vaughn at 10:49:16 on 3/2012011

Source: ET -

AddresILocation:--
Attachment:i

Attachment, -- -- -~~- -----------.-..------

This information is O1T,= l L ,, - .n,,,,r, ......... .

(b)(5) Js'7o7

/
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Date/Time: 0312012011 10:46:13 (ET) POC Phone Number& 484) 437-3541
Position: IEST Chronology Officer c ell: (b)(5)

Name: James Vaughn
Record:' 1568

Facility:

I -Source: (b)(6)

Address/Location: _

Attachment:', _

This informaUon is 4,f.io; Lu Jnly- sensmve Inrbrnd ,,,,,.

DatelTime: 0312012011 10:38:22 (ET) 1Action Items Review:
Postion:I EST Chronology Officer

Name: James Vaughn 1 (b)(5)
Record: 1569 2) Marty indicated IAEA should take on clearhouse functions.

Facility:'

Source: ET _ _ _ _..........
Address/Location: _________________

Attachment: ____.............

This information . . ! ,,y- " .. .. .i i's .......

DatenTime: 0312012011 09:56:47 (ET) 1 Purpose: Discuss follow-up actions from March 19, 2PM kick off meeting and industry
Position:i EST Chronology Officer plan for providing support to Japan.

Name:James Vaughn

Record: 1572 Participants: NRCIET, DOE: Jim Vavosa (Naval RXs), Industry, INPO EPRI, GE, Bechtel,
U tility Reps. Bill Lessner (Full Team), Pete Lyons, Jim Ellis (INPO CEO) Bill Borchardt
(EDO),

NRC Overview: ET Dir: Jim Wiggins

'22417 ops with team on site. Team in Rockville Ops Center
Spt team in Japan and comms with U.S.

'Facility status: Positive trend. No new info on RXs. Recovery step underway.
Power lines to I &amp; 2. Power 3 &amp; 4 on Monday. Dose rates lower than before.
No current issue with Pools. Unit 3 &amp;4 are not clear. Unit 3 with water stream based

S(b)(5)
45%707

)
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on TEMPCO. Calculation running. No new info. Hotter area in the northwest of facility
based on wind direction. Wind mostly easterly. Several overflights. Evaluating info now.
Working with DOE regarding impact on west coast of U.S. NARAC running numbers.
U.S. told Friday to evac. 50 miles from site.

INPO:

Industry is in place,
Areva, GE Westing House Betachel, Southern Company, and INPO. 2417 tech support
and logistics. Effectiveness has been a variable.

Priorities:

1) Establish comms with TEPCO industry.
.2) Develop a product that will define priorities with TEPCO.
13) Develop Frame work for engaging TEPCO.

!By end of day complete needs analysis and inventory of capabilities. This group can
interact with other groups (France, CEA).

Bill Borchordt: What do need form U.S&gt; Govt?

'Not sure now -will know more next 24 hours.

Pete Lyons: Need to define capabilities of U.S. fed.

'How long will it be before industry will have senior people on group?
Facility:

Pete: Dont know yet

The on-site team is going to need Chairman and DOE Sec engagement.

NRC on-site team may be a good for opener.

(b)(5)
______________________________________________________ 4517I
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,'Bill Borchordt: 10 am phone call each day. Working to set up call with pricinples at 2 pm
Monday.

Tom Vavosa: Should of RXs representative on the call with plant status. Example call
with call TEPCO at 3 am last night - water cannon is not working -not hitting target.
Bechtel system needed. They want NICs equipment and UAVs. Who adjudicate those?

'Who takes the actions&gt; Should be covered in the calls.

Jim Wiggins: Need to establish protocols with Japan. Who does, says, what? Actions

may be between the two industries. We can develop it one the next couple of days.

(Commenter) Is USAID the lead POC without technical understanding?

JimW.

I DoD stood up and took the lead.

i Bill Borchordt: U.S. Govt lead needs to move to perhaps USAID.

Tom Vavosa. U.S. Govt. needs the be in lead in the technical regards,

U.S. Govt. Industry
Source: Consortium Conference

Call

(b)(5) 4581707
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IAddres-lLocation:
Attachment__

This information is Oa cial /_1e Only. ,e-p iv Int•ini l nt nrmtinr,

Date/Time: 103120/201104:30:22 (ET) RST: Spent fuel pool 4 gone, completely destroyed. We already had a release on Unit
PositUon: iEST Chronology Officer #2. Should we have 3 options.

Name: Cynthia Dorsey

Record: 1556 ET: Best case scenario, no effects on US. Reactor cooling which is onqoing.
Restoration of power is best to re-energize. Generally, we could say normal shutdown.

Facility:
RST: It seems like they stop and start adding more to it. We could have 3 options,

Per RST Director: Comments above are hypothetical (not facts).
EST Coordinator- Robert Ragland at 10:27:20 on 3120/2011

Source: _ ___

AddressiLocation: _

Attachment I
This in!orrnaon is-Ofciol "- O-"y " ....... .. . . ...

Date/Time:I0312012011 09:51:12 (ET) NEI &amp; INPO (GE) information comes from WANOITEMPCO.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: JamesVaughn
Record:1 1564 -__

Facility: 1

Rx Safety Dir: Laura I
Sur___ 1Dudes ___

AddresLocation:

Attachment:!
This information is ..........O n. W e 0* ......... .

Date/Time: 03120/2011 08:39:29 (ET) Energy Secretary Steve Chu speaks at 9am, 312012011 on NBC.
Position: 1EST Chronology Officer

Name: _JamesVaughn Correct spelling: Steven Chu
Record: 1t562 IEST Chronology Officer- James Vaughn at 08:42:31 on 3/2012011
Facility:. -

Source: 'E

AddressLocatiow!
r

I
tl

C'I (b)(5) 45F07
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Attachment:
This informafion is flffiria I Ise O~nly - Wawai Ptrlla!f=r-atio-

Date/Time: 031201201108:39:29 (ET) Energy Secretary Steve Chu speaks at 9am, 312012011 on NBC.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name,:James Vaughn
Record: 1563 .1
Fa ciliy I ____

Source:,ET .__

Address/Location:.i
Aftachment~ _ _

This informabon r, ,,o,,• ,, o .

Date/Time: 103/20/201108:03:32 (E) Update to the Chairman:
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: James Vaughn Information coming from NEI on source info.
Record: :1561 1,2,3 are stable 5 &amp; 6 same.

3 &amp; 4 dumping water in the Rx building, Not much more than a mist over the top.

How is information flow?

kere (b)(5) No what we experience during ou
exercises.

Generators running in 5 &amp;6 with power line. Installing cables in I and 2. 3/4 by
Monday. Not sure how helpful it will be.

INEI data rates indicate rates dropping near units,

!What is source of high dose rate?

Shine dose from pools.

(b)(5)

I What is that?

ET Commenter: Bounding, fuel in 3 RXs, and fuel in SPFs, Assumes release over 4 -5

r

/i \

(b)(5) J ,
460[707
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Facility: period. Based on. % of total core melt.

Bechtel equipment still working due to cost ($2 Mil). Conference call with USAID last
night. Discuss value of one train begin sent. DOD to pay the freight. Becthel expects to
arrive in Dakota in 13 hours. Site team will address latter logistics and training.
Opp rtuni for indust Shipment included to vendor techs. Not clear if they will go to
site (b)(51

Josh: (?)

Timing for getting the runs back? Two runs: Ist run: 5 -6 hours. 2nd run another 5-6
hours.

USAID made decision to ship equipment (b)(5)
(b)(5) Maybe not need equipment. Possible defense in depth measure. Japan

!decided to move forward with shipment of equipment. DoD would fund shipment. DoD
volunteered all 9.6.

Source: Jim Wiggins

AddresLocation:_
Attachment~_________________

This information i, ! L' ,, "-l , ,'÷". " ! -m ........

Date/lime: 10312012011 07:30:09 (ET) 7 Jim Wiggins: Update
L - • r

PosiWon: EST Chronology Officer
Name: JamesVaughn No negative events.

Record: 1560 -'Condition stable for Units 1,2 3.
Units 5 &amp; 6 stable.
Unit 3 &amp;4 watrere being added. Susnsess notsure
TEPCO using water cannon on unit 3. effectiveness not clear
Self Defense force should start adding water to unit 4.
3rd source to add water from Bechtel is still on plane - cost were a concern and a

Ifunding source.
I'

b)5
461(707
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Bechtel expects to detpart in next 12 hours and arrive in Yacoda and then delivered by
Defense Forces with associated equipment training. Still in progress with site team and
TEPCO discussing how to use the system.
TEPCO making progress with regard to power to unit 5 with HR pump orperable.
Cables being run to unit 3 and 4. Not clear what is usbale in the buildings. More to
follow.
Dose rate from NEI: DOE in i atin trending down. Off site source terms are beging to

imove down now b NARAC (b)(5)

, Wind changing to the south/southwest.

I Support Japan team. Focus has been on the Bechtel system, TEPCO interested in in
larging hole in hull of unit 2.

Conducted meeting with industry to stand up an industry support group to Japan. NRC
sees it as sucess with INPO taking a lead roll. This would be helpful, Would place

'experience in key rolls. We are short on skills regaring logistics,

Mike Franer:

Unit 3: Is pressure in unit 3 going up (50 Ibs?) and need to vent? More info? Scource
was NHK News from TEPCO -not clearwhy they need to vent. Weather condictions do

;not support venting at this time.

Chris Miller: Other news source indicate no need to vent. More to follow.

Jim Wiggins: Information flow is challenging due to time zone differences. However NEI
has being able to qet information, Pehraps they possess a direct relation with TEPCO.

Commenter: What is does rate at the gate. From NEI was 40 rem down to 15 rem/hour.

Plume going to west and out to sea. Further out to sea rates our closer to background.

Commenter: Possible higher rate in northwest quaderant of Japan. More data from DOE

Facility:

ft

K 4620707
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Ifly-over pending.

Jim Wiggins: More information pending.

Commenter: Need to have rates for tonights call.

I Jim Wiggins:

i Nothing blowing up now, no steaming, possibly venting later to prevent loss of
containment.

Larry Camper: Winds to southwest? Changed?

i Current winds from southeast 7 am -7pm moving to off shore at night.

Pat Kasselam: Stean from units, SPF under 100 degrees? Please clarify. Where is steam

1comming from?

!Where are out NRC people?

Jim Wiggins: Tokyo area not at site.

Please send copy of Isat NEI one sheet statement.

Jim Wig ins (b)(5)

Brain McDormott

Brain McDormott: Need to check information from INPO that we could beniflit from.
!Tasking out to RST 01.

(b)(5) 4W
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S ET. Commision
Update Call

-AddresLocaUon:
Attachment ___

This inforrahon na Of;^;iI iJo Ody ",---•;. n,^ -, ) . &.n.

Datefie -T03-20/20111 07:00:13 (ET) I ET conducts shift change.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: James Vaughn___
Record: 1559 !

Facility:]
Source: Chronologist___ ___

AddressLocation:;
Attachment: i__

This information is I .... e. vII, V - IIo,. 1V I, Full IFI,,,,II, ,,0 .

Date/Time: 0312012011 06:59:40 (ET') Assumes duties as ET Chronologist
Position: EST Chronology Officer i

Name: James Vaughn
Record: 155

Source:! James Vaughn _

AddressLocation: i-

Attachment i__
This informafion is Offle;W b~e 6Hy 8s t~itelmI if•,•oet,

Datel'ime: 0312012011 04:40:41 (ET)A RST: 50% spent fuel pool #2 and 100% spent fuel pool #4. Unit 3 is not venting, got a
Position:- EST Chronology Officer call from TEPCO and they are concerned, with regard to the water in Unit #3, it just didnt

Name: i Cynthia Dorsey -!hit the spent fuel pool, so, they will try with Unit #4. What is the condition of Unit 4 spent
Record: 1557 fuel pool, they just want to get water in it. IAEA website has TEPCO are saying that all of

the reactors are not all the way covered

Facility: ET: Looking at realistic worst case scenario, range of options #1 assumes that spent

( 1

fuel pool (spf) #4 is intact. Units 3 and 4 are both uncovered and thats causing dose
rates in the area.

(b)(5) 44/07
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I Source:IRST and ET

OLO Sct~!Hi~'rIaI

AddreWILocafion:____

This informalion Q ;;U ny 1~traTfo'ai.

Date/Time: 1031201201104:30:22 (El) RST: Spent fuel pool 4 gone, completely destroyed. We already had a release on Unit
Position:i EST Chronology Officer #2. Should we have 3 options.

--- -- -

ET: Best case scenario, no effects on US. Reactor cooling which is ongoing.
Restoration of power is best to re-energize. Generally, we could say normal shutdown.

RST: It seems like they stop and start adding more to it. We could have 3 options,

-7----.-

This information is & - n "

Date/Time: 0312012011 02:01:47 (EM) PMT: Here is a composite of the plant and the ocean is over here, what this represents

Position: 1EST Chronology Officer is best of actual dose rates are on the ground right now, red is greater then 5 rem and
[Name: Cynthia Dorsey gray is greater than I rem, 10 miles is here, 35 miles is here, this goes out to 50 miles

Record: 1555 _ radius, but, even at 35 miles is conversative. The decision is based on the 50 mile

conservative and the conclusion is that there is no impact to the US.
Facility:

ET asked: What is the current conditions of the reactors right now.

Source:ETr

AddressLocation: I
Attachment: _

This information ii! ie;-Uve ........ : .

DatelTime: 0312012011 00:01:45 (EM) i Test
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name: Cynthia Dorsey
Record: 1553
Facility:' _

Source: ETTeam rn

AddressLocation:

Attachment _( ... ........ .... I l (b )(...
W6&07
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This informaton is 0f, cI L1e rnl, o ;,i. .In •,m.! T ifr n

Datellime:j0312012011 00:01:45 (ET) '!So, where hoping to get more information, Reactor core 1, 2 and 3 seems to be stable.
SPodion: EST Chronology Officer As for Reactor 4 seems havent gotten that information. The temperature in the coolant

Name:. Cynthia Dorsey Iarea, how are we getting that information. Theres a variety of reports, were getting
Record: 1554 _ informatoin from federation of NEI theres this thing called JIF. Im not sure what this is,I that all kinds of press releases.

(b)(5)

[,.__jlretreat plan for the 30th of March, a week from Wednesday. I cant say wa

the strategy would be for next week, we cant leave this with Chuck and team still in
Japan, it will all have to happen together. I think that the thing we need to know the most
can the pools still hold water in 3 and 4. So, whats the alternative, the one benefit that

Facility: you can get from shielding, sand and twice water, now that think about using a bucket

of sand, one of the problem is when you put water in and the water runs out, Tempco
said, unit 4 has loss water, maybe if you put concrete not a lot and water. 4000 rems in
unit 2, 7000 rems in unit 3, Constellation Energy C&amp;O saying that Unit I is being
cooled by ocean water. Unit 3 spent fuel pool, theyre expecting to have coverage by
today. Unit 4 theyre expecting to pump cooling water. Unit 5 RHR in service being

(b)(5) W o07
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cooled with cooling water, pumps in service but not cooling yet not restored

(b)(5)

PWiggins coming on net

(b)(5)

ýTokyo fire department SATO

mentioned that th. TEMPCO said, they have restored power to units I and 2. They are
working to restore electrical power to units 3 and 41 (b)(5)

(b)(5) .extremely low to be detected. Says, new pressure problems, GE

and industry size industrial size having get it into the core into the pums right now, they
can barely keep it up, the concern is that if it cools down to fast it will crystalize and if it
goes solid it couldnt cool. We can pick up the phone in the room, on the ST bridge. Unit
,3

Source: RST Director ,_.___ ,

AddresLocation: I
Attachment: -__

This 'nformabon is Qffie' 6 ,; any -9 , ,,',u,.

Date(Time: 10311912011 23:27:26 (Er) Let me ask Brian or Marty, exercise for release whatever I have now, whats the worst
Position: EST Chronology Officer case or the West Coast. We were talking now we got Reactor 3 today, if Reactor 3.

Name:j Cynthia Dorsey Tempco has come to our staff in Japan, their worried about the bottom of the core
Record:j 1552 1 vessel, They would like a conference call I hour our time. All the biological sludge is all

'over the place. Are you thinking it was because of the salt issue. What time is
conference ca l at 1:30. After TMI they brought in flatbeds with water. (b)(5)

(b)(6) Discussion on after they brought what was done after chernobyl, they

brought in miners, where workers had to work under ground and was massly exposed.
iA quarer of the miners died, you could see people exactly running'! They needed people

to drive close enough and the robotics had problems because of the field of exposure,
Site team were challenged to keep people on site. Yesterday, were asking Chuck for on
the ground dose exposure. What do we do with the dose reading? What will try to do
tonight, Tempco will identify equipment would you want to restore the reactor and

(b)(5) 4)6170
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wheres that equipment located. Assigned a reactor safety team, spoke with Chuck last
night and he will get that word to Tempco. In terms of week 2 opposed we should not. I

Facility: !sent a note to our IP folks the efforts that we got to be wondering didnt we do a .What is
IAEA going to to do as a lessons learned.r

(b)(5)

•ill is going

'to recommend a 30-day quick view report, they will be scheduling meetings around this
milestone and other meetings around guidelines. They may come back and want a
meeting and theyre talking at about dropping ITEC, there are 3 meetings there planning
on dropping. Discussion of management issues, I want hear from Jim Wiggins, we
totally enhanced the ET, Jims got to give me his response, its up to the Chairmans
office.

Source: ET

AddressLocadon:.
Attachments nn.

This informadonls• •. n,•vo-- ... "•n: ..... ,...

DatelTime: :0311912011 21:53:00 (Er) Need to talk with Marty and ET. Ambassador and staff had arranged meeting with
PosWton: EST Chronology Officer TEPCO. Went to meeting and talked about salt/radiation, wanted to know. Told them

Name: Rebecca Karas there is lots of info, and w re workin on it, Said would be better for us to give to NISA
Record: 1651 and NISA ive to TEPCO

(b)(5)

discuss details now. Issues are on salt that they are running 3 evaporators effectively.
They have UK analysis that shows they are heavily concentrating salt on fuel and
bottom head, they are very concerned. He has said this is urgentBrian, we can get you
articles on salt. One from NR- they should switch to fresh ASAP. Desalination -NN
has plant can do, but how get into reactor. also concerned about rad levels

(b)(5)
___Have to restore a plant that has had a major explosion. Told them pursue

multiple options. Get desalination going. Try and get fresh water connection. Told them
we could provide robotic equipment to cut gopher holes to key equipment. Understand

II (b)(5) I])I
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TEPCO CEO not aware about robotics -would love to have all that equipment. Marty -
EDF, etc has sent 130T of robotic equipment (in trade press). Chuck: maybe sitting in

Facility: 1warehouse in Japan, but not here. He is still pushing for other than Japanese operators

of equipment Told them maybe helicopter, but thats it. we will train people how to use,
and then they can use it. SDF said they can transport anything necessary from AFB to
site. Told embassy people we are not working the logistics stuff. DOD is good with that.
They are fine with getting it to us. TEPCO is interested in unmanned helicopter. Should
push that this way. Acceptable compromise to work with TEPCO and NISA. CEO said
'dont blame us if we dont use all equipment sent. chuck sai finetale thai
~command center includes NISA, TEPCO, GEH - massive, 250 people. ()5

Istuff now. No time to wait. John -they provided us with site map, but rad fields are in
huge areas, so would not help personnel access. 30mx3Om, said to be 20R - want~fine
Idetailed mapping. Need to identify target sets of what equipment to power up. If can
access suction for saltwater, can swap to freshwater suction, or put desalination in
between. They wanted to open up another hole in U2 reactor building. worried about
hole not being big enough. If have any thoughts how to open up bigger hole on Unit

12.... Trish: FOF guys were asked to find a way to remove part of roof non-explosively.
1 ole is a floor lower than SFP, so not sure if is big enough.Sos'netfdha

(b)(5)

Source: 11Casto -.-- _________________

AddresdLoca don:~ -

Attachment~ _____

This informaUon is 9494i~ We~ ONl -Swni#* ýffntoAm~ Tfona-

Date/Time: 10311912011 21:03:48 (ET) Discusses email: Low level of salt will inhibit ability to keep cooling. Saltwater will
Pol in EST Chronology Officer increase corrosion of fuel cladding,

a
(b)(5) 46907
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Name:'i Rebecca Karas

QUO ~ nbornlDW

Record: 1550
Facility: 1
Source:T IEr

Address/LocaUon: i
Attachment:

This information is MW& Wes Qaly -SPA* iU 9no~ Mwmfigason

Date/Time: 0311912011 20:58:56 (ET) DOD just approved all 4 pumps- want Bechtel contact. Brian: have email address for
SPostion: IEST chronology Oficer Bechtel. USAID knows phone number, so they know.

Name:

Record:
Facility:

1 t

Rebecca Karas
1549

Source: RST __

AddreWLocation:
Attachment: ____

This information is Offie^l I1o tnl, S^n.;ll, Internal Inform agn.

DatelTime:] 03119/2011 20:40:14 (ET)

Position: JEST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas IN some tests at Sandia on spraying down aerosol.
Record: 1548 Had to go to real high flowrates until got an effect. RST: If spray from top, doesnt go all

I the way down, steam carries it back away. Don: do we know configuration of most
recent fuel vs other fuel. Dave: should ask Wilmington emergency center -they were

Facility: iworking there all the time. Would make huge difference if they checkerboarded new fuel
,I with old fuel. If couldnt set off zirc fire. If a bunch of release was fuel already broken, and

scattered around, and they buried it, then we area already counting it with AMS, and
-dont have to assume whole pool releases.

Source: ET
AddresILocation: __

Attachment . - Ii-.
This info"rmafion is O•i~oil U se n.',S nsitiv Inten al lnforniatio•.

DatefTime:103/1912011 20:20:04 (EP) Orders: was report that core was loaded on U5, but there are no parameters. What is
Position: EST Chronology Officer_ margin to boiloff? That is margin to boiloff on SFP. Effort to reach out from Chairmans

Name: Rebecca Karas office to other Cmsrs related to 2prm meeting, Marty: I arranged meeting after getting
instruction from Chairman Orders: Seems like policy issues Q: Iodine readings in US

(b)(5) )
4707
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Record: 1547 plants? No updates, just initial readings at west coast plants. Castleman: Heard on

news that Fukushima site was designed for 16 tsunami, but they saw 20. Q: ? Brian,

(b)(5) But

were empty seats on airplanes flying out, etc. Q: wkat doing with relief team Brian:
I second team couple go out Monday. Marty: Ellis(b)(5)

(b)(5)C°°I•1 Q: NARAC worst case
Facility:! li!scenario, update? Don Cbo)olybea ara ona

(b)(5)

Source: 1 TA quesions from call

AddressWLocation: I

Attachment: _ _ _

This informaUon fq. S9,- . ,

DatelTime: 0311912011 20:03:04 (ET) Meeting called at 2 by Bill -brought in reps from industry and other agencies. Purpose
Poston:l EST Chronology Officer I to try and discuss with industry the need for them to mobilize and interact with

Name: RebeccaKaras counterparts in Japan[ (b)(5)
Record:]1546 (b)(5) ndustry has specialized expertise to cope with events, and should take a lead

role in interacting with TEPCO and making recommendations or providing other
support. Westinghouse and GE said they were interacting thrOUgh their Japanese

owners. When finished, industry stayed and used room. Were planning another meeting

(b)(5)(1 4719707

/
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at INPO on Monday. Their actions would be measured in days. Will have to see what
they propose. Call with national security staff with all agencies involved. Was status
summary for each agency. At 6pm had call with USAID. Was issue about Bechtel was
going to ship 4 trains of pumps and valves to pump seawater into reactor areas.

'Equipment was in Australia. Loaded on airplane, cost originally $750k, then Bechtel said

(b)(5)

Facility:

c,420 is partially loaded, USAID has lead -when get DOD
confirmation, at -lea-st trin will be initially shopped. Will shi over set up, test then will
interact with Japan to determine if other 3 trains needed. (b)(5)

(b)(5) No new info on ground doses between buildings. One individuals

positioning fire truck got IOR in 2 min. Met conditions shifting - wind out of West is
shifting to SW-S and continuing clockwise, so onshore winds in next day or so.
Continues to shift in clockwise direction, so will blow towards Tokyo for some period of
time before returns back out to sea.ý' (b)(5)
b)(5) We will work to understand how they did that. U1-3 reactors, cores appear 112

covered at least with seawater. Believe Ui SFP still in good shape. In U2, believe pool is
I also covered. They did get reserve power hooked up to U2 substation, but power not
into U2 at this time. Then will have to do checkout of pumps instrumentation, etc. U3
remains point of concern. Fire trucks supplied cooling spray, 40T twice during day.
Seemed to have some effect, but not sure how much got into SFP. U4, they announced
fire trucks began spraying. U5-6, although not as severely effected, U6 had DGs
i running, had heard U5 SFP level was lowering, they got power from a U6 DG to restore
level in U5. Also ventilated rooftops in 5M6 just in case. U 1,2, 5, 6 still laying electric
cables to try and reattach some power. Hoping to get elec power to U3-4 tomorrow.

Source: TA Cal I_______________________I__________

klddresdLocation:
Attachment';________

This infrfAon 4c f0&Wi~ Use Ony - mbe~; I :1fle, **MIIQU

DatelTime: 0311912011 19:33:04 (ET) Based on 6pm call, robotic equipment - not pursuing anymore. Flyover: John said not
Posifion: EST Chronology Officer valuable. Pursuing request from DHS to sit with them to facilitate discussions. Seems

Name: Rebecca Karas . . duplicative since we have FEMA there. NARAC is doing runs with same supercore

(b)(5) 472/707
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IRecord:',.1545 scenario, but using new meteorology. The case to su ort press release a couple days
Sago, 113 U2, certain percent spent 3, plus spent fuel 4

(b)(5)

Facility:

Trying to get new

AMS runs. Marty: Josh says considerable concern at highest levels of DOE that we
need to align on initial assumptions/parameters for runs. They want to form a
management group to discuss. PMT: Thought we had alignment with them. Josh
agreed that Marv will say hes supportive of the 50 mile decision, and then we need to

1share how we got to the 50 miles. They have 5 trucks spraying, 40T twice a day.
Seawater. Units 5 and 6, got some power restored to Unit 5. Had seen drop in U5 level,
but recovered now. They also ventilated roofs in 5 and 6. Still laying cable to restore
power to 1-6. Hope to get elec back to 3 and 4 tomorrow. But then need to test pumps
and cooling systems. 2 DGs operable on U6, nad one of those is used to cool U6.
Reactors maintaining level about 1/2 core. They are using core spray with seawater.
SFP on 4, heard nothing more. NISA feels still water in 4. Efforts right now are to save 3.

Source: ET

AddreW/Locaflon:
Attachment: _

This hformadon is W! gq ....... .. io. I......... f....U. n.

Date/Time: 0311912011 19:19:08 (ET) Need list of equipment? National Security Staff briefing -they asked for list of
Postlon: EST Chronology Officer 3 equipment.

Name:lRebecca Karas
Record: 1544-
Facility: i

Source: Sheron - _

AddreWLocation: _
Attachment: ___

This informafon .f... L~ ený- ,,sve ........ ... m..

Date/Time:,031191201118:45:1(E') :Need to talk about charter before Commission meeting. Last bullet on making
Positon: EST Chronology Officer recommendations has been difficult.,

47Y707
/

(b)(5)
/
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Name:, Rebecca Karas

Record: 1543
Facility: _____________ _________________

Source: John _

AddressLocaTon:.
A ttachm ent: __............. .........

This infaorraion is ,e*0ff 60 -G , A.. . . . I.tcrncl, 10. - , ,-4 .

DatelTime: 0311912011 17:4:23 (ET) Conf. ca I with USAID, NR, Japan NRC team, etc. Kathleen: got request yesterday for
Position:! EST Chronology Officer Urn s-

Name: Rebecca Karas [Arso, did not appear to be urgent need on the
Record:{1-4 -,ground. Heard might be secondarylterti need. Decision is not USAID. Up to NRC to

say what needs are. Our perspective -we had been told we just needed to find out from
DOD that they have authority to approve more. DOD has gone ahead and said with
consultation to NRC that itwas a need on the ground. So DOD has authorized, This is
not USAID funding, do not have authority, etc. We just link up different parties and say

!we dont object. $750k was communicated to NRC by Bechtel, but was never a full

figure. Q: has this been communicated to Perth. (b)(5)
1 Brian: understand Japanese dont need pumps as primary, but would be secondary.
Didnt say werent needed, just not primary anymore. Have copy of email from 9:26 from
i Bechtel that material should be offloaded and await further direction. State: not sure can
say is actually backup if they dont have primary system up and running. USAID:
Paycom, Michael Schiffer, has been coordinating. Main question is whether NRC and

SDOE are onbor vn vlidate this• (b)(5)

(b)(5) IJohn: there is technical and political aspect. Tech aspect
changes over time as govf and TEPCO take action. Last week, when talked to Japan

I govt, they were very interested in this system. Since then, theyve been continuing with
fire trucks, have remote fire truck (last couple hours), and also have concrete pumping
truck plan. From political point of view, we offered equipment, and they have accepted
it. State: endorsed by defense minister and chief cabinet secretary. Should not pull out.
I Suggest go ahead getting first system here, get staged, put together, turn over and then
await further request if they want more. C-17 is on ground in Perth, second one on way.
Ready to send 2 sorties today. First 6 hours from now. Second 8 hours from now.

Facility: Australians are confused, and just want formal go-ahead. Need to call Bechtel and toll
them to get other systems ready. Brian: need help with robotics or IR flyovers? John:

(b)(5) 474/707
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have talked to them about using robotics to characterize site. They have been non-
commital in wanting to accept that. Have also used inside building, also mentioned lead
Ifrom hq about lockheed martin remote helicopter th t can lift 50001bs. Merits of usn

Ssomethin like that for installina Dumpina ems. (b)(5)
(b)(5) ]State: But, Japanese seem now

willing to accept any and all aid. John: heard lockheed might have offered helicopter for

free. right now not pursuing anything more?? State: heard last night they will transmit
response to offers as soon as can arrange MOFA to do that. Can clarify what
acceptance is f w s received. John: remote helicopter would actually probably be
of most value (b)(5) apanese have been doing overflights. They shared some of

that info. HQ: o we sti need BWR overflights in US? John: no LT: helicopter is in
Bloomfield, CT. USAID would have to pay forinegotiate, John: next step is we would
want additional feedback from MOFA -was yes limited to cooling system, or was for
remote equipment also. Q: if we fund cost, need to find out price tag -dont want to run

into same issue with USAID. John: Considerable consideration needs to go into who
would operate helicopter. HQ: NASA has robot on platform with wheels. Can move
things. John: might not be able to get through security doors (b)(5)
which are in refuel, so can use that to compare. Meeting with Chairman of TEPCO at

loam.
Conf, Call with USAID,Source:) etc

AddresLocation:
Attachment: ___

This information is , , OI, - 'on In "or ""

DatelTime:1 f9/20111715:15(ET) Someone committed us to come up with list of how many people, what equipment they
Position: EST Chronology Officer need. Not sure where request came from.

Name:' Rebecca Karas
Record: 1541 I
Facility:! i

Source:1T ErI'

AddrerdLocation: _

Attachment:
This information i' Oa.' L ,, .n. ih'w Internal InfcmtnQ .

DateiTime: 0311912011 17:06:29 (ET) (b)(5) NISA is asking for

(b)(5) 475470
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Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Rebecca Karas (b)(5)

Record: 1540
Facility:

J

Source: ET

AddresLocation:'_
Attachment: _

This information is 9 o 'n, ; 99-X,-;, !i'.". InfW. oMa .O

Date/Time:10311912011 16:42:36 (ET) iCall setuD at 6 to talk about pumps. Could be useful for defense-in-depth (b)(5)
Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record:i 11

(b)(5)

I

Facility:;

[source: IET___

rAddresULocaffon:~
Attachment:_________________ ____

This information is3i!UeOI. nii, nrn1nfmtp1

DatelTime: 10311912011 16:36:01 (Er) Ultimate funding would be DOD, not USAID. Dyer: Issue is who is paying for our travel.
PosWton: 1 EST Chronology Officer iChairmans office says that USAID agreed that they would pick up the tab for our Japan

Name: Rebecca Karas 1 team, but never got down past director of USAID. So USAID said they would facilitate
Record:• 1538 Dans travel, that is all, then need to get issue resolved. Our position is USAID should

pick up funding for travel, as it is humanitarian. We provided the info to their general
council, and they are going to work it If we use our money, it gets billed to the industry.

Facility: , When we do lessons learned, then it should be funded by industry. But as long as on
humanitarian effort, then should not be funded by industry. Whenever we pull back,
then we find another source of funding.

Source:le _ET_

AddressLocation:_-__

Attachment: _ _

This informaton is-09eia! Lý3. .... o., W,,s .... n' ..

Date/Time:j 12011 16:30:53 (E) Annie had already provided answers to Chus questions -probably crossed in the
Polpon:•o EST Chronology Officer email.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record:11537

I.

F (b)(5) 476/C07
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oFace:ity E
Source:1ET'•

r GUG S&%iM 41rdthTmm-

AddreWLocation: I___
Attachment _ __

Date/Time: 0311912011 15:57:01 (ET) Chu going on talk show tomorrow. We provided I page summary. Secretary had 2
Position: EST Chronology Officer questions: 1. What is multiplier we use once we pick the ground acceleration, and on

Name: IRebecca Karas what earthquake basis (10.5,10-6?) for conservatism. 2. What is the SSE (104 or
Record: 1536 what?). Email to pete lyons.
Facility:

Source: ET C -

AddressLocation: __

Attachment :_
This information i3 W44..... Se, on6y ...... ;,-g m f .....

Date/Time:i 0311912011 15:53:54(ET) Teams turn over.

Psibon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1535

Facility: _

Source: ET_________ ____
AddresLocation:

Attachment _

This informaion i- _!a II_, ..;, Se,"iU"; Itma, If:,,mot"z,.

Date/Time: 03/1912011 15:43:32 (ET) 1AMS data shows path to NW, which is indicative of wind direction early on.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1534
Facility:
Source: ET

AddresLocation: _
Attachment:_ i

This informationio tL 3VI6;0 LI& - gj IIt~rJ IfcW.

Date/Time:0i19il2015:24:08(OET Discussion of TEPCO press release -restoration of RHRto Unit 5. Yesterday when

Position:' EST Chronology Officer talking about skills for replacement team, wanted civil/structural and explosive people. If

(b)(5) II 477107
I

)
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Name:

Record:
Rebecca Karas put too much sand/water in there, could do more damage. Calc done for adding sand to
1533 pool. Experts are thinking that it is built so robustly that it should still be OK even with

blast. Wiggins: could explosion have weakened structure? Laura- got off news that
firefighting was successful, Was firefighters reporting. Skeen: doing flyovers with our
folks? Trish: supposed to do another flyover today. NR people have data from DOE.
Laura -have numerous agencies putting data together. Skeen - be n in until Sat to
get them to agree to let us help, and now finally they will let us, and

(Db)b) r

Facility:

I
Source: Er

AddressLocation: ,_.
Attachment: _

This information is aU ny, S,,,,i•,,, Mernl lnfoo .

Date/Time: 0311912011 15:01:15 (ET)
Position: TST Chronology Officer•- ~(b)(5)

Name:j Rebecca Karas

Record:! 1532 -

Facility: _ _

Source:- ET __.__

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: _

--- This infoimaUon i-.0fi•iJ U : O .!y- Se.s.fi, lntpm I Infrrration.

Date/Time: 0311912011 14:41':11 (ET) j Trish Hollahan explained that NRC was to give the source term for dose calcs in Japan;
Position: EST Chronology Officer I DOE to use the source term for calcs in Hawaii, Guam, Alaska,

Name: Vanice Perin

Record: 1531FFacilty:1 ___

F Sourc-e: ET

AddreW/Location: I
Attachment: _

This inforrnaton iiOfc~ j aOlySni teal!rmfo

Date/Time: 0311912011 14:34:48 (ET) Jim Wiggins briefing Bruce Boger.
Position:I EST Chronology Officer

Name: Vanice Perin
ft

I (b)(5) 478V707

k .7
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Record: 1530
FacSiitye E

r ISource:! El"

AddreWsLocation:
AttachmentI--

This information i Ofis l 99GW .nySns t,4hf-mt

Datelrime: 0311912011 13:27:36 (E')d Bill Borchardt explaining that 2PM brief is for industry, not directed by NRC -we may
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer ,!facilitate.

Name: Vanice Perin

Record:
Facility:

1529 I

Source: IET ___

AddressLocation:_

Attachment:, _

This informaion i a Offis! L"o O.ly W4Rý .! ; I.ternl lnU.a,

Date/Time:i03119l2011 3:10:64(ET) Jim Wiggins briefing Brian Sheron.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:!Vanice Perin

Record: 1528
Facility:_

A p"

Source:i ET

Address/Location:T
Attachment: I

This information is-O&f, c 'd v ,ly- Si,.-; f,,

Daterrime: 0311912011 13:07:37 (El) Phone call scheduled for 6PM EST.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:' Vanice Perin
Record: 1527

Facility:_T
Source: ET _

AddreWLocadon: i
Attachment: _

This infIrmaiI on Ii O ,tl v lolt " !ntema' I........ .on

/

DaterTime: 03M1912011 12:49:12 (M Jim W requesting Liaison Team, Tom Bergman, to prepare phone call on AID decision,

(b)(5) 4o07
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Position: EST Chronology Officer diplomatic consequenses (DOS), Naval Reactors, Tokyo embassy.
Name: Vanice Perin

Record: 1526
Facility:_
Source: ET _

AddreWLocatlon: . .

Attachment __ _............

This information is QffiiI Wtne n."h- SeUe !n•,ons! ,!nf,, i. ;

Date/Time: 03119/2011_12:06:59 (ET) _Phone call Josh: Jim W explaining Bechtel equip (2nd or 3rd layer defense) situation,

Position: EST Chronology Officer land Australia/Japan situation.

Name: Vanice Perin
Record: 11525

Facility:
Source: I ET_,

AdresLocation: _
Attachment: i__

This information is.Of,;a, . .O , .........

Date/Time: 0311912011 11:28:11 (E) Bill Borchardt calling about 2 PM mtg at ACRS mtg room. Industry to meet among

Position: 1EST Chronology Officer themselves but NRC is not the lead. Request from industry to use NRC meeting room.

Name:' Vanice Perin -need to see if that is possible. However, they may have already something with the

Record: 1524 Marriott.
Facility:.

Source:jET 1 Er

Address/Location: _
Attachment:.! ___-Ti ~IILeOl ni~ n~rlln~n

This information i •!_ •eO~ ^.;. .... •

DatelTime: 0311912011 11:04:54 (EM) I Jim W briefing Naval Reactors rep, Dave Herman, on latest decisions by USAID and

Position: EST Chronology Officer NRCs situation.
Name:IVanice Perin________________~~.i

Record: 11523

Facility:L __

Source: ET ___

AddresLocation:

Attachment:! ......
This iformabion is C bh... ,.•O -. u ,, ! , auu,.

.. . ..... ..... (b)(5) -. 4I07
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Date/Time:! 03/1912011 10:54:19 (ET) Discussing press release: spent fuel, sf casks, tsunami analysis for NPPs on the coast.
Position: i EST Chronology Officer

Name::Vanice Perin

Record:'[ 1522
Facility: E
Source: ET !

AddreWILocation: 1,
Attachment:' _ _

Date/Time: 03/19/2011 10:52:30 1ET) 1 Jim W: The system is a third option for the Japanese and shipment may be reevaluated.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name:iVanice Perin

Record: 1521
Facility: _

Source: ETi

AddresULocaton: _

Attachment: ___
This informaton is. in!; bie ,,,y- ,-i ,io e , ,ion'a,. -

Date/Time: 103119/2011 10:38:19 (ET) Phone call with DOS Coordinator of Japan Effort, Chuchart, to discuss decision related
Position: EST Chronology Officer to equip: handled by Jim W political, and tech (priority) consideratons.

Name:!Vanice Perin
Record:j1520 1
Facility:i
Source: [ErT_

AddresLocaffon: i
Attachment: n

This information isl.Sns-QInen! nomain

Date/Time: 0311912011 10:36:21 (ET) i Joe Young reports that the Australian crew will rest for the night; may continue
Position: EST Chronology officer0 tomorrow.

Name: Vanice Perin
Record: 1519 1
Facility::_
Source: ET

r A
(b)(5) I) 4811707

!IJ
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AddresslLoca~o: ___

Atacmet:This informaiaon 4-Ga3 gQg,.; -~ Sesiv :nkmaiauow,

Date/Time:,03/19/2011 10:30:22 (ET) I Phone call with Joe Young: Jim W explains that the system was a backup; also,
Position: 1EST Chronology Officer I direction for USAID to hold on.

Name:[Vanice Pern

Record: 1518 _

Facility:
Source: I ET

AddressLocation:_
Attachment: - _

This informaton is W ei@! We ,,j ..........if... / U.w n.

Date/Time: 03/19/2011 10:22:00 (ET) Phone Conf: Brian McD is on phone with Jim Dyer, to discuss Tokyo, Tri-lateral
Position: EST Chronology Officer j agreement, Austratija, ref. Becthel equip: Huge impact on Trilateral with Australia/Japan,

Name: ' Vanice Perin j (Jim Dyer arriving)i (b)(5) I
Record: 1517

Facility: _

Source: ET

Address/Location:! _

Attachment:• __________ ___ ______

This informa'ion is . . .n, , , i !- . m-! M i-forn -t..

Date/rime: 0311912011 09:37:40 (ET) Phone call from Joe Anderson asking for instr ?bout the situation in Australia and
Position: IEST Chronology Officer Bechtel President is calling for demobilization (b)(5)

Name: IVanice Peon (b)(5)
Record: 1516
Facility:

Source:IE -.1_ Er_ _-_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

AddreW1Location: _________________ _______

Attachment: ___ _ _ ______

______________________ This nformation is-04691 bbeiaI emsUon

D--ate/rime:031192011 09:29:40 (Er) Need to get assurance from Japanese the equip will be used when it is in Japan.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Jim W: per TEPCO and other sources, (b)(5)

Name:IVanice Pedn (b)(5)
Record: 1515__ _ ,_ (b)(5)

~1 (b)(5) 1k
I.

)
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Facility:
Source: ET _

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: _
This informalon is ... l U . ,. . .... t fnfo,,,io;.

:Date/Time: 031`9120`1109:22:45 (ET) ) Nader updating (Bill Borchardt, Josh (talking with Chairnyan) on lineh: DOD has

Position: EST Chronology Officer i authorized funds, but ater that price went up. Questions: (b)(5)

Name: Vanice Perin (b)(5)

Record: 1514_ _ __

Facility: -

Source: Er"____

AddressWLocation: _

Attachment:I
This information is &flciai Use only. Senslbve Internal Informaion.

Date/Time: t03/1912011 09:17:10 (EP Jim W on the phone with Bill Borchardt about plane in Australia waiting to take Bechtel

Poston: EST Chronology Officer i equip (train) to Japan.
Name: Vanice Perin Jim W on the phone with Josh: summarizing issue; tech point of view (b)(5)

Record: 1513 (b)(5)

Facility:_

Source: ET

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: ____
This informan on' O,,,ca, Use O S- ! ................ .

DatelTime: 0311912011 09:06:49 (E) I Jim W tailing Chuck in Japan: Jim W describing situation and significant cost increase.
Position: EST Chronology Officer (

Name: Vanice Perin

Record: 1512 (b)(5)
Facility: -
Source: ET ____

Addre~sLocation: 11
Attachment! __ _ _ _ _ .

This informaion is ,., . . . , S'min• ntnl , , ,"

Date/Time: 0311912011 08:56:27 O EU ) Nader reporting: Chairman to contact USAID to get funds.
Positon:v EST Chronology Officer 'Bill Cook at Embassy: get equipmenton the ground is not urgent. (b)(5)

(b)(5) J/ 4 o7
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Name:IVanice Perin
Recordd 1511
Facility:!

-OJO -SernfIM IttenI nr~nidxm

(b)(5)

Source:F. __

AddreWLocaUon:
Attachment: ___

This inflrmaýon ie Q',,^ , 0.7, P--t, !.ta' wn ;

Date/Time: 03/1912011 08:24:46 (El) !Call with Jim Dyer and Nader -Bill Borchard is here; airplane waiting to go with a train
Postion: EST Chronology Officer I from Bechtel but cost is much higher. Nader to call USAID

Name: Vanice Perin
Record:1507

1i

EST Chronology Officer - Vanice Perin at 08:52:17 on 3119/2011

Call with Jim W and Nader. Bill Borchardt is here; airplane waiting to go with a train

Facility: from Bechtel but cost is much higher. Nader to call USAID.
EST Chronology Officer- Vanice Perin at 08:53:49 on 311912011

Call with Jim W and Nader - Bill Borchardt is here; airplane waiting to go with a train
from Bechtel but cost is much higher. Nader to call USAID.
EST Chronology Officer- Vanice Perin at 08:54:59 on 3/19/2011

Source: ElT

AddressLocation:V
Aftachmentj _

This information is O&Hi4 UO Gi,- u s .. tm f wma-"o.

DateiTIme: 031191201l 08:24:46 (El i) Call with Jim Dyer and Nader- Bill Borchard is here; airplane waiting to go with a train
Position:' EST Chronology Officer from Bechtel but cost is much higher, Nader to call USAID

Name:!,Vanice Perin

(b)(5) ) ~4847077
K
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1 Record:

fl' '0 9e,~P.e Inhirr~I In~c~n~c~

1510

Facility:
EST Chronology Officer - Vanice Pern at 08:52:17 on 3119/2011

Call with Jim W and Nader- Bill Borchardt is here; airplane waiting to go with a train
from Bechtel but cost is much higher. Nader to call USAID,
I EST Chronology Officer -Vanice Perin at 08:53:49 on 3/1912011

AddreWLocation: 1 _______________

This information is 9&41A@4! L & rd msiti !nt1n- IfcrnlMc, .1--a

Date/Time: 031t9/2011 08:24:46 (Eq) Call with Jim Dyer and Nader -Bill Borchard is here; airplane waiting to go with a train

Position: !EST Chronology Officer from Bechtel but cost is much higher. Nader to call USAID
Name:iVanice Perin

Record: 11509

Facility:

EST Chronology Officer- Vanice Perin at 08:52:17 on 3/19/2011
Source: -ET

AddresdLocationi ..........
Attachment: I

This informaton is . .... .. . ...- Sensiv

DatefTime:j 0311912011 08:24:46 (ET) Call with Jim Dyer and Nader -Bill Borchard is here; airplane waiting to go with a train
Position: EST Chronology Officer from Bechtel but cost is much higher. Nader to call USAID

Name: IVanice Perin
Record: 1508

Facility: S u ....e:... .. .Source: : Er

'a.

AddressLocaton:

(b)(5)
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Aftachmenty
Thit Ul IIJUWUmo1IIJW'IflflW VOa V'y
i iilO iii/I,/i IIIDuuII Iw,;rVlIIUIQI I,,'OO 'V'llly --

Date/Time: 0311912011 08:16:13 (E') Discussing List: (b)(5)

Potifon: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)
Name:1 Vanice Perin

Record:V15O5

Facility: EST Chronology Officer -Vanice Perin at 08:23:41 on 311912011

Source:f _

Addresa/Locaton:_

Attachment-
Thsinformation is-9 .... . ,,e .,o,, ,,,,° ,,,,,,.,

Date/Time: 0311912011 08:16:13 (E) J Disussing List: (b)(5)
PosiUon: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Vanice Perin
Record: 1506
Facility: _______ ____ __ __ ____

Source:. __

AddreWILocation:

Attachment: _

This informaion is 0.&"!4! L ,,ly L4 91t,:0fm,,..

Date/Time:i 0311912011 07:52:33 (ET)E Marty V: leadership role- NRC x DOE. Need Chairman to help with NRC role. How about
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Ifunds? To be discussed later. Meeting at 2:00 PM.

Name: Vanice Pern IBil: (b)(5)
Record: 1502 Marty V: 1) look for info- roles and responsibilities and wording (assistance). May need

to do a press release today. We have rooms at Marriott, need security.
EST Chronology Officer- Vanice Perin at 08:01:00 on 311912011

Facility:

EST Chronology Officer - Vanice Perin at 08:02:04 on 3119/2011
Source:

AddresdLocation:
Attachment;

Vol!-am

I - (b)(5) 48&707
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DatelTime: 0311912011 07:52:33 (El) i Marty V: leardership role - NRC x DOE. Need Chairman to help with NRC role. How
Postion' TChronology Officer jabo t funds? To be discussed later. Meeting at 2:00 PM.

Name:1 Vanice Pern - Bill:j (b)(5)
Record:. 1504 Marty V: 1) look for info - roles and responisibilities and wording (aasistance). May need

Ito do a press release today. We have rooms at Marriott, need security.F tEST Chronology Officer- Vanice Perin at 08:01:00 on 3/1912011

Source:

AddressLocation:
Attachment: _

This information is O L Only- u,•iuve Inieqi iIUo.,lii,.

DateiTime: 10311912011 07:52:33 (EM) Marty V: leardership role -NRC x DOE. Need Chairman to help with NRC role. How
Position:rEST Chronology Officer about funds? To be discussed later. Meeting at 2:00 PM.

Name:iVanice Perin Bill (b)(5)

Record:1503 InMarty V: 1) look for info -roles and responisibilities and wording (aasistance). May need
Facility:' to do a press release today. We have rooms at Marriott, need security.

Source: ___

AddreWsLocation: I
Attachment:___

This information it ffziI k O.,; oan-i,_, . . . m._.,:.

Date/Time: 0311912011 07:49:13 (ET) Marty V: industry and gov agencies to look into solutions.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Discussion about ET participating on afternoon briefing.

Name: Vanice Perin
Record: 1501
Facility: _

Source: i

Addres/Location:_

Attachment -

This informaion ik QN ,661 We .O o,,,,.v , nt.m,,.,,o r in.

Date-ime: 0311912011 07:42:50 (ET) [7:45 briefing with Japan:
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Jim W: Japanese embassador request: how many people?

Name: Vanice Perin . . Offices represented: RES, NRR, OPA, IP, OCA, OEDO, OGC, EDO.
Record:: 1500 _ Marty V: providing info on team: Naval Reactors, DOE, AREVA, INPO: Tecnical and
Facility:I political issues.

11 (b)(5) :1 487/707
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--eua- !*ffdea

ource:

AddressLocation: I
Attachment: _

This information, ... ........... Ol ..n.......m. i Afo.... n.

Date/Time: 03/1912011 07:33:47 (ET) Larry C: calculations being done; San Onofre; Japanese calculations; more on site data
Position: EST Chronology Officer Ifrom on site team and TEPCO; weather forecast: winds on shore.

Name: Vanice Perin _ Jim W: release to team in Japan; Dan D to go. Commission mtg on Monday to discus
Record: 1499 b5b. Operators in Japan: TEPCO concerns with sea weather in components and RES

'looking into it. May have parallel effort focus on vessels not pool. Charima and INPO rep

Facility: i consortium industry and gov -premilinary mtg at 7:45T (b)(5)
(b)(5) EPRI. AREVA, eng experience to analyze.

i Question: is there water in the pool? Jim W: we assume there is none.
Source: _ __

AddresLocation:
Attachment:_

This information i U 1 We o9 S•. A e.i , .,, ,-,,. , o.

Date/Time: i03/1912011 07:25:24 (ET) Briefing now: Jim W by phone.
Position: EST Chronology Officer At 7:45 another briefing.

Name: Vanice Perin 1 Brain M: facilities status; unit 2 Unity 2: power restored, control room; unit 3: spraying
Record: 1498 !water from fire trucks; unit 4, 5 no change: fire fighting equipment. Diesel generator in

Facility:. i unit 6; sfpool: inspections and no problems also with dry storage.

Source:___

Address/Location:-I

Attachment: s St

Date/Time: j0311912011 07:23:09 (El) j weather forcast.
PosWton: EST Chronology Officer Chairman or ET director to participate in briefing today.

Name: Vanice Perin

Record: 1497
Facility:'

Source:

AddreWLocation:
Attachment:

-... . .. . . ..b)(5) 177
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DatelTime:10311912011 07:21:22 (ET) Marty V: who are the decision markers?

Position: I EST Chronology Officer Jim W: have a TA briefing.
Name: Vanice Perin Larry C: trying to get info from site,

Record: 1496

Facility:

Source: _

AddresslLocation:
Attachment'!

This info--nationi " Oy IgI:rn~I Infnrmipn

Date/Time: 0311912011 06:50:09 (ET) Briefings
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Dennis Gordon

Record: 1495

Facility:• _

Source: Shift Turn.Over _

AddreWsLocation: _

Attachment -

This infornmaton is 0*4 bi&" . .- S l..m.mi.. .

Dateil'rime: 0311912011 06:16:26 (ET) Is calculation for 3 reactors and 4 SFPs for release is required over a 24-hour period
Position: i EST Chronology Officer realistic? Does this answer Chairman? Provide calculation to Chairman.

Name: Dennis Gordon

Record: 1494

Facility: ISource: Kathy Gibson

AddressLocation: I
Attachment: ..... . .

This inforatnaon is QA5;. Wc e UQ4 On,.- Snifitis !n1arnb !nfnrmation

Date/Time: 10311912011 06:01:19 (El) PMT believes that source term should be calulated over a 24 hour period and not over
Potion: EST Chronology Officer longer time period, Chairman asked for realistic does rates.

Name: Dennis Gordon

Record: 1493 i
Facility:I

Source: Cathy Gibson

(b)(5) 4970
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AddresLocation:_

Attachment : j , ]
This informahon is......... ,'- O .-,- S ,i o ,ntsrn I'f ;,,

Daterime1 03119/2011 05:52:36 (ET) VWinds are expected to shift towards Toyko on Sunday 3/20/11
Position: F EST Chronology Officer

Name: Dennis Gordon

Record; 1,1492 --

Facility: 1
Source: I Scoft Moore ___

IAddreWLocation: I
This information is .ffi& . .U& . • ,-, ,We Ineiive niemn..

Date/Time: 03/19/2011 05:49:57 (ET) Websites are available to concerned citizens who want to know radiation levels in
Position: EST Chronology Officer I West.

Name: Dennis Gordon
Record: 1491 __

Facility: ____ ______________________
Source: Cathy Gibson ___

AddressfLocatio -_
Attachment: __

This informaton is . . .i.!a .Lte .n ............. . a..

Datelrime: 03/1912011 05:24:34 (El') 1Emails sent from ET ET web can be easily identified for latter FOIA request.
Position: I EST Chronology Officer i Rebecca provided email guidance to fwd: emails to FOIAresourc.hoc@nrc.gov

Name: DennisGordon
Record: 1490

Facility:. _

Source: Brian McDermott ___

AddresILocation: _

Attachment: ____________________ 
__

This informaton i .O .ic! I•,• Only. snsitive Internal Informaton.

DatelTime: 0311912011 04:40:06 (Er) Marty to David Herman(5.... (b)(5)
Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Name:. Dennis Gordon
Record::, 1487 '_ David Herman, Naval Reactors

(b)(5) ) 707
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Facility:I EST Chronology Officer - Dennis Gordon at 05:23:50 on 311912011

Source: Marty V.

AddresLocation: I
Attachment' __

This information is We#c Lý O" " '" ";,nrnmI nfnrm9tinn

Datel ime: 0311912011 05:13:18 (ET) jPhone call. Brief from marty to Brian, Consortium meeting.

Position: EST Chronology Officer 1
Name: Dennis Gordon

Record: 1488
Facility: _

Source: Brian McDermott L

AddresLocaton:
Attachment ___

This in!ormation i? '-ff lh Ony-su. a a!jntrn n

Date/Time: 031192011 04:40:06 (Er)i Marty to David Herman. (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer]

Name: Dennis Gordon

Record: 1489

Facility: _

Source: Marty V.

AddresLocation: _

Attachment ,_
This informfinon iL O.{•4I Wllg Op'nl Senpitila lntI rnal

DatelTime: 0311912011 04:28:34 (Er) Available guidance identifies 10 REM for evacuation.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Roy: Early evac, advisable

Name: Dennis Gordon _

Record: 1486
Facility: __

Source: Scott Moore ___

Addre/Location:
Attachment:.

This information i c!31 .... n... SW n i. , Q , !"; ,1t3, , lnfomio.

Date/Time: 0311912011 04:16:00 (ET) 7:45am phone conference. attendees EDO, Deputies, Office Directors, others. Send
Position: EST Chronology Officer email of topics of discussion at 7:00am.

(b)(5))(K 4911707
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Name: Dennis Gordon
Record: 1485
Facility:iT

Source: i Marty _

AddresslLocation:: _

Attachment ___

This informaUon i•,ffrici Ia Only- Sensitve Intemrl Informainý

Date/Time: 0311912011 04:14:24 (ET) !Closing out action item record #1562 -estimate altitude of possible plume the reactors
Position: EST Chronology Officer Ican reach. Answer = 2.5 km. Source: NARAC

Name:. Dennis Gordon

Record: i484
Facility:

F ! Protective MeasuresSource.:Team
Tea

AddreswLocation: _

Antachment' n !
This ifomao ,sQ& ,W4, Sesuve oý%ý owU',e ,

Date/Time: 103/1912011 04:10:51 (ET) Closing out action item record #1562 -estimate altitude of possible plume the reacotrs
Position: EST Chronology Officer can reach. Answer = 2.5 km. Source: NARAC

Name: Dennis Gordon EST Chronology Officer Dennis Gordon at 04:14:06 on 3119/2011
Record: I

Facility:[
Protective MeasuresSource: Team _

AddresslLocation:___
Attachment _ _

This information ........ ..! -Ordy , , ..........

Date/Time: 03/19/2011 04:10:51 (ET) Closing out action item record #1562 - estimate altitude of possible plume the reacotrs
Position: EST Chronology Officefr can reach. Answer 2.5 km. Source: NARAC

Name: Dennis Gordon
Record: 1483

Fadlity:_

'Protective Measures
Source: 'Team

b5. 4921707
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Addrez/Location:i

Attachment ___

This information i8 Offi;i9t Lo n S,"; . ,!nts!.m9t',, .,.

Date/Time: 03119/2011 03:37:05 (ET) Sensitive briefing and documents.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Dennis Gordon

Record: 1481

Facility: -

Source: Wayne _

Addres/Location: _

Attachment: - iT
This information is Q~'iIts4 onQPý sti neu lfri

Datellime: [0311912011 03:24:09 (Al

Position: EST Chronology Officer I fiss
Name:; Dennis Gordon 'duri

Record:I1480

Facility:!

(b)(5) ýFine powder remains. Sand may hold powder together. Water

ion products into solution. I bundle used for test. Red glow and grey smoke result
ng zirc fire. More tests planned. (b)(5) !7

Source: Jennifer UhWe - --

AddressLocation:_

Attachment: _'_"

This information is " S " .

Date/Time: 03/1912011 03:16:52 (ET) New Zlrc fire information. No answer on robotics. Call made to NASA last night
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:t Dennis Gordon
Record: 1479 _

Facility: __.. . . . . . . . . . . ...

Source: Jennifer Uhie le_

AddresdLocation: i
Attachmenti

This information le o nsitivo Irnema Infnr lin

Date/Time: 10311912011 02:5•37 (ET) Consortium team member list provided (not yet complete) and logistics coordinated.
Position:! EST Chronology Officer5r

Name: Dennis Gordon
Record: 1478
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Facilty:
Source: Tom Blount

AddresULocafion: __ __________ _

Attachment1
This information is Oefieil 6.ýHOiy -Sonsifte PM3H~ff"6' .

Date/Time: 103119/2011 02:30:59 (EM) Agenda for 2pm meeting on Saturday. Send to 3 team leads for comment.
Poition: IEST Chronology Officer

Name: Dennis Gordon
Record: 1477
Facility: _ -

Source: Marty __

Addres/Locaton: I

Attachment I
This information is "ffiia! * Onl. -&,,iw tomil lm aUom .

Date/Time: ! 03/1912011 02:12:35 (ET) I USAID Bob Kayler NRC Employee calling.
Position: i EST Chronology Officer 1'Kara Cristie - Response Manager on ERT.

Name: Dennis Gordon
Record:j 1476 Kara made a request for information on projections beyond what we have currently on

wind shifts on Sunday. Best and worst case scenarios, and the most probable
scenarios. At the high level....
How would the humanitarian effort be affected, specifically with evacuations. They want
to anticipate humanitarian effort within the next few days. Is this something that we can
support?

Roy -Are you looking for real time dose information over time or are you trying to get
projections for the future?

Kara - Less emphasis ondose information to date, and more of a step back and current
situation at the plant, and what it might elevate to over the next several days or weeks.
The humanitarian people are not used to aiding with nuclear problems. They are asking
for help in what issues they should consider.

Roy -It sounds like what you need is actual does information to decide where you can
get to and where you cant get to...'

i"

~1 (b)(5) 11) 4907
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Facility:

I (b)(5) 49M/07
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Source:j Phone Call

i(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

tCall ended,

AddressfLocation: -

Attachment: _

This infrmaion is ,ffI Lew WeOl, &n.^;|, S ntenal Informnatnn

DatelTime: 031191201 01:50:04 (ET) 'New information b)(5
Position: jEST Chronology Officer

Name:; Dennis Gordon

Record: 1475
Facility:

Source: Jennifer UhMe

Addres/Location: ------

Attachment: _

This information is f,•.;;,; 6ý O- UMs-iuve internal informaton.

DatelTime: 103119/2011 01:29:30 (ETJ Question: Who NRC participants for tommorrow 2pm meeting.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Dennis Gordon
Record: 1474
Facility:

K' . (b)(5)
I

I) 40707
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I Source: IMaro

Address/Location: _

Attachment: _

This informaton i3, O,,,cIW 69 O ... ......., h ; , .t ̂  *._

Date/Time: 0311912011 01:08:38 (ET) Source Term Comparison. One report sent to NARAC last night. New report to NARAC 3

Postion: EST Chronology Officer reactors and 4 SFP. Lower ST for reactors based on station blackout v. LOCA.
Niame:Dennis Gordon Preparing narrative. SFP release fractions based on age of fuel. Releases 16 hour

Record: '11473 1durations. This report taking place of previous. Think task from last night

Facility: realistic/optimistic source term v. worst case, Releases starting on March 12th.

Source: I Cathy _

AddresdLocaton:
Attachment: Thi. . ...... . ....is J

This information is-k o. Uy-e S•e ng,*,44.;;, .,,,t wk -,•mtn

Date/Time: 0311912011 01:03:13 (ET) Two reactors resume cooling.

Poition: 1 EST Chronology Officerj
Name:: Dennis Gordon

Record: 1472

Facility:1  _
Source: 1 NNK World (TV) ___

AddressILoca.ion:L ._ ____

Attachment
SIIUl IIIIUIFIIdUIUII s• •,..'.: ' -- -,•,rl,, .... ,..........

Date/Time: 0311912011 00:39:00 (ET) ] Met with Japan Ambassador. Communicated plans to have consortium (sat. meeting
Positlon: EST Chronology Officer with industry at 2pm) to Ambassador. Ambassador suggected meeting/phone call to

Name: Dennis Gordon discuss roles and responsibilities. Requested Chairman should call Ambassador to

Record: 1471 1discuss. Call before next SIBITS(?) call. Purpose to ask Prime Minister who primary
;point-of-contact should be in Japan gov, to ensure effective coordination of US support.

Facility: i Marty thought site map was being developed showing dose. NRC working does
projections for Tokyo.

Source: Chuck ___

AddressLocation: I
Attachment I

This informaion is•,),,,;-'• y ,; ltc,3! arpnmhnn ,

Dlate/Time:• (b)(5) I IDatelTime: .

(b)(5) I 497[707
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10311912011 00:30:04 (ET) experts at saturdays 2pm meeting to help make decisions.

Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer
Name: 1 Dennis Gordon

Record: I1470
Facility: _

Source:I Roy ___

Address/Location:_
Attachment: _

This inforrnaion ic ' eOff "' .... . ..

Date/Time:40311912011 00:22:52 (E) I Logistics for Saturday meeting with industry reps, Need map of radiation boundaries
Position: EST Chronology Officer around reactors. Situation reports. Develop agenda. Eng. diagram from Bechtel. Rad

Name: Dennis Gordon conditions. Extra security.

Record: 1469
Facility:-
Source: 1 Marty

AddresILocaton: i
AttachmentC ....

This information is Offi9990 6W 0 "y"oSe• l,,• . ,fi,.,r1

Date/Timne' 03/1912011 00:14:51 (pT Meeting with Industry tomorrow, Not in ET room. Question
P~osition: EST Chronology Officer b)5

Record: 1468
Facility: _

Source: Marty __ _

AddresLocatlon: I

Attachment: ___

This inforralion is ,"ffiei Lo O ,,,S¶;'s,,,, I,,o,,,.,, oi'.

Date/Time: 0311812011 23:45:37 (E') Meeting between Chairman and Japan Ambasador. NRC will provide detailed info
Position: EST Chronology Officer regarding water, 1-pager Marty provided, Bechtel schematics, and other info.
=Nam!. Dennis Gordon Ambassador asked does US have robotic capabilities, Radiation suits that are not
Record: 1467 available to Japan, TEPCO wants to know what affects salt has on cooling
Facility:;
Source:! Chairman TA

Addres1Location:

(b)(5)) 4qo7
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Attachment: 
_

This information is Q•f•i_! U ,, ,y o iuv ....... u..... .. .

Date/Time: 0311812011 22:57:55 (ET) Marty: Understanding told admirals is that we would form consortium to get industry to
Position: EST Chronology Officer industry support like Deepwater Horizon. DOE, Bechtel, Areva, others. GEH, etc. Who

Name: Rebecca Karas jcan identify and implement solutions. Have team from Exelon, GEH, EPRI, Bechtel,
Record: 1466 Areva and B&amp;W. If need, QRS, Westinghouse, etc. Most people can be here

tomorrow. 2pm for kickoff meeting. Will email names of people tomorrow morning. Will
istart moving through diplomatic channels in-country to make sure implementable, also

Facility: get idea of rad fields, as of this pm, TEPCO folks have new concerns of reactor vessel
and we can talk about that tomorrow - longer-term effects of putting seawater in reactor.

'Impacts on material or fuel. Have shifted their priorities often, though.
Source: Bill (industry)-,_ 

_

AddressWLocation: 
_ _

Attachment:
_____________________ This infonmation. -9 G&Wci~ We OnySnQalten!lnoý

Date/Time: 0311812011 22:52:10 (ET) Need block of rooms at Marriott. Guards primed and parking. Get in touch with Bill in
Position: EST Chronology Officer j morning. Shoot for around 2pm for kickoff meeting. Need 8 rooms. Plus conference

IName:: Rebecca Karas -1 room here for 30 people. Mondays commission meeting will be important. Not sure if roll
Record:'1465 out over weekend with press release, or at commission meeting. Public will get good

view of how this will work and our plans. Commission meeting: Phase 1: what were
I doing in Japan, Phase 2: JCO for our plants, Phase 3: Looking forward, what look at?

Facility:'! i b5b? severe accident management? training of operators? Then closed Cmsn meeting
Mon afternon on how sequence this (planning). Schedule futp re commission meetings
on topics . (b)(5)

Source: Marty

AddreWsLocation:_

AttachmentL
This informaton is-O ., Uo v,,, - o .,; e. . .

Date/Time: 03/18/2011 22:26:47 (Eq) Been working with Chairman and his counterparts in industry and other agencies. How
Position: EST Chronology Officer Deepwater Horizon was finally brought to conclusion was an industry-to-industry

Name: Rebecca Karas I consortium, so tomorrow will have kickoff meeting with reps from industry. INPO will
Record: 1464 organize. GE. AREVA. those types of people that well bring to bear on problem on more

organized way. Will set up kickoff meeting for sometime tomorrow, will engineer
solutions that can be implemented. Key will be to get Japan to accept -will come

-I Ab()I
49•707
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Faciity

through TEPCO. (b)(5)
Chucks input will be critical. PMT has been asked to explain rad levels at site. Will help

engineer solutions that will work. Over next several days, consortium details will evolve.
Now shifted around to reactors cqoling, so says that TEPCO does not have firm set of
priorities Opportunity for us to move in with right technical
skills. This group will transition and evolve from recovery phase to another subset that
will take over cleanup.

Source: Marry - F
AddreWLocation: _

Attachment: ___

This information is -Of&n. ' Ik - Only. ,Snsitive Int~mf9!fftaUr9P,

Datel'ime: 10311812011 22:10:57 (ET)1 Bechtel, NR, INPO -PM team, getting people here tomorrow am, gathering in NRC
Position: EST Chronology Officer building. Tim is on his way back. There are sattellite trucks everywhere at TEPCO. May

Name: Rebecca Karas shut embassy down tomorrow switching to another diesel. Going to stand up hotel conf
Record:i 1463 room hopefully. TEPCO recovery manager wants us back at TEPCO. Quickly running

out of soldiers- need to move people this way. Need people that are more- get things

done, coordinate, carry out plans, etc. Monninger is perfect. HQ should pump ideas, and
PM people should help logistically. More like base team management thing. Maybe go to

BC level. Bruce -hard to maintain presence in this facility (ops center) -what if we have
Facility: an event at our facility. Conf room isnt working. Someone at agency is working on 6

month lease here. Needs to be accelerated. AMS info went to Jack Foster. 2 admirals, I
retired, 1 active. Matrix sending out- good feedback from govt] (b)(5)

(b)(5) IMaybe add a little more explanatory info in boxes. Product is for

ambassadors.

Source: Casto _

AddresWLocation:
Attachment:

This information i O,,l,) w• Oily- owi.luvu ijlflid hu111 ,,;,.

1Datelrime: 0311812011 22:00:30 (Eq) INPO, NR - PM team
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:iRebecca Karas
Record: 1462
Facility:!

(b)(5)
W/07
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Source:I Chairman

AddresLocation:

Attachment: ;
This informaton i c ' ' . . . .- ..... , l ,,c r .,i

DatelTime: 0311812011 21:56:25 (EP) Seawater may react into NaOH and HCI?? Should have chemist check. Blast in Unit 3
Position: EST Chronology Officer much bigger (at least twice) from Unit 1. Can see chunks of things falling back down,

Name: Rebecca Karas possibly fuel debris found by Unit 4.
Record: 1461 -

Facility:, _

Source: ET

AddressLocation:

Attachment: :,
This information . .OffieW a, Only -Sensii,• I At ..Po6,-aAW.,,

Date/lTime:j0311812011 21:28:25 (ET) Think it might need to be under our flag, this consortium. USAID already has ticket for
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer ITim. Marty: Thaggard: But

Name: Rebecca Karas arty: get im one plane nd the well or it, ruce:
Record: i1460 - embassy can get him in charter plane in 1.5 hours (b)(5)
Facility: (b)(5)

Source: Burnell

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: -fl

This infornation ii " oiO -e ral Information.
Dateime: 03182011 21:25:29 (E) we et Bechtel, GE, industry, do they support TEPCO or MOD or who. (b)(5)

Position:, EST Chronology Officer (b)(5) ýf we leverage technical expertise of industry, then we can
Name:: Rebecca Karas _ provide oversight, Someone who can build confidence and communicate -whatteam

Record: 1459 needs.
Facility: __
Source:' Er !

AddreWLocation:_

Attachment: _____

This informaionis ... i. Use O ,,Snsiv ,, .l Wfcr

Date-Time:- 03/1812011 20:56:10 (ET) Chairman gave assignment to get dose needs. Ruland -we are working on statement,
Position:' EST Chronology Officer but team is telling us they will get the dose rates. Casto -met with TEPCO chairman and

Name:!! Rebecca Karas CNO. Their concern and priorities is reduction of radiation and the reactors (b)(5)
'I

I. (b)(5)
50O707
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Record: 1458

Facility:

S(b)(5) .mpacts of sea water on
the vessels -talked about bottom head and reduction in heat transfer. Had immediate
concern about seawater impacts on the reactors. Not thinking about cooling of SFPs,
i They said they were concerned with seawater in the reactors. They said very concerned
with seawater deposition and impacts on the bottom head with salt and heat transfer on
the fuel. They want to get in there and run systems to recover. Corrosion of bottom
head. Need to establish EOC-based team. Going to have to stand up cooling water org
on SFPs. Rad org, Research org, and projects org, Chairman: dont think we can stand
up all those things. Casto: need research on vessels and seawater and consequence
management. Research team at HQ, Projects team in Japan. Chairman: who? Chuck:
RES and INPO on reactor vessels. Dont know who on rad levels, maybe DOE. And
someone to manage all this. Major change in mission. EPA for dose projection,
Chairman: well figure out who will do what. Need: Strategies for reducing rad at site,
look at seawater impacts on vessel, projects group, dose projections and calculations.
We promised AMF data. He promised to get us dose info off self-defense forces. Sample
doses. Chairman: got from GE that its OK, pool may be lower elevation. Could still beSintact but at lower level. Casto:

_ _ __j(b)(5)

-- iChairman: do you need people for pm team? Yes, diplomacy, pm, need

office space and facility. Bill: we talked to Paul Clifford -had no concerns about
corrosion of zirc fuel. Chuck: ask multiple sources. Not corrosion, its heat transfer
rate.Bill: concern is you essentially have evaporator, putting in boric acid, salt, boiling
steam. They want to get off of seawater and get to something else. Bill, can hit core
spray in different direction. Coudl have fuel on bottom head.1 (b)(5)
said that unit is at different elevation than Unit 1. They pointed out rail for crane on top
of RB. Chuck: debris bed could have punched hole through bottom. Bill: will forward
assessment to team.Trish: will forward ams results. Chuck: how can get through RB
through keyhole to find connection to RCS to pump in fresh water. Not going to be able
to start pump. Need to drill gopher hole through plant to get connection to RCS-
1 borated water connection. Might want to sarcophagus at this point. Would have to
borate vessels first. Probably need lab to work on that. Bruce: Are they seeking boron?
Chuck, have 38K pounds from Diablo, plen of boron

(b)(5) /
JEmbassy has constant charter IL--

(1 (b)(5) 5021707
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flights, so we can lift back. Chuck: standby on replacement team -will talk directly - with
mission shift, skill set will change.

Source: Casto V

AddreWILocation: I
Attachment: _

This information is Ofc! Use O.'y-,°n.itiv• Internal lnfnrrnation

Date/Time: 03/181201120:45:29 (ET) I Goes over action items.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 11457Facility _ _ _ __

Source: ET ___

AddreWILocation. _ __-

Attachment: i _

This informaton i Seft . . . .Only -o iv I.. .... l Inf.........
Date/Time: 03/18/2011 20:03:28 (ET) Continue to coordinate with various agencies. Status of units remains fairly unchanged.

Position: EST Chronology Officer i Reports back from local team is that water sprays dont seem to have any effect.(fhey
Name: Rebecca Karas 1 (b)(5) )Tryingto

Record: 1456 collect more information on doses around site.

' JAil oth(

projections done next half hour or hour. Will share
I calculations. Got AMS flyover results. NW of site ha
i contamination. I rem integrated 4 day doses. Has I
and Diablo have seen a small sample slightly abov
I for 1-131. Have been contacted and they have incre
was random sample. Being confirmed 2 places at I

(b)(5)

M'West looking east, they are showing quite a bit of d
through the night to get some better understandin

'from TEPCO provided to in-country team. Unit 3 ph
i structure. Provided to GE. Turns out that U3 elevati

•r doses fairly low. Should have other
with NARAC and can do
id greatest concentration of
een some reports that San Onofre
e minimum detectable activity level
ased their sampling. Dont know if
)iablo and 1 at SONGS. Just received

I From
lamage couldnt see before. Working
3 of elevations. Ruland: Got photos
otos show significant damage to
ions are different from U1. What you

(b)(5) 5O7O7
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can see exposed is refueling drywell head crane rides on. Building constructed at level
acy below other structures. Hard to see drywell head. Asked them to provide their

assessment of what they see. Cannot rule out or rule in whether SFP is still intact. Site
teams initial impression was that SFP might not be here. Also will talk to site to make
sure they know that initial view is different than what they might have thought. Still
working logistics for system with Bechtel, GE, and in-country NRC team - INPO on call,
including Japanese Defense Forces and NISA. Beth Hayden: expecting huge press
presence at Cmsn meeting Monday. Hopefully can pull feeds to TVs. Created a place on
web for Japan-related info. Castleman: flyover results? Trish: narrow band to nw
beyond 13 miles where integrated 4 day doses approach or exceed 4 rem. Havent
completely mapped extent of concentration. Castleman: yesterday asked for list to

I USAID of equipment that could be provided, based on b5b havent gotten list yet. Need
to know for Mondays Commission meeting. Do we have info on health effects.
occupational and public? Do we know of fatalities? No. No confirmed info or data. Just
from media. Do we still believe U4 pool is dry? Yes. Why still dry, since we have 2
indications is not? Japan and France say is not. Bruce, rad levels from helicopters
significantly more than if water in ool. J -

moethnNext call tomorrow
I[am 730.

Source: TA call

Addres/Location:'

Attachment _

This informafion •i* ..... . .. ,U -n .... Interne! Information

Date/Timej03I18I2011 19:49:48 (ET) Looking at photos of U3 from TEPCO looks like pool elevation may be gone, and
Positon: EST Chronology Officer doesnt look like drywell head is where we would expect but when look where cars are,

Name: ! Rebecca Karas looks like not many feet. Looks like drywell may be not where we would think.
Recordi 1455
Facility:
Source: ET _

Addrss/Location: z

A tt a c h m e n t _ _. ... . . . ..... . ....
This information is 36ffia Un••. ,y- swsv hi1 0 .,•1 a..-

Datelime: 10311812011 19:27:50 (ET) Need to raise to Casto.

Postion: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5) May need to send new team member sooner andJ (b)(5)

i.(b)(5) 504/707
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I Name:

1~13 qUO S~1Cith~I1~110I Iiik~ii~Lfl

Rebecca Karas (b)(5)
Record:
Facility:

J,- ,

1454

Source: ET

Address/Location: -_

Attachment:_
This informaion is ! IJe Qnty..•n~itie Interna 1nfnrm~h'n.

DatelTime: 0311812011 19:02:52 (EP) Think there is at least a leak or rupture on Unit 4 SFP, Thinking about using mining mud.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Not sure how much could put in without collapsing pool. If side or bottom has massive

Name: Rebecca Karas - rupture, what do then? Think high volume water supply is good attempt. Other problem
Record:L 1453 D is worrying about zirc fires and making matters worse. Have equipment to put out if

start? Finally at midnight got TEPCO guy in charge of pumping and discussed until 4am
;i discussing design of system. Got together- doesnt matter whose system, just make
sure it works. Also timing, which can get in place first? Dilemma is system they want to

euse. only have 2 in country, other 2 in china. They can remote control operate them.
used in Chernobyl. Bechtel system is sifting in Australia in 2 pieces. 3rd ath is thatmw
i broadcasted to Japanese companies to see if have,

Facility: (

', IBruce: NR guy is interested in helping
,wit logistics. UAKI responsible tor logistics in embassy. They move lots of stuff

everywhere. Can we point NR guy to someone in organization? Bill Berger in embassy.
Someone might need to go into China to get the trucks. They should talk to Berger.

!Chuck passes naval rep number.

Source: Chuck

Addres/Location: 1_
Attachment: -

This information i- ni f rm.o.

Date/Time: 103/1812011 18:51:30 (ET) Going to send photos and design diagram. Trish: have real-time dosimetry data from

(b)(5) 50O707
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Posiflon: EST Chronology Officer site? Chuck: talk to DOE. On CMWEB is all the results. Brandon has access to CMWEB.
Name: Rebecca Karas Rad levels onsite -not sure anyone has done more flyovers on updated dose. Bruce:

Record: 11452 ..... presuming too hot for people to even do surveys. Chuck IR or more at gate. Will try and
find out from TEPCO. Meeting with CEO and CNO -will put it in list of info we need,

Trish: Chairman has asked if 50 mile is ok and we need dosesl (b)(5)
(b)(5) ,ambassador has asked because French and Germans are closing

Facility: I embassy. Jack working with DOE and PMT. Need to have by 6 tonight Japan time. Need

those thresholds. There are questions also on whether seawater fill is still working or
stable.

Source:! Casto ]

AddressLocafion: _

Attachment: -__
This information is nkw w.e On -y S qe..L. ..tsm............

Datelrime: 0311812011 18:43:22 (ET) Have latest aerial monitoring results on EMWEB. Can see more contamination to west.
- Po !EST--Chronlogy Offcer Goin to fly more west today. (b)(5)

Name:-Rebecca Karas (b)(5) In process of having s'omeone scan those and send to us. Angle they took from
Record: 1451 -,West side

reliminary- har -ee that ere is a U -a a- appears
like rubble. Does not appear to be integrity. But should look at first Looks like severe
'damage on that side. Can only see vertical pillars there. Chairman: conveys
conversation with Japanese ambassador to Chuck. NR: need plant technical data(Dont

F (b)(5) jhuck: would like to coordinate first.,
I NR: do you get detailed info on plants? Chuck: a t uns is not helpful.
They have no instrumentation there. Best data is 5 ) nd AMS. There is

, nothing that they have. They cant get near or fly over.
Source: Casto ___

AddresWLocafion: ._._.............

Attachment b _

This informatonis-999i t. o.. . n, ^. t,, ,. l (be^.r^,ia*

DateTime: 0311812011 18:38:51 (Ep)i Want to emphasize with team -just met with Japanese ambassador. He said if there is
Posti'o0 EST Chronology Officer anything we need, just to tell him directly. He asked that any equipment that could help,

Name: Rebecca Karas robotics, remote equipment andlor anything for people to be able to get closer...He
gave us his home and personal cell number. No delay on anything they need. Also give

(b)(5) 5 707
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Record: 1450

(b)(5)
Facility:

Source: IChairman____________________________________________

AddrerdLocation: ________ ____ _______________

Attachment:_________ ____

This informalion &Gel

Daterrime: 0311812011 18:33:44 (ET) People here in RST burning a lot of time on logistics. Site team has been connected with

Posifon:! EST Chronology Officer a Major at the AFB, so team feels like they have someone, so not sure if they can track
Name: 'IRebecca Karas - down things like the boron In Kansas, etc. Maybe can turn more logistics over to military

Record:! 1449 folks.
Faciflit: I___

Source: INR _____________________________________

AddrerdLocaflon:~ I
Attachment: I________

This information is offirin, I1~ ll ~niioItra nomlo

Datelrimne: i0/82118:18:49 (MT !Working on summary for Cong res ioAW n W ap&sNnp nn inr . 1

Positon:' EST Chronology Officer cables - working to communicate to StWte (b)( 5 )~
Name: !Rebecca Karas (b)(5) Call last night was just western states. Today expanded to all of them.

Record:~ 1448 1. Communicating with states: been trying to funnel information to RSLOs. MJ: what
Facility: 1- about pushing state communications to DOE since they are responsible now.

Suc:ILiaison Team -_______________ _____

[AddresdLocation: ________ __________

Attachment:j___ ______________________
This information ii-9aw- Ob&,a e.iýOl -sninwmal t0118tW0711dU0fl.

[Date/'Time: 103118/2011 18:18:12 (ET)] Should see if WNP..2 sampled anything. Or Humboldt Bay.
Woiton: EST Chronology Officer
Name: IRebecca Karas-

F Record: 1447 _______

Facility: ________________ ______

Source: ET _ ____________ __ ____

AddresdLocaflon:

(b)(5) j 507/707
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. Attachment: _________

This information is y- _enitiv Intgmal Informthinn

DatelTime:I 031181201118:07:40 Talked to PMT before on DOE runs with iodine in Alaska, and we have good answer that
Position: EST Chronology Officer there is no grass in Alaska right now. Trish, had call with WH, DOE and NARAC, and

Name: Rebecca Karas discu ed. But since cows are not now eating grass, and housed internally, including
Record: 1446 w (b'(5)

rish
-we will ask NARAC about availability of cows eating outside. Give Chairman callIIf

I before 9. Trish

, (b)(5)

Facility: 1

Igoing to volatilize everything in core? Bruce, someshould stick to sides of wall, and
some would still be solid. lodines and CS would be what youd worry about. Trish -also
thinking about MOX. But should not be significantly contributing to dose. Chairman do
worst case physically possible. Dont think you can eject entire core. Think the agency
_ ruled out as physical possibility.

Source: Chairman call

AddreWsLocaton:_

Attachm ent: This _____ _______________

This itnforma•onl i ...........' L! -nl S~onsito IdoIcdi fIulmduuT..

Date/Time: 03118/2011 18:05:47 (ET) I Evaluating dose rates for various cities in Japan. Diablo Canyon detected iodine, only 1
Po~on: EST Chronology Officer 1 of 4 air samplers picked up. SONGS also got on I air sample, a little lower -on border of

Name: 1 Rebecca Karas ,ability to detect. AMS flyovers not very useful because they flew on side of site where
Record: 1445 wind was not blowing (west side of plant), so they will fly again, not sure when.
Facility: -

Source: PMT _

AddressLocation:

Attachment', _

This inforrnmation is GffiqbI L•h. O onys.t Intumna n•'aun.

oateIimo: 01812011 18:00:06 (ET) (b)(5)Eg

Position: EST Chronology Officer
'I
ýi

(b)(5) 50W707
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Name: I Rebecca Karas
Record: 11444
Facility: I

S ource:I PMT.

'ddreWLocation: __.. ...... ....

Attachment:' _ _.. ..._____

This informaton is Qfial "^ nl., S,,,ita lot,°mal Infarm finn

Date/Time:103/1812011 17:42:45 (Et) iWere questions on how to approach dry SFP- have completed tech analysis of going
Position: tEST Chronology Officer j forward. Different scenarios for wet/dry. Also sand slurry scenario. Also info on SFP

Name: Rebecca Karas loading if have to go to sand slurry solution. Assessment on recriticality - no concern
Record: 1443 there from experts. Info is out with site team. Main activity was doing logistics support

with Bechtel, INPO, NR, GE-Hitachi. Have the system drawing, equipment list that went
Ito USAID. As of this am, Bechtel was given email from USAID to go forth. Staging at
Royal airforce base in Australia. Awaiting status of American Airforce C-17 that is
supposed to pick up from Australia. Talking about getting logistics team getting from
I AFB to GE-Hitachi in Japan (where will test and train personnel who will execute onsite).
Lots of logistics so we can execute equipment arriving onsite. Goes beyond to MOD.
Have contact at Yokoda AFB. DART has given approval. Boger - Do we have sense of
relative effectiveness of fire trucks? Laura-We dont think successful at all. Assuming
3+4 are dry. Site team was with TEPCO and they are sending us info on pumper truck.

'We have agreed to look at and send back any recommendations we have. No info on
i electric power. They had to bring in a temporary 6.9kV distribution panel, and had some

Facilit: problems getting that onsite. We dont know status. Going to make sure we have diesel
I fuel -multiple supplies -for pumps. Annie Caputo called, and she has a boron firm who
would like to give Japanese boron. Shes working with NEI to pay for it if AF can move it
from Tulsa, OK to Japan. Laura - They have mountains of boron. Mike - No, it is the
Areva boron that is in OK. They pulled out - were unable to get funding for boron. Trish -
heard they already had the Areva boron. NR -we can make it happen if we determine we
need it., Mike, need to ask site team if need, and then get back to Annie. Steve Troutman

ig ested a call should happen. Mike, we have
been trying to get INPO involved in DART team in Japan. boger - thought John said
INPO engineer might be in Japan?? Laura- RST have been working with INPO on
pumping process.

I

K(b)(5) 50W07
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Source: RST

Add reLocabon:
Attachment: iT

This informatan ion i ,.^ On. , ...... !....... , ,.

Datelrime: 0311812011 17:42:08(qET) Question of who will pay is now being discussed, even though had authorization from
Posiion: EST Chronology Officer 1 USAID.

Name:I Rebecca Karas
Record:•1442
Facihity:__
Source:l ' ET

AddreWILocation:

Attachment -

This information is O9,ci .O- , n! ;,n6i mn0orrn'uun,

D-ateTime: 03/18/2011 17:37:15 (E) I Would like status of event (written product) from NRC since Congress is in recess next
PoWtion: EST Chronology Officer Iweek. To be shared with constituents. Probably any products we have already are way

Name: Rebecca Karas too detailed. Could write something up in general -any concerns we have, what we are
Record: 1441 doing generally, etc. More than whats in OPA book, though. Then would send that out
Facilty:: i on a daily basis. Need draft by tomorrow.
Source: IET

AddresLocation:
Attachment I__T

This information is Milcl We~ 04'- Se'isillve Infamal Abnfoma n.

Datellime: 03118I2011 17:21:23 (ET) There is actually no green grass in Alaska right now, thatthe 35 rem is based on.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1440
Facility :" _ "t_

Source: PMT _

AddressLocation:
Attachment I T s.. ..........

This information i,•;l'oO,-••v ~ra homun

Daterlime: :0311812011 16:59:59 (ET) We want to provide what we think is potential story behind questions. Bechtel worked
Potion: EST Chronology Officer design with HQ and NRC likes design. We moved forward with design through DTRA,

Name:_ Rebecca Karas etc. Embassy and DTRA and all -said stuff looks like it can be procured locally.

(b)(5) 510707
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Record: 1439 Happened about 5-5:30 with ambassador here. The various agencies at embassy took
list and started makina ohone calls. We dont know who they talked to.(b)(5)

w Commerce attache in Tokyo called many suppliers. Contacted one company
who put together pumping system for Tokyo fire dept. They said they were also working
for TEPCO on system. Not sure if TEPCO -could have been requested by Japanese
govt. In end it was determined we cannot rely on doin it locally -have to go with sure

Ithing -Australia, and they gave go-ahead for Australia,~(b)(5)

_jOur guidance to.Bechtel was that you have to

drive the system in and get out Was meant to be very low manpower to install. Also, the

helicopter in NE that can lift 5000# was mentioned. Were going to mention is available

Facility:

through Lockheed Martin, and if they take advantage of it, fine, We handed summary list
to MOD yesterday, but discussions were that we were proposing to bring the assets in,
Their idea is massive concrete pumping trucks. 65m boom. Have 2 in-country that are
proposing to use. We told them try and get 4 here. They will have to move with dose,
otherwise. They said 2 new ones in China with private company. We said we would see
what we could do about that Has been offer of assistance from Navy to use their assets
to move things around. Embassy usually prefers to use DART. Bruce: heard TEPCO
system might be ready sooner? John: probably because its in-country and TEPCO is
working it. Going to pump water instead of concrete. Casto: we have minister of trade
and CNOITEPCO, CEOITEPCO meeting today. Also Japan general forces general.
Vonna: heard Japanese ministry was going to give us dose rates. if can ask them.
John: are many ministrie. Can w.k tPamn thunh. Had dn.. ra•.. hut in a Om x 40m
area. Not fine granularity( (b)(5) n Need robots
with rad sensors to map site. Chuck: before meet with CNO, CEO, minister, should have
what we think message is to them,

Source: Monninger

AddresslLocation: F____________________
Attachment _ _ _ _ _

This inforrnein is- Off4i3 !J o-Am 0'.; Wst!a, ' lt'7 4 aig~rr~ pi

Date__ime.: 3118/2011_16:40:34 (n Need to get better updates of dose and put in status update.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: i Rebecca Karas

(b)(5) 511/'07
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Record: 1438
Facility:
Source: ET _

AddressLocation:
Attachment I

This information i,-49ia ; We .... 8'-":"- ' .... ..

Date/rme: 0311812011 16:35:57 (Er) Need to identify set of experts for any of the subjects that might come up that can come

Position: EST Chronology Officer to the microphone during Commission meetings. Need to make sure individuals
Name: Rebecca Karas identified are right people.

Record: 1437
Facility:

Source:1E !__ Er____

AddreWILocafion: _____ _______

Attachment:___ _____

This informaiaon is G ~ficiY.! &q R, silive Wetrnf Iwormkinn

DatelTime:10311812011 16:20:23 (ET) Alaska -1 year child dose 0.5 rem- 35 rem thyroid dose if all lads in pasture child
Position:I EST Chronology Officer drnks from that one cow, Source term fol[(ounding analvsis:

Name: Rebecca Karas M Need Chairman to
Record: 1432 review, then provide to DOEINARAC. Josh wants electronic version of document given

to Borchardt immediately. Diablo found 6.9 e-1 3 microCi iodine. Notifying EPA and DOE.

San Onofre apparently picked something up on sampling. State dept just put out
(b)(5)

Facility:
Correcton (b)(5)
EST Chronology Officer -Rebecca Karas at 16:35:21 on 311812011

_EST Chronology Officer- Rebecca Karas at 16:35:45 on 3/1812011
Source:_•E.r_

AddresLocation:_
Attachment: ___...... ..

This informaUon i i l .il,9 IntmnI Infnrr50Wionn

DatefTime: i0318I2011 16:20:23 (E I Alaska- I year child dose 0.5 rem -35 rem thyroid dose if all larqds in pasture, child• h-r-oo,• Ofti• idrinks from that one cow. Source term fo-r,•undinganls:
Poft~n:! EST Chronology Officer toncw.Suetrmfr ndnanal sis:

Name: Rebecca Karas eed Chairman to
review, then provide to DOEINARAC. Josh wants electronic version of document given

(b)(5) 51Y07(
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Record:I 1436 to Borchardt immediately. Diablo found 6.9 e-13 microCi iodine. Notifying EPA and DOE.
San Onofre a arently picked something up on sampling. State dept just put out

(b)(5)

Facilit: Correcton: (b)(5)

EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 16:35:21 on 311812011

Source: ET _________________________________________
AddresLocation: _

Attachmenti __

PA This informaton is- o601901:. " ..... . .. . .

DateTime:,03/1812011 16:33:34 (ET)L (b)(5) oin g to talk to State Dept.
Position: EST Chronology Officer '

Name: IRebecca Karas

Record:j1434
Facility: -"!

Source:ET IE

AddresdLocation: _

AttachmentL
This informationi f. US-0, , ny "'Y" tom..:l,, ,. l.. ..l

DaterTime: 0311812011 16:32:41 (E.) Never got 1 -pager. needs email directly to him immediately.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Ka•ras
Record: 1433
Facility: _

Source: Chairmans office ___

AddreulLocation: __

Attachment:! _

This informaion is •O•aý We: Onl; £.n,.= !.tems ' ig ,,motry

DateiTime: 0311812011 16:20:23 (Er) IAlaska -1 year child dose 0.5 rem -35 rem thyroid dose if all I s in asture, childPosition:1 EST Chronology Officer drinks from that one cow. Source term founding analysis:

Name: Rebecca Karas eed Chairman to
Record: 1435 review, then provide to DOEINARAC. Josh wants electronic version of document giv,"

to Borchardt immediately. Diablo found 6.9 e-13 microCi iodine. Notifying EPA and DOE.

(b)(5) 513f7
\
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Facility:

Source:ET

San Onofre apparently picked something up on sampling. State dept just put out
(b)(5) ,

AddresLocation:
Attachment _

This inform ation i O g oia . . . O -, l iJ II: ! fcn b on.

Date/Time: 0311812011 16:13:18 (ET) We have transitioned to be more directive to what MOD needs to do. 4 is presumed dry.
Position: I EST Chronology Officer No steam coming out, On super-source scenario- begs question about missing units.

Name: Rebecca Karas Currently 5 units with fuel in reactor, plus pools for 1-6 and common pool. Is staging
Record: 11431 ] area for getting into dry cask storage. Should be old fuel. Vonna: what is cooling
Facility: 1 1 common pool? Wiggins: havent seen any problem in common pool.
Source:i ET _

Addres/Location: _

Attachment' _"_ _

This informaton o•:Ja • o' S-"' . . .

Date/Time: 103118/2011 16:03:36 (ET) 'In call earlier, Cong. staffers talked about individuals who are MIA in Japan- asking to
Position: EST Chronology Officer I help out. Ruland -need to get NR working with us on logistics. Tom/NR -can get ahold

Name: Rebecca Karas of his contact to make that happen. Need to check if the 2 individuals ever got
Record:11430 embedded with NR team.
Facility:
Source:IET Er

AddrerdLocation:_

Attachment _

This information is O. .icial ',,Only nSeiP", Into l ,n'!fomati",n.

Date/Time: 0311812011 16:00:38 (El) DOElBudnitz sent email saying should do PRA on Bechtel system. RST assessed at
Position: EST Chronology Officer very low value. Closing action.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1429

Facility:

Source:l E

Address/Location:!.

Attachment:
This inforrmaton ,a i..,,,= U,• ,.,,,, . !

(b)(5) 1
/

514/707
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Date/Time: 03118/2011 15:42:21 (ET) Shared Bechtel system. Japanese also shared their system. Discussion surrounded

Position: EST Chronology Officer merits of both designs. In end, TEPCO said first time they had heard about US proposed
-- ! . . .. .. .,. _ 1.. .J . .,. iL _ = , L_ I_ .1 J - . - _II~ . . . . .. .

Name: i Rebecca Karas
Record: 1428

Facility:

system. Snared with tnem that last,-5 days, naa been snared.

Did not give them any hardcopy pieces of paper. They gave us paper of proposed
1 design. We talked them through ours.
They understand all equipment coming from Australia. We told them includes 4 pumps,
piping, etc, but didnt tell them they had to supply. We offered to provide assistance to
them. We said in our opinion, it makes sense for them to continue their design, and us
to continue to get equipment up. On Bechtel design, were no discussions on number of
people required or where come from. Jim: we guess at low hundreds. John, previously

'got info from ET on remote-control helicopter. We mentioned that that helicopter may be
of interest to anyone. Chuck -told them theyd have to put up rad shield, and stage
people to put up sections of pipe. Did talk to them about lead-lining fire trucksl

(b)(5)

lJohn: First system that has any potential

of being put in place is the TEPCO design. There is not much market difference between
TEPCO and Bechtel designs. Timf

Source:! Monninger T__

AddresLocation: 
_

Attachment: _ _.. . ..........
This informat•)i.on i•,^;eW Us Io, y Snsl,. e,,.;,. ,. ̂  - I F06-.-7.:-

Date/Time: 0311812011 15:32:39 (E-- Wiggins: Chairman wants to know list of equipment - what told Japanese. What
Postion:1 EST Chronology Officer Iactivities told japnese they should do, and how many people necessary to execute.

Name: Rebecca Karas Chuck: John and Jack met to go over details of design -dont know if provided list or
Record: 1427 not. We told them they need to implement design. Dont know if they told them number

Facility: i of people. Told Japanese that SFP activities are primary -getting water in.
Source: Chuck

AddresdLocation:
Attachment:

This information is,- 3fi ,,' onl .S :.- , ........ . .6n.
I,. - -

(I (b)(5) 51j5,7
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Date/Time: 03/1812011 15:24:33 (ET) • (b)(5)
Position EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Rebecca Karas

Record: '1426
Facility:
Source: I Chairman telecon _

AddressdLocaton: 

_ _ 

7

Attachment: I _
This informaUon 0ffiio, , Gidy- Sensi've inrerna/ h.uu .

Daterrime-10311812011 15:21:20 (ET) ] Need to know what Chuck has told Japanese is needed to execute recommended

Position: iEST Chronology Oficer fi s of what is needed. We have Bechtel list, but what has
'Name: Re-be-cca Karas • (b)(5)

Record: 1425

Facility:
Source: Japan team ___

AddresLocation: _

Attachment:_
This inkfor nalOn is 0ffi;^ U 0,, ,, nsiti'= Int~mAI Inh'rnmnb~on

Date/Time: [03/18/201115:15:00(ET) Michelle is working on replacement team. Dorman will be on plane tomorrow to replace

Position: LEST Chronology Officer Chuck. Rest of team is partial right now. Admiral Donaldson, NR, has offered to use

Name: [Rebecca Karas !Navy connections to facilitate logistics support by US assets in Pacific area.
Record: _1424 _

Facility:
Source: rET

Addres/Location: _

Attachment: _

This inforrnaton i' C fi: Lý e -Semi .. .. ........ ... . ..

DateiTime: r0311812011 15:11:41 (EIT) -Discuss what Chairman needs. Bill will get Ambassadors secys email address.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1423

Facility:,

Source: Borchardt

AddressfLocation:

E.(b)(5) )2of
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Attachment:
This information is f al n Use fnatSns n ! o^rrt.'

Date/Time: 0311812011 15:08:55_(ET) !,Equipment list, what tasks Chuck told him to do, and how many people to do it.
Position:' EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1422

Facility:1

Source: ET ____

AddresdLocation:__

Attachment__
This information is4fiN L6 •., O •n e;e;,s,, I nfermaI tion.

Date/Time: 03/1812011 15:06:21 (ET) Need to know: What equipment, exactly what Chuck is telling people in Tokyo to do.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I Very specific list of things that needs to be done.F (b)(5)

Name:, Rebecca Karas (b)(5) Need to know how many. Wiggins: appx low several hundreds.
Record: 1421 Chairman: Need on piece of paper saying this so can get to Japanese ambassador, and

Facility: it needs to be consistent with what Chuck is telling them. Meeting is at 4pm.
Source: Chairman on bridge _

A d d r e s s l L o c a t i o n : _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __"_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Attachment: _ _
This inf.rmation is .s.

Dat/Time:.0311812011 14:55:28 (EM-) MOD appears to be assuming primary lead now. They are interested in NRC views and

Position: EST Chronology Officer recommenda ions. The were offered to go to EOC, and it ended up being a meeting
Name: Rebecca Karas !with TEPCO.

Record: ()20 5We have one from night shift.

INRC is doing in-country work, and DOE is doing US impact.
Chairman has indicated he wants to see assumptions. Need to figure out how many
I TEPCO people would need to pull off recovery functions, Could figure out how many

Facility: I.Fjust do field ops. Minimum of 60 to just put the 4 trains in. Need people to erect, operate

and maintain. Need tag team of HPs. Need management out there, not just workers. Also
people to monitor 5 and 6. We can tell would expect couple hundreds of people. May get

Soe AC power Saturday Japan time. May be able to do something with 5 and 6.
Sour ET turnover

AddreOLocation:

(1(b)(5) 5218
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DateJTimei 03J1812011 14:33:12 (ET)

: JESTChronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman (b)(5)
Record:

Facility:

i14191419
I I

(b)(5)

TEPCO reported to John that Unit 3 is the priority and then they will reevaluate.

(b)(5) 1
Source: John Monninger r__---__

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment:
This information i&,fni.ia! o C..1',,- Sonsve. te , n fnnow- I o. • _ _

DatelTime:,03118/2011 14:18:31 (E_ If we need to there is a compounding company that can produce KI for us.
Position:I EST Chronology Officer

Name: 1Jeica Kratchman
Record: 1418
Facility:Source: Sally Billings -

AddresdLocation:
AttachmentL

This information i , Oh J -" On , i,,I,,,.,,o f,,o-,a ,,•,

Datel'ime: 0311812011 14:07:33 (ET) Trish Milligan is going to contact State of Pennsylvania to get a supply of KI. Op Center
Position: EST Chronology Officer to send a currier.

Name: Jessica Kratchman tI
I

Record: 1416 In an emergency they can advise staff who need KI to take a multi vitamin with hi dose
,of KI.

1. ' (b)(5) 519707
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Facility: 1Correction- multi vitamin should have high dose of Iodine.
EST Chronology Officer -Jessica Kratchman at 14:10:54 on 3/18/2011

Source:

AddressLocation: -,-_.................
Attachment

This informaton i.affiil I Ign Only- SpnihV ' Inns ! jn.

Date/Time: 0311812011 14:07:33 (ET) i Trish Milligan is going to contact State of Pennsylvania to get a supply of KI. Op Center
Poition: EST Chronology Officer jto send a currier.

Name: JesdcaKratchman
Record: '1417 In an emergency they can advise staff who need KI to take a multi vitamin with hi dose
Facility: 1 of KI,

Source: ___

AddrerdLocation: !
Attachment: _

This informaton ; ...........,. e .... .... ..........

Date/Time: 03/18/2011 13:46:59 (ET) b)5 May need to FedEx it to him
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:IJesica Kratchman
Record: 1415

Facility:
Source:T I ~ ---- ___

AddresslLocation:I
Attachment

This informabon is .......... O.!y S.n.ibv, Intenil Infmation.•.

Date/Time:103/18/201113:45:40 (Eq) Need KI suppy for Headquarters because we will be sending people to Japan every two
Position:! EST Chronology Officer weeks.

Name: Jesica Kratchman I
Record: 1414
Facility: I
Source:- _

AddreulLocation: I
Attachment

This informabtonris Offic ls. .... n,,•, !,,,, na, ,,.,, m. .

(b)(5) 519Eo07
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DatelTime: 0311812011 13:44:48 (El) 16,35e.13 level detected. This is the lower limits of detection.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name:I Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1413

Facility:
Source: PMT

AddreIl~ocation:
Attachment,~____

This informaion is Ocial We 04-Semsil va IS W64 r7tin

DatelTime: 03/1812011 13:42:36 (ET) Detectors in Sacramento showed trace amounts of radiation.
Position: EST Chronology OfficerJ

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1412

Facility:!

Source:, ,Media _

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment:! ..... . ......... . .__ ___

This informadon is Off, cil . .e . .. .-Semi* i .

Dateloime: 0311812011 13:39:12 (ET) ,France has shared technical data with us.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:I Jessca Kratchman

Record:[1411
Facility:

Source: France

AddresslLocation:
Attachment: ____

This informakon is-Official 11- nllh 0,nfitX- i n! orrnafion.

DatelTime: 103118/2011 13:13:58 (ET) 1PRA ANALYSIS EMAIL. See attached.
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1

Name: Jessica Kratchman 1
Record: 11410 i

Facility: ------- i
Source: Email

rAddress/Locaton:5W

S(b)(5) ~)-5277
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T h is in fo rm a io n is g f ii l W e n .... ln, rna" !"' o rm• tJr.9

DatelTime:j 0311812011 13:11:28 (ET) SOURCE TERM ASSUMPTIONS Email: between Chairman, PST, Wiggins. See attached.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:1 Jessca Kratchman
Record: 1409

I

Facility:{1
P

r

Source: PMT

Addres/Location:i

Attachment:

This information is G cgia' Use 9on ' se ik, • ,•I• , mern, .. i..

Date/Time:10311812011 13:09:39 (ET) Moscow is feels that SFP3 is disintegrating. They are concerned about MOX fuel.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:iJesica Kratchman

Record: 1408 i
Facility:-,
Source: Moscow ___

Addres sLocation:
Attachment: _I_

This informaton is Offici .! 0.o Oni -I S, o nt,,m~ InformatonM

DatelTime: 1031181201113:07:02 (ET) iChairman wants final assumptions before they are finalized,
Positon: EST Chronology Officer]

Name: Jesica Kratchman

Record: 1407
Facility: _
Source: Chairman

AddresdLocation:
Attachment:l ]

This information is. t WOei m L .on ..e. R #44mh"U4

Date/Time: 1031181201 12:39:40 ( ET reviews an EDO ticket pertaining to a FIOA request for current NRC operations,

Postion: EST Chronology Officer related to staffing, teams, emails, and shifts.
Name: Je~ica Kratchman

Record: 1406I
I.1-----*91 (b)(5) 521707
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Facility: -_ _ _ --- -....------.---.---.-------.-I

S ource : 1 EDO s O ffice . .... . . ....._ _-__............... ...................... .......

Addre/Location_-
Attachmentj

This information is,-9 Ofia! UI, G4-, Sh, w i•;•; !a Int fom, A., g!,n.

Date/Time: 0311812011 12:36:12 (ET) Requested ET review NRR press release in the form of an Information Notice (IN).
Positon: I EST Chronology Officer

Name:dJeica Kratchman

Record: [1405
Facility:

Source: Commenter PAO -

AddressLocaton:-

Attachment:
This informaton is ..ffi...... o ,, -,,u- intemal In]Omaton.

DatelTime:! 03/1812011 12:13:28(ET)! Indicated a large attendance at the recent basic reactor concepts. pleople were standing
Positon: EST Chronology Officer along the walls and all chair were filled.,

Name: Jesca Kratchman
Record: 1404

Facility: _________________

Source:iBrain McDerrmott t

AddreW/Locaflon: ________ ___

Attachment: _

This information is .ffic . .I -o Onl y , ,,, a, ,,,,•,,,o.

DateTme:] 0311812011 11:30:58 (ET) Meeting with TEPCO and Regulator:
Poiton: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5) TEPCOI regulator very

Name:' Jemca Kratchman interested and very impressed with the pump system.
Record: 1399

There were also talks about use of sand. Chuck requested the calculations of how filling
SFPs with sand will effect structural integrity of SFP enclosures; he believes that the
NRC did these calculations and feels it is easiest for NRC to get it to him- he is going to

•email request to HOO.HOC@nrc.gov

Overall message: TEPCO/ regulator willing to work and much more accepting of tile

situation.

(b)(5) ) 527O
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Thinks a flyby near (over?) the plant may be very useful if it is equipped with IR
cameras, hi quality video, etc.

Chuck feels remote control helicopters would be very useful; can lift pumping system.
Facility:

Mark- update. helicopter is available in Massachusetts, will be fitted with a hi quality
camera, and IR camera. Can be there by the weekend.

Chuck said there is some confusion with about the equipment and whether Tokyo FD
already purchased; we will not slow our efforts either way.

Trying to get Dan Doorman on the next flight; also working on long-term staffing.

Chuck- update- NR voluntary departure; not an evacuation.

I Corrected spelling: Dan Dorman
_ _ EST Chronology Officer - Jessica Kratchman at 12:12:16 on 3/18/2011

Source: Chuck Cato ___

AddresslLocation: _

Afttchment:

This infomnaUon is Offieial Ony SerLifve Internal Informakim

Datelime:103J18/201t 12:06:30 (ET) iGetting ready for routine call to DOE.

Positon: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record:U1402
Facility:_
Source: PMT _

Address/Locaton: 
_

Attachment: __ T
This informaecon isKr-tchmaine Interal Informaon.

Date/Time:. 0311812011 111:58:35 (ET') DOE Moscow just sent NRC Op Center a review of US-Russia meeting, held today in

Positon:! EST Chronology Officer ,Japan.
Name:!, Jemica Kratchman

(b)(5) ) 52M7
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Record: 1401
Facility:' _

Source: DOE _

Address/Locaton:L

Attachment 11
This information is . .... . . ,. ,,1 , , - n , .

Date/Time: 031181201111:55:55 (ET) FOIA request

Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer
Name-.Jesca Kratchman-.

Record: 1400
Facility:'

Source:'_

AddresdLocation: _
Attachment: _

This inrormation is 3iv icJ . . .Ony o^O.'i; n,"I t m.:. .--

Date/Time: 03M1812011 11:30:58 (ET) i1eeting with TEPCO and Regulator:
Position:' EST Chronology Officer (b)(5) TEPCO/ regulator very

Name: iJesca Kratchman interested and very impressed With the pump system.
Record: 1403

Facility:

There were also talks about use of sand. Chuck requested the calculations of how filling
SFPs with sand will effect structural integrity of SFP enclosures; he believes that the
NRC did these calculations and feels it is easiest for NRC to get it to him- he is going to
email request to HOO.HOC@nrc.gov

Overall message: TEPCOI regulator willing to work and much more accepting of the
situation.

Thinks a flyby near (over?) the plant may be very useful if it is equipped with IR
cameras, hi quality video, etc.

Chuck feels remote control helicopters would be very useful; can lift pumping system.

Mark- update- helicopter is available in Massachusetts, will be fitted with a hi quality
camera, and IR camera. Can be there by the weekend.

I (b)(5) 1
J
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Chuck said there is some confusion with about the equipment and whether Tokyo FD

already purchased; we will not slow our efforts either way.

Trying to get Dan Doorman on the next flight; also working on long-term staffing.

Chuck- update- NR voluntary departure; not an evacuation.

Source: Chuck Casto

Addres/Location: I__
Attachment: ___

This information is Q•fi!s LU4 O.s.G4 39a.i..•. !ta. I.,fo ,, _

DatefTime: 10311812011 11:07:39 (E') May want to consider having Chuck remain "the face of the NRC" in Japan. That way
Position: EST Chronology Officer we have a consistent person involved who has an established relationship.

Name: Jesica Kratchman

Record: 1398

Facility: ___ _

Source::! Jim Wiggins I

AddresdLocation-: _1

Attachment!
This inforinaton is cffilw-LbLA1114 ' SmniUg'o !ntera Infoagumo~

DatelTime: 0311812011 10:51:40 (ET) (b)(5)
,Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessca Kratchman I I

Record: 1397

Facility: 
(b)(5)

Source: NR ___

Address/Location: _

Attachment:; _
This informa~ on ..i ..of .. .. ........... ... I , ,,,, .

Z2~

Date/Time: 10311812011 10:44:48 (EP)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

-- ,,

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record:i1396
Facility:

(b)(5) .

I

ýI 525707
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Source: 1

AddresdLocation:
Attachment, I

This infrmation i z,!!I•(ny n•h nen! ~~'•;

Date/Time: 0311812011 10:39:30 (Er) Suggests having an alignment meeting. Next step- have commission meeting.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name: Jesica Kratchman
Record: 1395.
Facility: _

Source:I Marty ___

AddressLocation: 
__

Attachment:
This information is 9fieia T Ony S no.- . .. .. .

Date/Time: 103/18/201110:38:45 (ET) 'C17 left and is on its way to Perth.
Position:l EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesica Kratchman I
Record: 1394

Facility: _

Source:! RST. Laura Dudes ___

AddresLocation: __
Attachment:;.

This informaion is G&W. .. We Gny Swi.. W........m,'

[0311812011 10:34:36 (ET) I located a helicopter that is remote and can lift up to 5000 ibs; John said this was not
Position: EST Chronology Officer, one of our initial requests for robots, however this would be something very useful to

Name: Jesica Kratchman have; ET will loop back through the DART team to request remote helicopter.
Record: i1393 i
Facility: _

Source: Lockheed-Martin _____

AddresLocation:

Attachment .. ........ _ _

This information iCi, y C^n,.ti,,, l.,^-., ,n,^-nt-•

Date/Time: .0311812011 10:28:41 (ET) Spoke with Admiral Donald (USFJ)- USFJ can support logistical efforts. Jaczko
Position:' EST Chronology Officer .:accepted and asked them to begin efforts

Name: 'Jesica Kratchman ....n
( \I-.L

I (b)(5) )
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Record: 11392 (b)(5)

Facility:

Source: Chairman _ _. ... . . ..

AddreWLocaUon: _

Attachment: _ _

This infonmation is ..... ia! Use Onl - yf S.e me' la fw a om

DatelTime: 031812011 10:24:19 (ET) Could not get through to Chuck Casto; John Monninger provides update.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: .Je' ca Kratchman In-country NRC staff were initially offered to be embedded in the EOF, but it turned out

Record: 1391 to be a meeting with the TEPCO president; they will try to have this meeting tomorrow,
Ibut are still interested in embedding in EOF, John does not think there is any change in

Facility:i •plant status; (b)(5)

Source: John Monninger _ _. ..... .. .. . ....

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment: '_ _

This information is- a!,,, ..... 04 -Sa~e,,;.. ,,ffa- A nte....

DatelTime: 10311812011 10:19:41 (ET) (b)(5)[

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Jesica Kratchman Working on providing in country replacements.

Record: 1390 ....

Facility' BCAs had numerous questions regarding the conflict between media reports and US AID/
' !NRC information.

Source: CA briefing

AddressLocation:_
Attachment. _

This information is 9e,,ia! Us n,, Soo,.,iv . . . .

Date/Time: 0311812011 10:10:51 (ET) Priorities:

)b)(5)
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Position:EST Chronology Officer
Name Jesic Krachmn I(b)(5)--Name:Jeca- [ (b)(5)nPMVIT is working on the in

Record: _1389 parameters; NRC is the lead for the in-country models;
*In.country team is working with Bechtel operation; Bechtel is coming up with a

pumping scheme also; there are signs that Japanese are moving to this end as well,
Facility:I however this is not confirmed.

put

Source: CA Briefing _

AddresLocaflon: _

Attachment:,I
A hThis informatonisfef!L!On- " noIt f,,m,.i,'

Date/lTime: 0311812011 09:16:12 (ET)I Update:
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Units 1,2,3 situation is the same.

Name: Jesica Kratchman I Seawater is attempting to be injected.
-- I

Record: 1388 There is a focus on SFPs, esp Unit 3; New reports- better success from fire truck water,
I Icannons- this is not confirmed.

I In-country team had questions about characteristics of zirc fires. The answer from NRC
l experts is that "if you had a zirc fire you would know it"; zirc fires are characterized with

Facility:, very bright light, so there would be no confusing it with steam; mitigation of zirc fires-
water.
Wind direction- east- out to sea.

So~urce: 1 CA Briefing,!..

Address/Location._

Attachment _""__

This information is• ... i.. .e Mi•-•f. . h 1,,,,,on.

Date/lime: 0311812011 09:06:36 (ET) i Brian wants the roster play back; Op officer informs there is no monitor phone to do a
PosiUn-n: EST Chronology Officer play back.

Name: Jesica Kratchman
Record: 1387

Facility: _

Source: IOp Officer ___

AddresWLocafion::
Attachment:,

This infnrmation is fl:- ' O- , . , .. . ,.t~oi•ti.

4 (b)(5) 1) 528/707
I , !
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Date/Time: 103118/2011 08:58:41 (ET) CA briefing to occur shortly. ET staff deciding where in the Op Center to take call.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesi Kratchman
Record: 11386
Facility: _ ........ .

Source: CA -- _

AddressLocation:__
Attachment:_ _

This informaionis ,Of ... , O, . ,

Date/Time: 10311812011 08:49:20 (ET) 'US NRC DART Team: Response Update
Poston: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jeca Kratchman
Record: [1385
Facility:1
Source: NRC DART Team i I

AddresLocation: I

Attachment: C

This informalion is OfAi We On*y Smnsih, IntOffl ltem

Date/Time: 103118/2011 08:27:06 (ET]) List of replacements for in country staff-
Position:IEST Chronology Officer Do not forget a dose expert! This person may need to advise on protective measures.

Name: Jesdca Kratchman As we shift to recovery, we may want to phase the in-country staff from primarily reactor
Record: 1384 j experts to health physics experts.
Facility:! _

Source:_

AddressLocation: I
Attachment: i _

This infornation Is. ,',.,s, ,n y l ,,i ,,,. .

Date/Time: 03118/2011 08:21:55 (ET) There is indication that the Tokyo Fire Department has some of the equipment we are
Position: EST Chronology Officer shipping in from Australia; however, we will not slow out efforts down because the

Name: iJesca Kratchman Ipossibility exists that there can be significant aftershocks; if that is the case we want
Record: 1383 multiple trains in place, in which case having the extra equipment could be important.
Facility:

Source:
I.

(b)(5) 52W7O7
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AddreWLocafion:
Attachment j

This information-1 i ff,.,• :, U.^ On,. Seo+ Intirnel WnfnrrnQion

Datelrime:j03112011_07:59:37 (ET) !Australia is coordinating getting equipment to the port in Perth, and then the US military
Position: EST Chronology Officer !will fly there, pick it up and bring it to Japan.

Name: Jesica Kratchman

Record: 1382
Facility:

Source: RST -

Address/Location: i

This information is •...cia' I . Infnrmtin

Date/lTime: 0311812011 07:56:28 (ET) ]RST focus for today: once supplies arrive in Japan, an operational plan needs to be
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer determined; also, focus on the hand off of equipment in Japan; looking into if there is a

Name: Jesca Kratchman ; point at which flooding it with water will be ineffective/ detrimental.
Record: 1381
Facility:
Source: 1 RST- Laura Dudes _

AddreWLocation: i
Attachment: _'T

This information is t,.! Us Oy ensig,, v,',te.hma' fnfo on.

Date/Time: 03/18/2011 07:45:27 (ET) i By 9am Chairman wants a list of the replacement team for in-country staff.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman Charlie suggests talking to Chuck about the skill sets that he need. Brian said that he
Record: i1380'- -'-!needs people with dose assessment skills, liaison skills, (b)(5)
Facility:,

Source: IChairman

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: I_
This informaion is ..... N.: . .. W V :- ,N ........ If l?/ Ufi,

Date/Time:031012011 07:44:03 (Er) Considering the benefits of a PRA analysis. Consensus- there is little use for this type of
Position:u EST Chronology Officer analysis and it would not be a good use of time/ resources.

Name:i Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1379

5 ) 53007
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Facility:I
Source:

AddressfLocation: I

Attachment: ____

This information is Of;ii ,U . . .. ,;,.• i,, .... !oi '.,

Date/Time: 03l18/2011 07:42:58 (E) NEI is concerned with the 50 mile evacuation and how this will undercut the USA l0mi
Position:1 EST Chronology Officer I EPZ.

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1378

-Facility:

Source: NEI

AddresdLocation:-,,

Attachment: -

This informaton i , Off./;' On e n tiU :r !,".r;nstio"

DatelTime: 0311812011 07:14:13 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman (b)(5)

Record: 1377

33% core melt; 25% core available to release; no containment.

Facility: 12 SFP; 100% inventory for release; no containment,

NARAC is providing met data for Hawaii and Alaska.
± (b)(5)

Source: PMT

Address/Location:

L Attachment:T _____ is _ _

This informab'on is Cf.io O' y 5'nit Intra 'nom~i

Date/Time:' 0311812011.06:27:37(E•r) RST reports that Unit 3 SFP considered to have been dry when initially sprayed with
Position: EST Chronology Officer water by fire trucks today because of large steam plume shown in photos.

Name:' Thomas Scarbrough Pat indicated that John Monninger of NRC team in Japan agrees that Unit 3 SFP had

-- - (b)(5))F 531/707
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Record: 1376 been dry based on photos of water spraying operation.
Facility:.._.__.______ ----..- ,--__.___ ____

Source: Pat Hiland ____

Addres Location:j . ..............
Attachment I

This infomation is Q9&-i - Ol- S6ý, Q, & mei..a .. ,,.. ,,

Date/Time: 0311812011_05:53:45 (ET) Chuck Casto will attend meeting with Minister of Commerce and CEO of TEPCO.
Position: EST Chronology Officer US Embassy is contingency planning in the event that they need to evacuate embassy.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough iJapan relief effort characterization changed from rescue to life sustaining.
Record: 1375 _ Qqhanged from "peace" to "war" strategy.

(b)(5)
French and German Embassies moving out of Tokyo.
NRC team needs to work with Ambassador on protective action thresholds for US
Embassy.

(b)(5)

I ET indicates French IRSN website discusses prediction of 10 mrem to thyroid based on
F24-hour inhalation dose using collected air sample data.
NRC team receiving suggestions from local Japanese organizations for actions to cool
core. NRC team reviews suggestions and sends them to DOE or other groups as
appropriate.
Tokyo Fire Department purchased equipment similar to equipment that NRC team
I designed. NRC team will check to determine if Tokyo Fire Department will use
equipment for Fukushima recovery.

Source: Chuck Casto ___

Addres/Location:

Attachment: _

This inFormnaion "; i Ue O'y. neihe !nternal nfnfmwrato

t 03118201105:04:22(El Provided detailed sketch of pumping system being designed to provide cooling flow for
Postion: EST Chronology Officer 4 units at site.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough

(b)(5) ) 5707
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Record:! 1374

Facility: _

Source: Pat Hiland .

-AddresslLocation: _______

Attachment: _

This informabon iw i Use Gly. •&,/t". ..ternl ..fo.rna.-n...

Date/Time:1 031181201104:21:15 (E') Telecon with French:

Position: EST Chronology Officer French shared their analysis results on projecting site source term to Tokyo, Prediction
Name: Thomas Scarbrough result consistent with actual data.

Record: 1373 French offered to provide additional analyses assistance.
Facility:,

Source: PMT _.__

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: ---..................

This inrfor naion i, , L .... .,,!i 'G ,

DatelTime:i 0311Fr2011 04:11:53 (Er) Leigh Trocine (NRC staff member at US-AID):
Position: EST Chronology Officer Working on Bechtel pump system.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough 'US-AID needs confirmation from Bill Berger of use of equipment in Japan.
Record: 11372 ET indicated that costs include design, manufacture, transport, and operation of
Facility: I equipment.

Source: Leigh Trocine ___

Addressflocation: _ __

Attachment . .. . . .
This informatoni ,,, U+ O,,y. ,.ge ,,,, ..... ,, n.

Date/Time: 10311812011 04:02:52 (EM) Provided update on IAEA discussion:
Position:; EST Chronology Officer (b)(5) )IAEA supports MOD taking control of effort in

Name: ThomasScarbrough ýJapan.
Record: 1371
Facility:_

Source: Marty Virgilio -

Address(Location: _

Attachment'
This inforr•a'on is G ^;iaI it ,, y -, Sth e' nit wt om,.a, !nf^.go+^.

DatelTime:_ 0311812011 03:31:09 (ET) USAID indicates paperwork problem with funding for pumping system.

(b)(5)
N)
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Positon: 1 EST Chronology Officer RST indicates Bill Berger in Japan needs to send approval to USAID for funding.
Name: Thomas Scarbrough i John Monninger in Japan joins discussion:

Record: 1370 _ USAID wants confirmation from MOD and TEPCO that equipment will be used in

emergency response.
NRC team trying to get confirmation from MOD and TEPCO within a couple of hours.
ET agrees to proceed with pump system effort while USAID is obtaining confirmation

Facility: from MODITEPCO.
NRC Team Status update (John Monninger): Russian representatives to meet with NRC

'team at 7 pm Japan time and will link in RST by telephone.
No word back from US General regarding telephone call with ET.

Source:, Pat Hiland ___

AddressLocation:_

Attachment: I __

This idnfrmaion is 9ffi ca" ' ' : Gem s •. l In'fnrrli0n

Date/Time: 10311812011 02:33:28 (EM) DOD has requested US General providing logistics support to participate in telecons
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1with Chairman and ET.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough ET believes most effective to have calls with US General separate from ET briefings for
Record: 1369 Chairman.

I ET will inform Chairman of planned calls with US General.
Facility: For initial call, ET ready right now to talk to US General.

!John Monninger will inform DOD.

Source: John Monninger (NRC
_ Team) ___

Addres/LocaUon: 1

Attachment _

This information i'"%al LW Dc i m I• ,,nter nal .. fo.. y"

Date/Time: 10311812011 01:48:03 (El) Source term discussion:
Position: EST Chronology Officer Each unit evaluated separately.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough PMT assumed 33% reactor core melt in Unit 2.Record: 1368 PMT assumed 50% melt of fuel in Unit 3 SFP,
RPMT assumed 100% melt of fuel in Unit 4 SFP.

RASCAL only calculates up to 48 hours duration. Use multiplier for longer time periods.
Facility:! Considered reasonably worst case assumptions without containment.

ET asked that PMT perform another calculation for comparison.

I (b)(5)1) 5341707
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Source: PMT Briefing _

AddresLocation: _

Attachment:
This information i o,•ao "-f %" ,.,-^ ,.for.,

Date/Time: 03/1812011 01:34:37 (ET) Results of RST telecon with NR, Bechtel, and others:
Position: EST Chronology Officer Significant progress in effort.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough Bechtel will send detailed sketch.
Record: t1367 Bechtel indicated that about a week needed for.completion effort because of difficulty of

procuring material from vendors.
'GE Hitachi will pickup and assemble pump system on site, Prestage to minimize on-site
i assembly time.
I ET directs RST to ask Bechtel to begin calling vendors now with NRC calling if

Facility: I necessary.
'RST needs updated dose map to provide to GEH for planning on-site work.
ET asked about verification of cooling success. RST will follow.up.
4 separate rigs with 3 pumps each.

1500 gpm at 150 psi spec ....

Source: Pat Hiland____

AddressLocation: !
Attachment: ____

This infoma~on Neiefi ;em,•I g" •i ... ":-1 ""' •ýo

DateTime: 038/2011001:07:12 NHK television shows water cannons spraying water on Unit 3. Steam appears to be
Position: EST Chronology Officer rising from Unit 3 as water sprayed on building.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough

Record: [1366 ,

Facility:_

Source: News Outlet ___

AddresLocaton,,_Attachment: -.

This informaton iý M e,,i•0  u -" .... ilive t•n--.,:, fflfOr•.•,.M;O

Date/Time: 0311812011-00:36:34 (ET) ET and Casto discussed IAEA team coming to Japan.
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'NRC team stated that, during a recent meeting, TEPCO focused on its historic safety

Name: Thomas Scarbrough culture in support of its capability to respond to this event.

(b)(5) 535/707
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Record: 1365

Facility:

SOUO- Se~ifr' It•,"+ In .,"'.n'..cw.i~

INRC team believes that offsite power effort might cause problems from electrical safety
and questionable SFP pumplwater availability. Also, power will be difficult to connect
because of high radiation levels. NRC team does not consider offsite power effort to be
a solution.
Casto going to meeting with Ambassador. Might be with IAEA Amano.

Source: I Chuck Casto

AddressfLocaflon:I
Attachment: _

This information i.rfi,' L' e On"4 " h4t@9 . , . . .on

DatelTime: 0311712011 23:48:56 (ET) MOD appears to have taken over operation. Positive development.

Position: EST Chronology Officer I Changes dynamic of interactions.
Name: Thomas Scarbrough Green light from DART and AID for equipment from Perth.

Record: 1364 MOD working to daisy-chain fire trucks to fill SFPs. If works, could help reduce dose to
allow setup of hard piping system.
MOD starting with Unit 3 SFP for fire trucks. MOD asking for any intel to help them.
MOD thinks Unit1 and 2 SFPs have 100 days and 40 days of water, respectively. Unit 3
SFP dry. MOD thinks Unit 4 SFP has water but uncertain.
NRC team cannot tell if SFPs have lost integrity. Do not believe that any SFP has severe
structural damage. Team believes that all SFPs can hold water, but might have cracks.

Facility: 'MOD staging 8-12 trucks on site now. NRC team alerted MOD to potential energetic

reaction when water sprayed on SFPs with significant source term.
Casto leaves for meeting.
Jim Trapp: No plume coming off Unit 3.
Team told MOD that helicopters did not appear effective from photos. Told MOD to
_ recognize that fire truck approach will also have significant inefficiency.

Source:- Chuck Casto

AddresILocaUon:I
Attachment:! ____

This information i•-f-b; s " • ... .....

Datelrime: 0311712011 23:43:06 (ET) J RST will have a telecon at 1 a.m. with Bechtel, NR, INPO, and USAID to discuss status of
Position: _ EST Chronology Officer pumping system. RST will brief ET after call.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough .
Record:; 1363

Facili(5:
(b(5 ) 536r10
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Source: Pat Hiland _ __

AddressLoca ton: I

Attachment: .. ....... . . ..
This information is3-9l9ae Use "nly 8n** ........ , n.• m,• 3uo.

DatelTime:; 0311712011 23:24:59 (ET) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 11362
Facility:t .

David Hermann (Naval
Source: Reactors) i

AddresslLocation:_
Attachment:

This informraon is.Offieiei .... Onl 0..., " hm ..... a.. .. ..

DatelTime:10311712011 22:28:07 (EP) Need status of equipment from Bechtel. Fred: waiting for Chuck to talk to Dart to get
Position: EST Chronology Officer i USAID to give authorization to Bechtel to move it. Need to get Chuck success criteria he

Name: Rebecca Karas !needs. Need to assign manager to help make that call, given the uncertainties in the
Record: 1361 SFP information.
Facility: ____

Source: ET ___

AddresdLocation: I
Attachment: iT

This informaUon is .ffi.i I 1 ,l .. uis _ I sl .. n o..I-

Date/Time: 03117/2011 22:15:36 (EF) Jack: Weve concluded water is right answer, but we need to get people information on
Position: EST Chronology Officer ' whether they are succeeding or not. Jennifer: Need to know loading for SFP. Jack:

Name: Rebecca Karas I have strong believe that putting water on is right thing. Industry and govt folks getting
Record: 1360 i together to talk about whether this is the right thing. Jennifer: Need to know how fuel is

racked and how old, then we can tell if you get to a zirc fire. Jack: If TEPCO says hot fuel
is in a certain configuration, why would we believe that it is in any configuration similar

Facility: to what it was before. Fred: have to shield fuel in Unit 4 so we can get to 1-3. Jack, dont
_a even know if Unit 4 will hold water.

Source: Uhle ____

Address/Location:;•
Attachment

(b)(5) 537(707
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Date/Time: 0311712011 22:02:58 (ET) Still need info on zirc fire - what looks like, how stop, how stop if we start one. Need

Position: EST Chronology Officer from RES. Need to devise a list of top priorities. Actually ran tests at Sandia and burned
Name: t Rebecca Karas up fuel bundle to get research on zirc fires. Unit 3 doesnt look like a zirc fire. Thought is

Record:l-1359.__ __J_ it is water vapor. If we put in a solution that sends out massive plume, need to know
before we do it. Have stable environment now, dont want to disrupt. Jack: Dont have
stable situation - its slowly degrading. Need to know isotopes, etc, if start a zirc fire.
Dont want to put in solution that makes matters worse. Marty: have you seen gaps in

Facility: NRC program that need to address in near term? Chuck: no, not with B5B. May need to
be rethought a little in terms of where we store equipment, etc. Lots of lessons learned
A on SAMGs. Nothing urgent, though. Also need list of people for relief. Strategy is that
each individual team member look at list, and make a couple recommendations.

Source: Casto ___

AddressLocation: _

Aftachment _

This information is.,ffiil U, C,,y- Swiu wud h, i,., .

DatelTime: 10311712011 21:26:53 (Er) Brooke is typing up a matrix of status of SFPs and Rx vessels. We need to update
Pos0ion: 1 EST Chronology Officer !matrix at least once a day. Brief summary table of status of reactors and SFPs. Russians

Name: I Rebecca Karas and French are here. Trying to get meeting with them to coordinate our activities.
Record: i1358 Russians bringing in heavy decon equipment. Not sure what assets French are

bringing. Everyone wants to help. Need to give each nation a mission. Have 3 IP people
I going to that meeting. Will think about whether we need additional resources.
Ambassador is calling CEO of TEPCO. He also thought Chairman should call or visit

tTEPCO Washington DC. Trying to decide if Chairman visit would help. Also suggested
that Prime Minister has not flown over site. Prime Minister gave military direction to take
lead. Deeply embedded in military hierarchy- good relationship. If doing water for SFPs,
need to know if that is helping or hurting. Need to know what zirc fire looks like. Cant try
any strategy that doesnt have verifiable success criteria. After helicopter drops, d ose

aididnt change at all. Cannons also ineffective. They picked up IOR in 2 minutes with
water cannon. Fatal doses in control room and around facility. TEPCO thinks bringing
power lines back in will work. Casto says after explosions, no way equipment would
likely work in buildings. Grobe: people here trying to figure out what type of equipment
they need to get water into SFPs. Have concluded water is right answer for all
conditions. Lots of water. 3 fire tugs will be pulled up to plant site and docked and

(b)(5) ) 5381707
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i abandoned. Maybe put lead on a Humvee to reduce dose during transit times to where
equipmentwould be hooked up. Between 2 and 3 is 450-600RIhr. The embassy is
helping a lot. Anything we ask for is here immediately. Solution paths, equipment status

_tables-need.
Source: Casto

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: __

This informaton is.Cl s. ,.. S^ncit;,, terp•/ tfrprmjjp.

DatelTime: 0311712011 21:16:02 (ET) 6.9V cable will be installed, including temp distribution panel to l and 2 reactors.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca KarasI.

Record:i 1357
Facility: __

Source: TEPCO _

AddresWLocation:,

Attachment: [
This informaabon is ,; Of ' ;y- O=i;5v .................

Date/Time: 0311712011 20:40:56 (EM) Told IAEA to talk to Pete, and that Casto doesnt really want to take on more staff right
Posiion:_EST Chronology Officer now.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record:: 1356
Facility: i
Source: Sheron

Addres/Location: _
Attachment:. This informanion is OQffWie We@* " :1...............

Date/Time: 10311712011 19:59:15 (ET) Unit 1, core damage, fuel being cooled, but not completely covered, U2, fuel might be 1/3
Position:! EST Chronology Officer ] uncovered, prim cont some damage. SFP I and 2, no indication of problem. U3, core

Name:' Rebecca Karas damaged, 1/2 uncovered, prim cont some damage. Greatest concern U3 SFP -visually
Record: 1355 observed large plume, appears steam plume. Appears spent fuel is boiling water. U4, all

fuel in SFP, substantial damage to rx bldg, and damage to rods. Attempted to drop water
in by helicopter- not successful. Working on method to spray water in. 100mr -I R/hr at
site boundary. Closer, ranges from 30-300R/hr in immediate vicinity. Aerial monitoring
systems - ran back and forth in serpentine pattern. Shows radioactive deposition to

(b)5)) 53F(07
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west and south of plant. Did not go into area of plume (blowing outto sea). 10-30 mR/hr
1 m above soil, E and S of plant. N about I -0.1 - 0.01 mR/hr. Believe substantial ground
deposition from explosions and material becoming airborne from material going inland
instead of out to sea. PAGs not exceeded beyond 5 miles. Guidance US provided for
evacuation is sufficient and conservative. 2 RASCAL runs attached to press release -

Facility: based on best info we had at the time. Not what was happening, but of what were 2 sets
of reasonable things that could happen. Team closely connected with Japanese govt
and MOD. Having phone calls multiple times per day. Holding with variety of experts in
J.S. on dealing with SFPs. Have seen TV reports of workers suffering radiation effects.

(b)(5)
•lear evidence on U4 of very significant hydrogen

explosion, so must have been very high temp zirc reacting with water. Were areas of
debris around U4, which are contributing to very significant dose rates...were buldozed

, under soil and dose rates went down substantially...must have been fuelWe are getting
(b)(5) and have no indication of water in Unit 4.

Source:i CA call

AddreW/Location:'
Attachment: _____...............

This information is ... . .use O ,,, ,swim ~. ,.mal •n,...,i,.,

Date/Time: 0311712011 19:48:35 (ET) Tinkler, etc, say no real reason not to put water on the pool. NRR with NR is working on
Poston: EST Chronology Officer !white paper. Their thought is to put water on pool. If you can put boron, too, great, but if

Name: Rebecca Karas not probably wont have critical geometry anywhere. Should be water regardless of
Record: 11354 situation. More upside than downside. Once you start with a zirc fire in progress, will
Facility: have steam explosion.
Source: RST

AddreWLocaUon:
Attachment1 _ _

This information is .iO Use •t h.. ... . .. Pu!b .

Date/Time: 103/1712011 19:29:55 (ET) (b)(5)

Positon: EST Chronology Officer (b)5)fter our press release, all of a sudden lots of other countries reaching out to
Name:: Rebecca Karas us, and we have been able to conberate on dose projections.

Record:; 1353

(b)(5) )5477
/
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Faci het:
Source::1ET

AddreWLocafion:I
Attachmentl

This information is~.ffwie k nl 4nilv 3r

Date/Time: 103/17/2011 17:44:19 (EM) Bechtel/INPO status call: What they worked on will not get water where we need to get
Posion:I EST Chronology Officer jit. But have 3 fire boats motoring to site that will tie up to the site and have high capacity

Name:,. Rebecca Karas j pumps. Will abandon once hooked up. Bechtel will run hose from discharge point from
Record:'1352 boats, They are laying out series of pumps, but missing how get to top of building
Faciity:i without operator. Working to see what is available in Japan to do that.

Source: RST
- ---------- -

AddressLocation: i
- -1I -

1 Aftachment!
This information is Qgeial Use gnl Sen~is~ N1ame! Mffnt~iU%.

4

Date/Time:10311712011 17:43:00 (ET) INNSA PA group working on setting up call now with Governors. Will keep us plugged
Positon: EST Chronology Officer I in.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1351
Facility:!
Source: ISummary of DOE call __ _

AddresLocation:"

Attachment __T

This informaton is-fcif. iJ Usc nf., Son-i,. ,.,'-m, ,-o,.

Date/Time: 03117/2011 17:28:54 (ET)

Postion: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 135 e would be in on the call with Governors for informational

Facility: purposes only.

Source:I ET__

AddreWILocation: i
_ At.chment:!j I

This information is ,,ci,'--se "-" oný ,,, ,,•,,= ~ ,=

D ime: 03/171201117:12:17 (••• We will continue with CA briefings twice daily, currently scheduled for 0730 and 2000.
Potion: EST Chronology Officer I Should CAs need additional information outside of those briefings, they should contact

~1 (b)(5) ) 5411707
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Name:: Rebecca Karas the Chairmans office (Josh Batkin).
Record:11349

Facility: .. ......

Source: Grobe

Address/Location: _

Attachment:
This inform ahon i3 O ei;c ,- - O^n'"ly- , ..itve.i.t.i.d. I ..

Date/Time: 103117/2011 16:56:29 (ET) During the 4pm Chairman briefing to the Commissioners, the Chairman requested
Position: EST Chronology Officer assistance from the Commissioners to not visit the ops center, which would result in

Name: Rebecca Karas 1 duplicative effort by the ops center staff in updatng them. He will keep them informed
Record: 1348 on whats going on with the emergency response situation.
Facility:i

't *1 - - - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ,

Source: Grobe ___

AddreesLocation: __

Attachment' _

This information iOffie i- "

Date/Time: i017/2011 16:46:12 (ET) U3 SFP is more problematic than U4 now. Some steam -boiling off. TEPCO continues to
Position: EST Chronology Officer maintain there is water in 4. On ground there may be reason to question status of pools

Name: Rebecca Karas Iin 1 and 2. Concrete/steel construction. Unit I roof fell on SFP -no idea if has water. Unit
Record: [1347 i 2, cant see through roof, so could be just as bad as 4, plus steam coming out of 2 -hole

in side of building. Pushing to ensure mitigating strategies viable and likely to be
successful. Team preparing for call. NRC will continue to protect US citizens in Japan.

Facility: I DOE will focus on protecting US citizens in US territories and states. Also need to know
'if sand/soil or water would work. Also asking what tell military when they fly drone over.
- How do they tell steam release vs. zirc fire. Grobe: should see thermal plume if zirc fire.

Source: ET1
AddresLocation: _

Attachmenti,
This information i,,,f,,0, L , Oly- 2 ll~tuw , l .

Date/Time:L 0311712011 16:42:09 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:, Rebecca Karas
Record:. 1346

((b)(5) 54270
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Facility:
Source: PMT

Address/Locabon:
Attachment:i i

This inornaioi- 09ci" Use en=': 9 - - _..-rsff •ive''mft

DaeTm:0/7211:54( ET office i-s getting reque-sts from Cmp~ffice-si

Pýosition:! EST Chronology OfficerI 1 1 hould discuss with Chairman.

Name: Rebecca Karas I Question for Chuck on what expertise sould next team in Japan have? CBS truck
Record: 1345 behind building for Commission meeting. Will be some discussion about rad levels,

Mark I containment enhancements, integrated CEDE of I rem at 230 km (DOE

projection) -so what dose are sheltered people getting. Apostolakis -RASCAL run -0.5
Facility:1  miles shows 1000R. French are also posting video simulation of what they think

happened. NEI wants to know basis/assumptions for 50 mile press release. We are
_I going to convey those.

Source: iET

-AddressLocation:__7

Attachment
This information is .... .... O - o,,o,,,, o,.. .

DateITime:i03I171201l15:58:39 (ET) Shooting for Mon at 9am for Cmsn meeting.
Posi)on: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Name:d Rebecca Karas
I -"

Record: 1344

Facility:

Source: Chairman call ___

Addres/Locaton: _

Attachment: S u i
This information is ,.,cia ;a , et -.... . ... .. ... ..irtmiti

Datel~me: 03/1712011 15:55:01 (PE())5
DPosition: EST Chronology Officer pm USAID ca 00call-ESF8

Name: Rebecca Karas _ ' call.
Record: 1343
Facility:;
Source: ET

. ... .. . .. . ./. . .. ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . .
(b)(5) ) 43Q
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AddresLocation:
Attachment:

0110 -Se"'sfixe Ir&1RnlIf~me#n

This information is-Qffa ý ý Only. Sensitve Internal In du•uu.-

Date/TimeI031171201115:46:08 (ET) EMS are at 1000 ft projected to Im above ground 20mR/hr, less than 4 miles west of
Potion: i EST Chronology Officer reactor. Got request from UK on Tokyo numbers. We are showing background levels.

Name: Rebecca Karas _J UK has asked we be able to share information. We have agreements with France,
Record: 11342 Canada and UK to share source terms. Canada came up with similar numbers. France

Ihas only done simulated modeling. They plan to post simulated data on website. They
Facility: are planning to post showing high valuetJ)inhalation to infant ETt

Source: PMT

AddressLocation: __

Attachment: ;!_
This informaton is ,ff,,oal U@,,, 3,, -S,:,,o,,, ,nt,, frc

Daitme: 103117/2011 15:43:01 (ET) IlHad NOAA information - originally coming from Japan to Aleution chain. Now changed,
Position: EST Chronology Officer land coming back, turning around and going south. EMS runs -very low.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: [1341

Facility:!

Source: PMT _

Address/Location: i

Attachment:; __
This information i&QffiG! Use ORn", S aiuve :ndl infffioa"-n'

Date/ime:103/17/201115:36:04 (ET') bringing all available resources to bear to monitor situation! (b)(5)

Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5) IMade 50 mile recommendation. Beyond 50 miles, authorized voluntary
Name: Rebecca Karas departures of family members. All US citizens in Japan should monitor situation

Record: 1340 carefully. We do not expect harmful levels to reach US. CDC do not recommend people

in US take precautionary measures. Nuclear power important here. Our NPPs have
F undergone exhaustive studies, but have responsibility to learn from event. Have asked

Facility:' iNRC to do comprehensive review of safety of NPPs. Working agressively to support
'ally. S&amp;R teams on ground in Japan. Disaster assistance team working. US military
working round clock. Deployed some of our leading experts.

Source:'; Pres& Obama

Addres/Location:) (b)(5) 544170
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Attachment: ___ ________ _________

I II10 IHIUZ •llgU=. AWLWAM-hQLý

DatelTime: 03117/201115:32:00 (ET) Heard on news that NHK website showing mSV is actually microSV. Talked to NARAC
PosiUon: EST Chronology Officer and agreed on source term. Would like to see NARAC runs.

Name: Rebecca Karas

-Record: 1339

Facility:

Source: PMT..

AddressWLocation:_

Attachment
This informaton is ffial U O Ol ys ib" h° &m0I . . . .

DatelTime: 0311712011 15:28:30 (ET) I Confirmed external power line to U2.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1338

Facility: I
Source: !! IAEA__,_..

AddressLocation: I

Attachment. I

This information isO9,,, bf @ Gn On,. -Son,. hit, mai , oma, , .

DateiTime: 0311712011 15:19:30 (ET) 300R/hr field by units. Priorities for PMT: worst-case scenario, coordinate with DOE on
Posiion: EST Chronology Officer Jmodelling and measurements. RST is pushing to determine that strategies are viable

Name: !Rebecca Karas jand could be successful. Also how to tell if its a zirc fire. Have email says firefighting
Record:T1337 foam might work for Unit 4.
Facility:j ._ __

Source: ET turnover

AddreWsLocaflon:

Attachment:
1. -

.... ,';,,

.f1111 VOU Villy- QW1011MI 1111VI lid] 1111V1111= 11. I

DatelTime: 10311712011 15:01:04 (EM)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Jessca Kratchma n

Record: 1336

Facility:; ET- that is consistent.

(b)(5) ) 540o07
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Source: Chairman

AddresslLocation: I
A tta c h m e n t: _ _--._. .. ..............

This infonnaton is W.iai 3u,•ihve iniUfd i .

DatelTime: 0311712011 14:45:40 (ET) (b)(5)

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Jesica Kratchman

Record:i1335
Facility: _

!Chairman via Josh via
Source:!
S_ urce__ Jim W iggins ......... __

AddressdLocation: }_

Attachment _
This information i~ Of¶uii Use Ony.•.itJq- ;,tLII :.f,;;Lon.

Date/Time: 0311712011 14:39:49(E) _ (b)(5)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name:1 Jessica Kratchman

Record:11334

Facility: _

Source: Charlie

AddresfLocation: _

Attachment: ___

This informaton isOUy. Srniivr inemiI keu-. .

Date/Time: 10311712011 14:37:50 (ET) Update: Mike Dudek and USAID.
Position: iEST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1333

Facility:L

Source:d _ _ _

AddresLocation:_-,_

Attachment _

This information is ....... n,0 .•,~f•In~n nnmf

Date/Time: 03/1712011 14:00:48 (ET) b

-Poio: i EST Chronology--ice-r- what weJ advise them, so we want supplies in place, in-country for as soon as they
i! b)(5) %7 56,07
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Name: Jessca Kratchman decide to implement.
Record: 1332

1 DRT needs to pick up tab for equipment shipping (Bill Burger- head of DRT).

RST- Bechtel is almost ready- all equipment has been located/ ready to deploy.
!however, US AID needs the nod for the team leader. This needs to happen.

Obama told PM "we are read ". So when we can move, we need to. I.e. get equipment to
idapan as soon as possiblel (b)(5) I

(b)(5) :

(b)(5)

Facility: Chuck wants to make sure this is an inter agency effort. All the "best minds" are
included-- this should be an American nuclear effort, not just an NRC effort.

(b)(5)

Japanese news is finally reporting that spent fuel pool has no water.

(b)(5)

~(b)(5)

Source: Chuck Casto .__.___ _

Addre/Location:

Attachment: -

Thsinformation i ^ ,na, uo ,, .0 ..............

(b)(5) 547o07
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Date/lTime: 0311712011 13:55:36 (ET) b5
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessca Kratchman

Record: _1331_ _ _ (b)(5)_ _

Facility: I

Source: IRST update _ _ _

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment: -

This information is.f, l U Only- S baf•H..b.f...

DatelTime:'03M1712011 13:49:49 (ET) IAEA wants an NRC BWR technical expert and HP to go to Vienna.

Position: i EST Chronology Officer
Name: IJesica Kratchman

Record: 1330

Facility:j
Source:j _

Addre/Location: _

Attachment _

This information i , O U ̂  n.,. , . . . .. .u .

Date/Time: i0311712011_13:42:11 (ET) . Liaison team tasked to coordinate dose projections assumptions with NEI,
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:!Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1329
Facility:!
Source:' _

Address/Location:_

Attachment
This infomation is- e ný it Internal Informna'on

Date/Time: 0311712011_13:28:41 (ET) Commissioners main questions/ concerns:
Position:{ EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Jewica Kratchman IInterested in how water Is being restored.
Record:! 1328 *Site boundary radiation levels.

_ *Other agency employees in our Op Center,
rac uitj::- ",wy (b)i

ICommissioner
(5)

.I

k. (b)(5)
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Source: I Ostendorf i

Address/Location: i _

Attachment: _

This informaton is O&cia Use Ont; S..si", Irtlmnl Ininrmntin

Date/Time: 0311712011 13:18:25(ET) Commissioner Ostendorf meets for a briefing.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesica Kratchman

Record: 1327

Source: T_ _

AddressdLocation:_
Attachment:! hshmoiOf'~~ny~s~ nc~ nrnto

This Anfrmationis 9 ..... el. .. - . ............... o.

Date/Time: 0311712011 13:07:38 (ET) (b)(5)

Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record:f 1326

Facility:_

Source:' _

AddreWLocaflon: _
Attachment'l

This infonration is O.,,a •uo 3,,y- Sunsifr• htaI H,,,,,"a,,

Datel'ime: 0311712011 12:54:29 (ET) DOE tasked to create a message for governors offices.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: IJessica Kratchman.. ... . (b)(5)
Record: 1325

(b)(5)

Facility:

'Under NRF DOE is responsible• for dose projection effects reaching US soil.

EJ(b)(5) 54
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Source: Mike Webber

Address/Location: ....
Attachment: ___

This information isW h A.'4:0nI • 11.,t:0- k. rnnl I,.. ... i0n

Date/lime: 0311712011 12:31:01 (ET) Would like to be included on distribution list EmbassyNuclearEnergyTeam@nrc,gov

Position: I EST Chronology Officer
NameW: Jessica Kratchman i

Record:i 1324
Facility:
Source: I Chuck

A . .he n .. . . ... .
-Attchment•

This informaton i ai We. Onl , w ,sh,,an ,orla ! ,af.o;n,.,

Date/Time:!' 03117/2011 12:24:18 (El) I Requested two research-type items:
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1. Look over/ provide advice on b.5.b. air oxidation research in BWRs. Anything usable?

Name: Jessca Kratchman 12. Wants some research about zirc fires. I.e. how to tell the difference between steam
Record:: 1323 versus a zirc fire; if they put water on a zirc fire will it make matters worse?

Facility: I

Source - Chuck Ca sto
AddreWsLocation:

Attachment: i __

This infoma~on is ... i.! aL. On, , lfWI~dI i fui iu,

DatelTime: 1 0311712011 12:06:44 (_ET)- Ministry of Defense (MOD) is receptive to getting US help; (b)(5)

Position: EST Chronology Officer:

Name: Jessica Kratchman ISFP1 is having cooling issues (b)(5) dont know rad
Record:-1322 1 concentration.

i Unit 4- SFP structurally still there.

Fc i(b)(5)

, (b)(5)
Facility:!

(b)(5) 1) ,5'707
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i (b)(5)

NRC in-country aye a good relationship with MODt
I (b)(5)

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Source: i Chuck Casto

AddreWLocaton: 1

Attachment___
This information is Offi•;l ..0 011. &MtM MWld i M11dr.

DatelTime: 0311712011 11:42:11 (E) JUK wants source term data to compare to their modeling results.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesca Kratchman
Record: 1321

Facility: _

Source: __

AddresLocation: _

Attachmenti ___

This informaton i .liu; U Gniy- Senswve iriemai ;, Uu,

Date/Time: 0311712011 11:33:40 (En) i Before sending recommendations to Japan, they will first be sent to US industry reps
Position: EST Chronology Officer for review.

Name: [Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1320 Status of Plan 1: Equipment and logistics are included; all equipment are available in

Perth, Australia; can be airlifted via US or Australian military; embassy will coordinate
receipt; training will need to be provided to Japanese; needs to be like a kit; questions
about who has robotic equipment are still relevant.

Facility: Have to consider who can train on equipment.

I Other strageties: fire boats; concrete booms can be pumped with water; b5b spray

pumpers available if needed.
Source: RST

Address/Location: i

(b)(5) ]i 551I707
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Attachment: I
This informaUon " Cfi.e 0..'/-qn~itiw Intrr! Mfoiaf o,

Date/Time:103/1712011 11:24:10 (ET) Update on mitigative strategies- there are 4 plans; they are being refined based on
Position:I EST Chronology Officer equipment needs/l ogistics. Chuck received an initial briefing; we are also working with

Name: Jessica Kratchman industry for solutions.
Record: 1319

Facility: (b)(5)

Source: Chairman ___

AddressLocation:
Attachment: _

This informauon isfii! @New woe ,-,.t. €, ...... . . . ..

Date/me: 03/1712011 11:22:36 (ET) Having difficulty getting trucks on site.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name Jesca Kratchman

Record: 1318
Facility: __
Source: RST _

Addres/Location:
Attachment:.

This information is Oiciai Me Only. -S•iiiv I m

Date/Time: 0311712011 11:22:06 (ET) 'Runs in press release are acceptable.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Je~ca Kratchman

Record::1317

Facility i

Source: Cyndi _

Attachmen -

This informaUon is.3t~viai Ue Oniy- Sensiuv inernal Imu,,au.

DatelTime: 03117/2011 11:19:19 (ET)
Position:' EST Chronology Officer

Name: JeWca Kratchman v
(b)(5)

(b)(5) 5.2U07
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Record: 1316

Facility: I I

Source:j Charlie

AddreWILocation.,
Attachment: _

This information i effi•, ,W, e -• y nitie v !nteme_ Infrmefon

Date/Time: 0311712011 11:16:12 (ET) I Department of Justice is establishing a group of lawyers, NRC needs to find a
Position:iEST Chronology Officer representative for this group.

Name:iJesica Kratchman
Record: 11315 ' HHS- came out with a fact sheet on health risks from radiation in Japan

DHS using passive detectors at airports
Facility:

I Jet in TX- 267 microR/hr; Packages received in NY, CA that had elevated levels, but it is
- _unclear if this is just normal background.

Source: 1
AddressLocation: _

Attachment: I
This information is-ff l ... On1 S..., .lio n.... , ,0 ,,rn,• U, •.

Date/Time: 0311712011 11:12:00 (E') I Suggestion- NR, INPO, DOE, NRC meet once a day to discuss/ coordinate offers of
Position: EST Chronology Officer assistance.

Name: Jesdca Kratchman

Record: 1314 Chairman wants OCA to organize a consistent congressional outreach.

Facility: Confirmation of boron shipment from Diablo Canyon will arrive at 17 0900 March.

Source: Chairman

Addres/LocaUon:_

Attachment__
This informahon isG,;/ L~e 'niy- Snsinrema informa'o,.F/

i

Date/Time: 03/1712011 10:46:50 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: , Jessica Kratchman

(b)(5)

I (b)(5)
V
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Record: 1313 Monitoring of people who flew back from Japan; no significant dose.

Facility:

(Ib)5

(b)(5)

(b)(5)

Weather forecast has not changed from what was predicted yesterday.
,/

(b)(5) I
'14111 I

1~

WlA/

Source: Mike Weber- bdefing j

Address/Location:

Attachment:
This informalion is-^&W We" On ' Sents.&8 ! nfo;.m.t."r.

DateTirme: 0311712011 10:41:31 (El) ,Our understanding is that direction we given by NRC is what the Japanese military is
Position: EST Chronology Officer going to do. NRC is putting themselves in a position of responsibility. Wants to be clear

Name: Jesica Kratchman that any plans we provide should be considered advisory, it is up to the Japanese
Record:! 1312 j government to make a final decision.
Facility:

Source:[Op Center ___

AddresLocation:r
Attachment

This inforrnaUon isf-f^W,,di;.a . .o .4 . , . ! In'orrm iinn

Date/Time: [0311712011 09:52:26 (ET) There are four plans on how to move water; Japan wants a a priority list, but RST is
Position: EST Chronology Officer concerned providing this because we do not have complete information.

Name: Jesca Kratchman
Record: 1311

Facility:

(1(b)(5) )l 5541707
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Source: Laura Dudes- RST

AddressLocation: i
Attachment'_______ ______

This information is O-..!2! !J4 Onl, ,a.,. , .

DatelTime: 03117/2011_09:32:57 (ET) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman I
Record: 11310

Facility: +

Source:_,_ _,

Address/Location: I

Attachment T
This information is G••fd ma OCniy -Sonsitive itisuid ifimatio•. --

Date/Time: O3/17/201109:29:37ET) Confirmation from NR representatative in NRC Op Center, that pumps have been
Position:'EST Chronology Officer delivered yesterday are been used. This has not been confirmed by the NRC.

Name:!Jessica Kratchman I
Record: 1309I
Facility:1, ______ ____ _______ _______

Source: '.Laura Dudes

AddresstLocation:

Attachment:!
This information] ,&ff66s-..... O v~, .~v

Date/Time: 103117201109:24:20 (ET) ]The US Embassy needs a general path forward.
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1

Name: Jessica Kratch man (b)(5)
Record: 1308

Facility: _

Source:!TTim kolb T__

AddreLocation: 11

Attachment _

This information OýM O,,aL bU J - i'ivel t i lKm t dikilmla:.-

OatelTime: 03/112011 08:55:47 (E') There are reports that power can be restored Units 3,5,6 today, and Units 1,2,4 by
Position:I EST Chronology Officer tomorrow, Where did we get this information?

Name: Jessica Kratchman

(b)(5) 55W707
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Record:j 1307 1 Answer: Laura spoke with Kolb at Embassy, he said they expect to get one power
isource on in Unit 2 and expect a possible second source tomorrow. This is not
confirmed. The source is TEPCO. There is switchgear in the control building (basement)

I that is reportedly intact, but lower level may have been flooded.

Facility: Safety related switchgear may be OK. Uncertain.

(b)(5)

Source:i Josh _

AddresdLocation: __

Attachment!f
Tis inkrm to ' rs ^-Gk , ............... .. ... ...om

DaterTime:i0311712011 08:47:13 (EM) PMT has received word to stop MAXX runs.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:!Jessica Kratchman

Record:3 1306
Facility:i _

Source: _

AddresLocation:_

Attachment: ,
This infnrmation S'J^^ G t&W Use1, G ^ln kz, 69m9& ne I*~m94*=al

Date/Time: 0311712011 08:22:03 (ET) !Request to have RES stop running MAXX codes.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Jessca Kratchman

Record: 11305 i

Facility:

Source: ___

Address/Location: _
Attachment This inormation

Date/Time: i 0311712011 08:12:22 (Er) Commissioner Ostendorf Office- wants more information associated with the dose
Position: EST Chronology Officer projections from the press release.

EST Choolg Offce

I ... . .. .. t

(b)(5) I) 5,707
V
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Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 11304 (b)(5)

Facility:

Source: 1 CA Briefing

AddressWLocation: _

Attachment:-
Thsinformation io•,,,,c,0, Use B,,,- ,.6,,oun&***,•,,,•a~nMon.

Date/Time: 10311712011 08:03:29 (ET) Unit 3 SFP- possible zirc fire
PosiUon: 1 EST Chronology Officer 1-helicopters dropping water- no help.

Name:1 Jessca Kratchman -

Record:! 1303 Unit 1,2,3Reacton and containment- same condition

!Seawater is being injected.

Facility:
(b)(5)

Source: CA• Bdefing _

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment: -

This informaton i. ,,cfl k O,-,y- ' itufl Infu,.nubmuu,.-

DateMme: 10311712011 07:30:49 (ET) (b)(5)

Position: ! EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1302 Japanese are allegedly looking working with water cannons, but this is not confirmed,

Radiation is 150 millirem- 1 rem at the Fence.

Units 1,2,3- Focus on SFP

Zirc rxn- no significant signatures on Units 1, 2.

(b)(5) ,5 o07
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Facility:

Sea water still being injected.
Japanese trying to bring AC power back to unit but NRC not sure about how they are
going to achieve this.

NRC recommends sand for SFPs with no geometry; (b)(5)
(b)(5)

Unit 4- debate if SFP is dry.
-Chuck could not see any water in the photos that the Japanese are basing their
position on.
-There is no conclusive information that there is water in there and the heat signifture is
such that we dont think water is there.
Unit 3- vapor, but cannot tell if it is steam or smoke.

Lots of US citizens are interested in the flights back to the US.
Situation is reasonable calm.
No change in the 50 mi recommendation.

(b)(5)

(b)(5)
Source: Chairman briefing _

AddresdLocaion: ___

Attachment: __ _ _. _ __ _...........

This information is ffic! .

Datellime: 0311712011 07:21:53 (E) IThe Focus in on Units 34 SFP.
Position: EST Chronology Officer ]We recieved drone infrared imagry; shows hot spots.

Name: JeWca Kratchman j Indication that SFP 5,6 temperature drop.
Record: 1301 Focus should be on Unit 3, more so than Unit 4.

We do not yet have some of the data points that the Chairman requested; expected by

the end of the day.

FRES and Sandia are working on getting 1000+ mile projections.Facility:

Result of the Presidents call with Japans PM: there is more engagement with the

'Japanese military.

Source:,Chairman b.efing-
55 .70

(b)(5) (b)(5 55807
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Addresslocation:
Aftachment:~ a___

This informahon ~ ~it iUs Gi- &ni uw

Date/Time: 1031171201105:51:02 (E I Press release yesterday for evacuation up to 50 miles attached a detailed RASCAL

Positon: EST Chronology Officer I analysis. Discussed multiple assumptions for the analysis.
Name: Thomas Scarbrough_.

Record: 1300
Facility: . _ _

Source: PMT } . .. . . . .. I ,..

AddreWsLocatlon: _

Attachment _

This informaton i9, O Eh, et- s..i.v. h. .. t.. . .. ..

Date/Time: 0311712011 05:45:10 (Er) Liaison Team has arranged interaction between John Monninger of NRC team with
Position: EST Chronology Officer ]contacts in Japan for logistic issues.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1299 !
Facility:.

Source: Tom Blount

AddreWsLocation: _

Attachment_
This informaton is-Of ,IL-s O;ly- N ew ......

Date/Time:j 03/17/2011 05:31:21 (El) I ET provided summary of Fukushima status to Brian McDermott:
Position: EST Chronology Officerj No significant changes in status.

Name: ThomasScarbrough _TEPCO continuing efforts to restore offsite power,
Record: 1298 - TEPCO continues to believe water in Unit 4 SFP. NRC team not sure about water in SFP.

ET supporting NRC team in Japan.
IRST working on developing Bechtel pumping system for site.

Facility: 'Japan continues to believe that helicopter water drops and water cannon are preferred
to establishing pump systems on site in light of potential personnel exposure.
I Drone flyover might provide site map for dose.

Source: El brief to Brian
'McDermott

Address/Location:

Attachment I-

)b(5 559/707
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This information i0 c I ". : 0n .... I ,n,.'rnot;,.

Date/Time: 0311712011 05:24:50(ET) i Chris reported that he had sent an e-mail to INPO indicating that the NRC team in Japan
Posiion: EST Chronology Officer would appreciate INPO providing a severe accident expert to participate on the team.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough

Record: 1297

Facility: _

Source: Chris Miller

Address/Location: i

Attachment; ___

.This informaion is -- ---. .

DatelTime: 0311712011 03:35:22 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Thomas Scarbrough

Record: 1296 [
Facility:

Source: ' Chuck Casto _ _ _,_,_, _ _ _

AddresslLocaflon: I

Attachment i _

This informaton is w ,ic, Use vy S- ,o ... i.. ............ f.rm..

Dateirime: 103/1712011_02:50:03 (EM) jET has list of needs from NRC team in Japan. Tom Blount will e-mail list of needs to
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1 IN P0.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough

Record: 1293 Marty indicated that NRC team in Japan would appreciate embedded INPO assistance in
Japan. ET will ask Chuck Casto to provide skill-set list to send to INPO.

Marty said that Jim Ellis of INPO offered to helped to obtain better access. Marty asked
Facility: that INPO to check to see if Jim Ellis was successful with access effort.

EST Chronology Officer -Thomas Scarbrough at 03:19:28 on 3/1712011
Source: INPO (Fred Reird) ! _-_

Address/Location:

Attachment _

This infoaEon 

07I1,of.(b)(5) 5Mo~7
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Date/Time: 0311712011 03:09:29 (ET) i Chuck reported that DOE has offered to supplement NRC team in Japan,
Position: EST Chronology Officer I Chuck asked that Marty interact with DOE to discuss possible later team support.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough IChuck considers that current DOE personnel in Japan providing significant assistance
R~ecrd:] 1294 i to NRC team,

Chuck believes that team is still activating so additional DOE support might be helpful
. later during response.

raciuty: I, (b)(5)
Flyover dose data should be available within an hour.

Source: Chuck Casto

Addre/Location:_
Attachment _

This informaton is i Oiai e mn0emai information.

Date/Time: 03/1712011 02:50:03 (El) I ET has list of needs from NRC team in Japan. Tom Blount will e-mail list of needs to
Position:, EST Chronology Officer INPO.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record:. 1295 i Marty indicated that NRC team in Japan would appreciate embedded INPO assistance in

'Japan. ET will ask Chuck Casto to provide skill-set list to send to INPO.

Marty said that Jim Ellis of INPO offered to helped to obtain better access. Marty askedFacifity:'zaii that INPO to check to see if Jim Ellis was successful with access effort.

Source: INPO

AddresLocation: ,

Attachment:_
This infrrta i on i O iin -be nsiti~v r13c!Inrm ,,.v .

Date/Time: 10311712011 01:13:24 (ET) 1 TEPCO remains focused on helicopter water drops and water cannons. Water drops do
Position:! EST Chronology Officer not seem effective and dose rates not reduced.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough iTeam told 5 pumps delivered to site with piping and tanks.
Record:T 1292 1Lethal dose rates outside unit buildings.

Trying to get dose rates down so that workers can assemble pumping systems.
TEPCO priority is Unit 3.
TEPCO believes water in Unit 4 SFP.

(b)(5)
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Facility:

'Unit 4 SFP stopped steaming so might be dry.
24 hours ago Japan took images from helicopter that Japan believed that showed

,water, NRC team could not see water.
'NRC team told Unit 2 primary containment intact. Some team members believe loud
boom indicated possible loss of primary containment Team not sure if status of Unit 2
primary containment matters at this point. NISA says pressure decreased in chamber
following loud noise. Could say containment integrity uncertain.
NISA reports Unit 6 DG providing power to Units 5 and 6. Japan working on providing
offsite power to site. NRC team says effort not interfering with water supply effort.
Chuck believes we should turn over logistics to US forces,
Mike Case indicated his group working on Bechtel pump supply and will talk separately

iwith NRC team in Japan.
iChuck not sure if embedding in EOC necessary at this point based on team now directly
interacting with Japan govt.
NRC team believes spent fuel pellets scattered around plant site from building
explosion. 20 rem/hour dose rates might suggest scattered fuel. Dose rates significantly
reduced after bulldozer work to clear debris.
Japan resources strained because of tsunami and earthquake recovery.

(b)(5)
Chuck believes nuclear situation might be at its worst case at this time based on severe

'damage to reactors and buildings.
Numerous flights underway to evacuate embassy personnel and US citizens,
Chuck believes Japan working hard under difficult circumstances.

,Chuck requests IR image of Mark I BWR during outage for comparison.
,Dose report from this morning indicated 30 to 40 remlhr between buildings.
I Japan requested NRC team for help with site monitoring to allow personnel to work
onsite.
Japan requests drones, robotics, and project management.
Liaison Team will work with NRC team in Japan to help with US forces on logistics.
Chuck said list of needs sent to WHO last night. Chuck will update list.
Chuck indicated Ambassador OK with evacuation of embassy dependents and US
citizens based on interactions with embassy personnel.

_(b)(5)

I)
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5oreChuck Cago and NRC -..----.
~Team

AddresslLocafion:

This information i3 QffidatseGly- Siiý nee ,Juaiu

Date/Time: 031171201100:27:49 (MT) Bill provided status of Bechtel portable supportable pump system (4 pumps) for
Position: EST Chronology Officer supplying sea water to SFPs.

Name: iThomas Scarbrough Logistics for delivery of pumps, fuel oil, and boron (boron supply at Diablo Canyon)
Record: 1291 being worked.

Naval Reactors has provided report on sand vs. water. Eva Brown indicated that RST
has recommended sand to NRC team for dry SFP. She stated NUREG-1353Facility:'
recommends sand for this type of problem.
RST continuing efforts.

Source: Bill Ruland ,__

Address/Location: _

Attachment i lnc
This information is.OfficWLeO"! •^' ....... ' ""

Date/Time: 03117/2011 00:26:14 (ET) 2354:

Position: EST Chronology Officer Liaison Team reports that their Japanese interpreter has seen reports that TEPCO
Name:1ThomasScarbrough !working on restoring offsite power to site

Record: 1290

Facility:_

Source:' Liaison Team

Address/location:

Attachment:
This information ii U, Gýniy- Sensiuve internal information.

Date/Time: 0311612011 23:59:04 (ET) 23:34 Telecon:
Position: EST Chronology Officer iChuck met with Janan Minister of Defpnsand Joint Chiefsl (b)(5)

Name: Thomas Scarbrough __ _ (b)(5) Japan govt will become involved to
Record: 1289 provide assistance.

I Chuck will ask DOD to help with logistics in providing pumps and other equipment.
Chuck concerned that current TEPCO response focused on dropping water from
helicopters.t (b)(5)

11 (b %W07O
,J
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Facility:' Chuck asked Japan to fly drones to obtain better information on building integrity and
1yater. Japan said drones are unavailable.

(b)(5)

NRC team will meet to discuss need for additional team support.
'Chuck will meet with Ambassador.

Source: Chuck Casto ___

ldres1Locaton: __

Attachment i
This information is. Officiai Ul e UoO 'y -o.. & n,.......... ,.

itelTime: 10311612011 23:55:16 (ET] Telecon at 23:31
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: IThomas Scarbrough Thursday morning.
Record: {1288 -Josh relayed appreciation to ET for timely information
Facility: i _

'Josh (Chairmans
Source:a

ldres(LocaUon: _
Attachment -

This informanion -Officia' L•e n,, o^.iti .... .. , ......

itefrime: 0311612011 22:32:16 (El)

Positon: 'EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1287

(b)(5)

Facility:

(b)(5) %Q707
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!authorities. Reporter:US embassy in Japan has issued evacuation notice to evacuate
80kmi. what are thoughts? Official: if there are circumstances that require such
evacuation, including anything besides nuclear, it is to be understood that us govt has
taken a more conservative approach to protect its nationals. As for radius, we have
conducted monitoring nad have continued to gather data which will later be disclosed
by science and tech agency. We conduct and issue advisories as appropriate, reporter:
ines scale official: understand based on parameters that these institutions and
countries have that is their assessment, but we are interested in protecting our people.

Source: JP cab. secy _

AddresslLocation: _

Attachment: _

This inform aton i . .. .. . . .L .. . ...................... .

Date/lTime: 03116/2011 22:25:32 (ET) TV: Conducted helicopter operations dumping water. Water cannon trucks will inject
Position: EST Chronology Officer water from ground. Yesterday am, didnt conduct because rad levels too high, however

Name: Rebecca Karas ground could not be done because of high rad on ground. Now cannot delay so have
Record: j 1286 no choice. #3, decided early in morning that plan would be executed. Proliferation of rad

would be funneled in SFP and would help cool down fuel. We can verify if it is
Facility: I successful by the taskforce. Those are our expectations. More aerial operatoins will be

I considered as necessary. Water sprayed into #3.
o Japanese Defense -___

S Minister ___
AddreWLocafon:_

Attachment: ;,_
This informaton iS O,,* ... '" -We ..... .... .. ... .

Dateirime:1 03/1612011 22:13:20 (ET) Heard Admiral wants clarity in evacuation. Discussion on clarity.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 11285
Facility: _

o Naval ou hSore ReactorsfBoroughs ,

AddressLocation:w
Attachment:

This mnformallon io OfI, a U..... &, O,,,y. Siiuve internal Inrormatuon.

(b)(5) ))
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DatelTime: 0311612011 22:08:30 (ET) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:', Rebecca Karas
Record: 11284

Facility:_

Source: ET

AddresLocation: __'

Attachment ___

This informa~on is•_ OcWfic We on',- Sonsion ,,ternl Infpomnin

DatelTime: 0311612011 22:04:38 (ET) Top priority trying to restore power with power lines from outside. Also cool down #3
Position: EST Chronology Officer and #4 SFPs, With power, can restore system using seawater. But have to install

Name: Rebecca Karas temporary pumps to resume supply of water. Pressure rising and water level lowering in
Record:1 1283 #5. Have to secure the conditions of pools for #5 and 6.
Facility:

Source: Japanese official viaIure:TV

Addres!Location:__

Name: ! Rebecca Karas going to run max worst case. Give call at home with worst case results.
Record: 1282 ___

Facility:___
Source:• Chairman_________

Addre=/Location: ______________

Attachment: _

This informafon isOlX"cicl Uc OWei ,n,,v , l•niormaUon.

Date/Time: 0311612011 21:39:50 (ET) Military has pumps on way. DOD moving equipment.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas g

Record: 1281
Facility:

Source: Casto

(b)(5) •oI7O
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IAddreWILocation:
Attachment:',

This information i3 Afiacl L.e Onk,- -nWitiv l Inftrmrnrr n

Date/Time: 03/1612011 21:38:11 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)
Name:! Rebecca Karas

Record: 1280

Facility:' _

Source: IBrennerlOPA

Addres1Location: __
- Attaclhment:!

This information iefQcial L y, an;i- yS'U' ;,inta 1106*,r,,

Date/Time: 03116/2011 21:29:26 (ET)

Poition: EST Chronology Officer
Name:' Rebecca Karas (b)(5)

Record:J1279

Facility: I _

Source: ET .

AddressLocaton:_

Attachment I
This information i~afivl LQ* Only- £nn.ifl'.n hItinA! !.for*Aion.

Date/Timei03I16/2011 21:27:01 (Er) 'Still trying to get hard piping, etc, to identify pumping system.Pushing hard to get
Poition: JEST Chronology Officer equipment out there. Casto: problems with permitsllicensing

Name: Rebecca Karas (b)(5)
Record: 1278 ruce: we
Facility: may need Berger there to sign procurement for Bechtel.

Source: o I ____

Address/Location: _

Attachmentl, _

This information elfuiai Uti Onuy- Sensitive inremai inMorrMaon.

Date/Time: 03/16/2011 21:08:03 (ET) 'Getting busy signals going into ops center. We viewed the video. It is not very clear.
Position:.: EST Chronology Officer 'Helicopter in field. Tried to scan all 4 units. They claim reflection of water, Dont know if

Name:' Rebecca Karas steel or water, But we do know it is steaming. That was at 5pm yesterday Japan time.
_ -Unit 3 is steaming at much greater rate. They are continuing to try helicopter drops

,/

1. (b)(5)
567/707
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Record: 1277 which are highly ineffective. They are trying to shoot water with crowd control tanks.
Believe also ineffective. No way to have effective cooling that way. Either way this is
temporary fix. Cant drop enough efficiently into SFP. Still need to work on quasi.
permanent fix of hard-piped system. Need to let Bill and Chm know that yesterday
thought that with explosion, structural damage, we really dont know if there is nte riy
in SFP. Know as of 5pmn yesterday, there is some water, because it is steamingS(b)(5) . 7-

Sicks off authorized departure, etc.

on/DOE was standing with us -just a split-second shot as helicopter flying
by. Couldnt tell a thing. Bill: do we know Unit 4 SFP. Chuck: we dont even know it is
SFP. Govt says TEPCO told them it is SFP. We cant tell anything. U3 steaming even
louder. Chairman: what is source of believe of no water? Casto: govt showed us

Facility: Isnapshots after explosion, and it looked like pool had lost structural integrity. Now they
say pool is not associated with outer wall, so could be intact. Video was 14 hours ago.
Chairman: have any view of change in condition of pool. Casto: 14 hours ago, had
some water in it, today cant tell you. Their rethods are drnn water fromhelicopter, and bring in crowd control tanks• _ ()5

Were noteven sure pump can ump toto ofbuildin.
(b)(5)

Ltahmn arty:_

D e032112:01:8 T-USA y aretryi k se wRecording dose rates in
Nm eecaa re so at minmum significan a ntwone of fuel exposed. Latest is 30 rem between 3

eandm4.

Source: Casto A

A)tachment,....
This infora~on is-O...e. •, •• .U6 .h Se.•, l, o i^•f^

D-ate/Tme: 0311612011 21:01:28 (El') iUSAID -they are trying to make sure we get everything in the right place to pay Bechtel.
Po§Un: ST hronlog Ofice They have asked us to put together an extremely simplified procurement plan with just

Name: Rebecca Karas companies and simple list of what we need. Then Bill Burger onsite will approve it
Record: 1276 ... (U ADta , (b)(5)

(b)(5) I6~u
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Facility:

(b)(5) )USAID would pick up tab. Need someone to draft procurement

plan. 250 engr hours, 22 seawter strainers, etc. Bill: have them develop procurement
plan. They can make proposal, aad we can put cover letter on it, Have them do RFP list,
but we should not distract them (b)(5)
I We should have our contracts person interface with USAID and Casto and the Bechtel
person. MJ: Just get the list and get it over there in simplified form.

Source: RST

- tt hm njThis information is WHY U =w~On iy-Zonsi t Itw, olhJdnn .

DatelTime: j0311612011 20:53:40 (El) Shows news story of helicopter dropping water on one of the reactor buildings,
Position: EST Chronology Officer]

Name:d Rebecca Karas
Record: 1275
Facility:i
Source: NHK World TV

AddresdLocation:_

Attachment: .. _ __ _
This infornaion is-,,,i,4 13c" Onl, S ,,siUv tcn,!,1nf a.

Date/Time: 03116/201120:43:35 (E Bill: very likely ifthey are showing video it is right that pool is wet on U4.ST: who is
Posjiton: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5) ýhould call USAID.

Name, Rebecca Karas

Record:1 1274
Facility:
Source:1ET Er_

AddresdLocation:
Attachment!

-- F---

•j , e t J) • Alp , f Jl

inis informationia- VF11cgpI Wag veiiy WSIMISOU I pl Mo~i i r-tL

DateTime: 03/1612011 20:28:31 (ET) People are in conte -they are planning to show us video of U4 SFP. We believe they will
Position: EST Chronology Officer show us video that it has water and has had water. Believe status is 1-2 are boiling, U3

Name: Rebecca Karas iZr-water reaction, Meeting with NISA this moming. We are going to ask to be embedded
Record: 1273 Hin EOC. We dont know where it is. We will ask though. We will meet with TEPCO to talk

about SFP cooling system. We want to tie in RST. Bruce (b)(5)

(b)(5) o n: we would follow K guidelines for emergency

(b)(5) 1) 56M7
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response. The 25 rem limit? We have dosimetry and KI. Brucel (b)(5)
(b)(5) Bill: you would preclude us from assembling and operating

equipment. John: absent dose issue, there are explosions out there too. Bill: raise the
issue with tepco on their need to assemble and operate the equipment. John: we will
raise it. They havent asked for equpment or personnel support yet. Bill: we had report
from air base- Ocota -soldiers from defense forces at 0600 picked up 5 pumps and are
driving them 196 miles. John: Difficulty is if they show up at plant, may not accept it.
Have not asked for help yet. Turned down prior help by turning away truck. Bill: military
forces of Japan are bringin it, so they have accepted it. Major Mattuseck said personnel
from defense forces of japan picked up 5 pumps. Equipment is incomplete. We areFacility:

1 looking for where they are taking it-staging area -so Bechtel has cartoon drawing and
I is engineering it. Also in parallel, Jim Trapp is trying to find out what else Air Base can
i supply. Monninger: last night they asked for personnel -they said knobs, gauges all in
English. But that should be pretty basic. Bill: we will assemble it in staging area. We
could have Americans assemble it with Japanese who will assemble at site. Japanese
can write their own procedure. They can reasse le and operate it. John: we will find
out staging area. Other issue is high rad ! Bil

, Fhe-yhave to have

•itn truckan trailer, just unhook and get out (b)(5)
"! (D)(i)ome areas 20R/hr. Bill: we will make sure Bechtel understands this is

design requirement. John: if go with hard pipe, really whacked on dose. Bill: engineers
I at Bechtel are working problem.

Source: Monninger

AddresLocaton: I
Attachment:

This inforrmaton i4 , Of i y- 3nsii'v i'irnndl ',Ju..u•,•,.

DatelTime: 0311612011 20:25:42 (EP) in 40 minutes we will have call with Monningers team to listen in. Bechtel has no
Positon: EST Chronology Officer I contract - we just told them to work itt (b)(5)

Name:I Rebecca Karas
Record: 1272
Facility:! _

Source: ill_

Addres/Locafion: ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .

Attachment:1

(b)(5) I 5700707
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This informaion is ý Ue Only. tv O ,,• ...i.m. .. n .

Date/Time: 03/161201120:01:06 (M-' Bruce: Unit I still has seawater injected, and stable cooling, funcitonal cont. SFP level

Position: EST Chronology Officer unknown, 2, seawater injecting, secondary cont hole cut, primary intact, u3, seawater
Name: Rebecca Karas injected, primary funcitonal, sfp level maybe drained, some steam, u4 sfp likely dry wiht

Record: 1271 istructural integrity in doubt, u5 sfp heating up, ac from DG. same for U6. Wind direction
from west, and expected to continue until weekend, then front may change it. people
continue to provide support. been in contact with team. priority is to continue to keep
info flowing, getting better info at this time. would like to get closer to site. mindful of
hazards. (b)(5)

!have maybe 100 people now. Mike Franovich: U2 -containment intact- but thought
heard last night tepco verified torus breach. nisa reported. wondering about unit 2
I status -have we verified? Bruce, no -well get back to you. Priority shifted to getting
equipment, not plant status. U3 we mention doses at site post, 60mR/hr -still current?

ithat we can verify, yesF (b)(5) _ý5: note says we believe
reactor defeuled. Another report says not defueled, nisa report says water dropped 112
meter. RST is verifying. Bill: key is to supply pumping system. Have to finalize list and
1 get suppliers to collect equipment, do engineering and pre-assembly, then move to site,
i.assemble and operate. know some equip- 5 pumps left air base about 6:00,196 miles to
i Fukushima, defense forces are delivering, and it is just the pumps. Have been in contact
with NR helping coordinate. Trying to locate truck. Bechtel has taken drawing, taken
equip list and is doing engineering and procurement work to get it to site. Monninger

Isays Japanese have asked for installers and o erator
(b)(5)

/ould argue need to work out in near term. Need help to

Facility:

[identify people to talk to to resolve. Trish, USPS and CBP - gave information, have
'identified packages in Hawaii, SF and JFK coming from Japan with contamination. Gave
them state information _So we resent -llping to get info soon. Aerial flyover by

doe at 8:00 tonight. Waiting to hear from NARAC. Thaggard: getting lots of calls on
press release. Trish: we have Q&amp;As. Marshall:\

(b)(5)

_Jrano~vich: instead of water using

(b)(5) I 571/707

V /
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sand? is that still part of approach? Bill: still under discussion, pros and cons of both.
Bill: the onsite team is recommending water They arp 0*il in Tnkin Mikp' ese
govt increased worker dose limit yesterday (b)(5) Are we
workina to 25 remlimitation? Bill: NRC staff has not approached

(b)(5) they have talked to tepco. Miker"

(b)(5)

•Trish: got NARAC info and are analyzing now. Asked them to do run

beyond 50 miles, and asked them to do West Coast projections. Bruce: Casto says
power would not help, need to get water in. Mike: heard there had been 5 lethal doses.
Bruce: we dont have any info on fatalities. Would like to have this call at 7:30 tomorrow,

__plus 8pm tomorrow.

Source: TA brief ___

AddressLocation:!
Attachment:___

This informa~ on it-ffi:/! Ls n., o .........

Daterime:* 03/16/2011 19:53:56 (ET) 1Bill: Dont worry too much about Commission meeting on Monday. 4 OD communication
Podtion: EST Chronology Officer I team, probably dont need., (b)(5)

Name:!Rebecca Karas . (b)(5) need a bunch of people to talk to subcommittees and staffers on the hill.
Record: 11270 _The 4ODs are home studying background info. Probably Friday not tomorrow we will

I need them. Pete Lyons sent email about 1pm meeting at DOE tomorrow- bunch of
Fc: Ipeople to talk about possible support. Approaches to solve problem looking for high

Facility:1 i level NRC people to go. Bill may go if Chairman doesnt need him -otherwise need
someone in standby, maybe Sheron or Uhle.

--Source: ETi

AddreWLocaton:_
Attachment: _ _ _

This informaUon i, ,ffica U.u Only- 5ensiuvs lnewd ,

DateITime: 03/1612011 19:49:57 (ET) (b)(5)
Poition: EST Chronology Officer ill: they were delivered 2 pumps and

Name:! Rebecca Karas they turned them away. There was US fire truck that th would not let drive on the
Record: 1269 streets because it didnt have right certific Marty:

fi

(b)(5) 1 5772707
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Facility: (b)(5)

Source: ET

Add reWLoca on:

Attachment:! _

This information ii-0ffi.9 Us Only- Sensth4 1nt.Wp Inf~rmnin

Date/Time: 10311612011 19:42:42 (ET) Chairman: U1-3 seawater injection? yes U3 SFP has crack and possible loss of
Position: EST Chronology Officer inventory? yes, U4 SFP has no water and possible zirc fire? We feel no water and

Name:! Rebecca Karas structural integrity in question. Do not know about zirc fire. Any change to those 4
Record: 1268 -- talking points? Bill: #4 valid, but previously removed. We still believe reasonable basis

for #4. Bill: Casto says ops center #1 priority should be facilitating deliverI of
equipment] (b)(5) IScott: NR
received request for hoses and DD pumps. They processed request and delivered to
Ocona, as of 6 hours ago, TEPCO picked it up on flatbed and drove away. Dont know

Facility: I when or if material arrived. No govt officials escorting. But equipment did not include
suction strainers, nozzles, etc. working with Bechtel who has engineered solution. Last
I bit still working on facilitating. Chairman: interagency coordination issue. Will still have
people to monitor plant status,but management team has to focus on equipment.

IChairman agrees.
Source: Chairman on bridge _

AddresILocation:

Attachment: ___
This information is Official W Ol Semig•, l-,- al . W ,',m .

Date/Time: 031161201119:41:05 (El) Scott: made contact with DOD. They delivered equipment to AFB as of 5-6 hours ago.
Position: EST Chronology Officer TEPCO picked it up, but we dont know where it is. Was loaded onto flatbed. Those were

Name: Rebecca Karas just pumps and hoses. Still need strainers.
Record: 1267

Facility: i t I
Source:ET Er

AddreWLocation:_
Attachment::;.

This information . .ff .. . On. - Se, sigyi. ... .. ... ..

Date/Time: 1 Casto and others will be within 50 miles, but he believes they will be OK. We need to
(b)(5) M7• o7
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0311612011 19:35:11 (ET) know where it is to be sure he will be OK.

Poti~on: EST Chronology Officer
Name:l Rebecca Karas

Record: 1266

-Facility:j ____- _ _

Source: Er

AddresLocation: i
Attachment: ___

This informaion is.Offii, . v,,,y- •,ou ,, .. ,, ,oi ,on.

Date/Time: 03/16/2011 19:23:11 (ET) 60 Minutes wants to interview Casto. OPA needs to work that. Chuck cannot be
Posiion: EST Chronology Officer interviewed. He is busy.

Name:1 Rebecca Karas
Record: 1265

Facility i
Source: ELr

AddreWLocation: _
Attachment I T

At This information i_ Iiica soI n,/ Sfl".. ,, , ,...ath•a,,.

DaitelTime:1 0311612011 18:55:02 (ET) (b)(5)

PofUon: EST Chronology Officer _

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1262

(b)(5)

Facility: 1

I 4th item should be lined out.
EEST Chronology Officer- Rebecca Karas at 19:22:47 on 311612011

Source: Weber email .- , !

AddresILocation: _i

Attachment: _-

This informaUon is .. ie..: U s i, -• n nern&: ,,.o,, r=,.,

LDatelTime:T I Q: how was 50 miles determined? Marty: Dose projections based on 4 SFP and 1

(b)(5) 1) 5741707

K_
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03116/2011 19:0456 (E) reactor melt with containment failure for typical US BWR, Monninger heard no integrity

Positon: EST Chronology OfficerIn 4 this mornin(b)(5)
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1263
Facility:-

Source: ET ET

AddresLocation:_

Attachment: _

L
11 mis iniorma lion :s urn~;0i we univ- ~e~3w~v :nromo :~rorrn~con.

- -i

--- =Zl

Date/Time: 0311612011 18:55:02 (ET) (b)(5)
+ 4

-Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Name: I Rebecca Karas
Record:i 1264

Facility:

I

(b)(5)

Source: Weber email

AddresWLocation:_____ ______ ___

Attachment: _
This informaion iAU WL.e On'y- ýn'iti. Int9mpI lnfonnirv

Dateime: 03116120111118:52:07 (Er) I Bill: what need to know for this evening. Bruce: water still going into vessel, no more
Posion: IEST Chronology Officer 1explosions. (b)(5) n they are adament about us bein/g able to

Name: Rebecca Karas get equipment into Japan so it can get to site when accepted and ready to go AdmiralReori1261 (b)(6)Record:116

Facility:
Source: ETr

AddreWILocation:!

Attachment ,_
This inforrnaton O,,,,,l L Qiy- Senswve mneraa mntonaton.

DatelTime: 0311612011 18:46:07 (ET) Smoke going N to S from photos. Bill: lots of press in rotundal
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Rebecca Karas
(b)(5)

F- (b)(5) ) 57Y7E
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Record: 1260
Faciity.:

Source: ET

Address/Location:
Attachment:

This informafion i o.•,ifc vi ly- b lt,, ) ,,f,,.iU ,..

Date/Tmme: 0312118:44:4 (b)(5) Q&amp;A updatedý (b)(5)
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1259
Facilityi ____

Source)( tate, etc0etc

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment: __ _

This informagon ireffci.i" ...... ý:'- 9 "-iL- "tom ',n ,

DatelTime: 0311612011 18:37:44 lE) Want to re-emphasize need for equipment (b)()

Poitn: EST Chronology Officer Rulan
Name: Rebecca Karas Bi.htal nnline- ohnnki'g them up wiht USAID. Casto: (b)(5)

Record:1258 (b)(5)
Faclity:
Source: ICasto T

AddresLocation: i
Attachment _,

This information is-Offi.ia Us~ O.!'- S ij iIitmai ir;u on.

Date/Time: 103/162011 18:20:04 (El') ] Liaison Team: trying to set up call with DOE and team to coordinate flyover, wanted to
PosUon: !EST Chronology Officer do before 9:00 japan time when flight would take off. Going to try and figure out what

Name: Rebecca Karas 'going to do about Daini. Newspaper says 6 t eof Daiichi. Flew over and got 25
Record: 1257 rem, but we dont know how high they flew.

{i (b)(5)
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(b)(5) We can mock up equipment at American installation, and then let the
Japanese install it. John: will we have info in next hour or less on what equipment is

Facility: ,availalbe? ET: dont know. Casto: get with DOD or whoever. INPO offered resources
also. Told them to get equipment to nearest US facility possible - there is AFB on island
of Japan. Someone needs to make sure everything fits together perfectly. ET: we have
Oconee who has special spray nozzle to spray down SFP. John: people who know
details have to get together. Need 2-3 miles of piping, 8 diesel-driven pumps. Nozzle
wont do good if dont have pipe. Everything has to be transportable on truck. Cant have
to play with it due to dose rates. Trish: Are we talking about doses? Casto: DOE is
doing flyovers from Tokyo to site. When they get info, they have to download from
laptop and get it to us. Areva is flying over boron, etc. Jack: we will collect data and get
it to you when we hear something.

Source: Catolteam ___

AddressLocation:
Attachment:_

This information is 3,,, I ; 9 3, - S•,liiivg interna iniormui,. '

DatelTime: 0311612011 17:59:46 (ET) Have teams assembled: U4 SFP is likely dry, but structural integrity uncertain not sure
Position:j EST Chronology Officer if will hold water. Can maybe do steam cooling. Other units have water, but dont know

Name: 1 Rebecca Karas how mucl/
II

Record: 1256 (b)(5)
They seem to be confident that it may be

structurally sound, but dont know if it can h Id water. Gave Conte briefing - lots of
people there VISA, TEPCO. Trying to go through chronology. In general, open and
foth coming. (b(5 /

On Unit 4, access road
is blocked. An hour ago, they probably have started activity to emove debris around

laccess. If goes as planned, will start to try and inject water into SFP. Were looking for
NRCs feedback on risk issues that they should be considering. After consultation with
ET and team, we are communicating that at this point, bottom line is to get pool cooled
with water, and there are risks and potential criticality or hydrogen, but they should
proceed as planned. They want to share more details on dose at 10:00 today. Strategy
to get water in is right, but depending on amount of exposure and temp, could result in
1 fuel damage as a result of cooling. Fragmentation of cladding. Some could be already
melted. Bill: asks if sand would be more effective, team: they have not done analysis

- _______ -(b)(5) 5771707
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Facility:

probably- trying to do anything they can. With sand, youre helping shine, but not
1 cooling. Ul SFP, dont know status. But noone has been adding water, and probably
doesnt have automatic makeup, but probably take a long time to evaporate - havent
seen steam out of UI. John: Joe Williams sent out conceptual design for equipment.
Looking for update on equipment. Have 10am meeting to talk about design/equipment.
Have 4 submersible pumps and diesel-driven pump at AFB. Scott: earlier today, request
on U2, looking for ideas to remove walls to enable air drop/spraying. John: Weber
tasked NSIR. Scott: concern is as other pools steam, rad levels go up, so could
consider making sure inventories in l and 2 dont go below a certain point to keep rad
levels stable. John: dont know level, right now only 1 blowout panel out They need
large hole to target. They need to vent reactor building to prevent hydrogen explosion.
Thought about shooting rocket-propelled grenade. Scott: would be wise to work on
pools that still have level Chuck: need to get stuff designed and there. Bill: what is water

Sstatus going into cores. John: 6 hours ago, they said they had good injection through
CS headers, diesel.driven numps to all 4 units past 48 hours. Tony: At conte meeting,

(b)(5) Ibut indicating 112 fuel uncovered at I and 3.

i Unit 2 is maybe couple days behind. With half uncovered, seawater injection stable. For
unit 4, shutdown happened in November.

So urce: TC-a do-team _______________________________________

AddreWLocaflon: ___

Attachment'~
I nis iflorimnaboflm Gmciw;i~e Ufhj w inevernam [Oi

DatelTime: 0311612011 17:55:01 (ET) FAA issuing statement of what they are doing forthings coming into the country.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas 1

Record: 1255

Facility:
Source:IET____

AddreWLocation:__
Attachment:

This information iOflcI Use Only- Snnsiiv• Internal Inýfnrrntie'rn

Dat/Time:103/161201117:51:12 (ET)I Trapp providing RST more info on SFPs.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

(b)(5) I2 57&707
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Record:' 1254
Facility:_

Source: RST ______

AddressLocation:
Attachment:

This inmformationti!.O..._.ell. . .. , ,, , . .. .n .

Date/Time: 03/1612011 17:34:53 (ET) 6 DOE people coming to help at ops center.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1253
Facility: ________________

Source: ET ___

AddressLocation:!
Attachment: I

This informationi Of.....) (. O ..... m I- hits,') ,,, u,,,, u,,o .

Date/Time: 0311612011 17:30:39 (El)

Posidon: lEST Chronology Officer

Name:I Rebecca Karas

Record: 1252
Facility: _____-________

Source: lET ___

AddressLocation:

Attachment:- _

This informaton is Wfial Uo Ony -Sensidve inermari . -

DateMme: 0311612011 17:16:11 (E) I Chairman: What is the source of our info? Chuck: TEPCO and Conte (govt), SFP
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'indications comina from TEPCO. They have requested us to help with systems.(TEPCO

Name: I Rebecca Karas (b)(5) hairman: we believe pool #4 is dry, and
Record: 1251 i another potentially structurally damaged? Chuck: yes, and #4 pool walls have

collapsed. Cant maintain inventory at all. Mike: had call with John, and he said pool
intact Chuck: last we were told, walls were not there. We did not Igst sand, RST

:suggested sand. So decided prepare for water and sand. Ruland: (b)(5)
(b)(5) he believes floor is actually bottom of pool. So it is dry.

No pool left. Unit 3, top of fuel you can see and everything else is gone. His opinion is
there is no water in pool. Unit 2, believes drying out. Top of building has hole they

/
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I created with steam coming out, Only pool might be OK is Unit 1. Daini has declared
Facility: emergency evacuation. May want to help them maintain those units. Chuck: was talk on

U3 of trying to get hole bigger so can push water in from outside. Not sure how make
1hole bigger. Tom: know about getting power line to site? Chuck: havent heard. His
understanding is not going to do any good. In some cases, switchgear damaged, and in
other cases cant get in there to manipulate anything. Power will help in Daini, but not

'Daiichi.
S(b)(5) ut they have asked for help

aesigning and putting togetherlinstalling spray systems. Will work with ambassador to
get whatever authority we need.

Source: Bill, Chairman, Casto

Addres/Location:_

Attachment: ___

This informaUon i, Q f LL• O~y- .•, muv irnuO~ipuun.

Date/Time: 03116/2011 17:06:56 (ET) jET: Chairman and Borchardt have been before both houses and fielded many
Position: EST Chronology Officer jquestions. Asked if we have anyone on site. C uck: We are all in Tokyo. trying to get to

Name:i Rebecca Karas utside Tokyo. Chuck trying togetto site
Record:] 1250

,, (b)(5)

ant our people deeply embedded. Tony
! said he got a lot from govt yesterday at Conte. Cont und nvt need to up, TEPCOFacility: 1Fci:has been more receptive to us with advice and help

I (b)(5)
i fMonna: asks if fami lar with doses at site. Chuck:

_ __ local EOC is what hes talking about going to. Dont know where it is at.
Source: Casto

AddresdLocation: ._I__
Attachment j I

This inforraion AOffic'i- w•e Qo y -S..ciuj.. intema wnfo.r.mtion

Datelme: 03116/2011 16:59:55 (ET) Should call IAEA and tell them we issued PAG for US citizens in foreign country.
Podion:u EST Chronology Officer

Name:: Rebecca Karas

(K (b)(5) )5W~O7
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Record: 14~~
Facillty:'i

0110-Se tP.e!riernal Incrn~on

Source: ET_

AddresWLocation: 1,
Attachment:j _

This informabon is ..... We On. Sensitive - nto . . m n or n.

Date/Time:I0311612011 16:48:54 (ET) San Francisco, Hawaii and JFK have detected contamination on cargo. We told them
PosiUon:! EST Chronology Officer 'to coordinate with DHS. Areva chartering plane with boric acid, neutron absorbers,

Name:j Rebecca Karas charcoal filters, protective equipment, etc.
Record:; 1248 J
Facility: I
Source:] PMTIET - _

AddressLocation: -

Attachment _

This informaiion is- ,&Only iv .hi,, m r .• braUton.

DatelTime: 0311612011 16:41:10 (ET) I Our team shouldnt be there more than 2 weeks, and if they have to move, they will.
Poition: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1247
Facility: -

Source: ET

Addres/Locafion:
Attachment: _

This information f gOff l L:, Oiiy- 2a,•;v iniernai id,;'ui .

DatelTime: 0311612011 16:37:50 (Er) Canadians asked about INES level -do we agree? Last official from Japan is 4. Also
PosiWon: EST Chronology Officer ! asking why we picked 50 miles? Referred to PMT.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1246
Facility:_
Source:]ET _

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment:)
This informaion is -,fici1, "c OsG y Se,,,iuv lt, l ,,•.efM n m ,.

Date/Time: 0311612011 16:34:36 (El) Request out to DTRA and ARAC is to look at full core melt for all units and fuel pools.....--- 4i untsan
/I

K
(b)(5) 5811707
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Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1245

Facility:

fli '0 Sonsik Int~rni Infc~rnst~i

Source:' ! _

AddressLocation: . . . . . . . . . . .. . . .

Attachment s nna
This information is-9c%.i.l W.8 G'"" -Sesiiv Nefa .... bf. '"-'^

,Daterrime: 031161201116:32:25 (El)
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1244
Facility:

Source: NY times _

AddressWLocation:

Attachment ___

This informaton is ,,, . . .. r

DatelTime:'03/112011 16:30:03 (ET) Detecting contamination on incoming aircraft. Screening all packages - detected iodine
Position: EST Chronology Officer on packages, plus airplane filter had iodine in it Are rad monitoring stations -fixed also

Name: Rebecca Karas doing car monitoring.
Record: 411243
Facility: _

Source: PMT............

AddresLocation:
Attachment ___

This inforronafin is W We,.' L 04 S,, -en sih, Itr;,, Inm•-i ,,;^l^mn^.

Datelrime: 031161201116:27:48(ET)n Quite a few other countries in contact with us -lots of questions, French asking us for
Position: EST Chronology Officer SFP info. Heard Chairman mention one was dry. RST was non-specific in answer.

Name:m Rebecca Karas

Record: 1242__

Facility: _

Source: Lia ison Team __

AddressLocation: .

Attachment :
This informaton is Off,,94) se On - 1 .......... f......../

I,--

"I (b)(5) 582007
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Date/Time: 031612011 16:25:47 (ET) Getting lots of interview requests - turning down now, because going to have Chairman
Position: EST Chronology Officer available in rotunda after briefing ends.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1241
Facility: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Source: OPA I

AddresLocation:__

Attachment I_
This informa'on is offi..,' We e ,,oyi , Iinw niormnaon

Date/Time:103/1612011 16:19:49 (El) Currently have FEMA and DOE embedded with us. DOE indiv is requesting conf call
Position:! EST Chronology Officer i with team members in Japan - they probably doing 8am or earlier flyover. Wants confi i

Name:] Rebecca Karas call between our staff and DOE staff over there to coordinate- probably later this pm.
Record: 1240 Going to keep our state liaison people on staff until 11pm, and will have contact # after

that. Getting lots of questions now -asking for RASCAL input data- saying no so far.
ci Asking how 50 mile evac compare with our normal 10-20 mile radius. Call going on with

HHS now. They want to talk about steps they are taking about allowing stuff back into
the country that has been in Japan.

Source: I Liaison Team _

Address/Location: _

Attachment: __

This informia'on is-94.ie, we or ,, sme.iuv Infarmum'1

Date--ime:-0311612011 16:15:09-(ET) Following up with NARAC on questions. Also following up wiht NR on information they
Position: EST Chronology Officer were working on. Sent RASCAL run to NARAC and asked if they couId assess bevond

Name: Rebecca Karas 50 miles. Asked about doses on CA coast. Sent same info to DTRW (b)(5)
Record: 1239 (b)(5) DOD wants to know where they can fly safely over site. Preparing

Q&amp;As for press inquiries on press release. JAIF info - trying to assess credibility.
Facility: They noted at 5pm Japanese time, 3 rem outside U2, 40 rem by Unit 3,10 rem besides

_Unit 4.

Source:I PMT -* .. . ..... ........

Address/Location: _

Attachment. _ _ _

This information Is -•, Off,,,=, Uoo . n,, Sc54;-,v W -ono! I. .

DatelTime: 0311612011 16:01:50 (ET) About ready to transfer diagrams of systems to USAID. Know Diablo Canyon has 20,000

(b)(5) ]Wo7
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Pion: EST Chronoýgy Officers pounds of boron. Need to get on flight. Need to get question answered for Weber on
Name: Rebecca Karas status of SFPs (depending on status - liner or no, put water or sand in it). 20-30R/hr

Record: 11238 around buildings. At least one control room has 200mR/hr. Working with DTRA to

provide us dose calcs. Working on structural integrity of SFPs. Working with Quad
Cities, which has similar SFP. Unit 2: Secondary cont is intact, and working with GE on
trying to find out where to put hole in top of containment to pour water or sand into top
of SFP. Weve asked Casto to get technical drawings from site.. Sent action items list to

S(b)(5) Havent had any feedback yet on what list was. Was equipment and action
items. Brian: Was list discussed between INPO, DOD, etc. DOD was going off to get
I equipment. Second list- request from our USAID people on what else could we use.

FaciniakiV (b)(5) TEPCO is trying to
i install 60kV temp power supply to site, plus cubicle and offsite line. Want to supply high

pressure CRD pump to Unit 2 and RHR pump for Unit 4. Getting about I email/5 minutes
to respond to. Huge effort. This is fixed now with HOOs. NRR post-911 was comm team
put together. NRR trying to establish. Nelson (DORL) is trying to establish whole
framework on how answerlstructure questions. Working for Commission meeting on
Monday.

Source: IRST
Add resdLocaflon: __________

Aftachment ____ _____ _ _ _______

This information cOfo) c Oy & 0iv iIidinum rf,

Date/Time: 0311612011 15:20:02 (El) (b)(5) ur people are advising
Poston: EST Chronology Officer ambassador, meeting with various folks to understand plant status and troubleshoot.

Name: Rebecca Karas . Had 3 meetings early this am. No info from IAEA all shift, Chairman has asked we
Record: 1237 .... ...___continue to focus on whether the protective action recommendations are appropriate,

and if not coordinate and move up chain. Medical/health subgroup will be set up with
DHSIHHS on advise to states. Will be a protocol developed for interagency sharing.

Facility: They are cooling all 4 units using LPCS wiht sea water. Got SRVs open and are
maintaining pressure below mPA. Reactors in better shape than SFPs. 1,3,4 and SFPs
open to air. 3 and 4 fuel exposed. TV: says almost have electrical line into site.

Addre/Location:
AttachmenL~'

(b)(5) 5841707
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This informiation is- l Ony. 5ensidve inremai in5ormaU'on.

Date/Time: 0311612011 14:03:02(ETp iChairman testimony in progress.

Posdion: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 11236
Facility:_

Source:_

Address/Location:_

Attachment:1  
_

This informakon i.

Date/Time: 103116/2011 13:,50:13(Ep- PRESS RELEASE DATED WRONG.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name:i Jessca Kratchman

Record: 1235

Facility:!

Source: __

Address/Location:
Attachment:

This informnaon is rio l l•,. Ony. I ntmo. ! , nfonnan.".

DaterTime: 03116/2011 13:47:48 (ET) NRC PRESS RELEASE IS ISSUED.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Jessca Kratchman

Record: 1234
Facifity:i

Source: OPA "

Address/Location:

Attachment _
This informaton i3 ..... otJý- Gdy" 3mint mffm... on.

Date/rime: 0311612011 13:43:11 (ET) 20-30 millirem between Unit 3 and Unit 4.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: !Jessca Kratchman Flew over Unit 4- 247 milliSv.
Record: 1233

There are still people in the control room, and still people in staging area; 200 millirem
Facility: !background.

,.F

\(b)(5) %T07
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Source: TEPCO via Tony i

AddressLocation:'
Attachment ,

This information is C'f,,,,l U ý l y- . . . ... . .

Date/Time: 03116/201113:39:57 (ET) 'Preparing to enter the Unit 4 SFP to remove rubble; clearing debre field so they can get
Positon: EST Chronology Officer the fire trucks in. Discussing risks: high radiation fields; hidrogen rich environment.

Name: IJesca Kratchman
Record:11232
Facility:I
Source: __,1__

AddreWILocation: __

Attachment__
This information is-O.fcio L O,- •nsi~ve intemni ini-offig.

Date/Time: 1 0311612011 13:31:06 (Er) State department is issuing their press release, and we are in the process of issuing
Position: EST Chronology Officer ours.

Name:!Jeuca Kratchman

Record:.1231
Facility: I
Source: _,_

Addres/Location: I
Attachment: ___

This infrmation iao fficll t•t O ^.' . , ............

Date/Time: 03116/201113:2615 (P Email Rebecca Schmidt and Amy Powell a very quick summary on PAGs. Need quickly,
Position: EST Chronology Officer f and accurately.

Name: Jessca Kratchman
Record: 1230
Facility:_
Source:_ Josh _____

Addres/Location:_
Attachment_ __

This informnaon iS -3ffi,,i, We Only &•,,,, f -,.• , n iniormauVon.

Date/Time: 10311612011 13:23:17 (ET) Asked if a fire in the SFP would effect the primary containment. Answer: that is very
Position:i EST Chronology Officer unlikely based on the location of the SPF.

Name:i Jessica Kratchman

I I (b)(5)
5%707
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Record: 1229 CDC still wants to talk to our experts.
Facility:,
Source: CDC

Address/Locaflon:_
Attachment: !,

This informaion is 9494 O --" . • ... .

DatelTime:10311612011 13:19:44 (ET) Robots are available; RST asked if there are GE contractors willing to help, however all
Positon: EST Chronology Officer GE contractors have left; may be some local GE workers who can be tapped.

Name: Jesica Kratchman

Record:] 1228
Facility: i -
Source: RST to GE

AddresLocation:_ _ _

Attachment: _._

This information i Oiy- 3.i: .i ,t iia IIorl.

Date/Time: 0311612011 13:17:00 (E1) NR representative on his way here (Tom Roberts).
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: 1 Jesca Kratchman
Record: 1227

Source: 1 RST

Addres/Location: _

Attachment i
This information 4i ,;A L. - S=,i;5vu iWeumai ninormauon.

Date/Time: 03116/2011 12:46:09 (El) on phone: Mike, Cathy, Brian, and Eric
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman i Chairman wants to put together a group of Senior Managers who can communicate the
Record: 1226 basis of the press release that is about to be put out.

Facility:1, (b)(5)

Source: i conference
AddressLocation: J

Attachment:i.

Ih l.587/707F
I
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This information is~flfTý a~,~ UýOi esdeil8l8 normfa uof

Date/Time: 03116/2011 12:40:11 (ET) -Offered to send 1-2 staff and some of the lab staff to our Op Center; they have been
Position: EST Chronology Officer brainstorming some options.

Name:! Jesdca Kratchman
Record:!1225 __

(b)(5)
Facility:

Source: Steve Troutman, NR ___

Addre/Location: ....
Attachment:___ _

This information is .... i.i. 6W Ony,,,.iff n ni ý ,

Date/Time: 103116/2011 12:36:09 (El) Attach SFP run and reactor runs, dont need context Want data to show that we have
Position: EST Chronology Officer been continually working on this.

Name: Jessca Kratchman

Record: 11224
Facility: _

Source: ___

Addres/Location: I
Attachment:_

This information is--fficia L. •.h, S^nUse, In.t^,.,.,oU 019m a,4 tio

Date/Time: 103116/2011 12:32:21 (ET) It is our understanding that we are the lead in coordinating technical resources.
Position: EST Chronology Officer '

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1223
Facility: _

Source:_ _,_ ,,

Addres/Location: _

Attachment _

This infoma•m on is-N eial .. e On. . ........ l' .... .. -

Date/Time: i 03116/2011 12:16:11 (ET)
Positon:; EST Chronology Officer

Name:' Jessica Kratchman

(b)(5)

(b)(5)
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Record: 1222 _ Mike Weber to Chairmaný (b)(5)

Facility:j

F Chairman- need within 10 minutes.

Source:,Josh

AddresLocation:i
Attachment: ___

This information is Only- Swisiiiv internal Informatjio.

Date/Time:1 03/16/2011 12:05:03 (ETC) Concern: need to talk with NSIR Safeguards Team on how to knock a hole into the Unit
Position: EST Chronology Officer 2 SFP so we can getwater into it. Need to accomplish this from a distance.

Name: Jesdca Kratchman
Record: 1 220 ___ CORRECTION: knock a hole in SFP BUILDING.

Facility:'_ EST Chronology Officer -Jessica Kratchman at 12:09:37 on 3/1612011

Source: John Monninger ____

AddresLocation:

Attachment: _

This informaton i3s ... i.. L& nly - , u ,,,=1• ,....ion. ..
Date/Time:]03/12011 12:05:03 (ET') Concern: need to talk with NSIR Safeguards Team on how to knock a hole into the Unit

Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer j2 SFP so we can get water into it. Need to accomplish this from a distance.
Name:iJes9ca Kratchman

Record:11221
Facility:}

Source:I John Monninger 1

AddressLocafion: _1

Attachment __

This information is.Of•f •,; L . . .. - ..... n -- "

Date/Time:d 0311612011 12:01:04 (ET) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: I Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1219

Facility:

Source:J

AddreWLocation:.

(b)(5) 5K W
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Attachment:
This information isOfficial '• Only- Sensiie irneern infrmaion. '

Date/Time: ____ 59 I r there are no changes to are four key recommendations.
Posifion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: I Jesica Kratchman

Record: 1218 i

- Facility: I ._............

Source:'EDO ___

Address/Location:
Attachment: i _i'

This information icOfic,,l Te GO',,- S,,si. 6 , dlORtf lurmatuO .

Date/Time:

t

03116/2011 11:56:23 (ET) Having trouble accepting vehicles not licensed in their country: preference is to have
EST Chronology Officer vehicles airlifted to TEPCO site.Position:

Name:r Jessica Kratchman 1
Record: 1217
Facility:i _

Source:_TEPCO mtg ___

AddressLocation: I

Attachment ___

This information i hl W.. e 0.. -Sensi.k' A1t8,4s A!,Orm .tic".

Date/Time:1 0311612011 11:48:24 (ET) All four Units have RCS continuing to inject via low pressure core spray.
Poston: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jeica Kratchman Unit 2 SFP: small blow out in the panel hole; loss of water inventory, but no walls have
Record: 11216 been knocked out.

.t.

Facility: ,As bulldozers are clearing away rubble there is a radiation reduction of approximately
170%: this indicates that there has been a significant release.

Source: TEPCO Meeting I_.,_.__

Address/Location: __

Attachment _

This information is•=,,c01 U O,,y- &nsidve inWernal lnfunri•i,.

Date/Time: 03/16/2011 11:45:46 (ET) Do not think the walls of Unit 4 SFP have been blown out; because there would be
Position: EST Chronology Officer streaming radiation if that were the case.

Name: Jessica Kratchman.. .. r. . . . . . . . . .. . .

(b)(5) 1) 5.W07
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Record: 1215
Facility: ý

TEPCO mtg with Chuck/Source:

AddressLocation: _______

Attachment:____ __

This information i fi&Ls ny esd~ i~nih~uiUv'

DatelTime:1 0311612011 11:32:30 (ET)n TEPCO met with the NRC reps:
Podtion:I EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessca Kratchman Discussed possible specifications for cooling:
Record: 1214 - Four train systems- seperated and independent for each SFP.

*Need suction strainers.
Length of pipe from the ocean to the beach, (elevation change 10m).

*Booster driven diesal pumps to get water 10m up from the ocean,
Unit 1, 4: need 500m of piping,
Units 2,3: need 700m of piping.

I*Diesal driven fire pumps.

Ground mounted launch point nozzels.
IMust be movable and transportable.
*iRequesting assistance with installation with running and operation.

Facility: *May eventually need to add boron, must be able to suck the boron from a tank.
BACKUP system:
*Four fire trucks with areal booms- must be able to lift 20-30m with water cannon on the

Iend.
lt;this is all at a minimum&gt;

10-20 minutes workers will get their yearly dose.

Other concepts: implament remote control robots for use in high rad areas.
Source:' John and Chuck _

AddresslLocation: _____ ________

Attachment:!, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

This information is 0O4Wic I- N,6 Onl SnW ~&aI is! W01u~

Date/Time: 103/16/201110:55:46 (ET) Texas State Radiation Board is requesting plume data.
I
I.

(J (b)(5) 591/707
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Position:d EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1213
Facility:1  -

Source: Texas

Address/Locaton:-

Attachment: -

This infomrnadon is v,,,il, b'• O11ý % i UM hibi -lid " ... .d I.

Date/Time:03/16I201110:42:53 (ET) Japan needs Boron. Diablo Canyon has 20,000 tons of boron, it would need to be

Position: EST Chronology Officer airlifted.
Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record:i1212

Facility:1 _
Source:, INPO ____

AddresLocation: I
Attachment'l

This information it-fGfica' Qly -Sw is,, • t* o,, t.. , f. . ,t Of.

Date/Time: 10311612011 10:40:15 (ET) Media on the ground in Japan (Scott Kelly) wants an interview with Chuck Casto.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name: Jessica Kratchman OPA is handling this request.

Record: 1211

Facility: I

Source:t_____

AddreWLocation:
Attachment: L_.. ... .............

This information i fffiial Ie Only. SeaitiUv Inernva Informýtion

Date/Time: 0311612011 10:38:14 (ET) I RASCAL confirms that there would be no impact on US: Alaska, Hawaii, CA.

Position: EST Chronology Officer 1

Name:'Je~ca Krt-hman
Record: 1210

Fa ility: i

Source: PMT ___

AddreWLocation:! ....

Attachment--
This inforrnaon is effieie^ We1 onl .Sl,
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Date/Time: 1031162011 10:36:04 (ET) Question: With three cores and four SFP potentially compromised, would this effect the
Position: EST Chronology Officer US?

Name:, Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1209 Answer: would depend on the conditions, and this is something we are revisiting, but
Facility:! .the "quick answer" is "NO". This needs to be confirmed,
Source: EDO ___

Addre/Location:_
Attachment: _ __

This informrnoninn iSO-f use U, Only. - Sensibt, Interni'al 1nfcr4op.

Date/1ime: 0311612011 10:18:39 (ET)j Confirming that the US NRC recommendaton of a 50 mi evacuation is still what NRC is
Position: EST Chronology Officer confident in recommending.Op Center answer: with todays conditions (reactors, SPFs,

Name: I Jessica Kratchman meteorological), this is the appropriate recommendation.
Record: 1208

Facility: (b)(5)

Source: EDO ___

AddressLocation: i
Attachment: _

This informabon iA f W . i. . M - s . .. .,,al ,i,,,u, .

Date/lime: 1 03116/2011 10:04:15 (EM) Media reporting that containment vessel may be breached. We cannot confirm this.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: 'Jessica Kratchman
Record:J 1207 -

Facility:[ -

Source:j CNN ______

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment: -

_________________________ _-_ This inforrnaldon is-pffficiGi wl 0n' W-9 9 " OVe M

Daterrime:103/16/2011 10:01:55 (El) (b)(5) ;A document- the NRC wants to get a hold of this
Position: EST Chronology Officer document.

Name: JeWca Kratchman
Rec`.' or1206

Facility:_

(b)(5) 5M7
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Source: IMike Weber

Address/Location:

Attachment ......... _

This information is Ocial Use On/ , it' .... Infotion

DatelTime:"[0311612011 09:57:28 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer Where needs foe a coordinated effort and unified opinion

Name: Jessica Kratchman between Federal agencies.

Record:[1205

Facility_:

Source: Mike Weber

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: _____

This information is Ofci UseOniy. Sensitve iern/lnfosatuI.

Date/Time: 03/1612011 09:42:56 (ET) Running RASCAL with different core, met, and structural assumptions.

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1204

Facility:j

Source: PMT _

AddreW/Location:
Attachment:

This information is OfclUeO/ ostv nen'/frito

DatefTime: 10311612011 09:41:07 (ET) Met people getting a forecast through the weekend because offshore winds may come
Position: EST Chronology Officer Jback on shore,

Name: Jesica Kratchman
Record:I1203

J *t

Facility:
Source: PMT

AddreWLocaoon:__
Attachment i _

This information is 094cil Wse Onl.- Sensi•iv Internal /nformnnati
" - -- - -- -- -- - - ....

DatelTime: 03/1612011 09:38:34(ET)i , (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer __4
Name: ýJesica Kratchman

I i(b)(5) 5Wo7
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Record: 1202 I

Facility:

11 OUO Scnsi Irit-eri~i nfrur~ur
J I

Mvi'-I

Source:! EDO

Addres/Location: I
Attachmentl

This infnMafinn it Affir-ai Peg~ ftiw. Pa ;i;,tifibn hif hinm~r n--,

Date/Time:!03/16/2011 09:36:01 (ET) Need to use a combination of water and sand for SFP. Water. Units 1,2; Sand Units 3,4
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesica Kratchman

-- Record: 11201

Facility:
Source: ICasto - -

AddrerdLocation:
Attachment__

This inforration is Ofcial ' Onl, o..., ,ntern, l ,fo .

FDateIime: 031161201108:54:45( p TEPCO new information:
Postion: EST Chronology Officer i

Name: Jesca Kratchman I List of equipment; move to closest American installation:
Record: 1200 -

*Four pumps are in country.
*Need equipment for spent fuel pools,
*Rocket launchers for water: can be mounted on the ground or on a latter truck, Needs

I to be able to launch water 30m in the air, from 50m away, 500 gall min.
* Areal latter snorkel trucks (monitor nozzles)

Facility: *Land based pumps
*(Booster pumps by the ocean)

i*Needs to include strainers so seawater does not clog.

Lots of rubble in the way, need equipment to clear a pathway. Bulldozers.
*Sand- RST recommends for Unit 3 and 4 spent fuel pools, instead of water.

Source: I Chuck Casto !-

AddresslLocation: i
Attachment: i

(b)(5) 595170
'1.

[
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This informaton is Oftlal ,I Ouly- se o vu hi ý.

Date/Time: 0311612011 08:43:56 (ET) Communication plan: most improtantly, needs to address why we are confident in our
Postion: EST Chronology Officer reactors,

Name::Jessica Kratchman ;
Record: 1199
Facility:1 -

Source:;___ ._

AddressWLocation: 1

Attachment:__
This information is c.a e -S ' .

Date/Time: 0311612011 08:31:21 (ET) IJapanese translator in ELT room.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1198 _ _

Facility:IL .I..___________

Source: ___

AddresWLocation: _

Attachment: I_ _

This information is fflicW Use Only- Seno:mii nte, nal ,nfagon.

Date/Time: 03116/2011 07:54:32 (ET) May not be able to attend Hill meeting in person, if not he will attend via phone.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1197

Facility:_

Source: I Chairman _

AddresslLocation:_
Attachment _

This information is .o... We Only - .Sniive htmalnforrat--

Date/rime: 0311612011 07:53:24 (r) 'They are providing two pumps (1000 gpm) from a truck approximately 700-800 miles
Position: I EST Chronology Officer away, 4 pumps arrived in port; not sure what port- checking on where.

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1196
Facility:_

Source:INR
{V-'i (b)(5)

5%7O7
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AddreWILocation:_______

Aftachment
This infonmabon is-Official L Only- eSi1 '; ;ie 1

DaterTime: 0311612011 07:16:55 (ET) __ (b)(5)__

Podtion: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Thomas Scarbrough (b)(5)

I

. I

NRC believes that Unit 4 SFP fire was caused by loss of water that resulted in a zirc fire.

Chairman will attend hearing on Hill this morning that will likely involve this issue.
Chairman does not plan to make these recommendations public at this time.

Source: (b)(6) 1

AddreWILocation: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _______ _ _ __ __

Attachment
This iriforrnaton is Offiial We* On W Soifhfaf nteral !nfhrmaioii.

Date/rime:O03/16/201106:31:32 (ET) Coordination of NR and NRC approaches:
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Thomas Scarbrough NRC sent evacuation recommendations based on one unit. NR sent e-mail with
Record: 1194 additional recommendations for specific actions. NR does not consider the

I recommendations different. ET agrees with this view.

(b)(5)

ET states that NRC has provided recommendations to TEPCO on SFPs.

NR wants to ensure we are on same page and notify Ambassador.

.Chairman, Admiral Mueller, Admiral Donald, and Chuck Casto join discussion:

(b)(5) 597/707
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(b)(5)

Chairman indicates that NRC focus on whether we agree with TEPCO protective action
recommendations.

Facility: ET believes that this situation will degrade so TEPCO will need to provide additional
I protective action recommendations. ET says need more informationý hairman

(b)(5)

!Admiral Mueller reads his e-mail with detailed recommendations.

Chairman states that situation will de rade to might have 6 reactors and/or SFPs. No
ione disag reed./ b)5

Cairman message:

(b)(5)

Naval ReactorsSource:
I Telecon _

AddresdLocation:_T
Attachment: _T

This information is Offi,,a Uso Only- o nl fmo

Datellime:I 0311612011 06:25:08 (ET) !ET indicates that NRC will work with NR to reconcile recommendations.
Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Thomas Scarbrough ET working to contact Chairman.
Record:i 1193 ET used RASCAL to develop NRC talking points.

(b(\
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ET sent recommendations on SFPs to Ron Cherry. If cannot get water, then dump
Facility: 'anvthinq into SFPs based on NUREG used by Pat Hilands aroup.

~(b)(5)

S Jack Foster (Chucks

Iteam) _

AddressLocation: _

Attachment __

This information is Official We 'O•ly Sensitive iernal Info.mation.

Daterlime: 0311612011 05:55:28 (ET) Chuck reported on telecon with Naval Reactors (Admiral Mueller) and Ambassador
Position: EST Chronology Officer J about Naval Reactor e-mail to Ambassador.

Name: i Thomas Scarbrough
Record:!1192 Naval Reactors e-mail:

Need more personnel on site.
Need more pumping power on site now,

I Working on electricity restoration (rather than cooling cores) could result in radiation
I spread over hundreds of miles.

(b)(5)

NRC memo referred to 50 miles for evacuation based on Unit 4 SFP issue.

Facility: (b)(5)

ET says that NR e-mail and NRC memo not necessarily different, (e.g., NRC memo

based on one unit)

( will prepare talking points and interact with

Naval Reactors on this issue.

ET also working on Unit 4 SFP recommendation.

Source:. Chuck Casto

~(b)(5) 5997O7
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Attachment:'

This infomaion is MWficaI Ue Uo .S- e ten•m flarmati. -

DatelTime: 0311612011 05:28:41 (ET) JNRC team invited to meeting with TEPCO at 8 pam.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:IThomasScarbrough iSFP Status:
Record: 1191 Unit I and 2 boiling down

Unit 3 and 4 zirc water reaction
No SFP walls in Unit 4 so no ability to retain water.

TEPCO discussing dropping sand on Unit 4 SFP.

' Pat Hiland said his group will research best approa

John indicated that team charter indicated recomm
F y Ambassador. ET stated that team should establishFacility:

technical issues. ET will provide more guidance at
TEPCO.

ET requested that team also check on Unit 5 SFP s

(b)(5)

!John MonningerSource: (Chucks team)

ich for Unit 4 SFP.

endations must be routed through
protocol with Ambassador for
7:15 prior to team meeting with

tatus,

Address/Location: I

Attachment _ __

This informa uon is ...........u . ... ...

Date/Time:•311612011 04:04:40 (EP) Dan Dorman informs Chuck that NRC staff sent plant summary and recommendation to
Posifon: iEST Chronology Officer Ron Cherry. Chuck has not seen it yet

Name: Thomas Scarbrough

............---- !ET information needs relayed to Chuck: Current condition at U-it 4?Record:i 1190

/~~b)(5)
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i Decreasing level at Unit 5 (Rx vessel or SFP?) with use of diesel generator to provide
water.

(b)(5)

i (b)(5)

(b)(5)

i ET will send to Chuck (1) Ops center update, (2) NRC talking points, and (3) flyover
recommendation. Previously sent summary and bounding analysis to Ron Cherry.

!Chuck will work to obtain more accurate information from Japan sources. Chuck
I indicates that it would be best to have access to TEPCO EOC for most accurate

Facility: information. Chuck wants plant info directly to his team from Japan sources.

(b)(5)

Chuck indicates NRC severe accident NUREGICR-6150 tracks this event very closely.
DOE lab INL could provide code scenario assistance. Pat Hiland indicates that Ops
Center team has been reviewing the NUREG.

ET informed Chuck that 4 pumps are available for TEPCO to be picked up.
ET and Chuck discussed thinking about long-term needs.

[I (b)(5) 601/707
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Chuck said team has KI.

(b)(5)

ET indicates that GE.Hitachi has EOC in Tokyo. Chuck suggests contacting upper
levels of GE if necessary for access.

Source: Chuck Casto _

AddreWLocation: -_

Attachment: _

This informaion is Off.c.. W.e Oin"ýly- S lnter ln•,m,.o,.

Date/Time: 103/1612011 03:07:43 (El) IAEA report did not specify if Unit 5 water level applied to Rx vessel or SFP. Report
Posifon:1 EST Chronology Officer indicated that water was 200 cm above fuel 5 hours ago, but had dropped recently.

Name:; Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1189
Facility: _

Source: Dan Dorman ___,

AddreWLocaton: ___ ______________ ________ ___

Attachment: _
This informaton is " - I

DatelTime: 03/1612011 02:53:50 (El) Unit 5: RX vessel water level has dropped 40 cm in last 5 hours. TEPCO plans to use
Posifon: EST Chronology Officer diesel generator at Unit 6 to supply water to Unit 5.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record:118

Facility:i
Source: Pat Hiland ,__

Addres/Location:

Attachment _ _

This infonmabon is L l. " ".

-DatelTime: 0311612011 01:03:51 (ET) Jim Trapp reports that Japan govt, says temporary sheltering of plant workers was
Posifion:i EST Chronology Officer performed and did not evacuate site.

Name:'! Thomas ScarbroughL (b)(5)

(b)(5) W2107
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Record: 1187 - Japan PM asked Jim and Tony to participate on a panel of technical experts at
Parliment.
Jim and Tony had to leave for expert meeting.
Ron Sherry (sp?) will take one-pager with NRC recommendations to PM.
Amy confirmed that 7 members of Castos team heading to hotel.
ET asked Amy to set up telecon with Chuck and team following their arrival. Plan
telecon for 5 pm Tokyo time.

I Source: Jim Trapp

AddreslLocation: _

Attachment :__
This information is' i="-U se- f" - er'"" o _.h . l..

DatelTime:10311612011 00:32:07 (ET) GE turbines are massive (5 MW).
Position: EST Chronology Officer Logistical issues with heavy equipment.

Name: !Thomas Scarbrough 200 tons estimated weight.
Record:i 1186 1 generator per C5 plane.
Facility: Tony needed to hang up to talk to Ambassador.
Source: iTony Ulses _

Addres/Location: _
Attachment:!•

This infofmation is Offiai U Ol .. ...... "-i -......

Date/Time: 03116/2011 00:02:56 (ET) I Discussion of approval for gas turbines from GE.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Provided phone number for turbine specs (Jeff K)

Name: ThomasScarbrough Joe will take action for approval.
Record: 11185
Facility: _

, ..Bill Bergers Deputy [

Source: oe) Dpt

Address/Location: __

Attachment: _

This informaton is Official Use Onl, Sensiti, Intoral /,,•nr.ao,.

DatelTime: 10311512011 23:47:02 (ET) M Dan Dorman: Conflicting reports for possible site abandonment. TEPCO said only
Position: EST Chronology Officer essential actions being taken onsite. Washington Post says site personnel being

Name: Thomas Scarbrough removed.
----'-i'Jim Trapp: Unit 4 in "shambles"

(b)(5) 6M3707
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Record:' 1184 Dan told Matt Fuller (Ambassadors Special Asst) about abandonment concern. Fuller
will speak to Ambassador about abandonment concern.
TEPCO requested GE for gas turbine generators. Bill Berger needs to send approval to

Facility: US govt.
Dan Dorman reported that the diesel pumps previously requested are sitting on a dock
waiting for TEPCO to pick up.

Source: Jim Trapp

AddresULocaton: _

Attachment __I

This information is-tofieFa-Ue Gnly Sensibvo Iternal lnf atorn cn.

DaTime: :36:10 (ET) jPrepare recommendations for Chairman on NRC position on Fukushima reactors
Po-tion: EST Chronology Officer

Na me: cThomas Scarbrough
Record:i 11183
Facility: ..... . .

Source: Jack Grobe

Addres/LocaUon:

Attachment ___

This information is Ofcial b.e Only. &nsi Intmlanl information.

Date/Time: 1103115/2011 23:10:12 (ET) Unit 2: Suppression chamber is damaged.
Poston: EST Chronology Officer Unit 3: suppression chamber pressure instrument is downscale

Name: 'Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1182
Facility:I

Source: TEPCO pr ess
conference

AddresLocation:__
Attachmenti __

This information is effew . .. ,,,- S,...:,., ,.torne lnf,,.net,,n

Date/Time: 03115/2011 22:54:49 (ET) If you look at hvdroqen generation, at units, and we have no containment for Unit 4.
Pofion: EST Chronology Officer Marty

Name: Rebecca Karas (b)(5)

Record:1 1181

I (b)(5) I
604"707
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Facility: _

Source:i RST

AddreWLocation:_

Attachment: -- --.---
This informaton is Offeial WUs Only - iI, Ive ,•,tual ,MbuumdvI.

DatelTime: 0311512011 22:47:47 (ET)

Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: I10 1(b)(5)

Facility:

Source:I Trapp _

Addres/Location: i
Attachment:_

This inorrnation is " " ..ia Use On.. i n t.r.lom ,,.

DatelTime:' 0311512011 22:45:23 (E') Pulling all workers from damaged nuclear plant.

Positon: i EST Chronology Officer
Name:1 Rebecca Karas

Record: 1178 EST Chronology Officer -Rebecca Karas at 22:45:50 on 3/1512011
Facility:

Source: Wash Post quoting JP i

AddreWLocafon:'_r
Attachment: !

This information is Oiciai Use Oniy. Sensidýv iniernai &i'urnd-on.

Dato/Time:j 03115/2011 22:45:23 (PE) Pulling all workers from damaged nuclear plant.
Positon: 'EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1179Facility: -

Source: 'lEPCO !

Add reW/Locaflon:
Aftachrnent:

(b)(5 6M5U7T
11 1
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This information is Ofca s ny estv ~u•l/;lain

Date/Time: 03/1512011 22:39:53 (ET) #4, entire secondary containment appears gone worse than #3. Active smoke coming
Position:lEST Chronology Officer out of 3, plus #4 issues. GE.Hitachi getting briefing from TEPCO.

Name:' Rebecca Karas
Record: 1177
Facility:_

Source: RST ___

Address/Location: _
Attachment: ,__

This information is Officiai Use Ol y- Swiiv hitui-al in aton.

DatelTime: 03115/2011 22:17:45 (ET) TEPCO #3 has been seeing white smoke coming out -looking for cause. Near flood gate
Position: EST Chronology Officer radiation reading is fluctuating hour by hour, but on whole it poses no real hazard. At

Name:, Rebecca Karas one time last night, we had reading of 10OOmSv, but now 800.600 mSv. Radiation near
Record: 1172 flood gate at 10am started to increase rapidly and has reached to unit of mSv. All

workers there have suspended operations, and have asked them to evacuate to safe
area.As of 1054 reading began to drop, and we are right now conducting expert
analysis, but most probable is that part of the vessel evaporation is coming out and that

Facility: is cause of white smoke.

_ _ EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 22:35:47 on 3/1512011

Source: Cabinet Secretary (JP)SueiTV ,

Addre/Location: _

Attachment:
This information is c . " t .

Date/Time: 103/15/2011 22:21:21 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 

1173

Record:' 1173

At 834 am got report that white smoke rising from #3, but no report of blast. Part of
debris could be coming out of containment vessel. We dont have detailed information-

I we are investigating, but part of containment is broken and it seems that vapor is
coming out from the broken part. We have decided no need to change evacuation
instruction. #4 has SFP,and we are preparing to pump water into reactor. Rising rad
levels mainly due to #3 reactor. Temp rising in 4, 5 and 6 reactors. We have joint
taskforce between govt and TEPCO who will report whether water will be sprayed from
above. May cause some risk if we pour large amounts of water in very short time.

7

p. t

(b)(5) 6V/07
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Facility: Gradual addition of water is more safe to do. When we make final decision we will
:announce.

EST Chronology Officer -Rebecca Karas at 22:35:30 on 311512011

Souce .Cabinet Secretary (JP/ .
Source.TV

AddreWLocation:
Attachment

This informagon is •ffieW We Onl Sons&.°'.; Intal Informsgron

DatelTime: 03M1512011 22:26:45 (ET) }#3 reactor needed to have water injected, so needed to release air. In releaseing air,
Posilon: EST Chronology Officer i radiation could have leaked. Possible radiation coming out through that process. We

Name: Rebecca Karas are working to inject water in #4, have not implemented yet. Have high rad from #3, so
Record: 1174 are standing by and want to see how #3 is doing before decide to inject water in #4.

TEPCO people cant even go inside compound. We might need help of US military. Have
'been offered help, and will think about the specifics. We are in process of coordination
with US. We are supplying water from ground, but supplying from above requires
pumping large amount of water, which involves risk, plus have to consider risk of

Facility: !helicopter operation. Restoration of ECCS will be better -stable supply of power would
I make it easier to carry out operation. Radiation was in microSV level yesterday, and
I today is mSV. At 1054, rad level has been coming down rapidly, though(Would like to
Itell public that we are exposed to radiation in our daily lives, like when you get an Xray
_ or when you fly by airplane._.

Source abinet Secretary (JP/ I

AddresILocation:_,_,

Attachment: __-_

This informauon is O. . ..ia .Use. . .. Sr v aHin. . .

Date/Time: 03/15/2011 22:21:21 (ET) At 834 am got report that white smoke rising from #3, but no report of blast. Part of
Position: EST Chronology Officer debris could be coming out of containment vessel. We dont have detailed information-

Name: Rebecca Karas we are investigating, but part of containment is broken and it seems that vapor is
Record::'1175 .. .. .. coming out from the broken part. We have decided no need to change evacuation

instruction. #4 has SFP,and we are preparing to pump water into reactor. Rising rad
levels mainly due to #3 reactor. Temp rising in 4, 5 and 6 reactors. We have joint

(b)(5) 6071707
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ataskforce between govt and TEPCO who will report whether water will be sprayed fromFacility:

!above. May cause some risk if we pour large amounts of water in very short time.
I Gradual addition of water is more safe to do. When we make final decision we will
iannounce.

Source: TEPCO _ . . . .. . .

AddreusLocation: _

Attachment _

This informationis.

Datelime: 0311512011 22.17:45 (EP), TEPCO #3 has been seeing white smoke coming out -looking for cause. Near flood gate
Positon: EST Chronology Officer radiation reading is fluctuating hour by hour, but on whole it poses no real hazard. At

Name:i Rebecca Karas one time last night, we had reading of IOOOmSv, but now 800.600 mSv. Radiation near
Record: 1176 I flood gate at 1Oam started to increase rapidly and has reached to unit of mSv. All

workers there have suspended operations, and have asked them to evacuate to safe
area.As of 1054 reading began to drop, and we are right now conducting expert

ayanalysis, but most probable is that part of the vessel evaporation is coming out and that
is cause of white smoke.

Source:_TEPCO media briefing " ___

AddrelLocation:_
-Atta~c.hment:

This inforahon is Official "-"e ONly-

Da :T03/1512011 22:15:38lET) iFuel pools may have heated in #3 and produced steam (TEPCO).
Postion: EST Chronology Officer ;

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1171_
F a c ility : I _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Source: NHK

AddressLocafion: I
Attachment: ______ _______

This infomiaton is Meto ! UWe o .ny ,.si Int,^ o .Mel MfO^Rm,.

Datel/ime: I03115/2011 22:06:36 lET) Fire about 5 hours ago in Unit 4, low in r r buildin
Pofi~on: EST Chronology Officer TV also shows smoke

Name: Rebecca Karas rising trom si e. U l its ircu
Record:: 1170 i

(b)(5) 6&0
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Source: i PMT __-_.

AddresLLocation:_
Attachment~ii.... .. ..

This informaUon is ' - n

Date/Time: 03/1512011 21:52:42 (ET) Wants quick status update. Grobe: Much better than last night. UI -3, best info is that
Position: EST Chronology Officer. nothing has changed. U2 less stable- concern with stability of core cooling on Unit 2.

Name: Rebecca Karas _ Best information is they all have primary containment integrity. Dose rate at site
Record: 1169 boundary is 6OmR/hr. U4 had another fire about 5 hrs ago. Cause is not clear. Smoke

was seen. Appears fire self-extinguished. Dose rates are 30R/hr. Believe is shine, not
contamination or release, from decreased SFP water level. News media continuing to
show footage from fire in the morning. Fire is out as best we understand. Most of team
i is on the ground. Casto a little later, as well as 1 other team member. Trapp will brief
Casto and then get ahold of us. Japanese govt has accepted help from US -1 doz
generators and other equipment, rad monitoring, KI. WANO Japan is getting access to
TEPCO briefin s, and we are trying to get access through themn

(b)(5)
ISurgeon

Facility: General is recommending West Coast residents procure KI. We have said we agree with
Sthe Japanese rec mmendations, and we do not anticipate rad materials affectina US
iand its territorie
1 •lIso trying to become more' 'Predictable as an Ops Center. Have

updated 2-pager to be more consistent. Will be producing go-books, Will be updated at
0600 and 1800 electronically. Revisited staffing of various teams and right-sized it. We
will be at this for several weeks. Periodic briefings list is maintained by Liaison Team.
Chairman briefed Cmsrs, and they agreed want Cmsn meeting early next week to hear
from staff on what is going on and what Agencys response is. Open meeting and then
closed one afterwards.

Source: !Eric Leeds via Bridge

A~ddress(Location:i I
Attachment' __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

This information is Offical U•s Only- ssU; ,,tr,, l1,,or u. ,

DatelTime: 0311512011 21:38:03 (ET) USAID reps went to OPA at State Dep

(b)(5) 60M7O7
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Position:! EST Chronology Officert (b)(5) )hey will deal with it. Marry: We
Name: I Rebecca Karas j should go out to our SLOs and tell them weve initiated these actions in response to

Record1168 . what came out from Surgeon General.
Facility: ___
Source: Liaison Team

Address/Location: 1

A ttachm ent: __ _- -I . .......... .. .
This informaUon is Offleia ,se On ..-S ., ........ .

DatelTime: 0311512011 21:29:08 (ET) Discuss restructuring talking points and status summary into I document with different
Position: EST Chronology Officer Isections.

Name: Rebecca Karas 1

Record: 1167
Facility: ____

Source:rET ____

AddresslLocation:' _,_ _

Attachment _ _ _ _

This information is "ffif -O "

DatelTime: 03115/2011 21:11:00 (ET) i For briefing books, should make up initial set of"go" books, and then just email
PChronology Officer updates on some set duration to their secretaries to update.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 11166
Facility:

Source:tGrobe _

AddressLocation: ____

Attachment, __._
t II1 IIIII~lld U 11 1 VII vll MAt•ily - M 1.3I11VO 11l|19111a) 111011TU ORILI I

Date/Tme:, 03115/2011I21":08:27 (ET') Liaison Team to get ahold of Surgeon Generals officle (b)(5)

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1165
Facility:

Source: I ET"_r_ _

AddressfLocation:'
L Attachment:

(b)(5) 6101707
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This informabon is Ofial " O- Se... lve ' .... on.

Date/Time: 0311512011 21:07:47 (ET) i Surgeon General is recommending KI for everyone on West Coast
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record:! 1164
Facility:! II-.___________ ___

Source: ET

AddreWLocation: i'"
Attachment: _ __

This informaion ' o^Mhii -f S lIamafion.

DatelTime: 0311512011 21:06:05 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1163

Facility: -I

Source: 1Chairman __.. ................

AddreWLocation: I-

Attachment: _

This informa'on is Ofa - s " l - 2""si" Int-ne ,.or.ne,;n.

Date/Time: 10311512011 20:47:38 (ET) Grobe: team is arriving most arriving now. Casto in afew hours later. They go to hotel
Position: I EST Chronology Officer !across from embassy. Casto will be at embassy in about 4 hours. As soon as he is

Name: Rebecca Karas j briefed, he will get on phone with us. Should have functioning team in morning. We dont
Record: 1161 know if they will get access to information they need

Facility:!

Source: Chairman bridge call

1= t (b)(5)

_ovi oT Japan nas accepted
US offer for equipment (DOD), land and air monitoring (DOE) we will get info real time,

IKI pills. INPO has established Level I document. Fire in Unit 4. About 4 hours ago, fire
i detected in Unit 4. Not clear if this was instantaneous hydrogen burn, or lasting fire. Fire
yesterday was lube oil and extinguished-Dose rates are 3OR/hr inside U4. TEPCO

!,thinking about ways to fight fire. Jaczko:
(b)(5)

1.
AddreWLocation:1

':1
(b)(5)

/
611807
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Attachment: _

This information is !i

Date/Time: 0311512011 20:47:38 (ET) Grobe: team is arriving -most arriving now. Casto in afew hours later. They go to hotel
Positon: EST Chronology Officer across from embassy. Casto will be at embassy in about 4 hours. As soon as he is

Name: Rebecca Karas briefed, he will get on phone with us. Should have functioning team in morning. We dont
Record: 1162 now if they will get access to information they need

(b)(5)
ýovt of Japan has accepted

i US offer for equipment (DOD), land and air monitoring (DOE)- we will get info real time,
1KI pills. INPO has established Level 1 document. Fire in Unit 4. About 4 hours ago, fire

Facility: detected in Unit 4. Not clear if this was instantaneous hydrogen burn, or lasting fire. Fire
yesterday was lube oil and extinguished. Dose rates are 30R/hr inside U4. TEPCO!thinking about ways to fight fire Iazo()5

Source: Chairman bidge call -

Addre/Location: Ir
Attachment: I

This informaton is M Wfcial d .s ,y- iiuv hs w ..............

Date/Time: 03/1M2011 20:39:58 (ET) Discusses expanded team during Japan daytime hours. RST believes may need fewer
Posifion: I EST Chronology Officer !people. PMT may need one more dose assessor. Do need to expand Liaison Team (1-2

Name: Rebecca Karas Ipeople). Shortage of directors for Liaison Team. Working to solve through Michelle. Also
Record: 1160 shortage of State Liaison people. Grobe: get needs specified so filling those positions

happens automatically. Expect this to continue next couple of weeks. ETST feels
understaffed. Few people supporting all briefing books. Need to also think about
swapping out people in Japan in 2 weeks. f Chuck establishes himself as POC,

Facility: shouldnt swap him ou• (b)(5) )Nader is going to
reassess needing 2 0IP people. Kirk will probably come back firs(in about a week, and
we can assess whether need replacement. Have asked Office Directors to identify
people.

Source: ET ___

AddresdLocaton:
Attachment.

This information is Omciai Le On, sensit•.• intrnal Information.

(b)(5) 612,707
V.
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DatelTime: 0311512011 20:29:02 (ET) Grobe and Trap d,&, Iaistics of arrival team, We need to update table to add cell
Position: 1 EST Chronology office! hone numbers!

Name:-! RebeccaKas

Record: 1159 (b)(5)

i~ fwe can get in touch with WVANU, that

would help. Ambassador has tried to ge es at seat of NI, and has not been
Facility: successful. Also trying to get into TEPCO EOC. Have been working about 20 hour days.

Other groups are on way though. Marty: want to engage with all of team soon when
Chuck is there and is briefed up. Chuck will offer to provide coordination for all US
nuclear activities to ambassador.

Source:'Trapp I i

Addres•Location: _

Attachment: _

This informabon is- Offc^l LI^ , O-nl;Se ;,v Is ̂e ma Infr^moton

DatelTime: 0311512011 20:22:35 (El) Conflicting reports: One story is that Fire in 4 was SFP area hydrogen fire. Separate
Position: EST Chronology Officer story is that it was oil fire, Another thought is that reports of new fire are just restatement

Name: I Rebecca Karas of old fire. But one other thought is that it is in fact a new fire. Trying to validate.
Record: 1168

Facility:; _ GE says original calculation was 4-6 days for U4 SFP.
Source:'Trapp via PMT ___

AddreslLocaUon: _____

Attachment:
This informagon is Offica We 0..- b. ht.....i..... ..........

Date/Time: 1031151201120:00:23 (El) Grobe: Status not changed since last update for Units 1.3, all have some fuel damage,
Posion:EST Chronology Officer and sea water being injected. Unit 2 being viewed as less stable, All 3 have lost

Name:, Rebecca Karas secondary containment, but primary believed intact. Dose rates at gate 60mRIhr. Unit 4
Record: 11157 _ experienced a lube oil fire yesterday, Reports of another fire, 30R/hr in building due to

shine from fuel due to reduced shielding. Complicates fighting fire. TEPCO
contemplating fighting fire from external locations. 80 deg C in other pools. Team will be
1 arriving over next several hours. Many at 10pm, others at 12 and 0300. Priority is getting
in communication with our team. Japan has accepted support with equipment. Military
facilitating. Monitoring by DOE, And requested KI. Monitoring land and air-based. Want
to get connected with that data streai (b)(5)

613707
'- ,\~,
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Facility:

(b)(5) INPO has issued highest level event doc. Level I event report. Required of

each US utility to: assess and evaluate readiness/adequacy of B%B, SAMG, SBO and
issues with internal and external flooding similar to that which could happen from
seismic event. Marshall: IAEA table: on SP pressure line, what is D/S stand for? What is
distinction between A and B on pressure. Grobe: information is somewhat dated. Need

'to clean up reports a bit. Information is about 10pm yesterday. Not sure what relevance
information has today. Franovich: Are we considering taking action like INPO? Grobe:
not contemplating any prompt action at this time. Its days or weeks out not near-term.
IAEA table useful, but would be better in our countrys units. Grobe:

~~(b)(5

~rying to do through WANO.-Marshall: Unit 2, seem to be more comfortable

primary con .is not breached. Why? Grobe: it is retaining pressure. RST has indicated
they have a higher level of confidence its retaining pressure. Vacuum breakers between
torus and drywell, and also torus and Rx bldg. It could be that one vacuum breaker
opened briefly. Noise heard at time. Possibly localized detonation. We dont know what
happened. Has been reported to us that Prim. Cont is retaining pressure, though, so
appears intact. Fire on Unit 4 is being reported as fire that may have initiated due to
hydrogen gas from low levels of water in SFP. No indication what is burning. Media
indicates fire started and being reported by a TEPCO person that they are not taking
actions to extinguish at this time due to dose rates in reactor building. Previous fire was
lube oil. Monitoring to get more info. Marshall: Is TEPCO cycling operators in and out.
Grobe: Know evacuated non-essential personnel. 50 remain onsite. Have reports that 5
individuals received lethal doses. If dose rates were 40-60R/hr for several hours, than is
possible. Having difficulty confirming information. Chairman: CNN reporting fire. Grobe:
repeats fire info, We believe 30R/hr is shine dose from lower SFP levels. ChairmanwF (b)(5)

Ihis intorrnation isu" UP*iv inrtrai Intoaboli.

DatefTime: 0311512011 19:59:11 (El) Will be Commission meeting next week on this- high level as its public. Closed meeting
Posiion: EST Chronology Officer afterwards on agenda planning. Start out with status of Japan as background.

-I

K (b)(5)(b(5 614/707
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Name:! Rebecca Karas
Record: 156
Facility:! I
Source: I ET _

AddressLocation: _
Attachment'L' .......

This informaton is Offcial Uý Only- S•,i.u• ,ueml l,,uwdu,:.

Daterrime: 10311512011 19:56:24 (ET) Need to start thinking about recommendations for what we should do domestically.

Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer Need to look at GSI-199 and when its due.
Name: Rebecca Karas i

Record: 1155

Facility: i _

Source:'i Marty . _

AddressLocatlon: _

Attachment I
This information is ,Offcial L• O. l Se,., lnt:.- .... .

Daterrime:1 03116I201119:47:04 (ET)i Japanese have requested KI. US through DOE is tasked to do this.
Position: i EST Chronology Officer

Name:' Rebecca Karas 1 They have accepted our offer of aerial and ground monitoring,
Record: 1153 'EST Chronology Officer -Rebecca Karas at 19:51:58 on 3/1512011

Facility: .,- -

Source: "Er ______

AddressLocation:j ___

Attachment: _

This information is 9c.ial We Only. So..ifi. hi ir..t.... .

Dateirime: 10311512011 19:47:04 (ET) i Japanese have requested KI. US through DOE is tasked to do this.
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1

Name: Rebecca Karas j
Record:1154 -

Facility:

Source: Er ___...

AddressLocation:-

Attachment: *

This information is O WVf,,a, sU Ony- .. hltnal l,,Ou,,bun.

I (b)(5) 61597O
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DatelTime: 1031151201119:35:47 (ET) Finishing up hearing process with Chairman, and need 2 things prepared and ready by

Position:1 EST Chronology Officeri0630 tomorrow. Need 10 copies of each, Bill will pick up at 0700. 1: update of NRC
Name: 1 Rebecca Karas - talking points (Chron ones). Also 10 copies of ops center status update.

Record:: 1152 _

Facility:j

Source: I Borchardt via phone

AddressLocation:-
F_

Attachment__
This information is Offlii eUise•,.Ontensit-fnae Merma.ion.-'

DatelTime: i0311512011 19:33:59 (ET)

Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)
Name: ~Rebecca Karas

Record: 1151
Facility:I

Source:I PMT

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment:_
This informaion is •O•flrf,,, ............................

- -[---.- .

DatelTimel 0311512011 19:31:8(EW (
Position: EST Chronology er (b)(5)

Name:! Rebecca" Karas

Record: 11M0

Facieity:
Source: PMT •.. . ........

AddressLocation:

Attachment.
This in!orman on is AM.... ,.. ,^l , i.si •ve ,ntma nf ,,,

Date/Time: 10311512011 18:50:30 (ET) i TEPCO is saying they havent yet started fire extinguishing Unit 4 fire. Fuel rods have
PositonjEST Chronology Officer I been exposed and generating hydrogen in Unit 4. Some of roof is damaged, so

Name: jRebecca Karas !helicopters could be used to inject water, or by fire engines. Not decided yet for sure
Record: 11145 because of difficulties.

30R/hr in area, so difficult for personnel to fight fire in area.
EST Chronology Officer- Rebecca Karas at 18:54:55 on 3/15/2011

il
~(b)(5)' 61M/0
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Facility:

The 30R/hr is inside Unit 4.
EST Chronology Officer -Rebecca Karas at 19:27:40 on 3/1512011

Source: 1 TEPCO via TV ---

AddressLocation:

Attachment _

This information is-e,%,,i l ,.,O,,y -,,,,, .......... .

DaterTime: 0311512011 19:19:59 (ET) Flight for staff got delayed. Most are 10pm. Casto about 12pm. Last person about 3am.
Positon: IEST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1148
Facility: _

Source: ET__

AddreWsLocation:!

Attachment' _

This information is Offic,,l I , O,,,y. Sen,,b,, .... n. o, .

DatelTime: 1031•512011 19:15:24 (-- INPO has issued document to industry, asking for 4 actions: confirm b5b, adequacy of
Postion: EST Chronology Officer ISBO, and other two are related to safe flooding.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1147

Facility: _

Source:IET

Addres/Location:
Attachment L

This informanon is .ftf t -

Date/Time: 10311512011 18:50:30 (lE) TEPCO is saying they havent yet started fire extinguishing Unit 4 fire. Fuel rods have
Positon: EST Chronology Officer been exposed and generating hydrogen in Unit 4. Some of roof is damaged, so

Name: Rebecca Karas j helicopters could be used to inject water, or by fire engines. Not decided yet for sure
Record: 11149 because of difficulties.

Facility: ! 30R/hr in area, so difficult for personnel to fight fire in area.
EST Chronology Officer-Rebecca Karas at 18:54:55 on 3/15/2011

Source: TEPCO via TV

(b)(5) 617107
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AddressLocation:
Attachment: __ _

This information is Offi / '- . r '.

DatelTime: 03115/2011 18:50:30 (ET) TEPCO is saying they havent yet started fire extinguishing Unit 4 fire. Fuel rods have
Position: EST Chronology Officer been exposed and generating hydrogen in Unit 4. Some of roof is damaged, so

Name: Rebecca Karas helicopters could be used to inject water, or by fire engines. Not decided yet for sure
Record:__ 1146 __ ' because of difficulties.
Facility:~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___ __

Source: TEPCO via TV ___

Addre/Location:_
Attachment: I

This information is ouie tt oy. oSUiq- souve f•nitum idfmlun.

Date/Time:103115/2011 18:43:20 (ET) State Dept. has confirmed fire on Unit 4.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1144'
Facility: _

Source.' at Dept ,________

AddreWLocafon:,
Attachment:

This information is Official LWs Onýy -e~k Intmarn Inohmauion.-

Date/Time:• 1031i2011 18:42:14(ET) I Fire has not yet been contained.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1143
Facility:-

Source: CNN Live r_. . . .... . ..................

AddresLocation: _
Attachment:_______ __

This informa~on is OlliuI U~u Oiy. S~nsitjvu lntwndli l;forrnub'ou.

Date/Time: 0311512011 18:38:40 (ET') TEPCO says another fire burning in Unit 4.in northeastern corner of 4 reactor building.II

Position:: EST Chronology Officer Discovered 5:45am local time. Helicopter being prepared to fight fire,
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1142
1~~~~*I

I (b)(5) 6E12 707
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Source: 1CNN Live -----------__ __ __ - .. - - --

AddresdLocafion: - _ ______-

Attachment: __----.-----.-------.----..-.--..- --

This informalion is Offlciai Use Onl- ~Site*#*neanlnormvtion.-

Date/Time: 03/1512011 18:22:49 (ET) ' New fire at Unit 4 reported on CNN. Requested by State Dept. to comment on.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:I Rebecca Karas

Record:11141
Facillity: 1

Source: ET __

AddressLocation:,
Attachment __ _

This information is Offlca, b•fO Sot, -cm l ..... ............

Date/Time: 03/15/2011_18:11:48 (ET) Need to make sure the Status update and Talking Points are consistent. Need to make
Position:1EST Chronology Officer sure we are still comfortable with the worst case analysis. Chairman needs this updated

Name: I Rebecca Karas at 7:00.
Record:41140
Facility:
Source:!ET ,__

AddreWLocation:_

Attachment:_
This information is Off-cial ... nl.. Sensitive . itemalhifou in...

Date/Time: 103115/2011 13:32:06 (ET) Japan upped the rating from a 4 to a 6.
Postion:i EST Chronology Officer i

Name: IJesica Kratchman This is inaccurate. The IAEA site continues to say Japan has classified as a 4.
Record: 11122 EST Chronology Officer. Rebecca Karas at 18:10:41 on 3/15/2011

-I.Facility:

Source: IAEA _

AddresdLocation: __

Attachment: _

This informaon is-O cial -,oa O,,y- vn lew hdmytun .

Date''ime:: 03115/201 117:38:46 (ET) Had conference call with Office Directors to support staffing in general. Want people to

Positon: EST Chronology Officer 'make commitment to support 4 days in a row, Getting mixed signals on who they need.

I(b)(5)
61V/07
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Name: Rebecca Karas _ Have Marty supplementing, but that is all now. Grobe: could use another leadership
Record: 1138 I person for PMT. Should talk through staffing with Marty. Talking about switching out
Facility: _ people in Japan every 2 weeks.

S Discussion withSource:
Michelle E. _

AddresLocation: _

Attachment_._
This informaton is Offcicai bWe on- sensifive .nte..... ln f-a .

Date/Time: 0311512011 17:28:46 (ET) Teams are not aware of any plans to augment staff during daytime in Japan.
PosiUon: I EST Chronology Officer

Name: IRebecca Karas

Record: 1137
Facility:_I

Source: ET ,,

.ddressLocation: _

Attachment: ___
This information is tied,.i sa D. . .. ';'-' ... f .

DatelTime: 0311512011 17:23:43 (En) Going to check to make sure we are supplementing Ops Center staff during daytime in
Positon: I EST Chronology Officer ,Japan consistent with turnover instructions.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1136

Facility: _

Source:tET Er_ _ _

Addre.ILocafion: _____ ___ __-__________ _____

Attachm ent L ....n.m........n
This information is Ofcial ea Only- 5ensimve ai inmon.

Date/Time: 03/1512011 17:14:36 (ET)- ET turnover mentions needing to consider onsite transfers for our staff in-country.
Posi-on: EST Chronology Officer Seeking clarification on "onsite transfers".
"Name:dRebeccaKaras

Record:j 1135

Facility:!

Source: ETr

AddressLocation: i

Attachment:

(b)(5) 620'07
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DateITime:03/1512011_16:23:33 (ET) Starting to get data from AFB. Most of data is upwind, though. Flyover data should help,
Positon: i EST Chronology Officer though.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1134
Facility: I_
Source: ET__

AddreWsLocation:__
Attachment: __

This information is Offi,., ,.e ,,y. ,.,i .int ^- ,,r,,_

Date/Time: 0311512011 16:18:40(p Rest of Commissioners want package provided to Borchardt &amp; Chairman ASAP.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1133
Facility: -,

Source: ET _

AddressLocation:,

Attachment:! _

This informaton is Official Use only " SI"v" , iteima! wo,.. .i.n.

Date/Time: 03115/2011 16:15:38 (ET) DHS wants update to questions by 4:00. We were supposed to respond by now.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Question for us is do we still believe no impact to US citizens in the US. Grobe: Tell

Name: Rebecca Karas them do not anticipate any health impacts. Just tell him answer is still yes.
-Record:1132

Facility: _,

Source:! ET __

Addres/Location:
Attachment

This information is O~ 7i,-;I .... O.... "-':'t" l .... .

Date/Time: 03/15/2011 16:06:10 (ET)p Narita is open. Our team should arrive at 9-10 tonight (delay at Heathrow).
Position:I EST Chronology Officer I

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1131
Facility:
Source:: Liaison Team

(b)(5) 6216707
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Addre/Location:
Z

Attachment: =

This information is W4,i.ia Use GO.. Sensitiv•,, M4norn lnfo,• afion.

Date/Time: 0311512011 15:56:30 (ET) Jack updates: Continuing to work issues, no substantive change in plant conditions.

Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer Continue to have issues with 1.4.4 is SFP level. Other 3 units appear more stable than
Name:] Rebecca Karas yesterday. Continue to work rad support for our team. Trying to get more info on rad

Record: 1130 conditions.
Facility:

Source: Borchardt call

AddresLocation: ____..... .___... .

Attachment
This information is 01&W° I kG 0,,, ,..:-,,

DatelTime: 03115/2011 15:45:38 (ET)
Position: [EST Chronology Officer What dosimetry would our team need, what doses they likely to see, what is protocol forNameiRebeccaKaras dosimetry, and what would we recommend foI members of the public (US citizens in

Record: 11129 I Japan). Once teams are in place, can the NRC team servea as RSO for the US
contingent. We said we could do if they need. Jack Foster is only HP going though. ET
decides RSO function would come from HQ ops center. They want to know who is
going to provide dosimetry to the entire US contingent. ET: DOD should handle. Also

Facility: i USAID may also have that covered. Need to check on whether we have KI or have to
'mail it? Naval Reactors is giving all their pilots KI each day, and admin limit of 300
1 mR/day. 160,000 US citizens there, in addition to DOD also. Heard airport now closed in

_ _ _ Japan, not sure why. Will check with FAA.

Source:IPMT . __.. . . .__

AddreWLocation: i_.

Attachment:__
This information is O i W- On -S..i..iv Ven d ... io... . ...

Date/Time: 1031151201115:42:38 (ET) } USAID mentioned that there are 174 members of USAID DART in Japan. DOD said

Position: I EST Chronology Officer i attempting to keep vessels out of plume, but trying to continue to provide assistance
Name: Rebecca Karas ',needed by Japanese. Winds offshore next couple days, then onshore Sunday and

Record: 1128 I Monday. EPA is continuing to use rad monitoring network, and continue to see nothing
Facility: _ on it.
Source:, ET

AddreW/Location:
f .................Address/Location: •i

(b)(5) o627
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This information is-OffuciatU O '

Date/Time:i 0311512011 15:13:30 (ET) Hearing at 9am tomorrow. Senator Boxer having meeting at 3pm (thinks its meeting with
Position: EST Chronology Officer ipublic?). GE working with TEPCO. Trying to secure 10 portable generators in US and

Name: Rebecca Karas get them to Japan. US working on providing equipment to Japanese. We provided 2 fire
-Record:[ 1127 _ engines as requested. Liaison Team does briefings with USAID early in the am. ESF8

has call at 8 that Liaison Team does. RST setting up daily call with INPO at 10:30, since
they are having daily call with CNOs at noon, INPO will tell CNOs to: Confirm continued
effectiveness of B5B for all us plants, and w/in 30 days, confirm SBO readiness.

Facility: Ambassador issued press release, and tells Americans to follow Japanese govt.
! i instructions. We issued press release that is corrected,

Source: ET
AddreWsLocafon: __

Attachment.!
AtahmnThis informaUon is Officia• l we 0*- -ensiv inl•.. ra.. "- i o....

DatelTime: '0311512011 14:40:24 (E1") 2pm meeting with Congressional Staffers.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesica Kratchman
Record: 1126

Facility:i I__

Source: _

AddresslLocation: I'__"
Attachment: 1

This information is Oflicial Ue Only. Sensi've (ni ino.,,.

Date/'ime: 03/1512011 14:07:33 (ET) Includes a table of pressures and water levels. A comparison of these figures indicates
Position: I EST Chronology Officer water level in Unit 2 has dropped below fuel.

Name:dJessica Kratchman

Record: 1125
Facility:I
Source: lAEA:

AddresslLocation: ; *... .- -------

Attachment:,,

(b)(5) 62M7
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This information i-fi~eO~~nii-nefa-n~rain

Date/Time: I03/11201t 13:58:58 (ET) Trying to set up 24 hour Japanese translation.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name:IJesdca Kratchman
Record: 1124M

Facility: j
Source:i

AddresLocationT

Attachment:_
This information is OffAuidI Lte Only- Sensitive Inte •l PiforuFin.

Date/Time: 0311512011 08:45:38 lET). Wants a press release saying we agree with PARs the Japanese are issuing.

PWon ESTChronology Officer

Name: Jessca Kratchman PMT will run calculations creating a basis for this determination,
Record: 1096

France has classified this event as a 6. Japan is still calling it a 4.
_ I EST Chronology Officer - Jessica Kratchman at 13:38:13 on 311512011

Source:.. State Department

AddreWLocaton:_
Attachment: _

This informaton is Off.i..... ..On ..- Se . ..tive w u l.. I...u... .

Date/lime: :0315/2011 13:32:06 (Eg) !Japan upped the rating from a 4 to a 6.
Positon: !EST Chronology Officer

Name:iJesca Kratchman

Record: 1139
Facility: __

Source: ,AEA

AddreWLocation: IT
Attachment: _

This informaton is Official Use only- Se,.sitive ,nt,,al lnfor,,,,, .-

DateMme: 03/151201112:59:06 (ET) Confirmed that Unit 4 spent fuel pool definitely did not have a zurc fire.
Won: I EST Chronology Officer
Name: Jessca Kratchman Correction: zirc

Record:' 1119 EST Chronology Officer -Jessica Kratchman at 13:17:50 on 311512011
Facility:

(b)(5) 7 62V(07
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Source: IGE_____
AddresdLocation: ____

This information Ofis 0hial w~elnhiU In0main

Date/Time:; 0311512011 13:14:38 (ET) -CA briefings will be at 8am and 8pm.
Position: IEST Chronology Officer

Name: !Jessca Kratchman
Record: 1120 _____
Facilit ___ ____________ ___

Source:;_________________________________________

AddrerLocation ____________

Attachment:!_____________ _______

This informalion is Oha &Ol n;~IdriIfrao

DatelTime: 10311512011 12:59:06 (Er) Confirmed that Unit 4 spent fuel pool definitely did not have a zurc fire.
Position:: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman-
Record:' 1121 _____

Facility: _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Source:'GE .- ________ _ ____

AddresslLocation: ___________

Attac~hm ~ent: _ _ _ 
_ - _

This informaiaon is Officiaft nl-Sn~~~in~lfhfrnasn

Date/Time:j03115I2011 12:52:30(TF dIndication from GE that the spent fuel pool is not uncovered and there is 30 days left
Position:EST Chronology Officer ibefore the fuel will become uncovered.

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1118 (b)(5)
Facility: __________ _____

Source: PMT_________________________________

AddresslLocation:___
Attachment____

This information is Official UcOl esb nenlIfrain

Datefrime:!03I15I201112:31:16(ET)7 New earthquake near Hamaoka Reactors- no damage to reactors (5 units total, 2
Position: EST Chronology Officer decommissioned, I shutdown for inspection, 2 operating are OK).

Name:j Jessca Kratchman
'I

(b)(5) 6WO7
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Record: 17 7

Facility:'
Source: IState Department

AddressLoca ton: _

Attachment: _

This information ii -

DatelTime: 0311512011 11:52:17 (ET) CNN: US Navy is providing support,
Posion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesica Kratchman
Record: 1116
Facility: _

Source:1 _

AddreWLocafion:!___
Attachment:_________ _____

Address/Location:Attachment: This in.formation is Of:^c,,. L ., Only ;f;iU nfcra nformaion.

Date/Time: 03/151201111:50:24(ET) ~CNN: dangerous levels of radiation leaking.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: I Jessca Kratchman
Record: 1115
Faciity: -

Source: CNN
Address/Location: I___

Attachment -

This information is Otcial Uie Only Si,•ibve In!emal iniormaion.

Date/Time: 10311512011 11:33:21 (ET) !Call from DHS wants NRC to share our models with them.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: JeWca Kratchman

Record: 1114
Facility:,
Source:i,, ____

AddresLocation:__

Attachment:
This information is Official Usa- uao

Date/Time: 0311512011 11:24:44 (ET) Tony and Jim Provided an updat1 (b)(5)
f

(b)(5)
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Position: ESTChronolo Officer

Name:!JeDca Kratchmang

-OUO mitcIýo ý nfnfo

(b)(5) 1)I
Record: 11113
Facility:
Source:_EDO, brefing _________________________________________

Address/Location:w .............

Attachment: _ ____

.1 This information is Official Lso Only .onsibtv• lnt ; Inf.rmtion.

Dateiime:7 03115/2011_11:23:33 (ET) IV

Position:EST Chronology officer
Name: JeWca Kratchman I

Record: 1112
Facility:-
Source:I EDO Briefing I __

AddresLocation:_

Attachment:!
This information is Offci,! Use on,, S, nsiti, interno, , nf^rmaton.

DatelTime: 1103115/2011 11:06:51 (ET) (b)(5)
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name:, Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1111 1NRC is trying to get better dose assessment data. US Navy is going to begin areal

Fciit monitoring.•Facility: I

Source: EDO Briefing __T

Address/Locaflon: __

Attachment: IT.s....
Thi inom tn "i .... .. ... -. ,t.s9 .. •,

Dateflime:j03115/2011 10:50:05 (Er) .Q&amp;A updated to support briefings today and tomorrow. Need prompt review.
_Poon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1110

Facilliy:
Source:i Mike i

11
Address/Location: _

(b)(5) 6 o7
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Attachment: _

This informaton is Official . .e O. -... iU........ .... hi, ..

Date/Time:; 03/15/2011 10:47:06 (ET) Japanese asked for 2 fire trucks; they were delivered this morning; other equipment
Postion:] EST Chronology Officer has been staged.

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1109
Facility:i
Source: I

Addre/Locaton: _

Attachment: i _
This informaton is o , W O .^ .... .............. .

Date/Time: 10311512011 10:46:37 (ET) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer i

Name:;!Jesca Kratchman

Record:11108
Facility:_,,-..

Source: I RMT

AddreWLocation:_ __ _

Attachment::
This informaton is Oicial We Only-" mnai ... omal. "- i..on.

Date/Time: 0311512011 10:22:25 (ET) Press release will be issued afteli (b)(5)

Posion:, EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Jesca Kratchman

Record: 1107
Facility:__

Source:_ Josh _

AddressLocation: _

Attachment¶ __... ... ..
This informaUon is Offial We Ony. -Smi.iu'e hitweuia hfoulation.

'Dateime:03/1512011 10:03:51 (ET) Chairman wants data showing thatwe support Japanese PARs ASAP.
Posiion: IEST Chronology Officer

Name:! Jessica Kratchman

Record: i106
Facifly: i

6280O
,14
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Source: iChairman

Address/Location: i
Attachment, _

This information is Off...a. .. Oil.- Sensitive... htni,,,inbon.

DatelTime: 0311512011 09:55:47 lET) INPO issuing guidance to US Plants to verify status of b,5.b equipment, and station
Position: EST Chronology Officerr blackout preparations.

Name:IJeica Kratchman

Record:11l05

Facility:I
Source: _

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment:_
This information is O#0iRl L-u Only- , iter, .. .

Date/Time: 03115/2011 09:53:29 (EP') Commissioner Ostendorf will be coming to Op Center at 11:30am.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jeica Kratchman

Record:11104
Facility:
Source:_EDOI INPO Meeting ___

AddreWLocabon:
Attachment _

This information is O.,,cial L. e nl" ,ensbe . ,ternal info rao, •,,.

Date/rime: 0311512011 09:42:38 (ET) fINPO is staffing their Op Center.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Je~ica Kratchman INPO Chief Nuclear Officers meeting today.
Record: 1103

Facility: _INPO and NRC to set up Op Center to Op Center meetings.
Source:IEDO mtg with INPO I _

AddressLocation: __
Attachment_ __

This information is Offi..i U.. O -ly- Sensiten0a' . In"mation.

Date/Time: 0311512011 09:33:49 (EP) PMT staffed with a fluent Japanese speaker, He will aid in reading rad level maps when
Position: EST Chronology Officer it is posted on the news.

Name:' Jeica Kratchman

________ -(b)(5) I 62M7O7
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Record: 1102

Facility: __

Source:;

AddressLocafion: _

Attachment:,
This informnaton isO ible OKysitive water to thsn t

Date/lime: 103/15/2011 09:15:52 (ET) I Staff is working on possible ways to get water to the spent fuel pool.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: iJesica Kratchman

Record: 11101
Facility:

Source: Mike to EDO I

AddresLocation:_

Attachment: _

This information s ,f.lUtyieii'h ^ , lemalnfor n

DateTme: 03/1512011 09:09:41 (El) ET support staff calling Miriam Cohen Glen Tracey to identify Staff fluent in Japanese.
Poston: I EST Chronology Officer Also, consider health and expertise of Staff members.

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1100
Facility:__

Source: _ _

Address/Location: _

Attachment: _

This information is fiL O ;. tenel OfformaLn.

Date/lTime: 03/1512011 09:04:47 (ET) i PMD should consider if the core on the floor or the spent fuel pool status would
Potiton: EST Chronology Officer influence the NRC to make different PARs then the Japanese are issuing.

Name:'Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1099
Facility:

Source: PMD __
Address/Location: ____________

Attachm ent: I_ _............ .....
This information is Ofi,- LL Only- S"n'" v ..n..................on.

DateITime: 0311512011 08:56:46 (ET) French and UK call at 9:30 AM EDT; (b)(5)
A

i (b)(5) 63W07
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Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1098
Facility:

Source: PMT _

Address/Location:_
Attachment:

This information is Official l.r^o.

Date/Time: 031152011 08:48:06 (ET) Staffing issues in the Op Center- may need to reach out to other NRC areas. May need
Position: EST Chronology Officer to implement a shadowing approach for OJT.

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1097 _

Facility:

Source:

Address/Locaton:__

Attachment: _

This information is Offiial U Onl- Sesie Intera Inf.r _tion

Datelrime: 0311512011 08:45:38 (ETn Wants a press release saying we agree with PARs the Japanese are issuing.
Poston: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesca Kratchman PMT will run calculations creating a basis for this determination.
Record: 11123 _

Faci~lity:. . .

Source: State Department __ _

Address/Location: ___ _

Attachment:[i•
This information is ' S " ,

Date/Tme: 10152011 08:44:58 (EP) HR should identify Staff that can speak Japanese.
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name:, Jessica Kratchman i
Record:[ 1095

Facility: 1

Source: Mike ___-

Address/Location:
Attachment:T i is

This information is O"fici' Use Only S..:ns .ti.. Intenal!no.,tion,.
/

I (b)(5) 631(707
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Date/Time: 0311512011 08:34:15 (ME) 1). Op Center should remained staffed as long as there are Staff in Japan.
Postion: I EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessca Kratchman '2). Op Center technical staff should be supplemented while it is day time in Japan.
Record:_i. 1094 -

a3). Need to consider on site transfers for staff in-country.Facility:I

Source: 1EDO __

AddresgLocaion:-
Attachment: _

This information is Oflia i Ut Oqy- Smniiiive h...h. fi..

Date/Time: 10311512011 08:19:19 (ET) OCA will be coordinating talking points for the EDO at his Congressional Briefing at
Poslton: EST Chronology Officer 2pm today.

Name: JeiCa Kratchman
Record: 1093
Facility:
Source:, OCA__________________________________

Addres/Location:

Attachment: ___
This information is Offrlw Uuu ouly. sw,,,•- hdd, ,,ro..u;.

Datel/Time: 03115/2011 08:01:23 (EP) OPA- the Q&amp;As are being updated; recommended launching the Sharepoint site so
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Staff have a common product to refer to,

Name:dJesica Kratchman
Record: 1092 NRC State and Local Liaisons were provided with information over the weekend that

'Chairman still considers valid. However, they are interested in getting the next version
of the information.

Facility:

The chairman is still comfortable communicating that there is a low likelihood of harmful
radiation.

Source: Chairman briefing I

AddreWLocafon:
Attachment:_

This information is OMfficia Use Only- Sensit!, Intemal Wnforrmaln,
I-

Date/Time: P 0311512011 07:58:44 (ET) The Chairman would like the focus for today to be on deciding if the NRC *tr-us,,ts.j the

(b)(5) 632/07
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Position: EST Chro nologLOfficer_i PARs being made by the Japanese government. Should be checking the basis of PARs
Name: Jesca Kratchman i taken by the Japanese.

Record: 1091

Facility: I
Source: Chairman briefing __

AddresLocafon: .....

Attachment, _

This information is • ~ ;;,,m, n.... •

Date/Time:T 0311512011 07:49:31 (ET) Chairman briefing begins.
Position:I EST Chronology Officer

Name:' Jessca Kratchman
Record:11090 _

Facility:1  - i

Source: ___

AddressLocation: 7
Attachment: _ I

This information is MW":" bý@ OJ"y. Sensiti. Internal I orat. " on.

Date/Time: 10311512011 07:17:09 (ET) 1Microseverts has been confirmed by PMT as correct.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman 1

Record:•1089

Facility:1  _

Source: _ _

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: _

This informaUon is Off..ial Ile Only -Sen ti"ve In If..... l- " --A^ .

DatelTime: ~03115/2011 07:12:25 *ET) *Fire due to lube oil not zirconium.
Position: EST Chronology Officer * Hi dose rates measured between Units 3 and 4. Source is from the Unit 4 spent fuel

Name:; Jessica Kratchman p pool,
Record: 11088 '*Unit 2 is in better shape then they previously thought it was.

S*Unit 2 containment thought to be in tact.

(b)(5)
Facility:

(b)(5) 633/Q7
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Source:___

AddreWLocatovn:__

Attachment: _

This informationis y ,ca,,eO' o;U, rn nao, .

DatelTime: 10311512011 07:10:42 (ET) i Differing reports, micro versus milliseverts.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesica Kratchman

Record:1 1087

Facilkt: ___________

Source: _ _

AddreWLocaUon:_

Attachment:
This information is Ofcia! Use only- SonsUi ...... l.. 1l.... nf ..on .

DatelTime: 103/1512011 06:31:55(ET) 'Japan sources report:
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Fukushima Daiichi

Name: Thomas Scarbrough Unit 2: cooling established, SRV repaired, water injected into core, containment integrity
Record: 1086 maintained

1 Unit 4 SFP: level reduced and hydrogen explosion, fire caused by lube oil, fire burnt out,
'40 R/hr between Units 2 and 4 earlier today.
No info on other SFPs.
Dan Dorman indicated possible diesel pump availability. Tony and Jim will work issue
from their end.
i Ambassador is waiting on decision for protective action measures based on JapanFacility:
Freports on plant status.
Front gate levels spiked at 11,000 microsieverts and now about 600 microsieverts.

Switchgear damage at site might make additional pump hookup difficult.
Report of 5 TEPCO employees received fatal exposure. Additional possible from
1 explosions.

Source: Jim Trap/Tony ýUlss

AddreWLocafion:.

Attachment
This information is a - "n "ons i , . .I Inrmatin.

(b)(5) 634707
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Date/Time: 03115/2011 06:02:13 (ET) Dan Dorman:
Position: EST Chronology Officer Wind direction toward Tokyo but slowly shifting toward west over next 24 hours.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough FukushimaDaiichi:
Record: 11085 Units 1 and 3: Stable core cooling.

Unit 2: Loud noise within containment followed by pressure drop from 3 to I atm and
increasing radiation levels. Staff believes noise might indicate vessel failure but no

!official notification. Staff performed dose calculations based on ex-vessel core. Dose
projections indicate 50 miles for Protective Actions Recommendations if wind remains
in same direction. Less if wind shifts toward west Previous 3 to 4 rem/hr levels near
unit.
Unit 4: Fire in SFP but reported out, Staff believes might have been zirconium fire.
Previous 10 rem/hour level near unit.
New gate level is 60 mrem/hr.

Facility: No SFP level information.

Japan protective actions:
Evac 20 km
i Shelter 30 km
No fly zone 30 km
Chairman discussing with embassy
possible evac out to 50 miles for US citizens.
DOE rad team will arrive shortly.
Defense Threat Agency reports several diesel pumps 75-150 psi available in Japan. Staff
informing TEPCO.

Commissioners TASource:!

AddressLocation:_

Attachment: !
This informauon is Officia, we Only- 0* sensiue Inita lnFoauron.

IDate/Time: 1031151201105:48:36 (ET) at 2:30 am EDT March 15, Fukushima Daiichi gate readings were 600 microsieverts per
Position: EST Chronology Officer hour

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1084
Facility:

Source:, CNNb

(b)(5) o
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AddreLocation:
Attachment _nfor__n__ '_ _'

This information is offvfial 's Onl-swiv Itamtlnpmai

DatelTime-103/15/2011 04:58:55 (ET) Staff tracking down possible source of diesel pumps in Japan.
Position: EST Chronology Officer W Will check on fuel oil supply for those pumps.

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1083 -- 4

Facility:-

Source: Staff ___

Address Location:
Attachment I _

This information is O ...i Ua OL - s ! .

DatelTime: 031512011 04:40:30 (Er) IAEA reported in press release that fire in spent fuel pool at Fukushima Daiichi Unit 4
Position: ! EST Chronology Officer j extinquished at 2200 EDT March 14

Name: I Thomas Scarbrough
Record:11082 r

Facility:i 1
Source: 1AEA i

AddressLocation: I

Attachment: I _
This information isOfc, Us, l y n, ,, , ,, I ,.rnl Infrmon.

DatelTme: 03115/2011 04:29:37lE) Chuck Casto will stop at Region IV office to obtain KI for delivery to NRC staff in Japan
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Thomas Scarbrough
Record: 1081

Facility:
Source:! Chuck Casto ___

AddreWiLocation: I
Attachment:, _

This information is O icial Lse Only. SrniiJv lutw ; ,frlld-ia i.

Date/Time: 10311512011 01:27:22 (ET) SFP: OK with Japan recommendations.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer ,-

Name: Thomas Scarbrough (h)(5)

------------------------------
4

6361107
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1 Facility:

1Q~~13 OUO Snikhfrdctr~infeonabon

Source: PMT Brief _

AddressLocation: I
Attachment_

This informaton is Offcial Use Only. Swni~wj hdwn~J Infufwdiou.

DatelTime: 103115/2011 00:02:18 (ET) [ontact AID to request help in providing KI to NRC team in Japan.
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Thomas Scarbrough

Record: 1079 -

Facility:
Source: Chairman 1 i

AddressLocation: I
Attachment _

This MformaUon is Ofiia' Ue '' Sen&U" ,nto.3! infr ;,cn
Date/Time: 03/14/201123:54:29 E State Dept requests

Position: EST Chronology Officer 1. Will release last hours, days or weeks?
Name: Thomas Scarbrough 12. Any plume projections with wind toward Tokyo?

Record: 1078 13. Any NRC evacuation recommendations?
Facility:__

o State Dept Telecon withSource:stf

AddressfLocation:
AttachmentrThis 

infonnation is OfficaiO-6 ; V.

Date/Time: 03114/2011 23:30:33 (ET) n Jack Grobe provided info:
Position:1 EST Chronology Officer iUnit 1: core cooling stable, SFP cooling, fairly stable

Name: Thomas Scarbrough Unit 2: core cooling not existed for some time, pumps have been deadheaded, loud
Record: 11077 sound inside drywell, primary containment 3 to I atm, primary containment not intact,

possible substantial core melt possible ex-vessel
Unit 3: stable core cooling, no SFP info,
Unit 4: SFP dry and appears to be zirc fire in SFP
Units 5 and 6: no problems reported
Japan govt: 20 miles evac and 30 km shelter
winds now toward Toyko

(b)(5) 637/707
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Facility: Unit 3:2 to 4 Rlhr site boundary
iUnit4: 10 R/hour site boundary
'9 NRC staff dispatched to Japan
Chuck Casto will lead team in Japan upon arrival
Chairman on call with White House
DOE rad monitoring 7 hours before arrival in Japan
NRC has limited field monitoring information

Sore .Commissioners
ource.1 Assistants Telecon _

Address/Location:.,.
Attachment: _

This information is Oia' Use Onl" ensill, Intenal Infomin.

Dat;lTime----, 0311412011 23:18:00 (E0l) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'NRC provided unit status to NSC

Name: Thomas Scarbrough I NRC monitoring protective measures
Record: 1076 NRC performing bounding analyses
Facility:' winds reported toward Tokyo

Source: (b)(6)'telecon _

AddresLocation:
Attachment: i

This informalion is O i U ,u u iu &,,,y Ida,,fora ,-

Date/Time: ! 031I4/2011 22:56:_ 4 (ET) Unit I believe stable core cooling, no indication of SFP level issues, U2, do not have

Position: EST Chronology Officer , stable core cooling. Havent had quite a while. Believe had loud sound at U2, we believe
Name:i Rebecca Karas ex-vessel breach. They also believe primary containment no longer intact. They did not

Record: 1075 directly tell us ex-vessel, but that is our judgement based on what we heard. Unit 2 lostmall AC, no injection, problems controlling SRV. They said 4mPA in vessel, so fire pump
Icannot push into that. They probably melted some fuel, got SRV open, melted more fuel.
Loud sound we believe since it wasnt like sound on other units. Guess is probably
when core went ex-vessel and landed outside in water in containment - steam
1 explosion. Would make sense with containment pressure decreasing at same time. Unit
3: Have core coolina and too busy to confirm pool level.i (b)(5)

Facility: (b)(5) Believe had
I

I (b)(5) I 638/707
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loud noise- not sure if U2 or U4 or both. Have fire in U4 SFP. Grobe: Prime minister said
fuel is not on fire. Trapp: They dont have water level in SFP. Grobe: IOR/hr at site
boundary near U4. Trapp: no known problems with 5 and 6. Grobe: This is no longer
INES Level 4. Field monitoring info would be helpful. Casto is in air, other guvs in air.

i Guys from RI and TTC should be in air, or shortly. Trapp: (b)(5)
(b)(5) I

f7

Source: 1Jim Trapp /

Addres/Location:_

Attachment:___
This informaton is Offucid! ( be y. 01 ,sitive i•,•mai ho-lufatior.

Date/Time: 103(14/2011 22:56:09 (El) 10 R/hr outside Unit 4.
Position: EST Chronology OfficerJ

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record:11074
Facility: _

Source: ET turnover info ,_

AddreWLocation:__
Attachment __

This informaticn is Official Uc, Onl, Sensitiv intal InfNrmtioW

Date!Time: 103/14/2011 22:47:12 (ET)1 Unit 4 zirc fire. Unit 2 is now ex-vessel.
Poti~on: EST Chronology Officer

Name:'! Rebecca Karas

Record: 1073
Facility:_
Source: ET _

AddressLocafion:

This infomaton is O Dl"•c y- .u•it;v l-lwiup hmu,, - -a_,.

Date/lime:j 03/14/2011 22:28:50 (El) Small amount of neutron radiation detected at #3.400 mSv around #4 reactor. This is
Posidon: EST Chronology Officer likely to cause some impact to human health.

Name: Rebecca Karas_ _
Record: 1072
Facility: I

(b)(5) 6,O7
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Source: Japan official

OU&--Sn&*it~ ren~na~tntw-

Address/Location: __

Attachment: I _

This information is OfficiaI te On4y- -wsensi¥ l•t•rna( IIIIrmatiIn.

Date/Time: 10311412011 22:07:48 (ET) #4 reactor is seeing a fire. At time of quake, #4 was out of operation. No fuel rods in
Positon: EST Chronology Officer reactor, but spent fuel still inside #4 reactor. Rods were heated and hydrogen

Name: I Rebecca Karas jgenerated. Hydrogen explosion has occurred on #4 reactor. Currently burning. U02
Record: 1070 also being released. #4 is housed on the outer building, so substances are coming from

#4 reactor. #2 reactor: a blast heard this morning, 30 min after incident at #4 reactor.

Hole was observed in #2 reactor, so we have been saying there was little possibility of
hydrogen explosion. Part of the suppression chamber seems to have caused the sound
of blast, and a little radioactive substance is thought to have escaped. 1,2, 3 reactors
water injection continuing and so far all 3 reactors cooling is effectively done. Next
problem is maintaining cooling and dealing with #4. As of 1022am, between #2 and 3. 38
milliSv and 100 mSv at #4. So these are levels that can impact human health. Readings
taken near are where release is happening. All but 50 directly involved in injection have
been evacuated. Populace: 20 km radius evacuate, 30km radius, stay indoors.

, EST Chronology Officer-Rebecca Karas at 22:25:53 on 3/14/2011

Source:Ijapan official

AddresdLocaton: -

Attachment: T
This informaton is O!yuidi LJ, .................. on.

Daterime:= 03114/2011 22:07:48 (ET) #4 reactor is seeing a fire. At time of quake, #4 was out of operation. No fuel rods in
P-Potion: EST Chronology Officer reactor, but spent fuel still inside #4 reactor. Rods were heated and hydrogen

Name: Rebecca Karas J generated. Hydrogen explosion has occurred on #4 reactor. Currently burning. U02
Record: 11071 also being released. #4 is housed on the outer building, so substances are coming from

#4 reactor. #2 reactor: a blast heard this morning, 30 min after incident at #4 reactor.
Hole was observed in #2 reactor, so we have been saying there was little possibility of
hydrogen explosion. Part of the suppression chamber seems to have caused the sound
of blast, and a little radioactive substance is thought to have escaped. 1, 2, 3 reactors

Facility: water injection continuing and so far all 3 reactors cooling is effectively done. Next
problem is maintaining cooling and qealing with #4. As of 1022am, between #2 and 3, 38

(b)(5) 64Wq07
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Source:",

milliSv and 100 mSv at #4. So these are levels that can impact human health. Readings
taken near are where release is happening. All but 50 directly involved in injection have
been evacuated. Populace: 20 km radius evacuate, 30km radius, stay indoors.

AddressLocation: i

Attachment: 
i

This information is 0 • ,y ,,w,==

Date/Time* 03114/2011 22:04:15 (E') asking people to remain indoors. Unit 2. Workers are putting themselves in very
Position: EST Chronology Officer dangerous situation- doing that so we can avoid further radiation leakage.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1068 Sheltering from 20-30 km.

Facility: EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 22:07:29 on 3114/2011
Soue 'Prime Minister of

ource:IJapan

AddresdLocation:_
Attachment:

This infoffnaton is Off.,a w Oqy seliu' 1,='1,V1 1,1onaal.

Date/Time: 031412011 22:04:15 (ET) asking people to remain indoors. Uni
Positon: EST Chronology Offic)

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1069
Facility:

!Prime Minister of
Source:

iJapan ___________________________________
AddressLocation:_

Attachment..............
This information is Off6ia Use nly SensiM~Itra ncm~n

DatelTime:1031141201121:55:20 (E') Need to start thinking about what equipment might be needed more long-term, like a
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1 couple of weeks from now.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1067
Facility:;
Source: ET

AddresULocafton:

IhV;ý641170J
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Attachment: i
This information is O ,,,. ... O ,- , i .............. .

Date/Time: 10311412011 21:53:03 (ET) Correction: Higher readings from base were from helicopter en route to base, but not at
Position: EST Chronology Officer I base itself. HEPA filter reading was from base.

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1066 I
Facility: i
Source: PMT__

AddresslLocation:_

Attachment: _

This informnaton is - lut,, ml lnfuruaon.

Date/Time: 03/1412011 21:49:16 (ET) Unit 4 fuel on fire. Requesting boron,
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1065
Facility: __

TEPCO request via
Source: State ___

AddressLocaton: _

Attachment: Tnj
This information is Offic4);,al[fomtin

DatelTime: 03/14/2011 21:42:51 (E) Navy contact recommends filling containment He was suggesting he could lift fire
Position: EST Chronology Officer trucks to site and fill containment. Chairman - get Trapp to confirm if thats an issue for

Name: IRebecca Karas !them or not. But tell Naval contact to go ahead and push it if they can, because we
Record: 1064 agree injection should go into vessel also.
Facility:

Source: RST _+__

AddreWLocatio'n:_

Attachment: -

This information is Of,,iil Lo nly ,nsiti.v ••" o.nformnau..

Date/Time: 0311412011 21:39:39 (ET) Getting new numbers from the navy now. Trying to reconcile numbers. But RASCAL
Position: EST Chronology Officer I only calculates out to 50 miles. New numbers are 820-850 mRlhr at the gate. From 7pm

Name:, Rebecca Karas to now its pretty stable. We dont know if they are actually new measurements, or if the
Record: 1063 source is repeating the old measurements,

I (b)(5)
7,
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Facility:i
Source:I PMT _--

Add resLocation: _

Attachment: __

This informaton is ... i... U.se ..- O ,Sensitiveo,. Inf,,,.•

.e03114/2011 21:15:15 (ET) Admiral Donalds staff has called -they see it the same we do -he believes they have
Position: EST Chronology Officer I contacts over there that they can nudge to get water into containment in addition to

Name: Rebecca Karas reactor vessel.
Record: 1062Facility:.

Source: RST

AddressLocation:

Attachment: .
This infornaton isOfficial ta e Gidy- Sýii lnti U .

Date/Time: 03114/2011 21:07:07 (ET) i Getting info from Navy Base that they are getting 20 mR TEDE and 120 mR thyroid in a
Postion: EST Chronology Officer 12 hour time period. We are running calculations to see what dose would be close to

Name: Rebecca Karas site. Seems to us that dose would be very high close to the site, and what PAR would be
Record: 1061 i appropriate. Wondering if we could get in contact with some Exelon protective
Facility: measures folks and run numbers by them.

Source: Chip Pardee ___

AddressLocation: _

Attachment__ ___
This information is Offic^al L O^ S" .. , Int^.sl Infc....c.

Date/Time: 03/14/2011 21:01:38 (ME) Radiation was 8217 microSv after blast. Some workers at Unit 2 now evacuating plant.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Those leaving are not directly involved with injection.

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record: 1060 _

Facility:j _

Source: Japanese media ___

AddreWLocadon:_
Attachment'i __

This information is O!&il Llu Only. s . Internal lnfr 1atuo.

Date/Time: 0311412011 20:56:05 (ET) (b)(5)

Position:; EST Chronology Officer
7
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1=/313 OUO- 851sib hangkbF~~im-hName:_ Rebecca Karas (b)(5) iWe have some indication of U2 high dose readings at Daiichi -3x background at

Record: 1058 __front g te.

Edit to information: (b)(5)
Facility: ii Facilty: oWe have some indication of U2 high

dose readings at Daiichi - 3x background at front gate.
'EST Chronology Officer. Rebecca Karas at 20:58:39 on 311412011

Source: PMT _ _ _

AddressILocation:_

Attachment: _

This information is O,, use; Ssmii. intem-w I nform-autin.

Date/Time: 10311412011 20:56:05 (ET)
Potion: EST-Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name:, Rebecca Karas --- " We have some indication of U2 high dose readings at Daiichi -3x background at
Record: 1059 ifront gate.
Facility:
Source: PMT _

Addresstlocation:

Attachment:
This information is Oflrcial '• -u .. . ... ... ..

Date/Time: 10311412011 20:52:37 (ET) Unable to measure wind direction nearby, due to quake. Northerly wind expected
Podfion: i EST Chronology Officer around NPP this morning. We do not know what has happened at U2 exactly.

_NameRebecca aras
Record:: 1057
Facility: i
Source: 1 TEPCO press brief

Address/Location:
Attachment _i

This information is OMWIcIi LMs OUfly. oqlitiv- Intra n , rmaui c --,

DateIime: 031412011 20:40:05 (ET) ]EDO is briefed on current situation. Aircraft carrier is 10 miles SW of Tokyo. Trying to
Poslion: EST Chronology Officer confirmiunderstand measurements. He is 180 miles from the site. We have a disconnect

Name: Rebecca Karas in the data and information. DOE and Trapp are heading to PMs office to try and get
.- -.-- •----- - more real-time information. Chip Purdi. (Exelon) is in DC area, helping NEI, and can get

{ (b)(5) O07
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Record: 1056
i

Facility:

Source:I EDO bridge call

to the people to help with anal sis

AddreslLocation: _

Attachment: __

This infornation is Oftfcil Ue ,Only- ýSwi-vW lutwui l,;u,,iiiu,.

Date/Time: 103114/2011 20:21:52 (ET) Got information from Admiral from Navy base - indicates substantive detectable
-Positon: EST Chronology Officer radiation at his base. We dont understand the information - can we contact the admiral

Name:) Rebecca Karas 1 or someone on his staff? (b)(5) He is looking to
Record: 1055 NRC for a recommendation. Wind shift was not long enough ago to carry contamination

his way, though. Prime Minister wants us to come over and do independent assessment
!of the explosion. Alan/DOE is headed to PMs office with us. Told PM that we need to getFacility:
Fdown into facts of what happened. They believe explosion was different, and primary
containment may have been breached.

Source: Jim Traoo D

AddresLocation: i
Attachment ____--___..............

This inf.rmation isO al.w Only SasiL~e Intero !nfnrlinn

Date/Time:i 0314/2011 20:20:55 (ET) Problem is our model does not really work well out that far. We may need to reach out to
Position: EST Chronology Officer DOE.

I

Name: i Rebecca Karas
- Record: 11054

Facility:
Source: PMT__ _

AddressLocation: _

Attachment:! _

This informaton is Newoi Le gOný Sonsitivve Itrnl I-foration.-

Date/Time: 0311412011 20:16:32 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

,NamedRebecca Karas (b)(5)

Record: 1053
Facility:

Source:. Jim Trapp call

(b)(5) I 667077
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AddressLocation:-

Attachment:!
This information is Offcal U- e O" y- SeniItiv ......... i ... . ..II.

Date/Time: 03114/2011 20:12:58 (Er) Radioactive materials have been dispersed. People should take precautions if they
Position: EST Chronology Officer need to go outside, Radiation- guidelines are that at 5 microSv or above, you have to

Namernnn' Rebecca Karas evacuate or stay indoors.
Record: 1052
Facility:__ _

Source:, Japan Prime Minister _____

AddresLocation:_

Attachment: TI-
This information is Official Use Willy -ouiHlvli MaIM01 ,, u m..u ,

DatetTime: 0311412011 20:09:33(E') Jason, USAID wants to know whether to remove their people who are north of the area
Position: EST Chronology Officer out. Jack: Were trying to understand the information were getting from the aircraft

Name: Rebecca Karas carrier, and also the Japanese. Based on earlier indications, the Japanese protective
. Record: 1051 i measures seemed reasonable, but the situation is evolving.

Facility:_

Source: Jason, USAID

AddreW/Location:
Attachment: _

This information is Ofci) b u * -.. r.. i.i.. # I.t...... .

Date/Time:! 031412011 20:04:37 (ET) Discusses whether to evacuate embassy personnel, given wind change. We also have
Position: EST Chronology Officer Americans living in Tokyo. We have aircraft carriers in the vicinity. The Japanese have

Name-- Rebecca Karas issued no orders for Tokyo. PMT-we have some air sample values, plus navy reactors

Record: 1050 readings. Will try and see if they correlate. Chairman need answer whether we concur
Facility: with the protective action recommendations of Japan.

Source:IET _ .. ..r_

AddreW/Locatlon:
Attachment: _ _ _ _.... . . ......

This information is Official Ue 0 i'oly Sni' Interna I n formati^n

DatefTime: 0311412011 19:51:26 (ET) Unit 2: Water injection operations will continue. Have heard that water level is not stable.
Position: EST Chronology Officer Pumps are being used to inject seawater into reactor, Difficult to pump water into

Name: Rebecca Karas vessel, so pressure valve opened to permit water injection. Was explosive sound heard
around suppression chamber, and pressure went down. Radiation up significantly in

(b)(5) ) 64&o7
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Record: 1049 i the area, so personnel were evacuative. Up to 965 micro-Sv in the immediate vicinity.
Evacuees are ones not involved in water injection. Degree of leakage depends on

Facility: iwhether its liquid orvapor. Fuel rods were exposed for some period of time.

Source: I TEPCO news brief I _

AddresLocafion:_
Attachment: _

This information is Uhli i Ue O ih ......... .

Date-time: 10311412011 19:45:24 (E1) 2.7m of fuel rods are exposed at Unit 2. No. 1 and 3 reactors, operators have been
Position: EST Chronology Officer ordered to evacuate.

Name:'Rebecca Karas

Record: 1048

Facility:_
Source: TEPCO,_Address/Location:_

Attachment:I
This information is Off.i... [o Only Sensitive Intem^ l ,wf ^aon.

DatelTime: 03114/2011 19:37:20 (EF) All dose projections have been from intact containment- damaged containment
Podtion: EST Chronology OfficerL changes that. Still valid that PARs they have taken are consistent with ours. Question

Name:j Rebecca Karas for PMT: now that its going inland, has Japan taken measures to protect injestion
Record:11047 pathways? RST is going to try and figure out how failure could have happened.
Facility:
Source:j ET wI Chairman - - _____ _____

Addres•l~ocon: 1i
Attachment: i i

This information is'=;'" ",o•.;.,•.,.= Tha.•.oi,,

DatelTime:103114/2011 19:33:49(E') !Unit 2:6:14 am pressure began to fall in suppression pool. continuing injection into

Podston: EST Chronology Officer suppression pool, but operators not directly involved have been evacuated.
Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1046 _

Facility: i,

Source:_TEPCO news brief I___

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment: _

This information is U& C fly- &MnicUa INrl

(b)(5) 6471107
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Date/Time: 03114/201119:13:12 (ET) Reports of new explosion at Daiichi- Unit 2.
Position: EST Chronology OfficerI

Name: , Rebecca Karas

Record:11045 
- -

Facility:

Source: I ET

AddreWLocaton:
Attachment i I

This information i fi•w ly .••,~ ,ov,

Date/Time: .03114/201117:51:19 (n-) Confirmed Castos flight for 8:05pm, arriving in Japan at 1:30pm Wed. Car will take him
Position: EST Chronology Officer directly to Embassy. Working on departures - probably 11:15 flight out of Dulles,

Name: Rebecca Karas arriving Wed. pm. Working on RI and TTC folks now, Brenner working on press release.
Record: 1044

Facility: -

Source: USAID staffers - !

AddreWILocaUon:!
Attachment ____

This information is ...id/ US ly.. . . . l... . W i MUM.

DatelTime: 0311412011 17:47:50 (ET) . higher pressure in reactor building could be from lifting of the
Position: IEST Chronology Officer i drywell flange.

Name: Rebecca Karas Ask Liaison Team reach out to USACE -Colonel Tom Smith -see if they can support us.
Record: i 1043
Facility:

Source: Marty _

AddressLocation: __

Attachmentl _

This information is offiia! ... nl.. -''-ns.ti.. lntena Mfmstion.-

DatelTime: 0311412011 17:37:54 (ET1 To Casto: Very important role for Japan and U.S. With team are there to help
Position: EST Chronology Officer i ambassador with anything needed.

Name: i Rebecca Karas

Facility:i _

Source:! Chairman Jaczko call

AddresWLocation:

I ~(b)(5) M4&707
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Attachment:
This information is tfficial Use Only c, ,ith .t .. If,,-aion.

DateTime: _03114/2011 17:35:36 (ET) Jim Trapp got request from company, Millintech, initiated contact to donate neutron
Position: EST Chronology Officer i absorbers. ET: keep them on list, if Japan asks for that material, we will coordinate at

Name: Rebecca Karas 1that time.
Record: 1041 I

Facility:
Source: Liaison Team

Addres(Location:
Attachment _

This information is Official U O -S.n.. ...l.. ..........

Date/Time: 03/14/2011 17:29:41 (ET)jDiscuss.edJfor fullPMT due to wind.shi, (b)(5)
PositionI EST Chronology Officer

Name Rebecca Karas jRecord: 1040

Facility:1
Source: i Chairman Jaczko call

AddresdLocation: __

Attachment:!
This information is 3 cial Le Ouly- Sensitive ,, •l ,nrniaU,, ou,.

Date/Time: 0 17:24:08 (ET) Discusses possible press release on NRC people going to Japan. Team of 9 people, 3
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1OIP, 6 technical. Casto will be working with Ambassador Roos as a single point of

Name: Rebecca Karas contact on reactor safety. Was charter developed for team and approved by Chairman.
Record: 1039 Borchardt will issue charter to Casto. Will prepare press release draft with this info.

Q&amp;As prepared to date have been shared to other agencies involved in this.
Facility: Discussing making it more widely available throughout the agency.

Source:IET _

AddrerdLocation: _

Attachmentl -

This information is O• iol •U 4Onl -Sensti.ve ...... Lt.... rm..

DateTime:i 0311412011 17:22:54 (ET) Getting misc. congressional Qs, also from FEMA. What is NRC doing? What reactors
Posion:. EST Chronology Officer near fault zones, etc. Farming them out across agency.

Name: Rebecca Karas

(b)(5)
64907
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Record: 11038
Facility: -

Source: Liaison Team 1

AddresLocation: I-__
Attachment j __ _............. .

This informaion is Off i; ....On.... ....................... .

Date/Tm!.j0311412011 17:20:51 (M')! Coordinating flights of additional NRC employees to Japan. They will be going out
Potiton: EST Chronology Officer tonight out of various airports in coordination with USAID.

Name:I Rebecca Karas
Record: 11037
Facility: - _

SorceChairman call with
So Dudeck:

Addres1LocaUon:u

Attachment: I... .. ...
This information is Offi• al U " -.... v ..-.....................

DatelTime: 0311412011 17:17:04 (ET) Actions by Japanese seem consistent with ours, except we havent heard anything on
Position: EST Chronology Officer ingestion pathway issues, but we may just not be hearing it, or it may be because the

Name: Rebecca Karas wind direction has been out to sea.
Record: 1036
Facility:__

Source: Call with Chairman _

AddreWLocaUon: 1
Attachment: _

This informaton is Officia! Use Only- Sensilw Intea! Anfema•ion.

DateiTime: 0311412011 17:05:59 (E') Been getting calls from health unit services. Working it through Liaison Team. Getting

Position: EST Chronology Officer questions on what U.S. citizens in Japan would see in terms of radiation, what medical
Name: Rebecca Karas treatment needed, etc. Having problems staffing up PMT. Didnt staff up PMT completely

Record: 1035 over weekend. Wind direction is going to shift inland in next 6 hours. Need to staff PMT.
Facilty :I
Source: PMT___

AddressLocation:ý,

Attachment: ;
This information is/1•^• O I Ibi .- Us 1, Only So .silivo Inte^nal Inf.rmaion

(b(5 65Y707llgl#lf •/lU•.IW••l• w l.l~r l(/fll tl/llf"~
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Date[Time: 03M1412011 16:52:44 (ET) Continue to try and get a "what if' analysis of what equipment could be needed by
Postion* S hoooyOfcKJpns.Wr asked for equipment specs by military official. Took list of possible

Naiý_m~e,.l Rebecca Karas !equipment and sent to GE. They have as-builts for when they built plant. T evwlhl
Record: 1034 flesh out details so we can get it to peop&)Ao could get them equipment~

k JAV/ ISO

Facility:

going to condense and provide to OPA to attach to back of briefing status document.
I Continue to maintain. plant status, Getting emails from Jim Trapp asking for information.
IWorking with Liaison Team. Maintaining RST plant status info. SFPs not on status
update: going to add, including projection of how long before need makeup to SFP. We
are not sure where exactly the fire water is being pumped in. We believe it is coming in
from fire trucks.

Source: 1 RST _____________________________________

AddresWLocatlon: '
Attachment

This informalion is AnffiiJ L'to O,,l- Smonsliv lntema~l Womi

Date/Time: 0311412011 15:52:23 (ET) Ties in Jeff who conveys information from ambassador NRC person in Japan could not
Po~Uon: EST Chronology Officer be embedded or participate fully in crisis management

Name: Rebecca Karas
Record:' 1033

M(D)~3

Facility:

Source: 1 (b)(6)
Marty: Would be helpful to be embedded.

AddresWLocation-__
Attachment: ___ ________________

This infrrnafon is19ftWI se Only esblnmlInoao.

Date/Time: 103114/2011 15:46:59 (ET)
Positon: EST Chronology Officer ()5

Name: Rebecca Karas
-Re-cord: 1031 RST needs to send SOARCA information to OSTP.
Facility:, EST Chronology Officer - Rebecca Karas at 15:50:22 on 3(1412011
Source: ET

(b)(5) 6511707
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Add resdLocaton: ______ __

Attachment__ _ __ __ _ _ _

This information is-9 ý~1Js ny-Sý ih~I!Wl)In-a~n

DatelTime: i 0311412011 15:46:59 (ET)
(b)(5)Podton: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Rebecca Karas J
Record: 1-032

Facility: _

Source: ET _

AddresLocafon: _

Attachment S
This information is offcidi tte Onýy. Sensii've hitefaf hfoliatin,.

DatelTime: 03I14/2011 15:38:29 (ET) Marty gives status overview: Unit 1:6 hours ago, restored seawater injection. Believe
Position:IEST Chronology Officer core damage, but situation more stable. Unit 2: Have made a hole in the roof of

Name: Rebecca Karas containment so a combustible hydrogen limit doesnt build up, RCIC failed, but restored
Record: 1030 cooling via seawater injection. Unit 3, restored seawater injection. Containments

functional for all 3 units. No concerns with SFP. WithoutAC and limited DC, need to
keep eye on SFPs. Plant information via Tony onshift supporting ambassador in Japan.
Working with USAID to coordinate on what additional equipment (like for B5B) might be

Facility: useful for mitigation. Developed list, Also are sending staff from NRC led by Casto.
Chuck will also coordinate the U.S. activities as it relates to the reactors. Havent issued
any press releases today. Have been developing accident progression estimates.

'Developing Q&amp;As, including addressing U.S. reactor safety.

Source:! Status Briefing ___

Addre/Locafion: _

Attachment: -

This information is fien-' Onl """" In" rn- l" n ..

Date/Time: 10311412011 15:24:05 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Rebecca Karas

Record:
F

1029

(b)(5)

_ arty: Made a hole in top of
Unit 2 roof to allow hydrogen to escape. Brian: without forced ventilation, could still be
pockets of hydrogen. Marty: Unit 3 same as UI, believe core damage, pumping
seawater in. On Daini plants, still do not have a UHS, but stable at the moment. We
b)15

(b)(5) 71 665207
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Facility: believe there are no immediate concerns with SFPs, but at.o]e.n int, will need more
water or cooling for them. We are sending experts to Japan 6) ad tasked HHS with
I dose projections, Will tell HHS they can talk to NRC.

Source: (b)(5) _ _ _ ____

Addres/Location:
-Attachment!

This informaton ison "

Date/Time: 0311412011 15:22:12 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1

Name: Rebecca Karas

Record: 1028

Facility:{
Source: ET __

Addres/Location: _

Attachment: ]
This information is Ofcial Uthe ONy- Swieibo 1e•iua Informal iro.

ate/Time: 0314/201114:41:,12 1() Briefing for Hill staff:

Position: EST Chronology Officer Questions were raised about spent fuel pools and injuries/ over exposure of workers.
Name:d Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1027
Facility:_

Source: Marty _

AddreWLocation:_
Attachment:, i

This information is .. ... ..) U Od• y - . .. tie ..... I foma n.

Date/Time:!031141201114:34:52 (E') Team has been established: Chuck Casto, John Monninger, Brooke Smith, Kirk Foggie,

Position: EST Chronology Officer Tony Nakanishi, Tim Kolb, Jack Foster, Bill Cook, and Richard DeVercelly.
Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1026

Source: Edn Jackson - ]

Attachment 1

This information is i Use Only- Swi•t,• hdem n

(b)(5) 6W....
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Date/Time: 0311412011 14:31:15 (El) Invtation from NSS for NRC to participate in an inter agency meeting to discuss the US
SPosition: EST Chronology Officer Governments role in the response efforts. Chairman has not heard much about this,

Name: 'Jesdca Kratchman EDO suggests we send someone of the SES level.
Record:) 1025

Facility:

S o urce : _ __ _ _ _ _. ... . ... ....... ........

AddreW/Location:_

Attachment:_ __
This informaUon is olia buýi e* O Sely. sitive h1t19111 ,'Udi'tii..

-e Tim,0314/2011 14:29:32 (El) (b)(5)

Positon: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesica Kratchman

Record: 1024

Facility:L _

Source: I Chairman ___

AddressdLocation:___

Attachment I
This information is O,,,, Us O l- ...................... nato -.

DatefTime:- 03/14/2011 14:27:25 (EM) Team going to Japan is setup. Trying to get them airborne, but not sure when; not later
Position: EST Chronology Officer then tomorrow morning.

Name: IJesdca Kratchman

Record:l1023

Facility:t -

Source: Chairman/ EDO ___

AddresdLocation:

Attachment __

This informiaUon is Otial We Oly- •e nsiti e fnt-a;-,,oa,'i.

Date/Time: 03/14/2011 14:23:51 (ET) USAID looking for equipment specs.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesica Kratchman
Record: 1022 _

Facility:

Source:i Laura

AddreWLocation: I

(b)(5) 6,4f707
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Attachment:,
This informration is Off.ic..a! Use Only- s.. siu It.. ...... I..... .. .

DatelTime: 0311412011 14:16:08 (ET) FEPCO provides new release,
Position:i EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesdca Kratchman Should say TEPCO, not FEPCO

Record: 1020 EST Chronology Officer- Jessica Kratchman at 14:21:42 on 3114/2011
Facility:_

Source:;

AddressWLocation: _

Attachment. _ _ _ _T

This information is Official U•,^ O., ...... I, n . , .........

DatelTime: 0311412011 14:16:08 (ET) FEPCO provides new release.
Positon:-EST Chronology Officer

Name: IJessica Kratchman

Record:1 1021
Facility: I___ ._______ ___________

Source:i

AddresslLocation: _ _

Attachment: -
This information is 014cia4 Use Only Seon..1* Ine..nal .hdfrmtioa,.

Date/Time~03114I2011 14:08:03 (ET) Unit 2 may have sea water restored. Mixed reports.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessca Kratchman

Record:i1019 i

Facility:' __ _

Source: Tony

Address/Location:_

Attachment _
This information is Officia! Eh O ly. Se-sitivo hditem inb,,'tui,,.

DateITime: 0311412011 13:57:44 (ET) i Considering extending offer to Ambassador to speak with the Chairman on the phone
PosiWon: EST Chronology Officer to discuss any questions/ concerns.

Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1018
Facility:!

A

(b)(5) 65M707
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Source:}

AddressWLocation: I

Attachment: _ _ ___ _

This information is Official Ue O•iy -Sensiidve Ili II,,dtiun.

DateiTime: 103114/201113:56:11 (ET) Marty briefing Hill Staffers.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1017 1
Facility:
Source: Marty

AddresWLocafion: ......___,,

Attachment:-,
This informaOon is O&cial UWe Onlyy- 881U-wiMinv lOlrntWormatfm.

DatelTime:1 031142011 13:40:41 (ET) ,Press conference is officially over. Chairman on his way back to NRC HQ.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesica Kratchman
Record:11016 _

Facility: -

Source:i

AddresLocation: _ _ _

Attachment: i __

This informafion is O.,,cial Use 0*"- -'sif"- .M..al W"fmat.on.

DatelTime: 031141201113:09:00 (ET) (b)(5)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1015
Facility: _
Source: (b)(5)

AddrerdLocation:I
Attachment: _

This information is OWon,!. -L Onl r oni., lnt'., .

Date/Time:; 031V4/2011 12:05:58 (ET) 1/Unit 2: confirmed that core uncovered about 2 m.
Position:: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessica Kratchman I

11 (b)(5) I 0107o
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Record: 1014
FacilitY:i }
Source: 1 Dept of State -

AddressWLocation: 
.

Attachment 
_

This information ison c il ......... ........ ....... ' .

Date/Time:] 03114/2011 11:64:55 (ET) Wants bottom line to communicate to Ambassador Roos:

Position:! EST Chronology Officer Based on RES SOARCA Analysis:
Name:1 Jessica Kratchman Core could drop but we dont think containment will fail; not predicting a large release;

Record: 1013 nothing challenging their evacuation strategy.

Facility: Assumption: containment will remain intact, This assumption depnds on seawater level

______ pumped in, and status of explosion.

Source: Chairman _

AddressWLocation: _

Attachmenti. _
This informadon is - i ti

Date/Time: 10311412011 11:19:16 (ET) iThe General of the USFJ is coordinating movement of equipment. The Ambassador and
Position: EST Chronology Officer the General should determine who is in charge of this effort, NRC will support.

Name:: Jessica Kratchman

Record:11012 _

Facility:l t

Source:, Nadar ,_ _ _ _... . ....__ _. .. . . . .

AddressWLocation:
Attachment: -

This information is Rum .... nl- • .... I,. e.n, l !.f^m^,,,i

DaterTime: 03/14/2011 11:17:16 (ET) Get alP assistance to help define mission expectations are.

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Jesica Kratchman

Record: 1011 -

Facility: I
Source: Bill Borchardt

Address/Location:- ..---.. .

Attachment

(b)(5) 57107
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This infbrmaion is ffic~ ~Gd- ~ ltrial nfrmti-

-Dae/Time: 03/1412011 11:14:48 (ET) '112:30 PM EST, (b)(5)
Position: 1EST Chronology Officer /

Name:iJessica Kratchman

-- Record: 1l01

Facility: I
Source: _ _

AddressLocation: __

A•tachmejnt: , _ _

This information is Off ial We Q•iy -Sm-sitiv hfidiund ,ufundi-un.

Date/Time: 103114/2011 11:12:18 (ET) Chuck and the team need to be briefed and understand the expectations of their

Position: EST Chronology Officer mission before they leave.
Name: Jeica Kratchman

Record:, 1009

Facility: I

Source:______

Address/Location:

Attachment _-

This information is Offcia! Urne On -S.. ..... .. -n-mf m-

Date/Time: 031141201i 11:08:52(ET) Tell USAID that Chuck Casto will be arriving from Atlanta. USAID wants to know his
Poson: EST Chronology officer,, arrival time.

Name: Jessica Kratchman
Record: 1008

Facility: _

Source: Bill Borchardt _
"AddreusLtocati on: _____ ___ __

Attachment: _

This information is OfficWl W1e Onlyh- 0459 -nWtnafrnaInformation

Date/Time: 1031141201111:06:12 (EM), From loam meeting: want to know if radiation leaking on the ground? Marty- we cannot
Position: EST Chronology Officer Isupport dose assessments from the ground at this time.

Name: Jesca Kratchman
Record:' 1007
Facility::

Source:,

f I - --- M7I
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Address/Location: _

Attachment:. i
This information is id -o i• tiv d l,,o., a , o.

Date/Time: 03114201111:02:38 (ET) USAIDs legal issue with sending NRC experts to Japan- taken care of.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:i Jessica Kratchman

Record:L1006
Facility:_

Source: Nadar ___

AddressLocation:4

Attachment: ___'__

This inform•ion is Official Use Only -Sensitive Inter -t'r--

Date/Time: 0311412011 10:58:49 (EP) Marty spoke with EDO, they agreed on a list of four potential experts to fill the incident
Position: EST Chronology Officer 'command position.

Name:iJessica Kratchman
Record:f1005

Facility:.

Source:_ Marty _

Address/Location: _

Attachment: .__
This information is Offial U•e O l.. .S .... h.... h.. .f. ..rr

Date/Time:04/2011 10:55:34 (El') NSA is reporting that 2 meters of fuel in Unit 2 is uncovered.
Position: ES lhongy Officer

Name:*Jessica Kratchman
Record: 11004

Facilit:f
Source: Mark

Address/Location: __

Attachment' ___

This informaton is Official Use O~dy. Sei' f IiU- , i.

Date/Time:: 031141201110:47:47 (EP) President said that responding to this event is the highest priority in the country.
Position: EST Chronology Ofcer

Name:; Jessica Kratchman

Record: 1003 (b)5OO537O
(b)(5) 65J170
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Facility: 
_ _

Source: I Jeff Temple I

Address/Locaflon: _

Attachment:_
This infornation is off ,ia! Weo oy- Seli1viw ;Iivumai hif•fnnliu,.

Date/Time: 03/1412011 10:32:33 (ET) Emailed initial equipment list to Jim Trapp,
Positon:' EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessca Kratchman -

Record: 1002 i

Facility: _ _ __ _

Source: Laura Dudes __

Address/Location:

Attachment: I
This informaion is Qiici'l Wse on .Sensitive 1.ral Infa,-tn.

F.- . -- I - li - ,. l- .•Illg lll IIII~lUVI

Date/Time: i 0311412011 10:14:30 (ET)J Eric Leeds is going to identity tour reactor safety experts by 11am,
Posidon:I EST Chronology Officer I

Name: I Jessica Kratchman Margie suggests- Include an OIP Desk officer with the team, and in the embassy.
Record:• 1001
Facility: I
Source: Eric Leeds

Address/Location: I

Attachment ____

This information is -icial wse Gnl. Sensitive Internl ,, , orration.

Date/Time: 0311412011 10:03:51 (ET) 'They need 6 NRC experts. &lt;This contradicts the USAID request&gt;.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesdca Kratchman ;
Record: 11000

Facility: .___

Source: Jim Trapp _

Address/Location:_
Attachment: I_

This information is ......... -... . iff.. l... l.. th.. rrn. .io.

Date/Time:: 0311412011 09:44:42 (ET) Reports on USAID meeting: Administrator Shaw requests direct communication with

Positon: EST Chronology Officer the Chairman; wants a list of necessary equipment; double the number of NRC people

I (b)(5) G707
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Name:! Jessica Kratchman 7 being sent to Japan; incident commander-looking for an NRC person.
Record: 999
Facility:!
Source: Mike Dudek _

Address/ocation:

Attachment:}

This information is Officid; ! O y - S U h, II lfl.Ja, tUi,,

DatelTime: 103/14/2011 09:40:41 (ET) Confirmation by Jim- there is no current issue with spent fuel pools.
Posi~on: I EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jessca Kratchman
Record: 1998
Facility:

Source: Jim Trapp __

AddreWLocation: __

Attachment:1  _

This information is O~l •ul ti y. Stt ion ,uw ......- "

Datelime: 103114/2011 08:55:52 (ET) There is indication that Unit 2 has restored some level of sea water injection.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Jesca Kratchman
Record: 997
Facility: __________ _______ _____ ___

Source: NEI ___

AddreWLocation:i
Attachment ]

This information is ,tOft W Only - s•,i.i ...t...eýo..

Date/Time:: 0314/201108:43:54 (ET) IRequest for a list of Q and A responses to future media questioning.
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name:lJesdca Kratchman
Record: 996
Facility:, _

Source: _ _
Addres/Location:

Attachment:
This informat'on is "f W l. -S

I
IF W1(itI 661/707

~IJI\v,
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DaterTime: 03114/2011 08:30:47 (ET) Request for US NRC experts embedded in Japanese EOCs: NRC estimates a need for 6
Position: EST Chronology Officer individuals. NRR is creating a list of names.

Named Jessica Kratchman
Record: 995 Requestto have this list ready by the 9:30 conference call.

Source: 1

AddressfLocaton: ....

Attachment: -_
This information is Offcial tsk Only Sensitive Inrnal fo. makio..

Date Ime: 03114%2011 08:26:17 (ET) i NRC looking into b.5.b measures to come up with recommendations in case it comes to
Poi~•on: EST Chronology Officer 'I that. NRC also confirming whether tech assistance is needed in getting seawater from

-Name: Jessica Kratchman pit into the core. Will have this information ready in case it is requested.
Record: 994 i_

Facility: _

Source:
AddressLocation: ______ _____

Attachment
This informaton is M4,cia Uso Only -o,,U ........ lnfnaoen

Date/lime: 10311412011 08:07:29 (E) Call with Ambassador Roos office. Tepco and US Forces in Japan are working together
-Position: i EST Chronology Officer 1 to allocate firefighting equipment that is capable of pumping water from the ocean into

Name: Jessica Kratchman jthe pits.
Record: 1993
Facility: ACTION: NRC is confirming that USFJ and Tepco are processing this request ASAP.

S Ambassador Roos I
Source:lofc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Address#Location: _

AttachmentL _ _ ___
This information is Offica, W, e O*, - Sensitve ,,t•, , , n.f

41201107:10:40 (ET) Chairman Confirmed 7:30am briefing in Operations Center. He wants to know status of
Positon: EST Chronology Officer situation and any issues with getting assets organized.

Name Jessica Kratchman
Record:! 992
Facility:'

Source: I Chairman ____

* I (b)(5) 60J07
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AddressLocation:
Attachment

-0U0--SeMM0IKmHrbwdw-

ii-
This information is Of..;ial We Onl. Sensitiv• internal • n•... • na .

Date/Time:I0311412011 06:17:36 (ET) Jim called to notify the ET that he had received a request to embed NRC staff with
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Japans EOCs, which will require more staff being sent to Japan.

Name: Gregory Bowman

Record: 991
Facility: i_

Source: Jim Trapp 1 _

AddreoLocaton:
Attachment: _

This information is ... i. .t. .Q . .- Sensitive I...... i.l.. ii. o .

Date/Time: 03114/2011 05:55:42 (ET) Jim and Tony contacted the Operations Center to notify the team that Japan had
Poition: EST Chronology Officer requested assistance from the U.S. Assistance will be needed urgently.

Name: Gregory Bowman

Record: 990 1 Ambassador Roos will be initiating coordination of assistance, including possible
assistance from the military.

NRC will prepare for coordination call by preparing ideas for re-initiating core injection,
establishing core cooling, and recovering electrical power. NRC plans to reach out to

Facility: GE and others in advance of a coordination call.

Jim indicated that, based on time without injection, he believes it is unlikely the cores
Jimo remain covered.

S....Jim Trapp and Tony t

AddrerlLocation: ________ ______ ___

Attachment: _,_-

Ijr) rJDUUIU nic Hiutilt han U ihV ufIFOthd mtmfn~hfl tIt£ufm£PIjqJI
..................................... j

Datelrime: 10311412011 04:16:05 (ET) IReceived clarification to the status update posted at 3:01 AM on March 14:
Positon: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Gregory Bowman Reactor vessel water level was only reported for Unit 2. Level is above the TAF, but
Record: 989 ' trending downward. Trends for Units I and 3 are unknown.
Facility:

(b)(5) 663M70
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Source: Jim Trapp and Tony
_ Ulses

AddreWLocation: 

.

Attachment: .

This informaton is ny Sensi; Intena, !nfcmalcn.

DatelTime: 03114/2011 03:01:57 lET) From Jim and Tony in Tokyo at 2:30 AM EDT:
Position:- EST Chronology Officer 1

Name: Gregory Bowman It appears that Fukushima-Daiichi has lost the "capability to cool." On Units l and 3, this
Record:j988 !is because the ability to refill the cooling water ponds they were taking a suction on to

I inject seawater into the reactor vessel and primary containment has been lost,

For Unit 2, it appears that they have lost the ability to operate RCIC.
Facility:

All three units have been in this state for the past 12 hours. Currently, all cores remain
' covered. However, reactor vessel level at all three units is trending in a downward

=direction at this time.

Jim Trapp and Tony aSource: Ulses ___

AddreWILocation: I

Attachment:_
This information is Official ' S^ si" o , I ,tra ,.,.ns!n

Date/Time: .03114/2011 02:05:36 (Er) ] Received communcation from Jim Trapp that cooling has been lost to all three units at
Position: EST Chronology Officer Fukushima Daiichi.

Name: Gregory Bowman

Record: 987 i
Facility:

Source: IrJm rapp ~________ ______

AddresLocaUon:
Attachment'

This informaion is Oflcal Use Oly- sensiUve ,, aInnnl . . .anora.

DatefTime:10311312011 23:42:12 (ET) 'Completed call with Jim Trapp and Tony Ulses. Status update with the U.S. Embassy
Position: EST Chronology Officer land Japan has been postponed as a result of the hydrogen explosion at Fukushima

Name: Gregory_Bowman Daiichi Unit 3. The containment was confirmed to be intact. Japan continues to inject
Record: 986 sea water to Units i and 3,

(b)(5) 64fl7
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Facility:

Source: RST - i

AddressWLocation: __

This information is Offii) Use n*-•" ensibve ,ntefn.. Info, n,,on.

DatelTime:0311312011 23:38:19 (El) Completed briefing for the Commission TAs and other NRC staff. Next briefing will be at
Position: EST Chronology Officer 7:30 AM.

Name: Gregory Bowman

Record: 985

Facility:

Source: ET - ]

Addres/Location: _i

Attachment: I I_
This information is Offioial !a0, ~~i~ lUd nmdkn

Date/Time:[0311312011 23:25:36 (ET) IConfirmed hydrogen explosion in the reactor building at Fukushima Unit 3.

Position:1EST Chronology Officer i

Name: i Gregory Bowman I-iRecord: i984

Facility:! _

Source: LT ___

Address/Location: _

Attachment _

This information is Officia Ue On l- Sensitive In,,rna! Ifm,,ain.

Date/Time: 0311312011 22:24:30 (Er) Reports of explosion at Fukushima Unit 3 reactor building at 11am JST. Possible
Position: EST Chronology Officer Hydrogen explosion.

Name: Alan Frazier
Record: 983

Facility: __

Source:! Jim Trapp ___

AddreWLocation: __

Attachment:._
This information is Offi.i., Use O*n ensitive tom••fl• •I•.r.tion.

Date/Time: 0311312011 19:22:13 (ET) Meeting with Japanese regulator has been postponed, new time TBD. Jim was able to

position: EST Chronology Officer confirm that last night Unit 3 lost cooling water due to a "transportation prblem,,"' ad

b5 W5ll07
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Name:IAlan Frazier pressure increased. The Japanese believe they have now restored cooling and
Record: 982 decreased pressure. May be having instrumentation issues with Unit 3. Unit 3 remains
Facility: _ their biggest concern.

Jim Trapp and Tony
Source:

AddresLocation: -
Aftachmentj._

This information is .....l. Eta Dly- Sensitive hdidl lrJO,1 .

Date/rime: 03/13/2011 19:00:41(El) Tony called in from Tokyo, confirmed he received list of DOE questions. Will consider
Poition: EST Chronology Officer 1the questions during interactions with Japanese counterparts at 8:30am JST.

Name: Alan Frazier
Record: 981
Facility:

Source: Tony Ulses __...._ _

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment'j
This informaton is Offia! te - SE,-nsb iv ,, , 1111, 8601a.u,

DatelTime: 0311312011_16:23:20 (ET)IP rovided some dose information from Japanese. Data from Daiichi site. Will fax
_Position: EST Chronology Officer 'tomorrow from Embassy. Next meeting with Japanese counterparts Monday 8:30am
Name: Alan Frazier JST,

Record: 1980
Facility: _

Source: Jim Trapp

AddreWLocation: _ _....

A tta c h m e n t _ _ _.. . .... . . ..... .....

This information is offcii! tte on,- S . oen ,it i , Ive • - I- ......

Date/Time /'03113/2011 15:32:51 (ET) 'Status summary Fukushima Daiichi Units 1.3. USS Regan air sample data indicates
Positon:I EST Chronology Officer {contamination 100 nautical miles. Preparing for Congressional hearing Wednesday. Jim

Name: Alan Frazier -Trapp in Tokyo Tony Ulses delayed until Monday. Press release issued, another in the
-Record: 1979 I works.

Facility:- _

Source: CA Brief

AddresLocation: _

Attachment _

(b)(5) o07
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This informaton is OMid! Ute Of;y- Sensitive tlnial hifo;Udiuon.

Date/Time: !03/12011_15:25:51 (ET) Preparing new NRC ress release supporting Japanese protective action
Position:!EST Chronology Officer recommendationsý

Name: i Aan Frazier (b)(5)

Record: 1978Facility: 1--

Source: (b)(5) nd DOE _

AddressLocation:

Attachment T.
This information isOfiil"^ .. .... ..... . ..

Date/Time: 03113/201115:22:13 (ET) Provided confirming information regarding Fukushima Daiichi Units 1 3 after
Position: EST Chronology Officer discussion with Japanese engineer. Unit 3 is of the most concern. Face to face meeting

Name: Alan Frazier -with Japanese engineer/regulators scheduled for 8:30am JST.
Record: 977
Facility:_________

Jim Trapp &amp; Amb. i
Source:!Roos ___

Addre•/Location: _____________

Attachment:. _ __

This informaton is Official L; Onl, o.s i l In fnr.etin

DatelTime: 10311312011 14:39:29(l) I DOE Secretary Chu suggests we send email requesting informationlsupport to assess
Position: EST Chronology Officer Ithe situation.

Name: i Alan Frazier
Record: 976 I Make air sam~le data (from Navy) and analysis~available in qext situation report. Add
Facility: I (b)(5)
Source: Chairmani_____

AddrerlLocation:i
Attachment ___

This informat'on is .. ........... "--:U' Int---' lnfor "',

Date/Time: 03I1312011 14:22:46 (ET) I Press release issued 2pm.
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1

Name: Alan Frazier I No harmful levels of radiation expected to reach US.
Record: 974 ;.. EST Chronology Officer-Alan Frazier at 14:32:32 on 3/1312011
Facility:.

EJ(b)(5) 17o12 07
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Source: IOPA

Addres/Location: _

Attachment: .....
This information is Offical y , , .. .... " n.r,,l,,,e, l'f'- ,,on

Date/Time: 03/1312011 14:22:46 (ET) I Press release issued 2pm.

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Alan Frazier
Record: 975

Facilityd: -

AddreWILocafion:____
Attachment _

This information is Offcial Uns Oly- 3•,n;5v h-t,-a .

Date/Time:4 031t312011 13:34:59 (ET) US Disaster Response Team and US Ambassador request list of questions to ask
Position: .EST Chronology Officer I Japanese government. RST and PMT will provide on e-mail.

Name: Alan Frazier

Record: 972 Trapp en route to Ambassadors residence for call with Japanese regulator and

Facility:1  technical experts. Possible meeting later today.
EST Chronology Officer - Alan Frazier at 13:41:55 on 3/13/2011

Source: JmTra-pp

AddressfLocation: _

Attachment: t__. ,
This informaton is O...cial We O nl, - s,,sitv. :,nt,, , nof,, ation.

Date/Time: 03/1312011 13:34:s9 (ET) 4 US Disaster Reponse Team and US Ambassador request list of questions to ask
Position: EST Chronology Officer Japanese government. RST and PMT will provide on e-mail.

Name: Alan Frazier
Record: 973
Facility: _

Source: Jim Trapp - -- i

AddreWLocaton:_

Attachment _ _i_

This information is Ofsiu . . ..nly - .......... ..

Date/Time:o03/13/2011 13:21:24 (- ) Chairman call withi (b)(6) : )ction items: 1) Develop press release with

Position:; EST Chronology Officer message targeted at US Citizens in Japan, "follow the direction of Japanese

(b)(5) 6%707
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Name: Alan Frazier government", protective actions consistent with US; 2) Get Jim Trapp to Embassy
Record: 971 ASAP; 3) verify data from US Navy consistent with venting.
Facility:_

Source: (b)(5)

Addres/Location:_ _

Attachment. _ ___

This information is OMci /, ,.osi,,H - ntom" IUse. m',, n

Date/Time: 031131201111:25:50(ET) Navy informed Japanese Foreign Ministry of contamination encountered on US Navy
Position: I EST Chronology office' and Japanese ships. Trying to find mechanism to get same information to METI,

Name: Alan Frazier iJapanese Ministry of Economy, Trade, and Industry. NR will try to work through US
Record: 1970 _Embassy.

- Facility: k.

Source:': DOE Naval Reactors --

AddresslLocation:_

Attachment: _ _

T s informaton is Oft ial ... 0.-1. . n........ . .

DatelTime: 0311312011 10:16:49 (Enfl Received update from IAEA indicating reactor vessel water level for both Daiichi Units 1
Position:1 EST Chronology Officer and 3 below the top of active fuel (Unit 1 below indicating range and Unit 3 between 150

Name: Gregory Bowman and 200 cm below the top of active fuel).
Record: 969

Facility:! _

Source: IAEA Update _ _ _ _.. .... . ._ _

AddresdLocation: I-

Attachment _

This information is 1Oficl 5 Ony- •jl1& ....... . M .I.... ..

DateTime: 3131201109:46:10 (ET) Tony Ulses will not be able to make it to Tokyo until tomorrow due to a plane
Position:i EST Chronology Officer !malfunction. Jim Trapp is working on getting to Tokyo now and meeting up with

Name: . Gregory Bowman Ambassador Roos,
Record:•968_•

Facility: _

Source:lET ______

AddrW~Locati~on
_Altachment.- -

A - ~~~~~~~~~~~~This information isOfiilUa nl oit. Ior!Ifrmtn

(b)(5) 669/O7
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__at/_Time: i03113/20110914:06 (ET) Steve Troutman (NR) contacted the ET to discuss data obtained from the U.S.S. Ronald
Position: EST Chronology Officer Reagan. The Navy obtained three portable air sample measurements at different times

Name: I Gregory Bowman 'at 100 nautical miles with the following results: 7.5 x 10-9 uCi/ml (13:00), 3 x 10-9 uCilml
Record:; 967 -(14:30), and 7.5 x 10-9 uCi/ml (17:00). In addition, at 130 nautical miles, betalgamma
Facility: _ shine was measured at 0.6 mrem/hr,

-iSource. Naval Reactors _

Address/Location: _

Attachment:_ _

This information is ca u- "' ' .

Date/Time: 0311312011 09:06:24 (EP) Conducted 9:00 AM briefing with the Chairman to discuss status, including plans for
Position:tEST Chronology Officer (b)(5) and NRC press releases, the call with Admiral Donald and Deputy

Name: Gregory Bowman Secretary Poneman, and staff priorities.
-Record: 966

Facility:
Source: ChairmanlET

Address/Location: _

Attachment: ___

This information is Mcia! ,t, Gn , S .i Mme! I,.mton.

Date/Time: 0311312011 08:30:34 (ET) Received confirmation that Jim Trapp arrived in Japan. Working on establishing contact
Position: EST Chronology Officer between Jim and the U.S. Embassy.

Name: Gregory Bowman
Record: 965
Facility:
Source: LT I LT

AddressfLocation: L

Attachment: Ir
This informaUon is official We. on.. - Sositive in ia.......-

Date/Time:' 0311312011 07:41:23 (ET) Conducted briefing of Commission offices and other NRC staff.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Gregory Bowman

Record: 964
Facility:.

Source: ET
----- ---- -

'I
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AddresslLocation:
Attachment _

This informaton is-Oia U O ,- S=iUa i.iar,, In,,,'ma ,,.

Datef/ime: 03113L2011 06:57:43 (_Ti Received call from Admiral Donald, Director of Naval Reactors. Coordinated call with
Positon: EST Chronology Officer 'Deputy Secretary Poneman. Navy ships operating approximately 50 miles offshore

Name: Gregory Bowman I identified airborne contamination in excess of what they believe would be expected
Record: 963 given available information (2.5 x 10.9 uCilml). Also, Navy personnel who ferried

,equipment to a Japanese ship came back contaminated on their shoes (2500 cpm).
Facility: (b)(5) ýNRC PMT

6and NR agreed to coordinate to provide information to Japanese officials.

Source: Naval Reactors _

Addres/Location:_1_

Attachment: _

This information i .. . O.. . ....... .

Date/Time: 03/1312011 06:16:38 (ET) Interagency teleconference held. The Disaster Assessment Response Team (DART) has
Position:' EST Chronology Officer arrived in Japan. The NRC learned that Tony Ulses is being flown to Tokyo for a

Name: Gregory Bowman meeting with Japanese authorities (NISA, JNES, etc.). He will then meet with
Record: 1962 _ Ambassador Roos to discuss messages to Americans in Japan. DART will decide on

Facility: deployment of NRC staff in Japan after meetings tonight

Source: ILTIOIP

_AddresWLocation:
Attachment ___

This information is ' - "

Datelime: 0311312011 05:20:07 (ET) i Update from TEPCO (12:00 PM JST): At Fukushima Daiichi Unit 3, TEPCO took action to
Postion:a EST Chronology Officer reduce containment pressure and then reactor vessel pressure, and began injecting

Name:! Gregory Bowman sea water and boric acid,
Record:1 961
Facility:i _

Source'jTEP.CO, Update .__ ____ __

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment: - _"]

This information is Official b . .Only - Se nsitive hitg. ln aionfl f.

Date/Time:- 0311312011 03:00:30 (ET) Received confirmation that Tony Ulses has arrived in Japan at 14:23 local time.
Position: EST Chronology Officer:

(b)(5) 6711707
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Name:
CUO - Se~sit~e Ir1etr~ infco~cw~

Gregory Bowman

Record:

Facility:

Source:

960

olP

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: _

This information is Official We Onl.- ,enstivv I•.•ai i ,nfrmation.

Date/Time: 03/13/201101:26:31 (ET) OIP identified appropr act INei) and D r discussion with the Chairman, will

Positon: EST Chronology Officer provide this contact for coordination,

Name: Gregory Bowman

Record: 959
Facility: F
Source: Er

AddreW/Locaiorn'

This information is 0ffi, 0' Use Only- MRi . n..n........... .

DateTime 03/13/2011 00:37:06 (ET) The Chairman contacted the ET to discuss results of the 11:30 PM call wit
Poition:l EST Chronology Officer

Name: Gregory Bowman (b)(5)
Record:: 958

Facility:!

Source: Chairman

AddressWLocation: _

Attachment ___
This information is " O n

Date/Time: 03112/2011 23:47:21 (ET) IConducted briefing of Commission offices and other NRC staff. Next briefing will be at

Poition: EST Chronology Officer 17:30 AM EST.
Name: Gregory Bowman.5.I

Record: 957
-Facility4l

Source: ET ___

AddresLocation:
Attachment:

This information is Official Use Onl . i, ........... .Vllllgl•*,• VII)""OC/I•I~lU III~lldl III-III I-I
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IDatelTime: 03112/2011 23:15:00 (ET) (b)(5) No change from last
Position: EST Chronology Officer Situation Room briefing. Uncertainty remains on Unit 3 status. ET will send talking

Name: Gregory Bowman j points to the Chairman for the 11:30 briefing.
Record: 956
Facility:
Source: 1ET _ _

Address/Location: i"_
Attachm ent:, L__... ............

This informagon is .

DatelTime: 10311212011 22:14:21 (ET) Chairman contacted (b)(6) to recommend proactive
Position: EST Chronology Officer !communication from technical exl~erts and offered NRC support.

Name:! Gregory Bowman
Record: 955,__

Facility:
Source: ET ___

Address/Location__

Attachment: __ _

This informaton is " . " "

te/ie031122011 21:48:37 (ET') US Ambassador to Japan called to request help crafting a message to all US citizens in
Position: EST Chronology Officer Japan.

Name: Alan Frazier

Record:195
Facility:

Source: I!Ambassador Roos

Address/Location:

Attachment: _

This informa-•^- n is Of.l ,,^ On,, Sensi,.. I.t^n1 Iisormtionn

Date/Time: 103112011 21:46:21 (EM) Will arrange a multi.agency call to share information and align messages, Time TBD.
Postion: EST Chronology Officer

Name:TAlan Frazier
Record: 963
Facility:

DOE Dep, Sec.
Source: Poneman

(b)(5) 7/7673(707
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AddressLocation:_I
Attachment:

OUC- S~1~e Ir~.ein~ Infcin~tion

This information is Ofid - .

Date/Time•• 03112/2011 21:18:18ET) TEPCO informed Japanese Cabinet that Unit 3 water injection stopped and water level
-Position: EST Chronology Officer decreased exposing fuel. At 9:05pm JST able to inject water (not sea water). Added

Name: Alan Frazier boric acid at 9:25pm JST and vented containment.
Record:1952
Facility:I

1Japan Chief Cabinet
Source: Secretary News

Conference

AddreWLocation: i
Attachment:-

This information is .. . ... .. ... :n. .- - -n a---

DatelTime: '0311212011 19:33:45 (ET) Daiichi Unit I may be loosing water level, Possible problem with pump.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: !Alan Frazier INISA US Rep. Michael Chinworth.
Record: 1949 EST Chronology Officer - Alan Frazier at 19:53:57 on 3112/2011
Facility:
Source: INISA US Rep._________________________ _________

AddreWLocatlon: _

Attachment _

This information is tiicia Use Only- Sensib'• ltial h; o, i on.

Datelme: 03112201119:48:21 (ET) 'Call withl u) o) J and Chairman. Reports of problems with Unit 2.
Position: EST Chronology Office Venting is normal process due to heat up of containment. Reactors operating usin

[ae:Alan Frze bk xett• Name: Fran zier ac u systems due to loss of offsite power. Provide name of technical expert to (b)(5)
Record:1950 1(b)(5) IPA.
Facility:_

Source:jET _

Address/Location: _

Attachment: ----------
This information is O"= bial e . . . . f v.. i ..rn ..info io.

Datelime:, •0311212011 19:33:46 (EP) , Daiichi Unit I may be loosing water level. Possible problem with pump.
Position: ESTCETChronology Officer

'-I
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Name: Alan Frazier

Record: 951
Facili SA SR
Source: 1NISA US Rep.

AddresLocation:

Attachment __

This information is Maici.l L ,e Onl, SensiU'. ntivemal nformation

Date/Time: 103112/2011 19:22:55 (E) Chairman Update. No progress with IAEA high-level contact but receiving updates.
Position:: EST Chronology Officer i Developing high-level Q&amp;As for 8pm review by Chairman. Next Chairman update

Name: Alan Frazier 10pm. Next CA brief 11:30pm.
Recordl9:
Facility:
Source: ET I

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: _

This informaion is ONcial We .,lly-Snsef ,i.e.W ml - lntqtio

Date/Time::03/11/2011 17:36:19(ET) Status of Fukushima Daiichi NPS as of 2am JST (12pm EST) March 13: Unit I Reactor
Position: EST Chronology Officer shutdown, subsequent explosion. Injecting sea water and boric acid into core. Unit 2

Name:: Alan Frazier _ Reactor and RCIC shut down. Water level lower than normal but steady. Preparing to
Record: 947 I reduce vessel pressure. Unit 3 Reactor shut down, Continue to inject water by High

Press Core Injection System. Preparing to reduce vessel pressure. No coolant leakage
Facility: inside containment. Units 4-6 Reactors had been shut down with sufficient coolant. No

I coolant leakage inside containment.
Source: TEPCO - }

Addres/Location: I
Attachment: ]

This information is .... i. We. only- SensiU'• Interna lnfomaUon,

Date/Time:1 03112/2011 15:54:49 (ET) i CA Brief. Status update. Information we have is still focused on Unit 1. Disaster
Position: I EST Chronology Officer response team in route, 2 NRC members. Outreach to IAEA. DHS interactions regarding

Name:1Alan Frazier 'consequence modeling. DOE assets staged in Las Vegas to do air monitoring. EPA
Record: 946 , monitoring west coast. May need to develop talking points for State liaisons.
Facility:'
Source: ET

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .- ~ - - ~ -- ..........

AddreWILocafion:
. I

(b)(5) 677
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Attachment:i
This informa~on i UtI Only " •U/I htU V d IIJ( I malI

Date/Time: 10311212011 12:43:30 (ET) Action items from (b)(5) deputies meeting: 1) Share NRC Q&amp;As with
Positon: EST Chronology cnd DOE. 2) Establish communication with IAEA. 3) Outreach to States via liason

Name:] Alan Frazier team.4) Continue to focus on timely and accurate communicaiton within the Federal
Record: 945 jfamily.
Facility: ____

Source: Chairman __. ... . ._,

AddressLocation:_

Attachment: _

This information is ia I e . . . ..... "n-- -i;

DateiTime: :0311212011 12:40:41 (E') ISenior Management status update. New Information: 40 GE Employees on site helping
PosiWion: EST Chronology Officer with outage. 4 contaminated. DOS working to assist with evacuations. CA Brief

Name: Alan Frazier scheduled for 3:30pm.
Record:1944

Facility: I
Source: ET _

AddreWLocation
Attachment:

This information is Offiial fta uly-Seniidn Iw uliliiiipOl

Dat/Tme If-/11211091712 E~ý

Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer
Name: , Margie Kotzalas

Record:f943

Facility:

Source: (b)(6)

U1 SBO using isocondenser plant. reached heat capacity limit of suppression pool.
drove pressure up to 120 psi. dose rates to CR went up 1000 time and 8 times at site
boundary. batteries hooked up. requested 4 EDGs. None hooked up yet. Hydrogen
explosion. Inside secondary containment, outside primary containment. Successfully
vented primary containment, Reduced pressure by 50%. Dose rate 100mR/hr at
boundary. Dropped to 7 mR/hr. Seen I and Cs which indicates fuel melt. In process of
filling containment with borated sea water. Maintaining below design pressure of
containment.

U2 has not reached cold shutdown yet. Working to reduce temperature. Has RCIC
system. Suppression pool at saturated temp. No indication that they are cooling
suppression pool. No AC power.

AddreWLocation:
(b)(5) I 670q07
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F Attachment:I
OUO Sen'wa~i\ rd~infco'ndon

This information is Official We Only. SensiUve Wutwualh l~dn!mtu.

DatelTime: 103/1212011 09:06:28 (ET) 1 Held call with Bill Webster, INPO. INPO has established link through WANO Tokyo and
Position:I EST Chronology Officer London Centers, INPO will provide update to CNOs. No request for assistance from

Name: Margie Kotzalas I WANO Tokyo or TEPCO. INPO incident response center is staffed and ready to assist if
Record:] 942 requested. CNOs indicated that they are ready to provide assistance,
Facility: 1
Source: (b(6 } !, _

Addres/Location: _

Attachment: -

This informaton is Official Use Onl" Sensi""e M rna.. ! ... a.. on.

Date/Time: 03112/2011 08:58:05 (ET) Mike Dudek reported to USAID. Jason Kozal reported to NOC

Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: Margie Kotzalas

Record: 941
Facility:_ _

Source: LT !

AddressWLocaUon: !__ _____

Attachment I
This infonmanaon is Offlal We Only- OnsUve ,ntoral ,fniou•,,.

DatelTime: 0311212011 07:34:28 (ET) Held CA brief
Posiion:i EST Chronology Officer

Name: Margie Kotzalas
Record: I0

-Fa c ili ty: ________ ____

Source:f

AddresULocation: _

Attachment I__
This informaton is c l . m '.

Date/Time: .03112/2011 07:12:28 (ET) I NRC staff member en route to Japan, another member preparing to travel
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Name: Margie Kotzalas
Record: 938

Facility:
rI

(b)(5) 6771707
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ISource:! ET

-Ouole

Addres/Location:,
Attachmenti ___r

This information is Offcis! e Only- Sensitive• nte frna!.....u... .......

Daterime'031122011 07:12:28 (ET) i NRC staff member en route to Japan
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:'Margie Kotzalas 1
Record: 939
Facility: 1
Source: ET . _______________________________________

AddreWLocafion: I

Attachment7,_
This information is Ofiriai Us Only. Ie,- ali.

Dater/ime: 103 112/2011 07:10:45 (ET) ET briefed NRC Chairman (b)(5)

Posidon: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)
Name: Margie Kotzalas 1

Record: [937

Facility: __

Source: ET

AddreeWLocatlon:_ 
_

Attachment:
This information is Official We Ony "ensit'ie lntm•a".. l•noeon.

Date'rime: 103112/2011 06:30:43 (E•) ET briefed EDO
Position: EST Chronology Officer I
-Name:Margie Kotzalas -i

Record: 1936
Facility: _

Source: _ _

AddressLocaton c
Attachment: _

This information is Of1yidl U Only- SMnitive Intemralfu nietio.

Date/lme: *03/122011 06:10:53 (Er) ET briefe{
Posion: EST Chronology Officer

Name:; Margie Kotzalas--

(b)(6)
I

/.I
(b)(5) 67F707
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Record: 935
Facility:
Source:

Address/Location:!
Attachment

This information is O•fficial Ue Onl , , .... l Infrmaion.

Date/Time: 03121/2011 05:06:31 (ET) NISA called IAEA and reported an explosion in the reactor building.
Position: fEST Chronology Officer

Name:, Margie Kotalas NISA called IAEA and reported an explosion at the plant
Record: 933 EST Chronology Officer -Margie Kotzalas at 06:11:07 on 311212011

-Facility:i

Source:[

Addres/Locaton:

Attachment _
This informabon is Offi"ab- n n ormaon! .

Date/Time: 103112/201105:06:31 (ET) NISA called IAEA and reported an explosion in the reactor building.
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:
Record:
Facility:

Source:

Margie Kotzalas
934

Addres/Location:
Attachment _

This informaton is Offiilo, Oly. Ss~v• ,suua ,,un,,bun.

Date/Time' 03/1212011 04:54:43 (Eq) NISA conducted press conference. No discussion of rad leaks. NISA expanded
Position: EST ChronologOier evacuation zone to 20 km. NOAA still tsunami advisory. Disaster Assistance Response

Name: I Margie Kotzalas Team on ground in Tokyo, Working with Japanese govtto prioritize search and rescue.
Record: 932
Facility:

LT debrieffrom 4 amSource: call _

Address/Location:_

Attachment-
This informeaion is Offlcial Use On.ly Sewnsili. ne 1e0 ,ffma,^.on.

. llal Z .'• .. ly ............ .. ~ll O .J IU ........

(b)(5)9
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DatelTime: 0311212011 04:50:03 (ET) Briefed Chairman on status

Position: j EST Chronology Officer

Name: Margie Kotzalas

Record: 931

Facility:
-source: 1

AddresLocation: 
_

Attachment: i
This informaton is Official U. e Only..,, i- s .I........fr. forma.. on.

Date/Time:j 0311212011 04:26:53 (ET) Sent situation report to DHS

Position: jEST Chronology Officer

Name: Margie Kotzalas

Record: 930 i

Facility:
Source: _

Addre• L Iocation: - ,,,,

Attachment: _

This informaton is Offici LUe Only - Sonsia "n"rnal •"nf-moan.

Datelme:•103112/201104:12:40 (ET) [Informed Chairman of the loss of containment

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name:! Margie Kotzalas

Record: 929
Facility: _

Source: -

AddreILocation:i
Attachment [_.

This informaion is Ofcia uLe Only- S+ni;u+ +te,11a ,,f,,,on.

Date/Time: 03112I2011 04:02:54 (ET) (b)(5) Calling Chairman,
Position: EST Chronology Officer 

(C

Name: Margie Kotzalas
Record: 928

Source: Media

Addre•s•Location: . .. . . . . .

(b)(5) 680707
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Attachment:
This information is O....i .We O .Sensiti.v INlorn.. In.o. ma. on.

Datel'ime:i 0311212011 03:51:56 (ET) Resumed call with IAEA. Requested that IAEA let NISA know that we are standing by to
Positon: EST Chronology Officer provide assistance.

Name: Margie Kotzalas

Record: 927 -

Facility:

Source: IAEA _

AddresdLocation:_
Attachment-,

This informaton is Offi;ci U•e Ony- Se - -anl 11,fo,maUo,.

Date/Time:103I1212011 03:43:46 (ET) Held call with DOE. Asked for verification of DOE Tokyo email describing explosion.
Posiion: EST Chronology Officer 'DOE said they were passing on information they saw in the media. DOE is not in contact

Name: Margie Kotzalas - I with Japanese. They are getting information from media as well.
Record: 926
Facility: -

DOE. Dave Young
Source:

I&amp; Dave Bowman ___

AddresLocation:d
Attachment: _

This information is OM cial Use Only- " ....................

Daterume: 0312201103:36:26 (ET) I Held phone call with IAEA to exchange facts as we know them. Explained that we have
Positon:1 EST Chronology Officer I no contact with Japan, IAEA asked for our assessment We stated that we cannot

Name: Margie Kotzalas provide assessment without more facts.
Record: 925

.Source:- IAEA .... __

AddressLocation:_T

Attachment:___
This informaUon is Utflciall W!i0 - "euiSem Um f1Si~vF/n f l.

DateIrime: 03I1/212011 01:00:04 (ET) iTony Ulses is on plane to Japan
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Name: Margie Kotzalas
Record: 924

(b)(5) 681r707
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Facilit: ___________

Source: I

AddresILocation: I_

Attachment:,
This inforrnaion is Uniciai ise Onfy- Seusidve ,,iui f OI,,du,,-.

Date/Time: 03112/2011 00:05:23 (ET) 'Dan Dorman relieved Mike Weber
-Position: [EST Chronology Officer

Name: Margie Kotzalas

Record: 923

Facility:-_

Source: [ !

:AddressLocationi: .........

Attachment: __

This informaton is-Official Us Only- 3eu i ,,. h uu aon.

Date/Time: 0311112011 23:59:03 (Ep) Unit I has core damage. In process of venting containment. Wind direction blowing to
Position: EST Chronology Officer sea. Using fire trucks and batteries from vehicles to power pumps to get water into core.

Name: Margie Koalas
Record: 922

Facility: __

[Source:IChairman of JAEC I_____ __

Address/LocaUon: _i

Attachment: _

This inforrnaton is Of•tiai Ue Only- Sensiave ,ilI! iuma1iu-.

Date/Time: 03111/2011_23:16:06 (El) Units shut down. lost offsite power. EDGs started and ran for some time. 35 foot wave
Position: EST Chronology Officer hit site. EDG fuel oil tanks above ground and got swept away. SBO. Unit I isocondenser

Name: Margie Kotzalas I plant Unit 2 has RCIC. Been in SBO for 14 hours. Containment pressures risen
Record: 921 substantially 80 psig in containment building. Excess of design pressure. Operators

venting containment. Not clear whether successful. RST spoken with GE support
1 facility and Exelon. Running simulator scenarios to get handle on timing. RST
determined that if SBO continues unabated, there will be core damage, If containment

pressure worsens, will need to vent to prevent catastrophic failure. Hypothesize will rate
at INES Level 3. (b)(5) USAID putting together team

Facility:: iof tech assistants from federal family to get on military flight to travel to Japan. Tony

Ulses will attempt to make military flight that leaves tonight. Japanese govt interested in

11 ___ (b)(5)
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getting engineering assistance from US. Developed series of Q&amp;As. Staff working
shift work. Just completed turnover at 11 pm. Will do another at 7 am. Will continue to
support event.

Source: CA brief _

AddresLocation: !

Attachment: _ ___ __

This informaion i ! -

Daterlime: 1031112011 23:00:19 (ET) Chairman requests next Chairman Briefing at 0700 EST
Positon: i EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: 920
Facility:

Source: ET Bdefing for
Chairman

AddressLocation: _________

Attachment: _

This information is 0,%i•l ...uy- Se,,iU r ,, fo,. , , on.

Daterlime: 031111201122:58:25 (ET) General assessment that the situation is deteriorating although limited information from
Position: ! EST Chronology Officer Jsite, (b)(5)

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: 1919

Facility:I
Source: ET Brief for Chairman ____ __

AddressLocation: _

Attachment ___

This information is Of,, fl - nvy- -" eqn"i--e '10ern 0. m-lnf-- o.

Date/Time: 03/111201122:56:50 (ET) !CA Brief scheduled for 2315 EST
Position: STChronology Officer i

Name:I Kevin Witt
Record:J 918

Facility: I

Source: ET Brief for Chairman _

Addresslocatiow;-- -- ~ -~--.--

Attachment,.---. ~..---- - - . - ~ - -

(b)(5) M8370
'1
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This information is Officia nly e hi l In!ormaton.

Date/Time: 0311112011 22:54:36 (ET) I- Discussion on doing analysis for Unit I or Unit 2; Unit I is closer to Oyster Creek; Unit
Position: EST Chronology Officer 12 is more likely to have significant damage; Staff still analyzing whether to do Unit 1 or

Name:- Kevin Wilt '2
Record: 1917

Facility:
Source: SET Brief for Chairman I

AddressLocation:_

Attachment _ _-_ _

This informaton is OfCl U Di-ly- &ntilv• iniemal iniormalion.

Date/Time: 0311112011 22:51:56 (ET) Discussion on sharing information with other National Regulators
Position: EST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: Kevin Witt

Record: 916

Facility: _

Source: ET Brief for Chairman __ _

AddreWLocation: _

Attachment _ _

This information is ofcia! Use onl Sensitive . tere_ .... m in..

Date/Time: 03_11/2011 22:49:26 (ET) -Alternate NRC rep identified to be on flight to Japan tonight
Positon: EST Chronology Officer 1" Chairman requests staff to do everything possible to get the alternate rep on the flight

Name: IKevin Witt
Record: 915

Facility:
ET Briefing for

Source: ChairmanI

AddresdLocaUon:_

Attachment _

This information is Offiuica Le t i ity . . a!... fnto. .atioa..

Date/Time: 103/1112011 22:43:38 (ET) - Jim Trap is NRC rep to be sent to Jap
Position: EST Chronology Officer I -Part of US team for USAID

Name:iKevin Witt -Military Flight to depart within the hour and NRC rep cannot make the flight (Wheels up
Record: 914 at 1130)
Facility: -Chairman requests NRC rep to be on the flight/tearn

(b)(5)
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Source: ET Brief for Chairman

AddreWILocation:t .......

Attachment: ____

This information is Official Ike OnlyS,, Ie,. al lnfc-^ a , .^

DatelTime:j 0311112011 22:42:31 (ET) Chaiman requests summary of plant status and curreent evaluation activities being
Position: EST Chronology Officer done by NRC and GE

Name: •Kevin Witt
Record: 913
Facility:I

Source: ET. Chairman Brief _

Addres/Locaton: _

Attachment: __

This information is Ofcia L Onl" Scnsil.. ,nt^-w, ,., .......

Date/Time: 103/1112011 22:39:32 (El) i- With current status and no intervening actions, potential for release at 0000 on 3112

Position: EST Chronology Officer - GE says that there is no power around the plant site (unconfirmed)
Name: Kevin Witt -Chairman requests that we confirm status of the reactor and power availability

Record: 912

Facility:_

Source: ET . Chairman update

AddresdLocation:r

Attachment I

This information is Officia/ L On"y - SWii-iliu /irnai informaton.

Date/rime: 0311112011 22:29:31 (ET) Discussed communication strategy
Position: EST Chronology Officer I Not much technical information received regarding plant status

Name: i Kevin Witt RST communicating with GE; GE not in touch with Japanese
Record: 911 -No formal request from Japanese government for engineering assistance
Facility:_

Source: ET - Chairman Brief __

Address/Location: _

Attachment: _

This information is Offica/ W "e Only Sensitive Internal Inor 80n.,

DatefTime: 0311112011 22:29:10 (EM) Briefing for Chairman commencing
Position:', EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt

(b)(5)
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Record: 910 _

Facility:i ___

Source:: ET -Brief for Chairman __ _

AddressLocation: _ _

Attachment:: _

This information is Official Lte Only Sepsiiie Ie. rnal . .•. .orrn . -^.

Date/Time: !03/1112011 22:13:25 (ET) Situation has been assigned on the International Event Scale (INES) a 3

Position: EST Chronology Officer I Maximum is 7

Name:! Kevin WittT

Record: 1909

Facility:

Source: ET brief from RST _

AddreWsLocation: _ _......

Attachment: _ __

This informaUon is Offi.i.. . .M . .y- &n .isb e hitw. . l.iform..

Date/Time: 03111/2011 22:09:02 (ET) All commercial flights to Japan are cancelled at this time
Position: EST Chronology Officer Military flight will be departing to Japan tonight at approximately 2300 EST

Name: IKevin Witt Will not be able to send NRC rep on that flight due to travel from R-111 site and passport
-- Record: 908 Planning to send NRC Rep to Japan morning of 3/12 on commercial flight

Facility:! _

Source: ET update from LT

Address/Location: _

Attachment: i
This informaon is Off,1ial Us • Onl SnsiU.v ýnma! Information.

Date/Time: 03111/2011 21:28:08 (ET) -Communication with GE still being pursued
Position: lEST Chronology Officer Status updates being generated

Name: Kevin Wilt
Record: 907
Facility.:

Source: ET Brief from RST _

AddresLocation:

Attachment I __

T h is in fo rm a fi o n is 0 Of ic i ^ U ,c O nl y..en siti n te r . ..l --..- -

Date/Time: 03111/201121:25:44 (ET) Request from French Nuclear Regulator (ASN) for information about situation at
rL

I

I(b)(5)
68&707
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Positon: EST Chronology Officer Japanese power plants; ET request contact be handled through OIP
Name: Kevin Witt

Record:0
Facility:
Source: lET

Addres/Locaton: t

Attachment: h_
This information is n7.. Onl. Sositive Internal In, o r, • on.

Datel.ime:031111201121:21:25(El') Q&amp;A are getting closer to completion- more technically oriented

Position: EST Chronology Officer __

Name: Kevin Witt - / (b)(5)
Record: 905

Facility:_ - (b)(5)

Source:] ET Brief from OPA

AddressLocation:_

Attachment! i -

This information is flj ... ,- l" - n n,, l .. .

DatelTime:10311112011 20:36:21 (ET) LT to coordinate with Department of State to coordinate assistance with Japans request
Position: EST Chronology Officer for engineering support

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: 904
Facility:__
Source: ET,

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment-______ ____ ____

This informaton is Offiai We O;ly. Sensitive Minawul itf•.•ao'.,

Date/Time: 0311112011 20:34:22 (ET) -Chairman request staff to reengage Exelon and GE

Position: EST Chronology Officer -OIP offerred NRC support to NISA and JNES
Name: Kevin Witt

Record:O903
Facility:, _

Source: ET update with
Chairman i

AddressdLocation:.

(b)(5) 1 887f707
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Attachment: I
This information is Off.icil e GQn- Sensitio lnternal•uw Infr m

Date/Time:! 0311112011 20:27:11 (ET) -General Cartwright discussion with Japans Chief of Defense
Position:i EST Chronology Officer i- No need for assistance with aerial measurements

Name: 1 Kevin Witt -Need engineering assistance from US (request will come through ambassador); Very
Record: 901 important that it comes to NRC and DOE, but NRC may have more relevant experience

DOE does not have expansive civil nuclear expertise

Facility: Offerred to coordinate assistance with GE, NRC to take lead with coordination

, EST Chronology Officer -Kevin Witt at 20:33:09 on 3/11/2011
Source:!ET Call with DAgosino

AddressLocation: _
Attachment: . . .

This information is Oft. o! e On, . Sonsitiv. interns! In.bor•tion.

DatelTime:l03/11/2011 20:27:11 (ET) '-General Cartwright discussion with Japans Chief of Defense
Position: I EST Chronology Officer -No need for assistance with aerial measurements
Name:I Kevin Witt- Need engineering assistance from US (request will come through ambassador); Very

Record: 1902 1important that it comes to NRC and DOE, but NRC may have more relevant experience
Facility: -DOE does not have expansive civil nuclear expertise

Source: 1ET Call with DAgostino !i

AddressLocation: I

Attachment:L
This inforraion is O^Mi6 l w. . .ly.-.................. .

Date/Time: 103/1112011 20:13:19 (ET) NRC to send rep to Japan on flight scheduled for 3/11 organized by USAID
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Name: KeAvin Wit
Record: 900
Facility:

Source: ET -LT update _

AddressLocation: _

Attachment:_
This information is Gff^;i! Lis, oný!; &n.•si;e Infernal Information.

Date/Time: 0311112011 19:58:36_(Er) Engineering building at Fugushima is collapsed
Position: EST Chronology Officer -Communications are difficult, no lanrd lines, some cell phones, but difficult to reach

(b)(5) 6881707
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Name: Kevin Witt people
Record: 897

Wave when it hit the site was approximately 35 feet
.All equipment is above grade (no buried tanks or piping)

Facility: I EST Chronology Officer -Kevin Witt at 20:01:45 on 3/1112011

1 Site has Event based EOPs (not system based)

,i EST Chronology Officer -Kevin Witt at 20:07:49 on 3/1112011

S ET Call with GE and 1
ource: Exelon _

AddreILocation:_

Attachment
This information is Ok ........ Only- M . .. l.t.. ....

Datel0im 3N1112011 19:58:36 (Er) - Engineering building at Fugushima is collapsed

Pos-on: EST Chronology Officer -Communications are difficult, no land lines, some cell phones, but difficult to reach
Name:, Kevin Witt people

Record: 899

-Wave when it hit the site was approximately 35 feet
-All equipment is above grade (no buried tanks or piping)

Facility:I

EST Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 20:01:45 on 3/11/2011
ET Call with GE and T

Source: Exelon __

AddressLocatlon:
Attachment _ __

This information is OR W" .Us... -S " ..... ....... .

Datelrime: 0311112011 19:58:36 (En) ]6-Engineerng building at Fugushima is collapsed
Positon: EST Chronology Officer i Communications are difficult, no land lines, some cell phones, but difficult to reach

Name:! Kevin Wift , people
Record: 1898

.. Facility: . . . .

Source: ET Call with GE and
Exelon

(b)(5) N
689M107
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AddresslLocation:
Attachment I

This information is OfficiaiU~Ol .SestneraThornti

Date/Time: 031111201119:50:31 (ET) -Aware that Exelon is running some situations for GE (operating procedures and
Poston: EST Chronology Officer severe accident guidelines)

Name: Kevin Witt -GE is staffing to run 24 hour support for Fugushima
Record: 896 -GE has 70 staff at reactor site for refueling support

Fugushima is similar to Quad Cities and Dresden
No offsite power within1 hour of shutdown due to earthquake damage
Severe accident manahgement guides were provided to Fugushima
Simulator was run with certain parameters -was not close to actual containment

Facility:
response
.Exelon is offerring any type of support to Fugushima if they receive updated simulator
info

/%_)_.45)
Source: rl` l O l W I U an

iExelon

AddresILocation:
Attachment:; _

This information is U Only -S -lv "T l-fo"ion.
Date/i 03111/2011 19:34:16 (ET) iConference call with GE Support and VP of Exelon scheduled for 1945 to provide their

Position: Chronology Officer knowledge of the situation
Name: Kevin Witt

Record: 895 ,-

Facility:1

Source: ET _______

AddressLocaflon:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Attachment This information is officda We ~ony- Sensitivye lnfem11ý Joh, OIsaduu.

DatelTime: 10311112011 19:30:56 (EP) RST and LT working on general questions and answers
Postion: EST Chronology Officer 1

Name: iKevin Wilt

. Record: 894 -

Facility:;_
. I
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I source: IET
oUO-Sei'

-Addre1l~ocation: IK- ~~~~This information is O lilUOn.2eii n ters ncraon

DatelTime: 031111201119:17:40 (ET) FEMA Region IX and X are receiving questions about large radiation release at
Position: .ES Chronology Officer Fugushima site

Name: Kevin Witt
Record:!893
Facility: i

Source:ET -

AddresdLocation: i
Attachment _ _

This informaton is No 161 e Only -S.u..i. li..nl. hi hi o n.

Dateirime: 103/1112011 19:12:50 (ET) Chaian requests next briefing between 2200 and 2300 EST
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: IKevin Witt I

Record: 892
Facility:-
Source: ET- Chairman call ___

Addrew/Location:_

Attachment: ___

This information is O i W, e Only- Sonsitve Int a-n: Thfiof"tio.

Date/lime: 10311112011 19:10:64 (E') iUpdate from Deputy call

Position: EST Chronology Officer Misinformation among Federal family; nobody
Name: Kevin Witt Continue to proactively reach out to counterparts in Federal Government

Record: 891 " No speculation or hypothesis
Facility: _
source: ET- Chairman call _

AddrerlLocation: ___

Attachmenti _

This information is O ial Le n, Sensitiv n" Inrmain.

WaOeN1lime: 03111/2011 19:09:57 (ET) Chairman requests information about current status and FAQs by 11pm
Position:uEST Chronology Officer

Name:_ Kevin Witt
/1
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R~ecord: $90 --- ~- -
Facilt:j
Source: ET -Chairman update

AddresLocation:
Attachment: .

-rThis information is Okl~a! tte Uny - b~fiv imib d hint oiintoltnJw.

Date/Time: 0311112011 18:59:34 (EM) -Chairman took action to find out better information
Position:I EST Chronology Officer -Main discussion centered around minimal available information

Name: Kevin Wift -How to facilitate information sharing
Record: 888 DOE preparing to respond with radiation monitoring supplies

- Communications plan will be developed
- NRCC is scaling down, skeleton crew overnight and through the weekend

Facility:

NRC Rep at NRCC and is planning to leave; Will leave contact info at NRCC
EST Chronology Officer- Kevin Witt at 19:04:08 on 311112011

Source:: ET -Update from NRCC

AddressLocation:
Attachment

This informaton is 0,,cial Use Onlv Sensitive Inenal IMhr ion.

Date/Time:i03/1112011 18:59:34 (Er) -Chairman took action to find out better information
Position: EST Chronology Officer. -Main discussion centered around minimal available information

Name: Kevin Witt -How to facilitate information sharing
Record: 889 - DOE preparing to respond with radiation monitoring supplies

!F- Communications plan will be developed
, !.- NRCC is scaling down, skeleton crew overnight and through the weekend

Source: ET -Update from NRCC i__

AddreWILocation:
Attachment: __ _

This infomiaion is ,,,cia! Weo , y -S38Aif f nt l ln afo i.

Daterrime: 103)111201118:45:53 (E) I Diablo Canyon has exited from NOUE due to cancellation of tsunami warning
Potition: IEST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: 887

(b)(5)6910 692/O77
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Facility:
Source:'HOO

AddressLocation:

Attachment
This information i oa

Date/Time: 03111/2011 18:33:30 (ET) Report- 10 km radius evacuation at Fukushima

Position: EST Chronology Officer Small amount of radiation leaking
Name:f Kevin Witt 8x normal rad levels at plant gate

Record:886

Facility: _7

Source: _ET

AddressLocation: _

Attachment ___

This information is Ofcial Ue ORn.- Sensitive !ntema! Infomation.

Date/Time: 03/11/2011 18:31:59 (ET) WANO report -containment pressure at 100 psi, failure is possible at 120 psi
Position: EST Chronology Officer]

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: 885
Facility:. .. ..I_

Source: lET

AddreWsLocation:_ 
_

Attachment:
___'__ This information isow 1eaUse- Onl Sensitive emall nfematiof--- -______,

Date/Time: 0311112011 18:23:03 (ET) USAID looking for intrepretation of technical data and reports from TEPCO and other
Position: EST Chronology Officer sources; need to understand how to communicate thorugh established mechanisms

Name: IKevin Wift (such as NRCC)
Record: 1884

f.

Facility:

Source: ETr Update from USAID
Mtg

AddresLocation:_
Attachment:] ...

This information is itffcia UsO#.. .. ....... q- on.

Date/Time:: 03/11/201118:19:01 (ET)M Report from TEPCO that pressure corntrol is lostin three units- unconfirmed
I,
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Position: EST Chronology Officer
Name: i Kevin Witt

Record: 883 - -

Facility: _

Source: ET

AddressLocation:__
Attachment: I

This information is lnformaon.

Date/Time: 0311112011 18:14:20 (El) Next CA Briefing scheduled for 2315 EST
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt

Record: 882 . ... .

Facility:I .
Source: I ET - CA Brief _ _ _ _..... . ...................

AddresdLocation:-
Attachment ___

This information is V'I",cial We Only - -r .. s ive • ... t,, i , . n.

DatelTime: 110311112011 17:30:10 (M) ICommissioners Assistants Brief
Position: iEST Chronology Officer (b)(5)

Name: rKevin Wit A-RST briefed assesment for station blackout and info obtained from TEPCO and IAEA
Record:! 881 press releases

-NRC supporting meeting at USAID and Department of State
-Exelon supporting GE with simulation using Dresden and Quad Cities models (source:
Rill)
-INPO and NEI communicating with counterparts in Japan
I NRC Operations Center preparing for reduced staff monitoring overnight

Source: ET -CA brief _

Addres/Location: I
Attachment __. .... . . ..___. ...........

This information is O,,,c,., U 3,ly- M.oia ,.iN ,,ln0aun.

Date/Time: 103111/201116:53:43(ET) News report that radiation is 1000x normal-possible venting of containment; hard to
Position: EST Chronology Officer know for sure what the situation is without direct communication from Japanese

Name:; Kevin Witt
/I
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Record: 1878 i Potential mix up in Unit identification; Unit I should be inherently safe
EST Chronology Officer -Kevin Witt at 16:56:12 on 311112011

Facility:! Fukushima Unit I
EST Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 16:56:56 on 3/11/2011

Source: ET - RST Update , -

AddreWLocaton: _
Attachment:,!

This informaton is S tr;i "v .... ,nfo^ atio.

Date-me: 03I1112011 16:53:43 (ET) INews report that radiation is 1000x normal -possible venting of containment; hard to
Poston: EST Chronology Officer know for sure what the situation is without direct communication from Japanese

Name: Kevin Witt

Record: 880 Potential mix up in Unit identification; Unit I should be inherently safe
Facility: EST Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 16:56:12 on 3/11/2011
Source: I ET -RST Update

AddreWLocation: I
Attachment: T

This information is O....... G .n..rn.. "

Date/rime: 0311112011 16:53:43 (E) News report that radiation is 1000x normal- possible venting of containment; hard to
Potion: EST Chronology Officer know for sure what the situation is without direct communication from Japanese

Name: Kevin Wift
Record: 1T879
Facility:_

Source: ET -RST Update ___

AddreWLocatfon:_
Attachment: I__

This informaion is vG i Uo n ......... ;n .......... ..

Date'me: 103/11/201116:42:07 (ET) ]NRCC fully staffed
PoWion: EST Chronology Officer i1700 briefing

Name: Kevin Witt Level 1 status - potential deescalation to Level 2 or 3 (everybody but emergency
Record: 1877 _'personnel at 1800)
Facility:-

Source: ET. NRCC Update

i1 ~ ~ ~ ~ (b)(5)
M9577

j
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AddressLocation: _

Attachment:
This information is Official Use Only- Sensitive Internal Information.

DatelTime:1 03/1112011 16:32:55 (ET) 'Chairman briefing scheduled for 1715EST
Position: EST Chronology Officerj

Name: iKevinWitt i Commissioner Assistant Brief at 1700 EST
Record: 875 jEST Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 16:41:06 on 3111/2011
Facility:1
Source: ET

AddressLocation: _

Attachment: JOl
Thi rinfo~ vrma ion' .111198:8 Iwo ' I,• -rr si,.u=,$,,"Irve ~ u rrlrntý If rmain

DaterTime: ,03/1112011 16:32:55 (ET) Chairman briefing scheduled for 1715EST

Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt

Record:j 876
Facility:
Source:1r ET_

AddressLocation: __

Attachment: .,_
This information is Of...ia W.9 ON.Y- S,.silde, aihi , ......

Date/Time: 103/1112011 16:10:54 (EM) i SITREP updated from R.IV and IAEA information; will be incorporated into Executive
Position: EST Chronology Officer briefing book

Name: Kevin Wiltt

Record: 874

Facility: _

Source: ET i_________________________________________

AddresILocation:, i

Attachmentab i ,
This information is ........ .... ............. - .....ntne o

Date/Time: 03)1112011 15:69:05 (ET) lChairman requested NRC staff to attend USAID Meeting at Reagan Building
Position: EST Chronology Officer_

Name:; Kevin Will
Record: '873

(b)(5) 7 7 6Wfl07
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1 Facility:

NO -Semi&-hffmH*rm*rr--

,So rce: 1ET

AddresLocation:L
Attachment

This information is officil U.c Only " lll uIIl l l/ UuIIIuu.

Daterrime:i03/11120i1 15:36:27 (ET) IAEA update- 1.3 meters water level in Fukushima Unit I Vessel
Position: EST Chronology Officerl1

Name: Kevn Witt

Record: 1872

Facility: r. . . .. .. . .

Source: ET

AddressLocation: i
Attachment _

This information is Official L ,,,,ly- Sono,,,o ,,,,,,,l ..........on.

DatelTime: I 0311112011 15:33:56 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer b

Name: Kevin Witt -

Record: 7

Facility:I _

Source: ET __

Addres/Location:
Attachment:

This information is Ofcia! tei -Only- S• itimw ilnlinl inunliun.

Date/Time: 0311V2011 15:23:23 (ET) I Discussion of staffing for ops center; will need to continue monitoring for the near term
Postion: EST Chronology Officer.1

Name: Kevin Wift
Record: 1870 -
Facility: I

Source: ET Er_

AddressLocation: I

Attachment Lit
This information is Official UWe On.y S .nsive.t.rnal nfo. tion.

DatelTime:.031112011 15:08:57(ET) Requestfrom USAID .identify potential group of federal government staff to deploy to
Positon: EST Chronology Officer Japan if they request help

'I
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jNamei.ýKevinWift

qUO Sens1§w~ Irtrd IFrdonrti

Record:
Facility:

Source:

869

Er -OPA update

AddreWsLocation:_
S Attachment: . .

This information is O , s O, ly- ,.,i,,,o,, Ue,. ..... 0 -

Date/Time: 0311112011 15:06:58 (ET) 11505 EST -HQ takes lead for monitoring
Position: EST Chronology Officer I

Name: [Kevin Witt
Record: 1868
Facility: __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _

Source: Er -RIV Update _ __

AddresILocation: ___

Attachment: K _

This information is Okfici U Only- "^ nsiU" n•te " nal .. f.I... aton.

Date/Time: 031111201114:59:12 (ET) ISeveral Inquiries from Congressional offices about status of NRC activities; NRC staff
Position: EST Chronology Officer are sharing information

Name:iKevin Witt J
Record: 867
Facility: i

Source: i ET LT update

AddressLocation:i
Attachment' __... .__

This information is Ot1icial Use Only- Sousitive inrnaIl dI nffuuioun.

Date/Time:j 0311112011 14:53:43 (El) Stand down RIV IRC; RIV staff still maintain cognizance on international perspective
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt
Record:1 866

Facility:,_

Source: Er. RIV Update __...._ _

AddreWLocation:'
Attachment:ii

This information is ... ic..! We .O .. S..nsi .... . t....n....m.at.on.

(j (b)(5) W81707
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Date/Time:, 03/1112011 14:51:57 (El) Threat to R-IV licensees is diminished

Position: EST Chronology Officer Waves at Diablo are still within acceptable levels
Name: Kevin Witt

Record: 865
Facility:,

Source: ET - RIV update I
AddreWILocation: _

Attachment -

This information is •en'i•v' ternal i.

Date/Time: d03111/2011 14:32:13 (E') I Discussion from Japanese rep about opening Fukushima Unit I vessel to relieve
Position: I EST Chronology Officer I pressure (unconfirmed)

Name: Kevin Witt

Record: 864

Facility: _________________ __________________
Source: Er- Japanese Rep i

AddressLocation: 1

Attachment: _

This information is Off•cal.s..-n.Itnnf ..

Date/Time: 103111/201114:29:02 (EP) Length of Japanese earthquake fault is approximately 200-300 km

Position: EST Chronology Officer Assumed GM magnitude (design basis) is 7.7, actual magnitude was 8.8
Name:iKevin Witt

Record: 863

Facility: __

Source: ET- Japanese Rep ____ _

AddreslLocation: I
Attachment:

This information is omciai use o*y- Swoe UvU lnf•, U, •,on.

DatelIime:{0311112011 14:06:50 (ET) Update from Liaison Team:
Position: EST Chronology Officer -Continuing to try to confirm statement from State Department regarding delivery of

Name: Kevin Witt _ coolant

Record: 862 -Have the Japanese reactors exceeded their design basis? Still pursuing...

-Data regarding Fugushima is being obtained

-US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) is requesting information about is

Facility: the US government doing anything to assure the availability of Ki for sensitive

(b)(5) 69V07
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individuals should there be release of radioactive material; have we been asked for
international assistance?

Source:! Er - LT update

Address/Location: _

Attachment
This information is Of idi Ue .. ................ .I-°-em

Dater/ime: 03111i201, 13:43:57 (ET) I Discussed option of R-IV standing down response mode dure to minimal impact on
Position: EST Chronology Officer 1NRC licensees and HQ taking lead for liaison activities

Name: Kevin Witt

Record:t861
Facility: I
Source: IET ___________________________

AddreWLocation:_

Attachment 1
This informaton is O.... (to o. . .- SesiUva h itn... . ...... ....

DateITire:03I11110t t:0( LT is partially staffed working with federal partners and FEMAs radiological emergency
Position: EST Chronology Officer i rep

Name: tKevin Witt
Record: 860
Fadlity:! - _i--

Source: ET

AddreWLocation: I

Attachment: _

This informaton is Ofl ,,ial Wse Onl . ... .... , ,-,.. ......

Datetrime3 2011 13:6':55 (E') i TEPCO website indicates LOCA report at Fukushima
Position: EST Chronology Officer i

Name:IKevin Witt

Record: 8591

Facility: _

Source: _ Er
AddresLocation:_

Attachment. •-
This informaUon is M" Use 0#y Sensitive Intrnal ,•,raon

Dat/Time: 0 Fire in turbine building has been extinguished; .j0311112011 13:12:10 (ET);
(b)(5) 7O707
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o in Diesel generators are not operable;
Postion EST Chronology Officer 3.4 meters of water above fuel level

Name:1 Kevin Witt
Record: 858I Japanese declared "Heightened State of Emergency" with precautionary evacuations

No official reports of radiation leakage;
Facility: News reports indicate radiation levels increasing

Source: _ ETQ OIP briefing I

AddreWLocation: I

Attachment j1
This information is -fal U.e Only- SensiU ,e ,,r o ,,,, i.

Date'lime: 0311112011 13:10:04 (ET) 14 operational BWRs near location of earthquake;
Position: EST Chronology Officer 11 units were operating, all have been shut down

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: 857
Facility:
Source: I ET- OIP briefing _

AddresdLocation:

Attachment:!
This information is Okaia! U. OWey. Su Ssitive ,it(Wenia •hii,,JtifI,.

DatelTime: {0311112011 13:09:06 (El) Materials users and Humboldt Bay, agreement states have been contacted;
Position: 1 EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt No effects from tsunami reported
Record: 856
Facility: !

Source: ET- R.V briefing I

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment:
This information is Off-ial Us Oy Sensie "iteral Info, ation.,

DatelTime: 10311112011 13:05:58 (ET") iNOUE declared at Diablo canyon as of 0423 PST
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt Some precausionary measures have been implemented;
Record: 853

2 foot waves observed
aEST Chronology Officer - Kevin Witt at 13:08:01 on 3111/2011

Source:: ET -

7(b)(5) 7
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AddresdLocation:!
Attachment:!

This information is Offlcial bte, Only- Sestv Interal hibuwatfuu.

Date/Time: 031111201113:07:26 (ET) SONGS did not enter any EALs; operating normally
Position: I EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: 854
Facility: _

Source: ET- R-V Briefing ___

AddresdLocation: _

Attachment:__
This information is officia. l L.e ! - on...........................

Date/Time: 0311112011 13:05:58 (ET) j NOUE declared at Diablo canyon as of 0423 PST
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: _855_

Facility: I
Source:Il ET

AddresULocation:

Attachment: _

This information is ..ficial (. On. Sensitive ..... a. in.. fmat.on..

Date/Time: 03111i2011 13:04:21 (El) Commissioners Assistants Briefing underway
Position:, EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt -
Record: 852 ,
Facility:
Source: IET

AddredILocation: _

Attachment
This informaton is •,•ial W, OMy- Qunlsibve ,,n1en, ,,,,,In ,I,,on.

Date/Time: 0311M12011 13:02:11 (ET) NRC Staff is filling in at National Resource Coordination Center
Position: IEST Chronology Officer_

Name: Kevin Witt

Record:; 851
(t
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Facility: _______

Suc:IET _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _

Add ressLocation:'
Attachment:

This informaton is 0flUfcal W7Uv"O Sensiti7 v " n,, mtal in formn ation.

Date/Time: 0311112011 12:51:51 (El) ]Cable from US Ambassador with concerning statements about Japanese reactors -
Position: EST Chronology Officer question whether reactor will maintain water level (possibility for uncovering core)

Name: Kevin Witt

Record: 850

Facility:

Source: Er _ _

AddressLocation:

Attachment: _

This information is ......l We ...- Sensitive h.i.... h.im......

Datellime:103111/2011 12:17:14 (ET)
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: 1Kevin Witt
Record: 849
Facility:

Source:~

AddresILocatio :!
Attachment:';7

This information is - fi - se Onl, S^ncithe Inteno In!nrrra•'n

Date/Time: 03111/2011 12:00:03 (ET) !next briefing scheduled for 1:00pm EST
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: 848
Facility: _

Source: ET ___

AddressLocaUon: !,
Attachment: I

This information is Offi•i e '- ldi'• ;,I inturmad .-

Date/Time:: 03/11/2011 11:39:31_(ET) R-IV does not request HQ support

Position: EST Chronology Officer
/
I
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Nae KvnWitt !for incident response support
Record: '1846 i EST Chronology Officer -Kevin Witt at 11:40:46 on 3111/2011
Facility: t y
Source: ET

AddressLocation:i ......
Attachment: L

This information is c e u y-Se u • ,,hrna, nfor-afio.

Date/Time:103/1112011 11:39:31 (ET) R-IV does not request HQ support
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt

Record: 847
Facility: ...... ________________ ___

Source: ET _ _ _ _.._ _. .. .. . .. .

AddreusLocatoon:'

Attachment!,
This informaton is Of•ia! L& ony -Soysi-ve nterna! hbtmaton.

e 03/11/2011 11:35.:22 (El'J 2-3 foot water rise expected at Diablo, well within tidal fluctuation that can be handled

Position: EST Chronology Officer i
Name: Kevin Witt t

Record: 845

Facility:-

Source: ET

AddreWLocation: .__._ _ _

Attachment: _

This information is Oflcial e " - Sesiiv . n t....... h.if. matica..

Date/Time: 03/1112011 11:16:43 (EMU Crisis action team has not requested NRC support
Position:l EST Chronology Officer i

Name: Kevin Witt I

Record: 844 __
Facility: . _

Source:_1Tliaison _,____-

AddreWLocaton:_

Attachment:T
This information is 160R . . . ........ .' ""° "

l_ (b)(5) 70Wf07
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Date/Time: 0311112011 11:09:56 (ET) Japanese representative has left ops center

Poston: EST Chronology Officer

Name: KevinWitt ,Next briefing scheduled for 1230 EST
Record:_843
Facility:[

Source: lET
AddreWLocation:-

Attachment I_
This information is offcia . .

DatelTime: F3/1112011 11:07:37 (ET) Diablo Canyon is atfull powerand no impact is expected
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: 4Kevin Witt
Record: 1842

Facility:

Source:l _ET

AddressLocaton:_
Attachment:_

This information is tffuiaýdI Oly"'e,,o.n, a fao . ....

Date/Time: i031112011 11:04:57 (ET) (b)(5)
Position:' EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt 1

Record: 1841

Facility:, -

Source: ET-Japanese Rep I

AddressLocation:!

Attachment: I _

This informaion isIOrial L•Je ,dy -SoM1 ut l ,thral IfrMIaUsdn.

Date/Time: 0311112011 11:02:43 (ET) 4NRC assistance is not needed at this time from Japanese regulator
Position: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt

Record: 840
Facility: 1
Source: ET.Japanese rep

AddresLocation:_ _

(b)(5) 770W07
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Attachment: _

This informaton is MIW;al U6se edy- SInsiu'v IIIt1enal In'fitUioI.

Date/Time: i 03/11/2011 11:00:47 (Ml 3 units were previously in outage
Position: iEST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt
Record: 839 -

Facility:

Source:I ET-Japanese rep t _

AddreW Location: . ....

Attachment: !
This information is OlMOcial Use Oniy. Sensi~v iniera informa-on

Datei/im-e:03/11/2011 10:57:55 (Er) Emergency Diesel Generator has been procured
Position:TEST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Will Fire at Onigawa in turbine building (ground floor) has been extinguished
Record: 838

Facility: Not confirmed from Tokyo

Source:_ET-Japanese rep I__

AddressLocation-.

Attachment:: _ _
This infornaton is Oficial ......- S' .... I-'n .... ticn.

Date/Time:! 03/11/2011 10:56:56 (ET) Japanese regulator is in Emergency Operating Mode (not confirmed)
Poetion: EST Chronology Officer

Name: Kevin Witt
Record' 1837 i
Facility:J _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ -

Source: ET- Japanese Rep ___

AddressLocation: I

Attachment! T _...............

This informaton is .fficia, W"e onl- Sensitive lnt-' na! . nfomi.n.

Date/Time: 03/1112011 10:53:24 (ET) 1 Mike Peck is resident at Diablo Canyon and is monitoring the situation
Position:I EST Chronology Officer

Name:;'Kevin Will
Record:; 836

(t (b)(5)
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Facility:

Source: ET

AddressLocation: .

Attachment:_
This information is Offtdta U Ouly- SýeMurmai nton .

Date/Time: I0311112011 10:51:28 "ET) NRC is in monitoring mode as of 0946

Position:j EST Chronology Officer EST Chronology Officer- Kevin Witt at 10:52:10 on 311112011
Name: Kevin Witt

, - 1!,_ I

Record: 833 - R-IV has taken the lead
Facility: i EST Chronology Officer- Kevin Witt at 10:52:43 on 311112011

Source: Er

AddressdLocation: -

Attachment _

This information is Officiall Use I-n'ly .nitiv ,nt, In,-oma tion.,

Dat9ime:Tii03111/2011 10:51:28 (ET) NRC is in monitoring mode as of 0946
Positon: EST Chronology Officer EST Chronology Officer -Kevin Witt at 10:52:10 on 311112011

Name:! Kevin Witt
Record:'835

Facility:_
Source: ET I

AddresgLocatiou:___

Attachment;
This information is Official Wie Only- Sensitiva Internmal lntrmation

DatelTime:!0311112011 10:51:28 (ET) INRC is in monitoring mode as of 0946
Poition: I EST Chronology Officer

Name:lKevin Witt
Record: 1834
Facility: __

Source:Er

AddresLocation: _

Attachment: _

This information is Official " fee only ........................
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